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CALENDAR 1919-1920

June 30, Monday:

August 2, Saturday:

September 13:

September 15:

September 15-18:

September 17:

November 27:

December 23:

•January 2:

-January' 2:

January 10:

February 21:

February 22:

March 20:

March 22:

May 20:

June 7:

June 10:

June 10-12:

June 11, Friday:

June 12, Saturday:

June 13, Sunday:

June 14, Monday:

June 15, Tuesday:

June 16, Wednesday:

Opening of the Summer School.

Close of the Summer School.

Meeting of the Faculty.

First day of Registration.

Examinations for Entrance.

Opening of the First Term.

Thanksgiving Day.

Close of the First Term.

Opening of the Second Term.

Opening of the Short Courses.

Birthday of General R. E. Lee.

Exercises in commemoration of the 119th

Anniversary of the Demosthenian Society

and the 100th Anniversary of the Phi

Kappa Society.

Washington's Birthday.

Close of the Second Term.

Opening of the Third Term.

Last date for submission of Prize Essays.

Meeting of the Board of Visitors.

Annual Session of the Board of Trustees.

Examinations for entrance.

4:00 P. M., Military exercises and drill.

8:30 P. M., Sophomore declamation contest.

11:00 A. M., Baccalaureate sermon.

10:30 A. M., Exercises of the undergraduates

representing the branches of the Univer-

sity.

8:30 P. M., Champion debate between the Phi

Kappa and Demosthenian Societies.

10:30 A. M., Business meeting of the Alumni
Society.

12 M., Oration before the Alumni Society.

4:30 P. M., Junior orations and delivery of

Sophomore cup.

Commencement Day. Close of the 120th
annual session.



HISTORICAL

The University of Georgia was chartered by the General Assembly
of the State, January 27, 1785. The charter is entitled "An act for

the more full and complete establishment of a public seat of learn-

ing in this State," and its preamble, to use the language of .a dis-

tinguished president of the institution, "would do. honor to. 0,iy

legislature, and will stand a monument to the wisdom and patriotism

of those who framed and of those who adopted it."

The independence of Georgia, as a State, had just been acknowl-

edged, and, says the preamble, "It should be among the first objects

of those who wish well to the national prosperity to encourage and

support the principles of religion and morality, and early to place

the youth under the forming hand of society, that, by instruction,

they may be moulded to the love of virtue and good order."

Founded with the purpose thus indicated, the University was
possessed only of "an unproductive and, for the most part, unin-

habited tract of land," and it was not until July 6th, 1801, that

George Walton, Abraham Baldwin, John Milledge, and Hugh Lawson,
acting as a committee of the Senatus Academicus, selected the

historic site on which the parent institution at Athens now stands.

During that year the University was opened.

The general scheme of organization and the course of study, after

the (fashion of the English colleges of that time, provided for the

single collegiate degree of "Bachelor of Arts." Literature, with

the so-called disciplinary studies, constituted the entire curriculum.

For Science, as it is recognized today, no provision was made.

For more than half a century the history of the University was
the history of Georgia. Many of those who afterwards added to the

distinction of the State in peace and in war received their training

here during this period.

But no college thus designed could keep pace with the growth

and diffusion of knowledge. The expanding intelligence of the nine-

teenth century demanded wider areas of culture and knowledge.

Science added new fields to human thought. With new knowledge
came the impelling force which planted scientific and technical

schools throughout the world. In July, 1862, the Congress of the

United States granted to each of the States a munificent donation

of public lands for the purpose of establishing a college in which

science and its application to agriculture and the mechanic arts

should be taught. The funds arising from the sale of Georgia's quota

of the land scrip were transferred by the State to the Trustees of

the University of Georgia, May, 1872, and the Trustees at once
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established the Georgia State College of Agriculture and the

Mechanic Arts, as a coordinate department of the institution at

Athens. In accordance with the act of Congress, the "leading ob-

ject" in this college is, "without excluding other scientific and

classical studies, and including military tactics, to teach such

branches of learning as are related to agriculture and the mechanic

arts."

After this step had been taken toward broadening the scope of

the University's activity, other developments followed rapidly.

In August, 1867, the Lumpkin Law School, at Athens (incorpora-

ted 1859), was merged into and became the Law Department of the

University. In October, 1872, the North Georgia Agricultural Col-

lege became a department of the University through a contract

made by the local trustees, and in July, 1873, by arrangement with

the local trustees of the Georgia Medical College (founded in 1829),

at Augusta, this institution became the Medical Department of the

University.

By the Constitution of Georgia (adopted 1877), the appropriation

of public funds for education other than "the elementary branches

of an English education" was permitted to the University only. The
following institutions have been established by legislative enact-

ments as departments or "branches" of the University and placed

under general control of its Board of Trustees. Each is maintained

in whole or in part by annual appropriations from the State Treas-

ury. The Georgia School of Technology, at Atlanta, established

1885; the Georgia Normal and Industrial College for Girls, at Mil-

iedgeville, established 1889; the Georgia Industrial College for

Colored Youths, near Savannah, established 1890; the State Normal
School, near Athens, established 1895; the South Georgia Normal
College, at Valdosta, established 1906.

The growth of the University at Athens may be seen from the

number of departments which have been established there in recent

years; the School of Pharmacy, established in 19 03; the Summer
School, authorized by an act of the General Assembly in 1897, and

put on a permanent foundation by an appropriation of the General

Assembly in 1904; the School of Forestry, established in 1906

through the generous aid of Mr. George Foster Peabody; the School

of Education, established in 1908; the School of Commerce, estab-

lished in 1912.

In the summer of 1906, the Legislature established the Georgia

State College of Agriculture and directed the Governor to appoint

Trustees charged with its management. At the same session of

the Legislature an industrial and agricultural school was established

in each of the eleven congressional districts of the State as a branch

of this college and under the general supervision of its board of
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trustees. These are located at Statesboro, Tifton, Americus, Carroll-

ton, Monroe, Barnesville, Powder Springs, Madison, Clarkesville,

Granite Hill, and Cochran.

By resolution of the Board of Trustees, women will be admitted

to the College of Agriculture and the Mechanic Arts and to the

Peabody School of Education, beginning with the session of 1919-

1920.

SUPPORT
The University is supported partly by taxation of the- people of

the State, partly by the income from federal grants, and partly by

income from private gifts.

The federal government has made three grants for the support

of the College of Agriculture and the Mechanic Arts; the original

land grant of 1868; the grant of 1887 for the support of agricultural

experiment stations in connection with the College of Agriculture,

and the supplementary grant of 1890.

In 1895 the State appropriated $29,000 for the erection and
equipment of Science Hall. Since that time it has appropriated

money for five other buildings, adding greatly to the efficiency of

the institution. For maintenance the State pays the sum of $60,000

annually, and has added an annual appropriation of $7,500 for the

Summer School. In addition, the sum of $60,000 is appropriated

annually for the maintenance of the State College of Agriculture;

with $40,000 for Extension Work, and $2,500 for Farmers' Insti-

tutes; also the sum of $88,109.14 for the year 1918-19, to meet the

Federal appropriation to Georgia under the terms and provisions of

the act of Congress, approved May 8th, 1914.

The most considerable gifts that have come to the University are:

The original donation of 35,000 acres of public lands by the State.

The donation of 66 acres of land to the University by Governor
John Milledge, on which a part of the city of Athens now stands.

The Moore College building, costing $25,000, the gift of the city

of Athens.

The Charles F. McCay fund, available about 19 70, estimated to

amount ultimately to several million dollars.

The Charles McDonald Brown fund of $50,000, the gift of Gov-
ernor Joseph E. Brown, for aid of students. This fund now amounts
to $205,824.70.

The William Terrell fund of $20,000 for the support of a chair of

Agricultural Chemistry.

The Library building, costing $50,000, the gift of George Foster

Peabody, of New York.

The Alumni fund, amounting to nearly $60,000.
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A fund of approximately $30,000, contributed by friends of the

University (1906) for the purchase of land for enlarging the campus,

and an equal amount contributed subsequently.

The Denmark fund of $4,000, given by the late Brantley A,

Denmark in memory of his son, William Starke Denmark.
A gift of $25,000 from the city of Athens (1908) for the develop-

ment of the greater campus.

A gift of $40,000 from the Peabody Fund, for the erection of a

building, to be known as the "George Peabody Hall," for the School

of Education.

A gift of $12,500 from the Phelps-Stokes Fund, for the permanent
endowment of a Fellowship.

A gift of $500 by Dr. M. M. Hull for the establishment of the

A. L. Hull Scholarship.

A gift of $6 00 by Mr. Preston Arkwright ('90) for the same
purpose and under the same conditions as those of the Charles

McDonald Brown Fund.

A gift of $1,000 by the family of Mr. Bert Michael (1912) for

the establishment of a scholarship in the Junior class.

A gift of $5 00 by Messrs. Eugene Dodd ('93) and Harry Dodd
('97) for the same purpose and under the same conditions as those

of the Charles McDonald Brown Fund.

A gift of $5,200 by Justice Joseph Henry Lumpkin ('75) for the

establishment of the Joseph Henry Lumpkin Scholarship Fund, for

the same purpose and under the same conditions as those of the

Charles McDonald Brown Fund.

A gift by the Hon. Charles H. Brand of an annual scholarship of

$150 during his life, with provision for its perpetuity.

A gift by Mr. F. A. Lipscomb of an annual scholarship of $200,

with provision for its perpetuity, in honor of his father, who was
Professor in the University from 1869 until his death in 1873.

GOVERNMENT
By act of the General Assembly, approved August 23, 1889, the

government of the University is vested in a Board of Trustees,

appointed by the Governor for a term of eight years, and confirmed

by the Senate. The Board consists of one member from each Con-
gressional District of the State, four from the State at large, and
two from the city of Athens; and the following are ex-oflicio mem-
bers: the Governor of Georgia, the Chairman of the Board of Trus-

tees of the North Georgia Agricultural College, the Chairman of the

Board of Trustees of the School of Technology, the President of the

Board of Directors of the Georgia Normal and Industrial College, the

President of the Commissioners of the Industrial College for Colored
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Youths, 'the Chairman of the Board of Trustees of the College of

Agriculture, the Chairman of the Board of Trustees of the State

Normal School, the President of the Board of Directors of the

Medical College, the President of the Board of Trustees of the South

Georgia Normal College.

The immediate control and management of each of the depart-

ments of the University situated elsewhere than at Athens is en-

trusted (subject to general control by the University Trustees) to

a "Local Board" or "Commission," of which the number of members,
mode of appointment, and terms of office vary.

The University Trustees meet in stated session on the Thursday
preceding the Commencement Sunday, and at other times at their

pleasure.

The present organization of the Board is as follows:

HIS EXCELLENCY GOV. HUGH M. DORSEY, Atlanta,

Ex-officio.

GEORGE F. GOBER, Marietta,

From the State at Large Term expires Aug. 13, 1923.

HENRY D. McDANIEL, Monroe,

From tho State at Large Term expires Aug. 13, 1925.

WILLIAM E. SIMMONS, Lawreneeville,

From the State at Large Term expires Aug. 13, 1919.

HAMILTON McWHORTER, Athens,

From the State at Large Term expires Aug. 13, 1921.

SAMUEL B. ADAMS, Savannah,

1st Congressional District Term expires Aug. 13, 1921.

BYRON B. BOWER, Bainbridge,

2nd Congressional District Term expires Aug. 13, 1921.

J. E. HAYS, Montezuma,
3rd Congressional District Term expires Aug. 13, 1921.

HENRY R. GOETCHIUS, Columbus,
4ith Congressional District Term expires Aug. 13, 1919.

•CLARK HOWELL, Atlanta,

5th Congressional District Term expires Aug. 13, 1919.

LOYD CLEVELAND, Griffin,

6th Congressional District Term expires Aug. 13, 1919.

JOSEPH M. BROWN, Marietta,

7th Congressional District Term expires Aug. 13, 1925.

ANDREW J. COBB, Athens,

8th Congressional District Term expires Aug. 13, 1919.
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HOWARD THOMPSON, Gainesville,

9th Congressional District Term expires Aug. 13, 1923.

BOWDRE PHINIZY, Augusta,

10th Congressional District Term expires Aug. 13, 1923.

JOHN W. BENNETT, Waycross,

11th Congressional District Term expires Aug. 13, 1923.

DUDLEY M. HUGHES, Danville,

12th Congressional District Term expires Aug. 13, 1919.

HUGH J. ROWE, Athens,

Resident Trustee Term expires Aug. 13, 19 23.

HARRY HODGSON, Athens,

Resident Trustee Term expires Aug. 23, 1925.

GEORGE FOSTER PEABODY, New York, Life Trustee,

By special act of the General Assembly.

NATHANIEL E. HARRIS, Macon,

Chairman of the Board of Trustees of the School of Technology,

Ex-officio.

THEODORE E. ATKINSON, Newnan,
President of the Board of Directors of the Georgia Normal and

Industrial College. Ex-officio.

PETER W. MELDRIM, Savannah,

President of the Board of Commissioners of the Industrial

College for Colored Youths. Ex-officio.

W. B. McCANTS, Winder,

President of the Board of Trustees of the North Georgia Agri-

cultural College. Ex-officio.

B. S. MILLER, Columbus,
Chairman of the Board of Trustees of the State Normal School.

Ex-officio.

JAMES J. CONNER, Cartersville,

Chairman of the Board of Trustees of the College of Agricul-

ture. Ex-officio.

ENOCH H. CALLAWAY, Augusta,

President of the Board of Directors of the Medical College.

Ex-officio.

WILLIAM E. THOMAS, Valdosta,

President of the Board of Trustees of the South Georgia Normal
College. Ex-officio.

HENRY D. McDANIEL Chairman
THOMAS W. REED Secretary and Treasurer
PRUDENTIAL COMMITEE

—

Messrs. McWhorter, Hodgson, Rowe, Cobb.
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FINANCE COMMITTEE

—

Messrs. Simmons, Rowe, Bower, Brown, Hayes.

COMMITTEE ON HONORARY DEGREES

—

Messrs. Adams, Conner, and the Chancellor.

COMMITTTEE ON BROWN FUND

—

Messrs. McWhorter, Brown, Bennett, Thompson, Cleveland.

PROPERTY COMMITTEE

—

Messrs. Gober, Hodgson, Cleveland, Phinizy, Atkinson.

INSURANCE COMMITTEE

—

Messrs. Simmons, McWhorter, Cobb.

LIBRARY COMMITTEE

—

Messrs. Cleveland, Miller, Hodgson, McCants, Thomas.
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THE UNIVERSITY AT ATHENS

I. Franklin College. The College of Arts). Chartered 17 85,

offering the Degree of Bachelor of Arts, and including:

1. General Courses in the Liberal Arts.

2. Special Courses.

II. The Georgia State College of Agriculture and the Mechanic Arts.

Offering the Degree of Bachelor of Science, and including the

following:

(a) In the College of Science and Engineering:

1. The General Science Course.

2. The Civil Engineering Course.

3. The Electrical Engineering Course.

(b) In the College of Agriculture:

4. The Full Agricultural Course.

5. The Forest Engineering Course.

6. The Veterinary Medicine Course.

7. The Course in Home Economics.

8. The One-Year Agricultural Course.

9. The Winter Course in Agriculture.

10. The Experiment Station (at Experiment).

11. The Farmers' Institutes, and Extension Service.

III. The School of Education.—Offering the Degree of Bachelor of

Education.

IV. The School of Commerce.—Offering the Degree of Bachelor of

Science in Commerce.
V. The Graduate School.—Offering the following Degrees:

1. Master of Arts.

2. Master of Science.

3. Civil Engineer.

VI. The Law Department.—Offering the Degree of Bachelor of

Laws. A three years' course.

VII. The School of Pharmacy.—Offering the Degree of Graduate
in Pharmacy. A two years' course.

VIII. The University Summer School.

Five Weeks' Session, offering a diploma of graduation and
courses in

1. Common School Branches.

2. Pedagogy and Related Subjects.

3. High School Studies.

4. Selected Studies.

5. College Credit Courses.

6. Graduate Courses.
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THE UNIVERSITY FACULTY

DAVID CRENSHAW BARROW, LL.D., Chancellor.

JAMES BEITHOLD BERRY, B.S.F. M.S.,

Professor of Plant Pathology and Forestry.

HOMER VAN VALKENBURGH BLACK, Ph.D.,

Associate Professor of Chemistry.

WILLIS HENRY BOCOCK, A.M., LL.D.,

Dean of the Graduate School, and Milledge Professor of Ancient

Languages.

WALTER CLINTON BURKHART, D.V.M.,

Junior Professor of Veterinary Medicine.

ROBERT PRESTON BROOKS, Ph.D.,

DeRenne Professor of Georgia History.

DUNCAN BURNET,
Librarian.

WILLIAM MILLS BURSON, D.V.M.,

Professor of Veterinary Medicine.

HORACE W. CALDWELL, B.S.A., D.V.M.,

Junior Professor of Veterinary Medicine.

JAMES WILLIAM CANTRELL, A.B.,

Special Instructor in Physics.

ANDREW JACKSON COBB, A.B., B.L.,

Lecturer on Constitutional Law and Legal Procedure.

WILLIAM OLIN COLLINS, B.S.A.,

Instructor in Agricultural Chemistry.

WALTER GROVER CORNETT, LL.B.,

Adjunct Professor of Law.
GEORGE ARTHUR CRABB, B.S.A.,

Junior Professor of Agronomy, in charge of Soils.

MARY E. CRESWELL,
Director of Home Economics.

WILLIAM ALEXANDER CUNNINGHAM, B.L.,

Instructor in Physical Education.

URIAH HARROLD DAVENPORT, B.S.,

Associate Professor of Electrical Engineering.

WILLIAM S. DILTS, B.S.,

Instructor in Poultry Husbandry.

HOWARD DOUGLAS DOZIER, A.M,.

Associate Professor of Economics.

AUSTIN SOUTHWICK EDWARDS, Ph.D.,

Associate Professor of Psychology.

In the Government service.
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JOHN RICHARD FAIN, B.S.,

Professor of Agronomy.
WESLEY CRITZ GEORGE, Ph.D.,

Adjunct Professor of Zoology.

L. HENRY GORK, Captain Infantry, U. S. A.,

Assistant Professor of Military Science and Tactics.

ERNEST LEE GRIGGS, (Graduate V. M. I.)

Associate Professor of Civil Engineering and Drawing.

LEROY COLLIER HART, B.S.E.E., A.E.,

Professor of Agricultural Engineering.

HARLOW WILLIAMSON HARVEY, B.S.A.,

Junior Professor of Horticulture.

CORNELIUS JACOB HEATWOLE, A.M.,

Professor of Education.

LINVILLE LAURENTINE HENDREN, Ph.D.,

Professor of Physics and Astronomy.

WILLIAM DAVIS HOOPER, A.M.,

Professor of Latin.

HOWELL ARTHUR INGHRAM, B.S.C.,

Instructor in Accounting.

MILTON PRESTON JARNAGIN, B.S.A.,

Professor of Animal Husbandry.
JOSEPH LUSTRAT, Bach, es Lett.,

Professor of Romance Languages.

THOMAS HUBBARD McHATTON, D.Sc,

Professor of Horticulture.

JOHN HANSON THOMAS McPHERSON, Ph.D..

Professor of History and Political Science.

ROBERT LIGON McWhorter, A.M.,

Adjunct Professor of Latin and Greek.

HENRY TOWNS MADDUX, A.B., B.S.A.,

Editor, College of Agriculture.

ROBERT Dj MALTBY, B.S.,

State Supervisor of Vocational Agriculture.

JOHN MORRIS, A.M.,

Professor of Germanic Languages.
SYLVANUS MORRIS, B.L., LL.D.,

Dean of the Law Department, and Professor of Law.
ROBERT EMORY PARK, A.M., Litt.D.,

Professor of English.

WILLIAM OSCAR PAYNE, A.M.,

Associate Professor of History and Political Science.

*EARL EWART PEACOCK, M.B.A.,

Instructor in Accounting and Industry.

* In the Government service.
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ERNA E. PROCTOR,
Junior Professor of Foods and Cookery.

ROBERT SPENCER POND, Ph.D.,

Adjunct Professor of Mathematics.

RAFAEL W. RAMIREZ, A.B.,

Adjunct Professor of Romance Languages.

LOY EDMUND RAST, B.S.,

Junior Professor of Agronomy, in charge of Cotton Industry

ROSALIE V. RATHBONE, B.S.,

Junior Professor of Textiles and Clothing.

JOHN MOORE READE, Ph.D.,

Professor of Botany.

THOMAS WALTER REED, A.M.,

Registrar.

SANFORD MYRICK SALYER, A.M.,

Associate Professor of English.

STEADMAN VINCENT SANFORD, A.B., Litt.D.,

Professor of English Language.

JULIUS EUGENE SEVERIN, D.V.M.,

Junior Professor of Veterinary Medicine.

LAFAYETTE MILES SHEFFER, B.S.,

Junior Professor of Agricultural Education.

MAUDE SMITH,
Instructor in Poultry Husbandry.

CHARLES MERCER SNELLING, A.M., Sc.D.,

President of Franklin College. Dean of the University, and

Professor of Mathematics.

ANDREW McNAIRN SOULE, D.Sc, LL.D.,

President of the College of Agriculture and the Mechanic Arts,

and Dean of the College of Agriculture.

ROBERT POWELL STEPHENS, Ph.D.,

Assistant Professor of Mathematics.

JOSEPH SPENCER STEWART, Ped.D.,

Professor of Secondary Education.

CHARLES MORTON STRAHAN, C. and M.E., Sc.D.,

Professor of Civil Engineering.

CHARLES BERT GORTON 9WETLAND, .Ph.G.,

Instructor in Chemistry.

MILTON BOYCE THWEATT, Captain Infantry, U. S. A.,

Professor of Military Science and Tactics.

STEPHEN C. UPSON, LL.B.,

Adjunct Professor of Law.

•ROOSEVELT PRUYN WALKER. M.A.,

Adjunct Professor of English.

* In the Government service.
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EARLE GEORGE WELCH, B.S.A.E.,

Junior Professor of Agricultural Engineering.

JOHN TAYLOR WHEELER, B.S.,

Professor of Agricultural Education.

HENRY CLAY WHITE, Ph.D., Sc.D., D.C.L., LL.D.,

Professor of Chemistry, and Terrell Professor of Agricultural

Chemistry.

CECIL NORTON WILDER, B.S.A.,

Instructor in Agricultural Chemistry.
*GEORGE LIVINGSTON WILLIAMS, A.M.,

Adjunct Professor of Finance.

ROBERT GUMMING WILSON, Ph.G.,

Professor of Pharmacy.
JAMES HERBERT WOOD, B.S.A.,

Adjunct Professor of Poultry Husbandry.

THOMAS JACKSON WOOFTER, A.M., Ph.D.,

Dean of the School of Education, Professor of Philosophy and

Education.

WILLIAM ARCHER WORSHAM, JR., A.M.,

Professor of Agricultural Chemistry.

WILLIAM THOMAS WRIGHT, M.S.,

Adjunct Professor of Physics.

T. GEORGE YAXIS, B,S., M.S. A.,

Junior Professor of Animal Husbandry.

THOMAS SCOTT HOLLAND, A.B.,

Tutor in Romance Languages.

DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURAL EXTENSION
WILLIAM H. ALLEN, B.S., Field Agent in Poultry Clubs.

tMRS. EDITH M. ANDREWS, District Supervisor of Home Eco-

nomics.

THOMAS L. ASBURY, B.S.A., District Supervisor of County Agents.

ROBERT E. BLACKBURN, B.S.A.,

Field Agent in Horticulture.

LAURA BLACKSHEAR, Illustrator.

tBESSIE BOGGESS, Assistant State Supervisor of Home Economics.

tMRS. E. G. BOND, District Supervisor of Home Economics.

fESTELLE BOZEMAN, District Supervisor of Home Economics.

tNEWTON C. BRACKETT, B.S.A., Specialist in Smut Eradication.

WILLIAM BRADFORD, A.B., M.D., Assistant State Supervisor of

Agricultural Clubs.

* In the Government service.

t In cooperation with the U. S. Department of Agriculture.
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fEARL S. BRASHIER, D.V.M., Hog Cholera Specialist.
;

WILLIAM E. BROACH, B.S.A., Field Agent in Agricultural En-
gineering.

fHARRY LOWRANCE BROWN, B.S.A., Scientific Assistant in Ani-

mal Husbandry.

tWALTER S. BROWN, B.S.A., District Supervisor of County Agents.

tCHARLES S. BRYANT, B.S.A., District Supervisor of County
Agents.

tAMES PHILANDER CAMPBELLL, B.S.A., Director of Extension.

LEONIDAS MYERS CARTER, B.S., Junior Professor of Soil Chem-
istry.

tROSS RENFROE CHILDS, B.S.A., M.S.A., Scientific Assistant in

Agronomy.
tWILLIAM J. CLARKE, Extension Sheep Specialist.

tGEORGIA CREWS, District Supervisor of Home Economics.

tGEORGE VIVIAN CUNNINGHAM, Assistant State Supervisor of

County Agents.

L. VINCENT DAVIS, B.S.A., Field Agent in Agronomy.
tLOIS PAULINE DOWDLE, Assistant State Supervisor of Home

Economics.

tJAMES ELKANAH DOWNING, Assistant State Supervisor of Pig

Clubs.

fHARRISON B. EMERSON, B.S.A., Field Agent in Beef Cattle.

JOHN WILLIAM FIROR, B.S., Junior Professor of Horticulture.

tMILTON CLEVELAND GAY, B.S.A., Field Agent in Marketing.

tJOHN KYRGESS GILES, B.S.A., State Supervisor of Agricultural

Clubs.

tROSS McKINNEY GRIDLEY, B.S.A., Field Agent in Animal Hus-
bandry.

tRAY C. HARRIS, B.S.A., Field Agent in Farm Drainage.

tROBERT P. HOWARD, B.S.A., District Supervisor of County
Agents.

*WILLIAM HARVEY HOWELL, B.S.A., Extension Dairy Husband-
man.

fDeF. HUNGERFORD, Scientific Assistant in Farm Management.

fJAMES A. JOHNSON, B.S.A., District Supervisor of County Agents.

tGUY RUDOLPH JONES, B.S.A., Field Agent in Agricultural En-

gineering.

tCHARLES E. KELLOGG, B.S., M.S. A., Assistant Field Agent in

Beef Cattle.

tKATIE D. LANIER, District Supervisor of Home Economics.

DAVID D. LONG, B.S.A., Soil Expert in State Survey.

t In cooperation with the U. S. Department of Agriculture .

MARION WAYNE LOWRY, B.S.A., M.A., Junior Professor of Soil

Chemistry.
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+LEO H. MARLETT, B.S.A., Field Agent in Cheese Factories.

CHARLES A. MARTIN, B.S.A.. Field Agent in Animal Husbandry.

MRS. LEILA R. MIZE, District Supervisor of Home Economics.

tSAMUEL E. McCLENDON, Field Agent in Horticulture.

EVA L. McGEE, Field Agent in Dairying.

tWALKER R. NISBET, B.S.. Assistant Field Agent in Beef Cattle.

fJAMES G. OLIVER, Assistant State Supervisor of County Agents.

tJAMES VERNON PHILLIPS, B.S., Senior Drainage Engineer.

tCHARLES A. PYLE, D.V.M., Field Veterinarian.

tELMO RAGSDALE, B.S.A., District Supervisor of County Agents.

tGERALD ROSCOE SKINNER. B.S.A., Scientific Assistant in Dairy

Husbandry.

WILLIAM ALEXANDER SMITH, Field Agent in Bee Husbandry.
tSILAS HENRY STARR. B.S.A.,, Junior Professor of Farm Manage-

ment.

tE. R. STRAHAN, B.S.A., District Supervisor of County Agents.

PAUL TABOR, B.S.A., Field Agent in Agronomy.
fCARL WALLACE, Extension Service Husbandman.
FRANK WARD, B.S.A., Field Agent in Cotton Industry.

*EDISON COLLINS WESTBROOK, B.S.A. , Field Agent in Agron-
omy.

tROBERT FRED WHELCHEL, B.S.A., Supervisor of Extension

Schools.

tMRS. HOYLE S. WILSON. District Supervisor of Home Economics.

tMRS. BESSIE STANLEY WOODS, Assistant State Supervisor of

Home Economics.

tLOUIS A. ZIMM, B.S., M.F.. Extension Forester.

Student Assistants

JOHN WILLIAM ABNEY. Commerce.
THOMAS MEINTZER NEIBLING. Civil Engineering.

SHAN CHUAN WANG, Botany.

Library Staff

ANNIE CARLTON, Reference Librarian.

ETHEL K. MILLER, Cataloguer.

, Assistant.

WALLACE P. ZACHRY, Student Assistant.

ROBERT D. O'CALLAGHAN. Student Assistant.

J. GASTON GAY, Student Assistant.

CHARLES SANFORD, Student Assistant.

* In the Government service.

t In cooperation with the U. S. Department of Agriculture.
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Other Officers

SARA COBB BAXTER, Secretary to the Chancellor.

JULIUS TOWNSEND DUDLEY, Secretary to the President of Frank-

lin College.

ETHEL REESE, Secretary to the President of the College of Agri-

culture and the Mechanic Arts.

NELLE M. REESE, Librarian, College of Agriculture.

PHARES OBADIAH VANATTER, Superintendent of Field Experi-

ments.

AMBROSE PENN WINSTON, Foreman of the College Farm.
CHARLES B. SWEET, Superintendent of College Greenhouse and

Grounds.

S, R. KIRK, Foreman of Forge Shop.
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FACULTY COMMITTEES, 1919-1920

Absences: Park, Salyer, McWhorter, Dozier, Thweatt.

Alumni Bulletin: Strahan, S. Morris, McWhorter.
Alumni Catalogue: Reed, Stewart, Payne, Worsham.
Alumni Position: Woofter, Park, Stewart, Jarnagin.

Athletics: J. Morris, Jarnagin, Hendren, Worsham.
Bulletin: Brooks, Sanford, Maddux, Worsham.
Chapter Houses and Dormitories: Park, Strahan, Lustrat, Snelling.

Courses as Given: Snelling, Soule, Hendren.

Curriculum: McPherson, Hooper, Bocock, White, Snelling, Woof-
ter, Soule, J. Morris, Fain, Hendren, Creswell.

Delinquent Students: Snelling, Soule, Bocock, Park, Strahan, J.

Morris, Fain, Payne.

Entrance Examinations and Accredited Schools: Hooper, Stewart,

Fain, Stephens.

Extension: Soule, Stewart, J. Phil Campbell, Hendren.
Forms and Ceremonies: S. Morris, McHatton, Sanford.

Graduate Courses: Bocock, Fain, Park, Lustrat, Snelling, Soule,

McPherson.
Grounds and Buildings: Griggs, McHatton.
Gymnasium: Sanford, Snelling, Worsham, Payne, Jarnagin.

Items: Stewart, Reed, Maddux, Sanford, Brooks.

Library: Burnet, Reade, Brooks, Reed.

Medical Department: White, Jarnagin, Wilson, Lustrat, Hendren,

Reade.

Night Meetings: Stewart, Brooks, Sanford.

Promotion and Publicity: Stewart, Davenport, Maddux, Reed.

Publications: Park, Sanford, Maddux, Brooks.

Register and Announcement: Hooper, Stewart, Wilson, Stephens,

Maddux.
Rhodes Scholarship: Bocock, Brooks.

Schedule: Lustrat, Stephens, Fain, Sanford.

Self Help: F'ain, Stephens, Snelling, Park, Sanford.

Social Life of Students: Park, Worsham, Sanford, Snelling.

Summer Term: Pond, Woofter, Hendren, Fain.

Registrar: Reed.
Secretary: Hooper.
Faculty Chairman of Athletics: Sanford.
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BUILDINGS AND GROUNDS

The University Campus comprises an area of 132 acres located

in the heart of the city of Athens. In addition to this and contiguous

to it lies the University Farm, extending from Lumpkin Street to

the Oconee River, comprising 830 acres.

The buildings on the University Campus are:

1. Old College (1801, remodeled 19 08). Dormitory, accommo-
dating fifty students.

2. Road Laboratory (formerly Philosophical Hall, 1807). Road
Extension Laboratory.

3. New College (1823, rebuilt in 1832, after destruction by fire).

Dormitory, accommodating seventy students. The first floor is occu-

pied by the Armory and the offices of the Commandant of Cadets

4. Demosthenian Hall (1824). The Demosthenian Literary So-

ciety.

5. The Chapel (1831). Used for morning prayers and also as an

assembly hall.

6. Phi Kappa Hall (1834). The Phi Kappa Literary Society.

7. Moore College (1874). The Schools of Physics, Civil Engin-

eering, and Electrical Engineering.

8. Denmark Hall (1901). Cooperative Dining Hall, accommodat-
ing two hundred students.

9. Candler Hall (1901). Dormitory, accommodating eighty-four

students.

10. Academic Building. Remodeled (1904) by combining the

old Library (1859) with the Ivy Building (1831). Administrative

offices, and the Schools of Mathematics, Greek, Latin, History, Eng-
lish, English Language, Germanic Languages, Romance Languages,

and Law.

12. Ten-ell Hall (1904). Built to replace "Science Hall," totally

destroyed by fire in 1903. Named in honor of Dr. William Ter-

rell, of Hancock County, Georgia, who, in 1854, endowed the pro-

fessorship of Agricultural Chemistry in the University. The Schools

of Chemistry and Pharmacy.
13. LeConte Hall (1905). Named in honor of Dr. John LeConte,

Professor of Physics, 184 6-1855, and Dr. Joseph LeConte, Professor

of Geology, 1852-1856. The Schools of Biology and Botany.

14. Crawford W. Long Infirmary (1907, enlarged 1914 and

1916). Named in honor of Dr. Crawford W. Long, of the class of

1835, the discoverer of anesthesia.

15. The New Agricultural Hall (1907). The State College of

Agriculture.

1 6 . Farm Mechanics Laboratoi'y (1912).
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17. George Peabody Hall (1913). The School of Education.

18. Veterinary Hospital (1915).

19. The Octagon (1916). General assembly hall.

20. The Lumpkin Law School Building (acquired 1919).

EQUIPMENT
The Chemical Laboratories are in Terrell Hall. There are five main labora-

tories with an aggregate of 278 individual desks and lockers, assigned to

General, Organic and Physical Chemistry and Qualitative and Quanti-

tative Analysis; three smaller laboratories for advanced work; an assay

room; balance rooms; stock rooms; a departmental library and reading

room, furnished with current chemical journals; four lecture rooms, (seat-

ing capacities of 150, SO, SO and 32) and offices of the instructors. The build-

ing is steam-heated and the laboratories are well lighted and ventilated and
equipped with water, gas, electricity and fume closets. A sufficient and appro-

priate stock of apparatus and chemicals for student and demonstration uses

is annually replenished.

The Physical Laboratories are located in Moore College. The laboratories for

beginners are on the first floor, and consist of two rooms, 35x35 feet each, with
desks and tables for thirty students. The equipment of these laboratories has

been greatly increased by the recent purchase of modern apparatus for experi-

mental work in Mechanics. Sound, Heat, and Light. The laboratory for electri-

cal measurements is on the first floor, and is 20x45 feet. It is supplied with
alternating and three-phase. 60-cycle, 120-volt currents from the city mains,

and with alternating and direct currents from dynamos and storage batteries.

The equipment of this laboratory is modern. Two rooms, 35x35 and 20x35,

respectively, are well filled with illustrative and experimental apparatus. Two
large lecture rooms, with seating capacities for forty and eighty students, re-

spectively, are situated on the second floor. All laboratories and lecture rooms
are supplied with gas, water, and direct, alternating, and polyphase electric

currents.

For description of the shops and the Dynamo Laboratory, see Electrical

Engineering Laboratories, below.

The Civil Engineering Laboratory, in Moore College, includes a drawing
room (50x35) accommodating sixty students, instrument room, and model room.
The stock of models, charts, diagrams, and other illustrative materials is large
and complete; the engineering instruments are of the most approved makes,
and include all those necessary for ordinary engineering operations; a large
Riehle testing machine is in place for testing the strength of materials.

The Biological (Zoological) Laboratories occupy the basement and first floor

ofLeConte Hall together with a Museum on the second floor. The lecture room
is large and conveniently arranged, and is equipped with stereoptieon and large
collection of slides illustrating most of the lines of work undertaken. There
are special laboratories for General Zoology, Anatomy. Histology, Physiology,
and in addition a dark-room and a photographic room equipped with modern
apparatus for micro-photouraphy. All of these laboratories are supplied with
the most essential appliances for the work done therein, and the equipment is

being increased as rapidly as funds will permit. The museum, while not large,
has been selected with reference to the courses to be illustrated, and is of great
service in connection with all of these courses.
The Botanical Laboratories are on the second floor of LeConte Hall. Here

are provided a general laboratory, well lighted, Commodious, and furnished for
the work of beginners; a laboratory for Plant Pathology and Bacteriology,
equipped with culture room, sterilizers, incubator, microtomes, and other spe-
cial apparatus; a laboratory for Plant Physiology and Photography, which is
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a glass house 011 the roof provided "with special physiological npparatus and
equipped for photo-micrography; an Herbarium; a lecture room, and a small

store-room.

The Psychological Laboratory occupies eight rooms on the first floor of

George Peabody Hall and is equipped with the latest psychological instruments

for qualitative and quantitative studies of such mental phenomena as the

senses, the feelings, attention, memory, etc. Every room can be brought into

connection with every other room by a system of electric wiring. All rooms
are supplied with alternating electric current and gas. and most of them with

city water and sinks. One room can be used for a photographic dark-room,

while two others are devoted especially to research work.

The Electrical Engineering Laboratories. The Dynamo Laboratory of the

Electrical Engineering Department is in the basement of the Moore College

and is equipped with a 10 H. 1*. steam engine and boiler; an S H. P. gas

engine; a 10 H. P. 220-volt. three-phase electric motor; a 7 1
/-* K. W., double

current generator; a 5 K. YY\, direct current generator, all belted to a common
shaft; two Thompson-Houston arc light generators; one Brust arc light gen-

erator; one Foos "Electric Special" gasoline engine of 4 H. P. output, operating

a 3 K. W. direct current generator: one 2 H. 1'. 110-volt. three-phase induction

motor; one 1 H. P. 110 volt, three-phase induction motor; one 1 H. P. gas
engine; two small experimental dynamos; one small self-exciting alternator;

one 15 H. P. series, constant potentials, railway motor; 12 chloride accumula-
tors; a plug switchboard to which all laboratory and lecture desk leads are

connected; two lamp banks of fifty lamps each; one water cooled Prony Brake
of 10 H. P. capacity; stationary and portable ammeters, 'voltmeters, and watt-
meters of various types; one tachometer and several speed counters; two D. C.

arc lamps; one A. C. flaming arc lamp; water rheostats, resistance frames, etc.

Three-phase 110- and 220-volt circuits from the city mains are available at

all times.

The workshop on the second floor contains wood and metal working lathes,

rip and cut-saw. milling machine, grindstone, emery wheel, etc.. in addition to

a full equipment of bench and shop tools for ten men. This machinery is

driven by a three-phase induction motor from the city mains.
The water power plants of the Athens Railway and Electric Co.. at Mitchell's

Bridge and Barnett Shoals, their steam turbine plant and substation in the

city, their car barn and shop, and the general system of distribution and
utilization are, through the courtesy of the Superintendent, available for study
and inspection.

The Agricultural Laboratories are fully described under the statement of

the College of Agriculture.
The Pharmaceutical Laboratories are in Terrell Hall, and are supplied with

all necessary equipment for giving thorough instruction in Pharmacy.
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THE UNIVERSITY LIBRARY

The University Library is housed in a handsome building, the gift

of Mr. George Foster Peabody. The total number of volumes is

somewhat over forty thousand, many of the older works being of

considerable historical and antiquarian interest. Especially may be

mentioned volumes of early American travel, files of early Georgia

newspapers and of early English and American periodicals.

The library has had a varied career of over a century. It was
founded by a resolution of the 27th of November, 1800, ordering the

purchase of certain books "for the use of the students when not

engaged in their academical studies;" was the cause of an attempted

state lottery in 1806; had quarters in "Philosophical Hall"—now
the Road Laboratory—during 1821-2 3; was largely destroyed in the

New College fire of 1830; occupied the "Ivy Building" for the next

thirty years, the "Old Library" for the following forty-five, until in

1905 the present building was completed.

As far as funds will allow, the University library attempts to meet
not only the needs of faculty and students in the various fields of

instruction and special study, but to build up its collection on the

broadest cultural basis. About 1,000 volumes are added each year,

and the library subscribes for a representative list of nearly 200

periodicals and papers. A number of others are received as gifts.

The library is a depository for the publications of the United States

Government and receives by gift the publications of numerous state

bureaus, learned societies, etc. Its collection of pamphlets numbers
over fifteen thousand.

The Dewey Decimal Classification is followed, modified and ampli-

fied in an attempt to meet modern university needs. The dictionary

and classified subject catalogues now contain cards for all works
added in the last ten years, and for practically all modern works
shelved in the general library. Over fifteen thousand pamphlets are

classified and available, having either cards, or subject references

in the dictionary catalogue. Each year bibliographies containing

some thousands of references to books, periodicals, and pamphlets,

are prepared on intercollegiate, inter-society and class debates, prize

and other essays on themes, subjects of current interest, etc.

Hours of Opening

Week days, 9:00 A.M. -1:50 P.M.; 3:10-6:30; 7:30-10:30 P.M.
Sundays, 3:00-6:00 P.M.
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ADMISSION

Entrance to the University may be secured by two methods: (a)

by examination, (b) by certificate.

Entrance by Examination

1. Examinations are held at the University in June and September

of each year. These are in writing, and two hours are allowed to

each unit upon which examination is offered. Examinations will be

offered in each of the entrance subjects as requested, according to

a schedule, on June 10, 11, 12, and on September 15, 16, 17, 18.

All students planning to enter by examination must arrange to be

present upon these dates, since other dates can be arranged only

by special action of the faculty.

Entrance by Certificate

2. Each applicant for entrance by certificate must remember that

there are two things required of him. He must have had the work
required by the University for entrance. He must present a satis-

factory certificate to that effect. The certificate to be satisfactory

must have the following qualities:

a. It must be official. It must be made out and signed by the

superintendent or principal of the school.

b. It must be explicit. The University has adopted the uniform

certificate of the Commission on Accredited Schools of the Associa-

tion of Colleges and Secondary Schools of the Southern States,

which is also uniform with that of the North Central Association.

Diplomas need not be presented.

3. It must be complete. Many errors occur in the copying of

school records. Sometimes it happens that the omissions are serious

enough to prevent a student's entrance. The applicant must remem-
ber that the University will not credit him with anything not certi-

fied on his certificate and he must see that the certificate is correct

before it is sent for credit. Blank certificates are sent to all the

Georgia Accredited High Schools in time to have the certificates

filled out before the close of school. This is the time for the grad-

uate to see that his certificate is on file in the school office.

d. Certificates will not be accepted which cover less than one

year's attendance in the school issuing the certificate. Before cer-

tifying to the work done in his school, the principal should satisfy

himself of the previous high school training of the pupil, if a part

was done in another school. Subjects in which an examination has

been passed for admission to (the school, or for which regular cer-

tificates from recognized schools were received, may be included in
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the certificate, provided the official records from such school or of

-the examinations are given. Work done in the grammar grades or

high school reviews of such work cannot count as units of high

school training.

By it-he end of March of each year notice will be sent to the prin-

cipal showing the college standing of all students who are admit-

ted by certificate to the colleges which have adopted the University

system.

e. The certificate should be mailed directly to the University of

Georgia, care of the Entrance Committee, by the school official

authorized to sign it.

f. It must come from an approved source as indicated below.

CIxASSES OF CERTIFICATES ACCEPTED FOR ENTRANCE TO
A DEGREE COURSE

3. The following certificates will be accepted at their face value to

be estimated in standard unit terms, toward entrance to degree

courses, and no others will be honored except as provided in later

paragraphs:

a. High School Certificates. In Georgia, a certificate which shows
that the candidate is a graduate of a secondary school which has

been fully accredited by the University upon the recommendation of

the Professor of Secondary Education. Graduates of partially ac-

credited (three-year) schools cannot receive more than twelve units

credit on certificate. In New York, a Regent's certificate. In

other states, a certificate from a school that has been accredited

by the Southern Commission or the North Central Association

or .from a school which has been accredited by the state university

of the particular state. An applicant presenting a certificate from
a school outside the state and no ton the Southern or North Central

lists must supply the Entrance Committee with official evidence that

the school is entitled to the certificate privilege at the state univer-

sity of the state in which the school is located.

b. Certificates from preparatory schools recognized as above and
from normal schools of approved standing.

c. Certificates from College Entrance Examining Boards, such as

that of the Middle States and Maryland.

Exceptions in Special Cases

4. In the School of Pharmacy, from any high school, showing two
years of work the certificate will be accepted at its face value to-

wards admission to this School only.

In the case of a student who has completed at some other college

a full year of collegiate work, the Entrance Committee will honor
a high school certificate through that college, even though it is not
from an accredited school, if it meets the University standards.
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CONDITIONS

5. Entrance conditions in Greek, French, Spanish, and German
may be made up in the University in classes provideo for that pur-

pose, provided the applicant submits fourteen units for entrance. No
other eonditions are provided for. The University maintains no
preparatory department. Applicants should not come to the Uni-

versity in September expecting to prepare for entrance.

UNITS

6. The requirements for admission are stated in terms of units.

A unit represents a year's study in any subject in a secondary

school, constituting approximately a quarter of a full year's work.

This statement is designed to afford a standard of measurement for

work done in secondary schools. It takes the four-year high school

course as a basis and assumes that the length of the school year

will be approximately thirty-six weeks, that a period is at least forty

minutes, and that the study is pursued for four or five periods a

week; but, under ordinary circumstances, a satisfactory year's work
in any subject cannot be accomplished in less than one hundred
and twenty sixty-minute hours, or their equivalent. Schools organ-

ized on a different basis can, nevertheless, estimate their work in

terms of this unit. Less than forty minutes for recitations will re-

duce the unit value. The subject may cover more than one year

according to the pleasure of the teacher in arranging courses. The
time element counts on the certificate as well as the quantity of

work. As a general rule, four units a year is as much as the aver-

age pupil can prepare adequately. Two hours in manual training

or other laboratory or industrial work are equivalent to one hour
in the class room.

Units Recognized by the University

7. Each subject named below is valued at a specific number of

units if the proper time has been devoted to its preparation, but

its value cannot rise above that number of units although additional

time may have been given to it.

English 1, 2, 3, or 4 units
American History or American History and Civil Government 1 unit
Ancient History (Greek and Roman) and Medieval History

to 814 A. D 1 unit
Medieval and Modern History from 814 A.D. to the present 1 unit

(For the present, General History may be counted as
a unit, but not in addition to Ancient or Medieval and
Modern History).

English History 1 unit
Algebra (to quadratics) 1 unit
Algebra (quadratics and beyond) ^ or 1 unit
Geometry (Plane) 1 unit
Geometry (Solid) i£ unit
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•

Trigonometry V2 unit
Latin 1, 2, 3, or 4 units

Greek 1, 2 or 3 units

German 1 or 2 units

French 1 or 2 units
Spanish 1 or 2 units

(Not less than one unit of any foreign language will be accepted).
G-eneral Science 1 unit
Physics xk or 1 unit
Chemistry 1 unit
Physical Geography y2 or 1 unit
Zoology M$ or 1 unit
Botany y2 or 1 unit
Physical Geography y2 or 1 unit

7 .y,
sl° og^ ( For the present any two of these may be

Botany S
counted together as 1 unit

Biology 1 unit
Agriculture 1 to 3 units
Free-hand Drawing } The Entrance Committee may, after
Manual Training investigating each claim, grant a
Commercial Subjects ) total credit not exceeding 3 units
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ENTRANCE WITH ADVANCED STANDING
8. Students entering from another college or university must pre-

sent (1) a letter of honorable dismissal; (2) an official and full

statement of the ccollege work already accomplished, accompanying
the same with a marked catalogue of the institution in which it was
done; (3) an official certificate satisfying the entrance requirements

of the college or department of the University which the student

may wish to enter. The Entrance Committee can not take the fact

that a student was admitted to some other college as sufficient

ground for admitting him to courses here. In asking for his college

record, therefore, he should also ask for a copy of his entrance units.

9. In case credit is desired in drawing, etc., plates and drawings

must be submitted before the amount of credit can be determined.

10. Such advanced students must enter the University not later

than the beginning of the Senior year. In determining their posi-

tion in the University, however, the value of the work done at such

college as well as the work offered for entrance at that college, will

be measured by University standards.

11. Work from academies or other secondary schools will not be

acceepted beyond the beginning of the Freshman class without exam-
ination. Drawings, laboratory note-books, etc., where a necessary

part of the school work for advanced credit, must also be submitted.

When the school is officially accredited for one or two years of Junior

college work certificates will be accepted.

12. Work offered in fulfillment of the entrance requirements may
not be counted for advanced standing. A student admitted to ad-

vanced standing with a low record at previous institutions or who
fails to maintain his advanced work may be required to repeat a

course in the discretion of the professor.

SPECIAL. STUDENTS

13. Sometimes a person of mature years, not a candidate for a de-

gree, but with a definite aim or for purposes of general culture, de-

sires to take a course in the University without meeting the full en-

trance requirements. Such special students may be admitted under
the following conditions: (a) they must be not less than twenty years

of age; (b) they must give evidence of adequate preparation for

the courses sought, to the individual professors in charge; (c) their

names are printed separately in the catalogue. Students not less

than eighteen years of age may be accepted as special students in

the School of Forestry, upon the recommendation of the professor
in charge.

14. An application for admission as a special student should be ad-

dressed to the Entrance Committee. It should state (1) the appli-

cant's age, (2) his preparation, C3) a brief outline of the course or
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courses he wishes to pursue, (4) and the consent of the departments

in which he wishes to register.

15. Should a student admitted as a special student become a can-

didate for a degree, he will be required to satisfy the full fourteen

units of entrance requirement.

SHORT COURSES
16. Students taking the short courses in Agriculture, Horticul-

ture, and Dairying are exempt from the entrance requirements.

These courses include the one-year Agricultural course, the short

Cotton School course, and similar courses, that may be offered from
time to time.

ADMISSION TO THE GRADUATE SCHOOL
17. Admission to the Graduate School is granted to graduates of

colleges of good standing. Other persons of suitable age and attain-

ments may also be admitted by special permission of the Committee
on Graduate Courses. Admission to the Graduate School does not

imply admission to candidacy for a degree. Application for admis-

sion should be made by correspondence or at the office of the Dean.

A student who is any wise doubtful as to his eligibility for admis-

sion to the Graduate School, previous to his coming to Athens, should

correspond with the Dean of the Graduate School. Full details

should be forwarded of the candidate's previous course of study, in-

cluding a catalogue of the institution in which the under-graduate

work was done.

METHODS OF ENTRANCE
18. Note. All applicants must have been successfully vaccinated

or must be vaccinated before they register.

19. Entrance Following Examination. Those who plan to enter

by examination will receive entrance cards from the Entrance Com-
mittee in the Faculty Room, Academic Building, as soon they have

made the necessary units.

20. Entrance in Advance. Applicants planning to enter by cer-

tificate will be saved much trouble and annoyance and possibly delay

by having their certificates mailed by the principal of the school in

advance to the Entrance Committee as soon as they have decided

to make application. All preliminary adjustments can be made by

correspondence, at the close of which the successful applicant will

need merely to present his entrance card to the Dean of the College

or department in which he wishes to enroll.

21. Entrance on Registration Days. All new students, whether

they have filed certificates or wish to take the examinations, will

report to the Entrance Committee in the Faculty Room, Academic

Building. As soon as the entrance requirements are met, entrance
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cards will be issued, which the applicant will present to the proper

Dean for registration. Applicants are not admitted on "probation"

or "trial," or on "the promise of certificates later," or on "diplomas"

or general "letters of commendation." They must stand the exam-

inations or submit the official certificates. Applicants from a dis-

tance should, before coming to the University, await assurance that

their credentials will be accepted and are sufficient for admission.

DEFINITIONS OF ENTRANCE UNITS

22. The following information is published for the benefit of

school officers, high school teachers and others who desire informa-

tion regarding the character and extent of work which should con-

stitute the units that are accepted for admission to the University of

Georgia. The definitions of units are those that have been recom-

mended by he Commission on Accredited Schools of the Southern

States and the North Central Association of Colleges and Secondary

Schools, and approved by the University, which is a member of the

Southern Association. These definitions are published for the pur-

pose of being helpful and suggestive rather than with the object

of restricting the work- of secondary teachers in any undesirable

manner.

ENGLISH
(3 units, but may be rated at 4 units where exceptionally good

work is done under best conditions).

23. Preparation in English has two main objects: (1) command
of correct and clear English, spoken and written; (2) ability to read

with accuracy, intelligence, and application.

The first object requires instruction in grammar and composition.

English grammar should be reviewed in the secondary school; and
correct spelling and grammatical accuracy should be rigorously ex-

acted in connection with all written work during the four years.

The principles of English composition governing punctuation, the
use of words, paragraphs, and the different kinds of whole composi-
tion, including letter-writing, should be thoroughly mastered; and
practice in composition, oral as well as written, should extend
throughout the secondary school period. Written exercises may well

comprise narrative, description, and easy exposition and argument
based upon simple outlines. It is advisable that subjects for this

work betaken from the student's personal experience, general knowl-
edge, and studies other than English, as well as from his reading
in literature. Finally, special instruction in language and composi-
tion should be accompanied by concerted effort of teachers in all

branches to cultivate in the student the habit of using good English
in his recitations and various exercises, whether oral or written.
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For Study, 1915-1919

24. One book is to be selected from each of the four groups:

I. Drama. Shakespeare's Julius Caesar, Macbeth, Hamlet.

II. Poetry. Milton's L'Allegro, II Penseroso, and either Comus,

or Lycidas; Tennyson's The Coming of Arthur, The Passing of Ar-

thur, and The Holy Grail. Selections from Wordsworth, Keats, and

Shelley.

III. Oratory. Burke's Speech on Conciliation with America; Ma-
caulay's Speeches on Copyright; and Lincoln's Cooper Union Speech;

Washington's Farewell Address; Webster's Bunker Hill Oration.

IV. Essays. Carlyle's Essay on Burns; Selection of Burns'

Poems; Macaulay's Life of Johnson; Emerson's Essay on Manners.

For Reading, 1918-1919

2 5. At least two books are to be selected from each of the five

groups, except as otherwise provided under Group I.

I. Classics in Translation. The Old Testament, comprising at

least the chief narrative episodes in Genesis, Exodus, Joshua, Judges,

Samuel, Kings, and Daniel, together with the books of Ruth and
Esther. The Odyssey, with the omission, if desired, of Books I, II,

III, IV, V, XV, XVI, XVII, Bryant's Translation, The Iliad, with the

omission, if desired, of Books XI, XII, XIV, XV, XVII, XXI; Bry-

ant's Translation, complete. The Aeneid. For any selection from
this group a selection from any other group may be substituted.

II. Shakespeare. Midsummer Night's Dream; Merchant of Venice;

As You Like It; Twelfth Night; The Tempest; Romeo and Juliet;

King John; Richard II; Richard III; Henry V; Coriolanus; Julius

Caesar, Macbeth, Hamlet, if not chosen for study.

III. Prose Fiction. Malory's Morte d'Arthur; Bunyan's Pilgrim's

Progress, Part I; Swift's Gulliver's Travels (voyages to Lilliput and
to Brodbingnag) ; Defoe's Robinson Crusoe, Part I; Goldsmith's

Vicar of Wakefield; Scott: any one novel (e. g. Ivanhoe, Quentin

Durward). Scott's Waverly Novels; Jane Ausin: any one novel;

Maria Edgeworth's Castle Rackrent, The Absentee; Frances Bur-

ney's (Madame d'Arblay) Elvina; Dickens: any one novel (e. g.

A Tale of Two Cities). Thackeray: any one novel (e. g. Henry Es-

mond). George Eliot: any one novel (e. g. Silas Marner) ; Mrs.

Gaskell's Cranford; Kingsley's Westward Ho! or Hereward the

Wake; Reade's The Cloister and the Hearth; Blackmore's Lorna

Doone; Hughes's Tom Brown's School Days; Stevenson: any one of

the novels; Cooper: any one novel (e. g. The Spy; The Last of the

Mohicans). Poe's Selected Tales; Hawthorne: any of the novels

(e. g. The House of the Seven Gables; The Marble Faun).

VI. Essays, Biographies, Ete. Addison and Steele's The Sir Roger

de Coverly Papers, or Selections from Tatler and Spectator; Bos-

well's Selections from the Life of Johnson; Franklin's Autobiogra-
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phy; Irving's Selections from the Sketch Book, or the Life of Gold-

smith; Southey's Life of Nelson; Lamb's Selection from the Essays
of Elia; Lockhart's Selections from the Life of Scott. Thackeray's
Lectures on Swift, Addison, and Steele (in English Humorists).
Macaulay: one of the following essays: Lord Clive; Warren Hast-
ings; Milton; Addison; Goldsmith; Frederic the Great; Madame
d'Arblay; Trevelyan's Selections from Life of Macaulay; Ruskin's

Sesame and Lilies, or Selections; Dana's Two Years Before the Mast;

Lincoln: Selections, including at least the two Inaugurals, the

Speeches in Independence Hall and at Gettysburg, the Last Public

Address, and Letter to Horace Greeley; together with a brief memoir
or estimate of Lincoln; Parkman's The Oregon Trail; Thoreau's

Walden; Lowell's Selected Essays; Holmes's The Autocrat of the

Breakfast Table; Stevenson's Inland Voyage and Travels with a
Donkey; Huxley's Autobiography and Selections from Lay Sermons,

including the addresses on Improving Natural Knowledge, A Liberal

Education, and A Piece of Chalk; Essays by Bacon, Lamb, De
Quincey, Emerson, Hazlitt; A collection of letters by various stand-

ard writers.

V. Poetry. Selected poems by Dryden, Gray. Cowper, Burns,

Collins. Selected Poems by Wordsworth, Keats, Shelley, if not

chosen for study. Goldsmith's The Traveller, and The Deserted Vil-

lage; Pope's The Rape of the Lock; A Collection of English and
Scottish Ballads, as, for example. Robin Hood Ballads, The Battle

of Otterburne, King Estmere, Young Beichan, Bewick and Grahame.
Sir Patrick Spens, and a selection from later ballads; Coleridge's

The Ancient Mariner, Christabel and Kubla Khan; Byron's Childe

Harold, Canto III; or Childe Harold, Canto IV, and the Prisoner of

Chillon; Scott's The Lady of the Lake, or Marmion; Macaulay's The
Lays of Ancient Rome; The Battle of Naseby; The Armada; Ivry;

Tennyson's The Princess; or Gareth and Lynette, Lancelot and
Elaine, The Passing of Arthur; Browning's Cavalier Tunes, The Lost

Leader, How They Brought the Good News from Ghent to Aix, Home
Thoughts from Abroad, Home Thoughts from the Sea, Incident of

the French Camp, Herve Riel, Pheidippides, My Last Duchess, Up at

a Villa—Down in the City, The Italian in England, The Patriot. "De
Gustibus," The Pied Piper, Instans Tyrannus. Arnold's Sohrab and
Rustum. and The Forsaken Merman; Selections from American
Poetry—with special attention to Poe, Lowell, Longfellow and
Whittier.

For the completion of the above uniform requirements in English,

as outlined by the National Conference, three units of credit will be

allowed; and four units will be granted to those students only who
after at least four full years have successfully completed an addi-

tional amount of work equal to one-third of the above requirement?.
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HISTORY
26. a. Ancient History (1 unit). Special attention to Greek and

Roman history, but including also a short introductory study of the

more ancient nations and the chief events of the early middle ages

down to the death of Charles the Great (814 A. D.)

' ,b. European History from the death of Charles the Great to the

present time (1 unit).

//. English History (1 unit).

e. American History and Civil Government (1 unit). The study

of a more recent High School text in each and not a Grammar School

History.

General History may be counted as a unit, but not in addition to

ancient or medieval and modern history.

MATHEMATICS

27. Algebra to quadratics (1 unit).

Plane Geometry (1 unit).

Algebra, quadratics and beyond (V2 or 1 unit).

Solid Geometry ( y2 unit).

Plane Trigonometry ( y2 unit).

LATIN

2 8. Elementary Latin Book (1 unit).

Caesar (1 unit). Any four books of the Gallic War, wi-th study

of the grammar and prose composition based upon the text read.

Equivalent reading in other standard authors allowed, but not to

exceed two books.

Cicero. Any six orations from the following list, but preferably

the first six mentioned:

The four orations against Catiline, Archias, the Manilian Law,
Marcellus, Roscius, Milo, Sestius, the fourteenth Philippic.

Vergil. The first six books of the Aeneid.

The equivalent of at least; one period a week in prose composition

based on Cicero.

Note: In place of a part of Cicero, an equivalent of Sallust's

Catiline, and in place of a part of Vergil, an equivalent of Ovid will

be accepted for the third unit made up of reading from Cicero and
Vergil.

GREEK
29. 1. Introductory Lessons: Xenophon's Anabasis (20 to 30

pages).

2. Xenophon's Anabasis (continued), either alone or with other

attic prose (75 to 120 pages). Practice in reading at sight, system-

atic study of grammar, thorough grammatical review, and practice
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in writing Greek, both based on study of Books I and II of the

Anabasis.

Note: The University entrance requirement for Greek is 1 %
units: Course 1, outlined above, and three books of the Anabasis.

Ample provision is made at the University for students whose
preparation in Greek is deficient. These classes must be taken by

candidates for the degree of Bachelor of Arts who have had no

instruction in Greek (unlss German and French are to be substi-

tuted for Greek) and by students whose preparation has been lack-

ing in thoroughness and accuracy, before proceeding to the reg-

ular requirements of the curriculum. Candidates for this degree

are, therefore ,urged to secure before entering college full prepara-

tion for the regular Freshman class in Greek (Course 1). Summer
School courses may also be taken to advantage.

GERMAN
30. 1. The work of the first year should aim at: (a) Correct pro-

nunciation; (b) Thorough grounding in the elements of grammar;
(c) A certain facility in understanding and speaking the language;

(d) A quantum of accurate translation from German to English.

In order to attain these ends, we recommend the following

methods:

(a) Constant drill in pronunciation by reading aloud in chorus

or singly. This exercise, reinforced by the oral practice, or collo-

quium, should never be omitted.

(b) About fifteen lessons of a modern direct-method book, with

daily written exercises.

(c) Carefully worked-out colloquial lessons, following a pre-

arranged scheme, designed to teach the vocabulary of everyday life.

To insure spontaneity, it is recommended that no text book appear,

but that, as far as possible, the objects be pointed out or drawn on
the board, and careful notes be taken by the pupils under the super-

vision of the teacher. To insure system, the teacher must follow

either a method of his own or a method book. We recommend
Manfred's Ein Praktischer Anfang, Methode Berlitz (Erstes Buch),
Walter-Krause's Beginner's German, Newson's First German Book.

The colloquium should also include memorizing of poems and sing-

ing of songs, and should occupy at least one-third of the time of

every lesson.

(d) Daily written translation of a portion of the assignment for

reading. The first year's text must be made to order, very simple,

interesting, if possible, and must present a thoroughly practical

vocabulary; 100 pages will suffice, though more may be read. Sug-

gestions: Stern's Studien und Plaudereien, Guerber's Marchen und
Erzahlungen, Allen's Herein.
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2. The second unit's work is simply a continuation of the meth-

ods and exercises recommended for the first year. The grammar
should be nearly completed, and about 150 pages of short stories

or narratives of travel in Germany should be translated in the man-
ner above suggested. Texts recommended: L'Arrabbiata, Germels-

hausen, Der zerbrochene Krug, Immensee, Stille Wasser, Der Besuch
im Karzer, Holzwarth's Gruss aus Deutschland, Bacon's Im Vater-

land, Walter-Krause's First Reader, or any standard graduated

Reader.

If these instructions are faithfully followed, it may be hoped

that the candidate will possess: (a) A correct, fluent pronunciation;

(b) a genuine knowledge of forms and a thorough grasp of the im-

portant rules of grammar; (c) a command of a pretty wide vocab-

ulary of realien; and (d) a real ability, within well-defined limits,

to understand and speak the language.

Note: If time can be spared for the purpose, we also strongly

recommend that the beginner be taught German script; to which end

copy-books may be employed.

FRENCH
31. 1. During the first year the work should comprise: (a) Care-

ful drill in pronunciation; (b) the rudiments of grammar, including

the inflection of the regular and the more common irregular verbs,

the plural of nouns, the inflection of adjectives, participles, and pro-

nouns; the use of personal pronouns, common adverbs, prepositions,

and conjunctions; the order of words in the sentence, and the ele-

mentary rules of syntax; (c) abundant easy exercises, designed not

only to fix in the memory the forms and principles of grammar, but

also to cultivate readiness in the reproduction of natural forms of

expression; (d) the reading of from 100 to 175 duodecimo pa-ges of

graduated text, with constant practice in translating into French
easy variations of the sentences read (the teacher giving the Eng-
lish), and in reproducing from memory sentences previously read;

(e) writing French from dictation.

2. During the second year the work should comprise: (a) the

reading of from 250 to 400 pages of easy modern prose in the form

of stories, plays, or historical or biographical sketches; (b) constant

practice, as in the previous year, in translating into French easy

variations upon the text read; (c) frequent abstracts, sometimes
oral and sometimes written, of portions of the text already read;

(d) writing French from dictation; (e) continued drill upon the

rudiments of grammar, with constant application in the construc-

tion of sentences; (f) mastery of the forms and use of pronouns,

pronominal adjectives, of all but the rare irregular verb forms, and

of the simpler uses of the conditional and subjunctive.
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Suitable texts for the second year are: About's Le Roi des mon-
tagnes, Bruno's Le Tour de la France, Daudet's easier short tales,

La Bedollier's La Mere Michel et son chat, Erckmann-Chatrian's

stories, Foa's Contes biographiques and Le Petit Robinson de Paris,

Foncin's Le Pays de France, Labiche and Martin's La Poudre aux

Yeux and Le Voyage de M. Perrichon, Legouve and Labiche's La
Cigale chez les fourmis, Malot's Sans Famille, Mairet's La Tache du
petit Pierre, Merimee's Colomba, extracts from Michelet's Sarcery's

Le Siege de Paris, Verne's stories.

SPANISH
3 2. Work similar in amount and character to that outlined above

for French.

GENERAL SCIENCE (one unit)

33. The work of this course should consist of a study of those

natural phenomena, without respect to any on© of the sub-divisions

of natural science, which touch most directly upon the student's

daily life and experience. It should be given in the first year and
a half of the high school course.

For a full unit's credit both recitation and individual laboratory

work should be done. For the recitation work one of the modern
text-books in General Science should be used, of type and grade of

Clark's General Science, Eikenberry and Caldwell's General Science,

or Snyder's First Year Science. For the laboratory work the student

should be required to make a series of simple observations and ex-

periments from which he can obtain answers to many of the ques-

tions which every child puts to himself concerning the things around
him. A careful record should be kept of all observations and ex-

periments made, with the conclusions drawn. The laboratory man-
ual should be of a grade suggested by the above text-books.

PHYSICS (one unit)

34. 1. The unit in Physics consists of at least 120 hours of as-

signed work. Two periods of laboratory work count as one of as-

signed work.

2. The work consists of three closely related parts, namely, class

work, lecture-demonstration work, and laboratory work. At least

one-fourth of the time should be devoted to laboratory work.

Note: Where students have the proper training in class work and
lecture-demonstration, but cannot have access to a laboratory for

individual experiments, a half unit will be allowed.

CHEMISTRY (one unit)

35. The course should consist of at least three recitations and two
hours of laboratory work weekly throughout the year.
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PHYSICAL. GEOGRAPHY (one unit).

36. The equivalent of work as presented in recent texts, with

about forty laboratory lessons.

BOTANY (one unit)

37. The course should be based on one of the modern High
School text-books. Special emphasis should be laid on the laboratory

work which should consist of work in both the structure and phys-

iology of plants.

PHYSIOLOGY (one-half unit)

38. The course should be based on one of the modern High School

text-ibooks. Little importance is attached to laboratory work in

Anatomy in connection with this course, and on account of the im-

possibility of offering any real laboratory work in Physiology in

a High School, none is expected. The teacher should be specially

careful to see that the student has a real understanding of the action

of the various organs both individually and in relation to each other,

rather than the ability to recite pages of a text.

ZOOLOGY" (one unit, one-half unit)

39. A study of modern text and laboratory study of ten types for

one unit, or five types for one-half unit. The study should come host

in the second year of the high school and should consist of two class-

room exercises and at least two laboratory double periods.

AGRICULTURE
40. To receive college entrance credit, a one year's course should

consist of three recitation periods and two double laboratory periods

per week extending through one school year.

Where one year's work only is offered, the course in Agriculture

is to be a general course, covering the fundamentals of soil, plants,

animals, farm management and rural economics.

COMMERCIAL GEOGRAPHY (one-half unit)

41. One-half unit devoted to a comparative study of the industry

and commerce of the leading nations, with emphasis on the industry

and commerce of the United States.

MANUAL TRAINING
4 2. 1. (a) Free Hand Drawing, y2 to 1 unit.

(b) Mechanical Drawing, y2 to iy2 units (conditioned upon an

equal amount of Geometry with it).

(c) Shop work, y2 to 5 V£ units, approximately distributed as fol-

lows, and the total accepted from any student being not more than

twice the value of the Mechanical Drawing accepted from him.

Benchwork in Wood, y2 unit, Cabinet work 1 unit, Wood Turning
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% unit, Pattern Making y2 unit, Forging 1 unit, Machine woTk in

Metal 1 unit, Foundry work 1 unit. The time required for each unit

is to be not less than 2 40 sixty minute hours; all Shopwork, except

Benehwork in Wood, to have periods of not less than sixty minutes

each.

2. The colleges accept these units for the present after special

investigation as to the merits of the work done.

3. The total accepted may equal one unit for A.B. Courses, or

three units for B.S. and Engineering Courses.

BOOKKEEPING AND BUSINESS ARITHMETIC (one unit)

43. The minimum time for one unit should be 240 hours, of sixty

minutes.

No credit should be allowed unless the work is done neatly, accu-

rately, and at a satisfactory rate of speed. All work should be done

in the class room under the eye of the instructor. Definitions of

double entry terms, with rules for debit and credit, kinds and uses

of books. Conduct of a set including the journal, cash book, sales

book; closing of books. Single entry set: changing from single to

double entry. Text-book, with exercises so arranged that no two

students will do exactly the same work.

STENOGRAPHY AND TYPEWRITING (one unit)

44. Shorthand. It is recommended that a minimum of one and
one-half years be given to the study of Shorthand. Pupils com-
pleting the course should be able to write in shorthand prose dic-

tated at the rate of 60 words a minute, and be able to translate the

notes correctly on the following day. For this one and one-half units

should be allowed.

Typewriting. To typewriting one year should be given. If at the

end of the year the pupil can typewrite without error forty words a
minute, a credit of one-half a unit should be given.

Bookkeeping. The course in bookkeeping should be the simple

form in single and double entry bookkeeping, and should continue

for one year, for which a credit of one unit should be given.

Commercial or Business Arithmetic. The course should cover one
year, for which a credit of not more than one unit should be given.

BUSINESS LAW (one-half unit)

45. Text-book supplemented by some study of cases, (by way of

illustration), discussions and practice in drawing legal papers such

as abstracts, notes, bill of exchange, bill of sale, bill of lading, power
of attorney, deed, mortgage, lease, notice of protest, etc.

ACCREDITED SCHOOLS
The following constitute the standards with reference to which

schools are classified:
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46. No school shall be fully accredited which does not require for

graduation the completion of a four-year high school course of study

embracing' fifteen units as defined by the University. More than

twenty periods per week of prepared work should be discouraged.

47. The minimum scholastic attainment of three-fourths of all

secondary school teachers of academic subjects in any accredited

school shall be equivalent to graduation from a standard college.

It is strongly advised that this attainment include, or be supple-

mented by, special study of the content and pedagogy of the subject

taught.

48. The number of daily periods of class-work instruction given

by any teacher should not exceed six per day; and no school will be

accredited in which more than seven full recitations per day are

conducted by any teacher. Superintendents and principals should

be given sufficient time to visit various grades or departments for

the purpose of supervision. There should be at least three teachers

devoting full time to grade work, and at least two teachers who
devote their entire time to the high school.

49. The school year should be at least thirty-six weeks in length

a#d no school will be fully accredited in which the time is limited to

a shorter period.

50. The laboratory should be supplied with apparatus, tables,

water, and other appliances necessary to enable a student to perform
all required experiments. At least forty minutes a week should be

devoted to individual laboratory work in each of the sciences offered

for admission. The laboratory period should be double the length

of the recitation period, and in physical and biological sciences in-

cluding agriculture there should be two laboratory periods per

week. Double periods count for one.

51. The library should consist of carefully selected books of ref-

erence and supplementary readings upon the various departments of

high school work. This library should be located in the most con-

venient place for use, and a card index prepared for the best results.

52. The location and construction of the buildings, the lighting,

heating, and ventilation of the rooms, the nature of the lavatories,

corridors, water supply, school furniture, apparatus and methods of

cleaning shall be such as to insure hygienic conditions for both

pupils and teachers.

53. The efficiency of instruction, the acquired habits of thought
and speech, the general intellectual and moral tone of a school are

paramount .factors and, therefore, only schools that rank well in

these particulars, as evidenced by rigid, thorough-going, sympathetic

inspection, shall be considered eligible for the list.

54. The University will decline to consider any school for full

credit whose teaching force consists of fewer than three teachers of
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academic subjects giving their full time to high school instruction.

55. No school shall be considered unless the regular annual blank

furnished for the purpose shall have been filled out and placed on

file with the inspector.

56. All schools whose records show an excessive number of pupils

per teacher, as based on the average number enrolled, even though

they may technically meet all other requirements, will be rejected.

The University recognizes thirty as maximum.
57. The time for which schools are accredited shall be for one to

three years. In every case the character of the work done by a

school must be the determining factor in accrediting. By personal

visits of the inspector, by detailed reports from the principals, and

by the records made by the students in colleges, the character of a

school's work shall be, from time to time, determined. A school

shall be removed from the accredited list for failure to maintain the

above standards.

BOARD AND LODGING
DORMITORIES

There are three dormitories, Old College, for Juniors and Seniors;

New College and Candler Hall for lower classmen.

58. Rooms in the dormitories are lighted by electricity and are

furnished with chairs, bed, table, and washstand. The student fur-

nishes all the other articles and his own fuel. The University gives

dormitory quarters to students rent free. A charge of $4.00 per

month per man is made for each room occupied to cover the expenses

of janitors, water, and lights. This charge is payable in two install-

ments, $14.00 at the beginning of the session, and $22.00 on Janu-

ary 1st. A deposit fee of $2.00 is required of every student before

assignment is made. This fee is a charge against damage to the

property, and the balance is returned at the end of the year.

The dormitories are in charge of a committee from the Faculty.

The rules and regulations prescribed by this committee are enforced

through Proctors placed over each division of the dormitories.

Those desiring dormitory rooms should apply in person or by

letter to Mr. T. W. Reed, Treasurer, Athens, Georgia. No assign-

ment will be made until the required deposit fee is paid. Applica-

tions should be made early, as only about two hundred can be

accommodated.

DENMARK DINING HALL.

59. The Hall, which is in charge of a competent matron, and
under the immediate supervision of a member of the Faculty, fur-

nishes board on the cooperative plan to more than two hundred stu-

dents. During the session 1918-19 the cost was $16.00 per month.
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Regular financial statements are rendered by the professor in charge,

and audited by a committee of the students. No reservations are

made in advance. The students are given seats in the order of ar-

rival at the Hall and the payment of fees.

EXPENSES

60. Residents of Georgia pay no tuition fees except in the Law and
Pharmacy courses. Students who are residents of other states are

charged a tuition fee of $50.00 per annum in academic courses, ex-

cept in Agriculture. A fee of $12.00 is required of all students, to

cover infirmary (including medical attention), gymnasium, and

student activities. The following estimate of expenses includes all

necessary items except clothing and railroad fare:

61. Expenses of Students when Rooming in a Dormitory and Board-

ing at Denmark Dialing Hall

Matriculation fee (paid on entrance), except in Agriculture $ 10.00

Library fee (paid on entrance), except in Agriculture 5.00

Initiation fee to literary society (paid on entrance) 2.00

Board (paid monthly, in advance, $16.00) 144.00

Books and stationery (estimated) 10.00

Laundry (estimated at $1.25 per month) 11.25

Room rent, lights and attendance ($4.00 per month) 36.00

Deposit fees in Dormitory and Dining Hall 5.00

Fee for Infirmary, etc 12.00

$235.25

Engineering students must have a set of drawing instruments.

6 2. A student, the first year, can scarcely meet his necessary

expense on less than $250 for the scholastic year; usually it will

exceed this amount.

Note: In order to meet all the necessary expenses of registration,

books, uniform and other expenditures incident to securing a room
and board, a student should come prepared to expend about fifty

or sixty dollars during the first ten days. After that period his board

and room rent will constitute the major part of his expenses.

63. Students in the one-year Agricultural Course, the Winter
Course, and the full Agricultural Course are exempt from matricula-

tion and library fees.

The figures given above are for the first year. They are based

upon the actual experiences of students. Expenses can be brought

under the estimate by strict economy. Second-hand books can be

purchased at the Cooperative Store, and elsewhere. In these and
other ways money can be saved.
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SPECIAL. FEES
64. Special fees, sufficient to cover the material consumed, are

attached to the following courses:

Chemistry 1, 2, 3, 5, 6, 7 $ 2.50

Chemistry 8, 9 10.00

Zoology 2.50

Physical Laboratory 2.50

Botany 1, 2, 3a, 4 2 5Q

Botany 5, 6, 9 3.50

PRIVATE BOARD AND LODGLNG
65. The charges for private rooms vary with the character of the

furnishings, from $5.00 to $12.00 a month for two occupants. This

is a very popular way of lodging. The students board at the Den-

mark Dining Hall, or they can secure private table board for $3.00

to $6.00 a week. A number of families in the city offer board and

lodging at from $15.00 to $27.50 a month. The University cannot

agree to engage rooms in private families. A list of those desiring

boarders or having furnished rooms to rent, will be given on appli-

cation, but the student must make his own arrangements.

The officers of the University Y. M. C. A. also render every assist-

ance possible to those desiring advice and help in such matters.

There need be no anxiety, therefore, in regard to securing accom-

modations.

INCIDENTAL EXPENSES
66. The incidental expenses of a student are what he makes them,

and parents are urged- to take into their own hands the control of a

matter which no college regulation can successfully reach.

SCHOLARSHIPS
Charles McDonald Brown Scholarship Fund

67. This endowment was established in 1881, by the Hon. Joseph
E. Brown, ex-Governor of Georgia, in memory of his son, of the class

of 1878, for the purpose of aiding young men in defraying the

expenses of their education. The interest on this fund is lent to

worthy young men on condition that they obligate themselves to

return it with four per cent interest. Young men who enter the

ministry are required to return but one-half of the amount borrowed,

with interest.

The colleges participating in the benefits of this fund are: the

colleges at Athens, (including the Law Department), the Medical

College at Augusta, and the North Georgia Agricultural College at

Dahlonega.

A special circular of information concerning the fund and blank

forms of application will be supplied on request. Applications for
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loans from this fund must be made on these forms and must be in

the hands of the Chancellor by April 1st. The grants are made in

June by the Board of Trustees. Only $100.00 a year, in nine

monthly installments, is allowed a borrowing student.

68. The Honor Graduate of an Accredited High School, on pre-

sentation of an official certificate by the Principal, is awarded a

scholarship at the University for one year in the Academic courses.

This exempts him from the payment of matriculation fees.

69. The Hodgson Scholarship. One hundred dollars per year for

ten years (expiring in 1918), given by the Empire State Chemical
Company, to be lent on the same terms as the Charles McDonald
Brown Scholarship Fund.

70. The Bert Michael Scholarship. Sixty dollars per year, the in-

come of a fund given by the family of the late Bert Michael, of the

class of 1912, to be given to a member of the Junior class, selected

by a committee of the Faculty.

71. The Arkwright Fund. The income of a fund given by Preston

S. Arkwright, to be lent on the same terms as the Charles McDonald
Brown Scholarship Fund.

72. The Joseph Henry Lumpkin Scholarship Fund. The income
of a fund given by Joseph Henry Lumpkin, to be lent on the same
terms as the Charles McDonald Brown Scholarship Fund.

73. The Dodd Fund. The income of a fund given by Eugene and
Harry Dodd, to be lent on the same terms as the Charles McDonald
Brown Scholarship Fund.

74. The Brand Fund. The sum of $150.00 per year during the

life of Hon. C. H. Brand, with provision for perpetuity.

75. The Lipscomb Fund. The sum of $200.00 per year, with pro-

vision for perpetuity.

The Phelps-Stokes Fellowship

76. This Fellowship has been endowed under the following resolu-

tions of the Trustees of the Phelps-Stokes Fund:
"Whereas, Miss Caroline Phelps-Stokes in establishing the Phelps-

Stokes Fund was especially solicitous to assist in improving the con-

dition of the negro, and

"Whereas, It is the conviction of the Trustees that one of the best

methods of forwarding this purpose is to provide means to enable

southern youth of broad sympathies to make a scientific study of the

negro and his adjustment to American civilization:

"Resolved, That twelve thousand five hundred dollars ($12,500)

•be given to the University of Georgia for the permanent endowment
of a research fellowship, on the following conditions:

"1. The University shall appoint annually a Fellow in Sociology,

for the study of the Negro. He shall pursue advanced studies under
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the direction of the Departments of Sociology, Economics. Educa-

tion or History, as may be determined in each case by the Chancel-

lor. The Fellowship shall yield $500, and shall, after four years, be

restricted to graduate students.

"2. Each Fellow shall prepare a paper or thesis embodying the

result of his investigation, which shall be published by the Univer-

sity with assistance from the income of the fund, any surplus re-

maining being applicable to other objects incident to the main pur-

pose of the Fellowship. A copy of these resolutions shall be in-

corporated in every publication issued under this foundation.

"The right to make all necessary regulations, not inconsistent

with the spirit and letter of these resolutions, is given to the Chan-

cellor and Faculty, but no changes in the conditions of the founda-

tion can be made without the mutual consent of both the Trustees

of the University and of the Phelps-Stokes Fund."

OPPORTUNITIES FOR SELF-HELP

77. A considerable number of students secure remunerative em-
ployment to aid them in their education. Usually the students of

Agriculture are able to secure work on the farm for which they are

paid. In a few instances other departments need the services of

students. Usually these places go to those who have been in attend-

ance for some time, and who are known to be willing, capable, and
trustworthy. The University does not assume any responsibility

whatever in this matter. As a matter of accommodation the Com-
mittee on Self-Help cooperate as far as possible with students. The
Y. M. C. A. offers its services in helping young men to secure em-
ployment. Very much depends, however, on the individual's power
of initiative. Students should not come to the University expecting

others to find places for them.

It seems necessary to warn students on this subject. The average

young man cannot ordinarily do much more than earn his living

when he has nothing else to do. To earn a living and at the same
time carry the work of a college course planned to occupy a student's

full time is more than most students can accomplish. In a few
instances they have succeeded, but as a rule students who attempt
more than partial self-support should expect to lengthen their term
of study.

DISCIPLINE AND GENERAL. REGULATIONS
7 8. The discipline of the colleges at Athens is in the hands of the

Chancellor of the University, who in its administration may ask
advice of the Faculty. The honor system prevails and formal regu-
lations are few and general in character.

The State of Georgia extends the privileges of the University to

all persons who are qualified for admission. Thus the University
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does not receive patronage, but is itself the patron of those who
seek its privileges and honors. It is maintained at public expense

for the public good. It cannot, however, be the patron of inefficiency,

idleness, or dissipation. Its classes have no room except for those

who diligently pursue the studies of their choice and are willing to

be governed in their conduct by the rules of propriety. Every
student owes to the public a full equivalent of expenditures in his

behalf, both while in the institution and afterwards.

The Registrar's books will be open Monday, Sept. 15th, and the

following rule has been passed by the Board of Trustees relative to

registration:

80. All students registering after Saturday noon following the

Wednesday on which the University opens shall pay an extra regis-

tration fee of $2.50, unless excused from the payment of the same
by the Chancellor.

81. The annual session of the University is divided into three

terms, as follows:

First Term—From the opening in September to the beginning

of the Christmas vacation.

Second Term—Beginning at the close of the Christmas vacation

and extending to and including the third Saturday in March.

Third Term—Beginning at the close of the second term and ex-

tending to and including the Friday before Commencement Day.

82. At the end of and within each term a sufficient number of

days is set apart for term examinations, two examinations, of not

more than three hours duration each, being given on each day, and
the examinations for the Senior classes at the end of the third term
conclude on the Wednesday preceding Commencement Day.

83. The term examinations of any session will be open to students

who may have failed in the examinations of preceding sessions.

84. No other examinations (except the regular entrance exami-

nations) will be authorized by the Faculty or held by the officers

of instruction, it being understood that this regulation does not

forbid written tests within the regular class hour, provided the

preparation for such written tests does not involve neglect of other

duty.

85. Five reports of the standing of students are made during the

session, one at the end of each term, and one each at the middle of

the first and second terms.

86. In any one session three marks below "C" or two below "D,"

or as many as three unexcused absences on any term or half-term re-

port, operate to exclude the recipient from participation in inter-

collegiate athletics, or musical or dramatic performances, whether

as player or officer, or in public speaking or debate, until the next

report.
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87. Three marks below "C" or two below "D" on the final report

exclude the recipient from participation in intercollegiate athletics,

or musical or dramatic performances, or in public speaking or de-

bate, during the following session, unless he take over every subject

in which the failure was made, or remove by examination enough of

the deficiencies to restore him to eligibility by these regulations.

88. The mark of a student who changes his course after the mid-

dle of a term is that which he received on the mid-term report.

89. Students having credit in the Registrar's office for as many as

twelve session hours shall rank as Sophomores. Those having credit

in the Registrar's office for as many as thirty session hours shall

rank as Juniors. Those having credit in the Registrar's office for

as many as forty-five session hours shall rank as Seniors, provided

that no member of the Senior class shall be a candidate for gradua-

tion whose conditions at the beginning of the second term of his

Senior year shall be in excess of eight hours. Students having credit

in the Registrar's office for less than twelve session hours shall rank
as Freshmen.

90. The annual Commencement exercises are held on the third

Wednesday in June. Other exercises are held on preceding days,

and the baccalaureate sermon is preached on the Sunday preceding.

The summer vacation extends from Commencement Day to the

third Wednesday in September. During this time, however, the

Summer Session of the University is held, as indicated in the Calen-

dar. A short recess is given at Christmas, and national and state

holidays are observed, as indicated in the Calendar.

STUDENT ADVISERS
91. Students are assigned in suitable numbers to the several mem-

bers of the Faculty for special oversight. In case of any proposed
change in his course of study, a student must consult his adviser,

who will judge the reasons for the change and report the case to the

Dean for final action.

CHAPEL EXERCISES
92. Chapel exercises, conducted by the Chancellor or some mem-

ber of the Faculty, are held every morning except Sunday in the
Chapel. On Sunday the students may attend services in any of the
Sunday Schools, Churches, and Religious Associations in the city.

These are as follows: Baptist, Catholic, Christian, Episcopal, Meth-
odist, Presbyterian, Jewish Synagogue, Young Men's Christian Asso-
ciation, etc.

93. HONORS AND APPOINTMENTS
Sophomore Declaimers. In April of each year ten members of the

Sophomore class are selected to compete for a declamation prize
offered at Commencement.
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Junior Speakers. Six members of the Junior class are selected on

the basis of original speeches to represent the class at Commence-
ment.

Senior Speakers. The Senior class is represented on Commence-
ment Day by two orators, the selection being made on the merits of

original speeches. No student who fails to receive his degree may
appear among the speakers.

Speakers from the Law Department. Two members of the Law
Department are selected by the Faculty to represent that department

on Commencement Day.

Valedictorian. At the regular Faculty meeting, on Monday before

the third Wednesday in May, the Faculty nominates not more than

five members of the Senior class who stand first in scholarship. The
names are submitted in alphabetical order to the Senior class, and
they elect from them a valedictorian, with the understanding that

he shall maintain his standing in scholarship but need not be the

first honor man.
No student is allowed to appear at Commencement either as speak-

er or declaimer who is not a member in good and full standing of

one of the literary societies, and who has not taken instruction in

declamation in this or some other institution—in either event to the

satisfaction of the Professor of English.

The Debaters' Medals. Six gold medals are offered by the Board
of Trustees, to be awarded as prizes to members of the Freshman
and Sophomore classes for excellence in debating. A medal is

awarded to each of the debaters representing the Literary Society

which wins a debate.

• The Ready Writers' Medal. To encourage the art of composition,

the Board of Trustees award a gold medal for the best essay written

by any student of the University upon a theme announced after the

competitors enter the room.

The Willcox Prizes. Two prizes, in French and German, of

$50.00 (gold) each, have been offered for competition in the Senior

class in French and in German. These prizes were founded in 1896

as a memorial to their lamented father, by the sons of the late

Prof. Cyprian Porter Willcox, A.M., LL.D., who, from 1872 until

his death in 1895, filled with great distinction the chair of Modern
Languages in the University. In 1918 the prize in German was
discontinued.

The Freshman Prize. The "Hamilton McWhorter Prize," as of

the class of 1875, for general excellence in the Freshman class, is

awarded to the member of that class who stands first in scholarship.

The Bryan Prize. The Hon. W. J. Bryan has donated the sum
of two hundred and fifty dollars, the income of which is given an-
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nually as a prize to the writer of. the best essay on our form of gov-

ernment.

The Peabody Scholarship. In 1903 Mr. George Foster Peabody
established a permanent scholarship in Harvard University for the

benefit of a graduate of this institution. The appointment is made
annually by the Chancellor.

The Philosophy Prize. Two prizes of fifty dollars each were
founded in 19 02 by Judge Horace Russell, of New York. These
prizes, named by the Board of Trustees the "Horace Russell Prize

in Psychology," and the "Walter B. Hill Prize in Ethics," are award-
ed to the writers of the best essays on subjects assigned by the

Professor of Philosophy.

The Cadet Prize. A prize is annually awarded to the best drilled

cadet in the Corps in a competitive contest held during CommenceT
ment.

The R. E. Park, Jr., Prize. Prof. R. E. Park, Jr., offers a gold

medal for the best oration by a member of the Junior class.

The L. H. Charbonnier Prize. A prize of a fine set of drawing in-

struments is offered by Mrs. Jas. F. Gowan, of Augusta, in honor of

her father, who for more than thirty years served the University

with distinction as Professor of Engineering, Commandant of Cadets

and Professor of Physics and Astronomy. This prize will be given

to the member of the graduating class whose record in the school of

Physics has been most creditable.

The College of Agriculture Prize. The Trustees offer a prize of

twenty-five dollars in gold to the student in Agriculture writing the

best essay on a subject assigned by the professors of agriculture.

Other prizes offered to students in Agriculture are described in the

statement of the College of Agriculture.

PUBLICATIONS OF THE UNIVERSITY
94. Bulletin of The University of Georgia. Under this general

title the University issues a monthly publication, which is sent to

regular mailing lists or may be had upon application to the Uni-

versity.

This includes the Register, the General Catalogue of the Univer-

sity system, announcements of the Summer Session, the Law Depart-

ment, the School of Pharmacy, the Graduate School, the Peabody
School of Education, the School of Commerce, the Summer Coaching

School, the Alumni Number, the Catalogue of Trustees, Officers and

Alumni, and several numbers of a scientific and literary nature.

University Items, a news letter, issued fortnightly during the

session.

From the College of Agriculture are issued:

Bulletins of Farmers' Institutes, President Soule, Editor.
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Bulletins of the Experiment Station, Director H. P. Stuckey,
Editor, Experiment, Ga.

Bulletins of the College of Agriculture.

85. The publications conducted by the students include:

The Red and Black, a weekly now in its twenty-fourth volume,
the organ of the Athletic Association.

The Georgian, a monthly literary magazine.

The Pandora, an illustrated annual of college life, issued by the
Senior eyas's.

The University Handbook, issued by the Y. M. C. A.

The Engineering Annual, now in its nineteenth volume, issued by
the Engineering Society.

The Agricultural Quarterly, published quarterly by the Agricul-

tural Club.

LITERARY SOCIETIES

96. The Demosthenian Society was founded in 1801, and the Phi

Kappa Literary Society in 1820. The members of the societies meet
in their respective halls every Wednesday evening at 8 o'clock.

On the evening of February 2 0th these Societies celebrate to-

gether, with public exercises, the anniversary of their founding.

Under the auspices of the Literary Societies intercollegiate de-

bates are held annually.

A Champion Debate between the two literary societies is held on

the Monday evening of Commencement week.

STUDENT ORGANIZATIONS
97. The College Young Men's Christian Association holds weekly

meetings which are addressed by local or visiting ministers, or by

members of the Faculty; prayer-meetings are also held daily.

The Association has its own secretary, whose time is devoted to

this work. Attractive reading rooms, containing the current period-

icals, are open to all students. The Association also conducts an

employment bureau and is of service in arranging boarding places

for new students. At the opening of each session, a mass meeting

which is largely attended, is held under its auspices.

The Engineering Society was organized in 1889. Its object is

to create an interest among the students in matters pertaining to

civil, electrical, and architectural engineering, and recent develop-

ment along all lines of scientific research. The society holds fort-

nightly meetings during the session, at which papers are read and
lectures delivered. The society publishes in June the "Engineering

Annual."

99. The Athletic Association is a student organization for the

encouragement and management of athletic sports. Football, bas-

ketball, baseball, and track teams are regularly organized. Subject
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to the general direction of the Faculty Chairman, the management
of the athletic activities of the University is delegated to the Ath-

letic Association.

100. The Agricultural Club was organized in 1906. Its object is

to create and promote interest among the students in matters per-

taining to agriculture and allied sciences. It holds regular meetings

and publishes a quarterly magazine called the "Agricultural Quar-

terly."

101. Other student organizations are the Press Club, the Glee

Club, the College Orchestra, and the Thalian Dramatic Association.

102. Regulations concerning student organizations and publica-

tions may be had on application to the Chancellor's office.

SOCIETY OF ALUMNI
This society is composed of graduates of the University, and has

for its object the promotion of letters and science, as well as the

annual renewal of the associations of aoademic life. It holds its

meetings at the close of each session, when an orator is appointed

by the society from among its members. The oration is delivered

on Tuesday during Commencement.
The officers of the organization are:

Clark Howell President

T. J. Shackelford First Vice-President

W. A. Harris Second Vice-President

D. S. Atkinson Third Vice-President

C. M. Strahan Treasurer

W. O. Payne Assistant Treasurer

Sylvanus Morris Secretary

Land Trustees

D. C. Barrow.

T. J. Shackelford.

Harry Hodgson.

These Trustees, appointed by the Society, are charged with the

duty of purchasing additions to the campus and conveying these

parcels of land to the Trustees of the University.
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FRANKLIN COLLEGE
THE COLLEGE OF ARTS

STAFF OF INSTRUCTION

D. C. BARROW, LL.D., Chancellor.

C. M. SNELLING, Sc.D., President, and Professor of Mathematics.

H. C. WHITE, Ph.D., Sc.D., D.C.L., LL.D., Professor of Chemistry,

and Terrell Professor of Agricultural Chemistry.

W. H. BOCOCK, LL.D., Milledge Professor of Ancient Languages.

J. H. T. McPHERSON, Ph.D., Professor of History and Political

Science.

W. D. HOOPER, A.M., Professor of Latin.

J. MORRIS, A.M., Professor of Germanic Languages.

J. LUSTRAT, Bach es Lett., Professor of Romance Languages.

R. E. PARK, A.M., Litt.D., Professor of English.

T. J. WOOFTER, Ph.D., Professor of Philosophy and Education.

J. S. STEWART, Ped.D., Professor of Secondary Education.

S. V. SANFORD, Litt.D., Professor of English Language.

L. L. HENDREN, Ph.D., Professor of Physics and Astronomy.

J. M. READE, Ph.D., Professor of Botany.

R. P. BROOKS, Ph.D., DeRenne Professor of Georgia History.

C. J. HEATWOLE, M.S., Professor of Education.

W. O. PAYNE, A.M., Associate Professor of History and Political

Science.

R. P. STEPHENS, Ph.D., Associate Professor of Mathematics.

H. V. BLACK, Ph.D., Associate Professor of Chemistry.

*A. S. EDWARDS, Ph.D., Associate Professor of Psychology.

R. L. McWHORTER, A.M., Adjunct Professor of Latin and Greek.

R. S. POND, Ph.D., Adjunct Professor of Mathematics.

*R. P. WALKER, A.M., Adjunct Professor of English.

H. D. DOZIER, A.M., Professor of Finance.

*G. L. WILLIAMS, A.M., Adjunct Professor of Finance.

*E. E. PEACOCK, M.B.A., Instructor in Accounting and Industry.

W. C. GEORGE, Ph.D., Adjunct Professor of Zoology.

R. W. RAMIREZ, A.B., Adjunct Professor of Romance Languages.

W. T. WRIGHT, M.S., Adjunct Professor Physics.

S. M. SALYER, A.M., Adjunct Professor of English.

* In the Government service.
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ENTRANCE SUBJECTS
The following subjects are required for admission to Franklin

College: English, History, Plane Geometry, High School Algebra,

Latin, and Greek or French or German or Spanish. (For details as

to subjects and methods of admission, see pages 244ff.)

For admission to the Sophomore Class, the student must offer in

addition to the subjects mentioned above, the equivalent of the

courses in Mathematics, Latin, English, History, and Greek or

French or German pursued by the Freshman Class and given in the

table below. In this table the figure attached to the name of the

subject refers 'to the course described under that number in the

detailed account of the courses offered in that school. Thus,

"English 1" in the table below means the course in Composition

and Rhetoric described in the staement of the School of English

on page 60. The figures at the end of the line means the number
of recitation hours per week in that course.

The undergraduate degrees given in Franklin College are those

of Bachelor of Arts, Bachelor of Arts in Social Science, and Bach-
elor of Journalism. Options in the Junior and Senior classes must
be selected after conference with and with the consent of the Pres-

ident of the College.

BACHELOR OF ARTS
The subjects entering into the course for this degree are given

below:

Freshman Hrs. Sophomores Hrs.

English 1, p. 60 3 English 2, p. 60 3

Greek 1, p. 62 4 Greek 2, p. 62; or French* 2,

o A
*

p. 72; or German* 2, p. 62,
French 1*, p. 72 or German 1* or Spanish 2, p. 73 _ _ _ _ 3

p. 62 or Spanish 1, p. 73 _ 3 History 4, p. 64 3

Georgia History, p. 64 1 Latin 2, p. 66________ 3

History 2f, p. 63 3 Mathematics 3, 4, p. 67 3

Latin 1, p. 66 4 Physics 2**, p. 69 3

Mathematics 1, 2, p. 66 _ _ _ 3

Military Science 1, p. 68 _ _ 1

18 18

If Greek 1 and 2 are omitted, two years in each of two modern
languages must be taken. The second language will be taken in

addition to the five required Junior subjects, and among the five

required Senior subjects. (French la, German la and Spanish la

thus offered will satisfy the requirements of Group I in the Junior

year).

•[Candidates taking Greek X will not be required to take History 2.

**And one laboratory period.
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Junior

1

J

f
English Lang. 1, p. 61

|
French la, p. 72

I. -{ German la, p. 62 _ _

Spanish la, p. 73 _ _

Greek 3, p. 63 _ _ _

Latin 3, p. 66 _ _ _

History 5-6, p. 64
• Economics 5, p. 62 _
Philosophy 3, 4, p. 71
Botany 3*, p. 5 8 _ _

Zoology 3*, p. 58
III.

\
Chemistry 2, p. 59 _

i

Phys. 4* or 5*, p. 69
[Psychol. 5*, p. 70 _

English 3, 4, 6, or
11, p. 60

Journalism 1, 2,

p. 65
Greek Xa or X&,

p. 62
History 8-9, or 13, or

14, p. 64
Government 11, 12,

p. 64
History 10, p. 64 _

Economics 6, 7, or
8, 9, or 10-14, or
11-15, or 16, p.

Psychology 1. 2,

p. 70______3
Education 1-2, 5-6,

10, 12, p. 71 3

Mathematics 5 or 4a,

6, p. 67 3

Italian 1, p. 73 _ _ 3

Law 1, p. 55 _ _ _ _ 3

Five subjects must be taken.

Senior

One required.

[ One required.

One required; two may be taken.

60 3

\ English Lang. 2, p. 61
I French 2a, p. 72 _ _

I. \ German 2r/, p. 62 _ _

Spanish 2a, p. 73 _ _

Latin 4, p. 66
Greek 3 or 4, p. 63 _

His. 8-9, or 13-14, 64
Gov'm't 11, 12. p. 64

II.
-I
Econ. 5, p. 60

|
Philosophy 3-4, p. 71

I

Sociology 5-6, 9, p. 71

{ Bot.* 3, 4, 9, or 11,

p. 58
|

Zoology 3, 4, 5, p. 58
III. ! ('hem. 2, 3, 4, 5, or

8, p. 59 _

I
Phvsics* 4, 5, or 6,

p. 69

l
Psy.* 5 or 6, p. 70 _

1

|
One required.

One required.

One required; two may be taken

And one laboratory period
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Astronomy and Geology, p. 69 3

English 3, 4, 5, 6 or 11, p. 60 3

English Language 1, p. 61 _ 3

Journalism 3, 4, 5, 6, p. 65 _ 3

History 5-6, or 8-9, p. 64 3

Economics 6, 7, 8, or 9, or 10,
11 or 11-15, or 16, p. 60 _ _ 3

French Language, p. 72 _ _ _ 3

Spanish Language, p. 73 _ _ 3

Latin 3, p. 66 3

Greek Xa or X&, p. 6 3 3

German Language, p. 62 _ _ 3

Mathematics 5, or any two of

7, 8, 9, p. 67 3

Newspaper writing, p. 65 _ _ 3

Education 3, 7, p. 71 _ _ _ _ 3

Education 4-8, 5-6, 9-10, p. 71 3

Psychology 3a, b, c, p. 70 3

Law, p. 55 3

And one laboratory period.

Five subjects must be taken.

Note:—No student may take more than nine hours in one year

from the courses in Psychology, Philosophy, and Education.

Six hours of academic credit are allowed for studies in the Law
School taken in the Junior and Senior years of the Bachelor of Arts

course. The law courses designated are:

Law 1, consisting of 1, Elementary Law.
a. Blackstone 1, 2, 3.

b. American Elementary Law.
2. Torts.

3. Criminal Law.
Counting four hours.

Law 2, consisting of 1, Constitutional Law.
2. Contracts.

3. Sales.

4. Bailments.

Counting two hours.

BACHELOR OF ARTS IN THE SOCIAL SCIENCES

Requirements for Degree

Latin 1; Latin 2 or Mathematics 3-4. Mathematics 1-2; Mathe-
matics 3-4 or Latin 2. In one other foreign language, 6 hours.

History. 3 hours; Georgia History, 1 hour; English, 3 hours; Na-
tural Science, 6 hours; Military, 3 hours.

With major in Philosophical-Social Science: History-Political
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Science, 9 hours; Education, 6 hours; Philosophical-Social Science,

12 hours.

With major in History-Political Science: Philosophical-Social

Science, 9 hours; Education, 3 hours; Economics, 3 hours; History-

Political Science, 12 hours.

With major in Education: History-Political Science, 9 hours;

Philosophical-Social Science, 6 hours; Education, 12 hours.

Total requirements, 66 hours, or 6 3 when Greek is taken as the

language elective.

Freshman Hrs. Sophomore Hrs.

Latin 1, p. 66 3 Latin 2; or Math. 3-4, p. 67 _ 3

Greek, p. 62; or French, p. Greek, p. 62; or French, p.

72; or German, p. 62; or 72; or German, p. 63; or
Spanish, p. 73 3 Spanish, p. 73______3

Mathematics 1-2, p. 66 3 Physics, Chemistry, Biology,
English 1, p. 60 ______ _ 3 Botany (in each of two) _ 6

History, p. 63 3 Psychology, p. 70 3

Georgia History, p. 64 _ _ _ 1 Elective _________3
Military Science, p. 68 _ _ _ _ 1

Note:—This statement of hours has reference to work in the

University or in instiutionns accredited for advanced standing.

Junior and Senior

The remainder of the courses included in the requirements with

additional elective courses to complete the total of hours.

With itihe major in Philosophical-Social Science or in Education

the courses must be selected under the direction and with the ap-

proval of the Dean of Education.

With the major in History-Political Science, the courses must be

selected under the direction and with the approval of the head of

this department.

Students coming from other colleges with 30 hours to their credit

may enter with Senior college standing, but 36 hours of credit will

be necessary for full Senior college rating.

BACHELOR OF JOURNALISM

Requirements for Admission: The requirements for admission

to the School of Journalism are (1) identical with those required

for the A.B. or B.S. degrees, and (2) the satisfactory completion of

the first two years' work of the A.B. or B.S. (General) or the B.S.

(Commerce).
Special Students: Students more than 21 years old may be ad-

mitted to the School of Journalism, at the discretion of the Dean
of the University, without having met the entrance requirements.

No special student may become a candidate for the degree until he
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satisfies the full entrance requirements as specified for this school.

The Degree: The degree of Bachelor of Journalism will be given

upon the satisfactory completion of the four-year course outlined

below.

Students who can afford the time are strongly advised to take

the five-year course, the A.B. combined with the Bachelor of

Journalism.

Requirements for Graduation:

1. He must satisfy the full entrance requirements for the A.B.

or B.S. (General) degree.

2. He must complete the first two years' work of 3 6 hours

required for the A.B. degree, or the 3 7 hours required for

the B.S. (General) or the B.S. (Commerce) degree.

3. He must complete at least a major of fifteen hours in

Journalism.

4. He must complete a total of 72 hours.

3. He must be able to read a French, German, or Spanish

newspaper.

Courses of Study

In addition to the first two years' work required for the A.B. or

the B.S. (General) or the B.S. (Commerce) degrees, the subjects

entering into this course for the degree of Bachelor of Journalism

are given below:

Junior

3Journalism 1

Journalism 2

History 5-6

German la
French la
Spanish 1

Philosophy 3-4

Psychology 1 or 5

Sociology 9

Education 5-6

Economics 5

English 3, 4, 6, 9 or 11
English Language 1

Natural Science

hours
hours
hours
hours
hours
hours
hours
hours
hours
hours
hours
hours
hours
hours

Three required

y One required

Two required
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Senior

Journalism 3

Journalism 4-5

Journalism 6-7

Political Science 11-2

German 2a
French 2a
Spanish 2

Philosophy 3-4

Psychology 5 or 1

Sociology 9

Education 5-6

Economics 5, 6-7, or 8-9

English 3, 4, 5, 6, 9 or 11
English Language 1 or 2

Natural Science
Agriculture

hours
hours
hours
hours
hours
hours
hours
hours
hours
hours
hours
hours
hours
hours
hours
hours

Four required

One required

Three required

COURSES OF INSTRUCTION

BIOLOGY
Botany

J. M. READE, Professor.

W. C. WANG, Assistant.

*3. Introductory Plant Biology. This is the complement of

Zoology 3, the two courses together constituting General Biology.

Three recitations and two hours of laboratory work per week for

three terms. Prerequisite for Botany 4, 5, 6, 9, and 11.

4. Morphology. A comparative study in particular of the groups

leading to a land flora. Two recitations and four hours of labor-

atory work per week for three terms. Botany 3 is prerequisite.

9. Physiology. Experiment and connected assigned reading. Six

hours laboratory work and one conference hour per week for three

terms. Botany 3 is prerequisite.

11. Genetics. An introduction to the study of heredity,

lectures or recitations per week for three terms. Botany 3

requisite.

ZOOLOGY
W. C. GEORGE, Adjunct Professor.

, Assistant.

The following courses are offered:

3. Introductory Animal Biology. This is the complement of Bot-

any 3, the two courses together constituting General Biology. Three
recitations and two hours laboratory work per week for three weeks.

Prerequisite to Zoology 4 and 5.

Three

is pre-

* Offered also in the Summer Session, 1919.
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4. Vertebrate Morphology. The various organ systems are stud-

ied in detail, especial attention being given to the homologies found

in the various vertebrate groups. Three recitations and two hours

laboratory work per week for three terms. Prerequisite, Zoology 3.

5. Histology- and Embryology. The first two terms are devoted to

practice in the general methods employed in making microscopical

preparations and to a study of the histological structure of the more
important types of tissues and organs; the third term is devoted to

the embryology of the frog and chick. Two recitations and at lea-st

four hours of laboratory work per week. Prerequisite, Zoology 3.

A. The Human Body. An introductory course for those not suf-

ficiently prepared to enter Zoology 3. Three recitations or lectures

per week for three terms,

CHEMISTRY
H. C. WHITE, Professor.

H. V. BLACK, Associate Professor.

C. B. SWETLAND, Instructor.

The following courses are offered:

2. Inorganic Chemistry, College Course. Three hours per week
of lectures and recitations for three terms. Text: Alexander Smith,

General Chemistry.

2u. Laboratory Course, to accompany Course 2. Two laboratory

periods per week for three terms.

2b. A more extensive laboratory course, also to accompany Course

2. Four laboratory periods per week for three terms.

3. Organic Chemistry. Three hours per week of lectures and
recitations and two laboratory periods per week for three terms.

Open to students who have completed Courses 2 and 2a or 2 and 2b.

Text: Stoddard, Introduction to Organic Chemistry.

4. Industrial (Including Agricultural) Chemistry. Three hours
per week of lectures and recitation for three terms. Texts: Pro-

fessor's Notes; Thorp, Industrial Chemistry; and Reference texts.

5. Physical Chemistry. Three hours per week of lectures and
recitations and two laboratory periods for three terms. Open to

students who have completed Courses 2 and 2<t or 2 and 2b.

8. Analytical Chemistry. About two-thirds of this course is de-

voted to qualitative analysis, on the completion of which quanti-

tative analysis is begun. Six laboratory periods per week for three

terms. Open to students who have completed Courses 2 and 2(7 or

2 and 2b. Texts: W. A. Noyes, Qualitative Analysis; Morse, Exer-

cises in Quantitative Chemistry.

A fee of $2.50 is charged for chemicals used in Courses 2«, 2b, 3,

and 5. Necessary apparatus is furnished students and breakage
must be paid for at the end of the course.
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ECONOMICS AND BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
For courses see the announcement of the School of Commerce.

ENGLISH
R. E. PARK, Professor.

S. M. SALYER, Assistant Professor.

R. P. WALKER, Adjunct Professor.

S. V. SANFORD, Professor of English Language.

A. The Elements of English. Business correspondence, a review

of grammar, composition writing and the reading of selected classics.

Required of one year students in Agriculture who are not eligible

to enter English 1. Three hours a week.

1. Rhetoric. (a) A study of the fundamental principles of

rhetoric; (b) their application to the problems of composition and

themes; (c) their application to the interpretation of literature.

Weekly. Required of Freshmen. Three hours a week. Professor

Park, Adjunct Professor Salyer.

2. English Literature. The principles .of literary criticism and
the practical application of these principles to masterpieces studied

with reference to (a) elements of literature; (b) species of litera-

ture; (c) historical development. The object of this course is to

give to the student a general view of the history and development

of English literature, with detailed knowledge of certain periods.

Throughout the course much attention will be devoted to the writing

of essays as a means of training the student to appreciate and to

express his appreciation of the literature studied. Required of

Sophomores. Three hours a week. Professor Park, Adjunct Professor

Sah/cr.

3. American Literature. This course attempts to give a compre-

hensive account of American literature. The leading writers in

prose and poetry are considered, first as to their intrinsic worth,

and secondly, as illustrative of the national development. The third

term will be devoted to the literature of Georgia. Optional for

Juniors and Seniors. Three hours a week. (Omitted in 1917-1918).

Professor Sanford.

4. The Novel. The development of the novel in English. The
study of representative novels of Richardson, Fielding, Bronte,

Austen, Scott, Dickens, Thackeray, Eliot, Stevenson, Hardy, Kipling,

De Morgan, Cooper, Hawthorne, Howells, Allen, Fox, Churchill.

Frequent writing of brief papers on subjects involving collateral

readings in the authors discussed. Optional for Juniors and Seniors.

Three hours a week. Professor Sanford.

5. The English Drama. Specimens of the pre-Shakespearean

drama and the study of selected plays from Marlowe to the present

time. Papers on the sources, structure and literary qualities of the
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plays studied. Optional for Seniors. Three hours a week. Professor

Park.

6. The Short Story and the English Essay. The great essay writ-

ers of the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries will be studied dur-

ing the first half of this course. The second half-year will be de-

voted to the study of the short story, with especial reference to

structure. Optional for Juniors and Seniors. Three hours a week.

Professor Park.

9. The Chief English Poets of the Nineteenth Century, Words-
worth, Coleridge, Byron, Shelley, Keats, Arnold, Tennyson, Brown-
ing. The course consists in the study of the principal works of these

poets, the collateral reading of a considerable body of biography and

criticism, and the writing at frequent intervals of brief critical pa-

pers. Optional for Juniors and Seniors. Three hours a week.

(Omitted in 1918-1919). Adjunct Professor Saltier.

11. Shakespeare. The best of the works of Shakespeare will be

studied, with sidelights upon the life of the Elizabethans. King
Lear will be studied minutely. Adjunct Professor Salyer.

ENGLISH LANGUAGE

1. Anglo-Saxon. Phonology, Inflections, and Translation. Text-

books: Smith's Old English Grammar, and Bright's Anglo-Saxon
Reader. Three hours a week. Optional for Juniors. Professor

Sun ford.

2. Middle English. Chaucer's Prologue and Knight's Tale, with

lectures based on ten Brink's "Chaucer's Sprache und Verskunst,"

and Morris's "Organic History of English Words," Part II. Three
hours a week. Optional for Seniors. Professor Sanford.

3. Old English Epic Poetry, Gothic and Comparative Grammar.
Text-books: Wyatt's Beowulf, Wright's Gothic Primer. Lectures

based on Streitberg's "Urgermanische Grammatik." Graduate
Course. Professor Morris.

4. English Syntax. This course will deal with the structure of

the English sentence. Optional for Juniors and Seniors. Three
hours a week. Professor sanford.

5. Historical English Syntax. Graduate Course. Professor Sanford.

PUBLIC SPEAKING
At present there are held four intercollegiate debates, two inter-

society debates, two class debates, a Sophomore declamation contest,

a Junior oratorical contest, a Senior oratorical contest, and the

anniversarian contests in the two literary societies. All candidates

for places in these contests are supervised in the preparation and
instructed in the delivery of their speeches by the Department of

English.
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GEOLOGY
Vacant.*

1. General Geology. Three hours per week, second half-year.

The course of instruction is at first a general one, embracing the

study of the distinguishing properties of minerals and common
rocks, the decay of rocks, and the formation of soils. Following

this is a more extended course of Structural, Dynamical, and Histor-

ical Geology.

GERMANIC LANGUAGES
JOHN MORRIS, Professor.

1. German X is a course for beginners who are conditioned in

German such as is described in detail at page 35. Three hours per

week. Professor Morris.

2. German 1. Method-book completed; translation of about 200

pages of modern narrative prose. Three hours per week. Optional

for Freshmen. Professor Morris.

3. German 2 presents a course in conversation and sight reading

with the object of giving a practical mastery of the language. Three
hours per week. Optional for Sophomores. Professor Morris.

4. German la is an elementary course offered as one of the Junior

language options. After an oral introduction of several weeks, given

exclusively in German, the class takes up a method-book and works
carefully through all the exercises. Three hours per week. Optional

for Juniors. Professor Morris.

5. German 2,<i is a continuation of the preceding course. The class

translates about 600 pages of prose texts. Some of this work is done
outside of the class room, but a careful examination is held on each

book when completed. Practice in speaking German continues

throughout the year. Three hours per week. Optional for Seniors.

Professor Morris.

GFvEEIv

W. H. BOCOCK, Professor.

R. L. McWHORTER, Adjunct Professor.

The standard of this School depends largely upon ithe character

of work done in the preparatory schools of Georgia. The require-

ments for admission, given elsewhere, are based directly upon that

work. With this basis, the guiding principles of the courses given

to the lower classes are the early mastery of the forms, a minimum
of syntax, the reading of the language in mass as rapidly as is con-

sistent with thoroughness.

In the higher classes the standard syntax of Attic prose is treated

systematically, and the attempt is made to introduce the student to

* Temporarily in charge of the Professor of Chemistry
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an appreciation of the artistic forms of Greek literature. There is

in all classes some practice in reading at sight. Exercises are given

in translating from English into Greek, both in order to sharpen

observation of the Greek read, and as an indispensable aid to exact

scholarship. Lectures on Metres are given in connection with *:he

reading of the poets, with practice in the recitation of the Dactylic

Hexameter, the Iambic Trimeter, and other common verse-forms.

For the study of geography and history, and for the archaelog-

ical illustration of the authors read, the lecture-room and library are

provided with a small collection of books, maps and photographs.

Xafc. For beginners. See requirements for entrance, page 34).

(a) Grammar, (fr) Xenophon's Anabasis, Books I, II, III. Six hours

a week. Professor Bocock.

Xb. Xenophon's Anabasis, Books I, II, III, with grammatical re-

view. Three hours a week. Adjunct Profesosr McWhorter.

X.C. Xenophon's Anabasis, Book III, with grammatical review.

Three hours a week for the first term. Adjunct Professor McWhorter.

(For other elementary courses see special Bulletin of the Summer
School )

.

1. Xenophon's Hellenica. Homer, Iliad or Odyssey. Geography
of Hellas. Four hours a week. Required unless French and Ger-

man be substituted. Professor Bocock and Adjunct Professor McWhorter.

2. Selections (varying from year to year) from Homer, Herodotus,

Lysias. History of Literature. Three hours a week. Required
unless French and German be substituted. Professor Bocock.

3. Introduction to the study of Greek Tragedy; Euripedes. Selec-

tions from Plato. History of the Literature. Three hours a week.

Optional for Juniors or Seniors. Professor Bocock.

4. Selections from the Tragic Poets, Thucydides, Plato. Demos-
thenes. Three hours a week. Optional for Seniors. Professor

Bocock and Adjunct Professor McWhorter.

5. Selections from the New Testament. Hours to be arranged.

Optional. Professor Bocock.

A major course is offered in the Graduate School.

HISTORY AND POLITICAL SCIENCE
J. H. T. McPHERSON, Professor.

W. O. PAYNE. Associate Professor.

R. P. BROOKS, DeRenne Professor of Georgia History.

*2. Modern European History. An introductory course, beginning
with a study of the ancient regime and coming down to the present

day. Freshmen. Three hours, first and second terms. Professors

McPherson, Payne and Brooks.

* Given in the Summer Session, 1919.
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2b. American Government. A brief course covering the frame-

work of the national and state governments, political machinery,
such as parties, conventions and primaries, and related subjects.

Freshmen. Three hours, third term. Professors McPherson, Payne
and Brooks.

3. History of Georgia. An elementary course, covering the his-

tory of the state from the beginning. Freshmen. Two hours, sec-

ond half year. Professor Brooks.

4. English History. Emphasis is laid on the development of Par-

liament, the Cabinet, and the various phases of local government.
Contemporary European developments are kept constantly in view.

Sophomores. Three hours, throughout the year. Professor Payne.

4a. Industrial History of Europe. A survey of modern European
economic history, agricultural, commercial and industrial. Sopho-

mores in B.S. Agriculture and B.S. Commerce. Three hours, through-

out the year. Professor Payne.

*5. American Political History. A general course covering the

political history of the United States. Juniors and Seniors. Three

hours, first and second terms. Professor McPherson.

*6. American Constitutional History. An historical and interpre-

tative study of the origin and growth of the American Federal and

State Constitutions. Juniors and Seniors. Three hours, third term.

Professor McPherson.

8. Modern European History, 1789-1815. After a preliminary

survey of European conditions on the eve of the French Revolution,

the progress of events is followed in detail through the Congress of

Vienna. Juniors and Seniors. Three hours, first half year. Professor

Payne.

9. Modern European History, 1815-1918. The political history of

Europe from the Congress of Vienna through the War of 1914-1918.

Juniors and Seniors. Three hours, second half year. Professors Panne

and Brooks.

11. Political Science. An introduction to the theory of Political

Science, comprising a study of the origin, nature, organization and

functions of the state. Juniors and Seniors. Three hours, first

term. Professor McPherson.

12. American Government and Politics. An advanced study of

the American system of Government, Federal, state and local, in-

cluding the organization and actual influence of political parties.

Juniors and Seniors. Three hours, second and third terms. Pro-

fessor McPherson.

13. American Industrial History. An advanced course, covering

certain aspects of American economic history, such as the public

* Offered in the Summer Session, 1919.
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land system, slavery, labor problems, currency and banking, tariff

legislation, and transportation. Juniors and Seniors. Three hours,

throughout the year. Professor Brooks. This course and History 14

will be offered in alternate years, American Industrial History being

omitted in 1919-1920.

14. American History, 1850-1876. History 14 will be an intensive

study of some relatively short period of American history. For the

session 1919-1920 the subject will be Civil War and Reconstruction.

Especial attention will be given to Southern problems. Juniors and
Seniors. Three hours, throughout the year. Professor Brooks.

15. Spanish-American History. This course covers the history,

geography, political and social institutions, and the economic de-

velopment and possibilities of Spanish-American countries. Special

attention is given to international relations, political and economic.

Three hours. Mr. Ramirez.

JOURNALISM
S .V. SANFORD, Profesor.

1. Newspaper Reporting and Correspondence. The work of the

reporter and the correspondent, including news gathering and news-

paper writing; discussions of methods of presentation; writing and
rewriting from assignments to develop news values. Three hours a

week, throughout the year.

2. Newspaper Editing. Practice in editing copy, correcting proof,

writing headlines, and other details of editing; construction and
development of various types of the newspaper story. Three hours

a week, throughout the year.

3. Special Articles. Practice in writing articles of a varied char-

acter to suit the miscellaneous needs of a newspaper; personal, nar-

rative, descriptive; particular attention is given the short story.

Three hours a week, throughout the year.

4. Editorial Writing. The theory and practice of editorial writ-

ing, interpretation and comment; editorial direction and control.

Three hours a week, first and second terms.

5. History and Principles of Journalism. Journalism in various

periods and conditions; the aims of journalism. Three hours a

week the third term.

6. Psychology of Business Procedure. A discussion of the mental
factors involved in problems of advertising. Three hours a week
the first term.

7. Newspaper Advertising. Special attention to selling plans and
special campaigns; preparation of copy, etc. Three hours a week
the second and third terms.

8. Agricultural Journalism. A course planned for students of Vo-
cational Agriculture. It includes a study of rural publicity, report

writing, press work on projects, and special work in the compilation
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and arrangement of statistical data. Required of Senior vocational

students. Three hours a week. Mr. Maddux.

LATIN
W. D. HOOPER, Professor.

R. L. MeWHORTER, Adjunct Professor.

1. In addition to the reading of a play of Terence and selections

from Livy, the syntax is studied formally, and exercises are given

in translation from English into Latin, to illustrate the usages.

There is also constant practice in reading at sight. The third term

is devoted to an introduction to Horace, including the reading of

the first book of the Odes. Four hours per week. Required of

Freshmen. Professor Hooper and Adjunct Professor McWhorter.

2. Horace: selected Odes; Cicero, de Officiis, Book I. Lectures

on metres are given in connection with the reading of the Odes, and
practice in metrical reading is constant. There is also practice in

reading at sight, and written exercises in translation from English

into Latin are required weekly. Three hours per week. Required

of Sophomores. Professor Hooper and Ad in net Professor McWhorter.

3. Horace: selected Satires and Epistles; Tacitus, Annals; Pliny:

selected letters; History of the Literature. During the first term,

the Satires and Epistles of Horace are read somewhat more rapidly,

with more attention to literary quality, and the history of the liter-

ature is studied. The second and third terms are devoted to the

Annals of Tacitus, and Pliny's letters. More attention is paid to

reading at sight, and some of the reading is parallel. Three hours

per week. Optional for Juniors. Professor Hooper.

4. Representative plays of Plautus and Terence are read during

the first term, both in class and in private, and there are lectures

on the drama. During the second and third terms, the reading is

chosen from a variety of authors not studied in the lower classes

Three hours per week. Optional for Seniors. Professor Hooper.

MATHEMATICS
C. M. SNELLING, Professor.

R. P. STEPHENS, Associate Professor.

R. S. POND, Adjunct Professor.

F. J. ORR, Special Instructor.

Of the following, Courses 1, 2, 3, 4 are required of all students

for graduation with the degree of A B. or B.S. (General). For other

degrees, see requirements elsewhere.

•1. Trigonometry. A course in Plane and Spherical Trigonometry.

Three hours per week for the first half-year. Text: Hun & Mclnnes.

Professors Knelling, Stephens and Pond.

* Offered in the Summer Session, 1919,
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*2. Graphical Algebra. This will include a study of coordinates,

the plotting of curves, and the derivation of the equations of the

straight line and the circle. Three hours per week for the second

half year. Professors Snelling, Stephens, and Pond.

*3. Analysis. The work of Course 2 will be continued by the study

of the equations of the conies and by introduction to the Calculus.

Three hours per week for the first half year. Professors Stephens and
Pond.

4. Advanced Algebra. The following topics will be treated: com-

plex numbers, determinants, theory of equations, partial fractions,

series, and logarithms. Three hours per week for the second half

year. Professors Stephens and Pond.

4a. Insurance. An elementary course in probabilities, series, and
other topics in algebra and their application in the calculation of

annuities, premiums, etc. Three hours per week the first half year.

Required of B.S. (Commerce) Sophomores but optional for others on

approval of the department. Professsor Stephens.

5. Calculus. A course in Differential and Integral Calculus.

Three hours per week throughout the year. Professor Pond.

6. Statistics. Statistical method and theory; general methods of

statistical investigation; application of probabilities to statistical

data; graphical methods of presentation of statistics; correlation;

variation. Three hours per week, second half-year. Required of

B.S. (Commerce) Sophomores but optional for others on approval

of the department. Professor Pond.

7. Differential Equations. An elementary course in ordinary dif-

ferential equations. Three hours per week for second half-year.

Text: Cohen's. Professor Stephens.

8. Analytic Geometry. An advanced course based on Salmon or

other text of a similar character. Three hours per week for first

half-year. Professor Pond

.

9. Theoretical Mechanics. An elementary course. Three hours

per week for the first half-year. Professor Stephens.

10. The Teaching of High School Mathematics. The value and
purpose of the study of Mathematics; methods of teaching Arith-

metic, Algebra, and Geometry. One hour per week for the first half-

year. Text: Young's. Professor Stephens.

Note:—Courses 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 7, 9 are required of candidates for

degrees in Civil and Electrical Engineering. Candidates for the

B.S. degree who have mathematics for their major must take Course
5 in the Junior year.

* Offered also in the Summer Session, 1919.
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MILITARY SCIENCE
M. B. THWEATT, Captain, Infantry, Professor.

L. H. GORK, Captain, Infantry, Assistant Professor.

In accordance with the provisions of the land grant act, military

exercises are regularly held in this university, upon which the at-

tendance is compulsory by all members of the Freshman, Sophomore
and Junior classes, and the students in the one-year course in Agri-

culture, except when excused by the surgeon of the Corps of Cadets,

the Chancellor, or the Prudential Committee, for physical disability

or other cause.

In accordance with authority obtained from the President of the

United States a unit of the Senior Division, Reserve Officers Training

Corps has been organized at this institution.

Any member of the senior division who has completed two aca-

demic years of service in that division, who has been selected for fur-

ther training by the Chancellor and the Commandant, and who exe-

cutes the following written agreement, will be entitled to commuta-
tion of subsistence fixed by the Secretary of War in accordance with

law.

CONTRACT.
University of Georgia.

Athens, Ga.,

In consideration of commutation of subsistence to be furnished

me, in accordance with law, I hereby agree to continue in the Re-

serve Officers Training Corps during the remainder of my course at

the University of Georgia, to devote five hours per week during such

period to the military training prescribed, and to pursue the courses

of camp training during such period prescribed by the Secretary

of War.

Witness Signed

The commutation of subsistence referred to above is estimated to

be $12.00 per month during the academic year.

The course of camp training has been decided to be, one .four-

weeks' camp at the end of the Junior (third) year and one four-

weeks' camp subsequent to graduation.

Necessary uniforms to be furnished by the United States govern-

ment to those students who comply with the above contract. All

expenses incurred in attending training camp to be defrayed by the

United States government.
Military Science 1. Moss's Manual of Military Training. Two

hours per week for a half-year. Required of all Freshmen.
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PHYSICS AND ASTRONOMY

L. L. HENDREN, Professor.

W. T. WRIGHT, Adjunct Professor.

J. W. CANTRELL, Instructor.

Physics 2. An introductory college course covering the elemen-

tary principles. Prerequisites, one unit entrance credit in Physics or

Plane Trigonometry. Three hours per week recitation and two

hours per week laboratory work throughout the year. Required

of all Sophomores.

Physics 4

—

Mechanics and Electricity. A second year college

course. The First Term will be devoted to Mechanics and the Sec-

ond and Third Terms to Electricity. In the Third Term work in

Electricity especial emphasis will be laid upon the newer develop-

ments of Electricity—such as the Electron Theory and the proper-

ties of electromagnetic waves (wireless telegraphy). Three hours

per week recitation and two hours per week laboratory work
throughout the year. Optional for Juniors and Seniors. Prerequi-

site, the satisfactory completion of Physics 1 or 2, and Mathematics

1. 2.

Physics 5—Heat, Sound and Light. A course of the same grade

as Physics 4 and covering those parts of General Physics not studied

in Physics 4. Courses 4 and 5 together are designed to give the

student a somewhat thorough survey of the experimental data and
analytical processes upon which the great generalizations in Physics

rest. Three hours per week recitation and two hours per week
laboratory work throughout the year. Optional for Juniors and
Seniors.

Physics 6—Advanced Electricity. Discharge of Electricity through
Gases, Radioactivity. Three hours per week lecture and recitation

work throughout the year, with some individual laboratory work.

Optional for Seniors. (Not offered in 1918-1919).

Astronomy 1. Lectures and recitations designed to give a general

knowledge of Astronomy. Opportunity will be given for observa-

tions with a good 3% -inch telescope. Three hours per week for the

first half-year.

Note:—A laboratory fee of $3.00 is required for Courses 2, 4

and 5.

* Offered in the Summer Session, 1919
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PSYCHOLOGY, PHILOSOPHY, AND EDUCATION

T. J. WOOFTER, Dean.

J. S. STEWART, Professor.

A. S. EDWARDS, Professor.

C. J. HEATWOLE, Professor.

— —
, Professor.

Note:—The following courses are open to general election. For
fuller description of these courses, see the subsequent announcement
of the Peabody School of Education.

For Teachers Professional License, elect three courses in Educa-

tion from 1-2, 3, 4-8, 5-6, 9-10.

PSYCHOLOGY

1. Elementary Psychology. An introductory course covering the

essentials of general and educational psychology. First half-year.

Professor Edwards.

This may be followed by Psychology 3 or Education 1 the second

half-year.

3. Applied Psychology. Topics will be selected each year, mainly

from the following, Psychology 1 or 5 being prerequisites:

3a. Social and Business Psychology. A brief review of social

psychology and an application of psychological principles and men-
tal tests to problems of advertising and salesmanship.

3o. Legal and Vocational Psychology. A study of psychological

problems involved in law, everyday life, and vocational selection and
guidance of employees.

3c. Abnormal Psychology. A brief survey of the facts of feeble-

mindedness and idiocy, inherited and acquired mental diseases and
defects, as amnesia, abulia, delusions, hysteria, dementia, and others.

Professor Edwards.

5. Principles of Psychology. A systematic study of the adult nor-

mal mind. Three hours a week throughout the year with a two-

hour period of laboratory work. May be taken as a beginning course

but not along with Psychology 1, and may be counted as a science in

Group III. Professor Edwards.

6. Experimental Psychology. An advanced course of laboratory

work and conferences, the equivalent of a four-hour credit through-

out the year. Prerequisite, Psychology 1, or 5. May be icounted as

a science in Group III. Professor Edwards.

7. Advanced Educational Psychology. A study of mental devel-

opment, adolescence, individual differences, experimental education,

the learning process, educational and mental tests and measure-

ments, supervised study, and other phases of psychology applied to

education. Three hours a week, the year. Professor Edwards.
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20. Systematic Psychology. A graduate course. See Graduate

School, Psychology 1. Professor Edwards.

PHILOSOPHY
3. Ethics. A study of human conduct, and the moral aspects of

present day problems of society, democracy, and human life gen-

erally. Three hours, first half-year. Professor , Professor

Woofter.

4. Introduction to Philosophy. Historical introduction, present-

ing the great thinkers, the movements of thought, the essentials of

logic and selected studies. Three hours, second half-year. Professor

7. Modern Philosophy. A survey of modern thought with special

studies of ideals of life expressed in philosophical and literary

classics. Three hours, the year. Professor .

9. Social Philosophy. Given with Sociology 9. Three hours, the

year. Professor Heatwole.

26. Advanced History of Philosophy. A graduate course. See

Graduate School. Professor , Professor Woofter.

SOCIOLOGY

5. Social Evolution. An introduction to the study of society,

through the approach of organic and social evolution; anthropol-

ogy, heredity, morality, social organization, democracy, and other

topics. Three hours, first half-year. Professor Woofter.

6. Educational Sociology. Democracy the goal of social evolu-

tion; spirit of modern democracy; education the agency of social

inheritance; education in a democracy; 'the evolution of the school;

modern educational doctrine. Three hours, second half-year. Pro-

fessor Woofter.

9. General Principles of Sociology. A study of inductive sociol-

ogy, different social theories, current social problems, social statis-

tics, and other topics of functional and applied sociology. Three
hours, the year. Professor Heatwole.

EDUCATION

1. Introductory Educational Psychology. Elements of general

and educational Psychology. Three hours, first half-year. Pro-

fessor Edwards.

2. History of Education. Tracing the influence of the past and
examining modern theories and practices. Three hours, second half-

year. Professor Heatwole, Professor .

3. Principles of Teaching and Management; School Hygiene.

Three hours, the year. Professor Heatwole.

4. High School Organization and Teaching. Open to seniors.
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Two hours per week the year, or as otherwise arranged. Professor

Stewart, Professor .

5. Social Evolution. An introduction to the development and the

organization of society and democracy. Three hours, first half-

year. Professor Woofter.

6. Educational Sociology. A study of fundamental guiding prin-

ciples of education in a democracy. Three hours, second half-year.

Professor Woofter.

7. Advanced Educational Psychology. Characteristics and stages

of mental development, mental training, mental and educational

tests and measurements, etc. Three hours, the year. Professor

Edwards.

8. Teaching Special Subjects: English, History, Mathematics, etc.

9. Education in the United States; the needs of a democracy.

Advanced educational history. Three hours, first half-year. Pro-

fessor , Professor Woofter.

10. The Administration and Supervision of Public Education.

Three hours, second half-year. Professor .

24. See Graduate School.

25. See Graduate School.

26. Principles of Education: Biological, Sociological, Psychologi-

cal. Graduate course, Summer School.

ROMANCE LANGUAGES

1. French X is a course for beginners who are conditioned in

French and wish to substitute both French and German for Greek.

The course consists of careful drill in pronunciation, the rudiments

of grammar and syntax, the study of regular and irregular verbs,

dictation, easy exercises of translation from English into French,

conversation, and the reading of about 275 duodecimo pages of easy

prose. Three hours per week.

2. French 1 consists of a study of grammatical difficulties, idioms,

and provincialisms. Compositions and essays in French. Reading
from 600 to 1,000 pages of prose and poetry. Continuation of trans-

lation from English into French. Conversational French. Three
hours per week. Optional for Freshmen.

3. French 2 consists of the reading of from 1,000 to 2,000 pages

of standard French, classical and modern; compositions and essays

in French; translation from English into French; study of the

classical writers, with parallel reading of some of their works; study

of French Literature, through texts and lectures in French; conver-

sational French. Three hours per week. Optional for Sophomores.

4. French la is an elementary course offered as one of the Junior

language options. In this course the various inflections, forms of

words, verbs, regular and irregular, and constructions of sentences
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are taught from the beginning, but systematic study of the grammar
is not begun until the second half-year, at which time reading,

translation, and writing of letters in French are also begun. About
200 pages of easy French prose are read, and there is practice in

conversational French. Three hours per week. Optional for Juniors.

5. French 2# is a continuation of French la. It consists of a

thorough study of grammar and syntax; translation from English

into French; dictation; French composition; the reading in class of

about 1,000 pages of standard authors, classical and modern; par-

allel reading; and conversational French. Three hours per week.

Optional for Seniors.

Spanish

1. Spanish X. The course consists of careful drill in pronuncia-

tion, the rudiments of grammar and syntax, the study of regular

and irregular verbs, dictation, easy exercises of translation from
English into Spanish, conversation, and the reading of about 275

duodecimo pages of easy prose. Three hours per week.

2. Spanish 1. Study of grammatical difficulties, idioms, and pro-

vincialisms. Compositions and essays in Spanish. Reading from
600 to 1,000 pages of prose and poetry. Translation from English

into Spanish. Three hours per week.

3. Spanish 2. Reading from 1,000 to 2,000 pages of standard

Spanish, classical and modern; compositions and essays in Spanish;

translation from English into Spanish; study of the classical writers,

with parallel reading of some of their works; study of Spanish lit-

erature, through text and lectures in Spanish; conversational Span-

ish. Three hours per week.

4. Spanish la. A course similar to French la.

5. Spanish 2a. A course similar to French 2a.

Italian

Three hours per week. A one year course is offered in this sub-

ject. It is realized that a good reading knowledge of Italian can

be acquired by properly prepared students in one year. With this

in view, reading on preparation and at sight forms the bulk of the

instruction. So much grammatical work is done as may be required

for the attainment of this object. Italian grammar by Grandgent.
Other texts may vary from year to year.
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COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE AND THE
MECHANIC ARTS

I. THE COLLEGE OF SCIENCE AND ENGINEERING

STAFF OF INSTRUCTION
D. C. BARROW, LL.D., Chancellor .

A. M. SOULE, Sc.D., LL.D., President, and Dean of the College of

Agriculture.

H. C. WHITE, Ph.D., Sc.D., D.C.L., LL.D., Professor of Chemistry,

and Terrell Professor of Agricultural Chemistry.

C. M. STRAHAN, C. and M.E., Sc.D., Professor of Civil Engineering.

J. H. T. McPHERSON, Ph.D., Professor of History and Political

Science.

C. M. SNELLING, A.M., Sc.D., Professor of Mathematics.

W. D. HOOPER, A.M., Professor of Latin.

J. MORRIS, A.M., Professor of Germanic Languages.

J. LUSTRAT, Bach, es Lett., Professor of Romance Languages.

R. E. PARK, Litt.D., Professor of English.

T. J. WOOFTER, Ph.D., Professor of Philosophy and Education.

J. S. STEWART, Ped.D., Professor of Secondary Education.

S. V. SANFORD, Litt.D., Professor of English Language.

L. L. HENDREN, Ph.D., Professor of Physics and Astronomy.

J. M. READE, Ph.D., Professor of Botany.

R. P. BROOKS, Ph.D., DeRenne Professor of Georgia History.

C. J. HEATWOLE, M.S., Professor of Education.

M. B. THWEATT, Professor of Military Science and Tactics.

U. H. DAVENPORT, B.S., Associate Professor of Electrical Engin-

eering.

E. L. GRIGGS, Associate Professor of Civil Engineering.

W. O. PAYNE, A.M., Associate Professor of History and Political

Science.

H. V. BLACK, Ph.D., Associate Professor of Chemistry.

R. P. STEPHENS, Ph.D., Associate Professor of Mathematics.

*A. S. EDWARDS, Ph.D., Associate Professor of Psychology.

H. D. DOZIER, A.M., Associate Professor of Finance.

S. M. SALYER, A.M., Associate Professor of English.

L. H. GORK, Assistant Professor of Military Science and Tactics.

R. L. McWHORTER, A.M., Adjunct Professor of Latin and Greek.

R. S. POND, Ph.D., Adjunct Professor of Mathematics.

R. P. WALKER, M.A., Adjunct Professor of English.

* In the Government service.
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*G. L. WILLIAMS, A.M., Adjunct Professor of Finance.

W. C. GEORGE, Ph.D., Adjunct Professor of Zoology.

R. W. RAMIREZ, A.B., Adjunct Professor of Romance Languages.

W. T. WRIGHT, Adjunct Professor of Physics.

*E. E. PEACOCK, M.B.A., Instructor in Accounting and Industry.

ADMISSION OF WOMEN
In view of the fact that a number of colleges for women in Geor-

gia are doing creditable junior college work it is deemed wise at the

present time to limit the admission of women students in the Col-

lege of Agriculture and the Mechanic Arts to the junior and senior

classes. For admission to the junior class it is necessary that the

applicant be at least eighteen years of age, that she present fourteen

units from an accredited high school or the equivalent thereof, and

in addition, that she present thirty-six hours of standard college

work. A candidate who presents thirty hours of standard college

work may secure junior standing, that is, she may be admitted to

the junior class in such courses as she is prepared to enter on condi-

tion that she sustain herself in these courses and that she make
up the six hours condition as early as possible. In addition to aca-

demic preparation sufficient to carry the university work of the

junior class the applicant must show sufficient maturity and poise

to meet the requirements of university life. Qualifications of schol-

arship, personality, and poise must be demonstrated within the first

half of the junior year. Students making application for entrance

into the junior class must submit on a blank furnished for the

purpose their college credits for the first two years of work and

this blank must be sent in for inspection at least six weeks prior to

the opening of college.

There will be a limited number of rooms available for women
students whose major subject is not Home Economics in the resi-

dence hall for women on the campus of the College of Agriculture.

This residence hall will be thoroughly equipped with every modern
convenience and will be under the direction of one of the women of

the faculty. To secure reservation of room it is necessary to make
application in advance accompanied by a deposit of $5.00. Students

not residing in the dormitory must live in approved homes, (a list

of which will be furnished upon application) and must be under all

regulations which govern women who live on the campus.

Special Students

In view of the fact that mature students may wish to carry special

courses for increasing professional skill or securing general culture

without meeting the full entrance requirements of the University

* In the Government service.
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there is a provision that such women may be admitted as special

students provided they are not less than twenty years of age and
that they give evidence of adequate preparation to the individual

professors in charge of the courses they wish to take.

Address all communications of inquiry and applications to Miss

Mary E. Creswell, Director, Division of Home Economics, State

College of Agriculture, Athens, Ga.

DEGREE

In this College but one degree is given, that of Bachelor of Science.

It is believed that this degree should be, in all cases, the certificate

of satisfactory completion of a proper course of mental training

which, although given by divers arrangements of studies, should be

equally severe and, therefore, without discrimination as to title.

The undergraduate degrees offered by the College of Science and
Engineering are: Bachelor of Science (General) ; Bachelor of Science

(Civil Engineering); Bachelor of Science (Electrical Engineering);

Bachelor of Science (Architecture); Bachelor of Science (Com-
merce); Bachelor of Science (Medicine). Options must be selected

after conference with and with the consent of the President of the

College.

General provision, applicable to all courses and classes: In Physics,

Chemistry, Botany, and Zoology laboratory work (two hours for

one) may be substituted for lecture or recitation hours, at the option

of the professor. One laboratory period of two hours per week is

allowed for each course of three hours per week.

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE (General)

Freshman Class

Mathematics 1, 2, p. 66_ 3

Phys'cs 1, p. 90 3

Physiology (Zoology A), p. 83 ________ 3

Graphics Dl, p. 86 2*

English 1, p. 60 3

Latin 1, p. 6 6
]French 1, p. 72 _ [ One required _____ 3

German 1, p. 62
Spanish 1, p. 62 _ _ _

Georgia History, p. 64 1

Military Science 1, p. 68 ___________ 1

19
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Sophomore Class

'Mathematics 3, 4, p. 67]
Physics 4, p. 90 _ _ _ _

i

Mathematics
I Chemistry 2 & 2a, p. 83 [ and two other _ _ _ 9

Zooology 3, p. 83 _ _ _ I required
Botany 3, p. 82

J

English 2, p. 60 3

History 2 or 4, p. 64 3

Latin 2, p. 66
]|

French 2, p. 72 _ _ _ _ ) One required _ 3

|
German 2, p. 62

[Spanish 2, p. 73

*The student must select one department from this group in

which to take his "major" course. This consists of three three-

hour courses in the same department, exclusive of Freshman courses,

preferably begun in the Sophomore year and continued through the

Junior and Senior, but in some departments a major may be com-
pleted in two years by taking two courses in the same year.

Selection of the major must be made (not later than the begin-

ning of the Junior year and preferably earlier) after consultation

with the head of the department chosen, who thereupon becomes
the official adviser of the student and must be consulted in the

selection of all his other subjects. A second department must be

selected from the same group in which to complete a "minor"
course, consisting of two three-^hour courses.

Junior Class

Mathematics 5 or 4a, 6, p. 67 __ _

Physics 4 or 5, p. 90 _ _ _
Chem. 2 and 2a, 3, 4, 5 or 8, p. 83 _ [Two required.
Zoology 3 or 4, p. 83 _ .

Botany, p. 82 _ _ _ _ .

Psychology 5, p. 70 _ .

|
English Language 1, p. 61 _ _ _'

B i French la, p. 72 _ _ _ j. One required.
German la, p. 62 _ _ _ _
Spanish la, p. 73 _

f
English 3, 4, 6 or 8, p. 60 _ _ _ _"

I

History 5, 6, or 11, p. 64 _ _ _ _
Ed. 1-2, 3, 4, 5-6, 7, or 9-10, p. 71 _ j- One required.
Philosophy 3-4, 5-6, 7, or 9, p. 71

|
Economics 5 or 6-7, or 8, 9, or

[ 10-14, or 11-15, or 16, p. 60 _ _

One free elective may be chosen from all courses offered in the

University.

Five three-hour courses required.
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!

[ One required.

Senior Class

f
Mathematics 5, or any two of 7, 8, 9, p. 67]

|
Physics 4, or 5, or 6, p. 90_ _____

\
Chemistry 3, 4, 5, 8, or 9, p. 83
Zoology 3, or 4, 5, or 6, 7, p. 83 _ _ _ _

Botany, p. 82
Psychology 5, or 6, p. 70
English Language 2, p. 61 ______ _

B <j French 2a, p. 72
German 2a, p. 62 ____________
Spanish 2a, p. 73 _ _ _ _ _

j

English 3, 4, 5, 6, or 11, p. 60 _ _ _ _ _
}

History 5-6, or 8-9, or 10, or 11-12, p. 64 _
|

C \ Education 1-2, 4, 5-6, or 10-11, p. 71 \ One required.

|

Philosophy 3-4, 5-6, 7, or 9, p. 71 .

I

Economics 5, or 6, 7, or 8, 9, or 10-14, or

[ 11-15, or 16, p. 60 .

One free elective may be chosen from all courses offered in the

University.

Five three-hour courses required.

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE (Civil Engineering)

The degree o>f Bachelor of Science in Civil Engineering is given

on completion of the four year course outlined below. The studies

required have been chosen so that the student will receive a sound,

broad mental development in addition to his special knowledge of

engineering. The instruction in engineering subjects includes a

large amount of field practice and office drafting and computation.

Thorough application of principles to designing, laying out, and
erecting engineering structures is required.

Hrs.

p. 85 _ 3

Freshman
Graphics Dl and D2,
English 1, p. 60
Georgia History, p. 6 3

Hrs.

6 _ 3

_ _ 3

_ _ 1

Mathematics 1, 2, p. 66 _ _ _

Physics 1, p. 90 ______ _

French X or 1, p. 72 _]
German X or 1, p. 62 _ I one
Spanish X or 1, p. 73 _

J

Military Science 1, p. 68 _ _ _

Sophomore
Civil Engineering Al,
Graphics D3, p. 86 .

Physics 3, 4, p. 90
Mathematics 3, 4, p. 67 _ _ _
Chemistry
French 1,

German 1

Spanish 1

2 and 2a, p.

or 2, p 72
or 2, p. 62
or 2, p. 73

83 _ _

-1
_ ) one

-J

17
See note under Electrical Engineering.

Junior Hrs.

Chemistry 4, 5, or 8, p. 83 _ _ 3

Civil Eng. B-l, & B-2, or B-3,
p. 85 6

Graphics D-4, p. 86 2

Electrical Engineering 1, p.

86 3

Mathematics 5, p. 67 3

18

H»s.Senior

Astronomy and Geology,
p. 61, 69 3

Civil Eng. C-1,-2,-3,-4, p. 86 _ 6

Graphics D-5, p. 86 2

Electrical Eng. 3, p. 88 3

Mathematics 7, 9, p. 67 3

17 17
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BACHELOR OF SCIENCE (Architectural Engineering)

Freshman Hrs.

Graphics D-l, and D-2, p. 86 _ 3

English 1, p. 60 3

Georgia History, p. 63 _ _ _ _ 1

Mathematics 1, 2,p.66___3
Physics 1, p. 90 3

French X or 1, p. 72 _]
German X or 1, p. 62 _ }• one 3

Spanish X or 1, p. 73 _
J

Military Science 1, p. 68 _ _ _ 1

17

Sophomore Hrs.

Civil Engineering A-l, p. 85 _ 3

Graphics D-3, p. 86 2

Mathematics 3, 4, p. 67 3

Physics 3, 4, p. 90 4

Chemistry 2 and 2a, p. 83 _ _ 3

French 1 or 2, p. 72 _]
German 1 or 2, p. 62 _

J-
one 3

Spanish 1 or 2, p. 73 _
J

See note under Electrical Engineering.

Junior Hrs
|

Chemistry 4, 5, or 8, p .83 _ 3

Mathematics 5, p. 67____3
Graphics D-4, p. 86 2

French la, p. 72; or German
Iff, p. 62 3

Architecture B-4, p. 86 3

Civil Engineering B-l, p. 85 _ 3

Senior Hrs.

Astronomy and Geology, p. 69 3

Graphics D-5, p. 86 2

French la, p. 72; or German
la, p. 62 2

Civil Eng. C-l, 5, p. 86 _

Civil Eng. C-6, p. 87
Civil Eng. C-3, p. 87

_ _ 3

_ _ 3

_ _ _ 6

17 17

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE (Electrical Engineering)

The course in Electrical Engineering is especially designed to give

to those who contemplate making this subject their life-work a

broad and well-rounded academic training, supplemented by a course

in Electrical Engineering proper, which is as full and thorough as

the time allowed will permit. Students are strongly urged to lay a

broad foundation for electrical work, and to finish their course at

some higher institution, after which they are advised to enter the

shops of some electrical company before entering upon their pro-

fession. While some of the men trained here have entered upon a

successful career in electrical work without studying further else-

where, we believe the best and most lasting results will be obtained

by following the plan outlined above.

Freshman Hrs.

Graphics D-l and D-2, p. 86 _ 3

English 1, p. 60 3

Georgia History, p. 63 _ _ _ 1

Mathematics 1, 2, p. 66 _ _ _ 3

Physics 1, p. 90 3

French X or 1, p. 72 _ 1

German X or 1, p. 62 _ j- one 3

Spanish X or 1, p. 73 _J
Military Science 1, p. 68 1

Sophomore Hrs.

Civil Eng. A-l, p. 85 3

Graphics D-3, p. 86 2

Mathematics 3, 4, p. 67 _ _ _ 3

Physics 3, 4, p. 90 4

Chemistry 2 and 2a, p. 83 _ _ 3

French 1 or 2, p. 72 _
]

German 1 or 2, p. 62 _ [-one 3

Spanish 1 or 2, p. 73 _
J

17 IS
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Junior Hrs. Senior Hrs.

Chemistry 4, 5, or 8, p. 83 3

Civil Eng. B-l, and -2, or -3,

p. 85 6

Electrical Eng. 1, 2, p. 88 _ _ 5

Mathematics, 5, p. 67 _ _ _ _ 3

69Astronomy and Geology, p
Civil Eng. C-1,-2, p. 86
Graphics D-5, p. 86_____
Electrical Eng. 3, 4, p. 88
Mathematics 7, 9, p. 67

17 16
Note:—For the degrees in Civil Engineering, Electrical Engineer-

ing and Architectural Engineering:

A student who offers no modern language for entrance must take

two consecutive years in French, German, or Spanish.

A student who offers one or more units of modern language for

entrance and wishes to continue the same language will take the

advanced course listed above in the language chosen.

A student who offers two units of modern language for entrance

will be permitted to take History 2 and English 2 in lieu of the two
year language options.

A student who chooses a language option must continue the same
language through two years, except that when Spanish 2 can be

taken in the Freshman year it may be followed by English 2 in the

Sophomore year.

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE (Commerce)

The degree of Bachelor of Science in Commerce is conferred on

the completion of sixty-seven hours as suggested below or as ap-

proved by the Director of the School of Commerce and the Dean
of the University according to options stated. The entrance require-

ments are stated on page 28.

Freshman Hrs.

English 1, p. 60 3

Mathematics 1, 2, p. 66 3

Foreign Language _____ 3

Physics 1 or 2, p. 90 1

Economics 1, History 2a, p. 63 3

History 2, p. 63 3

Military Science, p. 68 _ _ _ 1

19

Junior Hrs.

Economics 6, 7, p. 60 _ _ _ _ 3

Other approved economics _ _3
Modern Language ______ 3

Natural Science _______ 3

Psychology 1, 2, p. 70 3

Sophomore Hrs.

English 2, p. 60 3

Mathematics 4a, 6, or 3, 4,

p. 67 3

Modern Language 3

History 4a (or 4) p. 63 3

Economics 5, p. 60 _ _ _ _ _ 3

Economics 16, p. 60 _ _ _ _ _ 3

Senior

18

Hrs.

Approved Economics _ _ _ _ C

Economics, History, Political

Science, Sociology, Educa-
tion and other courses ap-
proved for each student's
programme _______9

15 1«>

Entrance Requirements

Students are admitted to candidacy for the degree in Commerce
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who have completed the following courses in an accredited high

school or have otherwise been accorded credit in the University for

the units specified:

English _______ 3 units (or foreign lang.*) _ 3 units
History ______ 2 units Other subjects _ _ _ 4.5 units
Modern language _ _ 2 units (Or, other subjects- 3.5 units)
Mathematics _ _ _ _ 2.5 units

Language Requirements

In addition to the entrance requirements specified above, a min-

imum of nine hours of college work in language is required. The
requirements may be fulfilled in the following ways: (1) nine hours

of German, (2) nine hours of French, (3) three hours of French

and six hours of Spanish, (4) three hours of Latin and six hours of

Spanish, or (5) six hours of each of any two of German, French,

and Spanish. Credit for additional language will be given those

taking more than the language required, and students expecting to

enter the field of foreign trade either in governmental service or as

representatives of business houses are advised to take more than the

minimum in the languages that will be required of them.

A SIX-YEAR COMBINATION COURSE IX MEDICINE
1. Two years to be taken in the Academic department at Athens,

as follows:

First Year (Freshman) Hrs. Second Year (Sophomore) Hrs.

Mathematics 1, 2, p. 66 3 Zoology 4, 5, p. 83 _____ 4

English 1, p. 60 3 Chemistry 3, p. 83 4

History, p. 63 3 Physics 1 or 2, p. 90 _4
Zoology 3, p. 83 _ _ 3 French 1 or 2, p. 72; or
Chemistry 2 and 2a, p. 83 4 German 1 or 2, p. 6 2 3

French X or 1, p. 72
) Botany, p. 82; or

German X or 1, p. 62 \ _ _ _ 3 Psychology, p. 70 3

19

Note:—Two units of foreign language are required for entran

to the pre-medical courses.

Course 1 taken in either language the first year is followed 1

Course 2 in the same language in the second year.

No course offered for entrance can be counted for the degree.

2. Two years to be taken in the Medical Department at Augusta,
comprising the first two years of the regular medical course.

On the satisfactory completion of this four year course, the

academic degree of Bachelor of Science in Medicine will be conferred.

3. Two additional years to be taken in the Medical Department
in Augusta completing the regular course leading to the degree of

Doctor of Medicine, on the completion of which such degree will be
conferred.

Two of which must be in one language.
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COURSES OF INSTRUCTION
BIOLOGY

Botany

J. M. READE, Professor.

W. C. WANG, Assistant.

3. Introductory7 Plant Biology. This is the complement of Zoology

3, the two courses together constituting general biology. Three
recitations and two hours laboratory work per week for three

terms. Prerequisite for Botany 4, 5, 6, 9, and 11.

4. Morphology. A comparative study in praticular of the groups

leading to a land flora. Two recitations and four hours laboratory

work per week for three terms. Botany 3 is prerequisite.

5. Bacteria. Text: Morrey, Fundamentals of Bacteriology. Three
recitations and two hours laboratory work per week for the first

half-year. Botany 3 is prerequisite.

5a. Water and Sewage. Two recitations and four hours labora-

tory work per week for the second half-year. Botany 5 is pre-

requisite.

6. True Fungi. Two recitations and four hours laboratory work
per week for three terms. Botany 3 is prerequisite.

7. Phytopathology. Three recitations and four hours laboratory

work per week for three terms.

9. Physiology. A series of experiments with connected reading

and reports. Six hours laboratory work and one conference hour

per week for three terms. Botany 3 is prerequisite.

11. Genetics. An introduction to the study of heredity. Three

lectures or recitations per week for three terms. Botany 3 is pre-

requisite.

1. Agricultural Botany. A course similar to Botany 3 but with

special reference to agriculture. Three recitations and two hours

laboratory work per week for three terms.

2. Local Flora. Practice in the recognition of common trees and

herbs. Illustrated lectures on the classification of Angiosperms.

Given only by special arrangement.

A. Plants. A course for one-year students in agriculture. Three

recitations per week for one term.

B. Pharmaceutical Botany. Three recitations per week for one

term.
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Zooology

W. C. GEORGE, Adjunct Professor.

, Assistant.

3. Introductory Animal Biology. This is the complement of Bot-

any 3, the two courses together constituting general biology. Three

recitations and two hours laboratory work per week for three terms.

Prerequisite, Zoology 4 and 5.

4. Vertebrate Morphology. The various organ systems are stud-

ied in detail, especial attention being given to the homologies found

in 'the various vertebrate groups. Three recitations and two hours

laboratory work per week for three terms. Prerequisite, Zoology 3.

5. Histology and Embryology. The first two terms are devoted to

practice in the general methods employed in making microscopical

preparations and to a study of the histological structure of the' more
important types of tissues and organs; the third term is devoted to

the embryology of the frog and chick. Two recitations and at least

four hours laboratory work per week. Prerequisite, Zoology 3.

A. The Human Body. An introductory course for those not suf-

ficiently prepared to enter Zoology 3. Three recitations or lectures

per week for three terms.

CHEMISTRY

H. C. WHITE, Professor.

H. V. BLACK, Associate Professor.

C. B. SWETLAND, Instructor.

The following courses are offered:

1. Elementary Chemistry. Three hours per week of lectures and

recitations and two laboratory periods, for three terms. Text:

McPherson and Henderson, Elementary Study of Chemistry.

2. Inorganic Chemistry; College Course. Three hours per week
of lectures and recitations for three terms. Text: Alexander Smith,

Greneral Chemistry.

2a. Laboratory Course, to accompany Course 2. Two laboratory

periods per week for three terms.

2&. A more extensive Laboratory Course, also to accompany Course

2. Four laboratory periods per week for three terms.

3. Organic Chemistry; College Course. Three hours per week of

lectures and recitations and two laboratory periods for three terms.

Open to students who have completed Courses 2 and 2a or 2 and 2b.

Text: Stoddard, Introduction to Organic Chemistry.

4. Industrial (including Agricultural Chemistry). Three hours

per week of lectures and recitations for three terms. Texts: Pro-

fessor's Notes; Thorp, Industrial Chemistry, and Reference Texts.
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5. Physical Chemistry. Three hours per week of lectures and
recitations and two laboratory periods for three terms. Open to

students who have completed 2 and 2a or 2 and 2b.

8. Analytical Chemistry. About two-thirds of this course is de-

voted to qualitative analysis, on the completion of which quanti-

tative analysis is begun. Six laboratory periods per week for three

terms. Open to students who have completed Courses 2 and 2a or

2 and 26. Texts: W. A. Noyes, Qualitative Analysis; Morse, Exer-

cises in Quantitative Chemistry.

9. Analytical Chemistry. Quantitative. Continuing the work of

Course 8, a thorough foundation is laid in the scientific principles

of quantitative analysis, followed by more detailed work in the

analysis of iron and steel, or iron ores, of fertilizers, or in metallur-

gy and assaying, or in such other branches of analysis as the needs

of the individual student may suggest. Open to students who have

completed Course 8. Six laboratory periods per week for three terms.

The following fees will be charged for chemicals used in the

laboratories: In Courses 1, 2a, 2b, 3 and 5, $2.50; Courses 8 and 9,

$10.00. Necessary apparatus is furnished the student and breakage

must be paid for at the end of the course.

Four lecture rooms and nine laboratories, appropriately furnished

and equipped, are provided in Terrell Hall, which is occupied ex-

clusively by the Schools of Chemistry and Pharmacy.

CIVIL ENGINEERING

C. M. STRAHAN, Professor.

E. L. GRIGGS, Associate Professor.

The School of Civil Engineering offers instruction in the various

branches of Civil Engineering, Architecture, and Graphics, and en-

deavors to aid students in becoming skillful draftsmen, accurate

surveyors, careful designers, and practical constructors. The in-

struction by text-book and lectures is supplemented by a large

amount of field practice, laboratory and draughting room exercises,

and original investigation and essays.

The courses in this department lead to the degree of Bachelor of

Science in Civil Engineering and Architectural Engineering. Upon
satisfactory completion of partial courses, certificates will be issued

to students, covering the work done. It is not deemed advisable at

present to create a special degree in Highway Engineering, but with

the approval of the Faculty mature students completing special work
in highway construction will be given certificates thereon.
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Civil Engineering Courses

A-l. Elementary Surveying. A course covering the use, care, and

adjustment of surveying instruments, methods of surveying by

chain alone, by compass, and by transit; the methods of platting

and computing areas, and volumes; the variation of the magnetic

needle; problems in parting off and dividing lands; the use of the Y
level and precise leveling; plane talble and stadia surveying, and the

use of the solar transit. Three hours per week. Required of Soph-

omores in all Engineering courses. Text: Breed and Hosmer's

Surveying. Professor Griggs.

B.-l. Materials of Construction. A course of lectures and labora-

tory work covering the occurrence, preparation, and manufacture of

the important structural materials, to-wit: lumber, its seasoning,

inspection, and preservative treatment; stone, natural and artificial,

including brick, terra cotta, cements, concrete blocks, etc.; the

metals, including iron, wrought iron, steel, copper, tin, lead, zinc,

aluminum, and alloys as used by engineers; uniting materials, cover-

ing limes, mortars, cements, bituminous binders, joinery, riveting,

etc. First and second terms. The third term is given to Founda-
tions and Masonry structures, the course being based on Baker's

Masonry Construction. Three hours per week. Required of Juniors

in all Engineering courses. Professor Sti'ahan.

B-2. Railroad Engineering. A course covering reconnoissance,

preliminary and location surveys, curves, spirals, switches, etc.,

cross-sectioning, computations and estimates, railroad economics

and the various other problems involved in the complete engineering

of railways. Three hours per week. Optional for Juniors in Civil

and Electrical Engineering. Text: Allen's Railroad Curves and
Earthwork. Lectures. Professor Stratum.

B-3. Highway Engineering. A course of lectures, laboratory and
field problems covering the surveys, location, drainage, grading and
surfacing of public highways and city streets. The preparation of

maps, profiles, and estimates. Paving methods and specifications.

Road finances, equipment, and labor. Three hours per week. Op-
tional for Juniors in Civil and Electrical Engineering. Professor

Strahan.

B-4. Elements of Architecture. A course of lectures and prob-

lems covering the classical orders, Gothic and Romanesque Forms.
Sketches from memory required. Parallel reading and essays on
the history of architecture. References: Hamlin, Fletcher, Fergu-
son. Three hours per week. Required of Juniors in Architectural

Engineering. Professor Strahan.

C-l. Applied Mechanics. A course covering the fundamental
principles of stresses and strains, the effect of forces and moving
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loads upon framed and masonry structures, the elastic resistances

of materials and the principles governing structural design of

bridges, roofs, arches. First and second terms. Three hours per

week. Required of Seniors in all Engineering courses. Text: Lan-
za's Applied Mechanics. Professor Strahan.

C-2. Hydraulics. A course in theoretical and practical hydraulics

covering hydrostatics and hydrodynamics. Measurements of velocity

and discharge, weirs, nozzles, orifices, meters, turbines, stream flow,

etc., and the utilization of streams for power purposes. First term.

Three hours per week. Required of Seniors in Civil and Electrical

Engineering courses. Text: Russell's Hydraulics. Lectures. Pro-

fessor Strahan.

C-3. Bridges, Arches, and Reinforced Concrete. A course cover-

ing bridges and arch and concrete masonry design. A practical

course of lectures and design problems on highway bridges, rein-

forced arch bridges, culverts, and bridge inspection. Three hours

per week. Second and third terms. Required of Seniors in Civil

Engineering course. Professor Strahan.

C-4. Water Supply and Sewerage. A course of lectures and prob-

lems on water supply, sewerage, garbage disposal, etc., including

the methods of sewerage purification. Parallel reading: Hazen,

Fuertes, Hering, and current reports. Third term. Three hours per

week. Required of Seniors in Civil Engineering. Optional in other

Engineering courses.

C-5. Heating and Ventilation. A course covering the various

methods of heating and ventilation including low pressure and high

pressure steam, the vapor system, hot air furnaces, direct and indi-

rect radiation, etc. Third term. Three hours per week. Required

of Seniors in Architectural Engineering. Text: Baldwin, Heating
and Ventilation. Lectures. Professor Griggs.

C-6. Architectural Design. A course in designing modern struc-

tures, with necessary plans, elevations, sections, and detail drawings,

with specifications. Simpler problems are given leading up to more
complex masonry structures. Four hours per week, including ex-

tension of Reinforced Concrete under C-3. Required of Seniors in

Architectural Engineering. Professor Griggs.

Courses in Graphics

D-l. Elementary Graphics. The first part of this course includes

the construction of simple geometrical figures, designed to teach the

use of the instruments and habits of neatness and precision. The
work in projection follows. The course is illustrated by models,

and written examinations are held at intervals. Practice in letter-

ing is given throughout the course. With this course are given

also two hours per week of free-hand drawing. Two hours per week.
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Required of all B.S. Freshmen. Text: "Elements of Drawing,"

Strahan and Griggs. Professor Griggs.

D-2. A course covering tracing and blue-printing, details of fram-

ing, riveting members, trestles, bridges, etc., according to standard

symbols used in shop and construction drawings. One hour per

week. Required of Freshmen applying for any of the Engineering

degrees. Professor Griggs.

D-3. Descriptive Geometry. This course is open to students who
have taken Course D-l or its equivalent. The problems are both

demonstrated and drawn on uniform plates neatly lettered. Inter-

sections of solids, shades and shadows are studied. Original prob-

lems are given. Two hours per week. Required of Sophomores in

Engineering courses. Text: Phillips and Millar. Professor Griggs.

D-4. Advanced Graphics. This course include Topographical

maps of field surveys showing full details, measured drawings of

buildings, principles of mathematical perspective with problems and
an elaborate rendered perspective of same building. Two hours per

week. Required of Juniors in Civil and Architectural Engineering

courses. Professor Griggs.

D-5. Graphic Statics and Structural Design. A course in deter-

mination of stresses in structures by graphic methods and in design-

ing steel structures, such as built girders, knee-braced roof trusses,

and pin-connected bridge truss. Text: Lecture Notes, Thompson's
Bridge and Structural Design. Two hours per week. Required of

Seniors in all Engineering courses. Professor Strahan.

Special United States Survey Course. A course for applicants for

positions in the various Government Survey Corps. Two hours per

week. Open to special students sufficiently prepared in the general

engineering subjects.

Graduate Courses. For the degrees of Civil Engineer and Civil

and Mining Engineer the applicant pursues advanced courses, having

in view the special branch of the profession which he intends to

follow. Original investigation is made a prominent feature of these

courses.

Note:—For schedule of studies leading to the degree of Bachelor

of Science in Civil Engineering, see page —

.

Good Roads Department

This department of the School of Civil Engineering has been

organized for the purpose of giving direct instruction and field

assistance to the road authorities of the counties of Georgia. The
Trustees have recognized the importance of the road movement and
have added an experienced officer to the staff of the School in order

that special courses of instruction may be given at the University,

and that upon request of county officials, visits for advice and dem-
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onstration may be made to counties requesting them. By writing

to any of the officers of the School of Engineering, full informa-

tion and blank forms of application for assistance may be obtained.

Advice and Assistance. The visits to counties are made free of

charge except where the service rendered is of long duration, and
then the traveling and field expenses of the officer are the only cost.

Laboratory Examination of Road Materials. This department has

established a road material laboratory for the examination of sand-

clay, top-soil, gravel, and similar road building materials. Samples
sent by county road authorities will be examined free of charge and
report made indicating the suitability of the material for surfacing

roads. Send for printed instructions on how to take such samples.

County road officials are invited to come to the University or write

to the department at any time when they desire information or

assistance and when the number of applicants justifies it courses of

study will be arranged for such county officials and other mature
special students.

ECONOMICS
A complete description of these courses is contained in the an-

nouncement of the School of Commerce.

ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING
U. H. DAVENPORT, Associate Professor.

1. Electrical Machinery and Apparatus. A study of the theory

of direct currents and their application to electrical machinery and
engineering auxiliaries—meters, storage batteries, transmission

lines, distribution systems, electric lights, etc. Three lectures and
quiz periods and one double period in the dynamo laboratory each

week. The course includes also a large number of problems, which

all students are required to work and file each week for grading by

the instructor. Text: Franklin & Esty's "Elements of Electrical

Engineering—Direct Currents," and Franklin & Esty's Dynamo Lab-

oratory Manual, Vol. I. Required of Juniors in the Civil Engin-

eering, and the Electrical Engineering courses.

2. Mechanical Engineering of Power Plants. A study of Prime
Movers and Power Plant Auxiliaries—steam engines and boilers,

steam turbines, gas and oil engines, waterwheels and windmills,

condensers, economizers, feed water heaters, pumps, piping, etc. A
limited amount of laboratory work with steam, gas, and gasoline

engines will be required. The course will include visits to plants

where the various types of prime movers will be found in operation.

Certain installations, typical of the best modern practice, both steam

and hydraulic, will be studied from available detail drawings, and,

if possible, by visits to the plants. Two hours per week. Required

of Juniors in the Electrical Engineering course.
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3. Electrical Machinery and Apparatus—Alternating Currents.

A continuation of Course 1. A study of the theory of alternating

currents and their application to electrical machinery and engineer-

ing auxiliaries; transformers, meters, lights, transmission lines, dis-

tributing systems, etc. Three lectures and quiz periods and one

double period in the laboratory each week. The course includes

also a large number of problems, which all students are required to

work and file each week for grading by the instructor. Text: Frank-

lin & Esty's "Elements of Electrical Engineering—Alternating Cur-

rents," and Karapetoff's Experimental Electrical Engineering. Re-

quired of Seniors in the Civil Engineering and the Electrical Engin-

eering courses.

4. Electrical Engineering of Power Plants. A study of the mar-
ket conditions causing a demand for electrical power, the natural

source of energy available, the most economic and satisfactory meth-

ods of developing it, transforming it into electrical energy, trans-

mitting it to the market, and distributing it to the consumer. A
detailed study of the power plant equipment, including standard

switchboard construction and special wiring problems will be made.
High tension, long distance transmission line phenomena will be

studied and transmission line calculations will be made. Typical

installation, both hydro-electric and steam-electric, will be studied

in detail and visits will be made to such plants as are available for

study. Construction drawing and diagrams of these plants will be
used where they are available. Three hours per week. Required
of Seniors in Electrical Engineering course.

ENGLISH
For courses see page 60.

GEOLOGY
For courses see page 62.

GERMANIC LANGUAGES
For courses see page 62.

HISTORY AND POLITICAL SCIENCE
For courses see page 6 3

JOURNALISM
For courses see page 6 5.

LATIN
For courses see page 6 6.

MATHEMATICS
For courses see page 66.

MILITARY SCIENCE
For courses see page 68.
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PHYSICS AND ASTRONOMY
L. L. HENDREN, Professor.

W. T. WRIGHT, Adjunct Professor.

Physics 1, Elementary Physics. Three hours per week recitation

and two hours per week laboratory work throughout the year. Re-
quired of B.S. students.

Physics la. Physical Measurements. A laboratory course of two
hours per week to accompany or supplement Physics 1 or Physics 2.

Physics 3. A brief course offered primarily for the Engineering

students and designed to accompany and supplement Physics 4.

During the first term the time will be devoted to a study of the

theory and use of the Slide Rule and to the solution of problems in

Mechanics. The second and third terms will be devoted to a study

of Heat with especial emphasis on those topics which have an appli-

cation to Engineering. Required of all Sophomore B.S. Engineering

students. One hour per week throughout the year.

Physics 4, Mechanics and Electricity. A second year college course.

The first term will be devoted to Mechanics and the second and third

terms to Electricity. In the third term work in Electricity especial

emphasis will be laid upon the newer developments of Electricity,

such as the Electron Theory and the properties of electro-magnetic

waves ((wireless telegraphy). Three hours per week recitation and
two hours per week laboratory work throughout the year. Required

of all Sophomore B.S. Engineering students; optional for B.S. Gen-

eral Sophomores, Juniors and Seniors. Prerequisite, the satisfactory

completion of Physics 1 or 2 and Mathematics 1-2.

Physics 5, Heat, Sound and Light. A course of the same grade

as Physics 4, and covering those parts of General Physics not studied

in Physics 4. Courses 4 and 5 together are designed to give the

student a somewhat thorough survey of the experimental data and
analytical processes upon which the great generalizations in Physics

rest. Three hours per week recitation and two hours per week
laboratory work throughout the year. Optional fo rB.S. General

Juniors and Seniors.

Physics 6. Advanced Electricity, Discharge of Electricity througk

Gases, Radioactivity. Three hours per week lecture and recita-

tion work throughout the year with some individual laboratory work.

Optional for B.S. General Seniors. (Not offered 1918-19).

Astronomy 1. Lectures and recitations designed to give a general

knowledge of Astronomy. Opportunity will be given for observa-

tions with a good 3% -inch telescope. Three hours per week for the

first half-year. Optional for B.S. General Seniors. Required of B.S.

Engineering Seniors.

Note:—A laboratory fee of three dollars is required for Physics

1, 2, 4 and 5.
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PSYCHOLOGY, PHILOSOPHY, AND EDUCATION

T. J. WOOFTER, Dean.

J. S. STEWART, Professor.

A. S. EDWARDS, Professor.

C. J. HEATWOLE, Professor.

, Professor.

Note:—The following courses are open to general election. For
fuller description of these courses, see the subsequent announce-
ment of the Peabody School of Education.

For Teachers Professional License, elect three courses in Educa-
tion from 1-2, 3, 4-8, 5-6, 7, 9-10.

PSYCHOLOGY
1. Elementary Psychology. An introductory course covering the

essentials of general and educational psychology. First half-year.

Professor Edwards.

This may be followed by Psychology 3 or Education 1 the sec-

ond half-year.

3. Applied Psychology. Topics will be selected each year, mainly
from the following, Psychology 1 or 5 being prerequisite:

3a. Social and Business Psychology. A brief review of social

psychology and an application of psychological principles and men-
tal tests to problems of advertising and salesmanship.

3b. Legal and Vocational Psychology. A study of psychological

problems involved in law, everyday life, and vocational selection

and guidance of employees.

3c. Abnormal Psychology. A brief survey of the facts of feeble-

mindedness and idiocy, inherited and acquired mental diseases and
defects, as amnesia, abulia, delusions, hysteria, dementia, and oth-

ers. Professor Edwards.

5. Principles of Psychology. A systematic study of the adult nor-

mal mind. Three hours a week throughout the year with a two-

hour period of laboratory work. May be taken as a beginning course

but not along with Psychology 1, and may be counted as a science

in Group III. Professor Edwa?-ds.

6. Experimental Psychology. An advanced course of laboratory

work and conferences, the equivalent of a four-hour credit through-

out the year. Prerequisite, Psychology 1, or 5. May be counted as

a science in Group III. Professor Edwards.

7. Advanced Educational Psychology. A study of mental devel-

opment, adolescence, individual differences, experimental education,

the learning process, educational and mental tests and measure-
ments, supervised study, and other phases of psychology applied to

education. Three hours a week, the year. Professor Edwards.
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20. Systematic Psychology. A graduate course. See Graduate
School, Psychology 1. Professor Edwards.

PHILOSOPHY

3. Ethics. A study of human conduct, and the moral aspects of

present day problems of society, democracy, and human life gener-

ally. Three hours, first half-year. Professor , Professor

Woofter.

4. Introduction to Philosophy. Historical introduction, presenting

the great thinkers, the movements of thought, the essentials of logic

and selected studies. Three hours, second half-year. Professor

7. Modern Philosophy. A survey of modern thought with special

studies of ideals of life expressed in philosophical and literary

classics. Three hours the year. Professor .

9. Social Philosophy. Given with Sociology 9. Three hours, the

year. Professor Eeatwole.

2 6. Advanced History of Philosophy. A graduate course. See

Graduate School. Professor , Professor Woofter.

SOCIOLOGY

5. Social Evolution. An introduction to the study of society,

through the approach of organic and social evolution; anthropology,

heredity, morality, social organization, democracy, and other topics.

Three hours, first half-year. Professor Woofter.

6. Educational Sociology. Democracy the goal of social evolution;

spirit of modern democracy; education the agency of social inherit-

ance; education in a democracy; the evolution of the school; mod-
ern educational doctrine. Three hours, second half-year. Professor

Woofter.

9. General Principles of Sociology. A study of inductive sociol-

ogy, different social theories, current social problems, social statis-

tics, and other topics of functional and applied sociology. Three
hours, the year. Professor Heatwole.

EDUCATION

1. Introductory Educational Psychology. Elements of general and
educational Psychology. Three hours, first half-year. Professor

Edwards.

2. History of Education. Tracing the influence of the past and
examining modern theories and practices. Three hours, second half-

year. Professor /Irutwolc, Professor .

3. Principles of Teaching and Management; School Hygiene.

Three hours, the year. Professor J/caficole.

4. High School Organization and Teaching. Open to Seniors.
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Two hours per week, the year, or as otherwise arranged. Professor

Stewart, Profsesor .

5. Social Evolution. An introduction to the development and the

organization of society and democracy. Three hours, first half-

year. Professor Woofter.

6. Educational Sociology. A study of fundamental guiding prin-

ciples of education in a democracy. Three hours, second half-year.

Professor Woofter.

7. Advanced Educational Psychology. Characteristics and stages

of mental development, mental training, mental and educational

tests and measurements, ets. Three hours, the year. Professor

Edwards.

8. Teaching Special Subjects: English. History. Mathematics, etc.

9. Education in the United States; the needs of a democracy.

Advanced educational history. Three hours, first half-year. Pro-

fessor , Professor Woofter.

10. The Administration and Supervision of Public Education.

Three hours, second half-year. Professor .

20. See Graduate School.

25. Principles of Education: Biological, Sociological, Psycholog-

ical. Graduate course, Summer School.

VOCATIONAL, EDUCATION

The following are special courses for Smith-Hughes students.

See Division of Agricultural Education , College of Agriculture:

Education X. Vocational Educational Psychology and Principles

of Teaching. Three hours, the year. Professor Eeatwolr.

Education Y. Rural Sociology and Rural Economics. Three hours,

the year. Professor Eeaticole.

Education Z. School Administration and Supervision. Half year.

Professor .
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The State College of Agriculture

HISTORICAL STATEMENT

The Georgia State College of Agriculture was organized in accord-

ance with an act of the General Assembly of the State passed July

21, 1906. It is an outgrowth of the State College of Agriculture

and Mechanic Arts established as a department of the University of

Georgia on May 1, 1872, by the Trustees of the University who
accepted for the purpose, funds arising from the landscrip. From
time to time support was received from the federal government,

until the State, realizing that agriculture represents its principal

industry, decided by legislative enactment to differentiate and spe-

cifically support an agricultural college.

The act of 1906 establishing the present College and better known
as the "Conner Bill," contains the following preamble which sets

forth reasons for enlarging the work of the State College of Agri-

culture along both educational and research lines:

"Agriculture is the principal industry of the State, and the main
source from which the material prosperity of the State must come.

Experience has demonstrated the great value of agricultural edu-

cation in permanently improving the soil, multiplying its yield and
increasing the value of its products. There is a growing demand
by the people of the State for agricultural education, and for the

practical benefits of scientific research in this line, and for im-

proved methods in farming."

This act provides that the State College of Agriculture shall be

under the direction of a Board of Trustees, consisting of eleven

men, three selected from the trustees of the University proper,

three from the directors of the Georgia Experiment Station, includ-

ing the Commissioner of Agriculture, and five from the State at

large. The Board has the same functions and exercises the same
authority as that of the trustees of similarly organized coordinated

divisions of the University, but is subject, in accordance with the

provisions of the constitution of the State, to the general control of

the University trustees.

The Georgia State College of Agriculture constitutes an integral

part of the University System of Georgia, and while it has certain

buildings, lands and equipment set aside for the special use of its

corps of instructors and students, its work in general is closely asso-

ciated with the University proper, so that agricultural students enjoy

all the advantages which a great university system affords. These

advantages include instruction and advice from the professors in

other colleges, use of the general libraries and scientific laboratories,
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and membership in the various class and society organizations. This

is most desirable, since classroom training is but a part of a man's

education.

GENERAL STATEMENT
OBJECTS OF THE COLLEGE

The purpose and plan of the College of Agriculture is, first to

train agricultural students in the sciences pertaining to correct farm

practice that they may receive a thorough and liberal education;

second, to so arrange the course of instruction that men of limited

means, opportunity and education may receive the greatest prac-

tical benefit by attending courses of varying length provided by

the College; third, to take an active part in the dissemination of

agricultural knowledge among the farmers of the state by means
of extension teaching, farmers' institutes, bulletins, and other pub-

lications of a popular and practical nature, and to encourage and
promote research in every legitimate way.

THE AGRICULTURAL BUILDINGS.

Agricultural Hall: The Agricultural Hall was dedicated January
18, 1900, with appropriate ceremonies. The building is 264 feet

long, 72 feet wide, three stories high. It is constructed of cream-

colored pressed brick, Bedford limestone for the foundation, terra

cotta trimmings in designs symbolical of the purposes of the build-

ing, eaves wide and roof of red tile. The structure contains 60,000

suare feet of floor space, has sixty large rooms comprising adminis-

tration and division offices, private laboratories, class rooms and
laboratories for the divisions of agronomy, animal and dairy hus-

bandry, horticulture and entomology. The offices of the Extension

division are also located in this building. The auditorium has a

seating capacity of 4 00.

Agricultural Engineering Building: This building was completed

in 1917 and was dedicated with appropriate ceremonies. It is 75

by 150 feet in extent and includes two stories and basement. Both

the Division of Agricultural Engineering and the Division of Plant

Pathology and Forestry are housed in the Engineering Building.

Provision is made for light and heavy machinery laboratories, ma-
terials testing laboratories, plant pathology laboratories, forestry

laboratories, wood shop, forge shop, class room sand offices.

Veterinary Building: The Veterinary Building, of which but one

wing has been constructed, will be 80 by 160 feet in extent and will

consist of two stories and basement. The present wing houses the

serum production plant, two class rooms, the bacteriological labora-
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tory and various offices. All buildings are finished in cream brick,

red tile roof and otherwise conform to the general plan of the Agri-
cultural Hall.

Live Stock Building: A substantial beginning has been made in

the construction of the new live stock building, and it is hoped that

the next legislature will appropriate the necessary funds for its im-

mediate completion. The building is 86 by 166 feet and will pro-

vide offices, class room, and laboratory space for the entire Animal
Husbandry Division. The main arena is 35 by 110 feet and seating

capacity is provided around it for 2,000 people. By placing chairs

in the show ring a total seating capacity will be provided for 3,500

people. Since many of the conventions and gatherings at the Col-

lege are greater than can be seated in any of the present rooms, this

will provide a substantial increasing need for all branches of the in-

stitution. Under the permanent seats, room has been provided for

housing 50 animals. The pure bred live stock organizations of the

state have long felt the need of such a show and sale building for

holding their annual meetings, shows and sales. Ample provision

has been made for classrooms and offices for the teaching and ex-

tension force.

The buildings are heated by steam, lighted by electricity, kept

comfortable, clean and sanitary. Shower baths and lockers are

provided for students whose laboratory work in shop or field re-

quire these conveniences.

CAMPUS OF COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE

The campus of the College of Agriculture is situated about half

a mile south of the administrative building of the University of

Georgia. The Agricultural Hall occupies a commanding position

upon the brow of a hill, the surrounding grounds presenting unus-

ual advantages for landscape gardening and making of a beau-

tiful campus. Model roads and walks are being perfected, trees and

shrubs have been planted to supplement those nature has already

provided, and the art of landscape gardening is being applied as

means and time will admit.

AGRICULTURAL LIBRARY
The library and reading room occupy large, well lighted rooms

on the main floor of Agricultural Hall. A modern agricultural

library has been established, consisting not only of important books

recently issued, but a practically complete set of bulletins, apper-

taining to agricultural subjects, of all the states and departments

of the federal government; there are also encyclopedias, herd and

flock books, and bound volumes of leading publications. About 200

volumes pertaining to home economics have been added to the

library within the past year.
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About one hundred publications including the leading agricultural

journals of this and foreign countries, scientific and trade papers

bearing upon agriculture, and a few popular magazines are placed in

the reading room for the use of the students. In addition one hun-

dred and sixty daily and weekly newspapers come to the library.

The library is open for the use of students from 9 a. m. to 6 p. m.

on week days, and books, not on the reserve shelves may be bor-

rowed for a period of two weeks.

FORESTRY MUSEUM
The forest museum and library are located in the agricultural

engineering building. The museum contains an excellent collection

of tools used in woods operations, and exhibits of forest products.

The library contains copies of the important books relating to for-

estry and allied subjects; a complete file of government and state

publications relating to forestry; and about fifty lumber, forestry

and trade journals.

LABORATORIES

Since the success of instruction in agriculture depends largely

upon the thoroughness and efficiency of laboratory training, the

equipment of an institution in this respect is important. Below
will be found a brief description of these laboratories.

AGRONOMY LABORATORIES

Four laboratories in the east end of the main building are used

by the Division of Agronomy.
The soil laboratory is located on the first floor and occupies the

entire end of the building. This laboratory is equipped with soil

tubes, shakers, centrifuge, water baths, ovens, distillation appara-

tus, balances, and other apparatus necessary for carrying on the

physical work with soils . The type soils consist of a number of

prominent soil types.

The farm crops laboratory is used for studying such farm crops

as corn, wheat, oats, barley, rye, the forage crops and many miscel-

laneous crops, such as peanuts, rice, tobacco, etc., also for the

study of weed pests of the farm. It is equipped with laboratory

tables, microscopes, seed germination boxes, balances, etc. Along
the walls are seed cases in which are kept specimens of the dif-

ferent crops as well as different market grades of grain. An her-

barium has been started in which are mounted specimens of many
native grasses and many of the weeds of Georgia.

The cotton industry laboratory is equipped for cotton grading,

identifying varieties and making a close study of the cotton plant,

its seed and fiber. Plant breeding studies are also conducted here.
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Characteristics of plants are noted and the results of crossing and
selection are studied.

Farm Management Laboratory: This laboratory has been sup-

plied with tables and will be fitted with calculating machines as

rapidly as possible. It is expected that more emphasis will be given

to farm management in the future, and the equipping of this labor-

atory is to supply the opportunity for the students to do a larger

amount of laboratory work along this line.

A portion of the greenhouse is set aside for laboratory work of

this division. Soil fertility experiments and plant breeding are

carried on by students in a part of the house.

Private laboratories are available for instructors in preparing

work for students and for study along special lines.

ANIMAL HUSBANDRY LABORATORIES

About seven thousand feet of floor space in the basement of Agri-

cultural Hall, is set aside for laboratory work in theoretical and
practical instruction in dairying. In the butter making laboratory

are various makes of separators, both hand and power which the

students are required to set up and operate, thus giving them a

first hand knowledge of the type best suited to their farm needs.

The laboratory has been equipped with reference both to the home
dairy and creamery. The milk testing laboratory is a large, well

lighted room in which several models of Babcock testers are used.

Various methods are used for determining the adulteration of milk.

Facilities are also provided for determining the solids not fat, as

well as how to make curd tests.

A pasteurizing laboratory in which students are taught how to

meet the highest sanitary requirements as well as how to prepare

dairy products for storage and long shipment, is provided. Refrig-

erating facilities in which temperature requirements are met in

ripening, storing and holding of different dairy products, are af-

forded for laboratory work of this nature.

Students are provided herd books and taught how to trace pedi-

grees as well as the use of forms for tabulating and keeping them.

Various breeds of live stock on the farm are used for stock judging,

breeding and feeding experiments.

HORTICULTURAL LABORATORIES

The division of horticulture has three laboratories. A student

laboratory and a private laboratory are in the Agricultural Hall, and

the third, a spraying laboratory, on the horticultural grounds, sit-

uated about 400 yards southeast of the main building.

The students' laboratory is equipped with various models, micro-

scopes, samples of horticultural tools, etc. The private laboratory
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contains a culture room, fume hoods, and other essential fixtures for

research work in horticulture. Between the laboratories is the

office with vault apartment for records. A barn, tool shed, spray and

greenhouse constitute a part of the equipment for students' field

work.

Greenhouse. The College greenhouses consist of three houses

each 75 feet long, and 25 feet wide, divided into seven compartments

so that practical, experimental and class work can be carried on in

them at the same time. The structures are semi-steel, the three

being connected with a metal-lathe concrete work room. The plans

for the development of the greenhouse plant provide that the pres-

ent unit shall constitute only a wing of the future structure.

AGRICULTURAL ENGINEERING LABORATORIES

The agricultural engineering laboratories, class rooms, offices and
shops are located in the agricultural engineering building just back

of the main agricultural building, facing the main drive.

The basement contains the heavy farm machinery laboratory,

the cement testing laboratory and the material testing laboratory.

There is also a locker room with lavoratories, and the shower bath

room. The heavy farm machinery laboratory contains tractors, ma-
nure spreaders, threshing outfits, silage cutters and other heavy

farm machinery. The cement testing laboratory contains all of the

necessary apparatus used in complete testing of cements, also simple

apparatus for speedy determinations of strength of cement. The
material testing laboratory is also equipped with machinery for

determining strengths of all classes of building material.

The first floor contains the forge shop, the light farm machinery
laboratory, the home and miscellaneous laboratory and the farm
machinery lecture room. The forge shop is equipped with 24 latest

Buffalo forges with a complement of tools. Adjoining are an in-

structor's room, tool room, also storage and power room. The light

farm machinery laboratory is equipped with latest farm machinery
such as seeders, cultivators and light harvesting and storing ma-
chinery. The home and miscellaneous laboratory is equipped with

home appliances and machinery for economy and convenience. These
include lighting, heating and water supply systems, cooking ap-

pliances, drainage and ventilation represented by the models and in-

stallations.

On the second floor are located the main offices, two lecture

rooms, the freshman drawing and surveying room, the junior draw-
ing room and woodshop.
The woodshop contains 52 benches with a full set of tools, a

single surface planer, rip and cut-off saw, matcher and band saw.

On this floor is also an instructor's room, tool and supply room and
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freshman drawing and surveying room containing drawing tables

for 50 students, also lockers for drawing tools and a drawing file.

Surveying equipment sufficient to put 10 parties fully equipped in

the field, for terracing, levelling, compass surveying and plane table

map work is provided. The junior drawing room is equipped with

40 drawing tables with parallel attachments, a full set of models
of farm buildings, also models of farm gates, fencing and fencing

materials, silos, corn cribs, tool sheds, meat curing and smoke
house.

AGRICULTURAL CHEMISTRY LABORATORIES

The courses of instruction offered in this division are designed

to prepare students for practical work. The laboratories occupy

the west end of the top floor of Agricultural Hall, the main labora-

tory being well ventilated and lighted from three sides. These
laboratories are equipped with new and modern desks, hoods, tables

for microscopic work, and apparatus for accommodating one hun-

dred to one hundred and twenty-five students. Adjoining the main
laboratory is a well-lighted balance room equipped with accurate

balances.

Adjoining the instructor's office is a private laboratory separated

from the main laboratory by the store-room. The laboratory is

equipped for analysis of soils, feeds, fertilizers, waters, etc.

Each desk in the laboratory is supplied with gas, water and sinks.

Ample facilities are offered for students to specialize in the different

branches of analytical work, such as soils, feeds and other agricul-

tural products.

A laboratory has been equipped with modern apparatus for analy-

zing soil types of the state. The chemical division is conducting a

soil survey of the state in cooperation with the Bureau of Soils and

all types of soil in the several counties surveyed are sent to the

laboratory for chemical analyses.

VETERINARY LABORATORIES

Buildings of the veterinary division consist of a main building

of two stories and basement, the veterinary hospital, hog house and

other small houses. The main veterinary building contains two

large class rooms and two large laboratories for class purposes.

The basement is used exclusively as a laboratory for manufactur-

ing hog cholera serum. The class room and laboratories are com-

pletely equipped with furniture, desks, cabinets, sterilizers, micro-

scopes, incubators, skeletons, models, charts, museum specimens

and other articles necessary and useful in the study of veterinary

science.

Veterinary Hospital. The veterinary hospital is provided with
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box stalls for sick animals, bath stall, clinic room, operating room,

dissecting room, office and dispensary, and room for attendant. A
complete equipment of hobbles, side lines, slings, casting harness,

dental, operating and obstetrical instruments and appliances is pro-

vided. Clinics at which sick or injured animals are treated free of

charge are held at stated periods during the school year. Students

are trained in the diagnosis and treatment of diseased animals,

required to prepare and administer medicines by various methods,

take proper care, and maintain correct hygienic conditions. Score

cards are used for examinations of animals for diseases, unsound-

ness and blemishes.

The dissecting room is used during the colder months for the

study of anatomy and physiology, students being required to dis-

sect and study various parts of farm animals, and observe the loca-

tion of internal organs, the principal blood vessels, nerve and other

structures.

Hog cholera serum is manufactured at the hospital and affords

frequent opportunities for autopsies of hogs, and, therefore, a study

of contagious and parasitic diseases.

Hog Cholera Serum. The General Assembly of Georgia made
an appropriation in 1911 for manufacturing Dorset-Niles hog cholera

serum. The manufacture of it continues, being carried on by the

veterinary department of the College, that students may be better

instructed concerning swine diseases and the manufacture and ad-

ministration of the cholera serum. The serum is manufactured and
supplied at cost to owners of swine through the office of the state

veterinarian at the state capitol. The serum plant has been en-

larged to meet the increased demand, a modern sanitary hog house
sufficient to house 60 hogs, being added.

PLANT PATHOLOGY LABORATORY
Two laboratories are provided for the use of students in plant

pathology; (1) a general laboratory for undergraduate courses and

(2) a special research laboratory for the use of graduate students.

The laboratories are provided with autoclaves, hot air sterilizers, in-

cubators, microtomes, water distillation apparatus, and all the

equipment necessary to the successful pursuance of the various

courses. Greenhouse space is available for investigational purposes.

FORESTRY LABORATORIES

In conjunction with the division of agricultural engineering the

forestry division occupies the new agricultural engineering building.

In the basement of this building is located the timber testing lab-

oratory, and the heavy machinery laboratory; the main floor is de-

voted to the forest museum and laboratories, the light machinery
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laboratory and the forge shop; the top floor to the drafting rooms,

the class rooms and the wood shop.

The work in the chemistry of forest byproducts is given in the

well equipped laboratories of the division of agricultural chemistry,

while in soils the students have advantage of the special equipment
of the division of agronomy laboratories. Courses in botany, physics,

economics, business administration are given in the department of

the University having to do with those particular sciences.

A section of the college greenhouse is devoted to investigational

work in forestry. The greenhouse is of especial value in conduct-

ing experiments in connection with the courses in silviculture. The
school equipment contains the various instruments necessary for the

carrying on of experiments in forest ecology.

Forest Camp. The summer term of the forestry course, during

the first two years, is conducted in Forest Camp, located in the Blue

Ridge Mountains of north Georgia. Here the students receive their

training in the practical aspect of forestry and become acquainted

with the forest. During the first summer the work consists of ele-

mentary surveying, timber estimating, tree identification and wood-
craft. The second summer is devoted to forest mensuration, ad-

vanced surveying and mapping and a consideration of specialized

methods of reconnaissance. With this training it is possible for a

student to obtain employment in his specialization during the

junior-senior vacation.

The camp equipment consists of tents and buildings, the tents

being supplied with wood floors, cots and ticks. Bedding must be

supplied by the individual student. The school equipment of field

instruments is very good. The camp library contains works on

woodcraft, forestry, nature study and periodicals. The students

maintain a camp mess, board on the cooperative plan costing be-

tween two and three dollars per week.

POULTRY HUSBANDRY LABORATORIES

The poultry plant is situated on the south side of the campus of

the Agricultural College. One building contains the offices, library

and exhibit rooms of the division. A two story building contains

class room, incubator, cellar, egg-testing room, egg-storage room,

attendant's room, etc. A brooder house is equipped with the Candee
hot-water system and has a capacity of 1,200 chicks. There are five

laying houses 24 x 14 feet and one laying house 14 x 130 feet, di-

vided into thirteen pens. In addition there are a number of movable
colony houses for growing the young stock on the range. The laying

houses are equipped with hoppers, brooder coops, trap nests, etc.

The division has a flock of 800 chickens of the principal breeds

adapted to the state.
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THE COLLEGE FARM
Contiguous to the grounds of the main building and extending

southward for more than a mile, lies the College farm, consisting of

830 acres. The land is of varied character as to physical condition,

types of soil and fertility. Some of it is rough and broken, a part

fairly level, and a portion well wooded. This diviersity admits of

tests applicable to types of soils and conditions found in many sec-

tions of the state and is, therefore, an advantage.

Previous to being taken over by the College, the land had been

rented and handled in a careless manner. No crop rotation system

had been followed, very little livestock had been kept, and as a

result, the land was eroded in many places and was very generally

in poor physical condition. This condition is not unlike that of a

vast acreage in Georgia, and it has been of advantage in affording a

basis of practical instruction in soil building by crop rotation, the

use of legumes, growing livestock, and terracing.

The farm has been surveyed and mapped with a view to the con-

struction of roads, bridges, walks, and additional buildings, as funds

become available. A survey has also been made of the soil types,

to determine their physical characteristics.

College Barns. As funds have become available the College has

erected plain, but substantial barns after plans prepared by the

division of animal husbandry and drawn by the agricultural engin-

eering division. Their low cost and general utility have made them
popular among farmers. The College has combined its general stock

barn and dairy barn which heretofore have been separate pending

the acquirement of sufficient funds to develop this more economical

plan. The barn for dairy and general live stock consists of one large

hay and grain barn with two small extensions, modernly euipped

for economical feeding and sanitary housing of cattle and horses.

The dairy portion is completely equipped for the most careful and
scientific handling of the products of the herd.

Two silos, one with a capacity of 150 tons and another of 200 ton

capacity are used at the barn.

The division of agronomy has two barns for storage and lab-

oratory work located on the experimental plats. These are com-
pletely equipped for the purpose. The horticultural division has a

barn on the horticultural grounds, new and well equipped. These
and the tool sheds, bull houses, paddocks for young stock, dipping

vats for hogs and cattle constitute in the main, the barn facilities of

the College.

1,1VE STOCK.

Dairy Herd. Holstein and Jersey cattle are maintained in the

College dairy herd. In 1907 a herd of grade cows was established
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and headed by a registered bull. In 19 08 four registered Jersey

cows were purchased and four registered Holsteins. As the heifers

came on, the grades were replaced by full bloods so that at the pres-

ent time there are about 25 registered animals of each breed owned
by the College. While these animals are maintained primarily for

student instruction and feeding experiments and demonstrations,

they have paid a substantial profit from the time the herd was es-

tablished.

Beef Herd. Such a considerable portion of the College farm is so

steep that it is better adapted to grazing than to the production of

cultivated crops, and considerable attention is, therefore, being paid

to beef cattle. The Shorthorn herd consists of a stock bull and 12

cows of breeding age. They represent both the extreme beef and
dual-purpose types. The Hereford herd consists of a herd bull and
nine females of breeding age besides several younger heifers and
bulls. A few grade Hereford cows are carried for experimental

breeding purposes.

Hog Herd. Tamworths, Berkshires and Hampshires are now
maintained on the College farm. Plans have been perfected foi

materially increasing the swine production work and other repre-

sentative breeds will be added during the present year.

Work Stock. Percheron horses of high quality are being main-

tained on the College farm. It is believed that they are well suited

to the farm needs throughout the state. At the present time the

stud consists of a Percheron stallion, two registered mares, two high

grade mares, and a stallion and two filly foals. Mules of different

types are being used for regular farm work and in stock judging.

A total of 26 head of horses and mules are maintained on the Col-

lege farm.

Horse Breeding. Aside from the registered Percheron mares and

the pure bred stallion, and excellent grades mares as a foundation

for breeding work on the farm, the College has been able to interest

various communities in the state in buying Percheron mares and

stallions. When funds are obtained, quite extensive plans will be

put in force for assisting the farmers of the state to get better

breeds not only of horses but also of beef and dairy cattle.

THE DEMONSTRATION FIELD

A field of twenty-four acres has been set aside for experimental

work. This area of land has been subdivided into more than 1,000

plats, ranging in size from 1-50 to 1-10 of an acre. Through the

medium of this experimental field, nature is constantly being asked

questions, and new facts of interest are being brought to light by

actual field tests; the value of principles and theories developed

through laboratory research is determined, and thus the education
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of the student is made more complete, since he not only receives

instruction in theory in the class-room, but has the underlying

scientific principles fully demonstrated to him in the laboratory,

and sees the actual results which follow the application of these

principles in farm practice.

The demonstration field is used for the development of strains

of cotton, corn, wheat, oats, barley, rye, and alfalfa, as well as for

testing new varieties that will be suitable for growing under Georgia

conditions.

The value of crop rotations, relation of fertilizers and manures
to crop production and the influence of different methods of cul-

tivation revealed by the demonstration field are not only made a

part of the knowledge of the student, but the results are sent, free

of charge, to the farmers of the state.

Through cooperation between this institution and the United

States Department of Agriculture a special agent in cereal investi-

gation is located at the State College of Agriculture to test varieties

of cereals. A part of this work is done on the demonstration field

of the College farm and a part is done at substations in Brooks and
Turner counties. These results are also available to the farmers of

the state.

In connection with the work in Cotton Industry, special plats are

set aside for conducting experiments in cotton breeding, both by

selection and hybridization, and students are given opportunity to

see the results of their own experiments. A test of all the leading

varieties of cotton is also considered. During the growing and
harvesting seasons, students are required to write full descriptions

of varieties, and be able to distinguish one from another.

A ten-^acre tract in Brooks county and a similar area in Turner
county are used for experimental work in variety tests for south
Georgia conditions.

In twenty-seven other counties of the state, three-acre tracts are
used for fertilizer demonstrations.

ORCHARDS AND GARDENS
About thirty-five acres of the College farm have been set aside

for horticultural purposes. The land is rolling, and, with the excep-
tion of one or two acres of sand, which serve well for truck crops,
the soil is red clay. The field has been plotted and a variety
orchard planted, in which all the varieties of apples, pears, peaches,
plums and other fruits recommended for this section are well rep-
resented, so that a comparative study of their qualities can be made.
A truck garden is being developed, experimental plats laid out, and
a commercial orchard planted. For the benefit of the fruit growers
at large, the horticultural grounds will serve as a testing field for
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all varieties, and also as a laboratory for experiment in and demon-
stration of all practices of orchard and garden management for the

benefit of the student.

ARBORETUM AND NURSERY
Under the direction of the Division of Forestry there is main-

tained a ten-acre arboretum in which is to be found practically all

of the trees and shrubs which will grow in this latitude. Among
the specimens are many rare exotics.

The nursery serves a double purpose: (1) as a laboratory in

seeding, planting and propagation for the students in forestry, and
(2) as a source from which residents of the state may obtain shade

tree and ornamental stock at cost. In connection with the nursery

there is maintained an experimental willow holt for the production

of basket willow stock. Willow cuttings are furnished at cost.

STUDENT ORGANIZATIONS
THE AGRICULTURAL CLUB.

The students of the College have an organization of their own,

known as the Agricultural Club, which meets every week. The pur-

pose of the society is to obtain drill in parliamentary practice, and
in declamation and debate, as well as to discuss the scientific and
practical phases of many important agricultural problems. The
dub publishes the "Agricultural Quarterly," which is not only dis-

tributed among the students, but is circulated over the state. This

publication forms a desirable medium of communication between

students and farmers, and furnishes useful literary training to

students.

HORTICULTURAL CLUB

The students interested in horticulture have a club which meets

semi-monthly for the discussion of live problems in that field of

agriculture.

FOREST CLUB

The Forest Club is an organization of the students in the Forest

School. Meetings occur regularly on Wednesday evening of each

week. The object of the club is four-fold: (1) to keep its members
informed on current literature; (2) to give its members opportunity

for practice in public speaking and argumentation; (3) to bring its

members in contact with men prominent in forestry and allied sub-

jects provided for these men to address the club; (4) to promote

good fellowship among the students of the Forest School.

The club publishes an annual treating of technical and popular

forestry, which is circulated among the leading lumbermen of the
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south, the high schools of Georgia, and the forest schools and uni-

versities of the United States and Canada.

AGRICULTURAL ENGINEERING CLUB
Students specializing in Agricultural Engineering have formed

a club, the object of which is to discuss problems of importance

along agricultural engineering lines and to promote social fellow-

ship among the members. The club meets every second and fourth

Wednesday night. The program consists of an address by a member
of the faculty and two papers read by students.

VETERINARY MEDICAL SOCIETY.
The Veterinary Medical Society is an organization of students

studying veterinary medicine. Meetings are held on the second

and fourth Friday nights of each month, for the discussion of sub-

jects of importance in the course. Special speakers are invited from
time to time.

FEES AND EXPENSES
A.n education is now placed within the reach of practically every

young man in the state of Georgia, inasmuch as he may attend the

Georgia State College of Agriculture almost as cheaply as he may
live at home. Unlike many other institutions, there are no tuition

charges.

The dormitories of the University are open to agricultural stu-

dents. They have lately undergone considerable repairs and at

present are very well furnished, indeed. A new student is only re-

quired to furnish bed linen and toilet articles.

The following is an itemized account of the expenses of a student

for one year in College:

Room rent, $4.00 per month $ 36.00
Table board, $16.00 per month 144.00
Books 15.00
Laundry, $1.75 per month 1 5 . 7 r»

Pressing, $1.50 per month 13.50
Gymnasium and athletic fees 12.00
Fee to literary society 2.00
Laboratory fees, approximately 15.<mi

Breakage fees, a part of which may be returned to student,
approximately 10.00

$263.25

A young man who has had two years of military training in an

official Junior Reserve Officers Training Corps unit is entitled to the

commutation ration of 40 cents per day. the uniform and all neces-

sary equipment. In this case the expenses of a student are reduced

from $263.25 to $149.75, the commutation for subsistence amount-

* This fee entitles the student to medical attention and entrance
to all athletic games.
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ing to $108.00. Where a young man remains in college for two
years the commutation of subsistence at 40 cents per day is paid

during the first vacation. For additional information, see page 66.

Table board is paid monthly and room rent by the term, both in

advance. A young man should bring at least $100 with him in New
York exchange or money order to pay for books and meet advance

payments for room rent, table board and laboratory fees. Checks are

not accepted. Furnished rooms may be secured in private homes at

from $5.00 to $10.00 for each occupant.

SELF-HELP
It is the purpose of the College to encourage students to work

as much of their time as possible, for both economic and practical

reasons. In this way the cost to the student may be reduced con-

siderably, and his knowledge of how to apply scientific principles

in farm practice may be materially broadened.

Students in the College of Agriculture have the same opportuni-

ties of securing help from the Charles McDonald Brown Scholarship

Fund as those in other departments of the University at Athens.

The interest on this fund is loaned to worthy young men on condi-

tion that they obligate themselves to return it with four per cent

interest. Application for scholarship should be made to the Chan-

cellor of the University. A special circular of information concern-

ing the fund and blank forms of application will be supplied on
request. This fund makes it possible for many young men of

limited means to secure an education.

SCHOLARSHIPS
The Georgia Bankers' Association has established a student loan

fund. Eight loans to the value of $600 were made in the collegiate

year 1917-1918, the condition imposed being that the young men
receiving the benefits of this fund shall undertake the repayment

of the same with interest at four per cent one year after graduation.

The Southern Railway Company has donated the sum of $1,000

to be known as the Southern Railway Loan Fund: William Wilson

Finley Foundation in the Georgia State College of Agriculture. This

fund is to be administered on the principle of the Brown fund and

the Georgia Bankers' Association fund. Naturally, only one appoint-

ment can be made under this foundation for the college year 1918-

1919. The only restriction placed upon this fund is that students

•benefiting by it live in counties traversed by the Southern Railway,

Augusta Southern, Tallulah Falls Railway, Georgia Southern and

Florida Railway, Macon and Birmingham Railway, or Hawkinsville

and Florida Southern Railway.

One scholarship valued at $250, given by H. G. Hastings & Co.,

Atlanta, Ga., to the boy making the best record in the corn club

work for the whole state.
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Two hundred scholarships valued at $25 each to the corn club

boys' short course to be held in August, 1919.

One hundred scholarships valued at $25 each to the canning club

girls' short course to be held in August, 1919.

These short course scholarships have been given by the Georgia

Bankers' Association, the State Fair, the Southeastern Fair, by va-

rious railroads, boards of trade, chambers of commerce, women's
clubs, business men, and many other patriotic citizens.

LIST OF PRIZES, 1918-1919

Junior Scholarship

—

$50 in gold given by the Virginia-Carolina

Chemical Co. to the student showing the greatest proficiency in all

agricultural subjects for the college year 1918-1919.

Sophomore Scholarship

—

$40 in gold given by the Virginia-Caro-

lina Chemical Co. to the student showing the greatest proficiency

in all agricultural subjects for the college year 1918-1919.

Freshman Scholarship

—

$25 in gold given by the Virginia-Caro-

lina Chemical Co. to to the student showing the greatest proficiency

in all agricultural subjects for the college year 1918-1919.

One Year Course

—

$25 in gold given by the Virginia-Carolina

Chemical Co. to the student showing the greatest proficiency in all

agricultural subjects for the college year 1918-1919.

Trustees' Prize

—

$25 in gold from the Board of Trustees to the

student writing the best essay on "The Effect of the Federal Ap-

propriation for Vocational Education on Southern Agriculture."

$25 in gold given by The Barrett Co. to the student writing the

best essay on "Sulphate of Ammonia as a Nitrogenous Fertilizer in

Mixed Fertilizers, and as a Top Dressing."

$25 in gold given by the Virginia-Carolina Chemical Co. to the

student writing the best essay on "The Profitable Use of Fertilizer

with Staple Crops."

$25 in gold given by the Cotton Seed Crushers' Association of

Georgia to the student writing the best essay on "The History of the

Development of the Cottonseed Industry."

$10 in gold given by H. G. Hastings & Co. to the student writ-

ing the best essay on "The Importance of the Home Garden."

$10 in gold given by H. G. Hastings & Co. to the student writ-

ing the best essay on "The Influence of the Early Velvet Beans on
Soil Fertility."

$10 in gold given by H. G. Hastings & Co. to the student writ-

ing the best essay on "Increasing the Yield of Small Grain by Seed
Selection."

$25 in gold given by the American Shorthorn Breeders' Associa-

tion to the student writing the best essay on "The Adaptation of the

Shorthorn to Average Farm Conditions."
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TERMS OF ADMISSION
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN AGRICULTURE

An applicant for the degree of B.S.A. must be sixteen years

of age and must present on entrance 14 units, as specified below.

No conditions are allowed, but the applicant is permitted in certain

cases to offer two elective units in lieu of the required two units of

foreign language, this work being taken later. The course requires

two years of actual farm experience prior to graduation.

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN FORESTRY
Forestry students must be sixteen years of age on entrance and

must present 14 entrance units, as specified below. Attendance
upon a summer forest camp is considered a part of the course.

DOCTOR OF VETERINARY MEDICINE

An applicant for the degree of D.V.M. must be seventeen years of

age and must present upon entrance 14 units, as specified below.

No farm experience is required.

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN HOME ECONOMICS
An applicant for the B.S.H.E. degree enters the junior class. Suf-

ficient maturity and ability to do the required work must be shown.

Graduation from a junior college or from an institution of similar

rank is required for entrance. An applicant must present 14 units,

as specified below, and two years of standard college work. The two

years of standard college work must include 6 hours of English, 3

hours of chemistry, 3 hours of physics, 6 hours of home economics*,

3 hours of educational psychology. 2 hours of elementary drawing

and design, 3 hours of biology ( 1 y2 hours of which must be phys-

iology), and 10 hours of electives—a total of 36 credit hours. A
student presenting 30 hours of college work may receive junior

rating and is permitted to carry junior subjects for which she can

offer prerequisites.

MASTER OF SCIENCE

An applicant for the degree of M.S. must show sufficient maturity

and ability to do the required work. A reputable baccalaureate de-

gree is required.

ONE-YEAR COURSE IN AGRICULTURE
An applicant for the one-year course in agriculture must be

eighteen years of age and must have had some farm experience

prior to application for entrance. The purpose of this course is to

provide suitable instruction for those who can remain in college

only one year.
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ONE-YEAR COURSE IX FOREST ENGINEERING
An applicant for the one-year course must be eighteen years of

age, and must have had experience in logging and milling operations

prior to his application for entrance. The purpose of the course is

to train men for the positions of timber cruiser, woods surveyor,

logging superintendent, forest ranger, inspector, scaler, etc.

SPECIAL STUDENTS

Sometimes a person of mature years, not a candidate for a degree,

but with a definite aim or for purposes of general culture, desires

to take a course in the University without meeting the full entrance

requirements. Such special students may be admitted under the

following conditions: (a) they must be not less than twenty years

of age; (b) they must give evidence of adequate preparation for

the courses sought, to the individual professors in charge; (c) their

names are printed separately in the catalogue. Students not less

than eighteen years of age may be accepted as special students in

the School of Forestry, upon the recommendation of the professor

in charge.

An application for admission as a special student should be ad-

dressed to the Entrance Committee. It should state (1) the appli-

cant's age, (2) his preparation, (3) a brief outline of the course or

courses he wishes to pursue, (4) and the consent of the departments

in which he wishes to register.

Should a student admitted as a special student become a candidate

for a degree, he will be required to satisfy the full fourteen units

of entrance requirements.

*ENTRANCE UNITS

Admission to any four-year degree course requires 14 units which

may be offered as follows:

English 3 Foreign Language 2

Algebra __1 Y2 History 2

Geometry _________ 1 Electives 4 *,_

Not more than \y2 ele tive units may be selected from thefollow-

ing: Solid Geometry, y2 ; Agriculture, 3; Physical Geography. 1;*

Drawing, 1; Physics, 1; Prysiology, V2 ; Botany, 1; Zoology 1;

Chemistry, 1; *Manual Training, 2; *Commercial subjects, (Type-

writing, Shorthand, etc.).
n

; Additional—History, Mathematics,

English, or foreign language, each 1.

Entrance examinations trill be held in Athens and throughout the state

in June and September.

* Entrance units will be ^ eepted from accredited school? o >ly.

* Not more than three units will be allowed on freehand drawing,
manual training and commercial subjects.
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ENGLISH (three units)

Three units may be offered in English. The basis for these units

is as follows:

Rhetoric and composition 1 unit.

Books for careful study 1 unit.

Books for general reading 1 unit.

Books for careful study. One book is to be selected from each of

the four groups. Drama: Shakespeare's Julius Caesar, Macbeth,

Hamlet. Poetry: Milton's Allegro, II Penseroso, and either Comus
or Lycidas; Tennyson's The Coming of Arthur, The Passing of Ar-

thur, and The Holy Grail; selections from Wordsworth. Keats and
Shelley. Oratory: Burke's Speech on Conciliation with America;

Macauley's Speeches on Copyright; Lincoln's Cooper Union Speech;

Washington's Farewell Address; Webster's Bunker Hill Oration.

Essays: Carlyle's Essay on Burns; Selections of Burns' Poems;
Macaulay's Life of Johnson; Emerson's Essay on Manners.

Books for general reading. At least two books are to be selected

under each of the five groups as follows:

Classics in Translation. The Old Testament, comprising at least

the chief narrative episodes in Genesis, Exodus, Joshua, Judges,

Samuel, Kings, and Daniel, together with the books of Ruth and
Esther. The Odyssey, with the omission, if desired, of Books I, II,

III, IV, V, XV, XVI, XVII, Bryant's Translation. The Iliad, with the

omission, if desired, of Books XI, XII, XIV, XV, XVII, XXI; Bry-

ant's Translation,complete. The Aeneid. For any selection from
this group a selection from any other group may be substituted.

Shakespeare. Midsummer Night's Dream; Merchant of Venice;

As You Like It; Twelfth Night; The Tempest; Romeo and Juliet;

King John; Richard II; Richard III; Henry V; Coriolanus; Julius

Caesar, Macbeth, Hamlet, if not chosen for study.

Prose Fiction. Malory's Morte d'Arthur; Bunyan's Pilgrim's

Progress, Part I; Swift's Gulliver's Travels (voyages to Lilliput and

to Brobdingnag) ; Defoe's Robinson Crusoe, Part I; Goldsmith's

Vicar of Wakefield; Scott: any one novel (e. g. Ivanhoe, Quentin

Durward). Scott's Waverly Novels; Jane Austin: any one novel;

Dickens: any one novel (e. g., A Tale of Two Cities). Thackeray:

any one novel (e. g., Henry Esmond). George Eliot: any one novel

(e. g., Silas Marner) ; Mrs. Gaskell's Cranford; Kingsley's Westward
Ho! or Hereward the Wake; Reade's The Cloister and the Hearth;

Blackmore's Lorna Dome; Hughe's Tom Brown's School Days;

Stevenson: any of the novels; Cooper: any one novel (e. g.. The
Spy; The Last of the Mohicans). Poe's Selected Tales; Hawthorne:
any of the novels (e. g., The House of the Seven Gables; The Marble

Faun).
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Essays, Biography, Etc. Addison and Steele's The Sir Roger de

Coverley Papers, or Selections from Tatler and Spectator; Boswell's

Selections from the Life of Johnson; Franklin's Autobiography;

Irving's Selections from the Sketch Book, or the Life of Goldsmith;

Southey's Life of Nelson; Lamb's Selection from the Essay of Elia;

Lockhart's Selections from the Life of Scott; Thackeray's Lectures

on Swift, Addison, and Steele (in English Humorists). Macaulay;

one of the following essays: Lord Clive; Warren Hastings; Milton;

Addison; Goldsmith; Frederic the Great; Madame d'Arblay; Trevely-

an's Selections from Life of Macaulay; Ruskin's Sesame and Lilies,

or Selections; Dana's Two Years Before the Mast; Lincoln: Selec-

tions, including at least two Inaugurals, the Speeches in Independ-

ence Hall and at Gettysburg, the Last Public Address, and Letter to

Horace Greely. Other books of like rank may be offered.

Poetry. Selected Poems by Dryden, Gray, Cowper, Burns, Collins.

Selected Poems by Wordsworth, Keats, Shelley, if not chosen for

study. Goldsmith's The Traveller, and The Deserted Village; Pope's

The Rape of the Lock; Coleridge's The Ancient Mariner, Christabel

and Kubla Khan; Byron's Childe Harold, Canto III; or Childe Har-
old, Canto IV, and the Prisoner of Chillon; Scott's The Lady of the

Lake, or Marmion; Macaulay 's The Lays of Ancient Rome; Brown-
ing's Cavalier Tunes; Arnold's Sohrab and Rustrum, and the For-

saken Merman; Selections from American Poetry—with special at-

tention to Poe, Lowell, Longfellow and Whittier. Other poems of

like rank may be offered.

HISTORY

Ancient History (1 unit). Special attention to Greek and Roman
history, but including also a short introductory study of the more
ancient nations and the chief events of the early middle ages down
to the death of Charles the Great (814 A. D.)

European History (1 unit). From the death of Charles the Great

to the present time.

English History (1 unit).

American History and Civil Government (1 unit). The study of

a more recent high school text in each and not a grammar school

history.

General History may be counted as a unit, but not in addition to

ancient or medieval and modern history.

MATHEMATICS
Algebra to quadratics. 1 unit.

Plane Geometry, 1 unit.

Algebra, quadratics and beyond, y2 or 1 unit.

Solid Geometry, % unit.

Plane Trigonometry, % unit.
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FOREIGN LANGUAGE

Two units in foreign language may be offered. A unit of foreign

language is a full year's work in an accredited high school in French,

Spanish, Latin, Greek or German.

PHYSICS (one unit)

The unit in Physics consists of at least 120 hours of assigned work.

Two periods of laboratory work count as one of assigned work.

The work consists of three closely related parts, namely, class

work, lecture-demonstration work, and laboratory work. At least

one-fourth of the time should be devoted to laboratory work.

CHEMISTRY (one unit)

The course should consist of at least three recitations and two
hours of laboratory work weekly throughout the year.

PHYSICAL GEOGRAPHY (one unit)

The equivalent of work as presented in recent texts, with about

forty laboratory lessons.

BOTANY (one unit)

The course should be based on one of the modern high school

text-books. Special emphasis should be laid on the laboratory

work which should consist of work in both the structure and physi-

ology of plants.

PHYSIOLOGY (one-half unit)

Study a recent standard text-book with some laboratory work.

A, s<tudy of muscles of chicken leg, a heart, bones, lungs, eye, brain,

and one dissection of small animal should be made by each of two or

four pupils. This study should come in second year of high school,

preferably, and in connection with Botany or Zoology or in a com-
bined text as Biology (1 unit).

ZOOLOGY (one unit, one-half unit)

A study of modern text and laboratory study of ten types for one

unit, or five types for one-half unit. The study should come best in

the second year of the high school and should consist of two class-

room exercises and at least two laboratory double periods.

AGRICULTURE (three units)

To receive college entrance credit, a one year's course should con-

sist of three recitation periods and two double laboratory periods

per week extending through one school year.

Where one year's work only is offered, the course in Agriculture
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is to be a general course, covering the fundamentals of soil, plans,

animals, farm management and rural economics.

COMMERCIAL GEOGRAPHY (one-half unit)

One-half unit devoted to a comparative study of the industry and

commerce of the leading nations, with emphasis on the industry and

commerce of the United States.

MANUAL TRAINING

Free Hand Drawing, y2 to 1 unit.

Mechanical Drawing, y2 to \y2 units (conditioned upon an equal

amount of Geometry with it).

Shopwork, y2 to 5y2 units, approximately distributed as follows,

and the total accepted from any student being not more than twice

the value of the Mechanical Drawing accepted from him. Bench-

work in Wood, y2 unit; Cabinet Work, 1 unit; Wood Turning, y2
unit; Pattern Making, y2 unit; Forging, 1 unit; Machine Work in

Metal, 1 unit; Foundry Work, 1 unit. The time required for each

unit is to be not less than 240 sixty-minute hours; all Shopwork,
except Benchwork in Wood, to have periods of not less than sixty

minutes each.

BOOKKEEPING AND BUSINESS ARITHMETIC (one unit)

The minimum time for one unit should be 240 hours, of sixty

minutes.

No credit should be allowed unless the work is done neatly, accu-

rately, and at a satisfactory rate of speed. All work should be done

in the class room under the eye of the instructor. Definitions of

double entry terms, with rules for debit and credit, kinds and uses

of books. Conduct of a set including the journal, cash' book, sales

book; closing of books. Single entry set: changing from single to

double entry. Text-book, with exercises so arranged that no two
students will do exactly the same work.

STENOGRAPHY AND TYPEWRITING (one unit)

Shorthand. It is recommended that a minimum of one and one-

half years be given to the study of Shorthand. Pupils completing

the course should be able to write in shorthand prose dictated at the

rate of 60 words a minute, and be able to translate the notes cor-

rectly on the following day. For this one and one-half units should

be allowed.

Typewriting. To typewriting one year should be given. If at the

end of the year the pupil can typewrite without error forty words a

minute, a credit of one-half a unit should be given.

Bookkeeping. The course in bookkeeping should be the simple
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form in single and double entry bookkeeping, and should continue

for one year, for which a credit of one unit should be given.

Commercial or Business Arithmetic. The course should cover one
year, for which a credit of not more than one unit should be given.
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BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN AGRICULTURE
INTRODUCTION

The four-year Bachelor of Science course provides for a liberal and
thorough training along scientific lines in agronomy, soil fertility,

animal husbandry, veterinary medicine, dairy husbandry, horticul-

ture, forestry, agricultural engineering, cotton industry, poultry hus-

bandry, plant pathology and agricultural education. The course is

practical. General training in chemistry, physics, botany, biology,

English and mathematics is also provided. Since the field of agricul-

tural education is so broad that it is quite impossible for a student to

pursue all the courses offered in four years, certain fundamental
studies are prescribed, and the largest liberty of selection commen-
surate with the best interests of the student, is permitted. In this

way the student is enabled to select a course which is in keeping

with his taste, and at the same time obtain sufficient special training

to fit him for the line of work he desires to pursue after graduating.

Outline of Course

Freshman Sophomore
Hrs. Hrs.

Agronomy 1, 2 2 Animal Husb. 2, 3, 4 and 5 _ 3

Animal Husbandry 1 _ _ _ _ 1 Botany 1__________ 3

Agr. Eng. 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 3 Agr. Chemistry 2b 3

Horticulture 1, 2 and 3 _ _ _ 3 History 4a, or 2a and
Poultry Husbandry _____ 1 Economics 1 or Eco. 5 _ _ 3

English 1 3 English 2_______ 3

Chemistry 1________3 Physics 2 3

Mathematics 1 and 2 3 Agronomy 5, 6 ' 3

Military Science — 1

20 21

The division of the time in the junior and senior years shall be

as follows: Hrs.
Major _________ _12
Minor, group 1______ 6

Minor, group 2______ 6

Gen. Elective 12

36

Total requirements for a degree, exclusive of military science,

but including laboratories, will be 75 hours. Not more than 21 hours

can be taken from any one department in the junior and senior

years. Major courses may be selected from the departments of

agronomy, animal husbandry, horticulture, agricultural chemistry,

agricultural engineering, agricultural education, and plant pa-

thology.

Elective Courses. It is urged that the student give particular at-

tention to his elective courses, selecting those courses that give the

broadest training commensurate with special work in a department.
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Group 1 (6 hours required)

Agricultural Chemistry Physics
Botany Mathematics
Zoology

(Note:—Bacteriology, Entomology and Plant Pathology are

placed in Group 1 for those majoring in agricultural education).

Group 2 (6 hours required)

Animal Husbandry 6, 7 Entomology
Agronomy 3 Forestry
Veterinary Science Geology
Agr. Engineering 6, 7, 8 9 Horticulture 10
Bacteriology 1, 3 Poultry Husbandry

Not later than the beginning of the junior year the student must
submit a program written on a prescribed form for the schedule

of work in the junior and senior years, showing his majors and

minors, as well as his general electives. This program must be

approved by the head of the department in which he takes his

majoi'.

Foreign Language. Students who do not present two units of a
foreign language at entrance may take a foreign language in the

freshman and sophomore years, and carry over mathematics and
physics into the junior and senior years.

Those desiring to study medicine may continue the study of

French and German in the junior and senior years, and thus pre-

pare themselves for entrance into the highest grade medical schools

of the United States.

Laboratory Periods. In the College of Agriculture two labora-

tory hours count as one hour of recitation, and are included on that

basis in the number of hours required.

V|i AGRONOMY
JOHN R. FAIN, Professor.

G. A. CRABB, Junior Professor.

L. E. RAST, Junior Professor.

S. H. STARR, Junior Professor, Farm Management.
P. O. VANATTER, Instructor.

*R. R. CHILDS, Scientific Assistant.

PAUL TABOR, Field Agent.

E. C. WESTBROOK, Field Agent.

FRANK WARD, Field Agent.

•J. V. PHILLIPS, Senior Drainage Engineer.

R. C. HARRIS, Instructor.

*DeF. HUNGEFORD, Field Agent.

L. V. DAVIS, Field Agent.

In coooperation with U. S. Department of Agriculture.
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1. Cereals. The cereals studied include wheat, corn, oats, barley,

rye and rice; sorghum, millet and buckwheat are studied briefly

in so far as the grains are used for food. The study of these cereals

include the origin, history, composition, cultivation and methods
of improvement. In addition to text-book work, the cereals are

grown in nursery rows convenient to the College, so that the student

may study the plants first hand. The demonstration field is also

used for the same purpose. Two hours. Second and third term.

Freshman. Professors Fain and Rast.

2. Cereal Judging. This is a laboratory course. The study begins

with the seed and continues with the study of the mature plant and
its relation to seed production. A part of this work is in the field

and a part in the demonstration barn, so that the student is taught

not only the various facts in regard to the development of the

cereals, but he acquires the habit of studying these plants in the

field. The demonstration field and cereals grown in nursery rows
form excellent facilities for this work. The germination of corn

is given especial attention, and the records in the demonstration

field are used in this connection, showing the relationship between
the germination and growth of the varieties tested. One laboratory

period. Second and third term. Freshman. Professors Fain and
Rast.

3. Farm Management. Factors entering into the business of

farming and maintaining farm lands are studied in their relations

to each other. Special attention is paid to ways of systematizing

the business, and methods of maintaining crop production of the

land. In this connection a detailed study is made of rotations as

adapted to Georgia conditions. Laying out the farm, methods of

cropping, and records are studied. The cost of production and
marketing is given special attention. The laboratory work will con-

sist of conferences in which the results summarized from investiga-

tion by the student will be discussed. The student will be required

to use "Rural Economics," by Carver, for parallel reading. Other

reading assignment will be made from time to time. Two lectures

and one laboratory period. Junior. Professor Fain.

3tf. Farm Management. A special course for senior students in

Agricultural Education. See description under Agricultural Edu-
cation.

*4. Grasses and Forage Crops. The different varieties of grasses

and forage crops are studied with reference to their yield, composi-

tion and feeding value. Special attention is paid to those grasses

and forage crops that are adapted to southern conditions. As silage

is undoubtedly the cheapest form in which forage crops can be pre-

pared in this state, considerable attention is given to the crops

best adapted to silage, the best method of handling the crop and
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harvesting it. This course alternates with "12" and "13." Two lec-

tures and one laboratory. Junior. Professor Fain.

5. Soil Physics. A study is made of the origin of soils, the differ-

ent forms of disintegration, and the physical properties of different

types, especially in the relation to crop production. Laboratory

experiments are required with type soils. Each student may substi-

tute his home soil for one of the types. This should be an average

sample, taken from several places of the most uniform type from
his home farm and community. In addition to the text, parallel

reading will be assigned. Two lectures and one laboratory period.

First half-year. Sophomore. Professor Crabb.

6. Soil Fertility. Factors in crop production and methods of

controlling these are studied with especial attention to the influence

of culture and fertilizing. Methods of managing the soil, to per-

manently increase fertility, rather than for temporary crop produc-

tion, are emphasized. Special attention will be given to the uses

of commercial fertilizers and general soil management. Parallel

reading will be assigned. Two lectures and one laboratory period.

Second half-year. Sophomore. Professor Crabb.

*7. Soil Formations. This course will include a study of the soil

provinces of the United States, their origin and methods of forma-

tion, soil series and types and their relation to crop adaptation, with

especial attention given to southern soils and conditions. Parallel

reading will be required. Two lectures and one laboratory period.

Prerequisite, Agronomy "5" and "6." Professor Crabb.

la. Soil Survey. Required of students specializing in soils. Field

work for three months in summer between junior and senior years.

The purpose of this course is to give experience to students in the

mapping of soils in the field and in the preparation of base maps
and soil survey reports. Credit, three hours.

*8. Drainage and Irrigation. The history and development of

farm drainage and irrigation, their economic relation to crop produc-

tion and the principles and practices of each as applied to southern

soils. Parallel reading required. Third term. Two lectures and

one laboratory period. Prerequisite, Courses "5" and "6." Juniors

and seniors. Professor Crabb.

*9. Soil Management. A study will be made of the principal soil

types of the south and especially of Georgia, the object being to

determine the value of plant food taken from the soil by various

crops and to plan methods for increasing soil fertility and establish-

ing systems of permanent agriculture. Laboratory studies will be

made in the greenhouse by pot tests and soil solutions of the prin-

cipal types of the state. Parallel reading required. Prerequisite,

Agronomy "5" and "6." Two lectures and one laboratory period.
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This course will be given in 1919, and will alternate with Agronomy
"10." Professor Crabb.

*10. Fertilizers and Manures. This course will include the his-

tory and the development and production of the various materials

used to increase the crop growth. Source, manufacture, application

and effect of the different materials will receive especial attention.

Laboratory work will be carried on in the greenhouse to study the

effect of the different fertilizing materials on plant growth. Parallel

reading required. Prerequisite, Agronomy "5" and "6." Two lec-

tures and one laboratory period. Juniors and seniors. This course

will alternate with Agronomy "9," and will be given in 1920. Pro-

fessor Crabb.

11. Seminar. An opportunity for students to keep in touch with

the progress in agronomy will be given in this course. Current

periodicals and recent books will be reviewed. One two-hour period.

Seniors. Professors Fain, Crabb and Rast.

*12. Weeds. Weeds prevalent in the various sections of the state

will be studied with reference to their habits of growth, crop rela-

tionship and means of eradication. Time of growth, seed habits, and

means of seed distribution will be given especial attention. Students

will be required to make a collection of weeds and their seeds, and
classify them. This course will be given only in connection with

Agronomy "13," and will alternate with Agronomy "4." Two lec-

tures and one laboratory period. One-half year. Senior. Professor

Fain.

13. Seeds. Seeds will be considered relative to their structure,

production, vitality, purity, commercial grades, centers of produc-

tion, and market variations. Two lectures and one laboratory

period. Given only in connection with No. "12" and alternating

with No. "4." One-half year. Senior. Professor Fain.

*14. Farm Crops. This course is designed to give the students

an opportunity to continue the study of cereals as well as to con-

sider crops especially adapted to the state. Experiment station

literature will be freely consulted. The records of the College field

work will be given especial attention. Definite problems with one
or more of these crops will be given the students. Two lectures

and one laboratory period. Senior. Professor Fan).

COTTON INDUSTRIES
L. E. RAST, Junior Professor of Agronomy, in Charge

of Cotton Industries.

1. Special students who wish to take work in cotton industry

will be given an opportunity to become familiar with the literature

of cotton. The instructor will meet with such students once a week
for conference and direction. Experiment station work in this

country will receive especial attention. Professor Rast.
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2. Field Work for Special Students. Field work conducted by

this department gives students opportunity to get first hand in-

formation from the experiments under way. The records of the field

for some years are also available. Professor Rast.

3. Production of Cotton and Other Fiber Crops. Varieties, meth-
ods of selection, planting, culture, harvesting, and marketing of the

cotton crop will be considered in detail. As a matter of comparison
with the cotton crop, other fiber crops will be considered. The lab-

oratory work consists of combing, mounting, testing fibres, and
grading, as well as a considerable amount of field work. Junior or

senior. Two lectures and one laboratory. Professor Rast.

4. Plant Breeding. A general course in the principles of breed-

ing. While especial reference is made to the technique in cotton

breeding the breeding of other farm crops for improvement is also

given important consideration. This course also includes the prin-

ciples of breeding farm animals to meet the needs of students in

animal husbandry. Text: "Principles of Breeding," Davenport.

Supplemented by references. First half-year. Two lectures, one

laboratory. Junior and senior. Professor Rast.

5. Plant Breeding. An extension of the above course which is

prerequisite. A study of the methods used by the best plant and

animal breeders will constitute the greater portion of this course.

A certain amount of practice both in field and greenhouse is re-

quired of each student. Two lectures and one laboratory period.

Second half-year. Junior and senior. Professor Rast.

*6. Agricultural Colleges and Experiment Stations. This course

will include the history and development of the land-grant colleges

and experiment stations in the United States and their relation to

the advancement of agriculture, also a review of the development

along similar lines in other countries. Especial attention is given to

present methods in experiment station work. Three hours. One-

half year. Seniors. Professor Rast.

7. Research. Cotton Industry "4" and "5" are prerequisite for

this course. Further consideration is given to plant breeding in

which opportunity is offered for the study of cytology of cotton and

the cytological aspect of cotton breeding. Text, Punnett's "Mendel-

ism." One lecture and two laboratory periods. First half-year.

Seniors. Professor Rast.

8. Biometry. Students have special wok in correlating charac-

ters of the cotton plant. The various lines of breeding carried on

at the College afford an opportunity for a study of statistical meth-

ods. One lecture, two laboratory periods. Second half-year. Pro-

fessor Rast.

9 and 10. .Cotton Industry. Cotton grading, warehousing and
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marketing. Experimental cotton breeding. Three-hour credit. Fee,

$5. Professor Rast.

Note: The following courses (indicated by *) will not be given

unless as many as five students are registered for them: Agronomy
"4," "7," "8," "9," "10," "11," "12," "13," 14;" Cotton Indus-

try "6."

ANIMAL HUSBANDRY
MILTON P. JARNAGIN, Professor.

T. G. YAXIS, Junior Professor.

R. M. GRIDLEY, Field Agent.

W. H. HOWELL, Assistant in Dairying.

JAMES E. DOWNING, Pig Clubs.

C. A. MARTINI, Field Agent.

H. B. EMERSON, Field Agent, Beef Cattle.

L. H. MARLATT, Scientific Assistant.

W. R. NISBET, Specialist, Beef Cattle.

CHAS. E. KELLOGG, Specialist, Beef Cattle.

J. W. CLARKE, Specialist, Sheep.

CARL WALLACE, Specialist, Swine.

1. Types and Market Classes of Live Stock. Various types and

grades of live stock are considered from the standpoint of adapta-

tion to local conditions and market demands. It includes a con-

sideration of the value of beef type in beef making, the American
market classification, stock classes and grades of cattle and breed-

ing for the market. The dairy type is considered with reference to

function of milk secretion, variation in the usefulness of dairy cows,

breeding for milk production and for dual-purposes.

The lard and bacon type of hogs are studied, also the market
demands. The mutton type, sheep markets and breeding for mar-

ket demands are given consideration. Important factors in horse

production and the market demands for various classes are studied.

Two one-hour recitations and one two-hour laboratory period. First

term. Freshman. Professor Jarnagin.

la. Special course for junior forestry course.

2. Horses, Mules and Beef Cattle. In this couFse the origin,

history and development of the various breeds of horses and beef

cattle are studied. The adaptation of the various breeds and types

to different conditions of soil, climate and environment is considered.

A comparison of draft and light horses is made, and especial em-
phasis is laid on the adaptation of the different types of horses and
mules to various kinds of work. Two one-hour recitations each

week. First term. Sophomore year. Professor Jarnagin.

3. Dairy Cattle. In this course the origin and utility of the

several breeds of dairy and dual-purpose cattle are studied. Their
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adaptation to the production of milk, butter, cheese, or to both

milk and beef making are carefully considered. A comparison of

the profits derived from the various breeds under different condi-

tions of farming forms an important part of the instruction provided.

Two one-hour recitations each week. Second term. Sophomore
year. Professor Jarnagin.

4. Sheep and Swine. This course embraces a study of the history

and development of the various breeds of lard and bacon hogs, both

of English and American origin. Especial attention is given in this

course to types of hogs suited to grazing. The history of the various

breeds of sheep is taken up, and comparison of the several classes

made. Special emphasis is laid on growing and marketing lambs
and on classifying wool. Two one-hour recitations. Third term.

Sophomore year. Professor Jarnagin.

5. Stock Judging. The students receive training in the use of

the score card for various classes of live stock, and study the stand-

ards of excellence as established by the several breed associations.

In addition to this, they are given practical work in comparative

judging and show-ring placing of various breeding and market
classes of horses, dairy and beef cattle, bacon and lard hogs and
fine, medium and long wool sheep. Two two-hour laboratory periods

each week. First, second and third term. Sophomore year. Pro-

fessor Jarnagin.

6. Live Stock Production. This course is designed for students

specializing in animal husbandry and deals especially with the pro-

duction of hogs, beef cattle and horses, and includes a considera-

tion of the adaptation of the beef breeds and specific needs. The
principles of breeding, feeding and general management are studied.

The laboratory work will consist of advanced live stock judging and
preparation for the show or sale ring. Practical work will be given

in laying out the necessary yards, paddocks and housing facilities for

the various classes of live stock. Prerequisite, A. H. 2, 3, 4, and 5.

Two one-hour recitations and one laboratory period. Junior year.

Professor Taxis.

7. Principles of Dairying. This course includes the theoretical

and applied side of dairy and creamery practice. A detailed study

is made of the theory of milk secretion, formation and production;

separation of cream by the shallow and deep setting systems, and

by the use of centrifugal machines; the natural fermentations oc-

curring in milk, their benefit and control; the manufacturing of

butter; the testing of milk and its products of butter fat. Prere-

quisite, A. H. 2, 3, 4, and 5. One lecture and two laboratory periods

per week. Fall term. Professor Yaris.

8. Principles of Breeding. The principles of breeding include a

consideration of selection, heredity, atavism, normal variation and
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fecundity. The methods of breeding studied include in-breeding,

line-breeding, cross-breeding, and a review of the methods by which
the best types of animals have been developed. Three one-hour reci-

tations. Senior year. Professor Jarnagin.

8a. Principles of Breeding. This course is designed for sopho-

more veterinary medicine students. It deals with heredity, selection,

atavism, variation and cross-breeding. A study of the pedigrees of

phenomenal animals and methods and principles followed by the

best breeders are studied. Three recitations per week, first term.

Sophomore year. Professor Jarnagin.

9. Animal Nutrition. In this course a study of the gross anatomy
and physiology of the digestive system is included. The theoretical

and practical side of compounding balanced rations for maintenance,

milk and butter production, fattening and growth are fully ex-

plained. Three recitations per week. Senior year. Professor Jar-

nagin.

9a. Animal Nutrition. This course is designed for sophomore
students in veterinary medicine. It deals specifically with feeding

problems and the underlying principles of animal nutrition, together

with a detailed study of results obtained by experimental feeding

in the different experiment stations. Second and third terms. Three
recitations per week.

10. Advanced Work in Animal Nutrition. This course is pro-

vided for advanced students in animal husbandry. The results of

feeding tests at the various experiment stations and agricultural

colleges in this and other countries are reviewed. Three one-hour

recitations per week. First term. Senior year. Professors Jarnagin

and 7axis.
11. Feeding Problems. Qualified students are allowed to assist

in conducting feeding tests, keeping records and summarizing results

of experimental feeding conducted by the division of animal hus-

bandry. They will also be expected to make analyses of the various

feeding stuffs used and to determine the fertilizing value of the

excreta obtained from various classes of farm animals. Three one-

hour recitations per week. Second term. Professors Jarnagin and
Taxis.

12. Economics of Animal Production. In this course the various

types and breeds of livestock are considered in their relation to

the utilization of various farm crops, the productiveness of the soil

and the creation of wealth in general. Three one-hour recitations

per week. Third term. Professors Jarnagin and Taxis.

13. Research Work in Animal Husbandry. Qualified students are

allowed to carry on investigations in animal husbandry under the

approval and direction of the professor in charge of the depart-

ment. Three hours. Senior. Professors Jarnagin and Yaxis.
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14. Dairy Manufacturing. This course is a continuation of "7"

and deals specifically with, creamery problems. It includes butter

making with power machinery, ice cream manufacturing, butter

judging, creamery machinery and creamery management. Two
laboratories and one recitation. Second and third term. Junior.

Professors Jarnagin and Taxis.

15. Milk Production and Dairy and Farm Management. This

course includes advanced judging of dairy cattle, the breeding, feed-

ing and management of dairy cattle and marketing of dairy products.

Two recitations and one laboratory throughout the senior year.

Professors Jarnagin and Taxis.

16. Animal Husbandry. This course is designed especially for

students in home economics and will include production and handling

of milk, and its products, in the home. Farm butter making and the

making of various kinds of soft cheeses will be taken up. Consid-

erable attention will be given to the testing of milk and its products

and food value of the same. One lecture and two laboratory periods,

second half of year. One and one-half hours credit. Fee, $2.50.

Professor Taxis.

17. Feeds and Feeding. (Smith-Hughes Vocational Students).

The underlying principles of feeds and feeding will be studied with

particular emphasis on the practical problems of feeding farm ani-

mals. The students will be required to carry out feeding demonstra-

tions with animals on the College farm, and keep accurate records

of kinds and amounts of feeds used, and their effects on the ani-

mals. Two recitations per week and the necessary time in the barn

for carrying out the feeding problems and completing records. Credit

will be given for one laboratory period each week. Professor Jarnagin.

AGRICULTURAL CHEMISTRY
W. A. WORSHAM, Jr., Professor.

L. M. CARTER, Junior Professor^grf Soil Chemistry.

D. D. LONG, Junior Professor in Charge Soil Survey.

M. W. LOWRY, Adjunct Professor of Soil Chemistry.

W. O. COLLINS, Instructor.

C. N. WILDER, Instructor.

1. Organic Chemistry. This course consists of the study of the

classification and relation of the carbon compounds, and the prepara-

tion of the simpler and more important ones.

Stress will be laid on those compounds relating more directly to

agriculture, -such as carbohydrates, proteins and fats.

The physiological chemistry of plants and animals will be studied

dealing mainly with the general subjects of food and nutrition as

applied to both animals and plants and photosynthesis in plants.
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The animal fluids, milk, blood and urine will be studied in detail.

Students taking this course must have had Inorganic 1 or 2 in-

cluding work in laboratory.

Organic Agricultural Chemistry by Chamberlain will be used as

a text.

Two hours of lectures and recitations, and one laboratory period

for three terms.

Optional for juniors and seniors. Required of Forestry and Vet-

erinary students during sophomore year. Fee, $5. Professor Wor-

sham.

2b. Qualitative Analysis. In this course a study is made of the

characteristic properties and reactions of the common metals and

acid radicals. The principles involved in the separation of the

groups and the individual metals of the respective groups are stud-

ied in the laboratory. By systematic work with known substances

and then with unknown substances the student will be able to famil-

iarize himself with processes employed in qualitative analysis. The
course is planned to enable the student to determiile the composition

of ordinary substances especially those that are of most importance

in agriculture. One lecture and two laboratory periods during the

sophomore year. Fee, $5. Professor Worsham.

3. Quantitative Analysis. The object of this course is to prepare

the student for special work in agricultural chemistry as well as to

teach the method of quantitative analysis.

The methods of both gravimetric and volumetric analysis will be

treated in lectures and the practice carried out in the laboratory.

Substances of known percentage composition will first be analyzed

and then substances of unknown composition, including the simpler

agricultural products. Texts: "Elementary Quantitative Chemical
Analysis," Lincoln and Walton. Reference books, "Quantitative

Analysis," by Treadwell, Olsen and Frasenius. Two lectures and
recitations and seven laboratory periods for three terms.

3b. Same as Course "3," except that students not specializing in

chemistry, have one hour of lectures and recitations and two lab-

oratory periods. Optional for juniors and seniors. Fee, $5. Pro-

fessor Worsham.

4. Advanced Quantitative Analysis. The basis of the work in this

course will be the study of the methods employed in soil investiga-

tions, the analysis of soils, fertilizers, feeds, water, etc. Some lat-

itude is allowed the student as to the substances to be analyzed.

Students taking this course must have had Agricultural Chemistry
"3." Work for laboratory will be outlined and standard references

given.

Two hours of lectures and recitations and seven laboratory periods

for three terms during senior year.
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4b. Same as Course "4," except that students not specializing in

chemistry have one hour of lectures and recitations and two lab-

oratory periods. Optional for seniors. Fee, $5. Professor Worsham.

5. Chemistry of Forest Byproducts. This course consists of the

detailed study of the chemical byproducts of the forest, destructive

and steam distillation, the mechanical and chemical processes of

paper manufacture from wood, the production of turpentine and
rosin, the production of wood alcohol, acetic acid, creosote, and

the possibility of further utilization of sawmill waste. Three credits.

Required of forestry students. Fee, $5. Professor Worsham.

A deposit of $5 will be required for each laboratory course to

cover breakage of apparatus and chemicals used. If any of this

amount is left it will be returned to the student at the end of the

year.

11. Chemistry of Foods. This course treats of the chemical com-

position, digestibility, and nutritive value of the more common
classes of foods. Special attention is given to those products pro-

duced in the state^of Georgia. Consideration is given to the common
forms of adulteration and methods of detecting the presence of

substances used in adulterants. The course includes the analysis

of milk and butter and approximate analysis of some cereal food

product. Required of juniors taking Home Economics. One and

one-half hours, second half-year. Fee, $2.50. Professor Worsham.
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AGRICULTURAL EDUCATION
J. T. WHEELER, Professor.

C. J. HEATWOLE, Professor.

L. M. SHEFFER, Junior Professor.

1. Introduction to Vocational Education. This course treats of

educational and sociological values; some means of measuring edu-

cational values; educational needs of the several groups of society,

the school and other agencies for meeting these needs, vocational

training under school conditions; relations of these topics to agricul-

tural teaching and to rural life will be emphasized; development of

agricultural education in the United States, agencies, activities, or-

ganization and administration of United States Department of Agri-

culture, the Agricultural College, and secondary schools and de-

partments of agriculture. Juniors and seniors with requisite farm
experience. Three hours the year. Professor Wheeler.

la. Educational Psychology. This course is a study of mental

processes with their application to education and teaching. The fol-

lowing topics will he treated: The nature and meaning of conscious-

ness and its relation to conduct. The main facts relating to the

structure of the nervous system so as to determine the relation of

the body and mind. The characteristics of the learning process,

such as original nature, capacities, instinctive tendencies, habit, at-

tention, memory, imagination, thinking and feeling; transfer of

training. The peculiar characteristics of the adolescent life. Indi-

vidual differences, mental tests and scientific measurements. The
course will seek to acquaint the student with the elementary facts

of mental life that his teaching may be scientific and consistent with

the laws of the economy of learning. Juniors. Three hours, half

year. Professor Heatwole.

2. Methods and Materials in Vocational Agriculture. Topics con-

sidered: purpose of secondary vocational agriculture; the organiza-

tion of the high school for teaching vocational agriculture, the cur-

riculum, course of study, text-books, equipment, the project, exten-

sion activities, organization of subject matter, planning and pre-

sentation of laboratory and class exercises, preparation of illus-

trative materials; observational work. Seniors or juniors with

requisite farm experience. One lecture and two laboratories through

tho year. Professors Wheeler and Shcffer.

2a. Principles of Teaching. The application of the principles of

education to the practice of teaching: the function of the teacher in

the learning process; function of subject matter; the problem as a

factor in the teaching process; attention, basis and utilization of

interest; concrete basis for teaching; methods, lecture, text-book,
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development, recitation, art of questioning, arguments; tests of

methods, testing results. Juniors. Three hours, half-year. Pro-

fessor Heatwole.

3. Project Practice. Arrangements can be made for a limited

number of students to take production projects in cooperation with

the various college divisions. While this work will be carried on

only during the last half-year, students desiring this work must
arrange for it before the Christmas recess. Juniors elective, equiv-

alent three hours second half-year. Professor Sheffer.

4. Practice Teaching. Arrangements will be made for a limited

number of students to do practice teaching in agriculture in nearby

high schools under the direction of the Division of Agricultural Edu-
cation. Senior elective credits, one to three, time to be arranged.

Professor Sheffer.

5. Rural Laws and Standards. This course deals with the fed-

eral rules and regulations effecting the production, destruction,

standardization and marketing of farm commodities; state and fed-

eral farm titles and boundaries; labor laws; water, irrigation and
power laws; livestock and dog laws; common carrier duties, rights

and immunities; cooperative enterprises; texts and readings. Three
hours per week, half-year. (Not offered in 1919-20).

5a. Rural Social Problems. Applications of sociological principles

to problems of country life. Redirected rural life and education.

Needs of country school, church, home, health, sanitation, recreation,

community gatherings, etc. Drift to cities. Negro migration.

Diagnoses, remedies, investigations. Three hours, half-year. Pro-

fessor .

6. Research Problems. This course considers further the prob-

lems arising in connection with Courses 1 and 2. Special readings

problems will be assigned for investigation and thesis required.

Seniors, two hours through the year. Professors Wheeler and Sheffer.

7. Rural Economics. Application of economics to country life;

significance to the nation; rural vs. urban population; occupations;

shifting of population; farm ownership and tenantry; rural in-

comes and wealth; special economic activities; organization and
cooperation; marketing and buying; transportation; rural fina- -e;

surveys of rural wealth, its production, distribution and consu ap-

tion. Three hours, half-year. Professor .

8. Rural Journalism. A course planned for students of Vocat' al

Agriculture and required of those taking senior work. The co ~e

includes a study of rural publicity, report writing, press wori on

projects, and special work in the compilation and arrangemc: of

statistical data. Three hours a week. Mr. Maddur.
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(Note: See University catalog for other courses in Journalism).

Supervised Teaching

The Georgia State Vocational Board requires that all graduates

of the Division of Agricultural Education who enter the field "of

agricultural teaching shall be under the supervision of the Division

for one year after entering upon their work. This requirement

makes it possible for the graduates of this Division to get valuable

aid in establishing themselves in the professional work.

(Note. For graduate credit, see Graduate and Summer School

Catalog).

AGRICULTURAL ENGINEERING
LEROY C. HART, Professor.

E. G. WELCH, Junior Professor.

*W. E. BROACH, Field Agent.

S. R. KIRK, Foreman.

1. Shop Work (a). Wood Work. This course is designed for the

instruction of the student in the use, care and sharpening of all

wood-working tools. A carefully planned series of exercises are

offered. These exercises bring into use all tools that will be help-

ful to the student in after life. An advanced course in woodwork
planned for students having had the preliminary work, will be given.

This course will consist of the design and building of furniture and
other articles for the home. (b) Forge Work. This work is de-

signed to familiarize the student with the building and care of coal

fires, the manufacture of iron and steel, and to familiarize him
with the working and handling of iron and steel. Tool-making and
tempering will be given. Required of freshmen. One hour credit.

Professor Welch and Mr. Kirk.

2. Drawing. Sufficient time will be devoted to free-hand drawing
to enable the student to execute readily the necessary drawings in

the various laboratory courses. Instrumental drawing will then be

taken up so that the student may become familiar with the use of

the instruments and be able to execute rapidly and neatly any draw-
ing of this kind that will be required. Freshman year.| Professor

Welch.

2a. Forest Drawing. Special drill in drawing topographical maps,
using all topographical signs employed in topographic survey. This

course is for forestry students, but may be elected by advanced
students. Prerequisite, Agricultural Engineering "2." Professor

Hart.

3. Farm Machinery Judging. A study will be made of the con-

struction and use of the various farm machines, such as are used
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for preparing, planting, cultivating, harvesting, storing and for home
and miscellaneous machinery. Each group will be taken up sep-

arately, studied and judged. Required of freshmen. Professor

Welch.

4. Farm Motors. Considerable time will be given to study and
operation of the gasoline engine, the steam engine and the electric

motor. This course is taken up in connection with Agricultural

Engineering "3." Required of freshmen. Professor Hart.

5. Farm Surveying. This work will consist of the study and
the use of farm levels and compass, and plane table, or terracing,

leveling and the survey of farm lands, and also their use in road

building. Each student will be required to make a thorough map of

a plot of ground and compute its area. Course "2" prerequisite.

Required of freshmen. Professor Welch.

(Note: Courses 2 and 5, 1 hour credit. Courses 3 and 4, 1 hour
credit).

5a. Forest Surveying. An advanced course is offered in the use

of the compass, level, plane table and transit, with special attention

to the different uses of these instruments in topographic and recon-

noissance work. The work will consist of a hasty survey of a plot

of ground. Then a more careful survey will be made as a check

upon the first to illustrate the difference in accuracy. This will

enable the student to determine the method to be used on all future

work. Work required in the sophomore year for all forest students,

but may be elected by other students who have had Agricultural

Engineering "2a" and "5," or their equivalent. Two hours credit.

Professor Hart.

5b. Saw Mill Machinery and Construction. Thi scourse takes up

the study of saw mill and machinery, and deals with the framing of

saw mill buildings and other structures using built-up members.
Forest students. Sophomore. Prerequisite, Agricultural Engineer-

ing "2." Two hours credit. Professor Hart.

6. Fencing. This will include a study of the strength and adapt-

ability of various materials for fence construction. The principles

of gate construction, and bracing at the corners and at sufficient

points according to the condition of the ground. Junior. Professor

Hart.

7. Farm Buildings. This course consists of the study and design

of farm buildings, starting with the simple and gradually working

up to the most complicated. Plans are drawn and from these, the

bill of material and an estimate of the cost of the completed struc-

ture are made. Attention is given to farm conveniences and sanita-

tion. Considerable time will be spent in studying problems of light-

ing, heating, water supply and sewerage disposal for the farm home.

Agricultural Engineering "2," or its equivalent, are prerequisite
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to this course. Juniors. Fall and winter term. One lecture and
two laboratory periods. Professor Hart.

7a. Wood Physics. A study of the strength of wood under dif-

ferent conditions and shapes, also the physical effect of moisture,

heat and preservatives upon its strength is taken up. Required of

forest students. Second term, junior. One hour credit. Professor

Hart.

7c. Wood Preservation. The primary cause of decay; factors

governing the lasting powers of different species; the preservation

of woods by the application of paints and oils to the surface; the

impregnation with creosote and other wood preservatives; the com-
mercial method of impregnation; description of preserving plants

and the fire proofing of timber. Junior. One hour credit. Pro-

fessor Hart.

8. Concrete Construction. A study will be made of the principles

of concrete construction, also the material, forms, mixing, placing

and tamping. Their application to farm and forest conditions and
the various uses to which concrete has been put in late years are

pointed out. Special attention is given to its use for residences,

barns and its application in forestry. The construction of fence

posts from concrete is taken up. Optional for seniors. Agricultural

Engineering "2," "6," and "7" prerequisite, or their equivalent.

Professor Hart.

8a. Concrete Testing. An advanced course in the testing of

cements and concretes under different conditions, shapes, aggregates

and reinforcing is given. One lecture and two laboratory periods.

Three hours credit. Professor Hart.

9. Road Building. Practice work is given in locating roads at

the most desirable grades with special attention to drainage. Con-

siderable time will be devoted to road materials, and making tests

of the various kinds. Optional for seniors. Agricultural Engineer-

ing "5" prerequisite to this course. Professor Hart.

(Note: Courses "8" and "9" will constitute half a year's work.

One and one-half hours credit).

10. Farm Buildings. An advanced course in the design, location

and construction of all farm buildings. The stress in different

members of a design are carefully figured. Models are built and

tested to verify the results obtained. Government bulletins and

parallel reading "Farm Buildings," Sanders Publishing Co. One
lecture and two laboratory periods a week throughout the year.

Three hours credit.

11. Farm Machinery. An advanced course in the elements of

machinery. The measurement and transmission of power. The
development, use, construction and repair of all farm machinery.
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Text, Farm Machinery and Farm Motors," parallel reading, pre-

requisite, Farm Machinery "3." Professor Welch.

12. Farm Motors. The sources of power for agricultural pur-

poses. Tread and sweep powers. Steam, gasoline, air and oil en-

gines and tractors, windmills and electric motors, as far as appli-

cable to agricultural purposes. Texts, "Power and the Plow,"

"Gasoline Engine on the Farm." Parallel reading. Prerequisite,

Agricultural Engineering "4," "11" and "12" constitute a year's

work. One lecture and two laboratory periods throughout the year.

Three hours credit. Professor Welch.

14. Farm Sanitation. An advanced course in the lighting, heat-

ing, ventilating, plumbing and drainage of farm buildings, also in

methods employed for sewage disposals. Text, "Rural Hygiene,"

by Ogden; "Practical Methods of Sewage Disposal," Ogden and
Cleveland; "Dommestic Water Supplies for the Farm," Fuller.

Parallel readings, Government bulletins. Prerequisite, Agricul-

tural Engineering "7." One lecture and two laboratory periods

half the year. One and one-half hours credit. Perofssor Hart.

15. Drainage and Irrigation Engineering. Drainage of farm

lands, both by the open ditch and tile drainage. Methods used in

making the preliminary surveys and estimates. The finished survey

and report. Drainage laws and assessments. Irrigation methods
in use. The application and measurement of water. Texts, "Irri-

gation and Drainage," King; "Practical Farm Drainage," and

"Engineering for Land Drainage," by Elliot. Government bulletins

and parallel reading. Prerequisite, Agricultural Engineering "5."

One lecture and two laboratory periods half year. One and one-

half hours credit. Professor Hart.

16. Road Building. A continuation of Agricultural Engineer-

ing "9." The economic value of good roads is taken up in connec-

tion with a more detailed study of the problen. The location, drain-

age, road material, construction and road machinery are studied.

Highway bridges and culverts are taken up. Text, "American High-

ways," Shaler. Government bulletins and parallel reading. Pre-

requisite, Agricultural Engineering "5," and "9." One lecture and

two laboratory periods half the year. One and one-half hours

credit. Professor Hart.

17. Agricultural Surveying. An advanced course in use of the

usual surveyin"; instruments, with especial attention to detail and

accuracy. Text, Pence and Ketchum's "Surveying Manual," and

"Land Surveying," Hodgman. Prerequisite, Agricultural Engineer-

ing "5." One lecture and two laboratory periods throughout the

year. Three hours credit. Professor Hart.

18. Home Designing. This course is offered for the students who
specialize in Home Economics, and takes up the designing of homes.
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Some of the topics considered are: location with reference to sani-

tary, convenient, and attractive surroundings; planning for com-

fort, convenience, and beauty at reasonable cost. Junior, winter

term. Three laboratory periods. Credit, one hour. Professor Hart.

19. Home Equipment. This course is supplemental to No. 18,

and takes up home conveniences, water supply, sewerage disposal,

lighting, heating and ventilation. Winter term. One hour credit.

Senior. Professor Hart.

FORESTRY
JAMES B. BERRY, Professor.

LOUIS A. ZIMM, Extension Forester.

E. W. HADLEY, Student Assistant.

3. Farm Forestry. Forestry as an adjunct to agriculture. Forest

influences, nursery practice, field planting, thinnings and improve-

ment cuttings, protection, estimating timber, wood measurements,
seasoning and preservative treatment of wood, financial results.

Text, lecture, collateral reading. One laboratory period, three

hours, second semester. Fee, $1.

4a. Tree and Shrub Identification. Systematic study of the local

flora; winter and summer characteristics; collection and preparation

of material for class use; practical field identification; text and col-

lateral reading; preparation of note book and herbarium; three lab-

oratory periods per week, first half year or Summer School. Fee,

$2.50.

15a. Wood Identification and Uses. Structure and properties of

wood; generic characteristics; practical means of identification; ef-

fect of stains and oil; adaptability to specific needs; the subject is

considered from the standpoint of home furnishing; text and col-

lateral reading; reports. Three laboratory periods, second half-year.

Fee, $1.

For courses leading to Bachelor of Science in Forestry, see page 68.

HORTICULTURE
T. H. McHATTON, Professor.

R. E. BLACKBURN, Adjunct Professor.

H. W. HARVEY, Adjunct Professor.

W. A. SMITH, Field Agent.

S. E. McCLENDON, Field Agent.

C. B. SWEET, Foreman.

1. Elements of Horticulture: Fruit Growing. A general study

of location, site, frost, planting, varieties, orchard tillage and man-
agement. Three lectures per week. Required of freshmen in fall

term.
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2. Pruning and Propagation. A course in grafting, budding and
other methods of propagation; also a study of pruning with its

practice and effect. A few periods are devoted to a study of varieties

both for orchard and truck garden. Laboratory course of three

periods per week. Parallel reading, "Pruning Book," by Bailey;

and "Plant Propagation." by Kain. Required of freshmen in winter

term.

3. Elements of Horticulture: Truck Gardening. A general study
of the main truck crops as to planting, tillage and handling, with

the addition of a study of hotbeds and their management. Three
laboratory periods per week. Parallel reading, "Garden Farming,"
by Corbett. Required of freshmen in spring term.

4. Small Fruits. A study of the various small fruits of interest

to the horticulturist. Three lectures a week for six weeks. Text,

"Bush-Fruits," by Card. Fruit Harvesting, Storing and Marketing.

Three lectures a week for six weeks. Book, "Fruit Harvesting,

Storing and Marketing," by Waugh. First term. Juniors and

seniors.

5. Pomology and Garden Seeds. A course in the testing of seeds

and a study of the several species of fruit with their pomological

classification. Text, "Systematic Pomology," Waugh; supplemented

by lectures. A laboratory course of three periods per week, to be

carried with Course "4." Fall term. Junior or senior.

6. Greenhouse Management and Floriculture. A study of the

various flower crops, forcing crops and management of a greenhouse.

Reference books, "Greenhouse Management," Taft; "Principles of

Floriculture," White; and "Practical Floriculture," Peter Hender-

son. Three lectures per week. Second term. Junior or senior.

7. Greenhouse Construction and Management. A study of the

different types of greenhouses and heating, construction, etc. In

connection with this course, trips to florists and nurseries are taken

to study the plants and greenhouses. A ground plan, end elevation,

bill of material and description of heating plant used in a green-

house required of the students at the end of this course. Actual

work in greenhouse management is given. Reference book, "Green-

house Construction," Taft. A laboratory course of three periods

per week. Winter term. Junior or senior.

9. Spraying. Lectures on the history and chemistry of spraying.

Practice in the making and application of spray mixtures accom-

panied by a study of nozzle and machinery. Three laboratory

periods per week. Third term. Junior or senior.

10. Landscape Gardening. A study of the various schools of

landscape architecture and the plants used in producing the various

effects. A problem in landscaping is given each student and a draw-
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ing showing the solution required. Three lectures per week. Spring

term. Junior or senior.

11. Advanced Pomology. A course of three lectures per week
throughout the year open to seniors. A detailed study of the practi-

cal and scientific phases of fruit growing forms the basis of this

course and the work is supplemented by numerous references.

12. Thesis. A subject relative to any of the following courses,

"11," "14," "15," or "16" will be assigned to the student for study.

At the end of the course a thesis, stating the problem, results ob-

tained, etc., is required of the student. A course of three labora-

tory periods per week throughout the year. Course "12" must be

taken by seniors with major in horticulture.

13. Economic Entomology. A course in practical entomology
designed especially for use upon the farm. Special attention is paid

to the identification of insects and a collection is required of the

student at the end of the work. Three hours per week. Last half

of the winter term, and all of the spring term. Junior or senior.

14. Advanced Olericulture. A course of three lectures per week
throughout the year, open to seniors. A practical and scientific

study of the problems of vegetable culture, both out doors and

under glass. Work supplemented with numerous references.

15. Advanced Floriculture. Three lectures per week throughout

the year, open to seniors having taken "6" and "7." A study of the

more practical and scientific problems of flower growing both under

glass and outdoors. Supplemented with numerous references.

16. Advanced Landscape Gardening-. Three lectures per week
throughout the year, open to seniors having taken "10." Landscape
problems of homes, cities, parks, schools, public buildings, etc., re-

ceive attention. Work supplemented with numerous problems and
references.

(Note: The professor in charge will not be required to give

Courses "11," "14," "15," or "16" to less than five students, un-

less the whole senior class in horticulture is less than five, in which

case he can put all the members of the class into the course most
acceptable to them).

17. Vocational Horticulture. The first term of this course will

deal with historical horticulture and systematic pomology. This will

be a study of the introduction, dissemination and classification of the

most common of our fruits. Pomological descriptions will also be

required. The second term's work will consist of a study of sprays

and spraying. The causes of injury to trees and fruits will be looked

into and the methods of making and applying sprays will receive

close attention. The third term's work will consist of a study of

landscape gardening similar to Course 10 already offered, special

attention being paid to the adapting of the course for the use of
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teachers in agricultural schools. Parallel reading will be required

throughout the course. Two lectures and one laboratory period per

week for the year. Elective for junior and senior in Agricultural

Education. Professor McHatton.

18. Summer School Course in Plant Propagation. (See page 102).

19. Summer School Course in Fruit Growing. (See page 102).

20. Elements of Horticulture: Fruit Growing. A general study of

location, site, frost, planting, varieties, orchard tillage and manage-
ment. Special attention given to the home fruit garden. Historical

and parallel reading required throughout the course. Lecture course

of three periods per week. Fall term. Junior.

21. Pruning and Propagation. A course in grafting, budding and
other methods of propagation; also a study of pruning with its prac-

tice and effect. A few periods are devoted to a study of varieties

both for the orchard and truck garden, some additional practical

work in the propagation of greenhouse plants given. Parallel read-

ing required. Laboratory course of three periods per week. Junior,

winter term. Fee, $2.50.

22. Elements of Horticulture: Truck Gardening. A general study

of the main truck crops as to planting, tillage and handling, with

the addition of a study of hotbeds and their management, special

emphasis placed on the planting and care of the home vegetable

garden. Three laboratory periods per week. Junior, spring term.

Fee, $2.50.

PLANT PATHOLOGY
JAMES B. BERRY, Professor.

E. W. HADLEY, Student Assistant.

*NEWTON C. BRACKETT, Specialist, Smut Eradication.

, Extension Pathologist.

Dendrology or Elementary Botany a prerequisite to all courses in

Plant Pathology. Plant Pathology 1 prerequisite for Courses 2, 3,

4 and 5, 7 and 8.

1. Microbiology. Systematic classification of microbiological or-

ganisms producing a pathological condition in economic plants. Lab-

oratory methods. Preparation of materials. Text and collateral

reading. Three laboratory periods per week, first half-year. One
and one-half credit. Fee, $2.

2. Pathology of Field Crops. Important diseases of cotton, ce-

reals, potato and forage crops. Methods of identification. Life

cycle. Control. Text and collateral reading. Three laboratory pe-

riods per week, second half-year. One and one-half credits. Fee, $3.

3. Pathology of Horticultural Crops. Economic diseases of or-

chard, vineyard and garden. Identification. Life cycle. Methods
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of control. Text and collateral reading. Three laboratory periods

per week, second half-year. One and one-half credits. Fee, $3.

4. Dendropathology. Study of forest tree diseases. Identification

and control. Effect on system of management. Organisms pro-

ducing decay in wood. Control. Text and collateral reading. Three
laboratory periods per week, second half-year. One and one-half

credits. Elective. Fee, $2.

5. Laboratory Technique. Preparation of media and cultures.

Artificial inoculations. Sectioning. Mounts. Research methods.
Text and collateral reading. Three laboratory periods per week,
entire year. Three credits. Fee, $5.

6. Plant Diseases. Plant functions. Causes of diseased condition.

Identification of common diseases of garden and orchard. Control

measures. Text and collateral reading. Field excursions. Three
laboratory periods per week, first term or Summer School. One
credit. Fee, $2.50.

7. Pathological Problems. Laboratory and field studies along in-

vestigational lines. Three credits.

8. History of Plant Pathology. Historical development in plant

pathology. Three credits.

POULTRY HUSBANDRY
J. H. WOOD, Adjunct Professor.

W. S. DILTS, Instructor.

MAUDE SMITH, Instructor.

1. Farm Poultry. A general course covering the farm poultry

industry, a study of breeds best suited to farm conditions, farm
poultry house construction, hatching and brooding of chicks, feed-

ing and management of the farm flock, handling of the poultry

products. Two one-hour lectures or recitations and one laboratory.

Freshman. Third term. Professor Dilts.

la. Farm Poultry. A general course covering the farm poultry

industry, a study of breeds best suited to farm conditions, farm
poultry house construction, feeding and general management of the

farm flock, production of market poultry, grading and marketing
of poultry products; poultry diseases and parasites. Two one-hour

lectures or recitations and one two-hour laboratory. Senior, fall

term. Fee, $1. Professor Dills.

lb. Poultry Husbandry. A continuation of la. A study of the

principles of poultry breeding, management of the breeding stock,

incubation, brooding, the care and feeding of small chicks. Students

will be required to operate incubators, brooders and care for baby
chicks. Two one-hour lectures or recitations and one two-hour

laboratory period. Senior, spring term. Fee, $1. Professor Dills.
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2. Poultry Husbandry. Locating and laying out a poultry farm;

study of the breeds of poultry; judging from the fancy and utility

standpoint; poultry house construction; poultry house equipment;

fields, fences and shade; principles of poultry breeding; market
poultry. Two one-hour lectures or recitations and one laboratory

period. Must be preceded by Course "1." Junior. Elective. First

term. Professor Dilts.

3. Poultry Husbandry. A continuation of Course "2." A study

of the management of the breeding stock, incubators, incubation,

brooders, brooding, and the care and feeding of the young chick.

The student is required to operate an incubator and care for the

chicks hatched until they are six weeks old. One one-hour recita-

tion and the equivalent of two two-hour laboratory periods. Must
be preceded by Course "2." Junior. Elective. Second term. Pro-

fessor Dilts.

4. Poultry Husbandry. A continuation of Courses "2" and "3."

This course takes up the subjects of poultry feeds and feeding,

management of the laying stock, care of the growing stock, produc-

tion of market poultry, grading and marketing the poultry products,

records, accounts, and the disease of poultry. The student is re-

quired to care for a pen of birds and keep accurate record of the

eggs produced, food consumed, and general conditions; with ac-

counts showing profit or loss. One one-hour lecture or recitation

and the equivalent of two two-hour laboratory periods. Must be

preceded by Course "3." Junior elective. Third term. Professr

Dilts.

5. Incubation and Brooding Problems. Students that have com-
pleted Course 1, 2, 3, and 4 are qualified to take up this work. The
student may make tests regarding incubation, brooding and the

feeding of the growing chicks. Accurate records must be kept and
summarized as a thesis. Time to be arranged at the beginning of

the senior year with the professor in charge. Senior. Elective.

One credit hour. Professor Dilts.

6. Feeding Problems. Students who have completed Courses 1,

3, 3, and 4 are qualified to take up this work. The student may
make feeding tests with either laying birds or birds to be fattened

for market. Accurate record's must be kept and summarized as a

thesis. Time to be arranged at the beginning of the senior year with

the profsssor in charge. Senior. Elective. Two credit hours.

Professor Pills.

(Note: Poultry Husbandry Courses 2, 3, and 4 are offered only

when elected by not less than three students).
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VETERINARY MEDICINE
W. M. BURSON, Professor.

J. E. SEVERIN, Junior Professor.

W. C. BURKHART, Junior Professor.

H. W. CALDWELL, Junior Professor.

*C. A. PYLE, Field Veterinarian.

*E. S. BRASHIER, Specialist, Hog Cholera.

3. A course of lectures covering briefly the anatomy and phys-

iology of farm animals. The horse is taken as the basis of study

and variations in other species are noted. Skeletons, models and
charts are used to illustrate the lectures. Elective as minor for

juniors in Agriculture. First, second and third terms. Two hours

per week. Dr. Burson.
4. Laboratory work in the above subjects. One two-hour lab-

oratory period per week, entire year. Dr. Burson.

5. A course of lectures on diseases of farm animals. Special at-

tention being paid to parasitic, infectious, contagious and obstet-

rical diseases and diseases of young animals. Prerequisite, Courses

3 and 4. Elective as minor for seniors in Agriculture. First, sec-

ond and third terms. Two hours per week. Dr. Burson.

6. Clinics, demonstrations, examinations of sick animals and ex-

amination of animals for blemishes and unsoundness at veterinary

hospital. One laboratory period per week, senior year. Dr. Burson.

BACTERIOLOGY

1. General Bacteriology. This course is designed to give the stu-

dent a conception of the activities of bacteria. It treats of the

biological, physiological and morphological features of bacteria.

Laboratory work consists of the preparation of media, the making
of cultures, staining methods and the study of the physiological

activities of bacteria. One hour lecture and recitation and two lab-

oratory periods, first half-year. Juniors. Fee, $2.50. Dr. Burkhart.

3. Bacteriology. Dairy Bacteriology. General Bacteriology is a

prerequisite. This course is offered in order to give the student in

Agriculture a more complete knowledge of the organisms with which
he will come into contact in his practical dairy work. It consists

in the study of sources, growth and activities of bacteria which are

to be found in dairy products. Organisms which are pathogenic

for man and which are usually transmitted through dairy products

are carefully studied. Pasteurization of milk and dairy sanitation

are given the attention that their great importance deserves. In-

fectious diseases of dairy cattle, such as tuberculosis, mastitis and

* In extension service.
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infectious abortion, are studied from a bacteriological point of view.

The laboratory work consists in the isolation and study of the cul-

tural characteristics of bacteria found around the dairy and in dairy

products. Organisms essential to the manufacture of butter and
cheese will be studied. One lecture and two laboratory periods, last

half-year, juniors in Agriculture. Fee, $2.50. Dr. Burkhart.

(For courses leading to degree of Doctor of Veterinary Medicine

see page 84).

5. Household Bacteriology. General Bacteriology is a prerequi-

site. A special course in acid fermentation due to the growth of

bacteria as it occurs in the production of cheese, bread, butter, vin-

egar, sauer-kraut and other kinds of pickling. Pathogenic bacteria

which usually contaminate food such as milk, water, and vegetables

will be studied and the disinfection of contaminated premises con-

sidered. One lecture and recitation and two laboratory periods.

Juniors, last half-year. Fee, $2.50. Dr. Burkhart.

DESCRIPTION OF GENERAL COURSES
Mathematics

For courses see page 6 6.

Civil Engineering
For courses see page 84.

Chemistry

For courses see page 83.

Biology

For courses see page 82.

English
For courses see page 60.

Romance Languages
For courses see page 72.

German
For courses see page 62.

History and Political Science
For courses see page 63.

Physics
For courses see page 90.

Economics
For courses see page 88.

Psychology, Philosophy and
Education

For courses see page 91.

Geology
For courses see page 62.

MILITARY DEPARTMENT
M. B. THWEATT, Captain, Infantry, U. S. A.

L. H. GORK, Captain, Infantry, U. S. A.

Under General Orders No. 49 of the War Department, dated Sep-

tember 20, 1916, a Reserve Officers' Training Corps is established

at the University of Georgia, and agricultural students are allowed

full privileges of the organization. The primary object of estab-

lishing units of the Reserve Officers' Training Corps is to qualify,

by systematic and standard methods of training, students at civil

educational institutions for reserve officers. The system of instruc-

tion presents to all students a standardized measure of military

training which is necessary in order to prepare them to perform in-

telligently the duties of commissioned officers in the miltary forces

of the United States. It enables them to be thus trained with the

least interference with their civil careers.
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CONDITIONS OF SERVICE
"Eligibility to membership in the Reserve Officers' Training Corps

shall be limited to students of institutions in which units of such

corps are established, who are citizens of the United States, who are

not less than fourteen (14) years of age and whose bodily condition

indicates that they are physically fit to perform such duties, or will

be so, upon arrival at military age." Students are required to wear

the uniform only during drill hours, though they may wear it at all times.

Under the present ruling of the War Department all students are furnished

uniforms by the government free of charge. This may, however, be changed

at any time.

The military work of the Reserve Officers' Training Corps extends

over the freshmen and sophomore years, at the conclusion of which
opportunity will be given for continuing the work with a privilege

of obtaining a commission as a second lieutenant of the Regular
Army for a period not exceeding six months, with allowances for

that grade, and with pay at the rate of $100.00 per month."
In addition to the regular work at the College, all members of the

Reserve Officers' Training Corps will be given the privilege of at-

tending a summer camp, with transportation paid at the rate of 4c

a mile, and subsistence ration of 40c a day. Each man will also

receive property valued at $14.67. The young man who remains in

college for two years receives the commutation of 40 cents a day during his

first vacation.

All members of the Reserve Officers' Training Corps who have
drilled two years in a Junior Reserve Officers' Training Corps unit

will receive during nine months at the Georgia State College of

Agriculture $41.83 in clothing, and 40c per day commutation of

subsistence. The total amounts received by a student in four years

at college, if he wishes to drill that long, are given below in an
official memorandum, Unit No. 12, under the date of February 1st,

1919:

Senioi* Division

Each man will receive (actual Additional for those attending
cost value)

:

summer camps:

1 coat, wool, O. D. $ 9.79 2 breeches, cotton, O. D. $ 3.38

1 breeches, wool, O. D. _ 6.32 1 shoes, russet or march-
1 shoes, russet or march ing __________ 4.65

ing : 4.65 1 shirt, wool, O. D. 3.50

1 shirt, wool, O. D. _ _ _ 3.50 1 leggins, pair, canvas _ 1.05

1 overcoat, O. D., short _ 13.56 1 hat additional _ _ _ _ 2.00

1 leggins, pair, canvas_ _ 1.05 1 hat cord _______ .09

1 hat, service ______ 2.00
2 collar ornaments _ _ _ .07
1 hat cord .09
1 belt ________ .23

chevrons _______ .57

Per year $41.83 $14.67
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Each man will receive in four years property valued at
4 y $41.83 $167.32

Each man will receive in three summers property valued at
3 y $14.67 44.01

Each man recommended will receive commutation of sub-
sistence two years, or 590 days, at 40c per day 236.00

Each man may receive commutation of subsistence in kind
(not paid in cash) three summers, 136 days, at 40c per
day 54.00

Transportation, average 1,000 per summer, or 3,000 miles
for three summers, at 4c per mile 120.00

$621.33

Average for each of the four years in University course $155.33
Besides the items mentioned above, equipment issued for

each student amounts to at least $ 50.00

The privilege of buying extra uniforms at the above mentioned
prices from the Quartermaster Department, which will have an
additional saving value to those who take advantage of it.

The privilege of special technical training in various fields without

any tuition charges.

An opportunity to obtain a commission as second lieutenant of

the Regular Army for a period not exceeding six months, with al-

lowances for that grade, and with pay at the rate of $100.00 per

month.

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN FORESTRY
JAMES B. BERRY, Professor.

LOUIS A. ZIMM, Extension Forester.

E. W. HADLEY, Student Assistant.

All students wishing to take the degree of Bachelor of Science in

Forestry must be sixteen years of age and must present credit for 14

entrance units as specified under "Terms of Admission" on cover

of this catalog. A degree of B.S.F. is conferred on those completing

the four-year course.

In the four-year professional course, opportunity is given to

specialize in certain main lines. For those students desiring to

specialize in city forestry an opportunity is offered for the elec-

tion of landscape gardening and allied subjects; for those desiring

to specialize in technical forestry, with the object of entering the

federal or state service, the election of advanced courses in botany

and forestry; for those desiring to specialize in lumber salesman-

ship and mill superintendency, the election of courses in economics

and business administration; for those desiring to specialize in

dsndropathology, the election of advanced courses in botany, and
plant pathology.
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OUTLINE OF COURSE
Freshman Year

Subject Credits
Chemistry 2, Inorganic Chemistry 3

Forest 25, Forest Botany, or Botany 1, General Botany 3

English 1, English Composition 3

Math. 1, Trigonometry 2

Forest 19, Principles of Forestry 1

Forest 4, Dendrology 3

Ag. Eng. 1, 2, 2a, and 5 or Graphics Dl and D2 3
Summer Term

Forest. 7, Forest Mensuration (Part 1) 2
Forest 12, General Forestry 4

24
Sophomore Year

Ag. Chem. 2b, Qualitative Analysis 3
Eco. 5, Elements of Economics 3
Physics 2, College Physics 3
Agron. 5 and 6, Soil Physics and Fertility %
Ag. Eng. 5a, Surveying, or Civil Eng. Al 3
Forest. 5, Silviculture 3-

Summer Term
Forest. 7, Forest Mensuration (Part 2) 2
Forest. 16, Forest Practice 4

24

Junior and Senior Years

Not later than the beginning of the junior year the student is re-
quired to designate his specialization and must select, with the ad-
vice and approval of the head of the department, the course of study
he desires to pursue during the following two years. The major and
one minor must be selected from technical forestry subjects, one
minor may be selected from departments in Group I, and twelve
hours of general electives from departments in Group II. Whether
or not a student will be permitted to elect more than eighteen hours
of work a year will depend upon his class record.

Division of Time
Hrs.

Major, Forestry 12
Minor, Forestry 6

Minor. Group I 6

Gen. Electives, Group II 12

36
Group I

Agri. Engineering Botany
Agri. Chemistry. Plant Pathology
Horticulture Civil Engineering

Group II

General electives may be chosen from any department of the
College of Agriculture or from any college or school of the Uni-
versity.
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DESCRIPTION OF COURSES

1. Forest Policy. The development of policy as reflected in forest

legislation. A comprehensive study of the forest laws of all coun-

tries, special stress being placed upon those in which the science of

forestry has reached a high degree of perfection. A consideration

of the forest legislation of the various states. The development of

a policy. Text, lecture, collateral reading. Three hours, third term.

2. Farm Forestry (Short course for one-year students). General

consideration of the farm woodlot. Nursery practice practicable on
farm, field planting, improvement cuttings, measuring forest pro-

ducts, seasoning and preservative treatment of farm timbers. Lec-

ture, collateral reading. One laboratory period three hours, first

term. Fee, $1.

3. Farm Forestry. Forestry as an adjunct to agriculture. Forest

influences, nursery practice, field planting, thinnings and improve-

ment cuttings, protection, estimating timber, wood measurements,

seasoning and preservative treatment of wood, financial results.

Text, lecture, collateral reading. One laboratory period, three

hours, second semester. Fee, $1.

4. Dendrology. Comprehensive study of the forest trees of North

America. Taxonomy, botanical and silvical characteristics, range,

winter and summer identification. Field work in the College arbo-

retum. Text, lectures, reports, collateral reading. Two laboratory

periods, three hours, entire year. Fee, $2.50.

4a. Tree and Shrub Identification. Systematic study of the local

flora. Winter and summer characteristics. Collection and prepara-

tion of material for class use. Practical field identification. Text

:and collateral reading. Preparation of note book and herbarium.

Three laboratory periods per week, first half-year or Summer School.

Fee, $2.50.

5. Silviculture. Forest ecology. Collection and storage of seed.

Seed testing. Natural and artificial production. Propagation. Lo-

cation and construction of seed beds. Seeding and care. Trans-

planting. Field planting. Direct seeding. Silvicultural systems.

Modifications of European systems adapted to American conditions.

Text, lecture and collateral reading. Two laboratory periods, en-

tire year. Three credits. Fee, $2.50.

5a. Nursery Practice. Growing seedlings. Transplanting. Pro-

tection and care of nursery stock. Propagation. Nursery inspec-

tion.. Packing. Practicum work in all phases of nursery business.

Text, lecture and collateral reading. Three practicum periods, one-

half year. One and one-half credits. Fee, $2.

6. Forest Protection. Methods of preventing, fighting and con-

trolling forest fires. Location and use of lookout-towers, telephones,
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wireless and heliographs. Caches for tools and supplies. Maps and

protection plans. Creating public sentiment and organizing local

residents. Lecture, collateral reading. One laboratory period.

Three hours, first term.

7. Forest Mensuration. Part 1, freshman summer camp. Units

of measurement, use of volume tables, estimating standing timber,

log rules, mill scale studies. Text, lecture and field work. Two
credits. Fee, $5.

7a. Forest Mensuration. Part 2, sophomore summer camp. For-

mation of volume tables, growth tables, yield tables. Advanced work
in estimating standing timber. Text, lecture and field work. Two
credits. Fee, $5.

8. Forest Management. First term. Forest organization. Con-

sideration of the normal forest, volume of growing stock under

different systems of silvicultural management. Determining the

felling budget. Division of the forest area.

Second term. Forest finance. Value of forest property. Value

based on productive capacity. Forest accounting. Financial rota-

tion. Problems in forest finance. Taxation of forest property.

Third term. Working plans. Provision of the plan. Data nec-

essary for the construction of a plan. Detailed study of a plan for

a highly specialized forest. Preliminary working plans. Each stu-

dent is required to make a detailed plan for a small forest area,

collecting the necessary data himself, drafting his plan and placing

it in final form filing in the school library. Text, lecture, field work.

Three hours, entire year.

9. Forest Utilization. Systematic study of logging operations in

different sections of North America; character of tools used; wood
transportation; comparison of costs of the various operations; labor

conditions; camp, board and sanitation. Milling and manufacture;
costs, markets, grading. Specialized industries; wood pulp, handles,

matches, etc. Seasoning of lumber; treatment to prevent stain.

A report on a specific operation is required. This will be accord-

ing to outline and will include the woods operations, transport,

milling, manufacture, utilization of waste, marketing. Each student

is required to spend not less than ten days in a logging camp and
around the mill in the collection of data. Text, lecture, collateral

reading, field work. Three credits, entire year.

10. Forest History. An analysis of the economic conditions which
have resulted in the development for forestry. The influence of

form of government and property rights. Text, lecture, collateral

reading. Three hours, first term.

11. Forest Economics. The relation existing between the prac-

tice of forestry, industry, and the prosperity of a country. Taxa-
tion. Reports upon the economic importance of specific industries
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will be a feature of the course. Text, lecture, reports, collateral

reading. Three hours, second term.

12. General Forestry. Elementary forest field work in dendrol-

ogy, surveying, logging, camping and packing. Training in the

work of a Forest Service guard. Text, lecture, field work. Fresh-
man, summer camp, two months. Four credits.

14. Forest Administration. Contracts, agency, appropriation of

water for power and irrigation, affidavits, bonds, commercial paper.

The work will be considered from the standpoint of the Forest Ser-

vice. Text, lecture, collateral reading. Three hours, third term.

15. Wood Technology. Structure of wood tissue; classification of

fibers; identification of woods, generic and specific. Both micro-

scopic and macroscopic identification will be considered. Each stu-

dent is required to make a series of microscopic slides for use in the

course. Text, lecture, reports, collateral reading. Three laboratory

periods, entire year. Fee, $2.50.

15a. Wood Identification and Uses. Structure and properties of

wood. General characteristics. Practical means of identification.

Effect of stains and oils. Adaptability to specific needs. The sub-

ject is considered from the standpoint of home furnishing. Text

and collateral reading, reports. Three laboratory periods, second

half-year or Summer School. Fee, $1.

16. Field Work. Field work in forest surveying, silviculture,

forest soils, logging, engineering, tree diseases. This work will be

under the supervision of the head of department. Lecture and field

work. Sophomore, summer camp, two months. Four credits.

17. Seminar. Systematic review, special investigative studies,

research. To be considered in connection with Forest "18." Three

hours, entire year. Three credits.

18. Thesis. The subject of the thesis is selected in consultation

with the head of the school and may be along lines of original re-

search or simply investigative. For students desiring to enter pri-

vate work it will be along the line of their specialization. The thesis

must come up to certain specifications and will be filed in the Forest

School library. Three credits.

19. Principles of Forestry. Forest influences. Relation of for-

ests to agriculture, navigation, industry. Results of general de-

forestation. Products of the forest. Forest areas of the world.

The movement for the conservation of natural resources. The pro-

fession of forestry. Lecture, collateral reading. Three hours per

week, third term. One credit.

2 0. Forest Reconnaissance. Methods of survey, mapping, and re-

porting adopted by the U. S. Forest Service. Adjustments and ma-

nipulation of instruments. Comparative values of different meth-

ods. Topographic mapping and map reading. Specialized maps for
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logging engineering. Working plan maps. Field work and draft-

ing practices. Six laboratory hours. Three credits.

21. AYood Utilization. A specialized course in the manufacture

of wood; machinery, methods, products, special problems. Involves

a detailed study of a number of wood-working industries. Reports

according to outline. Lecture, collateral reading, field work.' Three

hours for entire year. Three credits.

22. Forest By-products. A study of all industries dependent upon

the forest for the raw material, the finished product of which is

not wood in one form or another; turpentine orcharding, maple
sugar, tan bark and extract wood, gums and resins, wood distilla-

tion, forest range. Lecture, collateral reading. Three hours, one

term. One credit.

23. Grades and Grading. A detailed study of the grading rules

of the various associations. Practice work in grading. Lecture, col-

lateral reading, field work. Three hours, one term, one credit.

24. Mill Organization. The development of the modern sawmill

and its equipment. Labor efficiency. Various systems of manage-
ment. Involves a detailed study and report of several operations.

Lecture, collateral reading, field work. Three hours, one term.

One credit.

25. Forest Botany. The subject is treated from the standpoint of

the forester and furnishes a basis for the work in dendrology and
silviculture. Text and collateral reading. Three laboratory periods,

entire year. Fee, $2.50.

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN HOME ECONOMICS
MARY E. CRESWELL, Director.

ERNA E. PROCTOR, Junior Professor, Foods and Cookery.

ROSALIE V. RATHBONE, Junior Professor, Textiles and
Clothing.

LOIS P. DOWDLE, Assistant State Supervisor Home
Economics, Extension Work.

BESSIE STANLEY WOOD, Assistant State Supervisor

Home Economics, Extension WT
ork.

MAUDE SMITH, Instructor in Poultry Husbandry.

The Division of Home Economics has been established in the

Georgia State College of Agriculture for the purpose of offering

courses of senior college rank dealing with all phases of scientific

management of the home. The problems connected with food, cloth-

ing and shelter will be studied not only from the standpoint of the

individual home, but also in their social and economic relationships.

Selection of related courses in science has been based upon the con-

viction that biology is quite as fundamental as chemistry in its
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household application and, therefore, should have an important
place in a course in which students take their major in Home Eco-

nomics.

Emphasis is placed upon subjects in agriculture which have special

interest for women, and courses are arranged to suit their needs in

the belief that these should be met not only to make the economic

status of women more secure but also to enrich their lives in aes-

thetic and ethical ways.

At the present time no more attractive or profitable employment
for women can be found than the branches of agriculture which can

be carried on under intensive methods and which require skill in

management such as a woman can acquire. The world food situa-

tion which cannot fail to be acute for several years to come demands
the utmost endeavor on the part of America. Our women can ren-

der no higher patriotic service than in work which includes leader-

ship and skill in food production and conservation and in its use

in maintenance of health and efficiency. For this reason all the

facilities of the Georgia State College of Agriculture including the

regular scientific and applied courses as well as new ones especially

adapted to their needs are open to women.

The courses in Home Economics, Agriculture and related sciences

are offered to meet the needs of women students seeking the fol-

lowing:

1. Higher education for the profession of home-making which in-

cludes general culture and preparation in the broadest sense for

participation in municipal and rural community upbuilding along

lines of health, sanitation and economic and social welfare.

These courses will give further training along lines which here-

tofore have been inadequately provided for by the state. They open

opportunity for women in new fields of endeavor and will meet the

growing demand of the women of Georgia for broader educational

privileges.

2. Preparation for positions as county and supervising home dem-
onstration agents or specialists in extension work in Home Eco-

nomics.

3. Preparation for high school teaching in Vocational Home Eco-

nomics.

4. Training in institutional management, that is, the management
of schools, hospitals, hotels from standpoint of diet and feeding;

lunch rooms, cafeterias, tea rooms, etc.

5. Preparation for carrying on special lines of agricultural indus-

try suited to women, such as horticulture (including floriculture and

greenhouse management), commercial canning and preserving, poul-

try husbandry, home dairying, plant pathology, etc.
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6. Professional training for teaching agricultural subjects re-

lated to women's work in normal schools and other institutions.

7. Lines of special technical and research work in which women
can engage for the State and Federal Governments.

8. Editorial work in Agriculture and Home Economics.

GENERAL INFORMATION

Health. Problems of health will arise in the following courses:

Dietary Problems, Bacteriology, Dietetics, Home Designing, Home
Equipment, Household Management, Biology. These problems when
coordinated will give a systematic study of health. This coordina-

tion will be accomplished by special conference of instructors. Pro.

vision will be made for adequate physical education.

Housing. Careful plans will be made to insure comfortable and

pleasant facilities for housing at moderate cost. Students boarding

in Athens will be required to live in homes which have been approved

by the College authorities. List of approved boarding places can be

secured in advance.

Social Activities. Helpful forms of recreation and social inter-

course will be provided. Organizations to promote public speaking

and literary and dramatic expression will be encouraged and all

students expected to take active part in these activities.

Fees and Other Expenses. In each laboratory course it is neces-

sary to charge a sufficient fee to cover the cost of materials used and
breakage incurred. Books will cost about $12.50 a year. There is

no tuition.

ENTRANCE REQUIREMENTS
The degree course in Home Economics requires four years' work

of college rank based upon entrance consisting of fourteen units

from an accredited high school or the equivalent. The last two
years of this course are offered at the State College of Agriculture.

For admission to the junior class, graduation from a junior college

is required. Women without such graduation may be admitted to

the degree course provided they present certificates of equivalent

work done in institutions of high rank in this state or elsewhere.

In any case the work done must consist of 36 hours of standard

college work.

The two years of college work must include 6 hours English; 6

hours home economics; 3 hours chemistry; 3 hours physics; 3 hours

educational psychology; 2 hours elementary drawing and design; 3

hours of biology (lVfc hours of which may be physiology) and
10 hours for electives. All science must carry standard laboratory

work.

(Note: Provision is made for students who can present two years
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standard college work and yet have not had sufficient Home Eco-

nomics to carry junior work in this subject. Provision is also made
for a college course in physiology carrying sophomore credit. No
course will be given unless at least five students apply for it).

It is desirable that students offer for entrance to the junior class

the following courses:

Freshman Sophomore
Hrs. Hrs.

English 3 English _3
Chemistry _______3 Educational Psychology _ _ 3

Biology — 3 Physiology ________ l 1
/.

Elementary Drawing and Sociology _________ 1 */_

Design _________ 2 Physics 3

Textiles and Laundering _ 1 y2 Clothing _________ 1

Clothing 3 (a) Pattern Designing
(a) Elementary Garment Food Study _______3

Making (a) Principles of Cookery
(b) Elementary Dress (b) Home Cookery and

Making Table Service
Elective 2 y2 Elective 2

Total hours 18 Total hours 18

The student who includes physics in her 14 units of high school

work may offer only iy2 hours physics for entrance to junior class.

Normal school graduates upon presenting satisfactory evidence of

completion of courses in education may receive advanced standing

for such courses to the extent of 3 credit hours.

The applicant must further show sufficient maturity and ability to

do the required work and this ability must be demonstrated during

first half of the junior year. The qualifications of students will be

measured not only by formal academic requirements but also by per-

sonality, individual poise and attitude toward the work undertaken.

Especial emphasis will be placed upon the student's ability to ex-

press herself orally and in writing in clear, fluent and correct

English.

Courses Offered. The courses offered are professional in charac-

ter and lead to the degree of Bachelor of Science in Home Econom-
ics. Students qualifying for this degree will be required to take

36 hours in the junior and senior years, 12 hours of which must be

in Home Economics. The division of time in junior and senior years

shall be as follows:

Home Demonstration Work. Vocational Home Economics.

Major _ _ _ _ 12 hours 12 hours
Minor, Group 1 6 hours 6 hours
Minor, Group 2 6 hours — hours
Minor, Group 3 6 hours 9 hours
Gen. Elective _ 6 hours 9 hours

36 hours 36 hours
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Group 1 Group 2 Group 3

Chemistry . Horticulture History
Botany Agronomy Education
Zoology Poultry English
Bacteriology Dairying Economics
Physiology Plant Pathology Sociology

At the beginning of the junior year the student must submit a

program written on a prescribed form for the schedule of work in

the junior and senior years showing her majors and minors, as well

as her general electives. This program must be approved by the

head of the division in which she takes bc 5r major.

The course suggested for students preparing to become county

agents in Home Demonstration Work includes work in agriculture

and home economics with carefully related science and is planned

to give the scientific and technical training needed in this work.

SUGGESTED COURSE FOR COUNTY AGENTS
Junior Senior

Bacteriology 1 and 5 _ _ _ 3 Plant Pathology 6_ _ _ _ _ 1

Chemistry 1 and 11 3 Poultry Husb. la and 2a _ 2

Horticulture 20, 21, 22 _ _ 3 Horticulture 10 1

Home Economics 5, 8 and 9 3 English 2 or
Education 5a and 9a _ _ _ 2 Economics 5_______3
Home Economics 44 or 51 _ 1 Education ________ 1V2
Home Dairying (A. H. 16 )_ 1 Home Economics 29 _ _ _ 1

Ag. Eng. 18-19 2 Home Economics 30 _ _ _ 2

Home Economics 12 _ _ _ iy2
Home Economics 13 _ _ _ 1 Ms

Biological Problems _ _ _ 1

Electives 2 V2

Total hours 18 Total hours 18

The student who does not expect to teach or do other public work
but desires preparation for home making may substitute both in

entrance and in residence requirements other courses than those in

education provided she offers three credit hours in psychology.

GENERAL HOME ECONOMICS
la. Food Study and Cookery. Offered for students who have had

two years academic training in college but who have had little or no

work in Home Economics; composition, selection and cookery of

typical foods, to give a working knowledge of the principles under-

lying food preparation. One lecture and recitation, two laboratory

periods, first half-year. Sophomore credit, one and one-half hours.

Prerequisite, General Chemistry. Fee, $2.50.

lb. Home Cookery and Tabic Service. Follows Home Economics
la. Required of students desiring entrance to junior class who have

not had the required amount of work with foods. Practice in the

manipulation of foods in family sized quantities; practice in plan-
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ning, preparing and serving breakfasts, dinners, luncheons, suppers.

One lecture and recitation, two laboratory periods, second half-year.

Sophomore credit, one and one-half hours. Prerequisites, Home
Economics la. Physiology may parallel if student is not offering

physiology for junior entrance. Fee, $2.50.

Physiology. This course is provided for those desiring the re-

quired physiology for entrance to junior class. It deals with the

structure and function of the human organs of digestion, absorp-

tion, circulation, respiration, metabolism and excretion, etc., and

presents personal hygiene 3 s a means of maintaining health. Two
lectures and recitations, one laboratory period. Sophomore credit,

one and one-half hours, second half-year. Prerequisites, General

Biology, General Chemistry. Fee, $2.50.

5. Food Preservation. Advanced canning of ifruits and vegetables

in glass and tin; standardization of products; use of water bath,

steam pressure canner, thermometer, saccharometer and other ap-

paratus for securing accuracy in home and community canning;

drying fruits, vegetables and herbs; making fruit juices, syrups,

pastes; extraction of pectin, and jelly making; preserving. Junior,

first term; one lecture and two laboratory periods for half term;

credit, one-half hour. Fee, $2.50.

6. Food Preservation. Preserving and crystallizing fruits; fer-

mentation of vegetables including sauer-kraut, cucumber and chay-

ote dill pickles; salt brining of cucumbers; finishing pickles from
salt stock; vinegar making from peaches, apples, pears, figs, grapes;

canning and curing meats. Senior, first term; one lecture and two

laboratory periods; credit, one hour. Prerequisites, Bacteriology

1 and 5. Fee, $2.50.

8. Dietary Problems. A survey of Georgia food materials and the

dietary habits of the people to give concrete basis for constructive

work in applying the principles of cookery previously gained to the

proper utilization of foods available in the average rural home;

planning and preparing food combinations which will meet approved

dietary standards for children and adults, and which can be dupli-

cated under existing conditions. Special attention to child diet and

the school lunch. Some experimental cookery included. One lec-

ture and recitation, two laboratory periods; junior, first and second

terms following 5; credit, one and one-half hours. Prerequisites,

Physiology, Elementary Food Study and Cookery. Fee, $2.50. Miss

Proctor.

9. Demonstration Cookery. An advanced course with problems

selected from the general field of food preparation. Special em-

phasis placed upon skilful manipulation and clear presentation of

the subject. Second term, juniors or seniors. One lecture and two
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laboratories. Prerequisites, same as for 8. Fee, $2.50. Credit, one
houi\

10. Institutional Cooking and Management. Plans for organiza-

tion and equipment of institution kitchens, dining rooms, lunch

rooms; practical work in marketing, cooking, serving; catering for

special occasions. Junior or senior. Prerequisite, college courses

in cooking and food study required for junior entrance. Credit,

one and one-half hours, first half of year. Fee, $2.50.

12. Nutrition. A study of the fundamental principles of human
nutrition including the function and nutritive properties of the food

principles; energy values of foods; the chemistry and physiology of

digestion and metabolism. Senior, first half-year. Two laboratory

and one lecture; credit, one and one-half hours. Fee, $2.50. Pre-

requisites, Organic and Food Chemistry; Physiology; Bacteriology.

Miss Proctor.

13. Dietetics. Knowledge previously gained in cooking, food

study, chemistry, physiology and bacteriology summarized and ap-

plied to the problems of feeding individuals of varying ages and
conditions and of families and other groups. Topics of study in-

clude nutritive requirements for individuals considering age, sex,

occupation, health and disease; relative cost of foods; dietary cal-

culations. Seniors, second half-year. Two laboratory periods and
one lecture. Credit, one and one-half hours. Fee, $2.50. Pre-

requisites, Organic Chemistry; Chemistry of Foods; Physiology;

Bacteriology 1 and 5. Miss Proctor.

20. Garment Making. The fundamentals of sewing, hand and
machine; reading and using commercial patterns, simple decora-

tions for garments; the mechanism of single and double tread ma-
chine; study of factory production of garments and economics gov-

erning it; study of social questions involved. One and one-half

hours freshman credit, first half-year.

21. Elementary Dressmaking. The fundamentals of dressmaking;
simple designs and decoration; reading, testing, use and alterations

of commercial patterns; applications on both cotton and woolen in

simple dresses, etc.; a study of the clothing budget. One and one-

half hours freshman credit, second half-year.

22. (See Summer School Courses).

23. Pattern Designing. Making plain foundations waists and
skirt patterns, fitting and altering patterns and making original de-

signs, using plain foundation patterns; a study of different type

figures and pattern designing for them. One hour sophomore credit.

28. Textiles and Laundering. Study of the textile materials used

for clothing and house furnishing; development of the textile in-

dustry; processes of manufacturing cotton, wool, silk, linen; identi-

fication of fibers by means of microscope; tests of fibers and adul-
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terations; suitable fabrics for various uses; cleansing, renovating
and laundering. One lecture and two laboratory periods. Credit,

one and one-half hours. Fee, $1.00. Miss Rathbone.

29. Costume Design. A study of dress including some considera-

tion of the history of costume; modern requirements from the

standpoint of simplicity, appropriateness for the occasion, economy,
hygiene and beauty; applications of the theories of design and color

in planning costumes. Senior or junior, first half-year. Credit one
hour. Fee, $1.

30. Advanced Dressmaking and Millinery. A continuation of

Costume Design. A study of typical clothing budgets and the eco-

nomics of planning and purchasing. Problems of advanced tech-

nique. Applications within these budgets. Junior or senior, second

half-year. Credit, one and one-half hours. Miss Rathbone.

43. Home Management. The application of scientific and eco-

nomic principles to home problems; organization and management
of household activities; division of the income; household accounts;

relation of the modern home to industrial life; home ideals and
standards. Lectures, reading and recitations. One term. Senior.

Credit, one hour. Plans will be made to have this course supple-

ment with opportunity for practical application in actual manage-
ment.

44. House Furnishing and Decoration.- Application of principles

of design and color to house furnishings, to finishes for walls and
floors, selection and arrangement of rugs, draperies, and furniture

with view to beauty, economy and the sanitary needs of the mod-
ern house. Lectures, readings, lantern slides, trips to shops, and

study of materials. Junior, spring term. Credit, one hour.

51. Organization of Home Demonstration Work. Survey of con-

ditions, social and economic, which this work is to meet; factors

and forces in county and community to be recognized and used; con-

ducting home demonstrations in various activities; methods of or-

ganizing girls and women; use of the demonstration lecture, exhib-

its, charts, models, and other means and materials of instruction;

organization for production, standardization, marketing; social out-

growths; development of community fairs; recreation and dramatic

expression; study of material from original sources and field trips

to observe and take part in actual work. Junior, spring term; three

lectures and recitation. One hour credit.

52. Organization of Home Demonstration Work. Continuation of

Course 51. Senior, winter term. One hour credit.

Biological Problems of CChildhood and Social Life. This course

will include a study of genetics, of child development and of the

biological problems which are involved in the training of children
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and in the intimate social relations. Senior, spring term. One
hour credit.

9a. Practical Sociology. A course in the elements of sociology

will be offered to give the student a basis for the study of social life

and social organization. Brief study of the definitions and meaning
of sociology and its relation to social problems. Studies of the

home and family; studies of children and their problems; poverty

and crime; problems of the city; shifting and growth of population;

and other important topics. One hour credit, junior, fall term.

5a. Principles of Rural Life and Education. A brief course in

rural sociology studying the problems of country life interpreted in

sound sociological terms. The practical correlation of the farmer

and his work with school, home, church. Special studies in the

school, the church, the home, rural aesthetics, rural leadership, co-

operation with government and others. One hour credit; junior,

winter term.

VOCATIONAL COURSES
The teacher training course in Vocational Home Economics con-

sists of four years totaling 72 hours as now required for the B.S.

degree. Under the requirements of the State Vocational Board such

a course will be required of students qualifying to teach Vocational

Home Economics after 1921.

The division of time in the four years shall be as follows:

Home Economics, technical _ _ _ _35%—40%
Related Science and Arts 25%—25%
Professional 18%—25%
Humanistic 22%—20%

Suggested Vocational Course
Junior Senior

Education ________ 3 Education 3

(a Education 5a, 9a _2 (a) Voc. Ed. 53 _ -iy2
(b) Voc. 54 _ _ _ _ _1 (b) Prac. teaching 1%

Chemistry: Organic and Voc. Household Equipment
Food 3 and Management 46 _ _ 3

Bacteriology 1 and 5 _ _ _ 3 Nutrition, H. E. 12 1%
Home Economics 5 and 8 _ 2 Dietetics, H. E. 13 _ _ _ _ 1 %
Home Designing and Fur- Voc. Health 40 ______ 2

nishing .Voc. H. E. 45) _ iy2 Biological Problems 1

Food Study (Voc. 55) _ _ 1 Economics ________ 3

Voc. Costume Design 31_ _ 1 y2 Electives ________3
Voc. Dressmaking and

Millinery 3

18 18
(*Xote: Students who have not had history of education and

principles of teaching will be required to take three hours of such
work before being permitted to do practice teaching in the senior

year).
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There will be required a minimum of one semester practice

teaching in the senior year. Graduates of a two years' normal school

course and successful teachers after doing sufficient practice teach-

ing to show the degree of skill possessed may be given credit for

previous work.

The progressive teacher of Vocational Home Economics should

elect some courses in agriculture which have special bearing upon
the work of women in the home.

VOCATIONAL COURSES

27. Home Economics: Textiles. Materials which are used for

clothes and furnishings will be studied for the purpose of becoming
familiar with the different standard fabrics, their quality, value, and
uses, the manufacturing processes which influence these, and the

relation of clothing materials to health of the family. The prac-

tical work includes tests for deferentiation of fibres and weaves, and
for adulterations, and for the effects of different reagents used in

removing common household stains. First semester, one and one-

half hours.

31. Costume Design. This course deals with the problems of

teaching women at home how to design clothes for different types of

people for all occasions. The problems will include the use of color

and color combination, the effect of different textures, etc. Junior,

first semester, one and one-half hours.

32. Dressmaking and Millinery. This course follows costume de-

signing and is based upon it. It will include the advanced technique

of construction and how to teach it to groups of vocational, home-
making students. The problems will be selected with particular ref-

erence to those of a teacher of vocational classes, such as making
flat, draped and modeled patterns from original designs and pic-

tures, and treatments to secure the most finished garments. In mil-

linery simple shapes, alteration of shapes and different types of

decoration will be considered. Junior, second semester, three hours.

4 0. Health. Vocational home-making relationships:

(a) Personal hygiene, child and adult.

(b) Illness, preventive and curative measures in the home.

(c) Community hygiene. Senior, fall and winter terms; two

hours.

45. Home Economics: Home Designing and Furnishing. The lo-

cation, structure and structural sanitation will be considered in de-

signing homes for typical families. This will be followed by a study

of artistic furnishings and decoration possible for families of dif-

ferent incomes and in different location. The problems will be

based upon how to teach this to home makers. Junior, first semes-

ter; one and one-half hours.
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46. Home Equipment and Management. Treated from vocational

standpoint including following topics:

(a) Economics of household and of household purchasing.

(b) Organization of work.

(c) Sanitation, care and renovation. Senior; three hours.

53. History and Development of Education in Home Economics.

This course includes a survey of the development of home economics

in education; its place in the education of young women with special

stress upon home making as a vocation. A study will be made of

the social and economic importance of home economics and of the

influence of vocational education upon it. Junior or senior. Lec-

ture first semester, one and one-half hours.

5 4. Methods and Materials in Vocational Home Economics. Dif-

ferent vocational courses will be studied with reference to the con-

tent, time allotment, and adaptation to demand for such. Types of

materials, teaching, and equipment will also be considered. Junior.

Spring term; one hour.

55. Teaching Foods and Cookery in Vocational Schools. This

course includes a survey of the present status of the teaching of

foods and cookery in secondary schools; an analysis of the essential

elements to be considered in standardizing courses of study for vo-

cational classes; a study of the influence of the community on the

work; surveys of communities leading to the organization of courses

of study; a study of methods of presentation of subject matter, etc.

Junior, two lectures, one laboratory; spring term, one hour.

(For courses in Poultry Husbandry, Horticulture, Chemistry, An-
imal Husbandry, Forest Plant Pathology, etc., refer to descriptions

under the various heads).

SHORT COURSES
During the college year of 1918-19 a short course of three months

was established, in which students qualifying for junior work can

receive college credit for a term's work. This course is planned

especially to aid the county agent who desires advanced work but

can be absent from her work for a limited period of time.

DOCTOR OF VETERINARY MEDICINE
W. M. BURSON, Professor.

J. E. SEVER1N, Junior Professor.

W. C. BURKHART, Junior Professor.

H. W. CALDWELL. Junior Professor.

*C. A. PYLE, Field Veterinarian.

*E. S. BRASHIER, Specialist, Hog Cholera.

* In extension work.
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A full four-year course in veterinary medicine leading to the de-

gree of D.V.M. (Doctor of Veterinary Medicine) is offered.

Outline of Course
Freshman

Hrs.
Anatomy I, II 6

Animal Husbandry 2, 3, 4, 5 _ 3

Chemistry _________3
English 3

Anatomy V. ________2
Vet. Physiology 1_ 3

Total, Veterinary Subjects 20
Military Science 1

Sophomore
Hrs.

Anatomy III, IV. ______ 6

Anatomy VI, (Embryology) _ 1

Animal Husbandry 8a and 9a 3

Bacteriology 1 and 2 _ _ _ _ 3
Biology 3 3

Agr. Chem. 1, (Organic) _ _ 3

Vet. Physiology 2 2

Total, Veterinary Subjects 21

Total for Course 21 Total for Course 21

Junior
Hrs.

Infectious Diseases _____ 3

Pathology 1 3

Surgery 1_________3
Materia Medica _______2
Pharmacy _________2
Therapeutics ________1
Physical diagnosis ______ 1

Clinics __________2
Horseshoeing ________ 1

Parasitology 2

Total Veterinary Subjects _ _20
Military Science 3

Senior
Hrs.

Diseases and Surgery Sm. an._ 3
Special Surgery _______ 3

Special Pathology & Lab. diag. 3
Noninfectious Diseases _ _ _ 3
Food Inspection _______ 2
Opthalmology 1

Obstetrics _________2
Clinics 2
Jurisprudence _______!

Total, Veterinary Subjects 20
Military Science 3

Total for Course 23 Total for Course 23
Elective in junior and senior years:

Serum Therapy (Bacteriology 4) 2 hrs.
Dairy Bacteriology (Bacteriology 3) 1^5 hrs.

COMPARATIVE ANATOMY
Dr. J. E. Severin.

Anatomy, being the basic subject of all medical science, must re-

ceive careful attention at 'the hands of students. The subject

is taught by means of lectures, recitations, demonstrations and dis-

sections. All cadavers used are preserved by the intravascular in-

jection of formalin, thus facilitating the work and eliminating the

possibility of putrefaction and infection. The work given is divided

in the following manner:
Anatomy 1. Osteology and Arthology. This consists in the study

of the bones and joints. Drawings are made by each student in

order that he may have a good mental picture of their shapes and

characteristic parts. Freshman. First term. Three lectures and

three two-hour laboratory periods per week.
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Anatomy 2. Myology and Spanchnology. The study of the

muscles and viscera. The student is required to make a complete

dissection of the horse, paying particular attention to the above
structures. Second and third terms. Three lectures and three two-
hour laboratory periods per week. Prerequisite, Anatomy 1.

Anatomy 3. Angiology and Neurology. The study of the organs

of circulation and the nervous system. The cadavers used are pre-

served as mentioned above and the arterial system is injected villi

a suitable mass. Sophomore. First and second terms. Three lec-

tures and three two-hour laboratory periods per week. Prerequisite,

Anatomy 1 and 2.

Anatomy 4. Comparative Anatomy. Consists of the study of the

variations in form and structure of corresponding organs and parts

of the various domestic animals. Dissections of the ox, hog and
dog will be made sufficient to acquire a knowledge of the principal

differential features in these animals as compared to the horse.

Sophomores. Third term. Three lectures and three two-hour lab-

oratory periods per week. Prerequisite, Anatomy 1, 2 and 3.

Throughout the course given thus far the student's attention is

continually called to those aspects of anatomy which are most di-

rectly related to diagnosis and surgical procedure.

HISTOLOGY
Dr. H. TV. Caldwell.

Anatomy 5. Histology. A study of the microscopic structure of

animal tissues. Students study the tissues under the microscope

and are required to be able to identify specimens of all tissues. The
preparation and mounting of sections will be taken up if time per-

mits. One lecture and two two-hour laboratory periods per week.

Freshmen. First and second terms.

EMBRYOLOGY
Dr. H. W. Caldwell.

Anatomy 6. Embryology. A study of reproduction and the de-

velopment of the embryo. Two lectures and one two-hour laboratory

period per week. Sophomores. First term. Prerequisite, Anatomy
1, 2 and 5 and Physiology 1.

VETERINARY PHYSIOLOGY
Dr. TV. M. Burson.

Veterinary Physiology 1. A study of the normal functions of the

animal body. The course is intended to give the student a thorough

understanding of the vital processes of respiration, circulation, di-

gestion, assimilation, excretion and secretion, in order that he may
appreciate the benefits to be derived from proper hygienic condi-
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tions, the selection and proper uses of feed stuffs and proper methods
of handling livestock. The course consists of lectures, demonstra-
tions and laboratory work. Charts, models and other appliances

are used to illustrate the work of the course. Two lectures and one
two-hour laboratory period per week. Text, "A Manual of Veter-

inary Physiology," by F. Smith. Freshmen; entire year.

Veterinary Physiology 2. The physiology of the nervous system,

enervation, locomotion, generation and development. Prerequisite,

Physiology I and Anatomy I and II. Lectures, demonstrations and
laboratory work. Sophomores, three hours per week, first and sec-

ond terms.

BACTERIOLOGY
Dr. W. C. Burkhart.

1. General Bacteriology. This course is designed to give the stu-

dent a conception of the activities of bacteria. It treats of the

biological, physiological and morphological features of bacteria.

Laboratory work consists of the preparation of media, the making of

cultures, staining methods and the study of physiological activities

of bacteria. Two hours of lectures and recitation and one labora-

tory period. First half-year. Sophomore.
2. Pathogenic Bacteriology. A knowledge of general bacteriology

is a prerequisite. This consists of a study of pathogenic bacteria,

e. g., pus cocci, tuberculosis, glanders, anthrax and tetanus. The
work consists of the observation of cultural characteristics and the

study, of the pathogenic significance of the organisms; the methods
of bacteriological diagnosis, such as isolation and agglutination and

the means of treatment by the use of vaccines and anti-serum. Two
hours of lectures and recitations and one laboratory period. Second

half-year. Sophomore. *

3. Dairy Bacteriology. Bacteriology 1, prerequisite. This course

is offered in order to give the student in agriculture a more complete

knowledge of the organisms with which he will come in contact

in his practical dairy work. It consists in the study of the sources,

growth and activities of bacteria that are to be found in dairy

products. Organisms pathogenic for man and which are usually

transmitted through dairy products are carefully studied. Pasteur-

ization of milk and dairy sanitation are given the attention that their

great importance deserves. Infectious diseases of cattle, such as

tuberculosis, mastitis and infectious abortion are studied from a bac-

teriological point of view. The laboratory work consists in the

isolation and study of the cultural characteristics of bacteria found

around the dairy nnd in dairy products. Organisms essential to the

manufacture of butter and cheese will be studied. One lecture and

two two-hour laboratory periods per week. Last half-year. Juniors

in Agriculture and juniors in Veterinary Degree Course.
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4. Serum Therapy. Bacteriology 1, 2, prerequisite. A detailed

study of infection and theories of immunity. The various paths of

entrance and elimination of infection into and from the body will

be fully discussed. The general question of anti-body formation

will be carefully considered. The various types of therapy (serum,

vaccine, chemo) will be studied. The work will also include a con-

sideration of the various infectious diseases and the relation of im-

munity and serum therapy.

In the laboratory anti-toxins, vaccines, tuberculin, and mallein

will be prepared. Standardization of antitoxins, complement and
methods of demonstrating agglutins will be conducted. Comple-
ment fixation tests and anaphylactic reactions will be demonstrated

in the laboratory. Two lectures and two two-hour laboratory pe-

riods, entire year. Elective to juniors and seniors in Veterinary

Course. Two or four hours credit. The lecture course having a

credit of two hours and the complete course a credit of four hours.

COURSES IN VETERINARY MATERIA MEDICA AND
PHARMACY

Prof. R. C. Wilson.

Veterinary Materia Medica. This course will correlate with the

courses in Veterinary Pharmacy and Therapeutics. An intimate

study of all substances from which medicinal agents are prepared

will be made, including those from the inorganic, vegetable and
animal kingdoms. Identification of these substances in the crude

and purified state will be made, their physical and chemical prop-

erties noted, their actual constituents and proper solvent determined

and their toxic properties and antidotes tabulated. On the whole,

the course is intended to establish the proper foundation for the

study of Therapeutics, which is taken up later. Juniors, first and

second terms, three hours per week.

Veterinary Pharmacy. This course will embrace a close study of

those preparations which will be used in actual practice, including

waters, spirits, tinctures, fluid extracts, extracts, liniments, pills,

boli, tablets, ointments, etc. Their manufacture will be entered

into in the laboratory and their physical and chemical properties

•demonstrated. The subjects of solvents, keeping qualities, modes of

administration, incompatabilities, doses and prescription writing will

receive ample attention. Juniors, second and third terms, three

hours per week.

VETERINARY THERAPEUTICS
Dr. if. W. Caldwell.

Veterinary Therapeutics. This course is to be considered a con-

tinuation of the work in Materia Medica and is devoted to study
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and instruction in the use of drugs on the various organs and parts

of the body and their use in the treatment of diseases of farm ani-

mals. The work in Materia Medica is a prerequisite. Juniors, three

hours per week, third term.

PATHOLOGY
Dr. TV. M. Burson.

1. General Pathology. A course of lectures and recitations in the

subject of general pathology. The cause of disease, pathological

phenomena in general, inflammation, fever, the protective and repar-

ative forces of the body, retrogressive disturbances and infiltrations,

hypertrophy and tumor formations are considered. All departures

from normal and physiological conditions receive the attention nec-

essary to familiarize the student with the subject. Prerequisite,

Physiology 1-2 and Bacteriology 1-2. Three lectures per week,

junior year.

2. Special Pathology. Autopsies and Laboratory Diagnosis. A
consideration of pathological conditions of the various organs and
parts of the body, preparation, examination and identification of

pathological specimens under the microscope constitute the greater

part of the work. Autopsies of all animals that die in the hospital

and such other autopsies as may be available for diagnostic pur-

poses will be conducted by the students under the supervision of the

professor in charge. Prerequisite, Pathology 1. Lectures, labor-

atory work and autopsies. Three hours per week, senior.

3. Food Inspection. A course designed to cover in a broad sense

the subject of meat inspection and dairy and milk inspection. Based

In a general way upon the requirements of the Federal Meat In-

spection Law, but taking also into consideration these subjects as

applicable to municipalities and rural districts. The purpose in view

being to prepare the student for efficient work along food inspection

lines. Sanitary construction of abatttoirs, dairy barns and milk

houses receive attention. Post mortem examinations of meat pro-

ducing animals will be conducted. Visits to large slaughtering es-

tablishments and dairies will be made. Tests of milk and bacterial

examinations will receive attention. Prerequisites as for Pathology

2. Three hours per week, two terms, senior year.

4. Parasitology. A study of the animal parasites infesting farm

animals and fowls. Classification, life history, means of propagation,

identification, diseased condition produced by infestation, methods

of control and eradication will be considered. Lectures and lab-

oratory work. Three hours per week, two terms, junior year.
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COMPARATIVE MEDICINE
Dr. E. TV. Caldwell.

1. Infectious Diseases. In this course the various infectious dis-

eases of animals are studied. These are taken up in a systematic

manner and consideration is given to prevalence, etiology, symptom-
atology, anatomical alterations, treatment, methods of prevention,

control and eradication. In connection with this course clinics will

be conducted, at which students will be trained in diagnosis and
therapeutics. Three hours of lectures and recitations per week,
junior year.

2. Non-Infectious Diseases. All the diseases not classed as infec-

tious and which affect the domestic animals will be considered in

this course. The various organs of t^e body will be studied with

reference to the diseases affecting them. Comparisons will be made
of the various diseases as they affect the various species of animals.

Students will be required to take the course in Clinics, to diagnose

and administer treatment and to keep record of lectures and Clin-

ics. Prerequisite, Pathology 1 and Infectious Diseases. Three hours

per week of lectures and recitations, senior year.

SURGERY
Dr. J. E. Severin.

1. General Surgery. In this course wound dressing, suturing,

local and general antiseptics, asepsis and surgical procedure in gen-

eral are studied. Diseases of bones, muscles, nerves and other im-

portant structures receive consideration. Special attention is given

to hernias, fractures, concrements and neoplasms. Lectures and
recitations, three hours per week, junior year.

2. Special Surgery. A consideration of the surgical diseases of

the various regions of the body. The work is discussed in detail in

lectures and recitations. Following this the students will be re-

quired to perform at least all the common operations, under the

guidance of the instructor, upon subjects anesthetized especially for

the occasion. Dentistry and lameness are included in this course.

Three hours per week of lectures and recitations and laboratory ex-

ercises, senior year.

Clinics. Daily clinics will be held at the hospital and junior and
senior students will be assigned to the care of patients and required

to diagnose cases and to recommend and administer treatment under

the supervision of the professor in charge and to assist at all opera-

tions. Junior and senior years, two hours credit.

Physical Diagnosis. A course closely related to the courses in

diseases, surgery and clinics. A systematic study of the methods
used to recognize or identify disease in the Irving animal. One term
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of lectures, recitations and demonstrations in the junior year. One
hour credit.

Horseshoeing. A special study of the foot of the horse, its ab-

normalities and diseases and the methods of shoeing and balancing

used to overcome the evil conditions. Three hours per week of lec-

tures, recitations and demonstrations during one term, junior year.

Diseases and Surgery of Small Animals. In this course the dis-

eases of the dog, cat and poultry, infectious, non-infectious, and the

surgical operations practiced upon them will be studied in detail.

With respect to the infectious diseases, methods of prevention, con-

trol and eradication will be stressed. Special wards for small ani-

mals are provided in the hospital and surgical cases will be handled

along approved lines. Lectures, clinics and surgical exercises and
operations constitute the bulk of the course. Students will be placed

in charge of small animals in the hospital and held responsible for

care and treatment. Seniors, three hours per week, entire year.

Opthamology. A study of the eye and its appendages, together

with a study of the diseases, abnormalities, accidents and other in-

juries to which it is subject. Treatment of the various diseases of

the eye and surgical procedure receive the attention necessary. Lec-

tures, demonstrations, clinics and surgical exercises constitute the

work of the course. Three hours per week during one term, senior

year.

Obstetrics. A course of study in the anatomy and physiology of

the organs of reproduction of the female, the diseases incident to

pregnancy and parturition and the disease of newborn animals. Lec-

tures, anatomical demonstrations and clinics constitute the work of

the course. Three hours per week, two terms, seniors.

VETERINARY JURISPRUDENCE
Sylvan us Morris, Professor of Law.

A course of lectures on law as it applies to the veterinarian as a

practitioner, as an official of the government, state and municipality;

his rights and liabilities and his responsibilities as a professional

man. Legal principles, federal, state and municipal laws, acts and
ordinances affecting the veterinarian receive the necessary attention.

Three hours per week during one term of senior year.

(Note: For description of course in Animal Husbandry, Biology,

Chemistry and English see under the various departments men-
tioned).
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ONE-YEAR COURSE
This course commences at the opening of the fall session and con-

tinues throughout the collegiate year. The purpose of this course

is to provide suitable instruction for those who can only remain

in college for one year. An effort has been made, therefore, to con-

dense the work as much as possible, provide a correct scientific

foundation and yet make the instruction of a very practical nature.

An outline of the one-year course follows. The schedule indicates

the number of hours required in each subject and the amount of

time devoted to class-room and laboratory work. Notice that the

laboratory instruction has been emphasized as this is considered the

best way of demonstrating the value of applied science to the solu-

tion of the problems of the farmer. Students entering this course

who are capable of carrying the freshman mathematics for English

may be permitted to do so upon the approval of the president of

the College.

ONE-YEAR REQUIREMENTS
First Term

Hours. Periods.

English 3

Arithmetic 3

Cotton and Cotton Grading 2 1

Cereal Judging __ 1

Chemistry 3

Iron and Woodwork __ 3

Horticulture 3 1

Forestry 2 1

Botany 3

Veterinary Medicine 3

22 7

Second Term

English '.

3

Arithmetic 3

Cereals 2

Soils 3

Farm Machinery __ 1

Horticulture 3 1

Dairying 1 2

Feeds and Feeding 3 1

Farm Management 2

Veterinary Medicine 2 1

22 6
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Third Term
English 3

Farm Accounts 3

Grass and Forage Crops 3 1

Soil Fertility 3

Plumbing and Pipe Fitting __ 1

Horticulture 3 1

Farm Buildings __ 1

Practice Work, Animal Husbandry __ 1

Surveying 3 1

Breeds and Breeding 3 2

Veterinary Medicine 2

23 8

AGRONOMY (One-year Course)

Cereals and Cereal Judging. The history, use and cultivation of

the different cereals is studied. Especial attention is given to seed

selection as influencing the yield of farm crops. A study of the

various cereals, especially corn, is made by the use of the score card.

First term. Two one-hour recitations and one laboratory period.

Professor Rast.

Farm Management. An examination of the various business meth-

ods employed on different classes of farms is first undertaken. Spe-

cial attention is given to systematizing the work and determining

the effect of various rotations on the maintenance of fertility. A
stereopticon is used to show how various kinds of farms should be

arranged so as to conduct the business with the greatest economy.

Second term. Professor Fain.

Grass and Forage Crops. A study is made of the various grasses

adapted to this state that can be utilized to the best advantage for

pasture and hay. The uses of the forage crops, especially the

legumes, are given considerable attention. Methods of growing and

preserving silage are considered at length, as this is undoubtedly

the best form for preserving forage crops in the south. Third term.

Soils. A study of the physical properties of soil is made, and the

effect of good and poor mechanical conditions on crop production is

demonstrated. Methods of improving the physical conditions are

studied. Special attention is given to the water-holding capacity of

the soil, and the best methods of conserving soil moisture. Second

term. Three one-hour recitations.

Soil Fertility. The different fertilizing ingredients and their func-

tion in plant growth will be discussed. Methods of mixing fertil-

izers and determining the formulas best adapted to different soils

are studied. The effect of rotation of crops on soil fertility and the
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draft of the different crops on the soils also receive attention. Third

term. Three one-hour recitations.

COTTON INDUSTRY (One-year course)

Emphasis is laid on the importance of seed selection. A study of

types of plants with special reference to their yielding capacity

is made, and the conditions affecting length, strength, uniformity,

quality and quantity of fiber. Some attention is given to combing
and grading cotton, and all varieties are studied in the laboratory.

There is a complete set of grades of long staple and upland lint

cotton in the laboratory for inspection and comparison, and students

are required to grade by the samples, after the basis of grading has

been pointed out. Second term. Two one-hour recitations. One
laboratory period. Professor Rast.

ANIMAL HUSBANDRY (One-year course)

Breeds and Breeding. A practical course will be given in the study

of domesticated animals, and a consideration of the fundamental
laws underlying their production. Three one-hour recitations. Third

term. Professor Jarnag in.

Dairying. In this course lectures will be given on the principles

of modern dairying and on the manufacture of butter, cheese and
other products. Practice work in the operation and repair of dairy

machines will be required of all students. The use of the Babcock
test and other apparatus for the detection of adulteration of milk

will be fully explained. Two lectures and two laboratory periods.

Second term. Professor Taxis.

Feeds and Feeding. In this course a study of the various feeding

stuffs for maintenance, development of bone and muscle, produc-

tion of milk and butter, and for maintaining and fattening farm ani-

mals will be discussed and explained. Three one-hour recitations

and one laboratory period. Second term. Professor Taxis.

Stock Judging. Scoring, judging and classifying the various

classes of farm live stock will be an important part of this course.

After the student has become proficient in the use of the score card,

work will be given in comparative judging and show-ring placing.

The standard of excellence as established by the several breeders'

associations will also be given some attention. Third term. Two
laboratory periods. Professor Taxis,

HORTICULTURE (One-year course)

Orchards. A study of orchards as to location, site, exposure, cul-

tivation, fertilization, planting, pruning, spraying, thinning, harvest-

ing and marketing. Books to be used, "Principles of Fruit Grow-
ing." Three one-hour lectures and one laboratory period per week.

First term.
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Propagation and Pruning. A study of budding, graftng, and
other methods of plant manipulation and propagation, with a course
in the principles and practice of pruning. Three lectures and one
laboratory period per week. Second term.

Small Fruit and Trucking. A course in the management of small
fruit plantations and truck gardens, following much the same order

as the orchard course. Particular attention will be given to the

construction and management of hotbeds as well as to the principal

small fruit and vegetable crops of the section. Three lectures and
one laboratory period per week. Third term.

AGRICULTURAL ENGINEERING (One-year course)

AYood Work. This includes the care and use of wood working
tools. It will be made as practical as possible. The majority of the

exercises will consist of the construction of articles that will be

needed on the farm, such as gates, fences, wagon beds and other

farm conveniences. First term. Two laboratory periods. Professor

Welch,

Forge Work. This course includes welding and shaping of iron

and handling of steel. Considerable attention will be paid to the

making and tempering of small hand tools. A student after taking

this course should be able to do all of the ordinary repairs of farm
machines and other blacksmithing that will be necessary in farm
work. First term. Two laboratory periods per week. Mr. Kirk.

Farm Machine Judging. A study of the principles of construc-

tion and operation is made. Considerable time is given to studying

the different farm machines. Some time is devoted to motors, espe-

cially gasoline and steam engines. Third term. Two laboratory

periods. Professor Welch.

Farm Building and Fences. The strength and adaptability of the

materials available for construction are first determined. Principles

of construction are studied and considerable time is given to plan-

ning the different farm buildings with especial regard to convenience

and sanitation. The use of concrete on the farm and principles of

concrete construction are demonstrated. Laboratory practice con-

stitutes an important part of the work. Professor Welch,

Farm Engineering. Instruction is given in the use of the instru-

ments necessary in surveying farm lands and terracing. Some time

is given to terracing and leveling. Professor Welch.

Plumbing and Pipe Fitting. A short course in plumbing and pipe

fitting is given in connection with farm building. It consists of the

location and planning of the water supply and drainage away from

the home, and the proper laying out of a perfectly sanitary system

of plumbing for buildings. The proper assembling and selection of
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the material needed for a complete job, and the calking of joints are

studied. Mr. Kirk.

VETERINARY MEDICINE (One-year course)

1. Consists of lectures in the anatomy and physiology of the

horse, with brief notices of the variations occurring in the other

farm animals. Lectures on materia medica cover the more com-
monly used drugs and medicines, paying particular attention to the

action and dosage of the drugs. First term. Three hours per week.

2. Consists of lectures on theory and practice and surgery; deals

with the most common diseases of the horse and cow, the minor
operations that are performed on these animals, and the care of sur-

gical and accidental wounds. Second term. Two hours per week.
3. Consists of free clinics held at the veterinary hospital. One

hour per week. Second and third terms.

4. Consists of lectures on obstetrics and dentistry. Two hours
per week. Third term.

AGRICULTURAL CHEMISTRY (One-year course)

This course is planned to prepare the student for intelligent study

of the chemistry of soils, fertilizer and foods. At first the elements

and compounds most important to agriculture are taken up. The
composition of farm crops, and the application of chemistry to plant

and animal life are studied. Text, "Chemistry of Farm Practice,""

by Keitt. This course consists of three lectures during the first

term. Professor Carter.

FORESTRY (One-year course)

A study of forestry as applied to farm woodlands. How to secure

a stand of timber, how to thin, to protect, and harvest the forest

crop. First term. Two one-hour lectures and one two-hour prac-

tice periods. Professor Berry.

ONE-YEAR COURSE IN FOREST ENGINEERING
The One-year Course in Forest Engineering, or Lumberman':-

Short Course, has been inaugurated to supply the demand for a

short, practical training in lumbering with special emphasis on the

engineering aspect of the subject. Such a course does not prepare

a man for professional forestry or engineering, rather it fits him for

a position as woods foreman, yard boss, scaler, cruiser or surveyor.

Under Civil Service rules he may compete for the position of Forest.

Ranger, a position carrying with it a salary of $900 to $1200 per

year. With the large lumber companies he must be willing to begirt

at the bottom, but ability is quickly recognized and the reward is

certain. Many men have advanced to positions of responsibility ia

the course of a few years.
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The practical side of the work is emphasized during the -entire

year, but especially during the fourth term in the woods. Each

branch of the work is first considered theoretically, and is then

followed by practice in the field. The student is required to work

through each operation in logging and milling, scaling and cruis-

ing. Efficiency will be judged by practical demonstration.

The school year is made up of four terms, extending from the

opening of the university year (September 20) to the close of the

Summer Camp (August 20). The first three terms are spent at

the University, the fourth term in Forest Camp. A certificate of

the College is awarded those who successfully complete the pre-

scribed work.

Terms of Admission

The One-Year Course is open to men of good character who have

attained the age of eighteen years, and who have had sufficient

education to enable them to pursue the work profitably. Prospec-

tive students should have had at least six months experience in some
"woods" operation.

Outline of One-Year Course

First Term, Sept. 20-Dec. 22
Mensuration
Dendrology
Utilization
Forest Mapping
Wood Technology
English Composition

Third Term, Mar. 19-June 16

Mensuration
Dendrology
Mill Organization
Reconnaissance
Lumber Accounting
English Composition

Second Term, Jan. 2-Mar. 17
Mensuration
Dendrology
Milling and Grading
Reconnaissance
Forest Byproducts
English Composition

Fourth Term, June 18-Aug. 18
Practice work in

Estimating Timber
Scaling
Surveying
Logging
Milling

Description of Courses

Dendrology. Classification and identification of the forest trees

of the United States, special emphasis being placed upon the flora

of the Southeastern States. Distinctive characteristics, range and
importance. Text and collateral reading; three hours, first, second

and third terms.

Mensuration. Mathematics of timber estimation, wood measure-

ments, scaling logs, volume tables, estimating standing timber, use

of tables. Text and collateral reading; three hours, entire year.

Utilization. Detailed study of logging operations in different

portions of the Unitted States with special emphasis upon those

methods in use in the Southeastern States; equipment; labor; in-
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vestment; costs. Text and collateral reading; three hours, first

term.

Milling and Grading. Detailed study of milling operations; grad-

ing rules and practices; equipment. Lecture and collateral reading;

three hours, second term.

Mill Organization. Organization of saw mill; equipment; effi-

ciency; investment; costs; labor. Lecture and collateral reading;

three hours, third term.

Forest Mapping. Map reading; signs and symbols; topographic

features; field maps; construction of map; relief mapping; platting

notes. Collateral reading and practice work; three practicum pe-

riods, first term.

Reconnaissance. Methods of survey and timber estimation adopt-

ed by United States Forest Service; cruiser's methods; care and use

of instruments. Lecture, collateral reading and practice work;
three practicum periods, second and third terms.

Wood Technology. Wood elements; properties of wood; identi-

fication of common woods; uses of wood. Text and collateral read-

ing; three practicum periods, first term.

Forest Byproducts. Specialized study of forest products other

than wood; turpentine orcharding; wood distillation; tan bark and
fication of common woods; uses of wood. Text and collateral read-

ing; three practicum periods, first term.

Lumber Accounting. Systems of accounting adapted to the lum-
ber industry; comparison of systems; determining costs. Lecture

and collateral reading; three hours, third term.

Forest Camp

The summer term of the One-Year Course is conducted in Forest

Camp, situated in the Blue Ridge Mountains of north Georgia. The
summer work consists of field work in surveying, mapping and
timber estimating. Practical experience will be had in specialized

methods of reconnaissance.

Within a short distance of the camp large logging and milling

operations are conducted, in connection with which a portion of the

field work of the camp is carried on.

Surrounding the camp is the Georgia National Forest, under the

supervision of the United States Forest Service. Every facility

in the study of forest administration is thus offered those students

who desire to prepare for the position of forest ranger. Forestry
officials are frequent visitors at Forest Camp, often taking part in

the regular instruction work.
The camp equipment consists of tents and buildings, the tents

being supplied with wood floors, cots and ticks. Bedding must be
provided by the individual students. The camp library contains
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many books on forestry and allied subjects, government and state

bulletins, and many lumber, forestry and trade journals.

The students maintain a camp mess, board on the cooperative

plan costing between two and three dollars a week.

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN AGRICULTURE
A graduate course in agriculture is offered leading to the degree

of Master of Science in Agriculture. A reputable baccalaureate

degree is a prerequisite. The major and at least one minor must be

elected from courses offered in the College of Agriculture. One
minor may be chosen from graduate courses offered in other depart-

ments of the University. The choice of courses is subject to the

approval of the professor in charge of the department in which the

major course is selected.

Graduate work is offered in five courses by the College of Agri-

culture, in agronomy, agricultural chemistry, horticulture, animal

husbandry, veterinary medicine, and forestry.

In agronomy stress is laid upon soil types of Georgia, improve-

ment of seed corn, physical properties of soils, fertilizers.

In agricultural chemistry, special attention is given to agricul-

tural chemical analysis, with select readings and laboratory work.

Graduate work in horticulture will be given in advanced pom-
ology, with select readings upon plant breeding, origin of species,

etc.

Animal husbandry graduate work will take up feeding tests with

study of chemical and physiological changes in animal life.

Graduate work in veterinary science consists of theory and prac-

tice of veterinary medicine, clinics, lectures and laboratory work in

bacteriology.

Graduate work in agricultural education treats of the various edu-

cational problems arising in connection with the teaching of voca-

tional agriculture, and with administering the "National Educational

Act."

Graduate work can be taken during the summer as well as dur-

ing the regular University terms.

For full particulars about graduate work, the candidate should

write to College of Agriculture for special bulletin outlining the

work of the Graduate School.

MASTER OF FORESTRY
Graduate courses in forestry are offered leading to the degree of

Master of Forestry. A reputable baccalaureate degree is a pre-

requisite. The major and one minor must be elected from technical

forestry subjects. One minor may be elected from other divisions

of the College of Agriculture or other departments of the University.
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Full particulars as to requirements will be found in the announce-

ment of the Graduate School, University of Georgia.

SUMMER COURSES IN AGRICULTURE
The Georgia State College of Agriculture offers two sets of

courses during its summer session, the collegiate courses leading

to degrees, and the Summer School courses designed to equip public

school teachers for better teaching of agricultural subjects.

Cost. A tuition fee of $20 for each collegiate course will be

charged; also a laboratory fee varying with the course, of from $5

to $10 to cover cost of material. In addition the student will be

charged for any breakage.

COLLEGIATE COURSES

The courses here offered apply toward a degree with credit equal

to those given during the regular term.

Not more than one full course can be taken by each student and
three students will have to apply for any collegiate course offered

before it is given.

Cotton Industry 9 and 10. Cotton Grading, warehousing and
marketing. Experimental cotton breeding. Three hours credit.

Fee, $5. Professor Rast.

Agronomy 5 and 6. A study of the origin and physical properties

of different soil types. Factors in crop production. Methods of

soil management and studies of commercial fertilizers. Lectures,

recitations, laboratory work, field excursions and parallel readings.

Three hours credit. Laboratory fee, $5. Professor Crabb.

Animal Husbandry 2, 3, 4, and 5. The origin, history and devel-

opment of the present type of horses, mules, beef cattle, dairy cat-

tle, sheep and swine are taken up. Three hours credit. Laboratory

fee, $5. Professor Yaxis.

Horticulture 1, 2 and 3. Fruit growing, pruning, propagation,

and truck gardening are included in this course. Three hours credit.

Laboratory fee, $5. Professor McHatton.

Agricultural Engineering 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5. Wood and forge work,

drawing, farm machinery, motors and farm surveying are treated.

Three hours credit. Laboratory fee, $5. Professor Hart.

Agricultural Engineering 18: Home Designing. For description

of course see page 49\ Professor Hart.

Agricultural Engineering lb to 3b. For students in Agricultural

Education. For description of course see page 46. Professor Hart.

Agricultural Engineering 6 and 7. Fencing and farm building.

Laboratory fee, $5. Professor Hart.

Veterinary Medicine 3 and 4. This course includes anatomy and
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physiology of farm animals and some work in materia medica.

Three hours credit. Laboratory fee, $5. Dr. Burson.

Agricultural Chemistry 2b and 3b. Qualitative and quantitative

analyses for agricultural students. Qualitative analyses equal to

that given in college catalogue under "2b" prerequisite for 3b.

Three hours credit. Laboratory fee, $10. Professors Worsham and
Carter.

Poultry Husbandry, Farm Poultry 1. A general course in poul-

try management, covering breeds and breeding, housing, feeding,

incubation, brooding and marketing. Breeds best suited to Georgia

and their requirements will be studied in detail. Poultry problems
in this state will also be fully discussed. Laboratory work will

consist of practical work among the flocks on the College poultry

farm. Five lectures and three laboratories per week. Professor

Dilts.

Plant Pathology 6. Plant diseases. Symptoms and control meas-
ures. Professor Berry.

Forestry 4a, 7, 12 and 16. Courses in tree identification, timber

estimating, forest surveying and mapping. (See special description

of courses). Professor Berry.

Other courses will be given if the number of students applying

justify it, and it is found possible to offer them.

SUMMER SCHOOL COURSES
(No tuition is charged for these courses).

Elementary Agriculture. The state text-book will be followed in

a general way with such references to additional works as may be

deemed necessary. Especial emphasis will be given to the work
to be done by the students in the elementary schools. This will

include simple experiments to be performed at the school, such work
as can be done at the home of the students, and in the school garden.

Excursions will be made to different parts of the College farm. The
various laboratories of the Agricultural College will be utilized in

studying the various laboratory experiments suggested.

Home Study: Halligan's "Fundamentals of Agriculture," Call and
Schafen's "Laboratory Manual of Agriculture." Professor Fain.

High School Agriculture. Warren's "Elementary Agriculture"

will be used as a text-book. Especial study will be made of labora-

tory practice to go with this text. The general scheme for this

laboratory work will be outlined showing how seasonal work can be

combined with the text, how the home farms and gardens can be

used and especial exercises suggested to increase the powers of ob-

servation in students. Regular excursions over the College farm,

dairy, etc., will be required.
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Home Study: "Soils," by Fletcher; "Field Crops," by Wilson &
Warburton; "Beginnings in Animal Husbandry," by Plumb; "Fruit

Growing," by S. B. Greer; "Rural Agriculture," C. W. Davis. Read
all and pass examination on any two. Professor Fain.

(Note: For elementary agriculture, see general elementary de-

partment course).

Elementary Field Crops. This course is designed to give special

information on common field crops. A study will be made of their

classification, uses, relative importance, their growth, and the func-

tions of seeds, leaves and roots. Attention will be given to the fol-

lowing crops: Grain crops, including corn, wheat, oats; sorghum,
etc.; forage crops, grasses, legumes, alfalfa, etc.; miscellaneous

crops, potatoes, sugar cane, tobacco, etc.; fibre crops, cotton, etc.

A brief study of weeds will be made, also of crop rotations. Class

work will include lectures, recitations and laboratory exercises.

Text: "Field Crops," by Wilson and Warburton; "Field and Lab-

oratory Studies of Crops," by McCall. Home Study: Duggar's

"Southern Field Crops." Professor Crabb.

Elementary Soils and Soil Fertility. This course is designed for

those who desire special information on soils and soil fertility. The
work includes a study of soil formation, classification, physical

properties and composition of soils. Also the study of conditions

essential for plant growth, plant food elements in the soil and their

relation to plant growth. The management of different soils for the

maintenance of their productivity and the use of commercial fertil-

izers are studied. Class work consists of lectures, recitations, dem-
onstrations, laboratory experiments and field excursions on the

Agricultural College farm. Text: "Soils and Soil Fertility," by
Whitson and Walster; "Field and Laboratory Studies of Soils," by
McCall. Home Study: Burkett's "Soils." Professor Crabb.

Animal Husbandry. This course includes a study of the charac-

teristics and adaptation of the different types of horses, cattle and
hogs. Some study is also made of the more important breeds of

each class. The breeding, feeding and management of live stock

is also taken up in a general way. The laboratory periods are

given over to judging and comparative study of livestock on the

College farm, the making of butter, separation of milk and testing

of milk and its products.

Manual Training. This course is offered in handling, sharpening
and use of elementary tools; in use of square, thumb guage, saw,

chisels and planes; in construction work based on King's "Elements
of Construction;" wood work, forge work, drawing. Professor Hart.

Vocational Training Courses in Agricultural Engineering. Special

variations of Agricultural Engineering lb to 7b to help teachers in
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their next session's work. No college credit can be given for these

courses. Professor Hart.

Landscape Gardening and Floriculture. This course will be
Adapted to teachers of high schools and upper grammar grades. It

includes a discussion of the fundamental principles of landscape
gardening, and a study of the plants used to obtain the desired ef-

fects. The handling, growing and propagation of flowers and other

ornamental plants receive attention. Special emphasis is placed upon
school and home ground improvement, both in the country and in

the city. Regular excursions to the various points of landscape

and floricultural interest in and about the city of Athens. Text:

"The Manual of Gardening," by L. H. Bailey. Other references:

"Landscape Gardening," by Waugh; "Landscape Gardening," by
Maynard; "Kemp's Landscape Gardening," by Waugh; "Principles

of Floriculture," by White. Home study required.

Horticulture 18. A course in plant propagation, dealing with sex-

ual and asexual methods, special attention being given to methods
used in presenting such problems in secondary agricultural work.

The latter part of the course to deal with vegetable gardening with

emphasis upon secondary agricultural work. This course covers

the essentials of the last half of Horticulture 2 and all of Horticul-

ture 3. One lecture and one laboratory a day for five weeks. Of-

fered to Vocational Agricultural students in Summer School. Uni-

versity credit, one and one-half hours. Professor MeEatton.

Horticulture 19. A course in fruit growing and pruning, offered

alternately with Horticulture 18. A systematic discussion of the

problems of orcharding in the south with references to other sec-

tions. As much time as possible will be given to historical horticul-

ture as an aid to teaching secondary horticulture. Practical work
In pruning and orchard management will be required. This course

covers the essentials of Horticulture 1 and the first half of Horticul-

ture 2. One lecture and one laboratory period a day for five weeks.

University credit, one and one-half hours. Offered to Vocational

Agricultural students in Summer School, 19 20. Professor McHatton.

Cotton Industry 9. Summer Cotton Grading School includes a

thorough study of the different grades and types of cotton bought

and sold in Georgia as compared with the official grades prepared

by the U. S. Bureau of Standards. Hundreds of different samples

are handled and studied each afternoon for five consecutive weeks.

Modern warehouse construction, cotton insurance, buying and

selling on both spot and future markets with the necessary book-

keeping connected is given sufficient consideration to enable the

student with little additional experience to take charge of a ware-

house and buy and sell cotton in open market.

Each student who satisfactorily completes the course will be given
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a certificate of efficiency. When proper entrance requirements are

met, students will be given one and one-half hours college credit.

Professor Rast.

This course may be taken separately or in connection with Cotton

Industry 10.

Cotton Industry 10. One conference each day reporting reviews

of cotton breeding literature and details of experimental work in

progress with cotton. One two-hour laboratory period each day,

making cotton hybrids and studying Fl, F2, and F3 hybrids pre-

viously made is also required. A study of oil content in seed from

different varieties and strains will be made with a view of increas-

ing this constituent by selection.

This course is especially designed for students who specialize in

Cotton Industry. Courses 4 and 5 are prerequisite, and it should

be taken in connection with Cotton Industry 9. The two taken to-

gether constitute three hours college credit. Professor Rast.

FOREST RANGER SCHOOL.

Forest Camp, June 21 to August 15

The Ranger School is created to supply a demand for a short

course of training in practical forest engineering, but does not pre-

pare for a position in professional forestry. The object of the

work is to make a man, already acquainted with woods work, more
efficient in his labor. The school is open to men already in the for-

est service, woodsmen who desire to prepare for the ranger exam-
ination, and lumbermen who desire technical training in timber

cruising and surveying.

A number of textbooks will be required in connection with the

various courses of study but these may be purchased through the

school if the order is placed early. The camp library will contain

a good assortment of forest literature and all the important lumber
trade and forest journals. The school day will consist of eight hours
— 8 to 12 o'clock a. m., and 1:30 to 5:30 p. m., with the exception

of Wednesday afternoon and Sunday. Work will be arranged for

every day of the week.

Expenses. _In addition to the regular tuition of $10, there is a

laboratory fee of $10 to cover cost of equipment. Board may be

had at the camp mess at a very reasonable figure. The mess will

"be conducted upon a cooperative basis and the indications are that

the charge will not be more than $4 per week.

Admission and Credit. The camp is open to men of good char-

acter who have attained an age of 18 years and have completed
their grammar school work. Upon completion of the course of study

there will be held a "model" ranger examination, successful com-
petition in which entitles a man to a certificate from the school.
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To those men possessing the necessary qualifications, who desire to

matriculate in the Forest School, credit will be given for the fresh-

man summer camp.

Course of Study

Dendrology. The identification of trees and shrubs, native and in-

troduced, common to Georgia and the south. Special stress placed

upon characteristics present only in cut logs. Herbarium required

from each student.

Surveying. Use of box compass in running lines, pacing, location,

platting notes, mapping, methods of survey, resurvey, marking cor-

ners. Text: Carey's "Handbook for Northern Woodsmen."
Mensuration. Units of measurement, log rules, estimating tim-

ber, use of volume tables, methods of reconnaissance. Text: Graves*

"Forest Mensuration."

Lumbering. Study of woods operations, tools used and organiza-

tion of work, methods of transport, milling. Scientific management
of woods operations. Note-book and report.

Special Lectures. As opportunity offers, arrangements will be

made for address upon pertinent subjects by Forest Service officials,

prominent lumbermen and visiting teachers. Experts in various

lines will discuss fire protection, forest tenancy, grazing in the for-

est, reconnaissance work, camping and woodcraft.

In order to make proper arrangements it will be neccessary that

all applications, be in the hands of the director not latter than May
15th.

WODCRAFT SCHOOL
Forest Camp, July 5 to August 15

There is a growing tendency to introduce nature study, forestry

and agriculture in the secondary schools of the state. The Nature

Study School is created to supply this demand. This school is open

to teachers and prosepective teachers of both sexes and to mature
men and women who desire a general knowledge of the woods and
fields. Every facility will be offered those desiring to collect mate-

rial for class room demonstration.

For further information refer to announcement of this school.
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BOYS' AND GIRLS' SHORT COURSES
To meet the requirements of the boys and girls who have won

short course scholarships in corn, canning, pig and poultry club

work, special summer courses have been arranged. The instruction

is elementary, practical and visualized as far as possible by applica-

tion or illustration. These courses are offered for August 8-16.

FOR CORX AXD PIG CLUB BOYS

Soils and Fertilizers. Five lectures. A careful study of nitrogen,

phosphoric acid, and potash, the sources from which we can get

these and their function in plant development. Home mixing of

fertilizers will be stressed and the boy will be shown how to do

this work accurately. A detailed study will be given of the most
general types of soil found in Georgia, to what crops they are best

adapted, and how best to handle them to get maximum yields.

Rotation of Crops. Five lectures. A simple study of the best

methods of crops rotation and the effects on increased production.

Special stress will be laid on winter cover crops and on all forms of

useful legumes.

Seed Selection. Five lectures. How the boys may improve the

producing power of plants by selecting seed from the field. How
to grow improved varieties of seed and how to care for same. Cereal

judging will be stressed and the boys will be required to do a con-

siderable amount of this work in the laboratory.

Live Stock. Five lectures. The boys will be required to study

closely the work being done at the College in regard to dairying,

beef production, hog raising, and horse breeding. Inspection of

each of these will be made by the boys with the professor in charge,

and they will be required to judge according to score card after

being given the lecture.

Farm Machinery. A careful study of all forms of improved farm
machinery will be provided and the boys will be required to handle

same.

Farm Poultry. The poultry course for boys is designed to give

them practical knowledge of chicken raising on the farm. Incuba-

tion, care of chicks, feeding, housing and marketing will be among
the subjects discussed. Two hours each day will be given to this

work and the course will be made as practicable as possible. The
boys who complete this course should be able to handle and care

for a good sized flock of chickens. Laboratory work will consist

of inspection trips to model poultry farms, operation of incubators,

killing and dressing poultry for market.

Field Observation. The boys will be taken in charge and shown
the farm building, farm equipment and work being done on the
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College farm. Special stress will be laid on the test plat and the

alfalfa fields.

Daily Record and Booklets. The boys will be required to write

an attractive story of how they grew their acres of corn in 1918.

These will be put out in booklet form. An outline for the story and

helpful suggestions will be given.

Anatomy and Physiology. A series of five lectures, given in sim-

ple language, including studies of the blood, circulation, foods, di-

gestion, and suggestions for the care and handling of farm animals.

Home Gardening. Five lectures. This course of lectures will

take up the fundamental principles of gardening, discussing soils,

fertilization, handling of plants, varieties and cultural methods, par-

ticularly adapted to the home garden.

Home Orchard. Five lectures. This course will consist of a gen-

eral discussion of fruits and varieties, soils and fertilizers as well

as cultural methods required. Special attention will be given to the

home fruit acre.

FOR CANNING AND POULTRY CLUB GIRLS.

Practical Farm Poultry. The poultry course for girls is designed

to give them a practical knowledge of chicken raising on the farm.

Two hours each day will be spent in this work. A series of short

lectures will be given which cover the most important points in

feeding, incubating and brooding, housing, caring for and market-

ing the eggs, killing and dressing fowls and in preventing disease

in the flock. Following the lecture the girls will take laboratory

work or will be taken out into the poultry yards where they will be

given a chance to become familiar with the different varieties of

chickens common in Georgia, and learn the methods of poultry

raising practiced at the College poultry yards. The girls will be

expected to set up and start an incubator and brooder, assist in

killing and dressing fowls for cooking, make lice powder, test eggs

and do other practical work.

After completing this course a girl should be able to take up
poultry work at home with increased interest, and make it pay.

Home Vegetable Gardening. This course is designed to teach the

fundamental principles of vegetable gardening by going into a dis-

cussion of the following: varieties, plant propagation, soil fertil-

izing, soil preparation, transplanting of certain varieties, summer
and winter cultural methods, the use of garden implements, fighting

insects and preventing disease.

Ten lectures are given in this course. One entire lecture is de-

voted to the tomato, since this vegetable has aroused a great deal

of interest with the advent of the girls' canning clubs. The remain-
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ing lectures are upon groups of vegetables, and are so given as to

teach principles rather than routine of gardening.

Cooking and Food Study. Ten two-hour periods are devoted to

cooking, the work being planned with the two-fold object of teach-

ing some fundamental principles of cookery and giving the student

skill in the preparation of wholesome dishes. The lessons will in-

clude cooking green vegetables, starchy vegetables, making cream

soups, making muffins, biscuit, light-bread, sandwiches and coffee;

cooking cereals and meat stew in a fireless cooker, and preparing

the chickens dressed in the poultry class for table. A number of

periods will be given to the study of foods. The classes of food

and their function in nutrition will be taught by experiments, use

of charts and lecture. The selection of foods for a healthy diet

will be considered in a brief but practical way.

Rural Home Conveniences. A practical course illustrated by pic-

tures, charts, and the articles themselves whenever possible. Th©
course will develop a knowledge of conveniences leading to sanitary

conditions in the farm home and to economy of time and energy

on the part of farm girls and women. It will demonstrate how such

conveniences may be introduced into all the homes at a minimum
cost; how many simple home-made inventions may be substituted

for the much more costly commercial outfits.

The following subjects will be included: Water-works systems;

lighting systems; labor saving conveniences in the kitchen; cement
walks; screens in doors and windows.
Farm Dairying. A practical course in Farm Dairying, covering

five periods, two hours each, will be given as follows:

1. Milk; composition and treatment for household use.

2. Cream; its separation from milk and treatment for butter

making.

3. Butter; how to make it of the best quality and secure the

greatest yield at the least expenditure of labor and for equipment.
4. Dairy Products; scoring and marketing.

5. Testing milk and its products for fat, acidity and quality.

Home Orchards. This course consists of a general discussion of

fruits and varieties, soils and fertilizers as well as cultural methods
required. Special attention is given to the home fruit acre.
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THREE MONTHS OR WINTER COURSE
IN AGRICULTURE

Short courses of instruction in agriculture and related subjects

are offered for the benefit of those who are engaged or expect to

engage in farming, and yet who are so situated that they cannot

undertake a full college course of study. This course is given dur-

ing the winter when work is least pressing and the time can best

be spared. The course consists principally of the regular work
provided during the winter term of the one-year course, with such

additional elective subjects as the student finds he can conveniently

carry after consulting the president of the College.

SHORT COURSE FOR FARMERS AND FARM
WOMEN

A ten days' Short Course will be given for farmers and farm
women beginning January 5, 1920. No entrance requirements are

specified and there is no tuition or fees except $1 for a registration

fee. The course is open to all farmers and farm women.
The object of the course is to present essential facts in a practical

way on timely agricultural subjects. No work is given that does

not find practical application in the every-day work of the farm.

For the men there will be courses in farm management under boll

weevil conditions; livestock and feeding; swine production; cereals

and legumes; plant diseases and insects; orchard management;
farm machinery and engineering and woodland management. For
the women courses will be offered in food conservation; study of

food values; cookery of foods; household management; dairy hus-

bandry; gardening and fruits; poultry husbandry and floriculture.

The lectures offered in the several short courses are summarized
and presented to the student on mimeographed paper which he may
file and keep for future reference. When the course is over each

student has fifty lecture sheets comprising a ready reference book
on the subjects which he has studied.

AGRONOMY (Short Course)

Cereal Production. Five lectures. Various cereals will undoubt-

edly be substituted for cotton in a large part of the state within the

next few years. The College has secured a considerable amount of

data relative to the different cereals that will be presented in these

lectures. Improved home grown seeds are the best that can be ob-

tained, and especial attention will be given to methods of selection

in improving the cereals. Professor Childs.
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Cereal Judging. Five demonstrations. Fifteen varieties of wheat,

thirteen varieties of oats, fifteen varieties of barley, and three varie-

ties of rye have been grown at the College for the past season. The

student will be given a chance to become familiar with these differ-

ent sorts. The qualities of each as adapted to grazing, hay produc-

tion, or grain will be studied. This will be helpful not only from the

standpoint of securing the sorts best adapted to different conditions

in the state but also in avoiding undesirable sorts. Professor Childs.

Legumes. Ten lectures. Considerable interest is being mani-

fested in the velvet bean, especially the early sorts, also in soy beans

and peanuts. A discussion of the use of these will be given, with

especial reference to their adaptation to different sections of the

state. The College has been growing a number of varieties, and

yields both of grain and hay in many instances can be given. Special

attention will be paid to the soil requirements, fertilization and

inoculation. The winter growing legumes will be discussed as well

as those that are grown in the summer. Professor Fain.

Demonstration of Legumes. Five periods. Much interest is being

manifested in early velvet beans and a great deal of confusion exists

in regard to \arieties. These demonstrations will afford an oppor-

tunity to become familiar with the different sorts, both in the pod
and threshed. The soy bean has a very wide range in the state.

There is quite a difference in varieties and the College has a suffi-

cient number of these on hand both in press specimens and grain to

give a clear idea of the character of each of the varieties grown.
Inoculation methods will also be studied. Professor Fain.

Farm Management for Boll Weevil Conditions. Ten lectures. It

will be necessary to reorganize many farms in the state on account of

changing conditions. Others should be reorganized because they are

not paying. This course of lectures will consider the principles un-
derlying the best organization of the farm with especial reference

to the peculiar needs in this state. A number of records of success-

ful farms in this state have been secured. These will be presented

as examples. These farms will be able to withstand such adversi-

ties as the boll weevil because they are based on the right principle.

In producing new crops, new markets will have to be sought. Mar-
keting farm products will be given special attention. Professor Fain.

Farm Management Demonstration. Ten periods. Records of a

number of farms will be taken and the income for each worked out.

By using the blanks that can be furnished by the College, each mem-
ber of the class will be able to ascertain definitely each year how
the farm business has prospered. Professor Starr.

Soils and Crops. Ten lectures. Natural adaptations of soils to

certain crops and cropping systems has led to a definite knowledge
of the character of soils. The make-up of the general soils of Geor-
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gia will be considered including their origin, physical properties and
plant food content. How to manage these soils to increase their

crop-producing power will be studied. The moisture supply and
control will receive attention as well as those practices that con-

serve plant food. Organic matter is one of the most needed sub-

stances in Georgia soils, and special attention will be given to its

uses and values as well as means for supplying it. Lime will be

considered in its relation to improving the soil. Professor Crabb.

Farm Drainage. Five lectures. History and development of farm
drainage. A discussion of kinds of soil in the state requiring drain-

age and effect of proper drainage. Drainage of small tracts by open
ditches, by tile, cost and comparative merits of each. Tile drainage

as an aid to terracing hillsides and rolling areas will be discussed

and illustrated. Drainage problems peculiar to each section of the

state will be studied and successful solutions evolved. The state

drainage law will be analyzed. Cooperative district drainage will

be explained. J. V. Phillips, Senior Drainage Engineer.

Demonstration of Tile Laying. Five Periods. The use of agricul-

tural tile is rather new in this state, and for this reason the demon-
stration of the various processes, such as staking out a ditch, open-

ing it up, bringing the bottom to grade, placing and bedding tile,

will be given. The value of the drain tile depends a good deal on

how it is put down, and since there are only a few expert tile layers

in the state, this phase of the work will be stressed. Open ditches

and general drainage system will also be given attention. J. V.

Phillips, Senior Drainage Engineer.

Fertilizers. Ten lectures on fertilizers. A careful study will be

made of the effect of various mineral elements in the soil on plant

growth; the best means of supplying those in which the soil is most

likely to be deficient; the sources of nitrogen, phosphoric acid and
potash, and methods of purchasing, mixing and applying these va-

rious constituents to the soil for the purpose of producing maximum
crops. Liming soils, crop rotations and their relation to maintain-

ing the plant food supply will be discussed. Professor Crabb.

The Cotton Plant. Five lectures. These will deal with a brief

history of the cotton plant, and the classification of cotton according

to varieties. As much time as possible will be spent in the study

of individual plants, including methods of selection for improve-

ment, such as increasing the earliness in order that profitable crops

may be made under boll weevil conditions. Records of plants from

the breeding plots in the demonstration field form excellent material

for graphic illustrations of the principles involved. Some of these

lectures will also be illustrated by stereopticon to show damage

done to different types of plants by the boll weevil. Professor Rast.

Cotton Cultivation. Five lectures. These lectures will include the
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preparation of land; the best methods and time to apply fertilizers;

details of preparation immediately before planting; how and when
the cultivation of young plants should be begun, and the kind of

implements best suited to these purposes. All of these lectures are

to include discussions of the best practical methods of producing

maximum yields of cotton under boll weevil infestation. Professor

Rasl.

Cotton Grading. Ten demonstrations. In this course the student

will have an opportunity to handle and grade samples of cotton each

day. Professor Past.

ANIMAL HUSBANDRY (Short course)

Feeds and Feeding. Ten lectures on Feeds and Feeding. This

course reviews the sources of feeding stuffs available for livestock,

special emphasis being laid on the value of cotton seed and its by-

products. Other materials produced in the state which can be util-

ized to advantage are discussed. The gross anatomy, the physiology

of the digestive organs, and the preparing and compounding of bal-

anced rations for maintenance, milk and butter production, and for

fattening and growth will be given consideration. Professor Martini.

Breeds and Breeding. _Ten lectures. In this course the origin,

history and development of the various breeds of horses, cattle,

sheep and swine adapted to Georgia will be considered. Methods of

introducing improved animals will be discussed, and attention will

be given to the subject of animal breeding which will include a

consideration of selection, heredity and the other fundamental laws

of animal reproduction. Professor Jamagin.

Stock Judging. Five periods. The score card is used to famil-

iarize the students with the important points of the different classes

of livestock. With the records of production of the dairy herds, the

correlation between form and function can be clearly demonstrated.

The stock judging work includes horses, hogs, dairy and beef cattle.

Professors Jamagin and Yaxis.

Beef Production. Five lectures. This work is especially designed

for farmers who contemplate the establishment of beef herds. It

includes a discussion of the breeds of beef cattle adapted to this sec-

tion, the methods of breeding, feeding and management, and a dis-

cussion of the available markets. Professor Jamagin.

Swine Production. Five lectures. This course will include the

selection of breeds, grazing and feed crops, methods of breeding,

feeding and handling and construction of the necessary hog houses,

fences and equipment. Professor Yaxis.

Dairying. _Five lectures. This course is designed to give practical

assistance to dairymen. The founding of a herd, its feed and man-
agement, crops to be grown, pasture improvement and the different
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methods of marketing the product with the advantages and dis-

advantages of each system, will be considered. The breeds of dairy

cattle and the construction of barns and silos will be discussed.

The business of dairying, to give more dollars to the man who
milks, will be stressed. Professor Taxis.

Dairy Demonstrations. Five practice periods. Practice in judg-

ing dairy cattle, separating cream, testing milk and cream for butter-

fat and buttermaking will be given. Special emphasis will be given

to the production and care of cream and the proper sterilization of

dairy utensils. Home made, inexpensive dairy equipment will be

studied. Professor Taxis.

HORTICULTURE (Short course)

Tracking. Five lectures. This course includes discussions of soils,

cultivation, fertilization, harvesting, marketing and other trucking

problems. Professor R. E. Blackburn.

Orchard Management. Ten lectures. These will include discus-

sions of location, choice of plants, planting, tillage, cover crops, fer-

tilization, pruning, thinning, frost, spraying, picking, packing, and

selling. Professors McHatton and R. E. Blackburn.

Spraying and Pruning. Ten demonstrations, consisting of practice

in mixing and applying sprays to orchard and garden, pruning trees,

etc. Professors McHatton and R. E. Blackburn.

ENTOMOLOGY
Cotton Insects. Five lectures on the insects injurious to cotton:

a discussion of their life histories and the means of control. Pro-

fessor McHatton.

Grain and Farm Insects. Five lectures on the insects injurious to

grain and general farm crops with a discussion of their life histories

and means of control. Professor McHatton.

Fruit Insects. Five lectures on insects injurious to fruits and

orchards. Life histories are discussed and means of control out-

lined. Professor McHatton.

VETERINARY WORK (Short course)

Contagious Diseases. Ten lectures. This course will take into

consideration the contagious diseases of farm animals which are of

most importance to the Georgia farmer. Measures of prevention,

eradication, control and treatment will be given. Dr. Burson.

Veterinary Clinic. Five periods. Clinics or demonstrations will

be conducted at the Veterinary Hospital in connection with the

work on contagious diseases and other diseases. Dr. Burson.

FORESTRY (Short course)

Wood and Its Uses. Ten laboratory periods. Identification of
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common woods; adaptation to specific uses; uses of woods. Professor

Berry.

Woodland Management. Ten lectures. Thinnings and improve-

ment cuttings, reproduction, protection. Professor Zimm.

Wood Measurements. Ten lectures and practicums. Units of

measurement; estimating standing timber; log rules. Professor

Zimm.

Preservative Treatment of Farm Timbers. Use of creosote and

*ther preservatives in prolonging the life of fence posts, shingles,

and all woods subject to rotting. Professor Zimm.

Marketing Farm WToodland Products. Five lectures. Rough
methods of estimating timber; wood measurements; log grading;

specifications; markets. Professors Berry and Zimm.

PLANT PATHOLOGY (Short course)

Disease of Horticultural Crops. Ten lectures. Identification of

common fruit diseases of orchard and garden. Preventative and con-

trol measure. Professor Berry.

Diseases of Cotton, Sweet Potato and Truck Crops. Ten lectures.

Characteristic appearance of common diseases; preventative and con-

trol measures. Professor Berry.

Diseases of Cereal Crops. Five lectures. Common diseases which

may be prevented or controlled; selection of seed grain; control of

smut; storage and handling; seeding; legislation. Professor Berry.

Plant Diseases. Five laboratory periods. Causes; favorable con-

ditions; action of disease organism; methods of prevention and con-

trol. Professor Berry.

POULTRY HUSBANDRY (Short course)

Poultry Breeds and Breeding. Five lectures. These lectures will

be studies of the different breeds and varieties best suited to farm
conditions; the selection, housing and mating of the breeding stock,

and culling out poor producers. Professor Dilts.

Incubation and Brooding. Five lectures. Natural and artificial

incubation and brooding will be considered. Professor Dilts.

Poultry Breeding. Five lectures. A study of the different kinds

of feed required for growth, producing eggs, or conditioning birds

for market. Professor Dilts.

Practice Periods. In addition to the above lectures, several prac-

tice periods will be given on Poultry House Construction, Selecting

Breeders and High Producers, Operating Incubators, Candling, Grad-
ing, and Packing Eggs, Killing and Dressing Fowls for Market and
any other practical work that is desired. Professor Dilts.
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HOME ECONOMICS (Short course)

Food Study. Ten lectures. These will consist of a study of food

habits and dietary standards together with work on the fuel values

of different foods. Especial attention will be given to the use and
preparation of substitute foods. This course is designed to help in

carrying out the plans of the food administration. Miss Dowdle.

Cooking. Ten periods. This course will include home canning

of fruits and vegetables; the cookery of vegetables, soups, breads,

eggs and meats; a study of food principles, comparative food values,

the relative cost of foods, and combinations of foods in a healthful

diet. The feeding of growing children, and menus for school lunches

will be emphasized. Opportunity will be given for laboratory prac-

tice. Mrs. Wood.

Home Vegetable Gardening. Ten lectures. These lectures will

deal with a brief outline of the types of soil, soil preparation, soil

cultivation, planting of seeds, handling and setting plants, garden

insects and diseases and their control, and the cultivation of summer
and winter varieties of vegetables adapted to Georgia. Professor

Harvey.

Dairying. Five lectures. In this course, the care and handling

of milk and its products in the home will be stressed. Different

methods of marketing the products, advantages and disadvantages

of each system, the manufacture and marketing of butter and cot-

tage cheese and the proper handling until marketed will be treated.

Various methods of cream separation will be considered, also the

testing of milk and cream for butterfat. Professor Taxis.

Dairying. Five practice periods. This will consist of practical

work designed to follow up the lectures. Practice will be given in

churning, printing and packing butter, the testing of milk and cream,

cheese making and the use of the cream separator. Professor Taxis.

Poultry Raising. Ten lectures on Breeds and Breeding. The
course will consist of a study of the different breeds and varieties

best suited to farm conditions; the selection, housing, and mating

of the breeding stock, and culling out poor producers. A study of

the different kinds of feed required for growth, egg production, and

fattening for market. Professor Dilts.

Practice Periods. In addition to the lectures, practice period*

will be given on Poultry House Construction; Selecting Breeders and

High Producers; Operating Incubators; Candling, Grading, and

Packing Eggs, and Killing and Dressing Fowls for Market. Pro-

fessor Dilts.

AGRICULTURAL ENGINEERING (Short course)

Farm Machinery: Preparation Machinery. With various types of

machines for illustrations, discussions will be given concerning me-
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chanical principles, adaptations to varying conditions of soils of

Georgia, labor-saving and general efficiency of plows, manure spread-

ers, lime distributors, narrows, rollers and planks. Professor Hart.

Seeding Machinery. A consideration will be given drills, single

and double row cotton planters with complete analysis of mechan-
ical arrangements and requirements. Professor Welch.

Harvesting Machinery. Mowers, rakes, binders, corn binders and

corn sledge will be discussed relative to their mechanical require-

ments for efficiency, careful investigations being made of the parts

of each machine. Professor Welch.

Storing Machinery. Threshing machines, silage cutters, huskers,

shredders, hay balers, etc., will be considered with reference to the

mechanical principles involved and the proper handling for greatest

efficiency. Professor Hart.

Farm Motors. Five lectures will be given on gasoline, kerosene,

and stationary and traction engines, the various types of engines

being used for illustrating the discussions. Professor Hart.

EXTENSION DIVISION
It is the purpose of the College of Agriculture to aid all educa-

tional activities which are being carried on in the state. The ful-

fillment of this purpose is one of its greatest obligations to the

state and every effort will be made to further the work of extension

teaching. Two great ends are to be subserved by work of this

character. First, the systematizing of the educational activities of

the state and the raising of these to a higher level of efficiency.

Second, the dissemination of useful knowledge which has accumu-
lated in recent years, but is not generally appreciated as it should
be, and which cannot be brought to the attention of adults and
those remotely situated from the college save through extension

agencies.

SMITH-LEVER ACTIVITIES
Recognizing the importance of this character of work, the General

Assembly of Georgia during the annual session of 1915, re-appro-

priated $40,000 to the State College of Agriculture to be used for

extension teaching, and in addition thereto made an appropriation

of $46,150 to offset the appropriation of $56,150 for the year 1916
made by the federal government under the Smith-Lever Act of May
8, 1914. Under the same act of congress an increased amount be-

comes available for extension teaching and farm demonstration work,
year by year, providing the state appropriates an equal amount.

During the year 1918-19, because of the great world food short-

age, Congress appropriated emergency food production work funds
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for the employment of county agents in nearly all counties in the

state of Georgia and home demonstration and urban workers for

most of Georgia.

In accordance with this action of the state legislature and the

federal government, the board of trustees has organized the work
of the several departments constituting the College, so that they

can carry on their proper share of extension work. Through the

extension division, the extension schools, special demonstrations,

boys' and girls' clubs, home economics, farmers' meetings and mis-

cellaneous conferences are organized and directed.

Every member of the College staff gives some of his time and
effort to extension activities.

AGRONOMY
The division of agronomy is utilizing a series of test plats on

different types of soils of the state to secure data concerning their

principal defects, and what forms of fertilization and crop rotation

are best adapted to build them up. This department maintains a

twenty-four acre field for the purpose of carrying on investigations

relative to corn and cotton breeding, crop rotations, fertilizers and
eoil management. This information is invaluable to the people of

the state and is distributed in bulletin form at the meetings held by
the extension service.

The traveling field representatives of the division of agronomy
are also engaged in advising the farmers relative to the improve-

ment of certain strains of cereals, corn and cotton which are being

developed through seed selection and hybridization.

During the year 1918 there have been added to the extension force

in agronomy, a tobacco specialist, cotton specialist, farm manage-
ment specialist and a drainage engineer.

AGRICULTURAL CHEMISTRY
The division of agricultural chemistry has undertaken a physi-

cal survey of several counties and is making analyses of all the type

eoils found therein. A close cooperation of necessity exists between

the departments of agronomy and agricultural chemistry in this

work, which is one of the most fundamental character, since it means
ascertaining the soil deficiencies and determining the methods by
which these can be supplied. Several men are employed by this

division.

ANIMAL HUSBANDRY
The division of animal husbandry is actively engaged in a num-

ber of extension problems. Five specialists in live stock are de-

voting all of their time to field work. In so far as possible, these

men work through the county agent, thus multiplying their el-
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ficiency materially. Since there is no adequate supply of foundation

breeding stock, one of the first problems has been to buy registered

animals for the farmers. In this way much better individuals have
been secured for the same price than could have been gotten by in-

dividual purchase. County live stock associations have been or-

ganized, and in so far as possible an attempt has been made to have
all the farmers in a community adopt one breed. Advice has been

given as to the laying out and equipping of stock farms for the mo3t
efficient and economical operation. A very important part of the

work ha-s been the construction of silos. Swine demonstrations were
carried on with 65 farmers in southwest Georgia during the past

year.

During 1918-19 three new specialists were added to the live stock

extension work, one in cottage cheese and butter making, one in

cream cheese and one in sheep husbandry. Cheese factories are being

promoted in the mountainous section of the state. The factory at

Young Harris has made a success and won medals at the National

Dairy Show. A number of cheese factories are in process of con-

struction.

The organization of boys' and girls' sheep clubs and the develop-

ment of the sheep industry in the state of Georgia is a new feature

of the work.

Steer feeding demonstrations have been conducted on a number
of farms. Calf clubs have been organized for the purpose of produc-

ing baby beef. Considerable assistance has been rendered the live-

stock departments of many of the county and state fairs.

On the College farm more than 200 head of live stock are main-

tained for the purpose of securing data to be distributed in bulletin

form for use in extension schools and agricultural meetings.

Two instructors in poultry husbandry have charge of this special

line of work and they are prepared to advise with all interested

in this important industry. These men are organizing and develop-

ing the poultry club work in various counties of the state.

HORTICULTURE

The division of horticulture is carrying on extension work in

connection with the peach, apple, pecan and trucking industries.

Demonstrations in spraying, pruning and orchard heating and other

practical problems are given. This department is also supervising

the work of the county demonstration agents in developing the

trucking industry in a number of north and south Georgia counties.

The work of the horticultural division has expanded and recently

work has been done in home gardens, home orchards, melons and
truck crops. A bee-keeping specialist has also been added and the

bee-keeping industry is receiving much encouragement.
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AGRICULTURAL. ENGINEERING
The department of agricultural engineering assists farmers in the

preparation of plans for farm houses, barns and other outbuildings

necessary on an up-to-date farm.

COTTON INDUSTRY
The division of cotton industry is distributing seed of a selected

variety which is proving highly resistant to anthracnose, and is en-

gaged in investigating many vital problems associated with the more
economic production of cotton in the state.

VETERINARY MEDICINE
The division of veterinary medicine is manufacturing hog cholera

serum. It is also teaching farmers the methods of inoculating hogs

with the serum and aids county agents and owners of hogs in con-

trolling hog cholera by the use of serum and sanitary measures.

It is possible through the use of serum to largely control the de-

struction wrought by hog cholera. Its importance, therefore, needs

no further emphasis. This department is also cooperating in every

possible way with those agencies which are endeavoring to eradicate

the cattle tick, and to control many diseases which cause serious

loss to Georgia farmers.

FORESTRY
In connection with the division of forestry there has been appoint-

ed an extension forester who will devote his entire time to demon-
strations in farm woodland management, the preservative treatment

of farm timbers to prolong life and the utilization of wornout and

eroded lands. The acute shortage of fence post material necessitates

the adoption of some kind of treatment for perishable woods which

will permit the substitution of sap pine for posts of durable woods
such as locust, mulberry and "fat" pine. Advice and assistance is

given in the thinning and improvement of farm woodlands and in

the regeneration of old, depleted farm forests.

PLANT PATHOLOGY

There has been added to the field force of the College an exten-

sion nJant pathologist. During the past season this specialist has

devoted his time to the control of plant diseases in the home garden

and to the prevention of sweet potato diseases, both in field and in

storage. Large quantities of "wilt resistant" Norton tomato seed

were distributed to the agents. In many cases the tomato crop

would have been a failure except for the use of the Norton strain.

During the present season this work will be increased. Numerous
demonstrations in the selection and treatment of potato stock, both

Irish and sweet, were held during the past season. This line of en-
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deavor will also be augmented in the future. In general the exten-

sion plant pathologist will confine his endeavors to field demonstra-

tions in plant disease control and prevention and to the suppression

of diseases epidemic in nature.

PUBLICATIONS
Through the publication service of the College and particularly-

through the use of newspaper plate in the weekly papers, the Col-

lege is reaching a majority of the reading farmers of the state on
an average of once a week during the scholastic year, with informa-

tion considered vital to the welfare of Georgia agriculture. The
daily papers and the agricultural journals are also used, all such

publications in the state evidencing a desire for cooperation in this

form of extension service of the College.

Bulletins and circulars are now being issued by the Extension

Division and in accord with the Smith-Lever bill under which the

franking privilege is enjoyed, but all such bulletins and circulars

are considered and numbered as of the series issued by the College.

In other words, they are not separate publications and should be

looked for in the College serials.

BOYS' AND GIRLS' CLUBS

Another feature emphasized by the extension division is the

organization of boys' and girls' industrial clubs. The boys are en-

couraged to grow corn and raise pigs and calves under specific rules

and regulations laid down by the College, and the girls to organize

canning and poultry clubs and to take a greater interest in cooking

and sewing. In this work the extension division has had the sympa-
thetic cooperation of the great majority of the county school com-
missioners, the state department of agriculture, state and local edu-

cational institutions, business enterprises and a great number of

interested individuals. Liberal prizes have been offered by a number
of organizations and individuals. Through the organization of these

clubs the attention of the boys and girls is being directed to a more
thorough appreciation of the possibilities of the soil, the need of

the proper use of fertilizers and acquiring a knowledge of plant and

animal life. In other words, agricultural instruction of a funda-

mental character is being introduced into the schools of the state,

and the fact that the boys have often been able to produce 100

bushels of corn per acre, has demonstrated the economic value of

work of this character.

BOLL WEEVIL PREPAREDNESS
The Mexican cotton boll weevil has spread over the greater part

of the cotton belt of Georgia and in 1918 did considerable damage
in the southeastern section of the state. Because of the invasion of
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this pest, the extension forces have during the past two years been
giving a great deal of attention to the growing of cotton under boll

weevil conditions and the utilization of the surplus acreage made
vacant as a necessary means of combating this evil. Several live

stock specialists are now employed by the College in cooperation

with the United States Department of Agriculture, business inter-

ests and county officials. These men, in cooperation with the live

stock and farm crop specialists, have waged several campaigns in

the interest of cotton growing and diversified farming under boll

weevil conditions. Because of the ravages of this pest, live stock

farming has received a great impetus and many car loads of pure

bred cattle, hogs and work horses have been introduced. The sur-

plus acreage has been planted to peanuts, velvet beans, cowpeas,

oats, corn and other general farm crops necessary for the Increased

production of live stock. Several oil mills have been constructed

to take care of the surplus acreage in peanuts and many feed mills

have been organized to utilize velvet bean and corn products. In

special localities the trucking and fruit industry has been materially

improved.

EXTENSION SCHOOLS
It is believed that one of the most efficient ways by which the

farmer can be served is through the organization and promotion of

extension schools. The people of each community put up a mini-

mum guarantee of paid-up registered students before the school is

given. Extension schools are now being held at the District Agri-

cultural Schools where district demonstration agents are located.

The extension schools form the basis of a week's farmers' short

course for the district agricultural schools. They are of four days'

duration and are conducted in a thoroughly practical manner.

Among the subjects discussed are the mixing and application of fer-

tilizers, soils and soil cultivation, tillage and tillage implements, the

selection and improvement of seed corn and cotton, diseases of live

stock, dairying, poultry husbandry, fruit and truck problems, spray-

ing and orchard management and the feeding and care of live stock.

A new feature of the extension school is the Home Economics De-

partment which has been added this year and is proving of much
interest to farm women and girls. Specialists in cooking, home can-

ning, preserving, butter making, poultry and other kindred subjects,

give instructions and demonstrations to farm women and girls in at-

tendance at the school.

Speakers are sent from the College to address farmers' gatherings

or to discuss subjects of special interest to a given community. The

officers of the College are working in cooperation with the county

school commissioners, and lecturers are sent to teachers' institutes

for the purpose of discussing ways and means by which instruction
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in agriculture in the common schools as provided by law, may be

inaugurated. No service can be rendered the people of the state

at this time more important than that of fostering the teaching of

the underlying principles of agriculture in the public schools.

Another feature of extension work which the College is fostering

is correspondence with farmers. Thousands of letters are annually

answered, giving definite information relative to fertilizers, soils,

crops, care and management of live stock, orchards and gardens.

Every farmer in the state is invited to take advantage of the free

information afforded by correspondence. In this way at the cost of

postage, any individual may obtain information worth a great deal

of money to him.

The College stands ready to assist every organization and indi-

vidual entitled to its service.

FARMERS' INSTITUTES

During the year, 4,400 meetings were held and 170,454 people

reached exclusive of those reached through the distribution of bul-

letins, other printed matter, correspondence or those served by the

county agents.

Regular farmers' institutes numbered 104 with an attendance of

14,294.

Enrolled and visited during the past year 82,966, including farm-

ers, their wives and boys and girls as follows: corn club, 6,057; pig

clubs, 4,559; poultry clubs, 1,050; canning clubs, 5,213; four-crop

clubs, 284; miscellaneous clubs, 324; farmers' clubs, 5,975; calf

clubs, 1,129; farmers, 52,975; farm women, 5,400.

COUNTY AGENTS

County agents are now employed in over one hundred counties

of the state. There are 126 men agents and 114 women agents.

The following are statistics covering the work of men agents:

Number miles traveled by railroad 94,992

Number miles traveled by team 5,538

Number miles traveled otherwise 867,900

Total number field meetings 1,039

Number articles prepared for publication 2,051

Number circular letters written and sent out 135,401

Number bulletins sent out 113,688

Number of visits to school 6,404

PROJECTS
The various projects in operation in the extension division of the

Georgia State College of Agriculture are as follows: county agricul-

tural agents, county agents in home economics, boys' corn clubs,
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pig clubs, calf clubs, girls' canning and poultry clubs, movable
schools, farmers' institutes and general meetings, educational exhib-

its at state and county fairs, live stock extension, agronomy exten-

sion, dairy extension, horticulture extension, agricultural engineer-

ing, marketing, publications, live stock diseases, plant pathology,

forestry, bee-keeping, and the preventive treatment of farm timbers

to prolong life.
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THE PEABODY SCHOOL OF EDUCATION

OFFICIALS

DAVID CRENSHAW BARROW, LL.D., Chancellor of the University.

CHARLES MERCER SNELLING, D.Sc, President of Franklin Col-

lege and Dean of the University.

THOMAS JACKSON WOOFTER, LL.D., Dean of the School of Edu-
cation.

SPECIAL. FACULTY
THOMAS JACKSON WOOFTER, A.M., Ph.D., Professor of Phil-

osophy and Educational Philosophy.

JOSEPH SPENCER STEWART, A.M., Ped.D., Professor of Educa-

tion, High School Visitor.

AUSTIN SOUTHWICK EDWARDS, Ph.D., Professor of Psychology,

General and Educational, and Director of the Psychological

Laboratory.

CORNELIUS JACOB HEATWOLE, B.S., M.S., Professor of Sociol-

ogy and of the Principles of Education.

, Professor of Philosophy, and Educational Ad-
ministration and Supervision.

, Assistant Professor of the History of Education
and of Teaching Special Branches.

GENERAL FACULTY
All members of the faculties of Franklin College, the College of

Agriculture and Mechanic Arts, the School of Law, and the School

of Commerce, from which elective courses may be taken.

HISTORICAL BRIEF
In June, 1908, the trustees adopted a plan to convert the chair

of Philosophy and Education into a School of Education, to provide
a special building, and to enlarge the staff of instruction.

The matter of a general building was taken up with the Trustees
and General Agent of the Peabody Education Fund, and, pending
an adjustment of this fund there was a delay in the development of

the School of Education. In June, 1911, it being fairly certain that

an appropriation from the Peabody Fund would be made for the

special building, the trustees of the University agreed to provide the
annual maintenance to secure- the Peabody appropriation. In De-
cember, 1911, the Peabody Board appropriated $40,000 for the
building. Plans were matured and the construction completed in

April, 1913. It is known as George Peabody Hall, in honor of

George Peabody who, in 1867, made his great gift to the cause of

education in the South. This home of the Peabody School of Edu-
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cation is one of the most artistic, substantial, and well equipped
buildings on the campus, an appropriate memorial to the South's

greatest educational philanthropist.

Admission of Women. In September, 1918, the trustees of the

University passed a resolution opening the State College of Agricul-

ture and Mechanic Arts and the Peabody School of Education to

women on an equal footing with men, beginning September, 1919.

This was by way of action upon the petition of the School of Educa-
tion. From the very first the admission was championed and antic-

ipated by the School of Education, and well planned and equipped

Home Economics rooms were included in George Peabody Hall. In

other points this building was planned for co-education.

SCOPE

Developing from the chair of Philosophy and Education the

School of Education provides for the University not only the courses

in education but also the courses in the other .philosophical-social

sciences, psychology, sociology, ethics, and general philosophy.

Since these mutually contribute so much to each other, it is well to

have them under common direction.

The School of Education is a college in the University for the fol-

lowing services:

1. The preparation of teachers for high schools, normal schools,

and special subjects; of special supervisors and superintendents of

schools.

Such teachers and superintendents should have advanced col-

legiate scholarship and special preparation for their peculiar pro-

fession. It is beyond the province of the ordinary normal school to

give much collegiate instruction, and our state normal schools are

overburdened with the work to provide the elementary teachers.

We must evidently look to the college and university for the educa-

tion of teachers in the higher schools, for supervisors and leaders.

2. The study of the social sciences, psychology, sociology, ethics,

education, anthropology, and philosophy, as instruments of culture

and factors of social control, social betterment, and economic pro-

gress.

The great problems agitating the world today are in these fields,

and all turn to education for final solution. Education is a social

problem of great importance, and its study takes rank in a curri-

culum with sociology, political science, and all social sciences.

These social sciences are the human sciences which look to the

betterment and the happiness of man. The School of Education

purposes to unify these in Franklin College of Arts and the State

College of Agriculture and Mechanic Arts.
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LABORATORIES

The Psychological Laboratory occupies about eight rooms on the

first floor of George Peabody Hall and is equipped with the latest

psychological instruments for qualitative and quantitative studies

of such mental phenomena as the senses, the feelings, attention,

memory, etc. Every room can be brought into connection with

every other room by a system of electrical wiring. All rooms are

supplied with alternating electric current and gas, and most of them
with city water and sinks. One room can be used for a photographic

darkroom, while two others will be devoted especially to research

work. There is equipment for experimental pedagogy, and mental

and educational tests and measurements.
The Home Economics Laboratories includes a large kitchen lab-

oratory, pantry, dining room, class room, clothing and textile room,

well equipped with modern furnishings. The use of these during

several summer sessions has proved them well and comfortably

adapted.

DEPARTMENTS
As outlined under scope there are two chief departments:

1. Department of Philosophical-Social Science; psychology, so-

ciology, 'philosophy, ethics, anthropology, ethnology, and general

studies in education.

2. Department of Education; history, principles, methods, phil-

osophy, administration, and supervision of education.

DEGREES AND REQUIREMENTS
Bachelor of Arts

This degree, Bachelor of Arts in the Social Sciences, has recently

been provided to permit the election of major courses in social

science. The old Bachelor of Arts requires the major courses in

foreign languages.

Entrance requirements: English, 3 units; Latin, 3 units; math-
ematics, 2V2 units; history, 2 units; additional, SV2 units; total, 14.

Degree requirements: English, 3 hours; Latin, 3 hours; mathe-
matics, 3 hours; additional Latin or mathematics, 3 hours; an addi-

tional foreign language, 6 hours; natural sciences, 6 hours; history-

political science-economics, 9 hours; philosophical social science. 6

hours; education, 6 hours; additional, 6 hours in philosophical-

social science or in education; military or physical education, 3

hours; elective, 12 hours; total, 6 6 hours.

If Greek is elected as the additional foreign language, the total

requirements will be 63 hours.

Women substitute home economics for the additional Latin or

mathematics, 3 hours.
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The courses must be selected under the direction and approval of

the Dean of the School of Education.

An hour as here used means a recitation hour with its proper

preparation running through the college year.

Bachelor of Education

This degree is offered, giving liberal opportunity for study in the

human and social sciences, and special opportunity for preparation

for educational work. It differs slightly from the Bachelor of Arts

requirements in foreign language, English, and mathematics.

Entrance requirements: 14 units as follows: English, 3; mathe-
matics, 2V2 ', history, 2; any foreign language, 2; additional, 4*£.

Degree requirements: English, 6 hours; mathematics, 6 hours;

natural sciences, 6 hours; history, 3 hours; psychology, 3 hours;

philosophy social science, 3 hours; foreign languages, 6 hours in

each of two; education, 12 hours; military or physical education, 3

hours; elective, 12 hours; total, 6 6 hours.

Women substitute home economics for 3 hours of mathematics.

The above elections and requirements must be with the approval

of the Dean of the School of Education.

ARRANGEMENT OF COURSES
For Bachelor of Arts Freshman and Sophomore courses would

arrange about as follows:

Freshman Sophomore
Hours Hours

Latin 1__ 3 Latin 2 or Mathematics 3-4

English 1 3 (men) 3

Mathematics 1-2 3 Home Economics (women) _ 3

History 3 A foreign language _____ 3

Georgia History 1 (Continued from Freshman)
A foreign language _____ 3 Two natural science _____ 6

(Spanish, French, German, Psychology _________ 3

Greek). Elective __________3
Military (men) _______ Military or physical education
Physical Education (women)

Note:—This statement of hours has reference to work taken in

the University or in institutions credited for advanced standing.

JUNIOR AND SENIOR (SENIOR COLLEGE) COURSES

The remainder of courses enumerated in the requirements and

the additional elective courses to complete the total of 66 hours

must be arranged not later than the beginning of the Junior year

in accordance with the approval of the Dean of Education.

Students coming from other colleges with 30 acceptable hours to

their credit may enter with Senior College standing, but 36 hours of

credit will be necessary for full Senior College rating.

For Bachelor of Education, Freshman and Sophomore courses

would arrange about as follows:
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Freshman Sophomore
Hours Hours

English 1 3 English 2 3

Mathematics 1-2 3 Mathematics 3-4 3
A foreign language _____ 3 A foreign language _____ 3

History __________3 Psychology 1_______3
A natural science ______3 A natural science or
Military or History, or

Physical Education Economics ________ 3

Military or
Physical Education
Elective _________ 3

Note:—See note under Bachelor of Arts.

JUNIOR AND SENIOR (SENIOR COLLEGE) COL^SES

A foreign language two years and other courses enumerated in

the requirements, also additional elective courses to complete the

total of 6 6 hours. The scheme for these must be arranged not later

than the beginning of the Junior year in accordance with the ap-

proval of the Dean of Education.

Students coming from other colleges with 30 acceptable hours to

their credit may enter with Senior College standing, but 36 hours

of credit will be necessary for full Senior College rating.

SELECTION OF COURSES
The schedule of each year must be elected under the advice cf

the Dean of the School.

The foregoing curricula contemplate a selection of a major group

of courses in the philosophical-social sciences or in the education

studies. The major includes 12 hours minimum. With the major
in either of these departments, a minor of 9 hours must be taken in

history-political science-economics, except in the Bachelor of Edu-
cation curriculum.

The major, the minor, and the electives should be chosen for

some definite purpose in life.

The Teacher's Professional Certificate

The State Board of Education has provided for teachers' licenses

of professional rank based upon completion of college courses lead-

ing to graduation, provided, that a certain portion of the time has

been given to professional courses preparatory to educational work,

and that some representative of the State Board of Education has

aided in and approved the examinations.

"A graduate of an approved (14 unit) college who has included-

in his college courses three courses in Education of three hours each

throughout a college year, or the equivalent, will be eligible for a

professional certificate good for three years in any grade of educa-

tional work, and renewable thereafter indefinitely, the renewal
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based on successful experience and an examination on the State

Reading Course for the year."

These three courses are to be taken from Education 1-2, 3, 4-8,

5-6, 7, 9-10.

This Professional Certificate will be awarded with any degree for

which the three courses in education were included, provided that a

creditable scholarship average is made. This average should not

be lower than B.

COURSES OF INSTRUCTION
I. DEPARTMENT OF PHILOSOPHICAL.-SOCIAL SCIENCE

PSYCHOLOGY

1. Elementary Psychology. This course will introduce to the gen-

eral field of psychology and to educational psychology. It will take

up in lecture and recitations such topics as sensations, feelings,

imagery, attention, association, memory, reasoning, will and action

with illustrations by experimental demonstrations. Periods of child

growth and development, tests for psychological age, applications to

practical educational problems. Three hours, first half-year. Pro-

fessor Edwards.

This course may be followed in the second half-year by Psychology

3 or by Education 2. ,

3. Applied Psychology. Topics selected each year, but chiefly

from the following:

3a. Psychology of Business Procedure. After a brief review of the

principles of social psychology this course is devoted mainly to a

discussion of such mental factors as attention, suggestion, habit, imi-

tation, practice, fatigue, and others, involved in the problems of

advertising and salesmanship. (It will also illustrate the use of

mental tests in vocational guidance, especially with reference to se-

lecting applicants and placing employees in larger industrial and
mercantile plants).

3&. Legal and Vocational Psychology. This course deals with the

psychological problems of law and of every-day life.

3c. Abnormal Psychology. The subject-matter of this course will

be especially adapted to students preparing for the medical profes-

sion but will nevertheless be general enough to appeal to others.

After a short survey of the problems of idiocy, imbecility, and feeble-

mindedness, the most important acquired and inherited mental de-

fects are studied, such as amnesia, maniac excitement and depres-

sion, abulia, delusions, obsessions, hysteria, aphasia, various forms

of dementia, psychotherapy and general health. Prerequisite for

the above: Psychology 1 or 5. Professor Edwards.

5. Principles of Psychology. This will be a more detailed study
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of the standpoints, problems, methods, laws, and physiological basis

of psychology. Its various sub-branches and relations to philosophy

and other sciences will be outlined, and such topics as the struc-

tural, functional, and genetic aspects of mind as well as dreams,

hypnosis, neurosis, criminal action, and animal behavior will be dis-

cussed. Three hours weekly, throughout the year. This may be

taken as a beginning course. Junior or Senior credit. Professor

Edwards.

5a. Laboratory Work. One laboratory period of two hours per

week may be taken in connection with No. 5, to have this combina-

tion counted as a Science in Group II. Professor Edwards.

6. Experimental Psychology. The student will perform experi-

ments and introspective exercises on such topics as color-vision,

sound-localization, expression of feelings, laws of attention and

memory, reaction-times, Weber's law, absolute and differential

limen, etc. The work will be based largely on Titchener's Manual
of Experimental Psychology, Vol. 1. Qualitative Experiments, with

experiments selected from other sources.

This course may be counted as a Science in Group II. Prere-

quisite: Courses 1 or 5. The nature of the work makes it necessary

for students to work in pairs, and preferably, for two hours at a

time. Junior or Senior credit. Professor Edwards.

7. Advanced Educational Psychology. Characteristics and stages

of mental development, adolescence, individual differences, mental
training and culture, mental and educational tests and measure-
ments, etc. Three hours, the year. Professor Edwards.

20. Systematic Psychology: Graduate Course. An advanced and
detailed study of theoretical discussions and original investigations

regarding a single special topic, as sensations, attention, memory,
etc., and their quantitative treatment, with parallel reading of one
general systematic treatise. Prerequisite: Psychology 1-2 or 5,

and 6.

Major: Two conferences and four hours experimental work,
weekly.

Minor: One conference and two hours experimental work, weekly.

See Graduate School. I'rofessor Edwards.

21. Advanced Educational Psychology: Graduate Course. An ad-

vanced and detailed study of systematic treatise on educational psy-

chology and its quantitative methods of investigation. Prerequisite:

Psychology 1-2 or 5, and 6.

Major: Two conferences a week and work including laboratory
equivalent to one-half a year's graduate study.

Minor: One conference a week and work including laboratory
equivalent to one-fourth a year's graduate study. Professor Edwards.
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SOCIOIX)GY

5. Social Evolution. An introduction to the study of society

through the approach of organic and social evolution; anthropology,

heredity, morality, social organization, democracy, social problems,

and other introductory topics. Three hours, first half-year. Pro-

fessor Woofter.

6. Educational Sociology. Democracy the goal of social evolu-

tion; spirit of modern democracy; education the agency of social in-

heritance; education in a democracy; the evolution of the school;

modern educational doctrine. Three hours, second half-year. Pro-

fessor Woofter.

9. Principles of Sociology.

a. The elements of sociology. Social theory. A study of the best

principles of sociological theory with comparison of different authors.

Functional and applied sociology interpreted. Educational sociology

defined.

b. Modern social problems. A study of current social problems in

the light of sound theory. The city; the country; the negro; the im-

migrant; the liquor problem; crime and vice; poverty and pauper-

ism; the home and family; the state; the church; social philan-

thropy.

c. Practical applications. Social statistics. Sociology with special

reference to leadership. Problems of vocational education. Some
specific study in the outside field. Three hours, the year. Professor

Heatwole.

20. Advanced Sociology. An advanced course in the study of con-

structive progress in society .

(a) Historical and Theoretical Sociology. The study of the evolu-

tion of society and the history of civilization. Primitive society;

civilization, modern development. Readings: Taylor, Morgan, Sum-
ner, Boas, Giddings, and others.

(b) Social Theories. The study of the Principal Theories of

Society. Readings: Comte, Spencer, Montesquieu, Buckle, Bagehot,

Tarde, Giddings, and others.

(c) The Sociological in Education. Brief Historical Study of Ed-

ucation. Readings: Plato, Aristotle, Pestalozzi, Herbart, Froebel,

Rousseau, Spencer, (in summary text), Ward, Hall, and others.

(d) Modern Applied Sociology and Education. One practical

problem in the field selected for research.

As major, four hours a week throughout the year, an additional

seminar last term, and thesis.

As minor, two hours a week throughout the year and an addi-

tional seminar last term. Prerequisite: Sociology 5-6, or 9. See

Graduate School. Professor Heatwole.

21. Problems of Rural Life and Education. An advanced course.
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(a) The Principles of Rural Sociology. A study of rural life and

society. Bailey, Carver, Gillette, Foght, and others, with local stud-

ies.

(b) Fundamentals of Rural Progress. A constructive program of

rural progress. An original outline and program will be followed

and developed.

(c) Practical problems. An important problem of rural life or

the rural school will be selected for research and application of prin-

ciples and theories studied.

As minor, two hours a week throughout the year with an addi-

tional seminar during the third term. Prerequisite: Sociology 5-6,

or 9. See Graduate School. Professor Heativole.

PHILOSOPHY
3. Ethics. A study of human conduct in its philosophical, socio-

logical, psychological, and physiological phases. The moral aspects

of present day problems of society, democracy, and human life gen-

erally. Three hours, first half. Professor , Professor

Woofter.

4. Introduction to Philosophy. Historical introduction presenting

the great thinkers, the movements of thought, and special studies in

some field, logic or modern thought. Three hours, second half-year.

Professor .

5-6. Evolution. Organic, social, educational; anthropology; phil-

osophy of education. Three hours, the year. Professor Woofter.

7. Modern Philosophy. A survey of modern thought with special

studies of ideals of life expressed in philosophical and literary clas-

sics. Three hours, the year. Professor .

9. Social Philosophy. Given with Sociology 9. Three hours, the

year. Professor Heatwole.

26. Advanced History of Philosophy.

1. An introduction to the problems of philosophy.

2. A survey of the three general periods of the history of phil-

osophy with fuller study of the modern field.

3. Readings in philosophical classics, such as Plato, The Republic;

Marcus Aurelius, Meditation; Bacon, "The Advancement of Learn-
ing;" Darwin, "The Origin of Species;" Spencer, "First Principles;"

James, "Pragmatism," or others as selected each year. Prerequisite:

Philosophy 4, or its equivalent. Graduate course. Professor Woofter,

Professor .

H. DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION
EDUCATION

1. Elementary Educational Psychology. This course will intro-

duce to the general field of psychology and to educational psychol-

ogy. It will take up in lecture and recitations such topics as sen-
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sations, feelings, imagery, attention, association, memory, reasoning,

will and action with illustrations by experimental demonstrations.

Periods of child growth and development, tests for psychological

age, applications to practical educational problems. Three hours,

first half-year. Professor Edwards.

2. The History and Principles of Education. A study of the gen-

esis and development of educational ideals and practices from prim-

itive man to the present. Emphasis is placed upon the processes of

change and development. Historical analysis of the principles in-

volved with special reference to modern applications. Three hours

a week, second half-year. This should follow Psychology 1. Pro-

fessor Heatwole.

3. Principles of Teaching and Management; School Hygiene. Gen-

eral principles of method, application to various branches of study,

types of class exercises, the art of study, supervised study, discip-

line, general problems of directing school work, school hygiene and
sanitation, and community cooperation. Three hours, the year.

Professor Heatwole.

4. Secondary Education.

a. The American High School, its development, organization,

courses of study, methods of teaching, and administration. A com-
parison with secondary schools in leading foreign countries.

b. Observation and teaching in the high school of Athens with

visits to other high schools of the state. Two hours a week through-

out the year. (See also Education 8).

5-6. Introductory Educational Sociology and Philosophy.

a. An introduction to the study of society through the approach of

organic and social evolution; anthropology; heredity; morality, so-

cial organization, democracy, social problems vital for education,

and other introductory topics.

b. Democracy the goal of social evolution; study of modern
democracy; education the agency of social inheritance; education

in a democracy; the evolution of the school; modern educational

organization and doctrine. Three hours, the year. Professor Woofter.

7. Advanced Educational Psychology. Characteristics and stages

of mental development, adolescence, individual differences, mental

training and culture, mental and educational tests and measure-

ments, etc. Three hours, the year. Professor Edwards.

8. The Teaching of Special Subjects. Short courses will be ar-

ranged to review and discuss the teaching in the high school of va-

rious branches, mathematics, physics, general science, history-Eng-

lish, Latin-Spanish, and others as practicable. These will mostly

be one-hour courses supplementing Education 4.

9. Education in the United States. An advanced course in the

history of education treating the needs of a democracy, the evolu-
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tion of schools and school systems, the types of education needed,

problems of readjustment, and other problems of the day. Three

hours, first half-year.

10. The Administration and Supervision of Public Education in

the United States. Continuing Course 9 through the year. Pro-

fessor .

24. See Graduate School.

25. See Graduate School.

26. Principles of Education. Biological, Sociological, Psycholog-

ical. Graduate course, Summer School.

VOCATIONAL EDUCATION
The following are special courses for Smith-Hughes students. See

Division of Agricultural Education, College of Agriculture.

Education X. Vocational Educational Psychology and Principles

of Teaching. Three hours, the year. Professor Heatwole.

Education Y. Rural Sociology and Rural Economics. Three
hours, the year. Professor Heatwole.

Education Z. School Administration and Supervision. Half-year.

Professor .
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SCHOOL OF COMMERCE
FACULTY

DAVID CRENSHAW BARROW, DL.D., Chancellor of the University.

HOWARD DOUGLAS DOZIER, A.M., Associate Professor of Finance

and Acting Director of the School of Commerce.

HOWELL ARTHUR INGHRAM, B.S. in Commerce, Instructor in

Accounting.

*
, Adjunct Professor of Economics.

*
, Instructor in Stenography and Typewriting.

ROBERT PRESTON BROOKS, Ph.D., DeRenne Professor of Geor-

gia History.

AUSTIN SOUTHWICK EDWARDS, Ph.D., Professor of Psychology.

WALTER GROVER CORNETT, LLjB., Professor of Law.

CORNELIUS JACOB HEATWOLE, A.M., Professor of Education.

JOHN HANSON THOMAS McPHERSON, Ph.D., Professor of His-

tory and Political Science.

WILLIAM OSCAR PAYNE, A.M., Associate Professor of History and

Political Science.

ROBERT SPENCER POND, Ph.D., Adjunct Professor of Mathemat-
ics and Instructor in Statistics.

RAFAEL WILLIAM RAMIREZ, A.B., Adjunct Professor of Ro-

mance Languages and Instructor in South American History

and Relations.

STEADMAN VINCENT SANFORD, A.B., Litt.D., Professor of Eng-
lish Language and Instructor in Advertising.

ROSWELL POWELL STEPHENS, Ph.D., Associate Professor of

Mathematics and Instructor in Investment Mathematics.

To be supplied.
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GENERAL STATEMENT
Purpose and Scope of the School

The School of Commerce of the University of Georgia was or-

ganized in 1912 in response to a demand for courses which would
fit men for business careers. Approximately sixty per cent of the

graduates of the University enter business pursuits.

The work of the School is intended to embrace the general field

of Economics and to give this large percentage of the student body
an opportunity to acquire the fundamental principles underlying

business. With this end in view, the course of study has been ar-

ranged so as to give a general education and at the same time spe-

cial technical training. In general, the work of the Freshman and
Sophomore years embraces those subjects commonly recognized as

essential in any walk of life; that of the Junior and Senior years

is more specialized.

Entrance Requirements

Students at least sixteen years of age are admitted to candidacy

for the degree in Commerce, provided they have completed the fol-

lowing courses in an accredited high school or have otherwise been

accorded credit in the University for the units specified:

English ______
History _______
Mathematics _ _ _ _ _2

3 units Modern language - - 2

3 units (or foreign language) _3
5 units Elective ______ _4.5

(or 3.5 when 3 units of
foreign language are
offered).

units
units
units

Course of Study
Freshman Sophomore

Hours
English 1 3

Mathematics 1, 2 _____ 3

Foreign language ______ 3

Physics 1, 2 3

Economics 1 (Geography
and Industry) ______ 3

History 2_ 3

Military Science ______ 1

Practice work ________ 2

Hours
English 2 3

Mathematics 4a, 6 or (3, 4) 3

(Mathematics of Invest-
ments and Satistics).

History 4a or 4______3
Economics 5 (Elementary

Economics) ________ 3

Economics 16 (Accounting) _ 3

Modern language ______ 3

Practice work ______ __2
21 20
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Junior Senior
Economics 6 (Banking) _ _ _ 3 Elective in Economics _ _ _ _ 6

Economics 17 (Accounting) _ 3 History 13 or
*Modern language ______ 3 History 15_________3
Psychology 1,2 3 Elective in Economics, His-
Natural Science or tory, Sociology, English,
History 13 (Industrial His- Education, Modern Lan-

tory of U. S.) or guage, Political Science _ _ 6

History 15 (South American Practice work 2
History and Relations) _ _ 3

Practice work ________ 2

17 17

* Of the nine hours required in language at least six must be

taken in the same modern language.

STUDENTS IN OTHER DEPARTMENTS
Certain courses offered in the School of Commerce are open to

students of other departments of the University. Those who have

time for only one course in the School should elect Economics 5.

For those who can devote more time to the study of the subject,

Economics 6 and Economics 16 are best adapted.

COURSES OF STUDY

Only courses in Economics and closely allied subjects are described

in this announcement. The Bulletin of the University contains de-

scriptions of courses in the other departments. The courses here

described consist of three recitations a week throughout the year

unless otherwise specified.

1. Geography and Industry. Associate Professor Dozier.

A comparative study is made of the present status of industry and
commerce of the principal countries of the world. The chief pro-

ducts and industries; the commercial and industrial centers; the

distribution of population; the location, use, and conservation of

natural resources; and international trade, are some of the topics

considered.

5. Elementary Economics. Open to Sophomores and upper class-

men. Associate Professor Dozier, Mr. Inghram, and *
.

The laws of consumption, wealth, production, price, value, rent,

interest, and wages are studied. Money, credit, banking, business

cycles, industrial corporations, public utilities, the laws of interna-

tional trade and tariff policy, taxation and public expenditures, and
the problems of labor, and economic progress are considered.

This course gives an introduction to such advanced courses as

* To be supplied.
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marketing, banking, transportation, the trust problem, and business

problems in general. No advanced course in Economics can be

taken prior to Economics 5.

It contains the fundamentals that every collegiate citizen should

know as a basis for sound thinking on public and private business

problems.

6. Money and Banking. Associate Professor Dozier.

This course is an elementary -one in the theory, history and prob-

lems of money and banking. The problem's of money are studied

first, and the principles of the banking business, banking organiza-

tion, and bank supervision are then considered. The national bank-

ing system as modified by the Federal Reserve Act and the control

of farm credit by the national government are considered. The
problem of credit in general is also studied.

7. Corporation Management and Finance. First half-year. *

This course includes a study of the financial organization and
management of corporations. The nature of corporations i^ studied,

as well as their advantages and disadvantages, and they are con-

trasted with partnerships. Attention is also given to the reorgani-

zation of corporations which have gone into the hands of a receiver.

8. Transportation. First half-year. Associate Professor Dozier.

The development of waterways and their decline, the develop-

ment of railways and the part played by transportation in the indus-

trial and commercial development of the United States are intro-

ductory subjects. Railways are studied as the most highly develop-

ed and most complex form of business organization, as a form of

business directly affecting most other businesses, and as one of the

factors of national development. The Act to Regulate Commerce
and the work of both the Interstate Commerce Commission and the

State Commissions are considered. Freight rates and passenger

fares, the valuation of the railways, and the problem of rate regula-

tion are topics covered. The latter part of the course will be de-

voted to ocean transportation.

11. Marketing. Second half-year. Associate Professor Dozier.

In this course the marketing of farm products through organ-

ized central markets and cooperative agricultural marketing asso-

ciations is studied. The functions performed by the middle men
are also studied. Following this the methods employed by manu-
facturer, wholesalers, and retailers are investigated, together with

the part played by the commission house.

12. Personal Insurance. First half-year. * .

Insurance ranks with the most important businesses of the coun-

try, and the economic need for it and the uses of various kinds of

policies for the protection of business and family obligations create

* To be supplied.
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an increasing demand for it. Some knowledge of the theory and
practice of insurance is, therefore, useful to every man, and is of

especial value to those engaged in any form of commercial activity.

This course will give the student that knowledge of the subject

which will enable him to understand thoroughly the different poli-

cies and choose in an intelligent manner that one which will most
effectively protect his interests; and, should he decide to enter the

profession, will give him that knowledge of the business which he

can most easily secure by systematic study.

13. Property Insurance. Second half-year. * .

Property insurance is also of general importance. Insurance is

now an important element in all commercial undertakings; conse-

quently it is important that every student of business should at least

have a general knowledge of it. In this course are studied the

policy contracts, the insurance laws, kinds of companies, and their

organization, analysis of policies, conditions, etc., of fire, marine,

fidelity, surety, title and credit insurance.

15. Advertising and Salesmanship. Professor Sanford.

Special attention to selling plans and special campaigns; prepara-

tion of copy.

16. Elementary Accounting. Mr. Inghrwm.

The purpose of this course is to give to the student that knowl-

edge of the general principles of accounting which will enable him
as a manager or manager-owner of a business to direct his book-

keepers intelligently and to profit by the work of his accountants.

It is also a foundation for the advanced courses in accounting

should he desire to enter the accounting profession. Since this

course does not presume any knowledge of bookkeeping, a large

part of the work is devoted to douible entry bookkeeping accompan-
ied by practice work in the laboratory. The rest of the work com-
prises a study of the balance and income sheets, revenue, capital,

depreciation, partnership, and corporation accounts.

17. Advanced Accounting. Prerequisite: Elementary Accounting.

Mr. Inghram.

This course is a continuation of the work begun in the first year.

During the first half of the year, special attention is given to cor-

poration accounting and to the accounting peculiarities of a few

other businesses. It gives the student a more extensive knowledge
of the subject than does elementary accounting. The second half

of the year is devoted largely to miscellaneous problems affecting

different types of business organizations.

18. Cost Accounting. Second half-year. Prerequisite: Elemen-

* To be supplied.
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tary Accounting. Advanced Accounting must be taken at the same
time. Mr. Ingliram.

This course continues the study of cost accounting as briefly in-

troduced in Advanced Accounting. It gives the student practice in

constructing systems that show the costs, the effectiveness of labor

employed, and the materials used. Investigations of the cost sys-

tems of typical industries are made, and methods of ascertaining

both prime and overhead costs are studied in detail. This course

will be of special benefit to the student who is planning to enter the

accounting profession.

19. Auditing. First half-year. Prerequisite: Elementary Ac-

counting. Advanced Accounting must be taken at the same time.

Mr. Inghram.

The student receives instruction relative to the qualifications of

the public auditor and the procedure in conducting both the de-

tailed and balance-sheet audits. Analytical power and initiative are

developed by requiring the student to do practical auditing work.

24. Introductory Course in Business Law. First half-year. Pro-

fessor Cornett.

Law as related to ordinary business transactions, elementary prin-

ciples of contracts, negotiable instruments, agency, and bankruptcy,

practical work in the legal problems which confront the business

man, garnishments, attachments, and conveyances.

25. Law of Corporations, Banking, and Insurance. Second half-

year. Professor Cornett.

Rights and liabilities of partners; formation, management, and
dissolution of partnerships and corporations; rights and liabilities

of stockholders, directors, and officers; banks and banking; in-

surance.

2 8. Foreign Trade. First half-year. *
.

Exporting and importing are studied, and stress is placed on ex-

porting. The various forms of organization and methods of indi-

vidual corporations and cooperative associations are studied. The
problems and practice of such subjects as packing, shipping, for-

warding, insurance, exchanges, credits and collections are included.
Especial attention is given to the foreign trade of the United

States.

PSYCHOLOGY, EDUCATION, AND SOCIOLOGY
For a description of the courses given in these subjects, see under

the School of Education.

(BUSINESS) MATHEMATICS
4a. Insurance and the Theory of Investment. Open to Sopho-

mores, first half-year. Associate Professor Stephens.

* To be supplied.
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An elementary course in probabilities and series as applied to the

general theory of investment and in particular to life insurance.

6. Statistical Method and Principles. Open to Sophomores, sec-

ond half-year. Adjunct Professor Pond.

An introduction to statistical methods and principles, including

exercises in methods and problems.

HISTORY AND POLITICAL SCIENCE

2. European History. Professors McPherson, Brooks, and Payne.

The development of agriculture, industry, commerce, and finance

from colonial days to the present time is treated in this course.

4a. Economic History of England and Modern Continental Eu-
rope. Professor Payne.

A survey of English History with special emphasis on the develop-

ment of agriculture, commerce, and industry. This course will be

extended to include a similar study of Continental Europe during

the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries.

4. Political and Constitutional History of England. Open to

Sophomores. Professor Payne.

5, 6. Political and Constitutional History of the United States.

Open to Juniors and Seniors. Professor McPherson.

8, 9. The French Revolution and Napoleonic Wars, and Europe in

the Nineteenth Century. Open to Juniors and Seniors. Professor

Payne.

10. History of the South. Open to Juniors and Seniors. Professor

Brooks.

11. Political Science. An introduction to the theory of Political

Science, comprising a study of the origin, nature, function and or-

ganization of the state. Three hours a week, first half-year. Senior

course, but also optional for Juniors. Professor McPherson.

12. American Government and Politics. An advanced, detailed

study of the American system of government, federal, state, and
local, including the organization and actual influence of political

parties. Three hours a week, second half-year. Senior course, but

also optional for Juniors. Professor McPherson.

13. Industrial History of the United Sttaes. Professor Brooks.

15. History of South America and South American Relations.

Adjunct Professor Ramirez.

HONORS AND PRIZES
An annual scholarship of one hundred dollars is offered by the

National Society for Broader Education to a Senior who meets cer-

tain requirements. During the year, 1918-1919, this scholarship

was held by Mr. Weyman Isaac Dooley, Jr., of Watkinsville, Georgia.
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THE ECONOMICS SOCIETY
The students of the School are brought together for association

and improvement in the Economics Society. The purpose of this

organization is two fold: First, its object is to discuss and study cur-

rent economic and business problems; and second, to invite men of

experience along various lines of business endeavor to speak to the

students. This society is not in lieu of the old line literary societies

but in addition to them.

EMPLOYMENT DURING SUMMER
Students are advised to secure positions during the summer in

the line of work in which they expect permanently to enter. Ar-

rangements have been made with certain banks of the state accord-

ing to which banking experience may be had. The remuneration for

this work is determined by the applicant and the bank concerned.

It is understood, however, that it will be sufficient at least to defray

the expenses of the student while he is at work. This arrangement
makes it possible for students to get excellent experience and offers

the bank at the same time an opportunity to try out men with a

view to permanent employment.

PRACTICE WORK
Each student is required, in addition to the regular prescribed

work, to devote two hours a week to practice in writing and type-

writing. Each graduate of the School of Commerce should, before

graduation, be able to do reasonably rapid work with the type-

writer. The object of the School is not primarily to train penmen
and typists, but the ability to write plainly and rapidly and to use

the typewriter is so important in business that practice in them is

required.

THE SECRETARLYL COURSE
For the first time in its history, the University of Georgia will

open its doors to women in September, 1919. For those women
who desire to prepare themselves for secretarial positions, the

School of Commerce will offer appropriate courses. The degree of

B.S. in Commerce will be conferred upon the completion of the four

years work. The first two years of the Secretarial Course will be

practically identical with that outlined for men. The first two years

will be given up largely to general subjects; the last two to special-

ized work.

EXPENSES
For expenses, see the general catalog of the University.

Any further information may be had by writing:

HOWARD DOUGLAS DOZIER,
Athens, Georgia.
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HOMER VAN VALKENBURGH BLACK, Ph.D., Associate Professor
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WILLIS HENRY BOCOCK, A.M., LL.D., Milledge Professor of An-

cient Languages.

ROBERT PRESTON BROOKS, Ph.D., DeRenne Professor of Geor-

gia History.

'

GEORGE ARTHUR CRABB, B.S.A., Junior Professor of Agronomy.

AUSTIN SOUTHWICK EDWARDS, Ph.D., Associate Professor of

Psychology.

JOHN RICHARD FAIN, B.S., Professor of Agronomy.

CORNELIUS JACOB HEATWOLE, M.S., Professor of Education.

LINVILLE LAUREiNTINE HENDREN, Ph.D., Professor of Physics

and Astronomy.

WILLIAM DAVIS HOOPER, A.M., Professor of Latin.

MILTON PRESTON JARNIGAN, B.S.A., Professor of Animal Hus-

bandry.

JOSEPH LUSTRAT, Bach, es Lett., Professor of Romance Lan-

guages.

THOMAS HUBBARD McHATTON, Sc.D., Professor of Horticulture.

JOHN HANSON THOMAS McPHERSON, Ph.D., Professor of His-

tory and Political Science.

ROBERT LIGON McWHORTER, A.M., Adjunct Professor of Latin

and Greek.

JOHN MORRIS, A.M., Professor of Germanic Languages.

ROBERT EMORY PARK, A.M., Litt.D., Professor of English.

WILLIAM OSCAR PAYNE, A.M., Associate Professor of History and

Political Science.
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ROBERT SPENCER POND, Ph.D., Adjunct Professor of Mathe-
matics.

JOHN MOORE READE, Ph.D., Professor of Botany.

STEADMAN VINCENT SANFORD, A.B., Litt.D., Professor of the

English Language.

LAFAYETTE MILES SHEFFER, B.S., Junior Professor of Voca-

tional Education.

ROSWELL POWELL STEPHENS, Ph.D., Associate Professor of

Mathematics.

CHARLES MORTON STRAHAN, C. and M.E., Sc.D., Professor of

Civil Engineering.

ROOSEVELT PRUYN WALKER, M.A., Adjunct Professor of Eng-
lish.

JOHN TAYLOR WHEELER, B.S., Professor of Vocational Educa-
tion.

HENRY CLAY WHITE, Ph.D., Sc.D., D.C.L., LL.D., Professor of

Chemistry, and Terrell Professor of Agricultural Chemistry.

THOMAS JACKSON WOOFTER, Ph.D., Professor of Philosophy and
Education.

WILLIAM ARCHER WORSHAM, JR., A.M., Professor of Agricul-

tural Chemistry.
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CALENDAR, 1919-1920

1919:

January—Reports from professors who conducted Graduate Courses
in the Summer School of 1918.

May lst-^Last day on which theses may be handed in to professors.

May 15th—Last day on which theses may be handed by professors

to the dean.

May 25th—Last day on which reports may be made on written ex-

aminations of minor courses.

June 1st—Last day on which reports may be made on written ex-

aminations of major courses.

June 18th—Commencement Day. Conferring of Degrees.

June 30th—The Summer School opens.

August 2nd—Close of Summer School.

September 17—Opening of the 120th annual session.

November 1st—Last day on which a candidate's programme of stud-

ies may be handed to the dean.

1920:

January—Reports from professors who conducted Graduate courses

in the Summer School of 1919.
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HISTORICAL
Although the first statutes of the University contemplated resident

graduate students,* it was the custom here (as it was elsewhere,

and perhaps still is in some universities) to confer the degree of Mas-
ter of Arts upon any Bachelor of Arts of good character who, three

years or more after graduation, should formally apply for the degree,

and pay a fee therefor. f In 1868 a course of study was laid down
which candidates for the Master's degree were to pursue. From
1869 until 1890 the regulations required the candidate successfully

to complete the most advanced course in each of the academic (non-

professional) schools. In 1892 the requirements for the degrees

became what they have since substantially remained; slight modifi-

cations have been made from time to time.

In the Catalogue of 1872-73 the degree of Civil Engineer is adver-

tised for the first time as a graduate degree, being based on the

degree of Bachelor of Engineering. The degree of Civil and Mining

Engineering was a still higher degree, based on both B.E. and C.E.

The degree of Master of Science was first offered in 1890, M.S. in

Agriculture in 1910,$ M.S. in Forestry in 1917.

The graduate work of the University has been supervised by the

Faculty, chiefly through its Committee on Graduate Courses. In

1910 the work was set apart by the Board of Trustees as the Grad-

uate School, with its own Dean.

ADMISSION

Admission to the Graduate School is granted to graduates of col-

leges of good standing. Other persons of suitable age and attain-

ments may also be admitted by special permission of the Committee
on Graduate Courses. Admission to the Graduate School does not

imply admission to candidacy for a degree. Application for admis-

sion should be made by correspondence or at the office of the Dean.

Should a student desire to take a graduate course for which his

undergraduate work has not afforded sufficient preparation, he will

be required to pursue the requisite studies. The professor who con-

ducts a graduate course undertakes to see that every student who
is admitted to his course has satisfied the prerequisites or is satisfy-

ing them according to his directions.

"Masters and Bachelors of Arts, who shall signify to the President their
purpose of residing at the College or In Athens with a' view of pursuing litera-
ture, under his direction, and under the government of the College, and give
a sufficient bond to the Board of Trustees for the payment of their quarters
hills, shall he considered as resident Graduates and students of the College."
Laws of the College of Georgia, 1803, Chap. II, See. IV. So also Code of Laws
for the government of Franklin College. 1816, ('hap II. Se<-. XVI,
fCode of 1803, Chap. XII, Sees. II and IV. Code of 1810, Chap. II. Sec XVI,

and Chap. VIII. Sees. II and IV.
tThe degree of Master of Agrieulture had been offered from 1S76 to 1S79.
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DEOREES
The degrees conferred in the Graduate School are Master of Arts,

Master of Science, Civil Engineer, Master of Science in Agriculture,

Master of Science in Forestry.

Candidates must have received a baccalaureate degree from this

or some other institution of reputable standing, and must pursue
here and complete satisfactorily a major and two minor courses.

The programme of study must not include any course that forms
a part of the candidate's programme of study or of his curriculum
for any other degree conferred or to be conferred here; it should be

submitted early in the session (not later than November 1st,) to the

Dean on Graduate Courses and of the Faculty.

Candidates are expected to show correctness and good taste in

their English, hoth oral and written.*

A thesis or essay required in connection with a graduate course

must show independence of judgment in the treatment of some
definite problem from the sources. A bibliography must be added
covering all literature used, and specific acknowledgments made.

Assignment of subject must be made to the candidate and reported

to the Dean of the Graduate School not later than January 1st, and
the thesis must be handed to the professor not later than May 1st,

and by him to the Dean of the Graduate School not later than May
15th. If the thesis be approved by the professor and by the Faculty,

a bound copy must be delivered before the second Wednesday in June

to the Dean of the Graduate School for deposit in the Library.

After the professors under whom the candidate has pursued an

approved programme of study have reported in writing to the Dean
that he has satisfactorily pursued the required courses and has

passed written examinations upon them, he will be orally examined

by a committee of the Faculty. If the course has included a thesis,

the oral examination will not be held until the committee appointed

to examine the thesis has made a favorable report to the Dean. Re-

ports of written examinations on minor courses must be made not

later than three weeks before Commencement Sunday, and reports

on major courses not later than two weeks before Commencement
Sunday. In making reports the professor will transmit a copy of

the written examination (questions and candidate's papers) for the

use of the examining committee of the Faculty. This committee

is appointed by the Chancellor and consists of not less than five

members of the Faculty. All other members of the Faculty are

invited to attend the examination. After the professor who has

given the course has finished his questioning, an equal amount of

"Any Student who shows notable weakness in English, either oral or written,

in his work in any course in the University of Georgia, shall, at the request of

any instructor, he required to do spechil work under the direction of the de-

partment of English.'1 Faculty Minutes, Sept. 20th, 1915.
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time, or more, will be at the disposal of the other members of the

committee.

Examinations, both oral and written, on a major course may go

outside of the formal limits of the course and include fundamental

matters that may have been treated in undergraduate courses. This

regulation applies also, though in a less degree, to examinations on

minor courses. Where a graduate minor is based on an advanced

undergraduate course, the student may at the option of the instruc-

tor take the undergraduate examination for each term, but it is

expected that each graduate course shall be subject to one written

examination covering the entire course.

Master of Arts. Prerequisite degree: Bachelor of Arts or Bachelor

of Science. The major course and at least one minor must be select-

ed from the following departments of study: Philosophy, Educa-

tion, History, Political Science, Economics, Rhetoric, English Liter-

ature, the English Language, German, Latin, Greek, Romance Lan-

guages, Mathematics.

Master of Science. Prerequisite degree: Bachelor of Science or

Bachelor of Arts. The major course and at least one minor must
be selected from the following departments of study: Mathematics,

Chemistry, Geology, Physics, Astronomy, Physiology, Zoology, Bot-

any, Psychology.

Civil Engineer. Prerequisite degree: Bachelor of Science in Civil

Engineering or Bachelor of Science in Electrical Engineering. The
major course must be in the department of Civil Engineering and
the minors may be from minor graduate courses, or certain under-

graduate courses, offered in other departments of the University.

The choice of minors is subject to the approval of the Professor of

Civil Engineering.

Master of Science in Agriculture. A reputable baccalaureate de-

gree prerequisite. The major and at least one minor must be select-

ed from courses offered in the College of Agriculture. One minor
may be chosen from graduate courses offered in other departments

of the University or from certain undergraduate courses. The choice

of courses is subject to the approval of the professor in charge of

the department in which the major course is selected.

Master of Science in Forestry. Prerequisite degree: Bachelor of

Science in Forestry or Forest Engineer. The major course must be

in Forestry; one minor may be selected from any department of the

College of Agriculture; and one minor from any department or col-

lege of the University, but the choice of courses is subject to the

approval of the professor of Forestry.

COURSES 1919-1920

Explanation. Courses of instruction are classed as majors or

minors according to the estimated amount of work required, and
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to some extent according to the nature of the subject. A major
course will require half of the work of a candidate for the Master's

degree in residence for one year. A minor course will require a

quarter of his time. A major course is based upon and presupposes

the Senior or most advanced undergraduate course of a Department.

No student will be admitted to a major course who has not had at

least two years of undergraduate work in the same or a closely re-

lated subject. A minor course is also generally based upon the

most advanced undergraduate course of a department, but extensions

of certain advanced undergraduate courses may also be rated as

minor graduate courses. No student, however, will be admitted to

a graduate minor unless he has had at least one year of under-

graduate work in the same subject. A candidate for a degree will

not be permitted, as a rule, to offer more than one minor that is

not based upon the most advanced undergraduate course of a Depart-

ment. All courses are submitted for approval and rating to the

Committee on Graduate Courses, and are finally passed upon by the

Faculty.

GREEK
a. Selections from Homer, Herodotus, the dramatists, Thucydides,

Plato, and Demosthenes.

1). Brief introduction to Historical Grammar. Classical Greek
Syntax: Gildersleeve, and other works. Oral and written exercises

in Attic Greek. Recitation of the more familiar metres. Readings

in the History of Greece. Three lectures per week. Major. Pro-

fessor Bocock and Adjunct Professor McWhorter.

LATIN

1. A major course, designed to supplement the undergraduate

courses, and therefore somewhat general in nature. It comprises

the reading of considerable portions of Catullus, Lucretius, Juvenal,

Seneca, and the Younger Pliny, with readings in Dill, Mommsen,
and Ferrero; a review of grammar, from the comparative and histor-

ical point of view; exercises in Latin writing; reading in the history

of the literature, and an introduction to epigraphy and palaeography.

Four hours per week. Professor Hooper and Adjunct Professor Mc-

Whorter.

2. A minor course in the Roman drama, consisting of lectures on

the subject, and reading of a number of representative plays of

Platus, Terence, and Seneca. Especial attention is paid to the re-

lationship of the Roman drama to the Greek drama, on the one hand,

and the English drama on the other. Prerequisite: Latin 4. Two
hours per week. Professor Hooper.
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FRENCH
lie Roman en France dans la deuxieme partie du XIX Siecle.

Lectures in French. Reading of works by Flaubert, Fueillet,

Cherbuliez, Fromentin, les de Goncourt, Daudet, Loti, Zola, de

Maupassant, Bourget, Rod, Margueritte, Rosny, Prevot, Barres,

France, Fabre, Theuriet, etc. Prerequisite: French 2 or 2a. Two
hours per week. Professor Lustrat.

GERMAN
1. The German Classics. Selections from the following: Goethe:

Werther, Faust I, Poems, Egmont, Iphigenie, Wilhelm Meister.

Schiller: Kabale und Liebe, Fiesco, Don Carlos, Jungfrau von Or-

leans, Wallenstein, Wilhelm Tell, Poems. Lessing: Emilia Galotti,

Minna von Barnhelm, Nathan der Weise, Hamburgische Dramaturgie
Laokoon, Controversial Writings.

Commentaries: Bellermann, Minor, Hettner, Braun, Bulthaupt,

Fischer.

Major. About eleven hundred pages. Four conferences weekly.

Professor Morris.

2. A minor course in the German Classics. About seven hundred
pages. Prerequisite: German 2 or 2a. Two conferences weekly.

Professor Morris.

3. German Composition. Practice in speaking and writing Ger-
man. Prerequisite: German 2a or 2. Two hours per week. Minor.

Professor Morris.

ENGLISH
1. Old and Middle English, Phonology, Inflections and Transla-

tion. Text-books: Smith's Old English Grammar, Chaucer's Pro-

logue and Knight's Tale, with lectures based on Morris's "Organic

History of English Words," Part I (K. J. Triibner), Part II (Ms.).

Three hours per week, first and second terms. Minor. Professor

Morris.

2. Historical English Syntax: a. General Linguistic development.

b. The Syntax of Old, Middle, and Modern English.

Prerequisite: Course 1 or the equivalent.

Maetzner, English Grammar, Volumes II and III; Kellner, His-

torical English Syntax; Emerson. English Language; Whitney, Life

and Growth of Language; Xesfield, Historical English; Jespersen,

Modern English Grammar; Horn, Historische neuenglische Gram-
matik.

Three hours per week, second and third terms. Minor. Professor

Sanford.

Note:—Courses 1 and 2 may be taken together as a major, or

Course 2 may be taken with 4 or 5 to form a major.

3. Composition, Poetics, Theories of Style. Butcher's Aristotle's
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Theory of Poetry and Fine Art; Cooper's Theories of Style; Lessing's

Laokoon. Papers will be required dealing with specific critical prob-

lems suggested by the study of Aristotle's Poetics, a number of

essays on theories of style, and other critical essays and apprecia-

tions. Prerequisite: Two elective undergraduate courses in English

Literature. Two hours per week. Minor. Adjunct Professor Walker.

4. The English Drama. A. From the beginning to the death of

Elizabeth (1603). Based on "Ward's English Dramatic Literature;

Brooke's Tudor Drama; Bate's English Religious Drama; Manley's

Specimens of the Pre-Shakespearean Drama. Plays from Udall,

Stevenson, Sackville and Norton, Kyd, Lyly, Peele, Greene, Nash,

Marlowe, Shakespeare, Jonson, and others. A study will be made of

the development of the English Language and of the development

of dramatic technique. Professor Park.

B. From the death of Elizabeth to the closing of the Theatres

(1642). Based on Ward's English Dramatic Literature; Schelling's

English Drama; Collier's Annals of the English Stage; and plays

selected from Shakespeare, Jonson, Beaumont and Fletcher, Web-
ster, Massinger, Middleton, Dekker, Day, Chapman, Shirley, and
others. A study will be made of the syntax of the language of

Elizabeth's time in comparison with modern English. Professor San-

ford.

C. From the closing of the theatres to the present time. Based on
Schelling's English Drama; Nettleton's English Drama of the Res-

toration and Eighteenth Century; Chandler's Modern Drama; plays

from Dryden, Congreve, Wycherly, Shadwell, Addison, Sheridan,

Goldsmith, Shelley, Browning, Tennyson, Lytton, Phillips, Shaw,
Galsworthy, Jones, Pinero, and others. Frequent critical papers will

be required. Adjunct Professor Walker.

Four hours per week. Major. A and B, or B and C, with some
curtailment, may be taken as a minor.

5. The English Novel; History and Technique. The course in-

cludes the reading of twenty-seven works of prose fiction from Sir

Thomas Malory to Kipling.

Text-Books: J. G. Dunlop's History of Prose Fiction; F. M. War-
ren's History of the Novel previous to the 17th Century; Bliss

Perry's Art of Prose Fiction. And for reference: Jusserand's Eng-
lish Novel in the time of Shakespeare; Cross's Development of the

English Novel; George Saintsbury's English Novel; Walter Raleigh's

English Novel.

Prerequisite: English 3-4, or the equivalent. Two hours per week.

Minor. Professor Sanford.

Note:—A minor from Course 4 with 5 may be taken as a major.
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HISTORY
1. The English Constitution to the Reign of Henry VI. A course

comprising a thorough study of the foundations of Anglo-Saxon in-

stitutions, and their development through the medieval. It is based

upon Stubbs's Constitutional History of England. Minor. Three

hours a week, first half-year. Associate Professor Payne.

2. The English Constitution since the Reign of Henry VI. A
course based upon the constitutional histories of Hallam and May,

and covering the later phases of the development of English institu-

tions. Three hours a week, second half-year. Minor. Associate

Professor Payne.

Courses 1 and 2 are together rated as a major. Each includes

parallel reading, tested by frequent examinations.

3. Civil War and Reconstruction. An extension of History 13.

Graduate students will take this course with the undergraduate
class and will be required, in addition to meeting the requirements

of History 13, to prepare a thesis from the original sources, so far

as they are available.

In addition to attending History 13, there will be one conference

hour weekly for instruction in historical method and guidance in

the preparation of the thesis. Minor. Professor Brooks.

Phelps-Stokes Fellowship. The study and research in connection

with the preparation of the annual Phelps-Stokes Study (see page

44), has been rated as a major course for the Master of Arts degree.

4. The French Revolution and Napoleon I. (Not offered in years

in which Courses 1-2 are given). An advanced course in the topical

study of European History from 1789 to 1815, based on some of the

standard authorities for this period. Emphasis is placed upon the

constitutional experiments of the French Revolution, and the prob-

lems raised by the Napoleonic wars.

Prerequisites: Two college years of History, and in addition there-

to History 8-9 or its equivalent.

Conferences two hours per week. Minor. Associate Professor Payne.

PHILOSOPHY
Advanced History of Philosophy (Philosophy 26). 1. An intro-

duction to the problems of philosophy. 2. A survey of the three

general periods of the history of philosophy with further study of

the modern fields. 3. Selected readings in philosophical classics, such

as Plato, Republic; Marcus Aurelius, Meditations; Bacon, Advance-
ment of Learning; Darwin, Origin of Species; Spencer, First Prin-

ciples; James, Pragmatism, or others as chosen each year

Prerequisite: Philosophy 4 or its equivalent. Two conferences a

week and library reading. Minor. Professor Woofter.

PSYCHOLOGY
1. Systematic Psychology (Psychology 7). An advanced course in

systematic and experimental psychology intended as a detailed study
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of theoretical discussions and original investigations regarding a
single special topic, such as Sensations, Feelings, Attention, Associa-
tion, Memory, etc., and as an introduction to the use of quantitative
methods applicable to this topic. Parallel reading of one general
systematic treatise by one of the following authors: Wundt, Ebbing-
haus, James, Titchener, Munsterberg, or Ladd, will be required as

a general basis of the work.

Prerequisite: Psychology 1-2 and 6.

Major. Two conferences and four hours experimental work
weekly.

Minor. One conference and two hours laboratory work weekly.

Associate Professor Edivards.

2. Advanced Educational Psychology (Psychology 11). As a rule

this course will refer mainly to teaching. Texts: Miinsterberg's

Psychology and the Teacher; K}irkpatriek, Genetic Psychology;

Thorndyke, Educational Psychology; Whipple, Manual of Mental and
Physical Tests. Comparative Psychology: Washburn, The Animal
Mind; Yerkes, Animal Behavior; Thorndike, Animal Intelligence.

Abnormal Psychology; Stooring, Mental Pathology; Ribot, Diseases

of Personality.

Prerequisites: Psychology 1-2 and 6. Major. Two conferences

a week, the work, including laboratory, equivalent to one-half year's

graduate study. Minor: One conference a week, the work, including

laboratory, equivalent to one-fourth of a year's graduate study.

Associate Professor Edwards.

Comparative Psychology (Psychology 12). Not offered for 1919-

1920.

SOCIOLOGY
4. Advanced Sociology (Education 17). An advanced course in

the study of constructive progress in society.

a. Historical and theoretical sociology. The story of the evolu-

tion of society and the history of civilization. Primitive society;

civilization; modern development: Tylor, Morgan, Sumner, Boas,

Giddings, and others.

h. Social theories. The study of the principal theories of society;

Comte, Spencer, Montesquieu, Buckle, Bagehot, Tarde, Giddings, and
others.

c. Educational Sociology. Brief historical study of Education.

The Sociological in Education: Plato, Aristotle, Pestalozzi, Herbart,

Froebel, Rousseau, Spencer (in summary text), Ward, Hall, and

others.

d. Modern Applied Sociology and Education. One practical prob-

lem in the field selected for research.

c. A thesis is required.

Prerequisite: Education 5-6.
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EDUCATION
1. Education in the United States (Education 24).

In the main this course is historical:

1. Early transplantings from Europe. 2. Developments more dis-

tinctly American. 3. Evolution of various phases of education; ele-

mentary, secondary, higher, technical, professional, and special.

4. Influences of Rousseau, Pestalozzi, Froebel, Herbart, Spencer, and

others. 5. Prominent American leaders. 6. Development of admin-

istration and supervision. 7. Educational philanthropies. 8. Re-

organization and expansion of education demanded by modern con-

ditions, with especial attention to the South. Coordination of state,

county, national, and private endeavor.

Prerequisite: Education 1, or equivalent.

Three hours per week. Major. Professor Woofter.

2. Public School Administration. 1. The Administration of Edu-
cation in the Nation; the probable functions of the United States

Government. 2. State and County Educational Administration. Cub-

berly's State and County Reorganization, Cubberly and Elliott's

Source Book of State and County School Administration; various

pamphlets and reports from States and from the United States Bu-
reau of Education. 3. Educational Administration in Cities and
Towns. Perry's Management of a City School; Diffenbaugh's School

Administration in the Smaller Cities. There will be some other

reading assigned, including reports of recent educational surveys

(State of Vermont, City of Portland, etc.).

Prerequisite: Education 1. Two hours a week. Minor. Professor

Woofter.

3. Problems of Rural Life and Education (Education 8).

a. The Principles of Rural Sociology. A study of rural life and
society: Bailey, Carver, Gillette, Foght, and others, with local stud-

ies.

h. Fundamentals of Rural Progress. A constructive programme
of rural progress. An original outline and programme will be fol-

lowed and developed.

c. Practical problems. An important problem of rural life or the

rural school will be selected for research and application of princi-

ples and theories studied.

Prerequisite: Education 5-6.

Two hours a week throughout the year, and in addition a seminar
during the last term.

4. Advanced Educational Psychology (Psychology 11). Major or

minor. See Graduate Psychology 2. Associate Professor Edwards.

MATHEMATICS
Of the following courses the requirement for a major will be two

lectures per week in each of any three, together with an original
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paper covering an investigation of some related topic to be assigned

by the department. Two of the courses constitute a minor.

Prerequisite: Mathematics 5. (Advanced Calculus). Associate

Professor Stephens and Adjunct Professor Pond.

1. Differential Equations. An elementary course in ordinary and
partial differential equations, with special reference to those equa-

tions occurring in the physical sciences. Text: Cohen or Murray.

2. Vector Analysis. An elementary course in vectors which de-

velops a system of coordinates and illustrates their use in certain

mathematical and physical problems. Reference text: Coffin.

3. Projective Geometry. A course in pure geometry based upon
one of the following texts with the others as references: Holgate's

Reye, Cremona, Veblen and Young.

4. Theoretical Mechanics. • An analytical treatment of certain

problems in statics and dynamics with the aid of the Calculus. Many
problems will be used. Text: Ziwet and Field or Jeans.

5. Theory of Functions. An introductory course to the theory of

functions of a real and a complex variable. Reference works: Hark-
ness and Morley, Durege, Goursat.

6. Analytical Geometry. An advanced course based on Salmon or

other text of a similar character.

PHYSICS

(1) Advanced Electricity, Discharge of Electricity Through Gases

and Radioactivity. An extension of Physics 6, the extension to con-

sist of two hours per week of laboratory work and one hour per week
of laboratory conference. The laboratory work will be mainly in the

field of the discharge of electricity through gases and radioactivity.

Prerequisites: the equivalent of Physics 4 and 5, Mathematics 5,

Chemistry 2 and 2a as given in the University of Georgia. Minor.

Professor Hendren.

(2) The Electron Theory. A study of the fundamental principles

and phenomena of Electricity, Light, Heat, Radioactivity and Radia-

tion according to the modern electron theory. Use will be made of

Campbell's Electrical Theory, Thompson's Conduction of Electricity

through Gases, McClung's Discharge of Electricity through Gases,

and Rutherford's Radioactivity.

Prerequisites: The equivalent of Physics 4, 5 and 6, Mathe-

matics 5, 7 and 9, and Chemistry 2 and 2a. Physics 6 and Mathe-

matics 7 and 9 may be taken as parallel courses.

Two hours of lectures and recitations, one hour of laboratory con-

ference, and three hours of laboratory work weekly. Major. Pro-

fessor Hendren.
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CHEMISTRY

Opportunity is offered to a limited number of qualified students

to pursue advanced work in Chemistry. The minimum qualification

is satisfactory completion of undergraduate courses 2 and 8 in the

department of Chemistry, or their equivalent. The nature of the

advanced work will be determined by individual conference.

BOTANY

1. Eumycetes. A minor study. Undergraduate Course 6 with

extension of laboratory work and the critical study of selected read-

ings.

Prerequisite: One suitable undergraduate course in Botany. Pro-

fessor Beade.

2. Physiology. A minor study. Undergraduate Course 9 with

extension of laboratory work and the critical study of Jost's Lectures

on Plant Physiology.

Prerequisite: One suitable undergraduate course in Botany. Pro-

fessor Beade.

3. Thallophytes. A major study. A general survey of the thal-

lophyte groups and problems. Laboratory work and the critical

study of selected readings.

Prerequisites: Two suitable undergraduate courses in Botany.

Professor Beade.

CIVIL ENGINEERING

Baker's Masonry Construction. Irrigation, based on Wilson, New-
ell. Land Drainage, Elliott, and United States Irrigation Papers.

Reinforced Concrete, Turneaure, Taylor and Thompson. Hydraulics,

Russell, Merriman. Lectures. Various essays and designs are re-

quired of the students. Six hours per week. Major. Professor

Strahan.

AGRONOMY
1. Soil Types, a. A general study of the origin and soil formation

of a given area.

b. An investigation of the physical properties of some of the soil

types within the area.

c. F'ield or pot work with some of the soil types.

Prerequisite: Agronomy 5, 6 and 7.

Three conferences per week and at least three laboratory periods.

l*rofessors Fain and Crabb.

2. Farm Crops. The particular crop studied in this course, which
may be given either as a major or a minor, varies from year to year.

Prerequisites: Agronomy 4 or 14, depending on the particular

crop studied. Professors Fain and Past.

3. Physical Properties of Soils. Either a general study of physical
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properties of soils or an investigation of particular problems. Minor.

Professors Fain and Crabb.

4. Fertilizers. 1. A general study of the principles involved in

the use of fertilizers and the methods of conducting experiments.

2. Specific problems to be worked out either in greenhouse or field.

Prerequisites: Agronomy 5, 6 and 10. Two conferences per

week. Minor. Professors Fain and Crabb.

Note:—Courses 3 and 4 may be taken together as a major course.

5. Soil Fertility. (1) The consideration of the requirements of

crop production. (2) An investigation in laboratory, greenhouse or

field of some definite problem.

Prerequisites: Agronomy 5, 6 and 9.

One conference and two laboratory periods per week. Minor.

Professors Fain and Crabb.

6. Experimental Plant Breeding. Only work of a technical na-

ture is assigned and is always some specific problem in breeding,

and, in most instances, requires at least two years to complete. By
using the greenhouse, three generations of plants can be grown dur-

ing this time. Details of the work done together with the results

obtained must be reported in a thesis when the work is completed.

The class work is based on Mendel's Principles of Heredity by

Bateson and the 1911 edition by Punnett; Hugo DeVries's Plant

Breeding, The Mutation Theory, and Species and Varieties, their

Origin by Mutation.

Some of the required reading: Surival of the Unlike, L. H. Bai-

ley; Plant Breeding, Plants and Animals Under Domestication,

Chas. Darwin; Genetics, Walter; Modes of Research in Genetics,

Pearl.

Minor. Two conferences and laboratory period per week. Pro-

fessor Rast.

AGRICULTURAL CHEMISTRY

1. Agricultural Chemical Analysis. This course will be based on

the work offered Seniors and will be limited to the type of soils of

the state. Analysis will be made of at least five types as unlike as

can be obtained, and a special study will be made of the nature and

character of the organic matter contained. The geological forma-

tion in the localities in which these soils are found will be studied.

Work will be done towards improving a few of the methods by

which it is now difficult to duplicate results, such as that for de-

termining humus.
Parallel reading and an acquaintance with work being carried on

in other laboratories will be required. This reading will be Stock-

bridge's Rocks and Soils; Hopkins's Fertility; Hall's Soils; Hil-

gard's Soils, and the Bulletins bearing on the subject.
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Wiley's Principles and Practice of Agricultural Analysis, Vol. 1,

and Bulletin No. 10 7, Official and Provisional Methods of Analysis,

will be used as reference books.

Three conference hours and six laboratory periods per week.

Major. Professor Morsham.

2. An extension of Agricultural Chemistry 4, for students who
have had Agricultural Chemistry 4, and wish to pursue the work
exclusively with soils, fertilizers, or 'food and feed stuffs. This will

be left partially optional with the student. Students working with

soils will be required to make three complete analyses of soils.

Those working with fertilizers will be required to make an analysis

of fifteen complete and ten incomplete fertilizers. Those working
with feeds and foods will be required to make twenty-five analyses.

The same reference books as are used in Course 1, with the addi-

tion of Vol. II of Wiley's Principles and Practice of Agricultural

Analysis, and Leach's Food Inspection and Analysis, will be used in

this course.

Four hours per week. Minor. Professor ^Yorsham.

HORTICULTURE

1. Junior courses Nos. 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, and 9; with selected reading

from the following: The American Fruit Culturist, Thomas; Fruit

and Fruit Trees of America, Downing; Plums and Plum Culture,

Waugh; Plant Diseases, Duggar; The Small Fruit Culturist, Fuller;

Barry's Fruit Garden, Journals, Bulletins, etc.

Four hours per week and laboratory work. Minor. Professor

MvHatton.

2. Pomology. This course is open to students who have special-

ized in Horticulture, and is based upon Bailey's Evolution of our

Native Fruits and The Survival of the Unlike.

Selected reading from the following, to be mainly along the lines

of origins of varieties of plants and the histories of various fruits;

Plant Breeding, Bailey; Species and Varieties, their Origin and
Mutation, DeVries; Animals and Plants Under Domestication, Dar-
win; Origin of Species, Darwin; Heredity, Thompson; Mendelism,
Punnett; Fruits and Fruit Trees of America, Downing; American
Fruits and Their Culture, Hume; The Grapes of New York, Hedrick;
Foundations of American Grape Culture, Munson; The Apples of

New York, Beach; Journals, Bulletins, etc.

Three conference hours or equivalent in laboratory periods. Minor.
Professor McHatton.

3. Pomology. Course 2, with the addition of a thesis on some hor-

ticultural subject. The thesis is to call for not less than three lab-

oratory periods per week and is to consist of research work to be
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chosen by the student with the assistance of the instructor. Major.

Professor McHatton.

4. Landscape Gardening. (This course is open to students who
have made a specialty of Horticulture). The history of the various

schools of landscape art, a study of the fundamental principles in-

volved, and the adaptability of the various types form the basis of

the course. Selected readings from the following: Landscape Gar-

dening, Downing; Landscape Gardening Studies, Parsons; How to

Lay Out Suburban Home Grounds, Kellaway; Landscape Gardening,

Kemp; English Pleasure Gardens, Nichols; American Gardens, Low-
ell; Art and Craft of Garden Making, Mawson; Cottage Gardens,

Thornger; Landscape Beautiful, Waugh; Town Planting, Webster;
Landscape in History, Geike; and other publications. A thesis on
some definite Georgia landscape problem will be required.

Two conference hours and four laboratory periods per week.

Major. Professor McHatton.

ANIMAL HUSBANDRY

1. Feeding Problems. This course will include a study of feeding

stuffs most generally available under cotton belt conditions and their

adaptation to the various classes of farm animals. Feeding tests

with a sufficient number of animals to give reliable results and cov-

ering periods of from 90 to 150 days will be required. Accurate and

detailed records of kind and amounts of feed will be kept together

with records of production.

Prerequisite: Undergraduate Course 9, and Veterinary Medicine

3, 4 (Animal Physiology).

Parallel reading: Armsby's Principles of Animal Nutrition; Hen-

ry's Feeds and Feeding; Sinclair's Heavy Horses; Gay's Productive

Horse Husbandry; Wing's Modern Sheep Breeding and Manage-

ment; Mumford's Beef Production; State and Government Bulletins.

Two conferences per week and sufficient time in the laboratory to

conduct feeding tests. Minor. Professor Jarnagin.

2. Swine Production. This course is a continuation of undergrad-

uate Course 6. Students will be required to conduct feeding experi-

ments with swine. Methods of breeding, feeding and management

will be studied.

Prerequisites: Undergraduate Courses 8 and 9, and Veterinary

Medicine 3, 4 (Animal Physiology).

Parallel reading: Coburn's Swine Industry; Dietrich's Swine;

Dawson's Hog Book; College Experiment Station, and Government

bulletins. Two conferences per week and sufficient time in labora-

tory to conduct feeding test and tabulate results. Minor. Professor

Jarnagin.
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FORESTRY
The following courses have been approved by the Faculty and for

any one year selections are to be made after consultation with the

professor of Forestry:

1. Silviculture. This work will be based on undergraduate course

5. An investigation into the factors of site as they relate to the com-
mercial production of forest products. In each case a specialized

problem will be assigned.

Parallel reading: Research Methods, Clements; Physiology and

Ecology, Clements; Oecology of Plants, Warming; Lehrbuch der

Forsteinrichtung, Weber; Files of Forest Quarterly and Proceed-

ings of Society of American Foresters; Forest Service publications

and special reports; Special reports, Forest Service Nurseries; Ger-

mination of Forest Seedlings, Boerker. Emphasis will be placed on
that portion of the assigned reading dealing with the specialized

study. Problems suggested:

a. The germination and development of forest seedlings as in-

fluenced by the quality of site, from the commercial standpoint. .

&. The formation of a yield table for a particular forest species,

based upon quality of site. ,

c. Growth table for a particular forest species, based upon qual-

ity of site.

d. Quality increment in a particular forest species, based upon
quality of site.

Prerequisites: Botany 1 and Forestry 4 and 5.

One consultation period per week and sufficient time (not less

than half time for one year,) to complete the study. When the.

study consists of a problem in the formation of yield tables not less

than two months of field work will be required. Major. Processor

Berry.

2. Wood Technology. This work is based on the prerequisite

undergraduate course 15, with the object of developing microscopic

means of identification within the genera. The study will include

an investigation into the variation in structure as affected by quality

of site.

Parallel reading: Identification of Woods, Records; Physical

Properties of Woods, Records; Identification of Woods, Snow; Wood
Identification in the Philippines, P. I. Forest Service; Special reports

of investigations, Madison Laboratory; Forest Service Publications

and Bulletins; Files of Forest Quarterly and Proceedings, Society of

American Foresters.

One consultation period and six laboratory periods per week.
Major. Professor Berry.

3. Forest By-ProductvS. This work will be based on the prerequi-
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site undergraduate course 5 in Agricultural Chemistry. An investi-

gative study into some one branch of the chemistry of forest by-pro-
ducts; as the distillation of turpentine, the destructive distillation of
wood, the fractional distillation of creosote, the production of ethyl
alcohol from sawmill waste.

Parallel reading: Industrial Chemistry for Students and Manu-
facturers, Rogers and Aubert; Modern Industrial Chemistry, Bluck-

er; Outlines of Industrial Chemistry, Thorp; Commercial Organic

Analysis, Allen; Chemistry of Plant Products, Hess and Hill; Gen-

eral Analysis, Allen; General and Industrial Chemistry Organic,

Molinari; Bulletins, U. S. Forest Service, and Special Reports, Mad-
ison Laboratory.

Three conference hours and six laboratory periods per week.

Professor Worsham.

4. Dendrology. A specialized development of the prerequisite un-

dergraduate course 4. A detailed study of minor characteristics in

the identification of trees and shrubs, special emphasis being placed

upon "winter" characteristics. The study will include the silvical

as well as dendrological characteristics. Complete herbarium speci-

mens will constitute a portion of the required report.

Parallel Reading and Reference: Manual of Trees, Sargent;

Trees, Rogers; North American Trees, Britton; Key to Trees, Col-

lins and Preston; Studies in Trees, Levison; Key to Buds and Bark,

Nebraska University; Pennsylvania Trees, Illick; Michigan Trees,

University of Michigan; New Mexico Trees and Shrubs, Agri. Exper.

Station; Minnesota Trees and Shrubs, Clements; Vermont Trees,

University of Vermont; Texas Trees, University of Texas; Forest

Service Bulletins and Circulars.

Two lectures per week, field and laboratory work. Minor. Pro-

fessor Berry.

5. Wood Utilization. A specialized study into the methods of

manufacture employed by an industry using wood as a raw material;

involving an investigation of the machinery used, the class of labor,

the efficiency of machinery and labor, the woods used, the possibility

of substitute woods; methods of cost keeping. The study will be

cooperative with the factory or factories studied and under the joint

supervision of the College and the factory concerned. The results

of the investigation will be embodied in a report.

Parallel Reading and Reference: Lumber and Its Uses, Kellogg;

Properties of Wood; Special reports, Madison Laboratory; Technical

articles on wood manufacture, Files of Lumber Journals (Ameri-

can Lumberman, Southern Lumberman, Woodworker, Lumber
World, Timberman, Wood-turning, Dixie Woodworker, and others)

;

Lumber Industry, Kellogg; Lumber Accounting, Jones; Forest Ser-

vice Bulletins and Circulars; Shop Management, Taylor.
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From six to twelve weeks will be spent in one or more factories

under the joint supervision of College and Factory. Copies of the

report will be sent to the Forest School and to the superintendents

of the factories concerned. Minor. Professor Berry.

AGRICULTURAL EDUCATION

1. Problems in Vocational Teaching. Educational aims, educa-

tional and sociological values; means of measuring values; educa-

tional needs of the several vocational groups of society; school or-

ganization to meet these needs, curricula; relations of school activi-

ties and work activities; where vocational education can best be

done; vocational methods; the vocational teacher. Readings: Bag-

ley, Dewey, Snedden, Strayer, Eliot, Thorndyke, Davenport, Prossh,

and other. Two hours a week. Minor. Professor Wheeler.

2. Teacher-Training in Agriculture. Government agencies af-

fecting the development of agricultural education in the United

States; national and state legislation; types of schools affected; or-

ganization and courses of study; organization and administration of

teacher-training under the "National Vocational Education Act;"

national and state policies, laws and plans for state supervision and

teacher-training; historical review of the Federal Act. Report of

National Committee on Vocational Education; Bulletins and Pro-

ceedings of the National Society for Vocational Education; rulings

of the Federal Board for Vocational Education; state laws for carry-

ing out the provisions of the Federal Act. Three hours a week.

Major. Professor Wheeler.

EXPENSES
Residents of Georgia pay no tuition fees. Students who are resi-

dents of other states pay a tuition fee of $50.00 per annum. The
following estimate of expenses for a student rooming in a dormitory

and boarding at Denmark Hall includes all necessary items except

clothing and railroad fare:

Matriculation fee (paid on entrance) $ 10.00

Library fee (paid on entrance) 5.00

Board (monthly, in advance, $20.00) 180.00

Furnishing room in dormitory (estimated) 14.00

Laundry, (estimated at $1.50 per month) 13.50

Room rent, lights and attendance, ($2.50 per month) 22.50

Fuel, (estimated) 10.00

Books and stationery, (estimated) 20.00

Fee for Infirmary, etc., (see p. 42) 12.00

$287.00

Table board at Denmark Hall $16.00 a month in advance.
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For laboratory fees in Chemistry, Zoology, Physiology, Botany,

and Physics, see p. 43.

GRADUATE COURSES IN THE SUMMER SCHOOL
The University permits a graduate student, eligible to candidacy

for a second degree, to secure the Master's degree upon the success-

ful completion of graduate courses pursued during not less than

three Summer Sessions. During the periods intervening between the

Summer Sessions (and, if necessary, for the year following the third

Summer Session) the candidate must continue his studies under the

direction of the professors in charge of his several courses. In the

case of each course thus given the professor submits to the Commit-
tee on Graduate Courses .for their approval a definite statement of

the work to be done by lectures and conferences and that to be done
by the candidate in absentia. And this apportionment must be ap-

proved by the University Faculty.

A thesis is required by the Faculty in connection with each Major
course offered in the Summer School. *

A professor who has conducted a graduate course in a Summer
Session reports at some time in the following January in writing to

the Dean of the Graduate School concerning the progress of the stu-

dents who are continuing their studies under his guidance, and this

report is laid before the Committee on Graduate Courses.

COURSES FOR 1919

The right is reserved to withdraw any course for which there are

not two or more applicants. In some cases a course may be given for

only one applicant if the fee for the following summer session be

paid in advance, or if the course is requested in the last summer of

the student's candidacy.

I. Latin. 1917, 1920. A Course in Roman Philosophy. The five books

of Cicero's de Finibus Bonorum et Malorum, and the three books of the

de Officiis supplemented by a reading of selected chapters in the

history of philosophy treating of the leading schools of Greek

thought and their influence on Roman philosophy; and by a study

of the life of Cicero. Much of the reading will be done in private,

and twelve exercises in translating English into Latin will be re-

quired.

II. 1918. Advanced grammar, and writing of Latin.

III. 1919. The reading of considerable portions of Catullus, Lu-

cretius, Juvenal, Seneca, and the Younger Pliny, with parallel read-

ings in Dill, Mommsen, and Ferrero. These three courses constitute

a major. Any one of them may be taken as a minor. Professor

Uoopei

.
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French. The class-room work consists of the translation of 20 pages

of English into French, composition, conversation, lectures on rhet-

oric and grammatical difficulties, and the reading of Balzac's Eu-
genie Grandet and Hugo's Ruy Bias. The private reading is as fol-

lows: Loti's Pecheur d'Islande, Daudet's Tartarin de Tarascon,

Corneille's Polyeucte, Moliere's Le Tartuffe, Racine's Andromaque,
Coppee's Pour la Couronne, Zola's La Debacle, Voltaire's "Prose"

(a book of selections), Rostand's La Princesse Lointaine. Reports
on this reading will be made in French. A minor course. Prere-

quisite, French 2 or 2a. Professor Lustrat.

English. A. The English Drama from the Beginnings to the Death
of Elizabeth (1603). Based on Ward's English Dramatic Literature;

Brooke's Tudor Drama; Bates's English Religious Drama; Manley's

Specimens of the Pre-Shakespearean Drama. Plays from Udall,

Stevenson, Sackville and Norton, Kyd, Lyly, Peele, Greene, Nash,

Marlowe, Shakespeare, Jonson, and others. A study will be made
of the development of the English Language and of the development
of dramatic technique. Professor Park.

B. From the Death of Elizabeth to the Closing of the Theatres

(1642). Based on Ward's English Dramatic Literature; Schelling's

English Drama; Collier's Annals of the English Stage; and plays se-

lected from Shakespeare, Jonson, Beaumont and Fletcher, Webster,
Masinger, Middleton, Dekker, Day, Chapman, Shirley, and others.

A study will be made of the syntax of the language of Elizabeth's

time in comparison with modern English. Professor Sanford.

C. From the Closing of the Theatres to the Present Time. Based
on Schelling's English Drama; Nettleton's English Drama of the

Restoration and Eighteenth Century; Chandler's Modern Drama;
plays from Dryden, Congreve, Wycherly, Shadwell, Addison, Sheri-

dan, Goldsmith, Shelley, Browning, Tennyson, Lytton, Phillips,

Shaw, Galsworthy, Jones, Pinero, and others. Frequent critical

papers will be required. Professor Walker.

Each of these courses is one-third of a major. A and B, or B and
C, with some curtailment, may be taken as a minor.

American History: the Formative Period. This course will em-
brace the period of the Confederation (1781-1789); the drafting

and ratification of the Constitution; and the period of Federal su-

premacy (1789-1801).

Based upon the standard general histories of the United States,

Bancroft, Hildreth, T. Pitkin, Bryant & Gay, McMaster, Von Hoist,

the course will include in part: Henry Adams, Hist. U. S., Vol. 1;

Herbert B. Adams, Maryland's Influence; Justin Winsor, Narrative

and Critical Hist.; J. Schouler, United States, Vol. 1; Fisk, Critical

Period; Biographies of Washington, Jefferson, Hamilton, Franklin,

James Wilson and others in the American Commonwealth Series,
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American Statesmen Series, American Nation Series, and Makers of

America; G. T. Curtis, History of the Constitution; Story, Jameson,
Foster, on the Constitution; Elliott's Debates; Farrand's Records;

the Federalist; Reprints in Hart's American History told by Con-
temporaries. Prerequisites: A general acquaintance with the his-

tory of the United States, and two college years of history. Pro-

fessor McPherson.

The Psychological Basis of Education. A study of the principles

underlying mental and physical development, with emphasis upon
their educational significance. The 'following topics will be dis-

cussed: (1) Laws of Physical and Mental growth and experimental

methods of investigating them; (2) psychological characteristics of

the periods of infancy, childhood, puberty and post-adolescence; (3)

study of special treatment of retarded and feeble-minded children.

Prerequisite: General Psychology and History of Education.

Kirkpatrick, Fundamentals of Child Study; Hall, Youth; Whipple,

Manual of Mental and Physical Tests; and for private reading:

Colvin, The Learning Process; Gulick and Ayres, Medical Inspection

of Schools; Kirkpatrick, Genetic Psychology.

This is one of a cycle of three courses, two of which constitute a

minor, three a major. Professor Eeatwoie.

Mathematics. One of the following courses will be given if at

least two students elect it. Two of the courses constitute a minor;

three, with a thesis, constitute a major:

1. Differential Equations. An elementary course in ordinary and

partial differential equations, with special reference to the equations

occurring in the physical sciences. Text: Cohen or Murray.

2. Vector Analysis. An elementary course in vectors which de-

velops a system of coordinates and illustrates their use in certain

mathematical and physical problems. Reference Text: Coffin.

3. Projective Geometry. A course in pure geometry based upon
one of the following texts with the others as references: Holgate's

Reye, Cremona, Vebelen and Young.
4. Theoretical Mechanics. An analytical treatment of certain

problems in statics and dynamics with the aid of the Calculus. Many
problems will be used. Text: Ziwet and Field, or Jeans.

5. Theory of Functions. An introductory course to the theory of

functions of a real and a complex variable. Reference Works:
Harkness and 'Morley, Durege, Gousat.

6. Analytical Geometry. An advanced course based on Salmon
or other texts of a similar character. Professor Stephens and Adjunct

Professor Pond.

The Teaching of Vocational Agriculture. This course seeks to

acquaint the teacher of agriculture with means and methods of meet-

ing his instructional problems. Topics: organization of a depart-
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ment of agriculture in a high school; project organization, study,

planning, supervision, supervised practice; extension and cooper-

ative activities in school and community. A real survey is required.

Readings: Teaching Agriculture, Nolan; Methods and Materials

in High School Agriculture, Hummel; Secondary School Problems,

Snedden; The Curriculum, Bobbitt; The School as a Social Agency,

Robbins; Vocational G-uidance Movement, Brewer; Reports and Bul-

letins of the Federal Board for Vocational Education, and of the

Society for Vocational Education.

This course is a major extended over three summer sessions, -with

constant direction and supervision of the work of the student during

the two intervening years.

Prerequisite: B.S. Agr. or equivalent (including the professional

courses in the Division of Agricultural Education). Adjunct Pro-

fessor Sheffer.
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THE LAW DEPARTMENT

FACULTY

DAVID C. BARROW, LL.D., Chancellor of the University.

SYLVANUS MORRIS, LL.D., Dean of the Law Department, Professor

of Law.

WALTER G. CORNETT, LL.B., Adjunct Professor of Law.

HENRY G. HOWARD, A.B., LL.B., Adjunct Professor of Law.

STEPHEN C. UPSON, A.B., LL.B., Adjunct Professor of Law.

ANDREW J. COBB, A.B., B.L., Lecturer on Procedure and Consti-

tutional Law.

JOSEPH S. STEWART, Ped.D., Lecturer on Parliamentary Law.

The next session of this Department begins September 17th, 1919.

The time requisite for graduation is three years. The fees are

$75.00 per year, of which $40.00 are due at the opening of the

spring term.

On arrival here, report at the Chancellor's office, or to the Dean,

in the Academic Building, on the University campus.

ENTRANCE REQUIREMENTS

General. Students in this Department must not be less than

eighteen years old, and must be of good moral character.

First Year Class. The requirements for admission to the first

year class include fourteen units. Any of the units recognized by
the University may be offered. A unit is measured by five weekly
periods of forty minutes each for one year in a college or high

school subject. This requirement may be met by presentation of a

diploma of graduation from a University or College authorized to

confer it; by presentation of a certificate from a college or accred-

ited school; by taking the entrance examinations prescribed by the

committee on entrance.

Second Year Class. Applicants for the second year class, in addi-

tion to the general requirements and the fourteen units, must have

completed one year's course of study in a standard law school, or

must have read law under advice and direction in a law office for

one year, and must stand satisfactory examinations on the work of

the first year.
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SECOND YEAR ENTRANCE REQUIREMENTS

Examinations for students applying to enter the second year class

will be held as follows:

Blaekstone, Books I. and II Monday, September 8th, 1919.

Constitutional Law, and Insurance__Tuesday 9th,

Elementary Law Wednesday, " 10th,

Contracts Thursday, " 11th,

Torts Friday, " 12th,

Sales and Bailments Saturday, " 13th,

Criminal Law and Agency Monday, 15th,

Municipal Corporations Tuesday, " 16th,

Examinations begin at nine o'clock A. M. each day.

Applicants are particularly urged to bear this in mind.

Transfers. Students transferring from the Academic Departments

must obtain the written permission of the Chancellor and certificates

from the proper officer of the University showing that they have

been satisfactory students in those departments.

Elective. Students not applying for the degree may enter the

Department upon complying with the general requirements and pre-

senting the fourteen units.

A student may present, among the general options taken for A.B.

and B.S. General, six hours from the curriculum of B.L., provided

the courses taken and the time value of each be approved by the

Curriculum Committee.

COURSE OF STUDY
The course in this Department is completed in three years, con-

sisting of six terms. The exercises of the University, including this

Department, begin on the third Wednesday in September in each

year and end at the annual Commencement on the third Wednesday
in June.

The autumn term commences with the college year and closes the

day before Christmas.

The spring term commences the day following New Year and
closes at Commencement.
Two courses of instruction are pursued, to-wit, the Study Course

and the Lecture Course, arranged as follows:

Study Course

The classes meet the professors of law daily, (except Sunday),
according to schedule, with the previously assigned part of the text-

book then being read. The professor delivers lectures explanatory

of the text, discusses cases bearing on the text, and questions the

members of the class on the text, the cases, and the lectures of the

previous meeting.
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First Year

1. Elementary Principles of Law, twenty weeks. Texts: Black-

stone's Commentaries and an American writer on Elementary Law.
2. Torts, twelve weeks. Texts: Cooley on Torts and Code of Geor-

gia.

3. Criminal Law, seven weeks. Texts: Blackstone, Book IV, and

Penal Code of Georgia. Six periods a week. Professor Morris.

4. Constitutional Law, ten weeks. Texts: U. S. and State Con-

stitutions. Lectures and cases selected by the professor.

5. Contracts, twelve weeks. Texts: Lawson on Contracts and

Code of Georgia.

6. Sales, eight weeks. Texts: Tiffany on Sales and Code of Geor-

gia.

7. Bailments, ten weeks. Texts: Dobie on Bailments and Carriers.

Five periods a week. Professor Cornett.

8. Municipal Corporations, twelve weeks. Texts: Coole on Mu-
nicipal Corporations.

9. Agency, twelve weeks. Texts: Reinhard on Agency and Code
of Georgia.

10. Insurance, fifteen weeks. Text: Vance on Insurance. Four
periods a week. Professor Upson.

Second Year

1. Common Law Pleading, ten weeks. Texts: Shipman's Common
Law Pleading.

2. Georgia Procedure, five weeks. Text: Code of Georgia.

3 Equity Principles, twelve weeks. Texts: Bispham's Principles

of Equity and Code of Georgia.

4. Equity Pleading, 'four weeks. Texts: Rush's Equity Pleading,

Code of Georgia, U. S. Equity Rules.

5. Private Corporations, six weeks. Texts: Thomson on Corpora-

tions and Code of Georgia. Six periods a week. Professor Morris.

6. Negotiable Instruments, ten weeks. Texts: Norton on Bills

and Notes, and Code of Georgia.

7. Evidence, twelve weeks. Texts: Jones on Evidence, and Code
of Georgia, with cases selected by the professor.

8. Realty, ten weeks. Texts: Hawley & McGregor on Realty, Code
of Georgia, and cases selected by the professor.

9. Persons and Domestic Relations, eight weeks. Texts: Code of

Georgia, and series of cases prepared by the professor. Six periods

a week. Professor Cornett.

10. Wills and Administration, twelve weeks. Gardner on Wills

and Code of Georgia.

11. Bankruptcy, fifteen weeks. Texts: Remington on Bankruptcy
and the Statute.
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12. Partnership, twelve weeks. Text: Gilmore on Partnership.

Five periods a week. Professor Upson.

13. Parliamentary Law, twenty periods. Text: Reed's Manual.
Professor Stewart.

Third YTear

Banking. Roman Law. International Law. Conflict of laws.

Study of cases on contracts. Torts. Corporations.

LECTURE COURSES
The class meets one of the several lecturers of the Department

at the noon hour three times a week. The schedule is so arranged

that the several courses of lectures do not conflict. The lecturers

and their subjects are as follows:

Lectures are delivered during the session to each class by the

Hon. Andrew J. Cobb, on Procedure and Constitutional Law.
A course of lectures on Parliamentary Law by Dr. J. S. Stewart,

professor of Secondary Education, is given in the spring term.

METHODS OF INSTRUCTION
Reading. The best features of the lecture and the recitation are

secured by the method of instruction pursued in this Department.

Reading is daily assigned in the text-book, the professor comments
on the same, and the student is required to recite therein. By this

(means each part of the subject is explained to the student, is then

read by him, and he is either questioned, or hears others questioned.

From experience, as well as from observation, it is believed that

the "lecture system" alone, as pursued in so many similar institu-

tions, does not meet all the necessities of the case. However learned

the lecturer and however attentive the student, the impression left

upon the beginner's mind Is not so permanent as that produced by

his own study of the subject, reinforced by the oral recitations and

by the explanations of the professors. Under the plan of instruction

outlined, the student first studies with the incentive of desire to

learn, and with knowledge that his fellow students will hear his oral

examinations. Ample explanations and illustrations, together with

incidenttal lectures arising out of the subject of the lesson, from the

professors, aid the student's own labor. The consequence is that

the student, from pride as well as ambition, learns each lesson, and
his knowledge thus acquired is permanently fixed in his mind. The
act of reciting fixes in the mind that which is recited. Moreover, the

professor is, by this means, enabled to ascertain those points which

are not understood by each student, and to adapt his explanations to

the need of the entire class.

Lectures. With this system of daily drilling in the recitation

rooms, and with the proper study which it enforces, the student is
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given a sufficient knowledge of the subject to prepare his mind for

the incalculable benefit to be derived from lectures. It is believed

that a knowledge of the law cannot well be obtained under either

system unaided by the other; the effort is thus made to derive all

the benefits of both. All the good features of the "recitation system"

are thus combined with the "lecture system," and the attempt made
to reap the fruits of both the general plans of professional education.

Case Study. The study of cases illustrative of the principles under
discussion is being steadily developed. The facilities for this work
are greatly increased by the additions to the library. Special empha-
sis is laid upon the study of Georgia cases, but the adjudications of

courts of last resort throughout the country are examined and dis-

cussed. The student is shown how to find and select authorities

upon the question under investigation. He is directed to trace the

adjudications of questions from their inception in court, through

the development up to the crystalization of the settled doctrine as

announced in the ruling case, and thus to observe the growth of law.

This is more important in our state than elsewhere because the doc-

trine announced by the Supreme Court is frequently embodied in the

Code, and thus becomes positive statute.

Pleading. In addition this course offers exceptional advantages in

the frequent exercises in the actual drafting of pleadings and other

legal papers, thus practically impressing on the mind of the student

the principles involved by putting them into actual use.

It is not, of course, expected that accomplished lawyers will be

turned out in a course so short as this necessarily is. Until the time
appears proper for lengthening the term of professional study, the

course must be adapted to existing circumstances. But there is no
reason why a student of average ability should not acquire in the

alloted time a knowledge of the general principles of law, and a suf-

ficient knowledge of "how to study" to carry on alone his advance-
ment in the leisure which usually befalls the young lawyer.

EXAMINATIONS
There are two kinds of examinations—oral and written. Each

professor daily examines orally on the prescribed reading. Written

examinations are held at the conclusion of each text-book or branch

of study. These examinations are made very searching, and the

student is given abundant time to write out his answers without

assistance, thus impressing upon his mind what he has learned and

disclosing accurately and impartially his progress.

DEGREE
Students who continue in actual attendance upon the exercises

of this Department during three years, of two terms each, and those

who are admitted to the second year of the course, and continue in
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actual attendance for two years, of two terms each, and complete

successfully the required course of study, receive the degree of Bach-

elor of Laws of the University of Georgia.

ADMISSION TO THE BAR
Under the law of the State the graduates of the Department are

admitted to the bar, without examination, on the presentation of the

diploma.

Under a rule of the United States Court for the Northern District

of Georgia, graduates of this department who have been admitted

to the State Bar will be admitted to the District Court of the United

States without examination.

HONORS
Two members of the Law Department are allowed places among

the senior speakers on Commencement Day, and one representative

of the Department on University Day. The speakers from the Law
Department are chosen by the Faculty of the Law Department for

general excellence in all the exercises and branches of study in the

Department. Those of the senior class only are eligible to these

places, who have attended the three full years course in this Depart-

ment, and have incurred no conditions.

MOOT COURTS AND LEGAL EXERCISES
After the students are sufficiently advanced, moot courts are held

in which one of the professors presides, the juries being taken from
the students in other departments of the University. The law stu-

dents are assigned to act as counsel in the cases on trial. In these

courts the students are taught the actual practice of law, such as

pleading, drawing orders, moving for new trials, advocacy before

the court and jury, the use of reports and text-books as authority,

in short, all the elements of actual court house practice.

First year students are given practical work in practice and pro-

cedure two hours each month throughout the year.

Throughout the course exercises are given in pleading and draw-
ing deeds, wills and mortgages, and all kinds of legal documents,
including commercial paper. It is the purpose of the Department
to equip its graduates for active practice of the profession.

Moot Parliament. A moot parliament is organized annually by
the members of the senior class, and conducted under the direction

of the lecturer on that subject.

SOCIETIES
Literary

There are two literary societies in connection with the University,

viz., the Demosthenian and Phi Kappa Societies. The former was
founded in 1801, the latter in 1820. The members of the societies
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meet in their respective halls every Wednesday. Debates on inter-

esting subjects are held at each meeting. In these debates the stu-

dent learns self-reliance, readiness of expression, rapidity of thought.

To the lawyer, perhaps one of the most valuable accomplishments

is the ability "to think on his feet," and these societies afford a good

field for the acquirement of this habit.

JEFFERSONIAN LAW DEBATING SOCIETY

The law students conduct a successful and beneficial society,

which meets once a week, and they debate questions of law. All

students of the Department are eligible to membership in the so-

ciety. The society is one of the most useful 'features of the law

course.

DISCIPLINE

In matters of discipline, the students of the Law Department are

governed by the same rules and regulations prescribed for other

students of the University.

LIBRARY
The General Library of the University contains more than 41,000

volumes, and is housed in a handsome modern building. About 1,000

volumes are added yearly, and the Library subscribes for nearly 200

popular and professional periodicals. A number of local and metro-

politan papers are received through gift or subscription. The hours

of the week-day opening are from 8:30 A. M. until 10 P. M., with

half-hour recess at dinner and supper time. The Sunday hours are

from 3 to 6 P. M. The Library is in charge of a trained Librarian

and permanent staff of three regular assistants and student assist-

ants. All students have library privileges.

The Library of the Law Department is located on the second floor

of the Academic Building, is in charge of a librarian, and is open
for the use of law students on every working day of the session.

Within the last two years, books costing $1,200.00 have been added.

The library now contains complete sets of the State Reports of

Courts of last resort, of the Reports of the United States Supreme
Court, of the American Reports, American Decisions, American State

Reports, Lawyers' Reports Annotated, with complete digests,

Statutes of the State and of the United States, and valuable text-

books, many of them the last editions. Several standard magazines
and other law publications are in the library. These purchases have

been made so judiciously and upon such advantageous terms that

the actual cost is far below the value of the books.

Through the action of the authorities of the State library in re-

placing text-books, many valuable reference books have been re-

cently acquired by the law library.

The University is indebted to the widow of the late Brantley A.
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Denmark for the handsome and valuable library of her husband and

of her son, the late Thomas N. Denmark, both loyal sons of the in-

stitution. Valuable text-books were recently donated to the Univer-

sity by Hon. Alex C. King, of Atlanta. The Reports of the State

Supreme Court and of the Court of Appeals, the Acts of the Legisla-

ture, Codes and other public books are furnished to the library by

the State.

Recently Mr. W. W. Davis, of Macon, gave to this department the

splendid law library collected by his father, the late Hon. Buford

M. Davis, '69, and by his brother, the lamented Bryan B. Davis, '07.

This collection of several hundred volumes contains valuable text-

books, reports and digests.

Hon. H. S. West, of Athens, has recently donated a valuable col-

lection of text-books and reference books to the department.

During the year 1914 several hundred volumes were added by the

gift to the University of the Horace B. Russell library.

The widow of Hon. W. S. Basinger donated more than a hundred
valuable volumes of her husband's library to the Department in

1915.

HISTORICAL. NOTE
At the regular meeting of the Trustees of the University of Georgia

in 1859, the board determined to reorganize the University, and in

the plan that was then adopted it was determined to establish a law
school, "in which facilities for the best legal education would be

afforded." In pursuance of the plan, on August 4, 1859, on motion
of Governor Herschel V. Johnson, Joseph Henry Lumpkin (the first

Chief Justice of Georgia), William Hope Hull and Thomas R. R.

Cobb were elected professors, and the law school opened in the

autumn of that year. On December 19, 1859, by an Act of the

General Assembly of Georgia, the Lumpkin Law School was incor-

porated, and these three gentlemen were both the incorporators and
the professors. From that time to the death of Judge Lumpkin in

186 7 (Mr. Cobb having died in 1862), the Law Department of the

University was conducted under the name of the Lumpkin Law
School, and the graduates were awarded their diplomas by the Trus-

tees at the regular Commencement. The exercises of the law school

were suspended during the War Between the States.

In August, 1867, Benjamin H. Hill and William L. Mitchell were
elected by the Board of Trustees to the two vacancies in the Law
Department, and from that time forward the Law School has been
conducted under the name of the Law Department of the University.

From the time of Mr. Hill's election to the United States Senate
in 1877, his connection with the school was nominal, and the classes

were under the sole care of Dr. Mitchell until 1881, when Pope
Barrow and George Dudley Thomas were elected professors of Law.
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Dr. Mitchell died in 1882, and Mr. Barrow resigned in 1883. In
1884 Andrew J. Cobb was elected, and from that time until 1890
Mr. Thomas and Mr. Cobb filled the chairs.

In 1890 Howell Cobb was elected. In 1893 Mr. Thomas and Mr.

Andrew J. Cobb having resigned as regular professors, and become
lecturers, Sylvanus Morris was elected.

The chair of lecturer on Medical Jurisprudence was filled by Dr.

R. D. Moore until 1873, to 1879 by Dr. R. M. Smith, from 1880 to

1883 by Dr. John Gerdine, and in 1883 Dr. S. C. Benedict was elect-

ed. In 1907, Dr. Benedict having resigned, T. F. Green was elected

Lecturer on Medical Jurisprudence. In 1908, Mr. Green having

resigned, Dr. James C. Bloomfield was selected Lceturer on Medical

Jurisprudence. This course was abolished in 1916.

From 1873 to the time of his death in January 1888, Chancellor

P. H. Mell delivered lectures on Parliamentary Law to the class in

connection with the senior class in other departments of the Uni-

versity. In 1894 John D. Mell was elected Lecturer on Parlia-

mentary Law.
Dr. J. H. T. McPherson was elected lecturer on Roman Law in

1899.

In 1900 Sylvanus Morris was elected Dean.

In 1901 the Course of Study was extended from one to two years.

In 1906 Thomas F. Green was elected Lecturer on Federal Pro-

cedure.

In 1908 Hon. Andrew J. Cobb was elected Lecturer on Procedure

and Constitutional Law.
In 1909, Hon. Howell Cobb having resigned as regular professor,

and having been made professor emeritus, Mr. Thomas F. Green was
elected regular professor of law.

Hon. Howell Cobb died during the year 1909.

In 1909 John D. Mell resigned as lecturer on Parliamentary Law.

In 1912 Joseph S. Stewart was elected lecturer on Parliamentary

Law.
In 1913 H. Abit Nix was elected Instructor in Law.
In 1918 T. F. Green and H. Abit Nix resigned and Walter G.

Cornett and Henry G. Howard were elected.

The course was extended to three years.

In 1919 Henry G. Howard resigned and Stephen C. Upson was
elected.

TUITION AND EXPENSES

The tuition in the Law Department is $75.00 per annum, divided

as follows: $40.00 for the autumn term, to January first; and $35.00

for the spring term, from January first to Commencement. Tuition

is payable in advance at the beginning of each term.
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No matriculation or library fee is required in this Department.

The students in law are entitled to the privileges of all other de-

partments of the University, at Athens, without extra charge.

The expenses of the course are as follows:

Tuition, per annum $75.00

Initiation fee, literary society . 2.00

Infirmary fee 3.00

Visit from Physician at Room. Privileges of Infirmary and

Nurse. Prescriptions. Typhoid Inoculation. Physical Ex-

amination.

Gymnasius fee 3.00

Classes in Gymnastics. Privileges of the Building and Swim-
ming Pool.

Athletic fee 6.00

Admission to all contests held in Athens.

Board, per month 18.00

Washing, fuel and lights, per month 3.00

Stationery for the year 2.00

Text-books can be had for about (each year) 75.00

The incidental expenses of a student are just what he makes them,

and the patrons of the University are urged to take into their own
hands the control of a matter which no college regulations can reach.

Excellent table board on the cooperative plan can be had in the

new Denmark Dining Hall at $18.00 per month; elsewhere at $20.00
per month and upwards. In Candler Hall (the new Dormitory),
and in New College the rooms contain bedstead, washstand, tables

and chairs. The student furnishes all other articles, mattress, pillow

and his own fuel and lights. In the other dormitory the student
furnishes his room. The rooms are now furnished but the furniture

belongs to the students. A new student can usually purchase at a

very low price the furniture, or a half interest therein, from the stu-

dents who have graduated. On account of the large demand for

these rooms, application should be made as far in advance as possi-

ble to the Chancellor.

If dormitory rooms cannot be obtained, or are not desired, the
next cheapest plan is to rent a furnished room in some residence
near the Dining Hall. Many such rooms are for rent, on the campus
and elsewhere. The prices range from $5.00 per month ($2.50 for
each occupant of a room), upwards, including rent of furniture and
bedding, attendance and lights, but not usually including fuel.

If preferred, the student can obtain board and lodging in private
houses, at prices ranging from $20.00 to $25.00 per month.

LOAN FUNDS
Law students are admitted to participate in the benefits of the
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"Brown Fund" and the "Lumpkin Fund." Those who wish infor-

mation in regard to these funds should write to Chancellor David
C. Barrow, Athens, Georgia.

For further information, list of books, schedules, entrance cer-

tificates, apply to SYLVANUS MORRIS,
Athens, Georgia.
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THE PHARMACY DEPARTMENT

FACULTY
DAVID CRENSHAW BARROW, LtL.D., Chancellor of the University.

ROBERT C. WILSON, Ph.G., Director, Professor of Materia Medica

and Pharmacy.
HENRY CLAY WHITE, Ph.D., Sc.D., D.C.L., LL.D., Professor of

Chemistry.

WILLIAM D. HOOPER, A.M., Professor of Pharmaceutical Latin.

L. L. HENDREN, Ph.D., Professor of Physics.

J. M. READE, Ph.D., Professor of Botany.

HOMER V. BLACK, Ph.D., Associate Professor of Chemistry.

C. B. SWETLAND, Instructor in Chemistry.

W. T. WRIGHT, M.S., Adjunct Professor of Physics.

B.M. GILBERT, Ph.G., Tutor in Pharmacy.

ANNOUNCEMENT
The next session of this Department begins September 17th, 1919.

rhe time required to complete the course is two years of three terms
Bach. The first term begins at the opening of College in September,
:he third term ending at Commencement in June.

It is the aim of the University in adding the Department of Phar-
macy to give to the profession of pharmacy men qualified to hold

positions of trust and responsibility. It believes it can best serve

:his mission by giving educated men. With a view to a thorough
comprehension of the course, the following

Entrance Requirements

lave been adopted, corresponding to the standards of the American
Conference of Pharmaceutical Faculties:

1. The applicant must be of good moral character.

2. He must be not less than 17 years of age, unless he be a grad-
late of one of the accredited high schools of this or other state.

3. A satisfactory completion of at least two years of work in an
iccredited high school or 8 units (English, Mathematics, History)
hall be demanded.

Decrees

1. Students who continue in actual attendance upon the exercises
f this department during the two years of three terms each, and
hose who have been admitted to the second year of the course and
ontinue in actual attendance for one year, and complete success-
ully the required courses of study, receive the degree of Graduate
a Pharmacy (Ph.G.) of the University of Georgia.
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2. The regulations of the University do not permit the conferring

of more than one academic degree upon the same person at one

time. Exceptional and earnest students of the University, candidates

for a baccalaureate degree may, however, on recommendation of the

Dean of the Department of Pharmacy, and with the approval of the

Faculty, enter the course in Pharmacy and Materia Medic a, and, on
completion of all the studies included in the curriculum for Graduate
in Pharmacy will be awarded this diploma, notwithstanding it may
be conferred at the same time as the baccalaureate degree. This

permission will be withdrawn immediately if it shall appear from
the standing of the student in any of his studies that he cannot

satisfactorily undertake the additional work. There is quite a de-

mand and at good salaries for men completing this course and

positions are open immediately after graduation. No other pro-

fession offers better inducements to young men.

Government
Students of Pharmacy are governed by the same rules and regu-

lations as are laid down for other students of the University, except

that they are not required to drill.

COURSE OF STUDY
Junior Year

Satisfactory completion of the following subjects is required:

Chemistry. Course 2 and 2a, general principles, Metals, Non-

Metals. Three hours recitation, one laboratory period of two hours

per week during entire year. Text: Smith's College Chemistry.

Elementary Physics. Physics 1. In this course especial emphasis

is laid on the applications of the principles of Physics to practical

life. Textbook: Mann and Twiss, Physios, with special laboratory

notes. Two hours per week recitation and three hours per week
individual laboratory work.

Physiology. Course 1. Three hours recitation per week. Text:

The Human Mechanism, Hough and Sedgwick.

Botany and Materia Meclica. Three hours recitation per week
during entire year. Text: Bailey's Botany, Culbreath's Materia

Medica.

Pharmaceutical Latin. Two hours recitation per week during fall

term. Text: Sturmer's Pharmaceutical Latin.

Pharmaceutical Mathematics. Three hours recitation and three

laboratory periods of two hours each during first eight weeks of;

the year. Including study of Weights and Measures, Specific Gravity,!

Specific Volume, Alligation, etc. Text: Sturmer's Arithmetic of

Pharmacy.
General Pharmaceutical Operations. Three hours recitation and

three laboratory periods of two hours each, during the remainder
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of the fall term. This course includes the study of Evaporation,

Distillation, Sublimation, Percolation, etc. Text: Amy's Pharmacy.

Official Pharmacy. Three hours recitation and three laboratory

periods of two hours each per week. This course includes the study

and manufacture of Waters, Syrups, Mucilages, Emulsions, Tinc-

tures, Pills, etc., beginning in January.

Senior Year

Organic Chemistry. Course 3. Three hours recitation per week
with accompanying laboratory exercises. Text: Stoddard.

Qualitative Analysis. Course 8. Three laboratory periods two

hours each per week. Text: Noyes.

Quantitative Analysis. By doubling the time in quantitative analy-

sis and satisfactorily completing this course, students may obtain

permission to take this work. An additional laboratory fee of $5.00

will be charged for this course.

Materia Medica. Three hours recitation per week during entire

year. Texts: Culbreath and Wilcox.

Manufacturing and Dispensing Pharmacy, Pharmaceutical Chem-
istry. Three hours recitation, three laboratory periods of two hours

each week during entire year. Text: Amy, Remington, U. S. P.,

Scoville.

16. Principles of Accounting. Associate Professor Dozicr.

(a) First half-year. The principles of accounting are presented

through the transactions of bookkeeping, and the general features

of accounting for retail and wholesale business, partnerships, and
corporations are then studied.

(b) Second half-year. Accounting principles are studied from
the standpoint of the business manager.

LABORATORIES

No college of Pharmacy offers better laboratory facilities than are

found at the University. We have in operation for students in

Pharmacy .five thoroughly equipped laboratories.

In Pharmacy, Junior and Senior men occupy separate rooms. In

Chemistry, three laboratories are in operation, one for Junior stu-

dents, one each for men doing quantitative and qualitative analysis.

The Physical laboratory is complete.
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EXPENSES
Junior Year

Tuition, one-half payable at beginning of the term,

balance at the opening of college in January, $50.00

Literary Society Fee 2.00

Pharmaceutical Laboratory 12.50

Chemical Laboratory 2.50

Materia. Medica , 1.00

Physics Laboratory 3.00

Fee for Infirmary, etc., (see p. 42) 12.00

$83.00

Senior Year

Tuition, payable as above $50.00

Literary Society 1.00

Qualitative Analysis 10.00

Organic Chemistry Laboratory 2.50

Materia iMedica 1.00

Pharmaceutical Laboratory 12.50

Fee for Infirmary 12.00

$89.00

Other expenses, estimated:

Board and lodging, per month $13.00 to $30.00

Washing, fuel and lights, per month 3.00

Textbooks for both years $15.00 to 20.00

The individual expenses of a student are just what he makes
them; no college regulation can control this matter.

No graduation or diploma fees.

Excellent table board on the cooperative plan can be had in Den-

mark Hall for $16.00 per month; elsewhere from $20.00 per month
upwards. Rooms in the dormitories are rent free, but a monthly
fee of $4.00 is charged for light and attendance. On account of the

large demand for rooms, application should be made to the Registrar

as far in advance as possible.

If dormitory rooms cannot be obtained, or are not desired, the

next cheapest plan is to rent a furnished room in some residence

near the Dining Hall. Many such rooms are for rent on the campus
and elsewhere. The prices range from $5.00 per month ($2.50 for

each occupant) upwards, including rent of furniture and bedding,

attendance and light, but not fuel.
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PRIVILEGES AND ADVANTAGES OFFERED AT THE UNIVER-
SITY FOR STUDENTS IN PHARMACY

Self-Help. Students of Pharmacy are eligible to apply for a loan

from the Brown Fund to defray their expenses in college. Applica-

tion for this loan should be made to the Chancellor.

Expense and Cost of Living are lower at the University than at

any other college. Room rent in Candler Hall and New College is

low, while table board may be had at Denmark Hall, accommodating
between two and three hundred students, for $16.00 per month.

Library. The Library of the University is open from 8:30 A. M. to

10 P. M., to students in Pharmacy. This is a well lighted and ventil-

ated building, set apart (for reference and research work. Thousands
of volumes relating to Literature, Science and Art are at the disposal

of students.

Athletics. The .School of Pharmacy is represented on both the

football and baseball teams of the University. Athletics, while en-

couraged, are not allowed to conflict with college duties.

Societies. All students of the University are required to join one

of the literary societies. These societies are presided over by officers

elected from the student body and they afford opportunity for train-

ing men in Parliamentary Law, and in facilitating expression.

Other Courses. Pharmacy students may obtain permission to at-

tend other courses without cost, offered in the University, when such

work does not conflict with work in Pharmacy.
Reference Books. The School of Pharmacy has Dispensatories and

Pharmacopoeias and textbooks for reference by students.

Examinations are held at the end of each term, Christmas, March
and June, supplemented by frequent oral and written quizzes.

Hospital Corps. This is optional with Pharmacy students, but it

affords opportunity for military training, and a number of the stu-

dents join the corps.

For bulletins which describe this course in detail, and for further

information, apply to

ROBERT C. WILSON, Director.
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THE UNIVERSITY SUMMER SCHOOL

BOARD OF ADMINISTRATION
DAVID C. BARROW, LL.D., Chancellor of the University, President

of the Board.

MARION LUTHER BRITTAIN, LLJD., State 'School Superintendent

of Georgia.

JERE M. POUND, LL.D., President of the State Normal School.

CHARLES M. SNELLING, D.Sc, Dean of the University and Pres-

ident of Franklin College.

ANDREW M. SOULE, LL.D., Dean of the College of Agriculture,

and President of the State College of Agriculture and Mechanic

Arts.

THOMAS J. WOOFTER, LL.D., Dean of Peabody School of Educa-

tion, University of Georgia, Secretary of the Board.

CALENDAR
June 28—Registration begins.

June 30—Opening Day. Registration.

July 4—Patriotic Address.

July 16-17—Devereux Players.

August 2—Closing Day for Reviews and Special Short Courses for

Teachers.

August 1-2—'State Examinations for Teachers' Certificates.

August 8—(Closing of Six Weeks' College (Credit Courses.

August 22—dosing of Eight Weeks' Courses.

OFFICERS
DAVID C. BARROW, LL.D President

Chancellor of the University.

THOMAS J. WOOFTER, LL.D Superintendent

Dean of Peabody School of Education.

CORNELIUS J. HEATWOLE, B.S., M.S. --Assistant Superintendent

Professor of Education, Peabody School of Education.

HORACE B. RITCHIE, A.B Assistant Superintendent

Dean of the State Normal School.

WILLIS H. BOCOCK, LL.D Director Graduate Courses

Dean of Graduate School.

ROBERT P. STEPHENS, PhD Director College Credit Courses

Professor of Mathematics, University of Georgia.

HAROLD D. MEYER, A.M Director of Teachers' Bureau
Professor of Sociology, State Normal School.

MRS. BEATRICE M. McGARRAH Adviser of Women
Home Assistant, South Georgia State Normal College.
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MISS IDA McGUKIN, Sum. Sen. Grad Adviser of Women
Teacher, Hartwell, Ga.

THOMAS W. REED, A.M Registrar and Treasurer

Registrar and Treasurer of the University of Georgia.

MISS FANNIE MAY SHOUSE Secretary

CHARLES SANFORD Assistant

Directors of Dormitories

ROBERT E. PARK, Litt.D., for the University.

ALEXANDER RHODES, A.B., for the Normal School.

FACULTY
GERTRUDE A. ALEXANDER, A.M Reading, Phonics

Head of Department of Expression, State Normal School.

MARY A. BACON T _Bird Life and Nature Study
Author and Teacher, Lucy Cobb Institute.

DAVID C. BARROW, LL.D Lecturer

Chancellor of the University of Georgia.

LENA BIRD Penmanship
Supervising Teacher of Penmanship, Schools of Athens, Ga.

WILLIS H. BOCOCK, LL.D., Issues of the War, Eco. Geography
Dean of the Graduate School, University of Georgia.

MARION L. BRITTAIN, LL.D Lecturer

State Superintendent of Schools, Georgia.

PETER F. BROWN, A.B Elementary Language, Grammar
Professor of English, State Normal School.

DUNCAN BURNET, A.M Library

Head Librarian, University of Georgia.

GEORGE W. CAMP, A.M., Ped.M., English Grammar and Literature

Professor of English and Education, North Georgia Agricul-

tural College.

EPSIE CAMPBELL, B.S Vocational Foods and Sanitation

Head of Department of Home Economics, Baylor College for

Women.
J. F. CANNON, M.S Vocational Industrial Education

State Supervisor of Vocational Industrial Education, Trades
and Industries.

JAMES W. CANTRELL, A.B Physics
Instructor of Physics, University of Georgia.

CAROLYN COBB Expression, Dramatic Interpretation

Reader and Teacher of Dramatic Art.

CLARA LEE CONE, B.S Home Economics
Graduate Student, Columbia University, Teacher's College.

MARY E. CRESWELL, B.S Vocational Home Economics
Director of Home Economics Division, State College of Agri-

culture.
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H. D. CUMMING, A.B Educational Tests and Measurements
Principal of Glynn Academy.

LOIS P. DOWDLE Home Demonstration
Assistant State Supervisor of Home Economics.

M. L. DUGGAN- Rural School Methods and Management
State Rural School Agent.

DAVID L. EARNEST, A.M Physiology, Arithmetic

Professor of Natural Science, State Normal School.

JOHN R. FAIN, B.S Agronomy
Professor of Agronomy, State College of Agriculture.

GEORGE D. GODDARD, A.B Rural School and Management
Special State Supervisor of Elementary Schools.

AGNES C. GOSS Library

Librarian, State Normal School.

LEROY C. HART, B.S Industrial Vocational Education

Professor of Agricultural Engineering, College of Agriculture.

LINVILLE L. HENDREN, Ph.D Physics, General Science

Professor Physics, University of Georgia.

CORNELIUS J. HEATWOLE, B.S., M.S Educational Psychology

Professor of Education, Acting Professor of Psychology, School

of Education, University of Georgia.

KATE E. HICKS Director Demonstration School

Principal of State Normal Training School.

PARNA B. HILL (Elementary Sewing

Instructor in Household Arts, State Normal School.

THOMAS S. HOLLAND, A.B French
Instructor in French, University of Georgia.

ANNIE M. HOLLIDAY Drawing and Art

Instructor in Drawing, State Normal School.

T. E. HOLLINGSWORTH, A.B Arithmetic

Professor of Mathematics, State Normal School.

W. D. HOOPER, M.A Latin

Professor of Latin, University of Georgia.

LOUISE JOHNSON, A.B Geography
Instructor in Geography, South Georgia Normal College.

MAYBELLE LaHATTE Story Telling, Expression

Teacher and Student of Dramatic Art, Atlanta, Ga.

FORT E. LAND, A.B Rural School Methods
State Supervisor of Schools, Georgia.

ADA T. LEMON Physical Education

Supervisor of Physical Education, Savannah City Schools.

JOSEPH LUSTRAT, Bach, es Lett French

Professor of Romance Languages, University of Georgia.

MARY D. LYNDON, A.M Rhetoric and Composition

Instructor in English, Lucy Cobb Institute.
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ROBERT D. MALTBY, B.S Vocational Agriculture

State Supervisor of Vocational Agriculture, Georgia.

J. O. MARTIN, B.S Rural School Methods and Management
State Supervisor of Schools, Georgia.

HAROLD D. MEYER, A.M History

Professor of Sociology, State Normal School.

THOMAS H. McHATTON, B.S., D.Sc Horticulture

Professor of Horticulture, State College of Agriculture.

ELLA CLARE McKELLAR, A.M Physical Education

Instructor in Physical Education, High School, Athens, Ga.

J. H. T. McPHERSON, Ph.D History, Government
Professor of History and Political Science, University of Geor-

gia.

ROBERT E. PARK, Litt. D English

Professor of English Literature, University of Georgia.

WILLIAM O. PAYNE, A.M History

Associate Professor of History, University of Georgia.

R. S. POND, Ph.D Mathematics
Associate Professor of Mathematics, University of Georgia.

RAFAEL W. RAMIREZ, A.B Spanish

Instructor of Spanish, University of Georgia.

ROSALIE V. RATHBONE, B.S Home Economics
Junior Professor of Textiles and Clothing, State College of

Agriculture.

J. M. READE, Ph.D Botany
Professor of Botany, University of Georgia.

HORACE B. RITCHIE, A.B School Management
Professor of Psychology and Pedagogy, State Normal School.

S. V. SANFORD, Litt.D English Literature, Journalism

Professor of English Language and Journalism, University of

Georgia.

E. S. SELL, M.S Elementary Agriculture

Professor of Agriculture, State Normal School.

L. M. SHEFFER, B.S Agricultural Education

Junior Professor of Agricultural Education, State College of

Agriculture.

ELIZABETH W. SINCLAIR Reading and Literature

Formerly Teacher of Reading, Schools of Waycross, Ga.

JOSEPH S. STEWART, Ped.D.__Secondary Education, Supervision

Professor of Secondary Education, University of Georgia.

EARLE G. WELCH, B.S Agricultural Engineering

Adjunct Professor of Agricultural Engineering, State College

of Agriculture.

JOHN T. WHEELER, B.S Agricultural Education
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Professor of Agricultural Education, State College of Agricul-

ture.

HENRY C. WHITE, Se.D., LL.D Chemistry
Professor Chemistry, University of Georgia.

JNO. F. WOOD, A.M Education
Professor of Education, South Georgia Normal College

THOMAS JACKSON WOOFTER, A.M., LL.D Education
Professor of Philosophy and Education, University of Georgia.

T. G. YAXIS, B.S., M.S Vocational Animal Husbandry
Adjunct Professor of Dairying, State College of Agriculture.

MRS. LOUISE K. YOUNG Handicrafts, Music
Primary Teacher, Decatur, Ga.

MARY LAVINIA YOUNG Music
Head Department of Music, South Georgia Normal College.

ELIZABETH B. YOUNG? Demonstration School

Critic Teacher, State Normal Training School.

MARY ZEIGLER Primary Methods
Instructor in Child Study, State Normal School.

GENERAL INFORMATION

The Summer School of the University of Georgia was authorized

by the General Assembly in 19 3, and the trustees of the University

created a board of directors representing different public interests

for the general management of the school. The State Board of

Education working in conformity with the action of the General

Assembly has approved the work of the University Summer School

and authorized the granting of certificates of the normal and sec-

ondary grade, the holding of state examinations, and the approval of

attendance upon its courses as satisfying renewal requirements. It

is, in short, a regular part of the state system of public education.

The main work of the University Summer School is to serve the

interests of public education in Georgia. Its work will be chiefly

concerned in meeting the needs of teachers.

The University Summer School will, therefore, give special atten-

tion:

1. To teachers or prospective teachers in all grades who wish

to improve their scholarship, to study the best .methods, or to pre-

pare for the state license examinations, primary or elementary, or

for professional license.

2. To high* school teachers or prospective high school teachers

who desire better training for their chosen subjects, or who wish to

prepare for the state secondary license examination or professional

license.
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•

3. To superintendents and principals who desire additional help

in school organization, administration, and methods of grade work.

4. To teachers or prospective teachers who wish to prepare them-

selves for teaching home economics, agriculture, music, drawing,

physical training, or other special subjects.

5. To teachers, principals, supervisors and superintendents who
already hold college degrees or have done some work of college

grade and who desire to work either for the B.A., B.S., or for the

M.A., or M.S. degree, or to improve their professional training.

6. To college students or prospective students who wish to obtain

college credit towarsd a degree, to make up deficiencies in college

work, or in entrance units.

LOCATION
Athens, the seat of the University of Georgia, is situated among

the rolling hills of Northeast Georgia along an upper portion of

the Oconee river, is high and healthful, the elevation being nearly

eight hundred feet above sea level, free from malarial conditions,

the water pure, and the climate excellent in every way. The city

of Athens has grown up around the University as its central factor.

It has become a prosperous city of 20,000 inhabitans. The city is

easy of access, five railroads now entering here.

PLANT AND FACILITIES

The entire University plant will be available, including library,

laboratories, lecture halls, dormitories, gymnasium and swimming
pool of the central University; the Agricultural College with its

equipment of class rooms, library, laboratories, dairies, greenhouses,

and farm of 1,000 acres; the State Normal School with its dormito-

ries, class rooms, library, assembly room, play grounds, and charm-
ing environment of 40 acres of campus and farm. This unusual
combination of three institutions gives the Georgia Summer School

a delightful and unexcelled environment and facilities for study and
recreation.

LIBRARIES
The University library will be open every day and evening for

reading and consulting of books and periodicals. The library con-

tains over 40,000 volumes. The Normal School library will be open
every day except Sunday, and the Agricultural College library will

be available when needed.

HEALTH
The Summer School students have enjoyed an enviable health

record for the past summers. The Crawford W. Long Infirmary of

the University and the new infirmary of the Normal School will

be open and will be under the direction of a physician and an able

corps of trained nurses. A small registration fee of fifty cents is
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charged for the use of the infirmary, usual medical treatment and
the services of a trained nurse. These features will add much to

the general comfort and health of students.

DORMITORIES
The effort has been made this year to increase the dormitory facil-

ities to accommodate as many as may come and to add to their

pleasure and comfort.

At the State Normal School. At the State Normal School five

dormitories are available which will furnish superior accommodation
for several hundred teachers. These are Bradwell, Gilmer, Senior,

Winnie Davis and Miller Halls. These Normal School dormitories

are grouped conveniently together and form a delightful community,
convenient to games, entertainments, open air concerts and all priv-

ileges of the campus.

At the University. At the University, Old College, New College,

Candler Hall, Lumpkin Hall and Lucas Hall will be available. Of

these all but Lumpkin and Lucas Halls are reserved for women.
The City Y. M. C. A. building, one of the best equipped of any city,

will be available for men and for a reasonable fee they may enjoy

the showers and swimming pool as well as recreation features.

At the College of Agriculture. There is a students' cottage for

about twenty students taking advanced work in home economics.

This cottage will be in charge of one of the teachers for similar stu-

dents during the summer session.

There is a most excellent cafeteria in the College of Agriculture,

home economics department, open to the general public.

Many rooms may be had in homes nearby.

DINING HALLS
Dining halls at both the University and Normal School are con-

ducted under most favorable circumstances, having the advantage of

the regular managements. In connection with each a farm and
dairy will furnish practical assistance in supplying plenty of whole-

some food at reasonable cost. The price of board quoted is for the

entire term, beginning Monday, June 30, and extending through

Saturday, August 2. However, the dining halls will be open Satur-

day, June 2 8, at supper to accommodate those who wish to come
early, and for this service only a nominal fee of twenty-five cents

will be charged.

APPLICATION FOR ROOMS
Application for rooms should be made at the earliest moment

possible. At the University the application should be accompanied

by the fee for room, and should bo sent to Mr. T. W. Reed, Registrar

of the University, Athens, Georgia. Rooms will be reserved in the

order of applications. Fees will always be returned and room re-
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leased for good reason. Application for rooms at the State Normal
School should also be made as early as possible but no fee is re-

quired at the time of reservation. Application should be made to

Mr. A. Rhodes, Registrar of the State Normal School, Athens, Geor-

gia. Students occupying rooms in any of the dormitories should

bring with them at least the following articles: One pillow, two pairs

of pillow cases, two pairs of sheets, two counterpanes, a half dozen

towels.

FEES AND OTHER EXPENSES

The effort is made to make all expenses for the stay in Athens as

small as possible, consistent with the teachers' desired standards.

At the University. Room rent for the session in a dormitory

of the University will be $5.00. Meals in the University dining hall

for the five weeks will be $26.00; for one week, $6.00; for less than
one week, $1.00 per day.

At the Normal School. Room and board at the State Normal
School for the entire session of five weeks, will be $30.00. For time
less than five weeks, $1.00 a day will be charged.

The general registration fee for all courses is $5.00, and there

will be no additional fee for courses not for college credit.

The fees for college credit courses will be in addition to the regis-

tration fee, as follows: $2.00 for each credit hour assigned to the

course or courses taken, the total for registration and additional

fees not to exceed $15.00 for as many courses as the Director of

College Courses permits.

The additional fees will not be charged for courses in Vocational
Education (Smith-Hughes).

The fee for Graduate Courses is $15.00, which includes the regis-

tration fee.

An infirmary fee of 50 cents will be charged all students.

Small laboratory fees will be charged in the courses in household
arts, agriculture, arts and crafts, to cover cost of materials.

Other expenses will vary with the number of text-books desired,

the number of incidentals and plans of the student. The total neces-

sary expenses while in Athens may be limited to from $40.00 to

$60.00 for the Teachers' Summer Session of five weeks.

REGISTRATION

Students should present themselves for registration on Monday,
June 30, which day will be given over to registration. The regis-

tration on this day will be in George Peabody Hall at the University
and James M. Smith Building at the Normal School. The Superin-

tendents and members of the faculty will be present for consultation.

Students should, as far as possible, arrange to reach Athens in
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time to register and start classes Tuesday morning, July 1. The
dormitories are opened Saturday at noon for the session.

STATE EXAMINATIONS
The annual state examinations for Primary, General Elementary

High School, and Renewal licenses will be held at the Summer
School August 1 and 2, under authority of the State Board. Li-

censes will be issued to those passing the several examinations.

Every opportunity will be given for study and preparation for these

examinations. The State Board recommends that every teacher

should attend a summer school at least one year during the life of

the license.

COURSES OF INSTRUCTION, 1919

DIVISIONS

I. Primary and Elementary Normal.

II. High School.

III. College Credit.

IV. University Graduate.

V. Special Vocational (Smith-Hughes).

1. Trade and Industrial Education.

2. Agricultural Education.

3. Home Economics.

COURSES BY TOPICS
Note:—The numerals after any course indicate year hours of col-

lege credit which may be acquired through that course.

Agriculture

1. Review of Elementary Agriculture for State Examination.

2. Elementary Agriculture and Gardening.

3. Nature Study.

Vocational Agriculture (Smith-Hughes)

1. Introduction to Vocational Education, 1%.
2. Methods and Materials in Vocational Agriculture, iy2 .

3. Methods and Materials in Vocational Education, \y2 .

4. Horticulture, Plant Propagation, l x/2 .

5. Horticulture, Fruit Growing and Pruning, 1 y2 .

6. Farm Animals, two courses, 1 y2 .

7. Soils and Soil Fertility, \y2 .

8. Field Crops, 1 y2 .

9. Forge and Tool Work.
10. Farm Machinery and Farm Motors, iy2 .

Botany

1. Elementary Botany for Teachers.

2. Introductory Plant Biology, 3.
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Drawing and Handicrafts

1. Elementary Drawing and Color.

2. Advanced Drawing and Painting.

3. Decorative Design.

4. Blackboard Illustration.

4. Handicrafts for Primary Grades.

Vocational Industrial Education (Smith-Hughes)

1. Auto Mechanics.

2. Forging.

3. Carpentry.

4. Related Subjects.

5. Pipe Fitting and Plumbing.

6. Organization and Teaching of Evening, Part-time, and All-day

classes.

Education (General)

1. Rural School Methods and Management.
2. School Government and Efficiency.

3. Teaching Primary Reading and Phonics.

4. Elementary Reading and Literature.

5. Primary Methods and the Demonstration School.

6. History of Education, 1.

7. Advanced Method, 1.

8. Educational Psychology, 1.

9. High School Administration, 1.

10. School Supervision, 1.

11. Educational Tests and Measurements.

English Language and Literature

1. Review for Teachers' Examinations.

2. Language Lessons, Elementary.

3. Composition and Grammar.
4. Review for Teachers' High School License.

5. English Grammar, advanced.

6. High School Literature.

7. Shakespeare, 1.

8. Present Tendencies of American Fiction, 1.

9. The Study of Poetry, 1.

10. Journalism, 1.

Expression, Literary and Dramatic

1. Elementary Reading.

2. Advanced Expression and Interpretation.

3. Public Speaking.

4. Story Telling.

5. Children's Play and Story Hour.
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French and Spanish

1. Elementary Course ifor Teachers and Preparatory Students.

2. Second Year French (French I), 3.

3. Elementary .Spanish.

4. Second Year Spanish.

Geography

1. Geography Review for License Examinations.

2. Primary Geography.

3. Advanced Geography.

4. Economic Geography with some attention to economic phases

and results of the Great War.

History and Government

1. License Review Course in U. S. History.

2. United States History.

3. Georgia History.

4. Civics.

5. High School License Review.

6. Issues of the Great War. The new political and linguistic

map of Europe.

7. American History. I—The Formative Period. II—The Jack-

sonian Era and the Modern Period, 1 each.

8. State and Federal Government, 1.

9. Modern European History. I—The Napoleonic Period. II

—

Later Modern Period, 3; 1 y2 each.

Home Economics, Elementary

1. Foods and Cookery for Rural Teachers.

2. Principles of Cookery.

3. Home Demonstration Work.
4. Elementary Clothing and Handwork.

Vocational Home Economics

1. Vocational Education, Home Economics Methods, iy2 .

2. Textiles and Laundering, iy2 .

3. Designing for the Home, 1%.
4. Problems in Feeding the Family, iy2 .

5. Home Sanitation and Hygiene, iy2 .

Latin

1. First Year Latin, for teachers.

2. Caesar.

3. License Review.

Mathematics

1. License Review in Arithmetic.

2. Elementary Arithmetic.
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3. Advanced Arithmetic.

4. Algebra.

5. Plane Geometry (I and II).

6. High School License Review.

7. Plane Trigonometry, iy2 .

8. Graphic Algebra, 1%.
9. Introduction to Calculus, 3.

Music
1. Public School Music.

2. Chorus and Community Singing.

Penmanship
1. For Primary Teachers.

2. For Elementary Teachers.

Physical Education

Four Courses.

Physiology, Hygiene, Sanitation

Two Courses.

Physics

1. High School Physics for Teachers.

2. Laboratory for High School Teachers.

3. General Science.

4. Physics 1 (College Physics), 3.

Graduate Courses for Master of Arts

1. Latin.

2. French.

3. English Drama.
4. American History.

5. Educational Psychology.

6. Mathematics.

7. Agricultural Education.

For Bulletin of fuller information, address

T. J. WOOFTER, President.
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DEGREES CONFERRED, 1918

HONORARY DEGREES

Doctor of Laws

Judge George F. Gober, of Marietta.

President Kenneth G. Matheson, of the Georgia School of Technolo;

Doctor of Divinity

Reverend John D. Wing, of Savannah.

Doctor of Letters

Irvin S. Cobb, of New York.

r
cum laude

GRADUATES
MASTER OF ARTS

Thomas Prather Atkinson Emily Stewart Harrison
Wellborn Chaudoin Carlton George Ephraim Usher

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN AGRICULTURE
Loy Edmund Rast Edward Scott Sell

Cecil Norton Wilder

BACHELOR OF ARTS
Roger Hawes West, summa cum laude

John Lawrence Brown, Jr.
* Richard Winn Courts, Jr.

Otto Raymond Ellars
James Madden Hatcher
Bertram Godwin Oberry

Curtis Peter Baker Mack Matthews
Stanley Spencer Bennet Hodges Timmerman Mobley
Alfred Blalock Wesley Forte Nail
James Richard Bowden Robert Loiwry Nicolson
Abner Wellborn Calhoun Inman Padgett
Robert Langdon Foreman, Jr. Calvin McClung Parsons
Thomas Scott Holland Arthur Pew, Jr.

Elmer Walter Jones John Walter Sheppard
Dewey Knight Robert Edward Lee Spence, Jr.

Edward Hinton Lasseter Augustus Hartsfield Stevens
William Reville Mallory Samuel Gaines Story

John Tomlinson Taylor, Jr.

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
Robert Brace Penn Crawford V
Max Cutler | cum laude
Irvine Phinizy

J
|

Thomas Harrold, Jr. Alfred Witherspoon Scott
William Earl Marks Francis Goddard Slack
James Carlisle Phillips Farish F'urman Talley
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BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN CIVIL ENGINEERING
Francis Bachman Sellers

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING
William James Tidwell

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN AGRICULTURE
Jesse James Benford Theodore Frederick Roesel, Jr.

James Millard Bexley Louis Irvin Skinner
William Earle Broach Judge Clifford Sorrells
Samuel Craig, Jr. John Law Stevens

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN EDUCATION
John Richard Strother

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN COMMERCE
William Wells McManus Edwin Jonathan Perry
John Edgar Patterson William Wimberly Wilson

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN MEDICINE
Henry Thomas Burns

BACHELOR OF LAWS
Leonard Dennis Penny ) „„-«.i, ^„„„r.o
T . , t, . , TT7 . > with honors
Linton Burnside West

\

George Washington Farkas 1

Kenyon Mott, Jr. with distinction

James William Smith
Theodore Titus, Jr.

Claude Brown Barrett John Ashley Osborne
William Oswald Bozeman Richard Brevard Russell, Jr.

William Oscar Cooper William Oscar Smith
John Thomas Coyle John Crew Sullivan
William Benjamin Jones William Southwell Tyson,
John Ellis Mundy William Patillo Van Valkenburg
Winfield Robison Nisbet George Hall Westbrook

Jerome Palmer Williams

GRADUATE IN PHARMACY
Rufus David Allen Harold Clair Gilbert
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AWARD OF PRIZES
Sophomore Declamation Prize—F. W. Harrold.

The Debaters' Medals—Freshman Class: E. H. Highsmith, B. C.

Moss, J. E. Ross. Sophomore Class: F. W. Harrold, R. D. O'Cal-
laghan, J. H. Young.

The Ready Writer's Medal—O. E. Bright.

The Willcox Prizes—French: R. B. Crawford, W. E. Marks.
German: W. F. Nail.

The Freshman Prize—G. J. Pahno.
The W. J. Bryan Prize—R .H. West.
The Horace Russell Prize in Psychology—Not awarded.
The Walter B. Hill Prize in Ethics—W. M. Dallas.

The Cadet Prize—O. E. Bright.

The R. E. Park, Jr., Prize—Not awarded.

The L. H. Charbonnier Prize—F. B. Slack.

The Trustees' Prize in Agriculture—Not awarded.

REGIMENT OF CADETS
Roster of Officers and Non-Commissioned Officers

Cadet Lieutenant-Colonel—D. P. Whelchel.

Cadet Major, 1st Battalion—C. M. Candler.

Cadet Major, 2nd Battalion—J. W .Abney.

Cadet Captain and Adjutant of Regiment—W. H. Beck, Jr.

Cadet 1st Lieutenant and Adjutant 1st Battalion—M. W. Clark.

Cadet 1st Lieutenant and Adjutant 2nd Battalion—W, Dodson.

Cadet Regimental Sergeant Major—F. L. Breen.

Cadet Battalion Sergeant Major, 1st Battalion—H. S. Brannen.

Cadet Battalion Sergeant Major, 2nd Battalion—C. Howell.

Cadet Color Sergeant—C. Lott.

Sadet Color Sergeant—D. D. Quillian.

Cadet Drum Major—R. R. Stevenson.

Cadet Captains

Company "A"—W. I. Dooley. Company "D"—W. D. Heaton.

Company "B"—H. S. Hastings. Company "E"—R. W. Martin

Company "C"—F. Harwell. Company "F"—R. D. O'Callaghan

Cadet First Lieutenants

Company "A"—P. A. Hodgson. Company "D"—O. B. Roberts.

Company "B"—S. M. Jordan. Company "E"—C. H. Wheatley.

Company "C"—T. D. Matson. Company "F"—R. L. Hay.

Cadet Second Lieutenants

Company'* A"

—

Company "D"

—

Company "B"

—

Company "E"

—

Company "C"

—

Copmany "F"—W. B. Disbro, Jr.
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ACCREDITED FOUR-YEAR SCHOOLS, 1919

12 to 20 Units Offered

Correspondence relating to Accrediting of Schools should be ad-

dressed to Joseph S. Stewart, Professor of Secondary Education,

Athens, Ga.

Graduation on 16 units in Group I, 14 in Group II, 12 in. Group III.

Acworth High School, III W. W. Linton.
Adairsville High School, II J. F. Williams.
Adel High School, II Jason Scarboro.
*Albany High School, I R. E. Brooks.
*Americus High School, I J. E. Mathis.
Ashburn High School, I A. G. Cleveland.
*Athens High School, I E. B. Mell.
Atlanta:
*Boys High School, I Eugene Ragland.
Commercial High School, II Annie T. Wise.

*Girls High School, I Jessie Muse.
Fulton County High School, I Wm. Hopkins.
*Marist College, I (Private) : James A. Horton.
North Ave. Pres. School, I (Private) Thursza Askew.
Peacock School, I (Private). R. C. Little.

Technological High School, I W. A. Sutton.
Washington Seminary, I (Private) L. D. & E. B. Scott.
Woodbury School, I (Private) Rosa Woodbury.

Auburn:
Christian Academy, II (Private) H. R. Garrett.

Augusta:
Richmond-Academy, I Geo. P. Butler.
Tubman High School, I T. H. Garrett.
Summerville Academy, II J. B. Lockhart.
St. Joseph's Academy, II (Private) Sister Sacred Heart.

Bainbridge High School, I E. Griggs Elcan.
Barnesville, Gordon Institute, I E. T. Holmes.
Baxley High School, I T. M. Purcell.
Blackshear High School, II L. C. Evans.
Blakely High School, II T. J. Townsend.
Boston Hjgh School, II W. P. Brooks.
Bowden High School, III C. K. Henderson.
Bowman, Gibson-Mercer Acad., II (Private) _Lawson Brown.
Brunswick, Glynn Academy, I N. H. Ballard.
Buena Vista High School, II J. G. Colbert.
Calhoun High School, II M. C. Allen.
Camilla High School, I S. K. Tanner.
Canton High School, II Paul Wheeler.
Carrollton High School, I H. B. Adams.

Cartersville High School, I H. L. Sewell.
'Oedartown High School, I J. E. Purks.
Chickamauga High School, II W. A. Wiley.
Cochran High School, II W. E. Monts.
College Park:
Georgia Military Academy, I (Private) __J. C. Woodward.
College Park High School, II L. O. Freeman.

On Southern List.
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*Columbus High School, I T. C. Kendricks.
*Secondary Industrial School, I J. B. Bagby.
Lorena Hall, II (Private) Jessie Snydor.

Commerce High School, I H. B. Carreker.
Conyers High School, I G. W. Glausier.
*Cordele High School, I H. B. Nicholson.
Cornelia High School, III J. W. Marion.
Covena, Gillis Springs Institute, III C. M. Carpenter.

*Covington High School, I H. B. Robertson.
Grawfordville High School, II R. D. McDowell.
Cuthbert High School, III G. W. Marks.
Dallas High School, III W. F. Tribble.
*Dalton High School, I J. H. Watson.
Darien High School, III S. A. Cooper.
Dawson High School, I J. C. Dukes.
Decatur High School, I E. E. Treadwell.
Demorest:

Piedmont Academy, I (Private) J. C. Rogers.
Donaldsonville High School, II R. I. Knox.
Douglasville High School, I E. D. Gunby.

*Dublin High School, I Paul King.
Eastman High School, I R. G. Hall.

*Elberton High School, I W. A. Anderson.
Ellaville High School, II S. E. Denton.
Fairburn High School, II M. D. Collins.

Fitzgerald High School, I J. W. Barnhill.
Forsyth High School, I W. O. Perritt.

*F'ort Valley High School, I Ralph Newton.
Gainesville High School, II J. A. Mershon.
Girard High School, II W. B. Lovett.
Gray High School, III U. S. Lancaster.
Graymount-Summit High School, I Ernest Anderson.
Greensboro High School, I C. C. Wills.
Greenville High School, II C. O. Stubbs.

Griffin High School, I J. A. Jones.
Harlem High School, III C. C. Hoover.
Hartwell High School, I C. G. Powers.
Hawkinsville High School. I J. I'. Lambert,.
Hazelhurst High School, III G. P. Hunt.
Hephzibah High School, II H. W. Sewell.
Jackson High School, I W. P. Martin.
Jefferson: Martin Institute, II L. F. Elrod.
LaFayette High School, III W. H. McDaniel.
LaGrange High School, I F. F. Rowe.
Lawrenceville High School, I F. M. Hunter.
L'thonia High School, III J- L. Sargent.
*Locust Grove Institute, I (Private) Claud Gray.
Loganville High School, III W. G. Coffee.

Louisville High School, II C. B. Trammell.
Lumpkin High School, III W. J. Dowd.
Macon:
Lanier High School, I R- J. Coates.
Rutland High School, III Mrs. C. A. Stubbs.

Madison High School, I J. H. Purks.

On Southern List.
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hester High School, II M. O. McCord.
„ta High School, I W. T. Dumas.

McRae:
South Georgia College, I (Private) B. G. Childs.

McDonough High School, II G. H. Boyd.
Menlo High School, III J. L. Ray.
Metter High School, II G. E. Usher.
Millegeville:
Georgia Military College, I J. H. Marshburn.

Millen High School, I F. A. Brinson.
Monroe High School, II C. P. Fawcett.
Montezuma High School, II L. C. Corbett.
Mt. Berry:
The Berry School for Boys, I (Private) --Martha Berry.

Mt. Vernon:
Brewton-Parker Institute, I (Private) J. C. Brewton.

*Moultrie High School, I J. H. Saxon.
Newnan High School, I 25. F. Pickett.
Norman Park Institute, I (Private) L. H. Browning.
Ocilla High School, II W. T. Foster.
Oxford:
Emory Academy, I (Private).: W. A. Carlton.

Pavo High School, I W. M. Parker.
Pelham High School, I F. A. Moss.
Quitman High School, I H. D. Knowles.
Reynolds High School, III W. M. Pettis.

Richland High School, II Guy Wells.
Rochelle High School, III D. H. Standard.
Rome:
*High School, I W. P. Jones.
*Darlington Academy, I (Private) J. M. Harden.

Royston High School, III R. H. Moss.
Sandersville High School, I C. B. Quillian.
Sardis High School, III -J. H. Miser.
Savannah:
Senior High School, I Linwood Taft.
Benedictine School, I (Private) F. Bernard.
Myers School, II (Private) D. M. Myers.
Pape School, I (Private) Nina Pape.

Senoia High School, III J. T. Henry.
Smithville High School, II !_J. H. Forbis.
Social Circle High School, II J. A. Kelley.
Sparks Collegiate Institute, I (Private) Leland Moore.
Sparta High School, I J. N. Haddock.
Statesboro High School, I R. M. Monts.
Stillmore High School, I J. C. Langston.
Stone Mountain High School, II J. T. DuPree.
Sylvester High School, II J. T. Lowe.
Swainsboro High School, I C. A. Keith.
Tennille High School, II G. G. Maughon.
Thomson High School, I N. E. Ware.
Thomasville High School, I B. B. Broughton.
Thomaston: R. E. Lee Institute, I C. W. Reid.
Tifton High School, I A. H. Moon.

*

* On Southern List.
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*Toccoa High School, I J.

*Valdosta High School, I W
Vidalia High School, II W
Waleska: Reinhardt Institute, I (Private) __T.
Warrenton High School, I G.
Washington High School, I J.

Waverly Hall High School, III I.

*Waycross: High School, I B.

Piedmont Institute, II (Private) J.

Waynesboro High School, I J.

West Point High School, I W
Winder High School, I J.

Woodbury High School, III G.

Wrens High School, I C.

Statesboro:
1st District Agricultural School,

Tifton:
2nd District Agricultural School,

Americus:
3rd District Agricultural School,

Carrollton:
4th District Agricultural School,

Monroe:
5th District Agricultural School,

Barnesville:
6th District Agricultural School,

Powder Springs:
7th District Agricultural School,

Madison:
8th District Agricultural School,

Clarkesville:
9th District Agricultural School,

Granite Hill:

10th District Agricultural School, I E.
Douglas:

11th District Agricultural School, I L.

F.

.S.

H,

B.

I. Allmar
O. Rob
L. Downs.
M. Sullivan.
S. Roach.
W. Moseley.
S. Ingram.
E. Flowers.
F. Watson.
T. Lance.

. P. Thomas.
P. Cash.
J. Gearin.
C. McCollum.

M. Rowan.

L. Lewis.

M. Collum.

H. Melson.

H. Walker.

O. Galloway.

R. Hunt.

F. Gay.

A. Wells.

C. Merry.

C. Proctor.

THREE-YEAR HIGH SCHOOLS
10 to 12 units only to be allowed

Bartow High School E.
Brooklet High School J.

Broxton High School O.
Buford High School W
Byromville High School J.

Cairo High School J.

Chipley High School___ J.

Claxton High School A.
Comer High School J.

Eatonton High School T.
Edison High School O.
Fort Gaines High School R.
Glennville High School J.

Grantville High School R.

C. Salter.
W. Davis.
C. Campbell.

. N. Nunn.
W. Smith.
G. Christian.
J. Binford.
W. Strozier.

W. Adams.
P. Tribble.
F. Helm.
E. Ozier.
M. Harvey.
O. Powell.

* On Southern List.
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I

Hampton High School Miss Lucy Richards.
Hogansville High School T. A. Clower.
Jesup High School Anna K. Clark.
Kirkwood High School W. M. Rainey.
Lavonia High School Lamar Ferguson.
Leesburg High School R. P. Ford.
Mansfield High School E. N. Reynolds.
Marshallville High School M. C. Austin.
Maysville High School E. H. Beck.
Meigs High School T. T. Benton.
Monticello High School Van Fletcher.
Mt. Zion Seminary (Private) Leo Trimble.
Nashville High School J. L. Strozier.
Perry High School N. H. Reid.
Plains High School T. J. Barrett.
Reidsville High School Hessie Newton.
Rockmart High School Lola L. Smith.
Rutledge High School C. W. Peacock.
Shellman High Schoc 1 F. K. McGee.
Soperton High School B. H. McLarty
St .Mary's High School C. A. Brook?.
Sylvania High School C. A. Strickland.
Tallapoosa High School A. L. Bre;ver.

Unadilla High School V. H. MoKee.
Vienna High School -J. M. Ri&.zrO
Winterville High School J. W- W :

lliani3.

Wrightsville High School J. 0. McMahon.
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SUMMER SCHOOL CALENDAR

Saturday, June 29 . -Dormitories open. Supper served.

Monday, July 1 _ _ -Registration begins; 8:30 P. M., Opening ex-

ercises; the Governor; the State Superin-

tendent of Schools; the Chancellor of the

University; a Member of the Board of

Trustees; the Presidents of the State Col-

lege of Agriculture, the State Normal
Schools, the other branches of the Univer-

sity System, invited for five minutes greet-

ings.

Tuesday, July 2 _ Classes begin.

Thursday, July 4 Patriotic celebration, with such military fea-

tures as may be most expedient. Last year

with General Leonard Wood and more thaa

four thousand people, the occasion was a

memorable one.

Tuesday to Friday,

July 16-19 Rural Life Conferences.

Thursday, Aug. 1 Graduation exercises.

Friday and Saturday,

August 2-3 _ _ _ .State Examinations for Licenses.

Sunday, August 4 . -Dormitories for Teachers Close.

Saturday, August 24 -College Courses Close for Summer.

Every Saturday _ - -Recreation evening. Songs, games, partici-

pation, varied with patriotic exercises or

selections with distinguished humorists, or

adapted to the needs of the hour.

Special Days
and Weeks _ - _ _A number of special occasions may be an-

ticipated, such as the Red Cross Week
with Dr. Stockton Axson; the Child Wel-
fare Week with Miss Lathrop, head of the

Childrens' Bureau at Washington, and Dr.

Bradley; the Devereux Players and others,

all subject to the efficient working of the

Summer School plans.



The University Summer School

FOUR PRIZES FOR SONGS.

For the best University Summer School song four prizes will be

given: $2 5 for the first; $15 for the second; $10 for the third;

and $5 for the fourth, all offered by friends of the Summer School,

under the following conditions:

Words to be original and may be set to new music or sung to old

favorites, preferably such as "Auld Lang Syne," "Old Black Joe."

The theme is the Summer School but should embody the ideals of

"teacherhood," loyalty to school, state, nation and joyous service.

Open to any person, anywhere, any age with only the condition

that the contestant be enrolled in the Summer School, which is of,

by, and for, its students.

The award will be made by the faculties of music and English,

and songs published in the Summer School News, whether they win

or not. One song will then be adopted as the official song.

Begin on it now; do not wait to begin what ought to be a difficult

but profitable and pleasant task.

SING
Not one teacher of the hundreds of "Glory-to-Old-Georgia" teach-

ers but will sing "The Star Spangled Banner" this year! They will

sing it in the school with their children; they will sing it with their

soldier boys in the camps; they will sing it with vim and meaning.

For the University Summer School the stanzas of the songs below
will be the nucleus. Practice them now and again. In addition to

these the new marching and camp songs will be popular favorites

and the Georgia song book will prove most helpful as usual.

THE STAR SPANGLED BANNER.

1. Oh! say, can you see by the dawn's early light,

What so proudly we hail'd at the twilight's last gleaming,
Whose broad stripes and bright stars, thro' the perilous fight,

O'er the ramparts we watch'd, were so gallantly streaming?
And the rocket's red glare, the bombs bursting in air,

Gave proof thro' the night that our flag was still there!
Oh! say, does that star-spangled banner yet wave
O'er the land of the free and the home of the brave!

3. Oh! thus be it ever when free men shall stand
Between their loved home and war's desolation;

Blest with vict'ry and peace, may the heav'n rescued land
Praise the Power that hath made and preserved us a nation

Then conquer we must, when our cause it is just,
And this be our motto. "In God is our trust."
And the star-spangled banner in triumph shall wave
O'er the land of the free and the home of the brave!

(Over)
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AMERICA.

My country, 'tis of thee,
Sweet land of liberty, ,

Of thee I sing,

Land where my fathers died!
Land of the pilgrim's pride!
From ev'ry mountain side

Let freedom ring.

My native country, thee,
Land of the noble free,

Thy name I love;
I love thy rocks and rills,

Thy woods and templed hills;

My heart with rapture thrills,

Like that above.

Let music swell the breeze,
And ring from all the trees

Sweet freedom's song;
Let mortal tongues awak;
Let all that breathe partake;
Let rocks their silence break,
The sound prolong.

"ALMA MATER."

From the hills of Georgia's northland
Beams thy noble brow,

And the sons of Georgia rising
Pledge with sacred vow.

Chorus :

Alma Mater, thee we'll honor,
True and loyal be,

Ever crowned with praise and glory
Georgia, hail to thee!

'Neath the pine trees' stately shadow
Spread thy riches rare.

And thy sons, dear Alma Mater,
Will thy treasure share.

Through the ages, Alma Mater,
Men will look to thee

—

Thou the fairest of the Southland,
Georgia's Varsity.

GLORY TO "OLD GEORGIA!"

Glory, glory to "Old Georgia,"
Glory, glory to "Old Georgia,"
Glorv, glory to "Old Georgia,"
G-(E)-0-R-G-T-A!
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THE UNIVERSITY SUMMER SCHOOL

BOARD OF ADMINISTRATION
David C. Barrow. LL.l).,

Chancellor of the University, President of the Board.

Marion Luther Brittaix, A.M.,

State Superintendent of Schools.

Jere M. Pound, LL.D.,

President of the State Normal School.

Charles M. Snellixg, D.Sc.,

Dean of the University and President of Franklin College.

Andrew M. Soule, D.Sc, LL.D., F.R.S.A.,

President of the State College of Agriculture.

Thomas' J. Woofter, LL.D.,

Dean of the Peabody School of Education, University of

Georgia. Superintendent Emeritus of the Summer
School.

Howard W. Odum, Ph.D..

Superintendent of the Summer School; Secretary of the

Board.

OFFICERS
David C. Barrow, LL.D. President

Chancellor of the University.

Howard W. Odum, Ph.D. Supt rint< ndi nl

Professor of Educational Sociology and Rural Education,

University of Georgia; Home Service Supervisor, Bureau
of Civilian Relief, The American Red Cross.

Roswell P. Stephens, Pfti.D. Assistant Superintendent
Associate Professor of Mathematics, University of Georgia.

Horace B. Ritchie, A.B. Assistant Superintendent
Dean and Professor of Psychology, State Normal School.

Willis H. Bocock, LL.D. Din dor of Gradual < Work
Dean of the Graduate School and Professor of Greek.

University of Georgia.

Robert S. Pond, Ph.D. Director of College Credit Work-

Adjunct Professor of .Mathematics, University of Georgia.

John R. Fain. U.S. Director of Agricultural Work
Professor of Agronomy, State College of Agriculture.
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Thomas W. Reed, A.M. Registrar and Treasurer

Registrar and Treasurer of the University of Georgia.

Robert E, Park, Litt.D. Director University Dormitories

Professor of English Literature, University of Georgia.

Alexander Rhodes, A.B. Director Normal School Dormitories

Business Manager State Normal School.

Edward Lee Floyd, A*M. Assistant

Beatrice M. McGarrah Assistant

Fannie Mae Shouse Secretary

THE SUMMER SCHOOL FACULTY
David C. Barrow, LL.D. Lecturer

Chancellor of the University of Georgia.

Gertrude A. Alexander, A.M. Primary Reading, Phonics
Head of Department of Expression, State Normal School.

Stockton Axson, Ph.D. Lecturer

Secretary of the American Red Cross.

Edith Andrews Household Arts

District Supervisor Home Economics, State College

of Agriculture.

Mary A. Bacon Bird Life and Nature Study
Author and Nature Student.

Mary E. Banks Penmanship
Southern Representative Palmer Company.

Nellie Peters Black Lecturer

President Georgia Federation of Women's Clubs.

Willis H. Bocock, LL.D. Greek
Dean of the Graduate School and Professor of Greek,

University of Georgia.

Marion L. Brittain, A.M. Lecturer

State Superintendent of Schools.

R. P. Brooks, Ph.D. Georgia History

DeRenne Professor of Georgia History, University of

Georgia. (On leave of absence, 1918).

Peter F. Brown, A.B. Elementary Language, Grammar
Professor of English, State Normal School.
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Duncan Burnet, A.M. Library Management
Head Librarian, Peabody Library, University of Georgia.

Frances Sage Bradley, M.D. Child Welfare
Specialist, Children's Bureau, Washington, D. C.

John P. Campbell, Ph.D. Physiology, General Biology

Professor of Biology, University of Georgia.

J. Phil Campbell, B.S.A. Agricultural Clubs

Director of Extension Work, State College of Agriculture.

J. W. Cantrell Physics
Tutor in Physics, University of Georgia.

Leonidas M. Carter, B.S. Agricultural Chemistry
Junior Professor of Soil Chemistry, State College of

Agriculture.

Carolyn Cobb Dramatic Interpretation

Reader and Teacher of Dramatic Art, Atlanta.

Sara Charlton Physical Education
Director Physical Education, Lucy Cobb Institute.

George A. Crabb, B.S.A. Agriculture

Junior Professor of Agronomy, in Charge of Soils, State

College of Agriculture.

Mary E. Creswell Home Economics
Director of Home Economics, State College of Agriculture.

i-

Willis J. Cunningham Public School Music
Director Public School Music, Asheville, N. C.

Lois P. Doodle Girls' Club Work
Assistant State Supervisor of Home Economics, State

College of Agriculture.

James E. Downing Boys' Club Work
Assistant State Supervisor of Pig Clubs in Georgia.

Howard D. Dozier, Ph.D. Economics and Commerce
Associate Professor of Commerce, University of Georgia.

Louise Dorou:h Story Telling

Teacher in Primary Grades, Atlanta City Schools.

Marion DuBose, A.M. Advanced German
Adjunct Professor of German, University of Georgia.

M. L. Duggax Lecturer on Rural School ProbU ms
State Rural School Agent.
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Dan H. DuPree, M.D. Advising and Consulting Physician

Physician in Charge of Infirmary, University of Georgia.

(On leave, 1918, U. S. Army).

D. L. Earnest, A.M. StaU Professional Reading Course

Professor of Natural Science, State Normal School.

Austin S. Edwards, Ph.D. Psychology, Child Study
Associate Professor of Psychology, and Director of

Psychology Laboratory, University of Georgia.

(On leave of absence in National Army, Medical Corps).

John R. Fain, B.S. Agriculture
Professor of Agronomy, State College of Agriculture.

John W. Firor, B.S. Horticulture

Junior Professor of Horticulture, State College of Agri-

culture. (On leave of absence in U. S. Army).

Harold W. Foght, LL.D. Lecturer

Specialist in Rural Education, United States Bureau
of Education.

John K. Giles, B.S.A. Corn Clubs
State Supervisor of Agricultural Clubs.

George D. Goddard Lecturer
Special Supervisor of State Schools.

Ozias T. Goodwin, B.S. Animal Husbandry
Adjunct Professor of Dairy Husbandry, State College

of Agriculture.

Agnes C. Goss Librarian
Librarian, State Normal School.

Leroy C. Hart, B.S. E.E. Manual Training
Professor of Agricultural Engineering, State College of

Agriculture.

Linville L. Hendren, Ph.D. Physics, General Science
Professor of Physics, University of Georgia.

( 'ornelius J. II i:\t\yolk, U.S.. A.M., Psychology and Education
Professor of Education, Peabody School of Education.

Parna B. Hill Household Arts
Instructor in Household Arts, State Normal School.

Annie Mae Holliday Drawing
Instructor in Drawing, State Normal School.

T. E. HOLLINGSWORTH, A. I \. Aril him tic

Professor of Mathematics, State Normal School.
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William D. Hooper, A.M. Latin
Professor of Latin, University of Georgia.

W. H. Howell, B.S.A. Short Courses
Scientific Assistant in Dairy Husbandry, College of

Agriculture.

(On leave of absence in U. S. Army).

Hal Hulsey, A.B. English

Tutor in English, University of Georgia.

Theodore H. Jack, Ph.D. History
Professor of History, Emory University.

Louise Johnson, A.B. Geography
Instructor of Geography, South Georgia Normal School.

J. Y. Joyner, LL.D. Lecturer

State Superintendent of Schools, North Carolina.

Fort E. Land, A.B. Rural Life and Education
State Supervisor of Schools.

Julia C. Lathrop Lecturer

Chief of Children's Bureau, United States Department
of Labor.

Joseph C. Logan Lecturer

Director, Bureau of Civilian Relief, Southeastern Division,

The American Red Cross.

J. Lustrat, Bach. es. Lett. French
Professor of Romance Languages, University of Georgia.

Mary D. Lyndon, A.M. Rhetoric and Story-Telling

Instructor in English, Lucy Cobb Institute.

Thomas H. McHatton, B.S., Sc.D.,

Floriculture, Landscape Gardening
Professor of Horticulture, State College of Agriculture.

(On leave of absence in U. S. Army).

J. H. T. McPjierson, Ph.D. History, Civics

Professor of History and Political Science, University

of Georgia.

Henry T. Maddux, A.B., B.S.A. Agricultural Journalism
Editor, State College of Agriculture.

Robt. D. Maltby, B.S. Vocational Education
State Supervisor of Vocational Schools for Georgia.

J. 0. Martin Rural Life and Education
State Supervisor of Schools.
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Mildred Mell . Assistant Librarian

Assistant Librarian, University of Georgia.

Harold D. Meyer, A.M. Georgia History

Acting Professor of History, State Normal School.

(On leave of absence in Army Y. M. C. A.)

A. H. Moon, B.S. Arithmetic, School Laics

Superintendent of City Schools, Baxley, Ga. Member of

State Board of Education.

H. A. Nix, A.M., LL.B. Law
Assistant Professor of Law, University of Georgia.

Howard W. Odum, Ph.D. Rural Life and Education
Professor of Educational Sociology and Rural Education;

Superintendent of the Summer School; Home Service

Supervisor, Bureau of Civilian Relief, The
American Red Cross.

Robert E. Park, Litt.D. Literary Criticism

Professor of English Literature, University of Georgia.

Wm. 0. Payne, A.M. European History
Associate Professor of History, University of Georgia.

Ulrich B. Phillips, Ph.D. Lecturer
Professor of History, University of Michigan.

Robert S. Pond, Ph.D. Advanced Mathematics
Adjunct Professor of Mathematics, University of Georgia.

Jere M. Pound, LL.D. Lecturer

President of the State Normal School.

R. H. Powell, A.M. Lecturer
President of the South Georgia Normal School.

Erna Proctor, A.M. Household Arts
District Supervisor Home Economics Extension, State

College of Agriculture.

Edith Pratz Physical Education
Direitor of Physical Training, South Georgia Normal

School.

Chas. A. Prosser, Ph. D., Lecturer
Head of the National Vocational Board, Washington.

Rafael W. Ramirez, A.B. Spanish
Professor of Spanish and Latin in Glynn Academy,

Brunswick, Georgia.

L. E. Rast, B.S.A. Cotton Grading
Junior Professor of Cotton Industry, State College of

Agriculture.
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Horace B. Ritchie, A.B. School Management
Dean and Professor of Psychology, the State Normal School.

Helen King Robinson Lecturer
Member of Congress from Colorado.

Mildred Lewis Rutherford Lecturer
President Lucy Cobb Institute.

Steadman V. Sanford, Litt.D.

English Language and Literature

Professor of English Language, University of Georgia.

E. S.. Sell, B.S.A. School and Home Gardening
Professor of Agriculture, State Normal School.

Elizabeth Winburn Sinclair Reading
Teacher of Expression.

Hoyle Skinner Household Arts
District Supervisor Home Economics Extension, State

College of Agriculture.

Laura M. Smith, B.S.Ed. Primary Methods
Supervisor of Elementary Schools, Atlanta City Schools;

In charge of Thrift Campaign in Georgia Schools.

Henry L. Southwick, LL'.D. Lecturer

President of The Emerson School of Oratory.

Andrew M. Soule, Sc.D., LL.D., F.R.S.A. Lecturer
President of the State College of Agriculture.

Carl W. Steed, A.M. English Literature

Professor of English, Mercer University.

Roswell P. Stephens, Ph.D. Mathematics
Associate Professor of Mathematics, University of Georgia.

Joseph S. Stewart, A.M, Ped.D. High School Administration

Professor of Secondary Education, University of Georgia.

State Vocational Education Inspector. State High
School Visitor.

Mary Priciiard Taylor Drawing
Teacher in Virginia Summer Normals.

E. Page Tracy, C.E. Industrial Education
Director of Department of Industrial Education, Georgia

School of Technology.
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Earle G. Welch, B.S.A.E. Agricultural Engineering
Adjunct Professor of Agricultural Engineering, S*tate

College of Agriculture.

Roosevelt P. Walker, A.M. English

Adjunct Professor of English, University of Georgia.

Henry C. White, Sc.D., LL.D. Chemistry
Professor of Chemistry, Terrell Professor of Agricultural

Chemistry, University of Georgia.

Bessie Stanley Wood Home Economics
Assistant State Supervisor of Home Economics, State

College of Agriculture.

J. H. Wood, B.S.A. Poultry Industry
Adjunct Professor in Poultry Husbandry. State College of

Agriculture.

John F. Wood, A.M. History of Education
Professor of Psychology and Education, South Georgia

Normal School.

William A. Wobsham, A.M. Chemistry
Professor of Agricultural Chemistry, State College of

Agriculture.

John T. Wheeler, B.S. Vocational Education
Professor of Agricultural Education, State College of

Agriculture.

May Ziegler, A.B. Geography
Instructor in Child Study, State Normal School.
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GENERAL INFORMATION

THE PURPOSE AND SPIRIT OF THE SUMMER SCHOOL,

The University Summer School for Teachers constitutes one of

the larger branches of service which the State University offers to

the educational interests of Georgia. Its purpose is to meet the

growing needs of public education in the state and to adapt its work
to include all that is best in instruction, inspiration, and in the spirit

of Georgia and Southern institutions. The work of the Summer
School, therefore, is planned primarily to meet the needs of Georgia

teachers and educational leaders; it is well adapted also to the

needs of teachers and leaders from other Southern States, as has

been demonstrated by the constant growth of the school and the

attendance from other states. The ideals tend to promote thorough-

ness, enthusiasm and the spirit of service that is found in all pro-

gressive preparation for the great and fascinating business of teach-

ing. That Georgia recognizes the training of her teachers as one of

her biggest problems of educational statesmanship is evidenced by

the existence of so large and enthusiastic a body of teachers, made
possible by the combined cooperation of educational and legislative

forces in the state. Such a condition promises well for the future

of Georgia schools.

The program of the 1918 Summer School is offered with the

hope that it will meet the needs of all those who may avail them-

selves of its services. Its invitations are extended to many classes:

To teachers and prospective teachers who wish to improve their

scholarship and methods.

To teachers and prospective teachers who wish to prepare for the

license examinations under expert direction.

To teachers who wish to prepare themselves in special suhjects

and for departmental work.

To teachers who do not now hold college degrees but who wish

to utilize the summer months to obtain college credits.

To teachers who hold college degrees but wish to do graduate

work leading to higher degrees.

To principals, supervisors and superintendents who desire addi-

tional help in school organization, administration and supervision or

who wish to continue graduate work.

To all teachers who wish to continue their growth and training

and at the same time to come in contact with the best teachers, vis-

iting experts and pleasant associations.

To college students and prospective college students who wish to

take advantage of the summer sessions to gain time, make up defi-

ciencies or work off requirements |Por advanced degrees.
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Finally, to all others who may avail themselves of what the Sum-
mer School has to offer in continuation education or general culture.

SPECIAL 1918 OBLIGATIONS.

Because this is an unusual year the 1918 Summer School will

have unusual obligations and special opportunities.

The Teacher and the School. In times of war the danger of allow-

ing school standards to be lowered must be overcome. The army
and navy have drawn heavily from our men teachers; the civil ser-

vice has attracted many women teachers. We must help reinforce

the teachers' ranks with the best equipped teachers. We have no

choice, we must.

The College Student. Many college boys wish to complete as much
work looking toward graduation as possible before they are called

to the service or to industry. Many women wish to equip them-

selves for special service and want college work. The need for physi-

cians and, therefore, pre-medical work, is urgent. The Summer
School must, therefore, do its part.

The Larger . University Interests. The entire University system

throughout the State has given freely of its students, its faculty,

and its time and energy to serving the Nation in a time of stress. It

has had its energies and resources taxed and its student bodies

drafted. Believing that the larger educational ideals of service are

sound, it becomes the privilege and pleasure of the University Sum-
mer School to enlarge these services and to reinforce the ranks of

students who may take advantage of the coming years to prepare for

the future service of the State and Nation.

Winning for Education and Democracy. Nothing is so important

as the future. The future must be and will be won. Standing by
the Government then becomes the first slogan of the Summer School.

And the Government must stand by its teachers. Standing by the

Teacher in these days of needed encouragement and support be-

comes one of the high marks of Summer School purpose. If ever

the School was needed, it is now and, therefore, the special obliga-

tion of the University Summer School to stand by the School will

not be overlooked. School consciousness as a part of every com-
munity becomes a necessity. And finally, the emphasis upon the rec-

ognition of higher education for women was never so appropriate as

now. The University Summer School for Teachers recognizes with
respectful loyalty the difficult part that woman must play in this

war and the deserved recognition she is receiving everywhere.
Standing by Woman's Education is, therefore, not a matter of chiv-

alry of words but of simple opportunity and obligation.
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COLLEGE AND UNIVERSITY CREDIT.

Special emphasis has been placed this summer upon the work of

college and university grade. Many University students as well as

men and women of other institutions, desire to complete as much
work as possible looking toward graduation before they are called

to service or industry. The University Summer School is desirous

of aiding them in this work and, therefore, offers a larger number
of courses granting college credit. Many teachers who do not hold

degrees wish to continue their study to become better teachers but

also wish credits toward degrees at this or other institutions. These

are welcomed to the courses. Due to the late closing of many of

our city schools and the requested economy in travel, many teachers

now working toward degrees at Columbia and Chicago Universities

may not be able to attend the summer sessions. These institutions

have very liberally agreed to accept full credits for work done at the

University of Georgia Summer School, where this work is accepted

by the University of Georgia as standard college work. Special em-
phasis is, therefore, laid upon making these courses of standard

quality and a special invitation is extended to all teachers who can-

not continue their work as planned to store up these credits at

"Georgia" for use later. Other institutions will grant similar cred-

its. It is important that those who wish to take advantage of this

opportunity examine the courses offered to see if they may make
suitable selections and if not to write to the Superintendent making
further inquiries as to courses wanted.

The college credit courses are of two kinds. One series runs the

entire summer session for which a credit of from two to three hours

may be received. The other series extends through the regular five

weeks' Summer School for Teachers, running six days a week, and

granting credit of from one to one and a half hours a course. In

addition to the regular six hours each week those who work for

college credit are required to prepare special additional work as in-

dicated by the instructor and are permitted to take only two courses

where full maximum credit is desired. The amount of credit re-

ceived with each course may be learned from the descriptive state-

ment. Any college credit course may be counted as credit toward

the Summer School diploma when required courses have been taken.

On registration days, those who wish to register for college credit

will see Dr. R. S. Pond, who will advise concerning all details, such

as entrance requirements, advance standing in the University, and

requirement for the several degrees. A special registration card

will ibe isssued and this will admit to any college credit courses for

which the student has qualified. The fees for college work have been

reduced to conform with other courses. The right is reserved to

withdraw any course for which there are not three or more appli-

cants.
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GRADUATE COURSES.

With the authority of the Board of Trustees of the University, the

Summer School began in 1911 to offer some opportunity for ad-

vanced work to properly qualified college graduates. Candidates

who have the time to do considerable study in the intervening pe-

riods can thus secure a Master's degree by faithful work in the

graduate courses of at least three summer sessions. The study of

the intervening periods and, if necessary, for a third year, will be

under the guidance of the professors. But more than three years of

study is often advisable. In connection with the major course a

thesis or essay is required for submission to the Faculty of the Uni-

versity. Candidates for degrees will find the regulations governing

graduate work fully set forth in the General Catalogue of the Uni-

versity, and in the special Bulletin of the Graduate School. The
courses offered for the summer of 1918 are listed under the several

subjects classified.

The right is reserved to withdraw any course for which there are

not two or more applicants. In some cases a course may be given for

only one applicant if the fee for the following summer session be
paid in advance, or if the course is requested in the last summer of

the student's candidacy.

Students who wish to register for graduate work will confer with
Dr. W. H. Bocock, Dean of the Graduate School.

SMITH-HUGHES VOCATIONAL. COURSES.

Among the important advances being made in the educational

work of Georgia is that of vocational education under the provision

of the Smith-Hughes bill. Complying with the requirements of this

bill Georgia has begun in earnest this work under the direction of

the State Vocational Board. For the supervision of Agricultural

Vocational Schools, Professor Robert D. Maltby has been chosen and
has already entered into the work. Professors of Vocational Edu-
cational, Mr. John T. Wheeler at the State College of Agriculture,

and Mr. E. Page Tracy at the Georgia School of Technology, have be-

gun Instruction. Other instructors and officers are being planned.

The great need at the present time is for teachers who can qualify

with the vocational board to do Smith-Hughes vocational teaching.

To meet this demand as much instruction as possible will be given

during the 1918 University Summer School for Teachers. The
courses given will be planned to meet two needs: Courses counting

toward regular college credit to prepare men for vocational teach-

ers, and courses planned to meet the needs of teachers already in the

field. Those who wish information concerning the special require-
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merits of the board may write to Professor Joseph S. Stewart, or

Professor Robert D. Maltby at Athens.

PREPARATORY COLLEGE COURSES.

While no preparatory college courses are listed in the regular

Summer School program, arrangements for suitable instruction

may be made by those wishing to prepare for entrance to college.

There will be available tutors and graduate students who will be

glad to undertake such instruction based on private arrangements.

All courtesies of the Summer School will be extended such students

as may apply for this work.

LOCATION OF THE UNIVERSITY SUMMER SCHOOL.

The city of Athens has many advantages as a seat of the Univer-

sity Summer School for Teachers. The home of the State Univer-

sity, the State College of Agriculture, the State Normal School, Lucy
Cobb Institute and a fine High School system, it affords a fitting cen-

ter for Georgia teachers. Growing up around the University system,

the city now has a population of twenty thousand and an enviable

health record for many years. The city is situated among the

rolling hills of Northeast Georgia, between two upper branches of

the Oconee River, has an elevation of nearly 800 feet, is free from
malarial conditions, and has pure water and excellent climate.

There are in the city many attractive features of interest to the

visitor.

PLANT AND FACILITIES.

The entire University plant will be available, including the library,

laboratories, lecture halls, dormitories, gymnasium and swimming
pool of the central University; the Agricultural College with its

equipment of class rooms, library, laboratories, dairies, greenhouses,

and farm of 1,000 acres; the State Normal School with its dormito-

ries, class rooms, library, assembly room, play grounds, and charm-
ing environment of campus and farm. This unusual combination of

three institutions gives the Georgia Summer School a delightful and
unexcelled environment and facilities for study and recreation.

THE STATE NORMAL SCHOOL.

The State Normal School is located on the western side of the

city on a high elevation where one may enjoy the most invigorating

of atmospheres at all seasons. It has three academic buildings, four

dormitories, a dining hall, a practice school building, a Carnegie

library, a gymnasium, and infirmary, and the new handsome Jere

M. Pound auditorium, and class room building. The distance from
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The Xew Jere M. Pound Auditorium at the State Normal School.

The New Miller Dormitory, at the state Normal School.
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the central University may be traversed in 30 minutes walk,

and the street cars pass directly from one to the other. The
Summer School has grown so large that more and more of its activ-

ities must be shared by the central University, the State Normal
School, and the College of Agriculture jointly. The courses for

teachers of the Primary grades (1-4) are planned to be given en-

tirely in the rooms of the State Normal School where the library and
other equipment are best for such work. It will be most convenient

for such teachers to take rooms in the Normal School dormitories.

This plan proved most successful last year and resulted in a fine

spirit of efficiency.

THE STATE COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE.

The College of Agriculture is located on the southern side of the

city at a distance of 15 minutes walk from the central University.

Its principal building is on a hill commanding a charming view.

It is a thoroughly equipped modern plant, and it offers through the

coming Summer School a full complement of courses such that a

student may secure full work in Agriculture throughout the session.

Attention is called to these courses as outlined further on in this

Bulletin. Teachers are urged to consider agriculture as an attrac-

tive field for special preparation. There is a growing demand for

teachers of agriculture, and this will soon be increased by the

passage of appropriation laws by the U. S. Congress such as are

embodied in the Smith-Hughes bill just passed. Efficient teachers

can secure excellent positions at large salaries in this new field.

Teachers are urged to equip for it, and school officials are advised

to encourage local teachers to prepare for the opportunities of the

near future. These government appropriations will go where com-

munities are prepared to do the best work. The College of Agri-

culture offers an unequalled opportunity in these Summer School

courses. The teacher of the one-teacher rural school may learn how
to teach agriculture through boys' and girls' clubs. The teachers in

a consolidated school may find many-sided courses covering fully

the work in agriculture for such a school. And the teachers in a

city school may find the nature study, gardening, floriculture and
other phases suited to their needs.

LIBRARIES.

The University library will be open every day and evening for

reading and consulting of books and periodicals. The library con-

tains over 40,000 volumes. The Normal School library will be open

every day except Sunday and the Agricultural College library will

be available when needed.
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HEALTH.
The Summer School students have enjoyed an enviable health

record for the past summers. The Crawford W. Long Infirmary of

the University and the new infirmary of the Normal School will

be open and will be under the direction of a physician and an

able corps of trained nurses. A small registration fee of fifty

cents is charged for the use of the infirmary, usual medical treat-

ment and the services of a trained nurse. These features will add

much to the general comfort and health of students.

DORMITORIES.

The effort has been made this year to increase the dormitory facil-

ities to accommodate as many as may come and to add to their

pleasure and comfort.

At the State Normal School. At the State Normal School five

dormitories are available and will furnish superior accommodation
for several hundred teachers. These are Bradwell, Gilmer, Senior,

Winnie Davis and Miller Halls. The new Miller Hall is one of the

best equipped dormitories in the South, providing hot and cold

water for each room and other comforts to increase everyday satis-

factions. This dormitory has been completed since last Summer
School and will afford added comforts to those already provided on

the State Normal School campus. The Normal School dormitories

are grouped conveniently together and form a delightful community,
convenient to games, entertainments, open air concerts and all priv-

ileges of the campus.

At the University. At the University, Old College, New College,

Candler Hall, Lumpkin Hall, Lucas Hall, and the homes conducted

under the auspices of the Georgia College Woman's Club, will be

available. Of these all but Lumpkin and Lucas Hall are reserved

for women. The City Y. M. C. A. building, one of the best

equipped of any city, will be available for men and for a reasonable

fee they may enjoy the showers and swimming pool as well as re-

creation features. The Chi Phi Chapter House, under the direct

supervision of a mature matron, will be opened as a home for col-

lege women under the auspices of the Georgia College Woman's
Club. Rooms will be assigned primarily to members of this club

or graduates of colleges attending the Summer School. Special

features of study and companionship will be planned.

DINING HALLS.

Dining halls at both the University and Normal School are con-

ducted under most favorable circumstances, having the advantage of

the regular managements. In connection with each a farm and
dairy will furnish practical assistance in supplying plenty of whole-
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some food at reasonable cost and under the plans of patriotic

menus. Senior Hall, at the State Normal School, and Denmark Hall,

at the University,, will extend themselves this year to offer substan-

tial services to the teachers who come to Athens. The price of

board quoted is for the entire term, beginning Monday, July 1, and

extending through Saturday, August 3. However, the dining halls

will open Saturday, June 29, at supper to accommodate those who
wish to come early, and for this service only a nominal fee of

twenty-five cents a meal will be charged.

APPLICATION FOR ROOMS.

Application for rooms should be made at the earliest moment
possible. At the University the application should be accompanied

by the fee for room, and should be sent to Mr. T. W. Reed, Registrar

of the University, Athens, Georgia. Rooms will be reserved in the

order of applications. Fees will always be returned and room re-

leased for good reason. Application for rooms at the State Normal
School should also be made as early as possible but no fee is re-

quired at the time of reservation. Application should be made to

Mr. A. Rhodes, Registrar of the State Normal School, Athens, Geor-

gia. Students occupying rooms in any of the dormitories should

bring with them at least the following articles: One pillow, two pairs

of pillow cases, two pairs of sheets, two counterpanes, a half dozen

towels.

SELECTION OF DORMITORY.

It is important that those making application for reservation of

rooms keep in mind the fact that courses for primary work will be

given at the State Normal School grounds and all teachers who reg-

ister for these primarily should take rooms there. Physical train-

ing and all necessary courses will be offered on the grounds so that

it will not be necessary to go to the University campus for recita-

tion. Evening entertainments, twilight games, open air band con-

certs will be divided between the two campuses and special meet-

ings where the entire student body will come -together will be held

at both the University and Normal School. This provides a most
pleasing variation and community of fellowship.

Rooms in private homes, convenient to the dining halls, may be

had at reasonable rates.

FEES AND OTHER EXPENSES.

The effort is made to make all expenses for the stay in Athens as

small as possible, consistent with the teachers' desired standards.

Room rent for the entire Teachers' Summer School session will

be $4.00.
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Meals in the dining halls for the entire session of five weeks will

cost $26.00; for one week, $6.00; and $1.00 a day for part week.

The general registration fee for all teachers' courses is only

$5.00, admitting the student to as many courses as may be taken.

The fee far college credit work has been reduced to $15.00 lor

full eight weeks', and $7.50 for five weeks' credit courses. This fee

admits to as many courses as are allowed by credit committee.

The fee for graduate courses is $15.00.

An infirmary fee of fifty cents will be charged.

Small laboratory fees will be charged in the courses in household

arts, agriculture, arts and crafts, to cover cost of materials.

Other expenses will vary with the number of text-books desired,

the number of incidentals and plans of the student. The total neces-

sary expenses while in Athens may be limited to from $40.00 to

$60.00 for the Teachers' Summer Session.

GEORGIA CO-OPERATIVE ASSOCIATION.

A cooperative store for the University is in successful operation,

selling books, note-books, pencils, pens, fountain-pens, ink, paper,

blue-books, athletic goods, pennants, college jewelry, and sundry

supplies for students. The organization has no capital stock but is

managed by a Board of Directors from the Faculty of the University.

It is operated for the benefit and convenience of the students. The
prices to members charged by the "Coop" (as it is popularly called)

are considerably less than those usually charged. However, non-

members pay the regular prices.

In connection with the "Coop" is a University post-office in which
there are about 700 call-boxes. The U. S. postal officials deliver mail

here three or four times a day and this is distributed to the indi-

vidual boxes.

The Directors have decided to allow Summer School students to

become members of the Association for the period of the summer
term on payment of a fee of 25 cents. This will give each mem-
ber the benefit of the reduced prices and will also permit the use

of a box in the University post-office. Those who desire to take

advantage of this may leave directions with their home post-office

to have their mail forwarded to Athens in care of the Georgia Co-

operative Association.

STATE EXAMINATIONS.

The annual state examinations for Primary, General Elementary.
High School, and Renewal licenses will be held at the Summer
School August 2 and 3, under authority of the State Board. Li-

censes will be issued to those passing the several examinations.

Every opportunity will be given Cor study and preparation for these
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examinations. The State Board recommends that every teacher

should attend a summer school at least one year during the life of

the license.

The following suggestions will be helpful to those who wish to

take the state examinations:

For Primary License to Teach. The state examination will be

based on the following subjects: Reading, Writing, Spelling, Arith-

metic (to percentage), Language Lessons and Composition, Elemen-
tary Geography and the Manual of Methods. The examination will

be held August 2, at the Summer School.

For Renewal of License. The 1918 State Reading Course for

renewals is made up of the following books: The Georgia Manual;
Teaching in Rural Schools, Woofter; School Efficiency, Bennett;

or, licenses may he renewed hy taking standard teacher courses ap-

proved hy the Superintendent, without standing the renewal exami-

nations.

For Elementary License to Teach. The state examination will be

based upon the following subjects in addition to those of the Pri-

mary license mentioned above: Arithmetic, Grammar, U. S. History,

Civics, Geography, Physiology, Agriculture. Sufficient treatment of

the primary subjects will be given in connection with the more ad-

vanced work of this department to enable teachers to cover both

examinations. The examinations will be held August 2 and 3,

in the Summer School.

For License Renewal. The courses are the. same as those for

Primary Renewals.

For High School License. The law may require satisfactory exam-

ination upon the books of the Reading Course and upon any three of

the following high school groups: (1) Mathematics, (2) English,

(3) Science, (4) Languages, (5) History.

The books of the 1918 Reading Course are "The Manual;" and
"Class Management," Hollister; and "How to Teach," by Strayer

and Norsworthy.

For License Renewal. Renewal examinations are based upon the

three books of the Reading Course above given. Requirements in

selected courses may be offered on the approval of the superintend-

ent.

REGISTRATION.

Students should present themselves for registration on Monday,
July 1, which day will be given over to registration. The regis-

tration on this day will be in George Peabody Hall at the University

and James M. Smith Building at the Normal School. The Superin-

tendents and members of the faculty will be present for consultation.
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The "Octagon" Assembly Hall.

1917 Summer School Physical Training Exercises.
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Courses should be agreed upon and entered so that classes may be

attended the next day.

Students who wish to register for college credit courses will first

consult Prof. R. S. Pond. Students who wish to register for grad-

uate courses will first consult Dean W. H. Bocock.

Students who wish to register for Summer School Diploma courses

or for special renewal license courses should have their courses ap-

proved by the Superintendent, who will also be available for general

consultation.

Registration for Summer School Diplomas and graduate or college

credit courses will not be permitted after July 10.

To be admitted to classes students must present a registration

card indicating the courses for which they have registered. This

must be signed by the Registrar.

Students should, as far as possible, arrange to reach Athens in

time to start classes Tuesday morning, July 3. The dormitories

are opened Saturday at noon for the session.

TEACHERS' BUREAU.

A Teachers' Bureau is maintained during the Summer School for

the benefit of teachers desiring a change of position. Many appli-

cations for teachers are received each year while the Summer School

is in session, and many Superintendents visit the Summer School

for the purpose of employing well-qualified teachers. In order that

the management may keep closely in touch with available teachers

and be enabled thereby to render prompt service to school officials

applying for teachers, all well-qualified applicants in attendance are

invited to register with the Teachers' Bureau in the Superintendent's

office. There is no registration fee charged. Applicants are expected

to file testimonials or letters of recommendation. Last year many
teachers received better positions, with increased salary and the

fee which might have been paid to a teacher's agency was sufficient

to cover all expenses at the Summer School.

RECREATION AND ENTERTAINMENT.

Recreation is an important part of the best Summer School life.

While the best teachers are no longer willing to consider a summer
Chautauqua with much entertainment and little study a substitute

for genuine Summer School work and recreation, they recognize the

just merits of making the summer vacation a pleasant as well as

profitable one. To this end, the University Summer School will

strive to offer substantial recreation to all those who come. Ath-

letics and games, swimming and folk-dances, open air band con-

certs, community recreation, pageants and organized play will con-

stitute an integral part of the recreation hours. One of the most
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delightful of pastimes last year was the twilight games and story-

hours wherein every one could play the games of childhood. On one

evening as many as 1,000 persons were taking an active part in the

games. At other times many participated. Lectures and entertain-

ments of a high order will be offered at appropriate stated intervals.

The noted Devereux Players will again give their open air plays and

will please large numbers. Many attractive programs are being

planned so that the end of the Summer School will find all who
select their courses well in a fit condition to do their part in the

momentous work of the next year.

THE DEMONSTRATION SCHOOL.

One of the special features of the Summer School will be the

Demonstration School on the Normal School campus under the di-

rection of Miss Laura Smith, Supervisor of Elementary Schools of

the city of Atlanta. Than Miss Smith there is no more efficient

and successful director in the South and her Manual of Methods for

the Atlanta schools has gained national recognition.

RURAL LIFE CONFERENCES.

A special week of conferences on Rural Life and Education will

be held during the third week of the Summer School. Each year

these conferences bring together much of the best talent in the

state and elsewhere with a view to practical help in the problems of

the country school, and each year they appear to grow in enthusiasm

and helpfulness. Superintendent Brittain of Georgia and Superin-

tendent Joyner of North Carolina will be in attendance.

CHILD WELFARE EXHIBIT.

A Child Welfare Exhibit is being arranged and will be shown in

the Psychological Laboratory rooms, in connection with school ex-

hibits and other information of interest to teachers. The attempt

will be made to have this exhibit of distinctive interest to teachers.

This exhibit will be in charge of Dr. Frances Bradley, of the Natoinal

Childrens' Bureau at Washington and will be accompanied by her

lectures and demonstrations.

RED CROSS WEEK.

One week is being planned as Red Cross Week. Already Dr.

Stockton Axson, National Secretary of the American Red Cross, has

agreed to devote one week to the University of Georgia Summer
School. He will be remembered as a former Georgian, former pro-

fessor in Princeton, brother-in-law of President Wilson and one of

the men of the moment. With him it is hoped such officials of the

Southeastern Division as may come will attend and help.
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COURSES OF INSTRUCTION, 1918

The courses of instruction announced for the 1918 Summer School

follow. Special descriptions and credits offered may be noted in

connection with each course listed. Credits are of several sorts:

College credit for University of Georgia degrees; college credit for

degrees from other institutions; university credit for graduate de-

grees; credit toward the University Summer School diploma; and
credit toward renewal of license. Review courses may not count as

credits but prepare the student for the final credit of* receiving li-

cense to teach through the official state examinations. In some in-

stances all review courses combined may. count as one diploma
credit. A college credit course also carries with it credit toward the

Summer School diploma, where requirements are fulfilled.

AGRICULTURE.

1. Elementary Agriculture. Mr. Fain

The state textbook will be followed in a general way with such

references to additional works as may be deemed necessary. Espe-

cial emphasis will be given to the work to be done by the students

in the elementary schools. This will include simple experiments

to be performed at the school, such work as can be done at the

home of the students, and in the school garden. Excursions will

be made from time to time to different parts of the College farm,

and the various laboratories of the Agricultural College will be

utilized in studying the various laboratory experiments suggested.

Daily. Home Study: Haligan's "Fundamentals of Agriculture,"

Call and Schafen's "Laboratory Manual of Agriculture."

la. Elementary Agriculture Review Course. Similar to above

except on alternate days for economy in time for those who must
take many subjects in review for the teacher's examination for

license.

2. High School Agriculture, General. .Mr. Fain

Warren's "Elementary Agriculture" will be used as a textbook.

Especial study will be made of laboratory practice to go with this

text. The general scheme for this laboratory work will be outlines

showing how seasonal work can be combined with the text, how the

home farms and gardens can be used and especial exercises sug-
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gested to increase the powers of observation in students. , Regular

excursions over the college farm, dairy, etc., will be required.

Home Study: "Soils," by Fletcher; "Field Crops," by Wilson &
Warburton; "Beginnings in Animal Husbandry," by Plumb; "Fruit

Growing," by S. B. Greer; "Rural School Agriculture," C. W. Davis.

Read all and pass examination on any two'.. Credit toward diploma.

3. Landscape Gardening and Floriculture. Mr. McHatton
This course will be adapted to teachers of high schools and upper

grammar school grades. It will include a discussion of the funda-

mental principles of landscape gardening, as well as a study of the

plants used to obtain the desired effects. The handling, growing,

propagation of flowers and other ornamental plants will receive

attention. Special emphasis will be placed upon the question of

school grounds and home improvement, both in the country and in

the city. Regular excursions to the various points of landscape and

floricultural interests in and about the city of Athens will be made.

The book will be "The Manual of Gardening," by L. H. Bailey.

Other reference books will be "Landscape Gardening," by Waugh;
"Landscape Gardening," by. Maynard; "Kemp's Landscape Garden-

ing," by Waugh; "Principles of Floriculture," by White; and others.

Home Study will be assigned. (Probably not offered in 1918).

Credit towards diploma.

4. Animal Husbandry. Mr. Goodwin
This course will include a study of the characteristics and adapta-

tion of the different types of horses, cattle and hogs. Some study

will also be made of the more important breeds of each class. The
breeding, feeding and management of live-stock will also be taken

up in a general way. The laboratory periods will be given over to

judging and comparative study of live-stock on the College farm,

the making of butter, separation of milk and testing of milk and its

products. Home Study will be assigned. Credit towards diploma.

5. Elementary Soils and Soil Fertility. Mr. Crabb
This course is designed for those who desire special information

on soils and soil fertility. The work includes a study of soil forma-

tion, classification, physical properties and composition of soils.

Also the study of conditions essential for plant growth, plant food

elements in the soil and their relation to plant growth. The man-
agement of different soils for the maintenance of their productivity

and the use of commercial fertilizers are studied. Class work con-

sists of lectures, recitations, demonstrations, laboratory experiments

and field excursions on the Agricultural College farm. Text: "Soils

and Soil Fertility," by Whitson and Walster; "Field and Laboratory

Studies of Soils," by McCail. Home Study: Burkett's "Soils."

Credit towards diploma.
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6. Elementary Field Crops. Mr. Crabb

This course is designed to give special information on common
field crops. A study will be made of their classification, uses, rela-

tive importance; their growth, and the functions of seed, leaves and
roots. Attention will be given to the following crops: Grain crops,

including corn, wheat, oats, rice, sorghum, etc.; forage crops

—

grasses, legumes, alfalfa, etc.; miscellaneous crops—potatoes, sugar

cane, tobacco, etc.; fibre crops—cotton, etc. A brief study of weeds
will be made, also of crop rotations. Class work will include lec-

tures, recitations and laboratory exercises. Text: "Field Crops,"

by Wilson and Warburton; "Field and Laboratory Studies of Crops."

by McCall. Home Study: Duggar's "Southern Field Crops." Credit

towards diploma.

Agronomy 5 and 6. Mr. Crabb

A study of the origin and physical properties of different soil

types. Factors is crop production. Methods of soil management
and studies of commercial fertilizers. Lectures, recitations, labor-

atory work, field excursions and parallel readings. Three hours cred-

it. Laboratory fee, $5.

7. Cotton Grading. Mr. Rast
A complete course in cotton grading, warehousing, marketing, and

cotton arithmetic will be offered at the Georgia State College of

Agriculture this summer. The work of the first week will consist

of lectures each afternoon. These will be based on the scientific

aspects of cotton grading, what it will take to constitute a grade, etc.

Some laboratory work will also be given the first week, but middling

cotton will be the only grade studied. Since this is the basis of all

grading it is essential that the student have a thorough knowledge
of the defects this grade may carry. If middling cotton is learned

thoroughly all subsequent work in cotton classification will be com-
paratively easy.

During the second week the upper grades, or the grades which
are better than middling will be studied, and handled in the lab-

oratory in comparison with middling samples. Talks will be given

from time to time on the best methods of growing and gathering

cotton to obtain the highest grades.

The third week will be given to the lower grades with a daily

review of the upper grades and middling. During this week the

students will also be required to average lots from a great number of

bales. Some attention will also be given to the question of buying,
selling and warehousing.

During .the fourth week the laboratory will be turned into a cotton
market where each student will be required to buy and sell a certain
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number of bales of cotton daily, and to get or give the correct price

for same. He will be credited on his accuracy in this line of work.
This practice has proven not only interesting in the extreme but the

most instructive of any (methods we have ever tried.

Students will have a great many samples to handle daily, and
thereby become thoroughly familiar with the appearance and nature

of the various grades. The whole course is one of work, and the

student who is not willing to work need hardly expect to complete

the course. For each student who completes the course, there has

been provided by the Board of Trustees a certificate of efficiency

signed by the President of the College and the instructors in the

course.

Cotton Industry 9. Mr. Rast
Summer Cotton Grading School includes a thorough study of the

different grades and types of cotton bought and sold in Georgia as

compared with the official grades prepared by the U. S. Bureau of

Standards. Hundreds of different samples are handled and studied

each afternoon for five consecutive weeks.

Modern warehouse construction, cotton insurance, buying and
selling on both spot and future markets with the necessary book-

keeping connected is given sufficient consideration to enable the

student with little additional experience to take charge of a ware-

house and buy and sell cotton in open market.

Each student who satisfactorily completes the course will be given

a certificate of efficiency. When proper entrance requirements are

met, students will be given one and one-half hours college credit.

This course may be taken separately or in connection with Cotton

Industry 10.

Cotton Industry 10. Mr. Rast

One conference each day reporting reviews of cotton breeding lit-

erature and details of experimental work in progress with cotton.

One two-hour laboratory period each day, making cotton hybrids

and studying Fl, F2 and F3 hybrids previously made is also re-

quired. A study of oil content in seed from different varieties and

strains will be made with a view of increasing this constituent by

selection.

This course is especially designed for students who specialize in

Cotton Industry. Courses 4 and 5 are prerequisite, and it should

be taken in connection with Cotton Industry 9. The two taken to-

gether constitute three hours college credit.

8. School and Home Gardening. Mr! Sell

There is a great demand at this time for teachers who are able

to conduct garden work at the school and supervise the home gar-

den. Such gardens are an essential in eyery school system.
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The course in School and Home Gardening will include practical

work in laying off plots, preparing the soil, planting seeds and meth-
ods of cultivation in the garden. The evolution of the school garden

will be studied and suggestions will be made to aid the teacher in

planning the garden work so that the home gardens especially may
be a success. This course will be given to be of actual assistance

to teachers. Credit toward diploma.

Animal Husbandry, 2, 3, 4, and 5. Mr. Goodwin
The origin, history and development of the present type of horses,

mules, beef cattle, dairy cattle, sheep and swine are taken up. Four
hours credit. Laboratory fee, $5.00.

Horticulture, 1, 2, and 3. Mr. Stuckey
Fruit growing, pruning, propagation, and truck gardening are

included in this course. _Three hours credit. Laboratory fee, $5.00.

Veterinary Medicine. 1 and 2. Mr. Burson
This course includes anatomy and physiology of farm animals

and some work in materia medica. Three hours credit. Laboratory
fee, $5.00.

Agricultural Chemistry 2b. Mr. Worsham
Qualitative and quantitative analyses for agricultural students.

Qualitative analyses equal to that given in college catalogue under
la will be required. Laboratory fee, $5.00 for each course. Three
hours credit each.

Poultry Husbandry, Poultry 7. Mr. Wood
A general course in poultry management, covering breeds and

breeding, housing, feeding, incubation, brooding and marketing.

Breeds best suited to Georgia and their requirements will be studied

in detail. Poultry problems in this state will be discussed. Labora-
tory work consists of practical work among the flocks on the College

poultry farm. Five lectures and three laboratories per week.

9. Agricultural Club Work.
This course will present the most effective way of teaching ele-

mentary agriculture in rural schools, especially in those of new
teachers. This most effective way is through boys' and girls' clubs.

A study of this work will be presented under the following sub-

courses following consecutively so as to make one complete course

running throughout the session, one hour each day, with laboratory

practice as possible.

(1) Corn, Pig, and Four-Crop Cluhs. The work will cover the

history of club work, purposes of same, methods of organization

and instruction, rules, relation to school work, home life, and re-

sults attained. Practice work will be given.
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(2) Canning Club and Home Demonstration Work. Two weeks
in all will be devoted to the two divisions of the work. Daily illus-

trated lectures will be given and a demonstration period each after-

noon provided to include practical work in canning, preserving and
making labor-saving devices. Miss Dowdle and Miss Skinner.

a. Canning Clubs. From the standpoint of the rural school and

its relation to club work, the following subjects will be presented:

Organization of Canning Clubs, agricultural instruction, record keep-

ing, sewing, canning and preserving, marketing, exhibits, and social

development.

b. Home Demonstration Work. Following the development of

clubs for girls, the organization of the women of a community for

demonstrations in their homes will be presented. The place of

cooking, making labor-saving and sanitary devices, dairy and poultry

work will be considered and the making of such labor-saving devices

as fireless cooker, iceless refrigerators, etc., will be demonstrated.

(3) Poultry Clubs. Lectures will cover the general subject of

Poultry Husbandry such as a brief study of the common varieties

of chickens, natural and artificial incubation and brooding prin-

ciples and methods of feeding, housing, and poultry club work.

Such laboratory periods as can be scheduled will be held at the

poultry farm in the afternoons. These laboratory periods will cover

one hour each day. Professor Allen.

10. Nature Study. Miss Bacon
This course is planned to help the grade teacher over the hard

places in developing this work. It aims to give the teacher power
and resourcefulness in organizing the abundant subject matter to

be found in every environment into an effective course for the

pupils. Its chief object is to stimulate wholesome activities in the

child, in order that these may lead to life-long, vital interests.

Teachers should bring their copies of Hodge's Nature Study and Life.

Agricultural Engineering. Mr. Hart, Mr. Welch
lb. Forge Shop. This course is especially designed for students

taking the Agricultural Education degree, and leads to the taking up

of project work in the junior and senior years. One hour's credit,

freshman.

2b. Work Shop. This course deals with the sharpening and

maintenance of woodworking tools and machinery, and leads to the

manufacture of all household conveniences, also the erection of

all small and large buildings on the farm. One hour's credit, fresh-

man.
3b. Drawing. Both freehand and instrumental work will be given,,

and are supplemental to the advanced course in farm building. One
hour's credit, freshman.
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4b. Farm Machinery and Farm Motors. Farm machinery and

farm motors will be thoroughly studied, and all of the latest im-

proved machinery will be available for student instruction. Special

attention will be given to farm motors, both stationary and tractors,

and special emphasis will be laid on the power equipment on the

farm. Three hours credit, sophomore.

5b. Surveying. All elements in surveying will be given in ter-

racing, ditching and draining. One hour's credit, junior.

6b. Farm Buildings and Sanitation. This course will consist of a

careful study of the designs of all farm buildings, ventilation, water

supply, drainage and sanitation. Three hours credit, junior.

7b. Concrete Work. This course deals with the up-to-date appli-

cation of concrete to all farm problems, such as the making of

fence posts and the application of concrete in the making of the

farm sanitary. One hour's credit, senior.

Agricultural Education. Mr. Wheeler
(See Education).

EDUCATION.

1. History of Education. Mr. Wood
A study of the development of ideals, conceptions, organization,

and methods of teaching. The work will begin with the transition

to modern times and will place emphasis upon the modern periods.

The doctrines of Rousseau, Pestalozzi, Froebel, Herbart, Spencer,

Mann, Page, Dewey and other moderns, will be interpreted in a

practical way to make this course helpful to .teachers of any grade.

Text: Graves, Students' History of Education. Home Study: Por-

tions of the same book, and others assigned. Credit toward diploma.

2. The Georgia Manual and Bennett's

"School Efficiency. " Mr. Earnest
These books provided by law for primary and elementary licenses

will be covered by outline, lecture, and quiz. Teachers will be pre-

pared for the examinations, but the chief aim will be to improve
methods in teaching and management. SeveraJ sections.

3. School Management, Primary-Elemkntary. Mr. Ritchie

. Elements of governing power as embodied in the teacher. Con-
ditions of easy control—routine and habit. Mechanical devices in

regard to seating, signals, passing. A discussion of the principles

of regularity and punctuality. A study of school hygiene from the

standpoint of detection and prevention of physical defects, correct

posture, care of the body, exercise, play games. Due consideration

will he given the topics of Order, Discipline, and Penalties through
a discussion of Instincts, Capacity, Interest, and Attention. A study
of the child from the standpoint of response to reason; of response
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to feeling. A discussion of examinations, grading and reports with

reference to school government. Credit toward diploma.

Text: Bagley's Classroom Management. Home Study: Dresslar,

School Hygiene; Ruediger, The Principles of Education.

4. Primary Reading, (Grades 1-4). Mrs. Alexander

Mrs. Sinclair, Miss Collier

State adopted readers, both required and supplementary, will be

presented in this course. Teachers should bring some of these

books with them. The teacher will thus become familiar with

reading texts in use in the state. The examination and study of

such a series will give a sufficient background for daily use, in any
grade, and will enable the Primary teacher to teach the beginnings

of the subject in the light of a knowledge of the whole.

Various methods of teaching will be presented and discussed,

model lessons will be given; an exhaustive study of texts will be

required.

In connection with the methods presented, a short course in

story telling will be given. This will include a list of suitable

stories for Primary grades; stories best adapted to the age and
conditions of pupils; stories that are universal favorites; methods
of presenting stories; model stories.

The dramatization of stories will also be included in the course.

List of plays suitable for grade presentation; and suggestions as to

staging, coaching, and costuming will be given. Credit towards di-

ploma.

Home Study: Reading in Public Schools, Briggs and Coffman.

Phonics. The course in Phonics is designed to train teachers in

actual sounding of the elements of speech; to train their ears to

discern correct and incorrect sounds; to enable them to teach dia-

critical marking and sounding in grade work.

The work will include drills on the sounding of all consonants and
vowels; the marking of words; the sounding of those words; method
in presenting the subject of phonics; stories for teaching silent

letters, vowel sounds, consonant sounds; devices for securing and
holding attention in such work.

Spelling. The course in Spelling consists of: Methods to be used
in teaching spelling; diacritcal marking of words; sounding words;
proper pronunciation; drills in articulation and enumeration; oral

drills in spelling; written spelling from dictation.

5. Elementary Reading and Literature, (Grades 5-7).

Mrs. Alexander, Mrs. Sinclair, Miss Collier

This course will deal briefly with various types of literature and
interesting methods of presentation will be discussed. Reading
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matter that will meet the needs and interests of grammar school

children will be taken up, read, and analyzed.

Exercises in thought getting and thought giving will be practiced.

Teachers of Reading must realize that the teacher cannot be

ignorant and must not be indifferent in the teaching of reading at

this critical period of the child's life.

The classifying of various poems and stories suitable for chil-

dren will receive a great deal of attention.

Memory gems will be given each day in order that the teacher may
get a good collection, and can learn to appreciate them herself be-

fore attempting to. make the children love them.

Stories will be told—methods of story telling discussed. Stories

will be dramatized and suggestions for dramatization work given.

Phonics and phonetic drills and stories will receive a large part

of the time in this course. Credit toward diploma.

6. The Course of Study, (Grades 1-4; Principles of

Teaching). Miss Smith

A study of the curriculum for Primary grades; subjects included

in this modern curriculum; principles underlying the selection of

subject matter for these grades; the correlation of subjects. A
brief survey of modern methods of teaching. Discussion of such

problems as the daily program, group-work, desk-work, etc. Obser-

vation of work in the Demonstration School and class discussions

of the work observed.

Texts: Gessel, The Normal Child and Primary Education; and

Gilbert's, What Children Study and Why. Special discussions of the

state adopted texts. Credit toward diploma.

7. Primary Methods, (Grades 1-4). Miss Smith
An intensive study of language, composition, spelling, history,

and number from two standpoints—first, the subject matter; second,

the method of presentation.

Texts: The. Primary Course of Study, Atlanta Schools; also any

two of the following: Suzzallo, The Teaching of Spelling; Smith,

The Teaching of Arithmetic; Cooley, Language Teaching in the

Grades; Jenkins, The Teaching o>f Reading. Special discussions of

the state adopted texts. Credit toward diploma.

8. The Demonstration School. Miss Smith
Under the supervision of Miss Laura Smith, this school will serve

as a sort of educational laboratory in which methods of teaching are

to be tested, and the principles of modern education applied in

solving the everyday problems of the schoolroom.

Observation and a limited amount of practice teaching under
supervision will be arranged for students registered in this depart-
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ment of the Summer School. One to two periods each week will be

given to analyzing lessons observed in the Demonstration School and

to the making of lesson plans.

Some of the problems to be worked out in connection with the

Demonstration School are:

a. The correlation of subject matter.

b. Group teaching and the management of desk-wTork.

c. Teaching children how to study.

d. Uses to be made of the "play instinct" in the schoolroom, etc.

The following arrangement will be followed with reference to

grouping the children:

9:00 to 10:00—first grade.

10:00 to 10:30—organized play (first, second, and third grades).

10:30 to 12:00—second and third grades.

9. Rural School Problems. Mr. Martin, Mr. Land
This course is designed to meet the needs of teachers preparing

for examination upon the state reading course and for all teachers

desiring practical first-hand information on our most important

school problems. Woofter's text will be used throughout the course,

each week taking up problems of this book. This should be taken

by every teacher who can schedule it. Credit toward Summer
School diploma.

Round Table Conferences. State Supervisors

Special round table conferences will be planned to supplement

the lectures on rural school problems and these are open to all

interested teachers. The purpose of these conferences will be to

help teachers in the solution of their practical everyday problems

of teaching and administration. Stated hours daily.

Conferences on Rural Life and Education.

Mr. Brittain and County Superintendents
During the week of July 17, the annual Rural Conferences of

County Superintendents and Leaders will be held at which the

Georgia superintendents and workers will cooperate in holding daily

conferences, morning, afternoon, and night. See announcement
elsewhere.

15. Vocational Supervision. Mr. Maltby
This course will be planned to meet as often as may be desired

to coordinate it with the courses in vocational education being given

in the Summer School. It will treat of the general principles of

school administration as applied to vocational education under the

conditions prescribed by the Smith-Hughes bill. For supervisors,

principals and teaehers.
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16. Agricultural Education. Mr. Wheeler
This course deals with the theory and rise of vocational education

as applied to agriculture; the educational and sociological aims and
values of agricultural instruction; the history and development of

agricultural education in the United States; the relation of agricul-

tural education to other forms of education;, the organization of the

secondary course of study to meet the vocational demands. Voca-
tional credit.

20. Methods and Materials in Agricultural Education.

Mr. Wheeler
This is essentially a laboratory course in agricultural methods.

The aim is to organize and present agricultural materials in a log-

ical, interesting, and effective manner for secondary instruction.

This course consists of laboratory and field work with materials and
apparatus; outlining secondary agricultural courses for specific

communities in Georgia, planning projects for these communities,

and collecting materials for secondary school work. Vocational

credit.

10. High School Administration. Mr. Stewart

A study of the organization of the modern high school, problems

pertaining to the administration of the same. A discussion of the

several units offered in the high school and the teaching of the same.

High school architecture and equipment. This course is designed

for teachers in the high schools of Georgia. One and one-half hours

credit.

Class Study: Hollister's High School and Class Management.
Home Study: Monroe's Principles of Secondary Education.,

11. School Supervision. Mr. Stewart

This course is designed for superintendents of local systems, prin-

cipals of high schools, and teachers in charge of smaller schools.

Some time will also be given to supervision of county systems. The

course will be adapted to the needs of those attending and will con-

sist of lectures, laboratory exercises, conferences, and required read-

ings. Principals will be aided in preparing their respective courses

of study, regulations, and organizations. An attempt will be made
to make those attending familiar with the best modern thought on

the supervision and administration of a school or schools. It will

be especially helpful to recent graduates and principals of high

schools who have also the supervision of the lower grades. The
many volumes and reports bearing on this subject in the University

library will be at the service of the class.

Cubberley's new book, "Public School Administration," will be

used throughout the course giving unity to the plan of study, at the
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same time rich and varied experiences will be portrayed from prac-

tical contact. Credit toward diploma.

12. Educational Psychology. Mr. Heatwole

This course is a study of mental processes in order to determine

the correct principles of education and teaching. The following

topics will be treated: The nature and meaning of consciousness

and its relation to human conduct. The distinguishing character-

istics of mind, soul and body, and their interdependence. The
main facts of the structure of the nervous system. The mental

factors that make up the learning process such as instinctive ten-

dencies, attention, interest, habit, memory, imagination, thinking,

and feeling. The significance of the long period of infancy, individ-

ual differences and the characteristics of the adolescent life. All

these topics will be treated in the light of their implications for

educational procedure and the economy of learning.

Text: "Human Behavior," Bagley and Colvin.

13. Child Study. Mr. Heatwole
The physical and mental development of the child. Problems

peculiar to child-life. The physical basis of mental life as it affects

the child. Detection and treatment of physical and mental defects.

Educational importance of the early years of life.

Text: A. E. Tanner, "The Child." Home Study: Kirkpatrick.

"The Fundamentals of Child Study." Credit toward diploma.

14. Advanced Methods. Mr. Wood
A special course for teachers, based on Strayer and Norsworthy's

"How to Teach," will be offered. This course will have as its pur-

pose the grounding of teachers in sound principles and may also be

used to review the text for renewal of license. Credit one hour and
a half.

17. The Sociological Basis of Education—A Graduate

Course. Mr. Heatwole
This course seeks to determine some fundamental concepts of

education in terms of sociology. The following topics will indicate

the line of study: Various conceptions of sociology; relation of

sociology to other sciences; origins of society; theory of social

forces; forms and agencies of social control; the individual and so-

ciety; modes of experience and individual development; education aa

a social function; factors in total education; education as growth;
democratic conception of education; the social nature of knowing;
education and social progress; the state and education; the social

nature of the curriculum; comparative values of subjects; growing
as the ultimate good.
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Prerequisites: 1. A course in elementary psychology. 2. A
course in the principles of sociology.

Readings: Social Principles of Education, Betts; Democracy and
Education, Dewey; Social Organization, Cooley; Introduction to

Educational Sociology, Smith; Sociology in its Psychological As-
pects, Ellwood; Principles of Education, Ruediger; What is Educa-
tion?, Moore; Social Control, Ross; Principles of Sociology, Giddings.

This course is one of a series of three, given in consecutive sum-
mers, constituting a major. Two of them constitute a minor course.

18. Principles of Rural Life and Education—A Graduate

Course. Mr. Odum
(a) The Principles of Rural Sociology. A study of rural life and

society: Bailey, Carver, Gillette, Foght, and others, with local

studies.

(b) Fundamentals of Rural Progress. A constructive program
of rural progress. An original outline and program will be fol-

lowed and developed.

(c) Practical problems. An important problem of rural life or

the rural school will be selected for research and application of prin-

ciples and theories studied.

Prerequisite: Education 5-6.

The adjustment of this minor course, heretofore given only in the

regular session, to the work of one or more summer sessions will be

begun in the summer of 1918. Open to qualified Seniors.

ENGLISH LANGUAGE AND LITERATURE.

1. Language Lessons, Elementary. Mr. Brown
This section is intended for teachers of the third, fourth, and fifth

grades. It is a class in method of teaching language to beginners.

The text used by these grades in the schools of Georgia will serve

as a guide in the selection of material and in the assigning of les-

sons. Leiper's "Language Work in Elementary Schools" will be

used as the text in method. Model lessons will be worked out in

the class, demonstrating the best ways to use the text, what supple-

mentary material to use and how to present it, and the best ways
of arousing and holding the interest of the pupils. The scope of

the course embraces the subjects of oral and written composition,

spelling, dictation, and memorizing literature. Credit toward di-

ploma.

Textbooks: "The Modern Course in English, Book I," Sanford.

Brown and Smith; and "Language Work in Elementary Schools,"

Leiper. Home Reading: "The Teaching of English," Leiper.

2. Composition and Grammar. Mr. Brown
This course is planned for the (teachers of the sixth and seventh
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grades and such eighth grades as teach elementary English. The
work given will be partly on subject matter and partly on method.

The adopted text in English for the sixth and seventh grades will

furnish a basis for the discussions on alternate days, and Klapper's

"The Teaching of English" the other days of the week. Formal
composition, the correction of papers, the values of formal grammar,

the nomenclature, and various devices for making composition and

grammar interesting to pupils will be discussed. Lessons will also

be given on the more difficult parts of grammar, especially the verb

and the analysis of the sentence. Textbook: "The Modern Course

in English, Book II." Home Reading: "The Teaching of English."

Chubb. Credit toward diploma.

3. Teachers' License Course. Mr. Brown
As the name implies this course is intended for those who are

preparing for the state examination at the end of the term. The
work will consist of lessons from "The Manual of Methods," Book
II, of the "Modern Course in English." These lessons will treat

altogether of the subject matter of technical grammar, especial

stress being laid upon the difficult points in the new nomenclature
and classification of words. This section meets three times a week.

Textbook: Section 3, "The Modern Course in English. Book II." and
"The Manual of Methods for Georgia Teachers."

4. Teaching High School Composition. Miss Lyndon
How to conduct the composition course most efficiently is the

subject of this course. Problems of aims, assignments, correction,

development 'of the power of self-criticism, and various subsidiary

questions in organizing and administering the work will be dis-

cussed. Students are requested to purchase Paul Klapper's "The
Teaching of English." Credit toward diploma.

5. High School Literature. Mr. Sanford
This course will be based on the College Entrance Requirements

and similar lists. It will consider the purposes to be kept in view
in studying literature in high school, the best way to plan and pre-

sent for class^study various kinds of reading, and some of the recent

movements in the teaching of literature. It will attempt to answer
the question, "How can I become a better teacher of literature?"

Students are requested to purchase Arthur H. R. Fairchild's "The
Teaching of Poetry in High Schools." One and one-half hours credit.

13. Shakespeare. Mr. Walker
Midsummer Night's Dream, Julius Caesar, Macbeth. Hamlet and

The Merchant«of Venice will be studied. Lectures; written reports.

Twelve other plays of Shakespeare will be used as collateral reading.
One and one-half hours credit. College credH course.
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14. Composition and Rhetoric. Mr. Walker

A study of fundamental rhetorical principles will be combined
with considerable practice in writing.. One and one-half hours
credit.

6. English Grammar, High and Elementary. Mr. Sanford
This course is designed primarily for teachers of the eighth and

ninth grades, or the high school classes. The work of the course

is based on the grammar recently adopted by . the State Board of

Education for use in the high schools. The work will consist of an
extended discussion of the more familiar idiomatic uses of the dif-

ferent parts of speech, explaining those, when necessary, by refer-

ence to idioms that were in force in the early stages of our language.

The difference between what we call "good English" and "bad Eng-
lish" will be explained. The practical side, not the theoretical side,

of English grammar will be stressed during the entire course. Daily

throughout the session. Credit toAvard diploma.

7. Present Tendencies of American Fiction. Mr. Sanford
The purpose of this course is to give the student a general knowl-

edge of American fiction: (a) types, (b) excellence in a limited

field, (c) wholesome outlook upon life. Special emphasis is given

in this course to Georgia writers: Lanier, Harris, Harben, etc. This

is a general culture course for which credit is given on the Summer
School diploma. Daily. Credit toward diploma.

8. High School License Review (Grammar and Rhetoric).

Mr. Sanford
This course will cover a systematic review of the principles

of English grammar, and of rhetoric, and will be based upon the

state adopted texts. The object of this course is to prepare the

teacher for the high school examination in English grammar and
rhetoric.

In addition to the adopted text-book on grammar, the "Georgia

Manual of Methods" will also be studied.

High School License Review (American and English Literature)

course will cover in a general way both English and American liter-

ature with a view to preparing the teacher to pass the high school

examination on those two subjects. These courses are planned

primarily to prepare the teacher for license to teach English in the

high school.

9. Shakespeare. , Mr. Steed

This course will deal primarily with the plays selected by the

.Committee on College Entrance Requirements for careful study and
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for required reading. Detailed study will be made of the plays re-

quired for careful study, and as much time as the course permits

will be given to the plays for required reading. Students contem-

plating taking this course may bring with them the following plays:

Careful Study: Macbeth, Julius Caesar, Hamlet. Credit toward

diploma.

Required Reading: As You Like It; Twelfth Night; Henry V.;

Merchant of Venice; Richard III. Daily.

10. Lecture Readings. Mr. Steed

A series of interpretative readings of masterpieces from the

drama, the short story, the dramatic monologue, intended to supple-

ment work done in other courses by affording additional illustration

of the principles of literary structure. No collateral study will be

required and no textbook will be used. Each reading will be open

to any teacher who may find time to drop in at the meeting hour of

the class. Alternate days. Credit toward diploma.

11. The Novel. Mr. Steed
This course will undertake a study of the novel as a type of

literature, following the plan pursued in Perry's "A Study of Prose

Fiction." After illustrating the several phases of the subject with

typical short stories (Mathews' "The Short Story"), the class will

read and analyze several representative novels; and suggestions will

be made for the study of fiction in the high school.

The following novels will probably be studied:

Stevenson's "Prince Otto," Allen's "The Choir Invisible," Hardy's
"The Return of the Native," George Eliot's "Silas Marner," Norris's

"The Octopus." Daily. Credit toward diploma.

Home Study: Perry's "A Study of Prose Fiction." Additional

representative novels.

12. The Study op Poetry. Mr. Park
Lectures on Poetics. The reading and interpreting of standard

English poems, representing the various types of poetry. Special

study of the lyric. Credit toward diploma.

En lish Literature—A Graduate Course. Mr. Park
The English Drama from the beginning through the reign of Eliz-

abeth, based on Ward's "English Dramatic Literature;" Brooke's
Tudor Drama; Bates's English Religious Drama; Manley's Speci-

mens of Pre-Shakespearean Drama; and plays by Udall, Steven-

son, Sackville and Norton, Kyd, Lyly, Peele, Greene, Nash, Marlowe,
Shakespeare, Jonson and others. A study will be made of the de-

velopment of the English language and of dramatic technique.

One-third of a major course. (Two such courses, somewhat re-

duced in extent, constitute a minor).
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Special Lectures. Mr. Axson
During his stay at the University Summer School, Dr. Axson will

give one or more of his noted literary lectures.

20. Greek Literature Mr. Bocock
An outline of the History of Greek Literature may be given by

Professor Bocock. It will include readings from some of the trans-

lations of classic Greek literature.

Textbook: Capps, "From Homer to Theocritus."

LITERARY AND DRAMATIC EXPRESSION.
•

Perhaps no field of educational endeavor offers greater opportu-

nity than that of literary and dramatic expression. Its emphasis

needs no explanation. Its specific educational values and its general

culture may be limited only by the quality of the interpretation

given. Special emphasis, therefore, will be given to all aspects of

literary and dramatic interpretation in the effort to contribute to

right ideals and passions of the people; to high standards of dra-

matic expression and appreciation; to educational and cultural

ideals; to dramatic education for children; and to the community
values. The University Summer School takes peculiar pride in pre-

senting an unusual array of attractions that are both substantially

entertaining and instructive. These will be of special interest not

only to teachers but to all others interested in drama, pageantry,

story-telling, folk-^games and other forms of literary and dramatic

interpretation.

1. Elementary Reading. Miss Cobb
Body—physical training, pantomime. Voice—position, breath-

ing, tone placing. Interpretation—"Evolution of Expression," Vols.

I and II; dramatic interpretation reading in the grades. The course

will include lecture work and practical demonstration of principles

applied to the body, the voice and the printed page. The work will

be viewed from two viewpoints, the artistic and the pedagogical.

The needs of the public school teacher in the teaching of reading

will be considered.

2. Advanced Expression. Miss Cobb
Body—Pantomime, responsive drills, gesture, voice, forming the

elements of speech, (a study of vowels and consonants in the rela-

tionship of parts, including practice work in articulation and enun-
ciation) tone color, tone quality, phrasing, grouping relating to in-

terpretation. Credit toward diploma.

Interpretation—"Evolution of Expression," Vols. Ill and IV; dra-

matic interpretation; platform deportment, a study of varied liter-

ary forms.
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Special needs of individuals will be studied and the work adapted

to special needs of the class. The course will include the work of

dramatization in the grades and high school. Staging of plays will

be considered and also dramatic work as related to the problem of

recreation and playgrounds.

3. Public Speaking. Miss Cobb

This course in public speaking is designed to meet the needs of

the high school and college student in declamation and debate. It

Is, therefore, also specially suited to the teacher of these subjects or

t» teachers who want to add this service to their schools. The work
will also be helpful to experienced platform speakers.

4. Story Telling. Miss Dorough
The dramatic instinct in education will be kept in mind. The

principles of story telling. Dramatization as related to story telling.

Stories will be told in class by instructor and pupils; story hour on
the campus at twilight and other hours.

Children's Story Hour. Miss Dorough
A special feature will be made of the Athens Childrens' Story

Hour in which Dr. Turner will tell Uncle Remus stories and Miss

Dorough various other stories.

5. Play Hour. Miss Pratz
On stated evenings each week there will be conducted play hours,

designed to furnish recreation for the student and to give instruction

in plays and games suitable for adult and children community life.

(See also Physical Education).

6. Pageant. Miss Cobb
There will be a special pageant at the close of the Summer School.

The student body will be invited to participate and the preparation

will begin weeks before its presentation.

7. Special Instruction on Request. Miss Cobb
To include platform art, pantomime, voice, interpretation of

drama, readings. For particulars, see Miss Cobb and Miss DuPree.

8. The Art of Public Speaking. President Southwick
This is an inspirational lecture given one evening in July,

and will be given by the president of the Emerson School of Oratory.

9. Repertoire of Comedies. The Devereux Players

An unusual attraction of the Summer School will be the matinee

and evening performances, July 15 and 16, of "Candida," by Bernard

Shaw; "The Romancers," by Rostand; and "Doctor by Compulsion,"

by Moliere.
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FOREIGN LANGUAGES.
At its last meeting in December, 1917, the Modern Language As-

sociation of America appointed an executive committee of five to

emphasize the extension of the teaching of French and Spanish in

all high and preparatory schools and to aid in planning courses and
supplying teachers. This committee named in each state an execu-

tive committee to carry forward the work. The chairman of the

Georgia committee, Professor J. Lustrat, will have charge of the

courses in the Summer School. French II by Professor Lustrat, and
Spanish 2 by Professor Ramirez will be devoted to methods of teach-

ing French and Spanish. Open to teachers, to meet this special

demand.

1. French I. Mr. Lustrat

Beginners: Drill on pronunciation. Rapid study of the most
elementary rules of French grammar and syntax.

Study of verbs, regular and irregular.

The purpose of this course is not to give to the student a thorough
knowledge of grammar and syntax, which could not be acquired in

such a short time, but rather to enable him to continue his study

by himself. Credit toward Summer School diploma.

2. French II. Mr. Lustrat

The work of the second year will consist of:

1. A thorough study of grammar, syntax and verbs.

2. Translation from English into French.

3. Writing of letters and easy essays in French.

4. Reading of modern textbooks by standard French writers.

5. Parallel reading.

Credit toward Summer School diploma.

6. Spoken War French. Mr. Lustrat
A special course in Spoken War French will be offered to meet a

growing demand. It will consist in lectures in French by Mr. Lus-
trat and special exercises for the course.

3. French X. Mr. Lustrat
French X is a course for beginners who are conditioned in French

and wish to substitute French and German for Greek in college

credits. The course consists of careful drill in pronunciation, the

rudiments of grammar and syntax, the study of regular and irregu-

lar verbs, dictation, easy exercise of translation from English into

French, conversation and reading of easy prose. Three hours credit.

4. French la. Mr. Lustrat
French la is an elementary course offered as one of the Junior

Language options. In this course the various inflections, forms of

words, verbs, regular and irregular, and construction of sentences
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are taught. Practice in conversation French, reading, translation

and writing of French letters. Three hours credit.

5. Spanish 1. Mr. Ramirez
Spanish 1 is a course for beginners and consists of careful drill

in pronunciation, rudiments of grammar and syntax, study of

verbs, translations and conversation, with reading of easy prose.

Credit toward Summer School diploma.

Spanish 2. Mr. Ramirez

Spanish 2 may be, either a continuation of Spanish 1 or an ad-

vanced course in the nature of special pedagogical Spanish or

special applications of Spanish to particular problems of teaching,

if students so desire. Credit toward Summer School diploma.

7. German X or la. Mr. DuBose
*

German la is an elementary course offered as one of the Junior

Language options. It may be combined under certain conditions

with German X for those conditioned in German. Open to teachers.

Three hours credit.

8. High School Greek. Mr. Bocock
For students who wish to complete the high school course and

college entrance requirements, and for teachers who wish to review

the essentials of elementary instruction. The course will include a.

treatment of important inflexions and the fundamental principles of

syntax, and selected portions of Xenophon's Anabasis will be read.

Credit toward Summer School diploma.

9. First Year Latin. Mr. Hooper
The course is planned for teachers who wish to review the work

of the first year. Special attention is given to pronunciation, and
the points to be stressed during the work of this year. The text

used is Pearson's "Essentials of Latin," adopted by the Board for

use in the high schools. Credit toward Summer School diploma.

10. Caesar. Mr. Turner
For teachers who wish to review the reading of the second year.

One book is read during the meetings of the class; those who desire

full credit will complete the reading of four books as "Home Study."

Credit toward Summer School diploma.

11. Latin, (High School License Review). Mr. Hooper
A course for preparation for the examination but which will in-

clude discussions of problems and methods of teaching.

12. Latin—A Graduate Course in Roman Philosophy.

Mr. Hooper
The five books of Cicero's de Finibns Boiiorum et Maloruin. and
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the three books of the de Officiis will be supplemented by a reading

of selected chapters in the history of philosophy treating of the

leading schools of Greek thought and their influence on Roman
ijmiosophy; and by a study of the life of Cicero. Much of the read-

ing will be done in private, and twelve exercises in translating

English into Latin will be required.

A minor course. Prerequisite courses: Latin 1, 2, 3, 4, or equiv-

alents.

13. French—A Graduate Course. Mr. Lustrat
The classroom work consists of the translation of twenty pages

of English into French, composition, conversation, lectures on rhet-

oric and grammatical difficulties, and the reading of Balzac's Eugenie
Grandet and Hugo's Ruy Bias. The private reading is as follows:

Loti's Pecheur d'lslande, Daudet's Tartarin de Tarascon, Corneille's

Polyeucte, Moliere's Le Tartuffe, Racine's Andromaque, Coppee's

Pour la Couronne, Zola's La Debacle, Voltaire's "Prose" (a book of

selections), Rostand's La Princesse Lointaine. Reports on this

reading will be made~in French. A minor course. Prerequisite:

French 2 or 2a.

HISTORY AND SOCIAL SCIENCES.

1. Modern European History. Mr. Jack
This course will take up the thread of European History at the

French Revolution and trace the rise of the present political arrange-

ments in the leading countries. Especial emphasis will be laid on

the recent development of the German Empire, and the causes of

the War of 1914. Holt's "Modern Europe" will be used as a text.

The course is primarily for high school teachers, though it is also

open to college students. One and one-half hours credit.

2. Georgia History. Mr. Brooks
A lecture course based on Brooks's "History of Georgia." The

text has recently been rewritten with the view of better adapting it

to use in the grades. This course is primarily for grade teachers,

but it is open to college students. One hour credit.

3. United States History. Mr. McPherson
This course is planned for teachers of History in the grades.

Besides a review of the subject matter, attention will be given to

methods of study and presentation, with use of maps'; outlines, and

other historical helps. Credit toward Summer School diploma.

The state texts should be brought from home.

4. License Review Course in History. Mr. Jack, Mr. Payne
Similar to above but coming on alternate days. For those who

wish to stand examinations.
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5. History of the South. Mr. Jack

A survey of the social, economic, and political development of the

South, in which particular attention will be devoted to slavery, the

plantation system, and the consequent political theories; to section-

alism and secession; to the period of reconstruction; and to present

Southern problems. Lectures, reports on special topics, collateral

reading. Credit toward Summer School diploma.

6. Advanced U. S. History, (High School). Mr. McPherson
A survey of historical forces and broader movements resulting in

the evolution of the United States. Lectures will deal also with the

economic and social growth of the nation. Recitations will bear

largely on constitutional and political development.

Students should come provided with some good high school texts.

Library work.

Home Study: West's "American History and Government."

7. High School License Review. Mr. Payne
This course is designed to be a study in historical methods, which

will be illustrated by topics selected from Ancient, English, and
American history. Outlines of a general nature will be presented

in an attempt to explain the trend and development of political in-

stitutions. This course should be helpful for those desiring a gen-

eral review of these respective fields of history, and also for those

contemplating taking the state examination for high school teach-

er's license. Credit toward Summer School diploma.

The texts adopted by the state are suggested: Botsford's "History

of the Ancient World;" Coman and Kendall's "Short History of

England;" Cousins and Hill's "American History."

History—A Graduate Course. Mr. Payne
The French Revolution and Napoleon I; an advanced course in

European history from 1789 to 1815, studied by topics and based
on some of the standard authorities for this period. Emphasis will

be placed upon the constitutional experiments of the French Rev-
olution, and the problems raised by the Napoleonic wars. Some time
will be given to comparisons of this period with the present Euro-
pean war.

A minor course. Prerequisite: At least one year of college work
in Modern European History.

8. American Government. Mr. McPherson
A general course, dealing with the foundation of American polit-

ical philosophy, the organization of the government, the expansion
and development of the American system, and the practical work-
ings of the government, national, state, and local. Attention will

also be given to governmental organization in Georgia.
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9. South American and Spanish Customs. Mr. Ramirez
A course designed to give an insight into the customs, life, and

civilization of some of the South American peoples; intended

specially for students of Spanish; short readings in Spanish on South
American topics; Spanish newspapers and magazines; typical Span-

ish and Latin-American songs; maps, pictures, social customs illus-

trated; illustrated lectures.

1. Economic Geography and Physiography. Mr. Dozier

This course is intended to trace the growth of the principal in-

dustries of the various countries of the world. Particular attention

is given, however, to those of the United States. A study is made
of the influence of physiography and climate on the location of in-

dustry and the habits of mankind. Some time is also given to the

question of the conservation of natural resources. The textbook

used is J. Russel Smith's "Industrial and Commercial Geography."

One and one-half hours' credit.

2. Elementary Economics. Mr. Dozier

In this course the laws of the production, distribution, and con-

sumption of wealth are studied. In addition, in so far as time al-

lows, special topics such as money, banking, and credit, international

trade and the tariff question, taxation and public expenditures are

considered. The textbook used is Ely's "Outlines of Economics."

One and one-half hours credit.

3. Money and Banking. Mr. Dozier

In this course the theory of money and banking is studied in

connection with the history of the growth of money and the develop-

ment of the bank as a financial institution. Particular attention is

given to the monetary experience of the United States. The text-

book used is Moulton's "Money and Banking." One and one-half

hours credit.

HOME ECONOMICS.
The courses in Home Economics are planned with reference to

meeting present needs, and looking to the addition of courses in

future sessions to be part of a well graded and progressive series.

Where the student does satisfactory work and meets the require-

ment of home study, credit will be given both toward diploma of

the Summer School and the degree course. Courses 1, 2, 3, and 4

may give a maximum credit* of one and one-half hours each.

Free use of libraries will be made, those of the State Normal
School, State College of Agriculture and University campus being

available. Educational exhibits in Home Demonstration Work will

be made and studied. Other illustrative material will be used.

During the summer of 1918 the courses offered are presented

with these aims in view:
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(1) To give preparation suited to the needs of Georgia teachers.

(2) To furnish an accurate background of some scientific facts

concerning nutrition including those resulting from recent investi-

gations.

(3) To develop skill in the selection and preparation of foods.

(4) To carry out the instructions of the United States Food Ad-

ministration and the United States Department of Agriculture with

reference to teaching effective utilization of local foods, preservation

of perishable foods, the elimination' of waste and saving of those

staples which must be reserved for shipment abroad.

Under the crisis brought about by the present war it is imperative

that every one be informed as fully as possible concerning the food

situation. Not only teachers of Home Economics but all educational

leaders need to know the changes in food habits which must be

made as a patriotic service. To meet this need a course is prepared

for the benefit of both men and women who are leaders in counties

and rural communities.

All students taking work in cookery are asked to come .provided

with the following articles: Two all-white aprons made princess

style, or with bib; four holders, of denim or drilling (white or

blue), six inches square; four hand towels, three-fourths of a yard

long.

All students taking sewing are asked to have the following ar-

ticles: Thimble, scissors, tape measure, needles, emery, apron, work-
bag or box. Students taking Red Cross sewing are asked to have in

addition, large white aprons of lawn or similar material, made all-

over style, or like those used in cookery.

1. Foods and Cooking. Miscs Proctor
The laboratory work will include the study and preparation of

breads, beverages, eggs, milk and its products, meats, vegetables,

and fruit desserts. Groups of students will plan and serve meals.

The menu will be considered in its dietetic, economic, and aesthetic

aspects.

The course will have two main purposes:

(1) To teach the application of the fundamental principles of

cookery in such a way as to be of practical benefit to the individual;

and

(2) To suggest methods of adapting and presenting the subject

in rural schools and in special classes. Fee, ,$2.00 to cover ma-
terials used.

Students will find it helpful to take the theory work iii Course 6,

Nutrition, in connection with the laboratory course.

2. Home Demonstration Work. Miss Creswell
One hour daily of lecture and demonstrations planned not only
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for teachers and county agents but for superintendents, principals

and others who want to cooperate with the Home Demonstration
Agent in carrying out the program for the present year.

The aims of this course are to meet the present needs in food

conservation by teaching the proper utilization of local food stuffs,

the preservation of surplus fruits and vegetables, economies in care

and handling of food, the substitutions and adaptations necessary to

save wheat, fat, meat, and sugar. The dietary relationships of foods

and food habits together with certain psychological factors, will be

discussed, and changes to effect the proper saving and to increase

efficiency in adults and to provide for growth of children will be

outlined. The laboratory work in Course 8 forms an excellent sup-

plement to this course.

21. Elementary Sewing. Miss Hill
The aims of this course are to teach the fundamental principles

of sewing, to relate the activities of school and home, to develop

a spirit of unselfish service.

The course includes training in hand and machine sewing, and

the use of simple patterns.

The making of articles comprising a cookery uniform (holder,

towel, cap, and apron) will form a part of the practical work; these

are selected as typical problems for sewing classes. The Canning
Club cap and apron are chosen as the standard.

In the daily program, suggestions will be given in regard to the

manner of presenting subjects, planning lessons, and arranging

courses of study. Two periods daily. Fee, $1.00. Text, "Clothing

and Health," Kinne & Cooley.

22. Advdnced Sewing. Miss Hill
This course is designed to meet the needs of those planning to

engage in advanced Club work, teach in High Schools, or Agricul-

tural Schools. Home economics teachers, to meet the opportunity

for service, should study the national clothing problems of today,

and this course is planned with that end in view.

The course embraces both hand and machine sewing, in the mak-
ing of useful articles for the home, simple underwear, and dress.

More thorough study of the sewing machine will be required, its

mechanism, use, and care. Patterns easy of construction will be

drafted to measure, and compared with commercial patterns.

Drafted patterns will be used in making underwear; commercial
pattern used in making Canning Club dresses. The care and repair

of clothing will be emphasized. Economy in purchase and use of

material will be stressed.

The aims of the course are to develop neatness, accuracy, and
skill; to give the student a view of the econom4c side of the sub-
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ject; to instill the spirit of thrift, economy, and patriotic service.

Two Periods Daily—Fee $1.00.

6. Sewing for the Red Cross. Miss Hill

This course is arranged for the benefit of teachers who will have

charge of the Junior Red Cross units in the public schools; and
includes both theoretical and practical work. Hand and machine
sewing will be employed. The practical work will consist of (1)

the making of a few simple articles for hospital supplies, suitable

for children to make: (2) articles for older girls and students in

High School classes, comprising hospital supplies, children's cloth-

ing, hospital garments. A few typical articles will be chosen for

class work. Samples of other articles will be shown and discussed.

The "Story of the Red Cross" will form a part of the course.

Talks will be given to the class on the organization of Junior Red
Cross Auxiliaries, and the carrying on of the practical work. Red
Cross Sewing will be under the direction of Madame Lustrat, who is

the Director of Woman's Work of the Athens Chapter. One Period
Daily. Fee, 50 cents.

4. Nutrition. Miss Proctor

A study of the nutritive value and function of carbohydrates,

fats, proteins, and mineral matter, their proportion and combination

in a meal, the energy, protein, and mineral requirements of the

body as modified by age, occupation and other conditions.

3. Home Demonstration Work. Mrs. Wood
A course of laboratory work in food preparation and conserva-

tion supplemental to Home Demonstration Work.
This course will be closely connected with the Club Work and

the relation between the work of the school and the home will be

constantly stressed. Actual practice will be given in handling and

packing standard 4-H Brand products, and in the household pro-

cesses and industries necessary to war service in the home.

Finished products will be arranged attractively to illustrate the

educative value of exhibits, and at the end of the course will become

the property of the student who made them.

An outline of the work is as follows:

1. Canning—in tin and in glass.

2. Drying— fruits and vegetables in home made and commercial

dryers.

3. Brining, pickling, and vinegar making.

4. Bread making—with combinations of materials as wheat flour

substitutes.

5. Butter making and the making of cottage cheese.
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6. Planning meals, and their preparation so as to conserve time,

labor and materials.

7. School lunches.

8. Packing, labelling and storing products for future use in the

home and for marketing the surplus. Two Periods per Day. Fee,

$2.00.

18. Home Designing. Mr. Hart
This course is offered for the students who specialize in Home

Economics, and take up the designing of homes, with the expressed

idea in view of comfort and conveniences at reasonable cost. One
hour ercdit.

MATHEMATICS.

1. Arithmetic. Mr. Hollingsworth
This course is designed especially for teachers of the lower grades

and for those who expect to take the state examinations.

Special emphasis will be placed upon regular class-room work
in both oral and written exercises, with incidental reference to mod-
ern methods and the latest tendencies in the teaching of the subject.

The course will include abundant drills in Numeration and Nota-

tion of integers and decimals, and in the fundamental operations in

common and decimal fractions, denominate numbers, mensuration of

plane surfaces, business forms, practical problems, etc.

At least three sections of the class will be scheduled. Daily reci-

tations.

2. Arithmetic. Mr. Moon
The purpose of this course is to meet the needs of teachers who

desire a more thorough knowledge and mastery of the essential

principles and operations of elementary and more advanced arith-

metic together with the pedagogy of the subject. Lessons and dis-

cussions covering fractions, compound numbers, longitude and time,

percentage, commercial discount, profit and loss, commission and
brokerage, interest, stocks, bonds, taxation, mensuration, progres-

sions, and the metric system, will be given. These topics will be

studied with reference to their relations and interdependence, their

practical use in modern life, and the modern tendencies in arith-

metic; the proper methods of teaching these topics being made
prominent. Recitation every day. Credit toward Summer School

diploma.

Home Study: The Teaching of Primary Arithmetic, Suzzalo; The
Teaching of Arithmetic, Stamper; any Standard Text in Arithmetic.

2a. Arithmetic. A condensed review of Arithmetic for examina-

tion or other purposes calling for a brief course. Recitation on

alternate days.
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3. Methods in Arithmetic. Mr. Moon
The place and importance of Arithmetic in the modern course

of study in schools; the present day tendencies in Arithmetic; spe-

cial attention to the industrial phases of the subject; how the differ-

ent topics of Arithmetic may be best taught; special study given to

the difficulties usually met in teaching certain topics and how to

overcome them; formulas for graduated drill in difficult parts;

demonstrations with devices and aids; the correlation of Arithmetic

with other subjects. Credit toward Summer School diploma.

3. Algebra. Mr. Pond
A course designed for a review of factoring, equations, fractions,

and for the study of powers and roots, quadrations, progressions,

and binomial theorem. Attention will be given to methods of teach-

ing and historical references. One and one-half hours credit.

4. Plane Geometry I. Mr. Pond
This course will cover Books I, II and may be taken by begin-

ners. Originals will be stressed. Historical data and references

in connection with the methods of teaching will be combined with

the practical applications to problems in other branches of Mathe-
matic. One and one-half hours credit.

5. Plane Geometry II.

This course is similar to Course 5 but will cover Books III, IV,

and V. One and one-half hours credit.

6. Solid Geometry.
A course covering the topics usually included in the standard

texts. (Unless at least three register for this course it will not
be given). One and one-half hours credit.

7. High School License, Review. Mr. Stephens
This course is designed to meet the needs of those preparing to

stand the state examinations. The first week will be devoted to

Arithmetic, the next two weeks to Algebra, and the last two weeks
to Plane Geometry. This is a review course and not for beginners.

Both subject matter and methods will be discussed.

8. Plane Trigonometry. Mr. Stephens
A standard course covering the usual subjects with solutions of

triangles and manipulation of formulas. One hour credit.

Text: Hun & Mclnnes' Trigonometry.

9. Elementary Analyms, (Mathematics 2 Mr. Pond
A study of Co-ordinates; plotting of Algebra and Transcendental

curves; discussion of the straight line and circle analytically; func-
tional relations.

Six hours per week for five weeks. One and one-half hours credit.
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10. Introduction to Calculus, (Mathematics 3). Mr. Pond
Advanced Algebra— (Mathematics 4).

The first half of this course will be an introduction to Calculus,

while the second half will take up the following topics: Complex
Numbers, Determinants, Partial Fractions, Series, Theory of Equa-
tions.

Nine hours per week for 8 weeks. Three hours credit.

Mathematics—A Graduate Course. Mr. Stephens
One of the following courses will be given if at least two students

elect it. Two of the courses constitute a minor; three, with a thesis,

constitute a major. Prerequisites: Mathematics 5 (Advanced Cal-

culus).

1. Differential Equations. An elementary course in ordinary and
partial differential equations, with special reference to the equations

occurring in the physical sciences. Text: Cohen or Murray.

2. Vector Analysis. An elementary course in vectors which de-

velops a system of coordinates and illustrates their use in certain

mathematical and physical problems. Reference text: Coffin.

3. Projective Geometry. A course in pure geometry based upon
one of the following texts with the others as references: Holgate's,

Reve, Cremona, Veblen and Young.

4. Theoretical Mechanics. An analytical treatment of certain

problems in statics and dynamics with the aid of the Calculus. Many
problems will be used. Text: Ziwet and Field, or Jeans.

5. Theory of Functions. An introductory course to the theory

of functions of a real and a complex variable. Reference works:

Harkness and Morley, Durege, Goursat. .

PHYSICAL TRAINING.

That the teacher of Physical Education has a large responsibility

and opportunity is no longer doubted. That this opportunity comes

more through the social, moral and spiritual aspects of the work
than through the so-called physical is also conceded. Thus the

place which physical education should hold in the school system is

easily emphasized. Not only in the school system but in the com-

munity at large does the role of games and recreation play a most

important part. It is, therefore, especially important that correct

physical education and correct athletic coaching be emphasized in

all constructive program.

During the 1918 University Summer School for Teachers special

emphasis will be placed upon physical education.
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Fees. Although the variety of courses is large and the scope

of the work wide, there will be no fees charged for courses in

physical education, except a small fee for swimming.

Facilities. The gymnasium at the University and at the State

Normal School will be at the disposal of men and women. The
swimming pool will be under the supervision of one of the directors

of physical education and convenient hours will be arranged. A drill

room for teaching elementary school games will be available for reg-

ular class room work. The campus and athletic fields of the Uni-

versity will also be at the disposal of the teachers, while tennis

courts and the Country Club golf links may be used by those desiring

this type of athletics.

Exhibitions. At the close of the Summer School, the several de-

partments will give specimen exhibitions of work suitable for any
community: folk dances and games, school games and playground
programs, physical exercise drills, wand and dumb-bell drills. There

will be opportunity also for exhibitions in swimming and private con-

sultation with the instructors.

Physical Education Courses are planned especially for teachers

wishing to prepare themselves to conduct similar work in grade

and high schools, or advanced classes. Carefully outlined courses

in gymnasium work are arranged, including Folk Dances and games
to meet the needs of playground and schoolroom. The courses are

intended to be attractive as well as physically beneficial.

Loose clothing permitting freedom of movement and heelless

shoes constitute the ideal dress for this work.

1. Grades I-IV. Miss Pratz

Open to all students.

The course includes practice in Correct Posture: best sitting and
standing positions; for the first grade; Story Plays; Fireman; Go-
ing Nutting, for second grade, and in Grades III and IV. Folk
Dances, Ace of Diamonds, Finnish Reel, Gymnastics, involving more
skill, endurance; games more vigorous; Jolly is the Miller, Relays,

Flag.

2. Grades V-VIII. Mies Pratz

Open to all students.

This course includes:

1. Formal Swedish Day's Order of Gymnastics, including correc-

tive exercises.

2. Folk Dances, Vineyard Frolic, Reap the Flag, Sailor's Hornye.
3. Games: Dodge Ball, Three Deep.
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3. Hi h School. Miss Pratz

Open to all students.

1. Formal Gymnastics.

2. Athletics.

3. Dancing.

1. Athletic, Leo Friedman's Sun Dance; Ostend.

2. Folk, Irish Lect., Highland Schottische.

4. Games, Volley Ball, Corner Ball, Relay, etc.

•4. Advanced Physical Education. Miss Pratz
Open to all students with a previous knowledge and training in

this work. This course will include carefully arranged and chosen
work, involving more difficult phases of Physical Education.

5. Elementary Gymnastics. Miss Charlton
Games, Folk and Aesthetic Dancing.

6. Intermediate—For Intermediate and Private

Classes. Miss Charlton
Gymnastics: Wands, Dumb-Bells, Indian Clubs. Games: Folk

and Aesthetic Dancing. Basket Ball.

7. Advanced—For Students who Have Had Previous
Training. Miss Charlton

Gymnastics: Wands and Indian Clubs. Tactics, Aesthetic and

Classic Dancing. Basket Ball (Women's Rules).

8. Play Hour. Miss Pratz

Open to all students, men and women. On certain evenings of

each week there will be conducted on the lawn a play hour. No
registration is necessary for this work. The play hour is designed

to furnish recreation for the student and to give instruction in

plays and games suitable for adult community life as well as that

of the children.

9. Swimming. Miss Pratz
The swimming pool will be open for women on all days at suitable

hours. General instruction will be given in the different strokes

and in diving. Definite regulations guard the safety of the students.

The pool will be open at stated periods as indicated above. A maid
will be in attendance.

SCIENCE.

1. Hygiene and Sanitation, Physiology. Mr. Campbell
Two sections will be conducted in this subject, each meeting three

times weekly. The work will be based on the state adopted text,

Ritchie and Caldwell's Primer of Hygiene and Sanitation, and the
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object will be to give as much assistance as possible to grade teach-

ers who are preparing to stand the state examinations, or who wish

additional instruction in teaching this subject. Lectures, slides,

simple dissections, models, will illustrate the text. Credit toward

Summer School diploma.

2. General Biology. Mr. Campbell
This course will continue through the entire summer session, and

will be based on the state adopted text, Bailey and Coleman. As
much laboratory work will be brought into the course as possible,

and every effort will be made to help the student to acquire as high

a degree of efficiency as possible in preparation for teaching High
School Biology. Open to beginners as well as to those who have

had previous training in Biology. Daily. Home Study to be as-

signed. Credit toward Summer School diploma.

Zoology—College Course. Mr. Campbell
This course is intended to cover fully the exact ground included

in Zoology 3 in the University, and students completing it will re-

ceive full credit either toward a university degree or for entrance

to the Medical School. Students will not be admitted to this course

unless they present a minimum of fourteen entrance units which
have been accepted by the entrance committee of the University

or other colleges in which they may wish to use the credit.

Any students who undertake this work must recognize that it will

occupy nearly all of their working time, and that at most they can

undertake but one other course. The necessity is emphasized of

being present on the opening day, provided with dissecting instru-

ments, drawing materials, and the necessary books.

As in the college course, a fee of $2.50 is charged each student

to cover materials actually consumed. Three hours credit.

1. High School Physics for Teachers— (Electricity,

sound and light). Mr. Hendren and Mr. Cantrell

This course is especially designed to meet the needs of the high

school teacher of Physics who wishes to review the fundamental
principles with a view to mastering the best methods of presenting

them clearly. The applicant should have previously taken a good
High School Course. The method which is presented is to group
the discussions and recitation work around a series of well designed

demonstration and laboratory experiments in order to give the stu-

dent a concrete grasp of fundamental phenomena. The division of

time between recitation and individual laboratory work will be that

adopted in the best schools—three single periods of recitation to

two double periods in laboratory work—and an effort will be made
to show how the laboratory work and recitation work should be co-
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ordinated in a good course. It is realized that the average Georgia

high school has very little equipment for properly teaching Physics

and this fact will be kept in mind in the conduct of the course.

The time required for the course will be one period of class work
or two periods of laboratory work each day. In this course half the

subject matter of a standard high school course will be covered, the

other half of the subject matter covering mechanics, molecular

physics and heat may be taken in connection with Physics 3. Credit

toward diploma.

2. Physics Laboratory. Mr. Hendren and Mr. Cantrell

A laboratory course only, offered for teachers who wish to famil-

iarize themselves with the details and methods of treatment of a

standard list of individual laboratory experiments. The list of ex-

periments to be performed by each student will be selected with

reference to his individual needs and may be of either high school or

college grade. Time required—two hours each afternoon, five

afternoons per week. Credit toward Summer School diploma.

3. General Science. Mr. Hendren and Mr. Cantrell

A course designed for high school teachers who wish to prepare to

teach a course in General Science in the first or second year of the

high school course. Only those topics will be taken up which are

simple and will appeal to the average boy or girl's natural interest

in phenomena around them. This course is also offered for the

general Summer School student who wishes to learn something of

the simpler and more interesting facts of nature. Time required

—

six hours per week recitation and discussion. For those who desire

it three periods per week of laboratory work will be offered.

-i. Physics (1 or 2). Mr. Hendren and Mr. Cantrell

An elementary course in college physics equivalent to Physics 1

or 2 as offered in regular session. Eleven hours per week recita-

tion and ten hours per week laboratory for eight weeks. Three

hours credit.

Any of the above courses can be taken for credit on the Summer
School diploma. Witn additional outside reading or laboratory

work they can be counted as Home Study courses.

1. Elementary Chemistry. Mr. White
An introduction to the study of Chemistry, involving thorough

study of typical elements and compounds, with a view to under-

standing the nature of chemical energy, the characteristics of chem-

ical phenomena and the fundamental laws of chemical action. Lec-

tures (illustrated by experiments) and recitations. No textbook

used but suitable reference books will be placed at the disposal of

students. Credit toward Summer School diploma.
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A course of laboratory instruction and experiments to accompany

the above. No text. Syllabus provided.

Home Study: MacPherson and Henderson.

2. Chemistry in the Home. Mr. White
Lecture course on the chemistry of food, including agricultural

chemistry, the chemistry of nutrition, pure foods and adulterations.

Lectures and rcci'ations. No textbook required.

Home Study: Thorpe, Industrial Chemistry; Sherman, Chemistry

of Food and Nutrition. Credit toward. Summer School diploma.

3. Chemistry 2a. Mr. White
College Course in inorganic chemistry 3 hours per day of class

room and laboratory work. This is the first year course of chemistry

required of students in the Medical Courses. Supplementary work
may be required.

Text: Alexander Smith's "General Chemistry." Four hours

credit.

4. Agricultural Chemistry. Mr. Worsham
(See Agriculture).

1. Primary Geography. Miss Zeigler and Miss Johnson

This course is planned to offer the principles and methods neces-

sary for the teacher to know in presenting geography to the first

four grades in our schools. Work in Home Geography will be out-

lined and discussed in this cla.rs, local studies will be inado as far as

time permits, and the field of general geography will be rapidly re-

viewed. Bring the state adopted text, Frye. for general use.

2. Advanced Geography. Miss Zeigler and Miss Johnson

The work in Advanced Geography will cover the Held of the sec-

ond book in the state adopted texts. A study will be made of the

United States, its physiography, industries and political divisions.

Relationship to European countries will be stressed and a general

review of world geography will be given. As much time as prac-

tical will be spent in studying the geography of Georgia. Bring

the state adopted text.

3. Advanced Economic Geography— (See Social Sciences.)

DRAWING AND HANDICRAFTS.

1. Elementary Drawing and Painting. Miss Holliday

The purpose of this course is to present practical methods for

elementary grades, and includes:

Nature Study, Drawing simple objects, Illustration, Perspective,

Color.
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2. Advanced Drawing and Painting. Miss Holliday

This is a study of methods and mediums suitable for upper gram-
mar grades, and high school. It includes:

Advanced color, Still life, Life, Artistic Anatomy, Outdoor Sketch-

ing, Cast drawing. Credit toward Summer School diploma.

3. Decoratdve Design. Miss Holliday

This course will be the study of the principles of design and the

application of them in the school room. Also special attention will

be given to the designing of posters to be used in the school, ad-

vertising war campaigns.

Principles of design, Color schemes, Lettering, Decoration ap-

plied to objects useful in schoolroom, Posters, Street car cards.

4. Primary Drawing. Miss Taylor

A course for the first four grades. Practical lessons and correla-

tion with methods of teaching.

5. Handicrafts for Primary Grades. Miss Taylor
Paper folding, and cutting, construction of furniture for doll's

house, clay modeling, weaving, raffia work, and simple basketry.

Self-expression through hand work is the right of every child.

This course is planned to supply the basis for work of this kind in

the primary grades. Credit toward Summer School diploma.

Reference Books: "A Year-Book for Primary Grades," Graves

and Watkins; "Story Telling with the Scissors," Beckwith; "Pri-

mary Handwork," Ledyard and Breckenfeld; "The Way of the

Clay," Milton Bradley; "Correlated Handwork," Trybom and Kel-

ler; "Cardboard Construction," Hammel.

PENMANSHIP.

Feeling that teachers generally are interested in methods of

teaching practical penmanship and are anxious to master this sub-

ject, classes in the Palmer Method with adaptations to the state

adopted books, will be conducted each day. Considerable time will

be devoted to:

Methods of teaching muscular moveYnent writing as related to

all grades.

The eight essential steps in the Palmer Method.

Writing for primary, intermediate and advanced classes.

Model classes.

Blackboard lessons.

Advanced writing for teachers.

The problem of the rural teacher.

Examination and issuing of the Palmer Method Teachers' Cer-

tificate.
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1. Primary Penmanship. Miss Banks

This course will give teachers practice in the forearm move-
ments with a view of training them to write properly. These

principles will be applied to primary grade work, giving" meth-

ods of teaching writing to small children. The Palmer Method will

be used with adaptations to the state adopted books. Drill in black-

board writing wlil be given.

2. Elementary Penmanship. Miss Banks

Efforts will be made to give teachers skill in writing, using the

general principles of the Palmer Method of freehand movements.
Teachers must first learn to write properly before they can suc-

cessfully teach writing. Methods in grade work will be exemplified

in the class-room work. Additional practice hours in blackboard

and pen writing may be arranged. One credit toward Summer
School diploma.

MUSIC.

1. Primary Music—Primary Division. Mr. Cunningham

The first steps in singing and sight reading for the first four

grades; suggestions on teaching; suggestions for Primary grades;

suggestions for city and rural school teachers.

2. Public School Music—Elementary Division.

Mr. Cunningham

This course is for teachers of the 5th, 6th, and 7th grades. Work
of each year will be outlined, and each fundamental principle as it

occurs will be taken up for detail study. Problems which confront

teachers and supervisors will be thoroughly discussed.

3. Public School Music—Arts and Crafts Division.

Mr. Cunningham

This course is designed primarily for grade teachers and in-

cludes not only methods but a musical training. A teacher who
completes the work satisfactorily will have received thorough train-

ing on sight reading, ear training, and the elements of music, and
will be able to qualify in states where an examination is required.

The work of each year will be outlined and each fundamental
principle as it occurs will be taken up for detailed study. Prob-

lems which confront the teacher and supervisor will be thor-

oughly discussed. The methods employed are those used in the

school room and will demonstrate the material and methods used

in teaching music in the public school from the kindergarten to

the high school.
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4. Chorus. Mr. Cunningham

There will be a chorus of mixed voices, which every one of fair

musical ability is invited to join. It is expected that this organiza-

tion will give a public performance at the close of the summer ses-

sion. (All students who desire credit in music must belong to this

chorus.

MANUAL. TRAINING.

1. Wood Work. Mr. Hart
This will be a course in the use of tools and a graded series in the

making of many things of wood. There will be some training in the

handling of elementary tools, their sharpening and use, with exer-

cises in the use of the square, thumb gauge, saws, chisels, and planes.

Credit toward Summer School diploma.

2. Force Work. Mr. Hart
A course treating the manufacture of iron and steel, tool-making

and tempering, and the making of things of iron.

Correlated with the above work, where needed, instruction will

be given in drawing and in making working models. Credit toward
Summer School diploma.

3. Agricultural Engineering. Mr. Hart
Modification of courses will be shaped to suit the demand in Agri-

cultural Engineering lb of teachers who want help along the lines.

No college credit for these courses as modified.

See also Agricultural Engineering.

LAW
Mr. Nix.

The courses in Law in the summer session are designed to assist

those who do not have the requisite credits in Law to entitle them
to enroll regularly in the senior class of the School of Law, or who
desire to shorten the actual time required to complete the six year

course of study for Bachelor of Arts and Bachelor of Law degrees.

A fee of thirty ($30) dollars is charged of all students who regis-

ter for courses in Law in the summer session.

Not more than three courses can be taken in the Summer School,

and the instructor must be satisfied as to the student's preparation

to undertake these courses. The subjects offered are Agency, Muni-
cipal Corporations, Insurance and Constitutional Law. (Three to

be chosen).

Further information concerning this work can be had from H. A.

Nix, Secretary Law School Faculty, Athens, Ga.

For fuller description of the courses see the college catalogue.
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GRADUATION FROM THE UNIVERSITY
SUMMER SCHOOL FOR TEACHERS

The Demand for the Work: The increasing number of alumni

of the University of Georgia Summer School for Teachers and

the growing demand for Teacher's Diploma with the title, Gradu-

ate of the University Summer School, have emphasized this aspect

of the Summer School work as both important and popular. In

response to this demand and to many inquiries, the following in-

formation is given to facilitate the selection of courses and the

completion of work already begun. And while special emphasis

is placed in this Bulletin upon Home Study, the general require-

ments are explained so that the way to graduation may be made
clear.

What the Diploma Is: The diploma of graduation of the Univer-

sity Summer School is one of the services offered by the University

Summer School for Teachers. The Trustees of the University of

Georgia have granted the Summer School the right to award di-

plomas of graduation and these are formally awarded by the Chan-

cellor of the University at the closing of commencement exercises

of each summer session. At the same time the State Department
of Education has recognized the Teacher's Diploma as a type of

professional training which should grant the holder a professional

license to teach. Thus a graduate of the University Summer School

for Teachers, while becoming an alumnus of the institution, au-

tomatically receives a Teacher's Diploma and a First Grade
license to teach in the schools of Georgia. It should be remembered
however, that this is not the only way to receive such a license;

for it may be received (1) by standing the regular State examina-
tions (These are also held at the end of the University Summer
School at Athens). (2) by graduating from an approved college

with the necessary courses in Education (3) by graduating from
an approved normal school with the necessary courses in Edu-
cation (4) by graduating from the University Summer School for

Teachers. Thus this last course is preferred by many teachers

who want more in their training than the mere routine examina-
tions and it offers the desired training and certificates for those who
may not be graduates of approved colleges or normal schools.

Advantage of Diploma. The advantages offered by a course

of study leading to the Diploma are several:

It offers opportunity to become a graduate of the University of

Georgia Summer School for Teachers by attending a number of

Summer sessions without interrupting the regular year's work of

teaching.

It offers opportunity to obtain a permanent Professional Teach-
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ers Certificate or license to teach in the common and public schools

of Georgia.

It offers opportunity to carry on advanced work in studies not

previously taken in school or college.

It rewards persistency in the performance of consistent, yet

pleasant, study at home in connection with summer enrollment at

the University.

With these values is added the opportunity to come in contact

with large numbers of the best teachers in Georgia; with specialists

not only from Georgia but from all parts of the country; and the

opportunity to combine study and recreation to a profitable degree.

General Requirements for the Diploma. There are certain general

requirements which the candidate must meet in order to quality

for the diploma. These general requirements apply to both types

of diplomas and are as follows:

Graduation from an approved high school or college or the equiv-

alent therefor.

Completion of at least three summer sessions in residence to-

gether with the required work designated.

This work to consist of at least ten courses of study.

Of these ten courses not more than four may be counted for cred-

its in any one session.

Special Requirements for the Diploma. The Teacher's diploma

for Professional License to teach—that is, graduation from the

University Summer School for Teachers—may give either a general

Elementary Certificate or a High School Certificate, in accordance

with the wishes and electives of the student. Both are issued on

approval of the State Department of Education under standard reg-

ulation and inspection, and differ only in subject matter required.

The differences are cited below:

The General Elementary Certificate. The State regulation grant-

ing the elementary certificate is as follows: "A graduate of the

University Summer School of the state shall be eligible for a Pro-

fessional Elementary Certificate, the same to be granted after a

plan similar to that provided for a graduate of an approved normal
school for such a certificate. This will be valid for three years in

elementary schools coming under the direction of said board, and
renewable as provided for Professional Elementary Certificates."

The selection of studies to meet the above requirements will con-

form to the following schedule:
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GROUP I.

Required
Principles of

Teaching (General
Elementary meth-
ods).

Psychology o r

Child Study.
School Manage-

ment.
History of Educa-

GROUP II.

Optional

Any two advanc-
ed Courses not pre-
viously covered in

High School or Col-
lege.

GROUP III.

Optional

Any other four
additional courses
valuable in Elemen-
tary work.

All of Group I, and at least three from
Groups II and III must have home study.

tion.

All optional courses to be approved by the Superintendent.

The High School Certificate. The state regulation granting the

High School Certificate is as follows: "If the course completed by

the graduate of the University Summer School include four sub-

jects of College grade, or acceptable courses not previously included

in the high school course of the graduate, the certificate granted

shall be valid also for three years in High School grades of schools

coming under the direction of said board and renewals for three

year periods." The selection of studies to meet the above require-

ments will conform to the following schedule:

GROUP I.

Required
High School ad-

ministration or Su-
pervision.

Educational Psy-
chology.

School Manage-
ment.

History of Educa-
tion.

GROUP II.

Optional

Any four other
advanced courses
not previously cov-
ered in High School
or College.

GROUP III.

Optional

Any other two
courses selected
from High School
subjects, suitable to
high school teach-
ing.

All of Group I and at least three from
Groups II and III must have bom? study.

All optional courses must be approved by the Superintendent.

HOME STUDY ASSIGNMENTS.

An examination of the Summer School Bulletin shows a large

number of courses, of wide variety, from which to select the optional

studies. In most cases home study is assigned so that the Candida t
1

for the diploma may find little difficulty in choosing the required

subjects at the same time that he or she specializes in the desir ; a

work.
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To Those Interested in Attending the University

Summer School

IT WILL HE WELL:
To consider carefully the possibilities and opportunities which the

teaching profession offers at this time. It is important to stand

together in the determination to do our part and to expect a

commensurate recognition.

To read the Bulletin carefully. It contains the information you

wish, for the most part and will answer most inquiries. If not

do not hesitate to write for further information.

To make special inquiry of the ticket agent for any special railroad

rates that are offered. Do not wait until you are ready to pur-

chase your ticket. Special rates have been authorized for June
29, 30, July 1, 2, 15, 16, 22, 29, August 6.

To reserve your room early so that you may thus facilitate all

arrangements. If for any good reason you cannot come, you
will be released from reservation without fee of any sort. Xo
deposit is required for reservation at Normal School, but to in-

sure reservation at the University the fee of $4.00 should be

sent with application. See pages 18, 19 and 20.

To fill out the blank below if you plan to attend. This will con-

fer a favor upon the Summer School management and aid in

making the stay of all pleasant and profitable.

Then, to plan your trip carefully, bringing all necessary equip-

ment to remain the full time and enjoy the summer to the

utmost.

Superintendent Howard W. Odum,
University Summer School,

Athens, Ga.

Dear Sir:

It is my present intention to attend the 1918 University Summer
School. If for any reason I cannot attend, it is understood that this

notice is not binding:. I am specially interested in the following

courses:

Full Xame.

Address
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CALENDAR 1919-1920

June 30, Monday:

August 2, Saturday

September 13:

September 15:

September 15-18:

September 17:

November 27:

December 23:

January 2:

January 2:

January 19:

February 21:

February 22:

March 20:

March 22:

May 20:

June 7:

June 10:

Juno 10-12:

June 11, Friday:

June 12, Saturday:

June 13, Sunday:

June 14, Monday:

June 15, Tuesday:

Juno 16, Wednesday

Opening of the Summer School.

Close of the Summer School.

Meeting of the Faculty.

First day of Registration.

Examinations for Entrance.

Opening of the First Term.

Thanksgiving Day.

Close of the First Term.

Opening of the Second Term.

Opening of the Short Courses.

Birthday of General R. E. Lee.

Exercises in commemoration of the 119th

Anniversary of the Demosthenian Society

and the 100th Anniversary of the Phi

Kappa Society.

Washington's Birthday.

Close of the Second Term.

Opening of the Third Term.

Last date for submission of Prize Essays.

Meeting of the Board of Visitors.

Annual Session of the Board of Trustees.

Examinations for entrance.

4:00 P. M. f Military exercises and drill.

8:30 P. M., Sophomore declamation contest.

11:00 A. M., Baccalaureate sermon.

10:30 A. M., Exercises of the undergraduates

representing the branches of the Univer-

sity.

8:30 P. M., Champion debate between the Phi

Kappa and Demosthenian Societies.

10:30 A. M., Business meeting of the Alumni
Society.

12 M., Oration before the Alumni Society.

4:30 P. M., Junior orations and delivery of

Sophomore cup.

Commencement Day. Close of the 120th

annual session.



HISTORICAL

The University of Georgia was chartered "by the General Assembly
of the State, January 27, 1785. The charter is entitled "An act for

the more full and complete establishment of a public seat of learn-

ing in this State," and its preamble, to use the language of. a dis-

tinguished president of the institution, "would do honor t^ ?ny
legislature, and willstand a monument to the wisdom and patriotism

of those who framed and of those who adopted it."
r

The independence of Georgia, as a State, had just been acknowl-

edged, and, says the preamble, "It should be among the first objects

of those who wish well to the national prosperity to encourage and
support the principles of religion and morality, and early to place

the youth under the forming hand of society, that, by instruction,

they may be moulded to the love of virtue and good order."

Founded with the purpose thus indicated, the University was
possessed only of "an unproductive and, for the most part, unin-

habited tract of land," and it was not until July 6th. 1801, that

George Walton, Abraham Baldwin, John Milledge, and Hugh Lawson,

acting as a committee of the Senatus Academicus. selected the

historic site on which the parent institution at Athens now stands.

During that year the University was opened.

The general scheme of organization and the course of study, after

the /fashion of the English colleges of that time, provided for the

single collegiate degree of "Bachelor of Arts." Literature, with

the so-called disciplinary studies, constituted the entire curriculum.

For Science, as it is recognized today, no provision was made.

For more than half a century the history of the University was
the history of Georgia. Many of those who afterwards added to. the

distinction of the State in peace and in war received their training

here during this period.

But no college thus designed could keep pace with the growth

and diffusion of knowledge. The expanding intelligence of the nine-

teenth century demanded wider areas of culture and knowledge.

Science added new fields to human thought. With new knowledge

came the impelling force which planted scientific and technical

schools throughout the world. In July, 1862, the Congress of the

United States granted to each of the States a munificent donation

of public lands for the purpose of establishing a college in which

science and its application to agriculture and the mechanic arts

should be taught. The funds arising from the sale of Georgia's quota

of the land scrip were transferred by the State to the Trustees of

the University of Georgia. May, 1872, and the Trustees at once
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established the Georgia State College of Agriculture and the

Mechanic Arts, as a coordinate department of the institution at

Athens. In accordance with the act of Congress, the "leading ob-

ject" in this college is, "without excluding other scientific and

classical studies, and including military tactics, to teach such

branches of learning as are related to agriculture and the mechanic

arts."

After this step had been taken toward broadening the scope of

the University's activity, other developments followed rapidly.

In August, 1867, the Lumpkin Law School, at Athens (incorpora-

ted 1859), was merged into and became the Law Department of the

University. In October, 1872, the North Georgia Agricultural Col-

lege became a department of the University through a contract

made by the local trustees, and in July, 1873, by arrangement with

the local trustees of the Georgia Medical College (founded in 1829),

at Augusta, this institution became the Medical Department of the

University.

By the Constitution of Georgia (adopted 1877), the appropriation

of public funds for education other than "the elementary branches

of an English education" was permitted to the University only. The
following institutions have been established by legislative enact-

ments as departments or "branches" of the University and placed

»nder general control of its Board of Trustees. Each is maintained

in whole or in part by annual appropriations from the State Treas-

ury. The Georgia School of Technology, at Atlanta, established

1885; the Georgia Normal and Industrial College for Girls, at Mil-

ledgeville, established 1889; the Georgia Industrial College for

Colored Youths, near Savannah, established 1890; the State Normal
School, near Athens, established 1895; the South Georgia Normal
College, at Valdosta, established 1906.

The growth of the University at Athens may be seen from the

number of departments which have been established there in recent

years; the School of Pharmacy, established in 1903; the Summer
School, authorized by an act of the General Assembly in 1897, and

put on a permanent foundation by an appropriation of the General

Assembly in 1904; the School of Forestry, established in 1906

through the generous aid of Mr. George Foster Peabody; the School

of Education, established in 1908; the School of Commerce, estab-

lished in 1912.

In the summer of 1906, the Legislature established the Georgia

State College of Agriculture and directed the Governor to appoint

Trustees charged with its management. At the same session of

the Legislature an industrial and agricultural school was established

in each of the eleven congressional districts of the State as a branch

of this college and under the general supervision of its board of
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trustees. These are located at Statesboro, Tifton, Americus, Carroll-

ton, Monroe, Barnesville, Powder Springs, Madison, Clarkesville,

Granite Hill, and Cochran.

By resolution of the Board of Trustees, women will be admitted

to the College of Agriculture and the Mechanic Arts and to the

Peabody School of Education, beginning with the session of 1919-

1920.

SUPPORT
The University is supported partly by taxation of the people of

the State, partly by the income from federal grants, and partly by
income from private gifts.

The federal government has made three grants for the support

of the College of Agriculture and the Mechanic Arts; the original

land grant of 1868; the grant of 18.87 for the support of agricultural

experiment stations in connection with the College of Agriculture,

and the supplementary grant of 1890.

In 1895 the State appropriated $29,000 for the erection and
equipment of Science Hall. Since that time it has appropriated

money for five other buildings, adding greatly to the efficiency of

the institution. For maintenance the State pays the sum of $60,000

annually, and has added an annual appropriation of $7,500 for the

Summer School. In addition, the sum of $60,000 is appropriated

annually for the maintenance of the State College of Agriculture;

with $40,000 for Extension Work, and $2,500 for Farmers' Insti-

tutes; also the sum of $88,109.14 for the year 1918-19, to meet the

Federal appropriation to Georgia under the terms and provisions of

the act of Congress, approved May 8th. 1914.

The most considerable gifts that have come to the University are:

The original donation of 35,000 acres of public lands by the State.

The donation of 660 acres of land to the University by Governor
John Milledge, on which a part of the city of Athens now stands.

The Moore College building, costing $25,000, the gift of the city

of Athens.

The Charles F. McCay fund, available about 1970, estimated to

amount ultimately to several million dollars.

The Charles McDonald Brown fund of $50,000, the gift of Gov-
ernor Joseph E. Brown, for aid of students. This fund now amounts
to $205,824.70.

The William Terrell fund of $20,000 for the support of a chair of

Agricultural Chemistry.

The Library building, costing $50,000, the gift of George Foster

Peabody, of New York.

The Alumni fund, amounting to nearly $60,000.
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A fund of approximately $30,000, contributed by friends of the

University (190 6) for the purchase of land for enlarging the campus,

and an equal amount contributed subsequently.

The Denmark fund of $4,000, given by the late Brantley A.

Denmark in memory of his son, William Starke Denmark.
A gift of $25,000 from the city of Athens (1908) for the develop-

ment of the greater campus.

A gift of $40,000 from the Peabody Fund, for the erection of a

building, to be known as the "George Peabody Hall," for the School

of Education.

A gift of $12,500 from the Phelps-Stokes Fund, for the permanent
endowment of a Fellowship.

A gift of $500 by Dr. M. M. Hull for the establishment of the

A. L. Hull Scholarship.

A gift of $600 by Mr. Preston Arkwright ('90) for the same
purpose and under the same conditions as those of the Charles

McDonald Brown Fund.

A gift of $1,000 by the family of Mr. Bert Michael (1912) for

the establishment of a scholarship in the Junior class.

A gift of $500 by Messrs. Eugene Dodd ('93) and Harry Dodd
('97) for the same purpose and under the same conditions as those

of the Charles McDonald Brown Fund.

A gift of $5,200 by Justice Joseph Henry Lumpkin ('75) for the

establishment of the Joseph Henry Lumpkin Scholarship Ftind, for

the same purpose and under the same conditions as those of the

Charles McDonald Brown Fund.

A gift by the Hon. Charles H. Brand of an annual scholarship of

$150 during his life, with provision for its perpetuity.

A gift by Mr. F. A. Lipscomb of an annual scholarship of $200.

with provision for its perpetuity, in honor of his father, who was
Professor in the University from 1869 until his death in 1873.

GOVERNMENT
By act of the General Assembly, approved August 23, 1889, the

government of the University is vested in a Board of Trustees,

appointed by the Governor for a term of eight years, and confirmed

by the Senate. The Board consists of one member from each Con-

gressional District of the State, four from the State at large, and
two from the city of Athens; and the following are ex-officio mem-
bers: the Governor of Georgia, the Chairman of the Board of Trus-

tees of the North Georgia Agricultural College, the Chairman of the

Board of Trustees of the School of Technology, the President of the

Board of Directors of the Georgia Normal and Industrial College, the

President of the Commissioners of the Industrial College for Colored
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Youths, the Chairman of the Board of Trustees of the College of

Agriculture, the Chairman of the Board of Trustees of the State

Normal School, the President of the Board of Directors of the

Medical College, the President of the Board of Trustees of the South

Georgia Normal College.

The immediate control and management of each of the depart-

ments of the University situated elsewhere than at Athens is en-

trusted (subject to general control by the University Trustees) to

a "Local Board" or "Commission," of which the number of members,
mode of appointment, and terms of office vary.

The University Trustees meet in stated session on the Thursday
preceding the Commencement Sunday, and at other times at their

plea-sure.

The present organization of the Board is as follows:

HIS EXCELLENCY GOV. HUGH M. DORSEY, Atlanta,

Ex-officio.

GEORGE F. GOBER, Marietta,

From the State at Large Term expires Aug. 13, 192 3.

HENRY D. McDANIEL, Monroe,

From the State at Large Term expires Aug. 13, 1925.

WILLIAM E. SIMMONS, Lawrenceville,

From the State at Large Term expires Aug. 13, 1919.

HAMILTON McWHORTER, Athens,

From the State at Large Term expires Aug. 13, 1921.

SAMUEL B. ADAMS, Savannah,

1st Congressional District Term expires Aug. 13, 1921.

BYRON B. BOWER, Bainbridge,

2nd Congressional District Term expires Aug. 13, 1921.

J. E. HAYS, Montezuma,
3rd Congressional District Term expires Aug. 13, 1921.

HENRY R. GOETCHIUS, Columbus,
4th Congressional District Term expires Aug. 13, 1919.

CLARK HOWELL, Atlanta,

5th Congressional District Term expires Aug. 13, 1919.

LOYD CLEVELAND, Griffin,

6th Congressional District Term expires Aug. 13, 1919.

JOSEPH M. BROWN, Marietta,

7th Congressional District Term expires Aug. 13, 1925.

ANDREW J. COBB, Athens,

8th Congressional District Term expires Aug. 13, 1919.
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Term expires Aug. 13, 1923.

Term expires Aug. 13, 1923.

Term expires Aug. 13, 192 3.

Term expires Aug. 13, 1919.

Term expires Aug. 13, 1923.

Term expires Aug. 23, 19 25.

HOWARD THOMPSON, Gainesville,

9th Congressional District

BOWDRE PHINIZY, Augusta,

10th Congressional District

JOHN W. BENNETT, Waycross,

11th Congressional District

DUDLEY M. HUGHES, Danville,

12th Congressional District

HUGH J. ROWE, Athens,

Resident Trustee

HARRY HODGSON, Athens,

Resident Trustee

GEORGE FOSTER PEABODY, New York, Life Trustee,

By special act of the General Assembly.

NATHANIEL E. HARRIS, Macon,

Chairman of the Board of Trustees of the School of Technology,

Ex-officio.

THEODORE E. ATKINSON, Newnan,
President of the Board of Directors of the Georgia Normal and
Industrial College. Ex-officio.

PETER W. MELDRIM, Savannah,

President of the Board of Commissioners of the Industrial

College for Colored Youths. Ex-officio.

W. B. McCANTS, Winder,

President of the Board of Trustees of the North Georgia Agri-

cultural College. Ex-officio.

B. S. MILLER, Columbus,
Chairman of the Board of Trustees of the State Normal School.

Ex-officio.

JAMES J. CONNER, Cartersville,

Chairman of the Board of Trustees of the College of Agricul-

ture. Ex-officio.

ENOCH H. CALLAWAY, Augusta,

President of the Board of Directors of the Medical College.

Ex-officio.

WILLIAM E. THOMAS, Valdosta,

President of the Board of Trustees of the South Georgia Normal
College. Ex-officio.

HENRY D. McDANIEL Chairman
THOMAS W. REED Secretary and Treasurer

PRUDENTIAL COMMITEE

—

Messrs. McWhorter, Hodgson, Rowe, Cobb.
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FINANCE COMMITTEE

—

Messrs. Simmons, Rowe, Bower, Brown, Hayes.

COMMITTEE ON HONORARY DEGREES

—

Messrs. Adams, Conner, and the Chancellor.

COMMITTTEE ON BROWN FUND

—

Messrs. McWhorter, Brown, Bennett, Thompson, Cleveland.

PROPERTY COMMITTEE

—

Messrs. Gober, Hodgson, Cleveland, Phinizy, Atkinson.

INSURANCE COMMITTEE

—

Messrs. Simmons, McWhorter, Cobb.

LIBRARY COMMITTEE

—

Messrs. Cleveland, Miller, Hodgson, McCants, Thomas.
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THE UNIVERSITY AT ATHENS

I. Franklin College. The College of Arts). Chartered 178a,

offering the Degree of Bachelor of Arts, and including:

1. General Courses in the Liberal Arts.

2. Special Courses.

II. The Georgia State College of Agriculture and the Mechanic Arts.

Offering the Degree of Bachelor of Science, and including the

following:

(a) In the College of Science and Engineering:

1. The General Science Course.

2. The Civil Engineering Course.

3. The Electrical Engineering Course.

(b) In the College of Agriculture:

4. The Full Agricultural Course.

5. The Forest Engineering Course.

6. The Veterinary Medicine Course.

7. The Course in Home Economics.

8. The One-Year Agricultural Course.

9. The Winter Course in Agriculture.

10. The Experiment Station (at Experiment).

11. The Farmers' Institutes, and Extension Service.

III. The School of Education.—Offering the Degree of Bachelor of

Education.

IV. The School of Commerce.—Offering the Degree of Bachelor of

Science in Commerce.
V. The Graduate School.—Offering the following Degrees:

1. Master of Arts.

2. Master of Science.

3. Civil Engineer.

VI. The Law Department.—Offering the Degree of Bachelor of

Laws. A three years' course.

VII. The School of Pharmacy.—Offering the Degree of Graduate
in Pharmacy. A two years' course.

VIII. The University Summer School.

Five Weeks' Session, offering a diploma of graduation and
courses in

1. Common School Branches.

2. Pedagogy and Related Subjects.

3. High School Studies.

4. Selected Studies.

5. College Credit Courses.

6. Graduate Courses.
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THE UNIVERSITY FACULTY

DAVID CRENSHAW BARROW, LL.D., Chancellor.

JAMES BEITHOLD BERRY, B.S.F. M.S.,

Professor of Plant Pathology and Forestry.

HOMER VAN VALKENBURGH BLACK, Ph.D.,

Associate Professor of Chemistry.

WILLIS HENRY BOCOCK, A.M., LL.D.,

Dean of the Graduate School, and MilLedge Professor of Ancient

Languages.

WALTER CLINTON BURKHART, D.V.M.,

Junior Professor of Veterinary Medicine.

ROBERT PRESTON BROOKS, Ph.D.,

DeRenne Professor of Georgia History.

DUNCAN BURNET,
Librarian.

WILLIAM MILLS BURSON, D.V.M.,

Professor of Veterinary Medicine.

HORACE W. CALDWELL, B.S.A., D.V.M.,

Junior Professor of Veterinary Medicine.

JAMES WILLIAM CANTRELL, A.B.,

Special Instructor in Physics.

ANDREW JACKSON COBB, A.B., B.L.,

Lecturer on Constitutional Law and Legal Procedure.

WILLIAM OLIN COLLINS, B.S.A.,

Instructor in Agricultural Chemistry.

WALTER GROVER CORNETT, LL.B.,

Adjunct Professor of Law.
GEORGE ARTHUR CRABB, B.S.A.,

Junior Professor of Agronomy, in charge of Soils.

MARY E. CRESWELL,
Director of Home Economics.

WILLIAM ALEXANDER CUNNINGHAM, B.L.,

Instructor in Physical Education. .

URIAH HARROLD DAVENPORT, B.S.,

Associate Professor of Electrical Engineering.

WILLIAM S. DILTS, B.S.,

Instructor in Poultry Husbandry.

HOWARD DOUGLAS DOZIER, A.M,.

Associate Professor of Economics.

AUSTIN SOUTHWICK EDWARDS, Ph.D.,

Associate Professor of Psychology.

In the Government service.
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JOHN RICHARD FAIN, B.S.,

Professor of Agronomy.
WESLEY CRITZ GEORGE, Ph.D..

Adjunct Professor of Zoology.

L. HENRY GORK. Captain Infantry, U. S. A.,

Assistant Professor of Military Science and Tactics.

ERNEST LEE GRIGGS, (Graduate V. M. I.)

Associate Professor of Civil Engineering and Drawing.

LEROY COLLIER HART. B.S.E.E., A.E.,

Professor of Agricultural Engineering.

HARLOW WILLIAMSON HARVEY, B.S.A.,

Junior Professor of Horticulture.

CORNELIUS JACOB HEATWOLE, A.M.,

Professor of Education.

LINVILLE LAURENTINE HENDREN, Ph.D..

Professor of Physics and Astronomy.
WILLIAM DAVIS HOOPER, A.M..

Professor of Latin.

HOWELL ARTHUR INGHRAM, B.S.C..

Instructor in Accounting.

MILTON PRESTON JARNAGIN, B.S.A..

Professor of Animal Husbandry.
JOSEPH LUSTRAT, Bach, es Lett..

Professor of Romance Languages.

THOMAS HUBBARD McHATTON. D.Sc..

Professor of Horticulture.

JOHN HANSON THOMAS McPHERSON. Ph.D..

Professor of History and Political Science.

ROBERT LIGON McWhorter, A.M.,

Adjunct Professor of Latin and Greek.

HENRY TOWNS MADDUX, A.B., B.S.A..

Editor, College of Agriculture.

ROBERT D. MALTBY. B.S.,

State Supervisor of Vocational Agriculture.

JOHN MORRIS, A.M.,

Professor of Germanic Languages.
SYLVANUS MORRIS, B.L.. LL.D.,

Dean of the Law Department, and Professor of Law
ROBERT EMORY PARK. A.M., Litt.D..

Professor of English.

WILLIAM OSCAR PAYNE, A.M..

Associate Professor of History and Political Science.

EARL EWART PEACOCK, M.B.A.,

Instructor in Accounting and Industry.

* In the Government service.
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ERNA E. PROCTOR,
Junior Professor of Foods and Cookery.

ROBERT SPENCER POND, Ph.D.,

Adjunct Professor of Mathematics.

RAFAEL W. RAMIREZ, A.B.,

Adjunct Professor of Romance Languages.

LOY EDMUND RAST, B.S.,

Junior Professor of Agronomy, in charge of Cotton Industry

ROSALIE V. RATHBONE, B.S.,

Junior Professor of Textiles and Clothing.

JOHN MOORE READE, Ph.D.,

Professor of Botany.

THOMAS WALTER REED, A.M.,

Registrar.

SANFORD MYRICK SALYER, A.M.,

Associate Professor of English.

STEADMAN VINCENT SANFORD, A.B., Litt.D.,

Professor of English Language.

JULIUS EUGENE SEVERIN, D.V.M.,

Junior Professor of Veterinary Medicine.

LAFAYETTE MILES SHEFFER, B.S.,

Junior Professor of Agricultural Education.

MAUDE SMITH,
Instructor in Poultry Husbandry.

CHARLES MERCER SNELLING, A.M., Sc.D.,

President of Franklin College. Dean of the University, and

Professor of Mathematics.

ANDREW McNAIRN SOULE, D.Sc, LL.D.,

President of the College of Agriculture and the Mechanic Arts,

and Dean of the College of Agriculture.

ROBERT POWELL STEPHENS, Ph.D.,

Assistant Professor of Mathematics.

JOSEPH SPENCER STEWART, Ped.D.,

Professor of Secondary Education.

CHARLES MORTON STRAHAN, C. and M.E., Sc.D.,

Professor of Civil Engineering.

CHARLES BERT GORTON SWETLAND, Ph.G.,

Instructor in Chemistry.

MILTON BOYCE THWEATT, Captain Infantry, U. S. A..

Professor of Military Science and Tactics.

STEPHEN C. UPSON, LL.B.,

Adjunct Professor of Law.

*ROOSEVELT PRUYN WALKER, M.A.,

Adjunct Professor of English.

* In the Government service.
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EARLE GEORGE WELCH, B.S.A.E.,

Junior Professor of Agricultural Engineering.

JOHN TAYLOR WHEELER, B.S.,

Professor of Agricultural Education.

HENRY CLAY WTHITE, Ph.D., Sc.D., D.C.L., LL.D.,

Professor of Chemistry, and Terrell Professor of Agricultural

Chemistry.

CECIL NORTON WILDER, B.S.A.,

Instructor in Agricultural Chemistry.

GEORGE LIVINGSTON WILLIAMS, A.M.,

Adjunct Professor of Finance.

ROBERT GUMMING WILSON, Ph.G.,

Professor of Pharmacy.
JAMES HERBERT WTOOD, B.S.A.,

Adjunct Professor of Poultry Husbandry.
THOMAS JACKSON WOOFTER, A.M., Ph.D.,

Dean of the School of Education, Professor of Philosophy and

Education.

WILLIAM ARCHER WORSHAM, JR., A.M.,

Professor of Agricultural Chemistry.

WILLIAM THOMAS WRIGHT, M.S.,

Adjunct Professor of Physics.

T. GEORGE YAXIS, B,S., M.S.A.,

Junior Professor of Animal Husbandry.

THOMAS SCOTT HOLLAND, A.B.,

Tutor in Romance Languages.

DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURAL EXTENSION
WILLIAM H. ALLEN, B.S., Field Agent in Poultry Clubs.

fMRS. EDITH M. ANDREWS, District Supervisor of Home Eco-

nomics.

THOMAS L. ASBURY, B.S.A.. District Supervisor of County Agents.

ROBERT E. BLACKBURN, B.S.A.,

Field Agent in Horticulture.

LAURA BLACKSHEAR, Illustrator.

tBESSIE BOGGESS, Assistant State Supervisor of Home Economics.

tMRS. E. G. BOND, District Supervisor of Home Economics.

fESTELLE BOZEMAN, District Supervisor of Home Economics.

tNEWTON C. BRACKETT, B.S.A.. Specialist in Smut Eradication.

WILLIAM BRADFORD, A.B., M.D., Assistant State Supervisor of

Agricultural Clubs.

In the Government service.

t In cooperation with the U. S. Department of Agriculture.
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tEARL S. BRASHIER, D.V.M., Hog Cholera Specialist.

WILLIAM E. BROACH, B.S.A., Field Agent in Agricultural En-
gineering.

'•

fHARRY LOWRANCE BROWN, B.S.A., Scientific Assistant in Ani-

mal Husbandry.

tWALTER S. BROWN, B.S.A., District Supervisor of County Agents.

tCHARLES S. BRYANT, B.S.A., District Supervisor of County
Agents.

fAMES PHILANDER CAMPBELLL, B.S.A., Director of Extension.

LEONIDAS MYERS CARTER, B.S., Junior Professor of Soil Chem-
istry.

tROSS RENFROE CHILDS, B.S.A., M.S. A., Scientific Assistant in

Agronomy.
tWILLIAM J. CLARKE, Extension Sheep Specialist.

tGEORGIA CREWS, District Supervisor of Home Economics.

tGEORGE VIVIAN CUNNINGHAM, Assistant State Supervisor &t

County Agents.

L. VINCENT DAVIS, B.S.A., Field Agent in Agronomy.
tLOIS PAULINE DOWDLE, Assistant State Supervisor of Home

Economics.

tJAMES ELKANAH DOWNING, Assistant State Supervisor of Pig

Clubs.

tHARRISON B. EMERSON, B.S.A., Field Agent in Beef Cattle.

JOHN WILLIAM FIROR, B.S., Junior Professor of Horticulture.

fMILTON CLEVELAND GAY, B.S.A., Field Agent in Marketing.

tJOHN KYRGESS GILES, B.S.A., State Supervisor of Agricultural

Clubs.

tROSS McKINNEY GRIDLEY, B.S.A., Field Agent in Animal Hus-
bandry.

tRAY C. HARRIS, B.S.A., Field Agent in Farm Drainage.

tROBERT P. HOWARD, B.S.A., District Supervisor of County
Agents.

WILLIAM HARVEY HOWELL, B.S.A., Extension Dairy Husband-
man.

fDeF. HUNGERFORD, Scientific Assistant in Farm Management.

fJAMES A. JOHNSON, B.S.A., District Supervisor of County Agents.

tGUY RUDOLPH JONES, B.S.A., Field Agent in Agricultural En-

gineering.

tCHARLES E. KELLOGG, B.S., M.S. A., Assistant Field Agent in

Beef Cattle.

tKATIE D. LANIER, District Supervisor of Home Economics.

DAVID D. LONG, B.S.A., Soil Expert in State Survey.

t In cooperation with the U. S. Department of Agriculture .

MARION WAYNE LOWRY, B.S.A., M.A., Junior Professor of Soil

Chemistry.
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+LEO H. MARLETT, B.S.A., Field Agent in Cheese Factories.

CHARLES A. MARTIN, B.S.A.. Field Agent in Animal Husbandry.

MRS. LEILA R. MIZE, District Supervisor of Home Economics.

tSAMUEL E. McCLENDON, Field Agent in Horticulture.

EVA L. McGEE, Field Agent in Dairying.

fWALKER R. NISBET, B.S., Assistant Field Agent in Beef Cattle.

tJAMES G. OLIVER, Assistant State Supervisor of County Agents.

tJAMES VERNON PHILLIPS, B.S., Senior Drainage Engineer.

fCHARLES A. PYLE, D.V.M., Field Veterinarian.

tELMO RAGSDALE, B.S.A., District Supervisor of County Agents.

tGERALD ROSCOE SKINNER, B.S.A., Scientific Assistant in Dairy

Husbandry.

WILLIAM ALEXANDER SMITH. Field Agent in Bee Husbandry.

tSILAS HENRY STARR, B.S.A., Junior Professor of Farm Manage-
ment.

tE. R. STRAHAN, B.S.A., District Supervisor of County Agents.

PAUL TABOR, B.S.A., Field Agent in Agronomy.
tCARL WALLACE, Extension Service Husbandman.
FRANK WARD, B.S.A., Field Agent in Cotton Industry.

*EDISON COLLINS WESTBROOK, B.S.A., Field Agent in Agron-
omy.

tROBERT FRED WHELCHEL, B.S.A., Supervisor of Extension

Schools.

tMRS. HOYLE S. WILSON, District Supervisor of Home Economics.
tMRS. BESSIE STANLEY WOODS, Assistant State Supervisor of

Home Economics.

tLOUIS A. ZIMM, B.S.. M.F., Extension Forester.

Student Assistants

JOHN WILLIAM ABNEY, Commerce.
THOMAS MEINTZER NEIBLING. Civil Engineering.

SHAN CHUAN WANG, Botany.

Library Start"

ANNIE CARLTON, Reference Librarian.

ETHEL K. MILLER, Cataloguer.—
, Assistant.

WALLACE P. ZACHRY, Student Assistant.

ROBERT D. O'CALLAGHAN, Student Assistant.

J. GASTON GAY, Student Assistant.

CHARLES SANFORD, Student Assistant.

* In the Government service.

+ In cooperation with the U. S. Department of Agriculture.
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Other Officers

SARA COBB BAXTER, Secretary to the Chancellor.

JULIUS TOWNSEND DUDLEY, Secretary to the President of Frank-

lin College.

ETHEL REESE, Secretary to the President of the College of Agri-

culture and the Mechanic Arts.

NELLE M. REESE, Librarian, College of Agriculture.

PHARES OBADIAH VANATTER, Superintendent of Field Experi-

ments.

AMBROSE PENN WINSTON, Foreman of the College Farm.
CHARLES B. SWEET, Superintendent of College Greenhouse and

Grounds.

S. R. KIRK, Foreman of Forge Shop.
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FACULTY COMMITTEES, 1919-1920

Absences: Park, Salyer, McWhorter, Dozier, Thweatt.

Alumni Bulletin: Strahan, S. Morris, McWhorter.
Alumni Catalogue: Reed, Stewart, Payne, Worsham.
Alumni Position: Woofter, Park, Stewart, Jarnagin.

Athletics: J. Morris, Jarnagin, Hendren, Worsham.
Bulletin: Brooks, Sanford, Maddux, Worsham.
Chapter Houses and Dormitories : Park, Strahan, Lustrat, Snelling.

Courses as Given: Snelling, Soule, Hendren.

Curriculum: McPherson, Hooper, Bocock, White, Snelling, Woof-
ter, Soule, J. Morris, Fain, Hendren, Creswell.

Delinquent Students: Snelling, Soule, Bocock, Park, Strahan, J.

Morris, Fain, Payne.

Entrance Examinations and Accredited Schools: Hooper, Stewart,

Fain, Stephens.

Extension: Soule, Stewart, J. Phil Campbell, Hendren.
Forms and Ceremonies: S. Morris, McHatton, Sanford.

Graduate Courses: Bocock, Fain, Park, Lustrat, Snelling, Soule,

McPherson.
Grounds and Buildings: Griggs, McHatton.
Gymnasium: Sanford, Snelling, Worsham, Payne, Jarnagin.

Items: Stewart, Reed, Maddux, Sanford, Brooks.

Library: Burnet, Reade, Brooks, Reed.

Medical Department: White, Jarnagin, Wilson, Lustrat, Hendren,

Reade.

Night Meetings: Stewart, Brooks, Sanford.

Promotion and Publicity: Stewart, Davenport, Maddux, Reed.

Publications: Park, Sanford, Maddux, Brooks.

Register and Announcement: Hooper, Stewart, Wilson, Stephens,

Maddux.
Rhodes Scholarship: Bocock, Brooks.

Schedule: Lustrat, Stephens, Fain, Sanford.

Self Help: Fain, Stephens, Snelling, Park, Sanford.

Social Life of Students: Park, W'orsham, Sanford, Snelling.

Summer Term: Pond, Woofter, Hendren. Pain.

Registrar: Reed.
Secretary: Hooper.

Faculty Chairman of Athletics: Sanford.
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BUILDINGS AND GROUNDS

The University Campus comprises an area of 132 acres located

in the heart of the city of Athens. In addition to this and contiguous

to it lies the University Farm, extending from Lumpkin Street to

the Oconee River, comprising 830 acres.

The buildings on the University Campus are:

1. Old College (1801, remodeled 1908). Dormitory, accommo-
dating fifty students.

2. Road Laboratory (formerly Philosophical Hall, 1807). Road
Extension Laboratory.

3. New College (1823. rebuilt in 1832, after destruction by fire).

Dormitory, accommodating seventy students. The first floor is occu-

pied by the Armory and the offices of the Commandant of Cadets

4. Demosthenian Hall (1824). The Demosthenian Literary So-

ciety.

5. The Chapel (1831). Used for morning prayers and also as an

assembly hall.

6. Phi Kappa Hall (1834). The Phi Kappa Literary Society.

7. Moore College (1874). The Schools of Physics, Civil Engin-

eering, and Electrical Engineering.

8. Denmark Hall (1901). Cooperative Dining Hall, accommodat-
ing two hundred students.

9. Candler Hall (1901). Dormitory, accommodating eighty-four

students.

10. Academic Building. Remodeled (1904) by combining the

old Library (1859) with the Ivy Building (1831). Administrative

offices, and the Schools of Mathematics, Greek, Latin, History, Eng-

lish, English Language. Germanic Languages, Romance Languages,

and Law.

12. Ten-ell Hall (1904). Built to replace "Science Hall," totally

destroyed by fire in 1903. Named in honor of Dr. William Ter-

rell, of Hancock County, Georgia, who, in 1854, endowed the pro-

fessorship of Agricultural Chemistry in the University. The Schools

of Chemistry and Pharmacy.
13. LeConte Hall (1905). Named in honor of Dr. John LeConte,

Professor of Physics, 1846-1855, and Dr. Joseph LeConte, Professor

of Geology, 1852-1856. The Schools of Biology and Botany.

14. Crawford W. Long Infirmary (1907, enlarged 1914 and

1916). Named in honor of Dr. Crawford W. Long, of the class of

1835, the discoverer of anesthesia.

15. The New Agricultural Hall (1907). The State College of

Agriculture.

16. Farm Mechanics Laboratory (1912).
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17. George Peabody Hall (.1913). The School of Education.

1 8 . Veterinary Hospital (1915).

19. The Octagon (1916). General assembly hall.

20. The Lumpkin Law School Building (acquired 1919).

EQUIPMENT
The Chemical Laboratories are in Terrell Hall. There are five main labora-

tories with an aggregate of 278 individual desks and lockers, assigned to

General, Organic and Physical Chemistry and Qualitative and Quanti-

tative Analysis; three smaller laboratories for advanced work; an assay

room; balance rooms; stock rooms; a departmental library and reading

room, furnished with current chemical journals: four lecture rooms, (seat-

ing capacities of 150, 80, 80 and 32) and offices of the instructors. The build-

ing is steam-heated and the laboratories are well lighted and ventilated and
equipped with water, gas, electricity and fume closets. A sufficient and appro-

priate stock of apparatus and chemicals for student and demonstration uses

is annually replenished.

The Physical Laboratories are located in Moore College. The laboratories for

beginners are on the first floor, and consist of two rooms, 35x35 feet each, with

desks and tables for thirty students. The equipment of these laboratories has

been greatly increased by the recent purchase of modern apparatus for experi-

mental work in Mechanics. Sound. Heat, and Light. The laboratory for electri-

cal measurements is on the first floor, and is 20x45 feet. It is supplied with

alternating and three-phase. 60-cycle. 120-volt currents from the city mains,

and with alternating and direct currents from dynamos and storage batteries.

The equipment of this laboratory is modern. Two rooms, 35x35 and 20x35,

respectively, are well filled with illustrative and experimental apparatus. Two
large lecture rooms, with seating capacities for forty and eighty students, re-

spectively, are situated on the second floor. All laboratories and lecture rooms
are supplied with gas, water, and direct, alternating, and polyphase electric

currents.

For description of the shops and the Dynamo Laboratory, see Electrical

Engineering Laboratories, below.

The Civil Engineering Laboratory, in Moore College, includes a drawing
room (50x35) accommodating sixty students, instrument room, and model room.
Tbe stock of models, charts, diagrams, and other illustrative materials is large

and complete: the engineering instruments are of the most approved makes,
and include all those necessary for ordinary engineering operations; a large

Riehle testing machine is in place for testing the strength of materials.

Tbe Biological (Zoological) Laboratories occupy the basement and first floor

of LeConte Hall together with a Museum oil the second floor. The lecture room
is large and conveniently arranged, and is equipped with stereopticon and large

collection of slides illustrating most of the lines of work undertaken. There
arc special laboratories for General Zoology, Anatomy. Histology. Physiology,
and in addition a dark-room and a photographic room equipped with modern
apparatus for micro-photography. All of these laboratories are supplied with
the most essential appliances for the work done therein, and the equipment is

being increased as rapidly as funds will permit. The museum, while not larg<

has been selected with reference to the courses to be illustrated, and is of great
service in connection with all of these courses.

The Botanical Laboratories are on the second floor of LeConte Ball. Here
are provided a general laboratory, well lighted, commodious, and furnished for

the work of beginners; a laboratory for Plant Pathology and Bacteriol
equipped with culture room, sterilizers, incubator, microtomes, and other spe-
cial apparatus: a laboratory for Plant Physiology and Photography, which is
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a glass house on the roof provided with special physiological apparatus an«l

equipped for photo-micrography: an Herbarium; a lecture room, and a small

store-room.

The Psychological Laboratory occupies eight rooms on the first floor of

George Peabody Hall and is equipped with the latest psychological instruments

for qualitative and quantitative studies of such mental phenomena as the

senses, the feelings, attention, memory, etc. Every room can be brought into

connection with every other room by a system of electric wiring. All room*
are supplied with alternating electric current and gas. and most of them witk

city water and sinks. One room can be used for a photographic dark-room,

while two others are devoted especially to research work.

The Electrical Engineering Laboratories. The Dynamo Laboratory of the

Electrical Engineering Department is in the basement of the Moore College

and is equipped with a 10 H. 1\ steam engine and boiler; an 8 H. I'. gas

engine; a 10 H. P. 220-volt. three-phase electric motor; a 7% K. W.. double

current generator; a 5 K. W., direct current generator, all belted to a commoB
shaft; two Thompson-Houston arc light generators; one Brust arc light gen-

erator; one Foos "Electric Special" gasoline engine of 4 H. P. output, operating

a o K. W. direct current generator: one 2 H. P. 110- volt, three-phase induction

motor; one 1 H. P. 110 volt, three-phase induction motor; one 1 H. I*. gas

engine; two small experimental dynamos: one small self-exciting alternator;

one 15 H. P. series, constant potentials, railway motor; 12 chloride accumula-
tors; a plug switchboard to which all laboratory and lecture desk leads are

connected ; two lamp banks of fifty lamps each : one water cooled Prony Brake
of 10 H. 1'. capacity ; stationary and portable ammeters, voltmeters, and watt-

meters of various types; one tachometer and several speed counters; two D. C.

arc lamps; one A. C. flaming arc lamp; water rheostats, resistance frames, etc.

Three-phase 110- and 220-volt circuits from the city mains are available at

all times.

The workshop on the second floor contains wood and metal working lathes,

rip and cut-saw. milling machine, grindstone, emery wheel, etc., in addition to

a full equipment of bench and shop tools for ten men. This machinery is

driven by a three-phase induction motor from the city mains.
The water power plants of the Athens Railway and Electric Co.. at Mitchell's

Bridge and Barnett Shoals, their steam turbine plant and substation in the
city, their car barn and shop, and the general system of distribution and
utilization are, through the courtesy of the Superintendent, available for study
and inspection.

The Agricultural Laboratories are fully described under the statement of

the College of Agriculture.

The Pharmaceutical Laboratories are in Terrell Hall, and are supplied with
all necessary equipment for giving thorough instruction in Pharmacy.
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THE UNIVERSITY LIBRARY

The University Library is housed in a handsome building, the gilt

of Mr. George Foster Peabody. The total number of volumes is

somewhat over forty thousand, many of the older works being of

considerable historical and antiquarian interest. Especially may be

mentioned volumes of early American travel, files of early Georgia

newspapers and of early English and American periodicals.

The library has had a varied career of over a century. It was-

founded by a resolution of the 27th of November, 1800, ordering the

purchase of certain books "for the use of the students when not

engaged in their academical studies;" was the cause of an attempted

state lottery in 180 6; had quarters in "Philosophical Hall"—now
the Road Laboratory—during 1821-23; was largely destroyed in the

New College fire of 1830; occupied the "Ivy Building" for the next

thirty years, the "Old Library" for the following forty-five, until in

19 05 the present building was completed.

As far as funds will allow, the University library attempts to meet
not only the needs of faculty and students in the various fields of

instruction and special study, but to build up its collection on the

broadest cultural basis. About 1,000 volumes are added each year,

and the library subscribes for a representative list of nearly 200

periodicals and papers. A number of others are received as gifts.

The library is a depository for the publications of the United States

Government and receives by gift the publications of numerous state

bureaus, learned societies, etc. Its collection of pamphlets numbers
over fifteen thousand.

The Dewey Decimal Classification is followed, modified and ampli-

fied in an attempt to meet modern university needs. The dictionary

and classified subject catalogues now contain cards for all works
added in the last ten years, and for practically all modern works
shelved in the general library. Over fifteen thousand pamphlets are

classified and available, having either cards, or subject references

in the dictionary catalogue. Each year bibliographies containing

some thousands of references to books, periodicals, and pamphlets,

are prepared on intercollegiate, inter-society and class debates, prize

and other essays on themes, subjects of current interest, etc.

Hours of Opening

Week days, 9:00 A.M.-1:50 P.M.; 3:10-6:30; 7:30-10:30 P.M.

Sundays, 3:00-6:00 P.M.
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ADMISSION

Entrance to the University may be secured by two methods: (a)

by examination, (b) by certificate.

Entrance by Examination

1. Examinations are held at the University in June and September

of each year. These are in writing, and two hours are allowed to

ea-ch unit upon which examination is offered. Examinations will be

offered in each of the entrance subjects as requested, according to

a schedule, on June 10, 11, 12, and on September 15, 16, 17, 18.

All students planning to enter by examination must arrange to be

present upon these dates, since other dates can be arranged only

by special action of the faculty.

Entrance by Certificate

2. Each applicant for entrance by certificate must remember that

there are two things required of him. He must have had the work
required by the University for entrance. He must present a satis-

factory certificate to that effect. The certificate to be satisfactory

must have the following qualities:

a. It must be official. It must be made out and signed by the

superintendent or principal of the school.

b. It must be explicit. The University has adopted the uniform

certificate of the Commission on Accredited Schools of the Associa-

tion of Colleges and Secondary Schools of the Southern States,

which is also uniform with that of the North Central Association.

Diplomas need not be presented.

3. It must be complete. Many errors occur in the copying of

school records. Sometimes it happens that the omissions are serious

enough to prevent a student's entrance. The applicant must remem-
ber that the University will not credit him with anything not certi-

fied on his certificate and he must see that the certificate is correct

before it is sent for credit. Blank certificates are sent to all the

Georgia Accredited High Schools in time to have the certificates

filled out before the close of school. This is the time for the grad-

uate to see that his certificate is on file in the school office.

d. Certificates will not be accepted which cover less than one

year's attendance in the school issuing the certificate. Before cer-

tifying to the work done in his school, the principal should satisfy

himself of the previous high school training of the pupil, if a part

was done in another school. Subjects in which an examination has

been passed for admission to the school, or for which regular cer-

tificates from recognized schools were received, may be included in
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the certificate, provided the official records from such school or of

the examinations are given. Work done in the grammar grades or

high school reviews of such work cannot count as units of high

school training.

By the end of March of each year notice will be sent to the prin-

cipal showing the college standing of all students who are admit-

ted by certificate to the colleges which have adopted the University

system.

e. The certificate should be mailed directly to the University of

Georgia, care of the Entrance Committee, by the school official

authorized to sign it.

f. It must come from an approved source as indicated below.

Classes of certificates accepted for entrance to
a degree course

3. The following certificates will be accepted at their face value to

be estimated in standard unit terms, toward entrance to degree

courses, and no others will be honored except as provided in later

paragraphs:

a. High School Certificates. In Georgia, a certificate which shows
that the candidate is a graduate of a secondary school which has

been fully accredited by the University upon the recommendation of

the Professor of Secondary Education. Graduates of partially ac-

credited (three-year) schools cannot receive more than twelve units

credit on certificate. In New York, a Regent's certificate. In

other states, a certificate from a school that has been accredited

by the Southern Commission or the North Central Association

or from a school which has been accredited by the state university

of the particular state. An applicant presenting a certificate from
a school outside the state and no ton the Southern or North Central

lists must supply the Entrance Committee with official evidence that

the school is entitled to the certificate privilege at the state univer-

sity of the state in which the school is located.

b. Certificates from preparatory schools recognized as above and
from normal schools of approved standing.

c. Certificates from College Entrance Examining Boards, such ae

that of the Middle States and Maryland.

Exceptions in Special Cases

4. In the School of Pharmacy, from any high school, showing two
years of work the certificate will be accepted at its face value to-

wards admission to this School only.

In the case of a student who has completed at some other college

a full year of collegiate work, the Entrance Committee will honor
a high school certificate through that college, even though it is not
from an accredited school, if it meets the University standards.
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CONDITIONS

5. Entrance conditions in Greek, French, Spanish, and German
may be made up in the University in classes provided for that pur-

pose, provided the applicant submits fourteen units for entrance. No
other conditions are provided for. The University maintains h©
preparatory department. Applicants should not come to the Uni-

versity in September expecting to prepare for entrance.

UNITS

6. The requirements for admission are stated in terms of units.

A unit represents a year's study in any subject in a secondary

school, constituting approximately a quarter of a full year's work.

This statement is designed to afford a standard of measurement for

work done in secondary schools. It takes the four-year high school

course as a basis and assumes that the length of the school year

will be approximately thirty-six weeks, that a period is at least forty

minutes, and that the study is pursued for four or five periods a

week; but, under ordinary circumstances, a satisfactory year's work
in any subject cannot be accomplished in less than one hundred
and twenty sixty-minute hours, or their equivalent. Schools organ-

ized on a different basis can, nevertheless, estimate their work in

terms of this unit. Less than forty minutes for recitations will re-

duce the unit value. The subject may cover more than one year

according to the pleasure of the teacher in arranging courses. The
time element counts on the certificate as well as the quantity of

work. As a general rule, four units a year is as much as the aver-

age pupil can prepare adequately. Two hours in manual training

or other laboratory or industrial work are equivalent to one hour

in the class room.

Units Recognized by the University

7. Each subject named below is valued at a specific number of

units if the proper time has been devoted to its preparation, but

its value cannot rise above that number of units although additional

time may have been given to it.

English 1, 2, 3, or 4 units
American History or American History and Civil Government 1 unit
Ancient History (Greek and Roman) and Medieval History

to 814 A. D 1 unit
Medieval and Modern History from 814 A.D. to the present 1 unit

(For the present, General History may be counted as
a unit, but not in addition to Ancient or Medieval and
Modern History).

English History 1 unit
Algebra (to quadratics) 1 unit
Algebra (quadratics and beyond) *£ or 1 unit
Geometry (Plane) 1 unit
Geometry (Solid) *£ unit
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Trigonometry V2 unit

Latin 1, 2, 3, or 4 units

Greek 1, 2 or 3 units

German 1 or 2 units

French 1 or 2 units
Spanish 1 or 2 units

(Not less than one unit of any foreign language will be accepted).
General Science 1 unit
Physics x

/z or 1 unit
Chemistry 1 unit
Physical Geography % or 1 unit
Zoology i£ or 1 unit
Botany % or 1 unit
Physical Geography y2 or 1 unit

7 "\
1(

zv I ^or *-ke present any two of these may be

Botariv S
counted together as 1 unit

Biology 1 unit
Agriculture 1 to 3 units
Free-hand Drawing ^ The Entrance Committee may, after
Manual Training investigating each claim, grant a
Commercial Subjects ) total credit not exceeding 3 units
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ENTRANCE AVITH ADVANCED STANDING
8. Students entering from another college or university must pre-

sent (1) a letter of honorable dismissal; (2) an official and full

statement of the ccollege work already accomplished, accompanying
the same with a marked catalogue of the institution in which it was
done; (3) an official certificate satisfying the entrance requirements

of the college or department of the University which the student

may wish to enter. The Entrance Committee can not take the fact

that a student was admitted to some other college as sufficient

ground for admitting him to courses here. In asking for his college

record, therefore, he should also ask for a copy of his entrance units.

9. In case credit is desired in drawing, etc., plates and drawings

must be submitted before the amount of credit can be determined.

10. Such advanced students must enter the University not later

than the beginning of the Senior year. In determining their posi-

tion in the University, however, the value of the work done at such

college as well as the work offered for entrance at that college, will

be measured by University standards.

11. Work from academies or other secondary schools will not be

acceepted beyond the beginning of the Freshman class without exam-
ination. Drawings, laboratory note-books, etc., where a necessary

part of the school work for advanced credit, must also be submitted.

When the school is officially accredited for one or two years of Junior

college work certificates will be accepted.

12. Work offered in fulfillment of the entrance requirements may
not be counted for advanced standing. A student admitted to ad-

vanced standing with a low record at previous institutions or who
fails to maintain his advanced work may be required to repeat a

course in the discretion of the professor.

SPECIAL STUDENTS

13. Sometimes a person of mature years, not a candidate for a de-

gree, but with a definite aim or for purposes of general culture, de-

sires to take a course in the University without meeting the full en-

trance requirements. Such special students may be admitted under
the following conditions: (a) they must be not less than twenty years

of age; (b) they must give evidence of adequate preparation for

the courses sought, to the individual professors in charge; (c) their

names are printed separately in the catalogue. Students not less

than eighteen years of age may be accepted as special students in

the School of Forestry, upon the recommendation of the professor

in charge.

14. An application for admission as a special student should be ad-

dressed to the Entrance Committee. It should state (1) the appli-

cant's age, (2) his preparation. (3) a brief outline of the course or
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courses he wishes to pursue, (4) and the consent of the departments
in which he wishes to register.

15. Should a student admitted as a special student become a can-

didate for a degree, he will be required to satisfy the full fourteen

units of entrance requirement.

SHORT COURSES
16. Students taking the short courses in Agriculture, Horticul-

ture, and Dairying are exempt from the entrance requirements.

These courses include the one-year Agricultural course, the short

Cotton School course, and similar courses, that may be offered from
time to time.

ADMISSION TO THE GRADUATE SCHOOL
17. Admission to the Graduate School is granted to graduates of

colleges of good standing. Other persons of suitable age and attain-

ments may also be admitted by special permission of the Committee
on Graduate Courses. Admission to the Graduate School does not

imply admission to candidacy for a degree. Application for admis-

sion should be made by correspondence or at the office of the Dean.

A student who is any wise doubtful as to his eligibility for admis-

sion to the Graduate School, previous to his coming to Athens, should

correspond with the Dean of the Graduate School. Full details

should be forwarded of the candidate's previous course of study, in-

cluding a catalogue of the institution in which the under-graduate

work was done.

METHODS OF ENTRANCE
18. Note. All applicants must have been successfully vaccinated

or must be vaccinated before they register.

19. Entrance Following Examination. Those who plan to enter

by examination will receive entrance cards from the Entrance Com-
mittee in the Faculty Room, Academic Building, as soon they have

made the necessary units.

20. Entrance in Advance. Applicants planning to enter by cer-

tificate will be saved much trouble and annoyance and possibly delay

by having their certificates mailed by the principal of the school in

advance to the Entrance Committee as soon as they have decided

to make application. All preliminary adjustments can be made by

correspondence, at the close of which the successful applicant will

need merely to present his entrance card to the Dean of the College

or department in which he wishes to enroll.

21. Entrance on Registration Days. All new students, whether

they have filed certificates or wish to take the examinations, will

report to the Entrance Committee in the Faculty Room, Academic

Building. As soon as the entrance requirements are met, entrance
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eards will be issued, which the applicant will present to the proper

Dean for registration. Applicants are not admitted on "probation"

or "trial," or on "the promise of certificates later," or on "diplomas"

or general "letters of commendation." They must stand the exam-
inations or submit the official certificates. Applicants from a dis-

tance should, before coming to the University, await assurance that

their credentials will be accepted and are sufficient for admission.

DEFINITIONS OF ENTRANCE UNITS

2 2. The following information is published for the benefit of

school officers, high school teachers and others who desire informa-

tion regarding the character and extent of work which should con-

stitute the units that are accepted for admission to the University of

Georgia. The definitions of units are those that have been recom-

mended by he Commission on Accredited Schools of the Southern

States and the North Central Association of Colleges and Secondary

Schools, and approved by the University, which is a member of the

Southern Association. These definitions are published for the pur-

pose of being helpful and suggestive rather than with the object

of restricting the work of secondary teachers in any undesirable

manner.

ENGLISH
(3 units, but may be rated at 4 units where exceptionally good

work is done under best conditions).

23. Preparation in English has two main objects: (1) command
of correct and clear English, spoken and written; (2) ability to read

with accuracy, intelligence, and application.

The first object requires instruction in grammar and composition.

English grammar should be reviewed in the secondary school; and
correct spelling and grammatical accuracy should be rigorously ex-

acted in connection with all written work during the four years.

The principles of English composition governing punctuation, the

use of words, paragraphs, and the different kinds of whole composi-
tion, including letter-writing, should be thoroughly mastered; and
practice in composition, oral as well as written, should extend
throughout the secondary school period. Written exercises may well

comprise narrative, description, and easy exposition and argument
based upon simple outlines. It is advisable that subjects for this

work be taken from the student's personal experience, general knowl-
edge, and studies other than English, as well as from his reading
in literature. Finally, special instruction in language and composi-
tion should be accompanied by concerted effort of teachers in all

branches to cultivate in the student the habit of using good English
in his recitations and various exercises, whether oral or written.
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For Study, 1915-1919

24. One book is to be selected from each of the four groups:

I. Drama. Shakespeare's Julius Caesar, Macbeth, Hamlet.

II. Poetry. Milton's L'Allegro, II Penseroso, and either Comus,
or Lycidas; Tennyson's The Coming of Arthur, The Passing of Ar-

thur, and The Holy Grail. Selections from Wordsworth, Keats, and

Shelley.

III. Oratory. Burke's Speech on Conciliation with America; Ma-
caulay's Speeches on Copyright; and Lincoln's Cooper Union Speech;

Washington's Farewell Address; Webster's Bunker Hill Oration.

IV. Essays. Carlyle's Essay on Burns; Selection of Burns'

Poems; Macaulay's Life of Johnson; Emerson's Essay on Manners.

For Reading, 1918-1919

2 5. At least two books are to be selected from each of the five

groups, except as otherwise provided under Group I.

I. Classics in Translation. The Old Testament, comprising at

least the chief narrative episodes in Genesis, Exodus, Joshua, Judges,

Samuel, Kings, and Daniel, together with the books of Ruth and
Esther. The Odyssey, with the omission, if desired, of Books I, II,

III, IV, V, XV, XVI, XVII, Bryant's Translation, The Iliad, with the

omission, if desired, of Books XI, XII, XIV, XV, XVII, XXI; Bry-

ant's Translation, complete. The Aeneid. For any selection from
this group a selection from any other group may be substituted.

II. Shakespeare. Midsummer Night's Dream; Merchant of Venice;

As You Like It; Twelfth Night; The Tempest; Romeo and Juliet;

King John; Richard II; Richard III; Henry V; Coriolanus; Julius

Caesar, Macbeth, Hamlet, if not chosen for study.

III. Prose Fiction. Malory's Morte d'Arthur; Bunyan's Pilgrim's

Progress, Part I; Swift's Gulliver's Travels (voyages to Lilliput and
to Brodbingnag) ; Defoe's Robinson Crusoe, Part I; Goldsmith's

Vicar of Wakefield; Scott: any one novel (e. g. Ivanhoe, Quentin

Durward). Scott's Waverly Novels; Jane Ausin: any one novel;

Maria Edgeworth's Castle Rackrent, The Absentee; Frances Bur-

ney's (Madame d'Arblay) Elvina; Dickens: any one novel (e. g.

A Tale of Two Cities). Thackeray: any one novel (e. g. Henry Es-

mond). George Eliot: any one novel (e. g. Silas Marner) ; Mrs.

Gaskell's Cranford; Kingsley's Westward Ho! or Hereward the

Wake; Reade's The Cloister and the Hearth; Blackmore's Lorna

Doone; Hughes's Tom Brown's School Days; Stevenson: any one of

the novels; Cooper: any one novel (e. g. The Spy; The Last of the

Mohicans). Poe's Selected Tales; Hawthorne: any of the novels

(e. g. The House of the Seven Gables; The Marble Faun).

VI. Essays, Biographies, Etc. Addison and Steele's The Sir Roger

de Coverly Papers, or Selections from Tatler and Spectator; Bos-

well's Selections from the Life of Johnson; Franklin's Autobiogra-
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phy; Irving's Selections from the Sketch Book, or the Life of Gold-

smith; Southey's Life of Nelson; Lamb's Selection from the Essays

of Elia; Lockhart's Selections from the Life of Scott. Thackeray's

Lectures on Swift, Addison, and Steele (in English Humorists).

Macaulay: one of the following essays: Lord Clive; Warren Hast-

ings; Milton; Addison; Goldsmith; Frederic the Great; Madame
d'Arblay; Trevelyan's Selections from Life of Macaulay; Ruskin's

Sesame and Lilies, or Selections; Dana's Two Years Before the Mast;

Lincoln: Selections, including at least the two Inaugurals, the

Speeches in Independence Hall and at Gettysburg, the Last Public

Address, and Letter to Horace Greeley; together with a brief memoir
or estimate of Lincoln; Parkman's The Oregon Trail; Thoreau's

Walden; Lowell's Selected Essays; Holmes's The Autocrat of the

Breakfast Table; Stevenson's Inland Voyage and Travels with a

Donkey; Huxley's Autobiography and Selections from Lay Sermons,

including the addresses on Improving Natural Knowledge, A Liberal

Education, and A Piece of Chalk; Essays by Bacon, Lamb, De
Quincey, Emerson, Hazlitt; A collection of letters by various stand-

ard writers.

V. Poetry. Selected poems by Dryden, Gray. Cowper, Burns,

Collins. Selected Poems by Wordsworth, Keats, Shelley, if not

chosen for study. Goldsmith's The Traveller, and The Deserted Vil-

lage; Pope's The Rape of the Lock; A Collection of English and
Scottish Ballads, as, for example, Robin Hood Ballads, The Battle

of Otterburne, King Estmere, Young Beichan, Bewick and Grahame.
Sir Patrick Spens, and a selection from later ballads; Coleridge's

The Ancient Mariner, Christabel and Kubla Khan; Byron's Childe

Harold, Canto III; or Childe Harold, Canto IV, and the Prisoner of

Chillon; Scott's The Lady of the Lake, or Marmion; Macaulay's The
Lays of Ancient Rome; The Battle of Naseby; The Armada; Ivry;

Tennyson's The Princess; or Gareth and Lynette. Lancelot and
Elaine, The Passing of Arthur; Browning's Cavalier Tunes, The Lost

Leader, How They Brought the Good News from Ghent to Aix, Home
Thoughts from Abroad, Home Thoughts from the Sea, Incident of

the French Camp, Herve Riel, Pheidippides, My Last Duchess, Up at

a Villa—Down in the City. The Italian in England, The Patriot. "De
Gustibus," The Pied Piper, Instans Tyrannus. Arnold's Sohrab and
Rustum, and The Forsaken Merman; Selections from American
Poetry -with special attention to Poe, Lowell, Longfellow and
Whittier.

For the completion of the above uniform requirements in English,

as outlined by the National Conference, three units of credit will be

allowed; and four units will be granted to those students only who
after at least four full years have successfully completed an addi-

tional amount of work equal to one-third of the above requirements.
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HISTORY
26. a. Ancient History (1 unit). Special attention to Greek and

Roman history, but including also a short introductory study of the

more ancient nations and the chief events of the early middle ages

down to the death of Charles the Great (814 A. D.)

h. European History from the death of Charles the Great to the

present time (1 unit).

(J. English History (1 unit).

e. American History and Civil Government (1 unit). The study

of a more recent High School text in each and not a Grammar School

History.

General History may be counted as a unit, but not in addition to

ancient or medieval and modern history.

MATHEMATICS

27. Algebra to quadratics (1 unit).

Plane Geometry (1 unit).

Algebra, quadratics and beyond ( % or 1 unit).

Solid Geometry (y2 unit).

Plane Trigonometry (y2 unit).

LATIN

2 8. Elementary Latin Book (1 unit).

Caesar (1 unit). Any four books of the Gallic War, with study

of the grammar and prose composition based upon the text read.

Equivalent reading in other standard authors allowed, but not to

exceed two books.

Cicero. Any six orations from the following list, but preferably

the first six mentioned:

The four orations against Catiline, Archias, the Manilian Law,
Marcellus, Roscius, Milo, Sestius, the fourteenth Philippic.

Vergil. The first six books of the Aeneid.

The equivalent of at least one period a week in prose composition

based on Cicero.

Note: In place of a part of Cicero, an equivalent of Sallust's

Catiline, and in place of a part of Vergil, an equivalent of Ovid will

be accepted for the third unit made up of reading from Cicero and
Vergil.

GREEK
29. 1. Introductory Lessons: Xenophon's Anabasis (20 to 30

pages).

2. Xenophon's Anabasis (continued), either alone or with other

attic prose (75 to 120 pages). Practice in reading at sight, system-

atic study of grammar, thorough grammatical review, and practice
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in writing Greek, both based on study of Books I and II of the

Anabasis.

Note: The University entrance requirement for Greek is 1 %
units: Course 1, outlined above, and three books of the Anabasis.

Ample provision is made at the University for students whose
preparation in Greek is deficient. These classes must be taken by

candidates for the degree of Bachelor of Arts who have had no

instruction in Greek (unlss German and French are to be substi-

tuted for Greek) and by students whose preparation has been lack-

ing in thoroughness and accuracy, before proceeding to the reg-

ular requirements of the curriculum. Candidates for this degree

are, therefore ,urged to secure before entering college full prepara-

tion for the regular Freshman class in Greek (Course 1). Summer
School courses may also be taken to advantage.

GERMAN
30. 1. The work of the first year should aim at: (a) Correct pro-

nunciation; (b) Thorough grounding in the elements of grammar;
(c) A certain facility in understanding and speaking the language;

(d) A quantum of accurate translation from German to English.

In order to attain these ends, we recommend the following

methods:

(a) Constant drill in pronunciation by reading aloud in chorus

or singly. This exercise, reinforced by the oral practice, or collo-

quium, should never be omitted.

(b) About fifteen lessons of a modern direct-method book, with

daily written exercises.

(c) Carefully worked-out colloquial lessons, following a pre-

arranged scheme, designed to teach the vocabulary of everyday life.

To insure spontaneity, it is recommended that no text book appear,

but that, as far as possible, the objects be pointed out or drawn on
the board, and careful notes be taken by the pupils under the super-

vision of the teacher. To insure system, the teacher must follow

either a method of his own or a method book. We recommend
Manfred's Ein Praktischer Anfang, Methode Berlitz (Erstes Buch),
Walter-Krause's Beginner's German, Newson's First German Book.

The colloquium should also include memorizing of poems and sing-

ing of songs, and should occupy at least one-third of the time of

every lesson.

(d) Daily written translation of a portion of the assignment for

reading. The first year's text must be made to order, very simple,

interesting, if possible, and must present a thoroughly practical

vocabulary; 100 pages will suffice, though more may be read. Sug-

gestions: Stern's Studien und Plaudereien, Guerber's Marchen und
Erzahlungen, Allen's Herein.
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2. The second unit's work is simply a continuation of the meth-

ods and exercises recommended for the first year. The grammar
should be nearly completed, and about 150 pages of short stories

or narratives of travel in Germany should be translated in the man-
ner above suggested. Texts recommended: L'Arrabbiata, Germels-

hausen, Der zerbrochene Krug, Immensee, Stille Wasser, Der Besuch
im Karzer, Holzwarth's Gruss aus Deutschland, Bacon's Im Vater-

land, Walter-Krause's First Reader, or any standard graduated

Reader.

If these instructions are faithfully followed, it may be hoped
that the candidate will possess: (a) A correct, fluent pronunciation;

(b) a genuine knowledge of forms and a thorough grasp of the im-

portant rules of grammar; (c) a command of a pretty wide vocab-

ulary of reallen; and (d) a real ability, within well-defined limits,

to understand and speak the language.

Note: If time can be spared for the purpose, we also strongly

recommend that the beginner be taught German script; to which end

copy-books may be employed.

FRENCH
31. 1. During the first year the work should comprise: (a) Care-

ful drill in pronunciation; (b) the rudiments of grammar, including

the inflection of the regular and the more common irregular verbs,

the plural of nouns, the inflection of adjectives, participles, and pro-

nouns; the use of personal pronouns, common adverbs, prepositions,

and conjunctions; the order of words in the sentence, and the ele-

mentary rules of syntax; (c) abundant easy exercises, designed not

only to fix in the memory the forms and principles of grammar, but

also to cultivate readiness in the reproduction of natural forms of

expression; (d) the reading of from 100 to 175 duodecimo pages of

graduated text, with constant practice in translating into French
easy variations of the sentences read (the teacher giving the Eng-
lish), and in reproducing from memory sentences previously read;

(e) writing French from dictation.

2. During the second year the work should comprise: (a) the

reading of from 250 to 400 pages of easy modern prose in the form

of stories, plays, or historical or biographical sketches; (b) constant

practice, as in the previous year, in translating into French easy

variations upon the text read; (c) frequent abstracts, sometimes
oral and sometimes written, of portions of the text already read;

(d) writing French from dictation; (e) continued drill upon the

rudiments of grammar, with constant application in the construc-

tion of sentences; (f) mastery of the forms and use of pronouns,

pronominal adjectives, of all but the rare irregular verb forms, and

of the simpler uses of the conditional and subjun/itive.
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Suitable texts for the second year are: About's Le Roi des mon-
tagnes, Bruno's Le Tour de la France, Daudet's easier short tales,

La Bedollier's La Mere Michel et son chat, Erckmann-Chatrian's
stories, Foa's Contes biographiques and Le Petit Robinson de Paris,

Foncin's Le Pays de France, Labiche and Martin's La Poudre aux
Yeux and Le Voyage de M. Perrichon, Legouve and Labiche's La
Cigale chez les fourmis, Malot's Sans Famille, Mairet's La Tache du

petit Pierre, Merimee's Colomba, extracts from Michelet's Sarcery's

Le Siege de Paris, Verne's stories.

SPANISH
32. Work similar in amount and character to that outlined above

for French.

GENERAL SCIENCE (one unit)

33. The work of this course should consist of a study of those

natural phenomena, without respect to any one of the sub-divisions

of natural science, which touch most directly upon the student's

daily life and experience. It should be given in the first year and
a half of the high school course.

For a full unit's credit both recitation and individual laboratory

work should be done. For the recitation work one of the modern
text-books in General Science should be used, of type and grade of

Clark's General Science, Eikenberry and Caldwell's General Science,

or Snyder's First Year Science. For the laboratory work the student

should be required to make a series of simple observations and ex-

periments from which he can obtain answers to many of the ques-

tions which every child puts to himself concerning the things around
him. A careful record should be kept of all observations and ex-

periments made, with the conclusions drawn. The laboratory man-
ual should be of a grade suggested by the above text-books.

PHYSICS (one unit)

34. 1. The unit in Physics consists of at least 120 hours of as-

signed work. Two periods of laboratory work count as one of as-

signed work.

2. The work consists of three closely related parts, namely, class

work, lecture-demonstration work, and laboratory work. At least

one-fourth of the time should be devoted to laboratory work.

Note: Where students have the proper training in class work and
lecture-demonstration, but cannot have access to a laboratory for

individual experiments, a half unit will be allowed.

CHEMISTRY (one unit)

35. The course should consist of at least three recitations and two
hours of laboratory work weekly throughout the year.
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PHYSICAL GEOGRAPHY (one unit).

3 6. The equivalent of work as presented in recent texts, with

about forty laboratory lessons.

BOTANY' (one unit)

37. The course should be based on one of the modern High
School text-books. Special emphasis should be laid on the laboratory

work which should consist of work in both the structure and phys-

iology of plants.

PHYSIOLOGY (one-half unit)

38. The course should be based on one of the modern High School

text-ibooks. Little importance is attached to laboratory work in

Anatomy in connection with this course, and on account of the im-

possibility of offering any real laboratory work in Physiology in

a High School, none is expected. The teacher should be specially

careful to see that the student has a real understanding of the action

of the various organs both individually and in relation to each other,

rather than the ability to recite pages of a text.

ZOOLOGY' (one unit, one-half unit)

39. A study of modern text and laboratory study of ten types for

one unit, or five types for one-half unit. The study should come best

in the second year of the high school and should consist of two class-

room exercises and at least two laboratory double periods.

AGRICULTURE
40. To receive college entrance credit, a one year's course should

consist of three recitation periods and two double laboratory periods

per week extending through one school year.

Where one year's work only is offered, the course in Agriculture

is to be a general course, covering the fundamentals of soil, plants,

animals, farm management and rural economics.

COMMERCIAL GEOGRAPHY (one-half unit)

41. One-half unit devoted to a comparative study of the industry

and commerce of the leading nations, with emphasis on the industry

and commerce of the United States.

MANUAL TRAINING
4 2. 1. (a) Free Hand Drawing, y2 to 1 unit.

(b) Mechanical Drawing, V2 to 1 y2 units (conditioned upon an
equal amount of Geometry with it).

(c) Shopwork, y2 to 5 V> units, approximately distributed as fol-

lows, and the total accepted from any student being not more than

twice the value of the Mechanical Drawing accepted from him.

Benchwork in Wood, y2 unit, Cabinet work 1 unit, Wood Turning
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y2 unit, Pattern Making y2 unit, Forging 1 unit, Machine work in

Metal 1 unit, Foundry work 1 unit. The time required for each unit

is to be not less than 240 sixty minute hours; all Shopwork, except

Benchwork in Wood, to have periods of not less than sixty minutes

each.

2. The colleges accept these units for the present after special

investigation as to the merits of the work done.

3. The total accepted may equal one unit for A.B. Courses, or

three units for B.S. and Engineering Courses.

BOOKKEEPING AND BUSINESS ARITHMETIC (one unit)

43. The minimum time for one unit should be 240 hours, of sixty

minutes.

No credit should be allowed unless the work is done neatly, accu-

rately, and at a satisfactory rate of speed. All work should be done

in the class room under the eye of the instructor. Definitions of

double entry terms, with rules for debit and credit, kinds and uses

of books. Conduct of a set including the journal, ca-sh book, sales

book; closing of books. Single entry set: changing from single to

double entry. Text-book, with exercises so arranged that no two

students will do exactly the same work.

STENOGRAPHY AND TYPEWRITING (one unit)

44. Shorthand. It is recommended that a minimum of one and
one-half years be given to the study of Shorthand. Pupils com-
pleting the course should be able to write in shorthand prose dic-

tated at the rate of 60 words a minute, and be able to translate the

notes correctly on the following day. For this one and one-half units

should be allowed.

Typewriting. To typewriting one year should be given. If at the

end of the year the pupil can typewrite without error forty words a
minute, a credit of one-half a unit should be given.

Bookkeeping. The course in bookkeeping should be the simple
form in single and double entry bookkeeping, and should continue
for one year, for which a credit of one unit should be given.

Commercial or Business Arithmetic. The course should cover one
year, for which a credit of not more than one unit should be given.

BUSINESS LAW (one-half unit)

4 5. Text-book supplemented by some study of cases, (by way of

illustration), discussions and practice in drawing legal papers such
as abstracts, notes, bill of exchange, bill of sale, bill of lading, power
of attorney, deed, mortgage, lease, notice of protest, etc.

LOOREDITED SCHOOLS
The following constitute the standards with reference to which

schools are classified:
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46. No school shall be fully accredited which does not require for

graduation the completion of a four-year high school course of study

embracing fifteen units as defined by the University. More than

twenty periods per week of prepared work should be discouraged.

47. The minimum scholastic attainment of three-fourths of all

secondary school teachers of academic subjects in any accredited

school shall be equivalent to graduation from a standard college.

It is strongly advised that this attainment include, or be supple-

mented by, special study of the content and pedagogy of the subject

taught.

48. The number of daily periods of class-work instruction given

by any teacher should not exceed six per day; and no school will be

accredited in which more than seven full recitations per day are

conducted by any teacher. Superintendents and principals should

be given sufficient time to visit various grades or departments for

the purpose of supervision. There should be at least three teachers

devoting full time to grade work, and at least two teachers who
devote their entire time to the high school.

49. The school year should be at least thirty-six weeks in length

and no school will be fully accredited in which the time is limited to

a shorter period.

50. The laboratory should be supplied with apparatus, tables,

water, and other appliances necessary to enable a student to perform
all required experiments. At least forty minutes a week should be

devoted to individual laboratory work in each of the sciences offered

for admission. The laboratory period should be double the length

of the recitation period, and in physical and biological sciences in-

cluding agriculture there should be two laboratory periods per

week. Double periods count for one.

51. The library should consist of carefully selected books of ref-

erence and supplementary readings upon the various departments of

high school work. This library should be located in the most con-

venient place for use, and a card index prepared for the best results.

52. The location and construction of the buildings, the lighting,

heating, and ventilation of the rooms, the nature of the lavatories,

corridors, water supply, school furniture, apparatus and methods of

cleaning shall be such as to insure hygienic conditions for both

pupils and teachers.

53. The efficiency of instruction, the acquired habits of thought

and speech, the general intellectual and moral tone of a school are

paramount factors and, therefore, only schools that rank well in

these particulars, as evidenced by rigid, thorough-going, sympathetic

inspection, shall be considered eligible for the list.

54. The University will decline to consider any school for full

credit whose teaching force consists of fewer than three teachers of
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academic subjects giving their full time to high school instruction.

55. No school shall be considered unless the regular annual blank

furnished for the purpose shall have been filled out and placed on

file with the inspector.

56. All schools whose records show an excessive number of pupils

per teacher, as based on the average number enrolled, even though

they may technically meet all other requirements, will be rejected.

The University recognizes thirty as maximum.'

57. The time for which schools are accredited shall be for one to

three years. In every case the character of the work done by a

school must be the determining factor in accrediting. By personal

visits of the inspector, by detailed reports from the principals, and

by the records made by the students in colleges, the character of a

school's work shall be, from time to time, determined. A school

shall be removed from the accredited list for failure to maintain the

above standards.

BOARD AND LODGING
DORMITORIES

There are three dormitories, Old College, for Juniors and Seniors;

New College and Candler Hall for lower classmen.

58. Rooms in the dormitories are lighted by electricity and are

furnished with chairs, bed, table, and washstand. The student fur-

nishes all the other articles and his own fuel. The University gives

dormitory quarters to students rent free. A charge of $4.00 per

month per man is made for each room occupied to cover the expenses

of janitors, water, and lights. This charge is payable in two install-

ments, $14.00 at the beginning of the session, and $22.00 on Janu-

ary 1st. A deposit fee of $2.00 is required of every student before

assignment is made. This fee is a charge against damage to the

property, and the balance is returned at the end of the year.

The dormitories are in charge of a committee from the Faculty.

The rules and regulations prescribed by this committee are enforced

through Proctors placed over each division of the dormitories.

Those desiring dormitory rooms should apply in person or by

letter to Mr. T. W. Reed, Treasurer, Athens, Georgia. No assign-

ment will be made until the required deposit fee is paid. Applica-

tions should be made early, as only about two hundred can be

accommodated.

DENMARK DINING HAlii

59. The Hall, which is in charge of a competent matron, and
under the immediate supervision of a member of the Faculty, fur-

nishes board on the cooperative plan to more than two hundred stu-

dents. During the session 1918-19 the cost was $16.00 per month
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Regular financial statements are rendered by the professor in charge,

and audited by a committee of the students. No reservations are

made in advance. The students are given seats in the order of ar-

rival at the Hall and the payment of fees.

EXPENSES

60. Residents of Georgia pay no tuition fees except in the Law and
Pharmacy courses. Students who are residents of other states are

charged a tuition fee of $50.00 per annum in academic courses, ex-

cept in Agriculture. A fee of $12.00 is required of all students, to

cover infirmary (including medical attention), gymnasium, and

student activities. The following estimate of expenses includes all

necessary items except clothing and railroad fare:

61. Expenses of Students when Rooming in a Dormitory and Board-

ing at Denmark Dining Hall

Matriculation fee (paid on entrance), except in Agriculture $ 10.00

Library fee (paid on entrance), except in Agriculture 5.00

Initiation fee to literary society (paid on entrance) 2.00

Board (paid monthly, in advance, $16.00) 144.00

Books and stationery (estimated) 10.00

Laundry (estimated at $1.25 per month) 11.25

Room rent, lights and attendance ($4.00 per month) 36.00

Deposit fees in Dormitory and Dining Hall 5.00

Fee for Infirmary, etc 12.00

$235.25

Engineering students must have a set of drawing instruments.

• 6 2. A student, the first year, can scarcely meet his necessary

expense on less than $250 for the scholastic year; usually it will

exceed this amount.

Note: In order to meet all the necessary expenses of registration,

books, uniform and other expenditures incident to securing a room
and board, a student should come prepared to expend about fifty

or sixty dollars during the first ten days. After that period his board

and room rent will constitute the major part of his expenses.

63. Students in the one-year Agricultural Course, the Winter
Course, and the full Agricultural Course are exempt from matricula-

tion and library fees.

The figures given above are for the first year. They are based

upon the actual experiences of students. Expenses can be brought

under the estimate by strict economy. Second-hand books can be

purchased at the Cooperative Store, and elsewhere. In these and
other ways money can be saved.
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SPECIAL FEES
64. Special fees, sufficient to cover the material consumed, are

attached to the following courses:

Chemistry 1, 2, 3, 5, 6*, 7 $ 2.50

Chemistry 8, 9 10.00

Zoology 2.50

Physical Laboratory 2.50

Botany 1, 2. 3a, 4 2 50

Botany 5, 6, 9 3.50

PRIVATE BOARD AND LODGING
65. The charges for private rooms vary with the character of the

furnishings, from $5.00 to $12.00 a month for two occupants. This

is a very popular way of lodging. The students board at the Den-

mark Dining Hall, or they can secure private table board for $3.00

to $6.00 a week. A number of families in the city offer board and

lodging at from $15.00 to $27.50 a month. The University cannot

agree to engage rooms in private families. A list of those desiring

boarders or having furnished rooms to rent, will be given on appli-

cation, but the student must make his own arrangements.

The officers of the University Y. M. C. A. also render every assist-

ance possible to those desiring advice and help in such matters.

There need be no anxiety, therefore, in regard to securing accom-
modations.

INCIDENTAL EXPENSES
66. The incidental expenses of a student are what he makes them,

and parents are urged to take into their own hands the control of a

matter which no college regulation can successfully reach.

SCHOLARSHIPS
Charles McDonald Brown Scholarship Fund

67. This endowment was established in 1881, by the Hon. Joseph
E. Brown, ex-Governor of Georgia, in memory of his son, of the class

of 1878, for the purpose of aiding young men in defraying the

expenses of their education. The interest on this fund is lent to

worthy young men on condition that they obligate themselves to

return it with four per cent interest. Young men who enter the

ministry are required to return but one-half of the amount borrowed,
with interest.

The colleges participating in the benefits of this fund are: the

colleges at Athens, (including the Law Department), the Medical

College at Augusta, and the North Georgia Agricultural College at

Dahlonega.

A special circular of information concerning the fund and blank
forms of application will be supplied on request. Applications for
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loans from this fund must be made on these forms and must be in

the hands of the Chancellor by April 1st. The grants are made in

June by the Board of Trustees. Only $100.00 a year, in nine

monthly installments, is allowed a borrowing'student.

68. The Honor Graduate of an Accredited High School, on pre-

sentation of an official certificate by the Principal, is awarded a

scholarship at the University for one year in the Academic courses.

This exempts him from the payment of matriculation fees.

69. The Hodgson Scholarship. One hundred dollars per year for

ten years (expiring in 1918), given by the Empire State Chemical
Company, to be lent on the same terms as the Charles McDonald
Brown Scholarship Fund.

70. The Bert Michael Scholarship. Sixty dollars per year, the in-

come of a fund given by the family of the late Bert Michael, of the

class of 1912, to be given to a member of the Junior class, selected

by a committee of the Faculty.

71. The Arkwright Fund. The income of a fund given by Preston

S. Arkwright, to be lent on the same terms as the Charles McDonald
Brown Scholarship Fund.

72. The Joseph Henry Lumpkin Scholarship Fund. The income
of a fund given by Joseph Henry Lumpkin, to be lent on the same
terms as the Charles McDonald Brown Scholarship Fund.

7 3. The Dodd Fund. The income of a fund given by Eugene and

Harry Dodd, to be lent on the same terms as the Charles McDonald
Brown Scholarship Fund.

74. The Brand Fund. The sum of $150.00 per year during the

life of Hon. C. H. Brand, with provision for perpetuity.

75. The Lipscomb Fund. The sum of $200.00 per year, with pro-

vision for perpetuity.

The Phelps-Stokes Fellowship

76. This Fellowship has been endowed under the following resolu-

tions of the Trustees of the Phelps-Stokes Fund:

"Whereas, Miss Caroline Phelps-Stokes in establishing the Phelps-

Stokes Fund was especially solicitous to assist in improving the con-

dition of the negro, and

"Whereas, It is the conviction of the Trustees that one of the best

methods of forwarding this purpose is to provide means to enable

southern youth of broad sympathies to make a scientific study of the

negro and his adjustment to American civilization:

"Resolved, That twelve thousand five hundred dollars ($12,500)

be given to the University of Georgia for the permanent endowment
of a research fellowship, on the following conditions:

"1. The University shall appoint annually a Fellow in Sociology,

for the study of the Negro. He shall pursue advanced studies under
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the direction of the Departments of Sociology, Economics. Educa-

tion or History, as may be determined in each case by the Chancel-

lor. The Fellowship shall yield $500, and shall, after four years, be

restricted to graduate students.

"2. Each Fellow shall prepare a paper or thesis embodying the

result of his investigation, which shall be published by the Univer-

sity with assistance from the income of the fund, any surplus re-

maining being applicable to other objects incident to the main pur-

pose of the Fellowship. A copy of these resolutions shall be in-

corporated in every publication issued under this foundation.

"The right to make all necessary regulations, not inconsistent

with the spirit and letter of these resolutions, is given to the Chan-

cellor and Faculty, but no changes in the conditions of the founda-

tion can be made without the mutual consent of both the Trustees

of the University and of the Phelps-Stokes Fund."

OPPORTUNITIES FOR SELF-HELP

77. A considerable number of students secure remunerative em-
ployment to aid them in their education. Usually the students of

Agriculture are able to secure work on the farm for which they are

paid. In a few instances other departments need the services of

students. Usually these places go to those who have been in attend-

ance for some time, and who are known to be willing, capable, and
trustworthy. The University does not assume any responsibility

whatever in this matter. As a matter of accommodation the Com-
mittee on Self-Help cooperate as far as possible with students. The
Y. M. C. A. offers its services in helping young men to secure em-
ployment. Very much depends, however, on the individual's power
of initiative. Students should not come to the University expecting

others to find places for them.

It seems necessary to warn students on this subject. The average

young man cannot ordinarily do much more than earn his living

when he has nothing else to do. To earn a living and at the same
time carry the work of a college course planned to occupy a student's

full time is more than most students can accomplish. In a few
instances they have succeeded, but as a rule students who attempt

more than partial self-support should expect to lengthen their term
of study.

DISCIPLINE AND GENERAL REGULATIONS
78. The discipline of the colleges at Athens is in the hands of the

Chancellor of the University, who in its administration may ask
advice of the Faculty. The honor system prevails and formal regu-
lations are few and general in character.

The State of Georgia extends the privileges of the University to

all persons who are qualified for admission. Thus the University
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does not receive patronage, but is itself the patron of those who
seek its privileges and honors. It is maintained at public expense

for the public good. It cannot, however, be the patron of inefficiency,

idleness, or dissipation. Its classes have no room except for those

who diligently pursue the studies of their choice and are willing to

be governed in their conduct by the rules of propriety. Every
student owes to the public a full equivalent of expenditures in his

behalf, both while in the institution and afterwards.

The Registrar's books will be open Monday, Sept. 15th, and the

following rule has been passed by the Board of Trustees relative to

registration:

80. All students registering after Saturday noon following the

Wednesday on which the University opens shall pay an extra regis-

tration fee of $2.50, unless excused from the payment of the same
by the Chancellor.

81. The annual session of the University is divided into three

terms, as follows:

First Term—From the opening in September to the beginning

of the Christmas vacation.

Second Term—Beginning at the close of the Christmas vacation

and extending to and including the third Saturday in March.

Third Term—Beginning at the close of the second term and ex-

tending to and including the Friday before Commencement Day.

82. At the end of and within each term a sufficient number of

days is set apart for term examinations, two examinations, of not

more than three hours duration each, being given on each day, and
the examinations for the Senior classes at the end of the third term

conclude on the Wednesday preceding Commencement Day.

83. The term examinations of any session will be open to students

who may have failed in the examinations of preceding sessions.

84. No other examinations (except the regular entrance exami-

nations) will be authorized by the Faculty or held by the officers

of instruction, it being understood that this regulation does not

forbid written tests within the regular class hour, provided the

preparation for such written tests does not involve neglect of other

duty.

85. Five reports of the standing of students are made during the

session, one at the end of each term, and one each at the middle of

the first and second terms.

86. In any one session three marks below "C" or two below "D,"

or as many as three unexcused absences on any term or half-term re-

port, operate to exclude the recipient from participation in inter-

collegiate athletics, or musical or dramatic performances, whether

as player or officer, or in public speaking or debate, until the next

report.
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87. Three marks below "C" or two below "D" on the final report

exclude the recipient from participation in intercollegiate athletics,

or musical or dramatic performances, or in public speaking or de-

bate, during the following session, unless he take over every subject

in which the failure was made, or remove by examination enough of

the deficiencies to restore him to eligibility by these regulations.

8 8. The mark of a student who changes his course after the mid-

dle of a term is that which he received on the mid-term report.

89. Students having credit in the Registrar's office for as many as

twelve session hours shall rank as Sophomores. Those having credit

in the Registrar's office for as many as thirty session hours shall

rank as Juniors. Those having credit in the Registrar's office for

as many as forty-five session hours shall rank as Seniors, provided

that no member of the Senior class shall be a candidate for gradua-

tion whose conditions at the beginning of the second term of his

Senior year shall be in excess of eight hours. Students having credit

in the Registrar's office for less than twelve session hours shall rank
as Freshmen.

90. The annual Commencement exercises are held on the third

Wednesday in June. Other exercises are held on preceding days,

and the baccalaureate sermon is preached on the Sunday preceding.

The summer vacation extends from Commencement Day to the

third Wednesday in September. During this time, however, the

Summer Session of the University is held, as indicated in the Calen-

dar. A short recess is given at Christmas, and national and state

holidays are observed, as indicated in the Calendar.

STUDENT ADVISERS
91. Students are assigned in suitable numbers to the several mem-

bers of the Faculty for special oversight. In case of any proposed
change in his course of study, a student must consult his adviser,

who will judge the reasons for the change and report the case to the

Dean for final action.

CHAPEL EXERCISES
9 2. Chapel exercises, conducted by the Chancellor or some mem-

ber of the Faculty, are held every morning except Sunday in the
Chapel. On Sunday the students may attend services in any of the

Sunday Schools, Churches, and Religious Associations in the city.

These are as follows: Baptist, Catholic, Christian, Episcopal. Meth-
odist, Presbyterian, Jewish Synagogue, Young Men's Christian Asso-
ciation, etc.

9 3. HONORS AND APPOINTMENTS
Sophomore Declaimers. In April of each year ten members of the

Sophomore class are selected to compete for a declamation prize
offered at Commencement.
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Junior Speakers. Six members of the Junior class are selected on
the basis of original speeches to represent the class at Commence-
ment.

Senior Speakers. The Senior class is representee! on Commence-
ment Day by two orators, the selection being made on the merits of

original speeches. No student who fails to receive his degree may
appear among the speakers.

Speakers from the Law Department. Two members of the Law
Department are selected by the Faculty to represent that department
on Commencement Day.

Valedictorian. At the regular Faculty meeting, on Monday before

the third Wednesday in May, the Faculty nominates not more than

five members of the Senior class who stand first in scholarship. The
names are submitted in alphabetical order to the Senior class, and
they elect from them a valedictorian, with the understanding that

he shall maintain his standing in scholarship but need not be the

first honor man.
No student is allowed to appear at Commencement either as speak-

er or declaimer who is not a member in good and full standing of

one of the literary societies, and who has not taken instruction in

declamation in this or some other institution—in either event to the

satisfaction of the Professor of English.

The Debaters' Medals. Six gold medals are offered by the Board
of Trustees, to be awarded as prizes to members of the Freshman
and Sophomore classes for excellence in debating. A medal is

awarded to each of the debaters representing the Literary Society

which wins a debate.

The Ready Writers' Medal. To encourage the art of composition,

the Board of Trustees award a gold medal for the best essay written

by any student of the University upon a theme announced after the

competitors enter the room.

The Willcox Prizes. Two prizes, in French and German, of

$50.00 (gold) each, have been offered for competition in the Senior

class in French and in German. These prizes were founded in 1896

as a memorial to their lamented father, by the sons of the late

Prof. Cyprian Porter Willcox, A.M., LL.D., who, from 1872 until

his death in 1895, filled with great distinction the chair of Modern
Languages in the University. In 1918 the prize in German was
discontinued.

The Freshman Prize. The "Hamilton McWhorter Prize," as of

the class of 1875, for general excellence in the Freshman class, is

awarded to the member of that class who stands first in scholarship.

The Bryan Prize. The Hon. W. J. Bryan has donated the sum
of two hundred and fifty dollars, the income of which is given an-
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nually as a prize to the writer of the best essay on our form of gov-

ernment.

The Peabody Scholarship. In 1903 Mr. George Foster Peabody
established a permanent scholarship in Harvard University for the

benefit of a graduate of this institution. The appointment is made
annually by the Chancellor.

The Philosophy Prize. Two prizes of fifty dollars each were
founded in 1902 by Judge Horace Russell, of New York. These
prizes, named by the Board of Trustees the "Horace Russell Prize

in Psychology," and the "Walter B. Hill Prize in Ethics," are award-
ed to the writers of the best essays on subjects assigned by the

Professor of Philosophy.

The Cadet Prize. A prize is annually awarded to the best drilled

cadet in the Corps in a competitive contest held during Commence-
ment.

The R. E. Park, Jr., Prize. Prof. R. E. Park, Jr., offers a gold

medal for the best oration by a member of the Junior class.

The L. H. Charboimier Prize. A prize of a fine set of drawing in-

struments is offered by Mrs. Jas. F. Gowan, of Augusta, in honor of

her father, who for more than thirty years served the University

with distinction as Professor of Engineering, Commandant of Cadets

and Professor of Physics and Astronomy. This prize will be given

to the member of the graduating class whose record in the school of

Physics has been most creditable.

The College of Agriculture Prize. The Trustees offer a prize of

twenty-five dollars in gold to the student in Agriculture writing the

best essay on a subject assigned by the professors of agriculture.

Other prizes offered to students in Agriculture are described in the

statement of the College of Agriculture.

PUBLICATIONS OF THE UNIVERSITY
94. Bulletin of The University of Georgia. Under this general

title the University issues a monthly publication, which is sent to

regular mailing lists or may be had upon application to the Uni-

versity.

This includes the Register, the General Catalogue of the Univer-

sity system, announcements of the Summer Session, the Law Depart-

ment, the School of Pharmacy, the Graduate School, the Peabody
School of Education, the School of Commerce, the Summer Coaching

School, the Alumni Number, the Catalogue of Trustees, Officers and

Alumni, and several numbers of a scientific and literary nature.

University Items, a news letter, issued fortnightly during the

session.

From the College of Agriculture are issued:

Bulletins of Farmers' Institutes, President Soule, Editor.
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Bulletins of the Experiment Station, Director H. P. Stuckey,
Editor, Experiment, Ga.

Bulletins of the College of Agriculture.

85. The publications conducted by the students include:

The Red and Black, a weekly now in its twenty-fourth volume,
the organ of the Athletic Association.

The Georgian, a monthly literary magazine.

The Pandora, an illustrated annual of college life, issued by the

Senior class.

The University Handbook, issued by the Y. M. C. A.

The Engineering Annual, now in its nineteenth volume, issued by
the Engineering Society.

The Agricultural Quarterly, published quarterly by the Agricul-

tural Club.

LITERARY SOCIETIES

96. The Demosthenian Society was founded in 1801, and the Phi

Kappa Literary Society in 1820. The members of the societies meet
in their respective halls every Wednesday evening at 8 o'clock.

On the evening of February 20th these Societies celebrate to-

gether, with public exercises, the anniversary of their founding.

Under the auspices of the Literary Societies intercollegiate de-

bates are held annually.

A Champion Debate between the two literary societies is held on

the Monday evening of Commencement week.

STUDENT ORGANIZATIONS
97. The College Young Men's Christian Association holds weekly

meetings which are addressed by local or visiting ministers, or by

members of the Faculty; prayer-meetings are also held daily.

The Association has its own secretary, whose time is devoted to

this work. Attractive reading rooms, containing the current period-

icals, are open to all students. The Association also conducts an

employment bureau and is of service in arranging boarding places

for new students. At the opening of each session, a mass meeting

which is largely attended, is held under its auspices.

The Engineering Society was organized in 1889. Its object is

to create an interest among the students in matters pertaining to

civil, electrical, and architectural engineering, and recent develop-

ment along all lines of scientific research. The society holds fort-

nightly meetings during the session, at which papers are read and

lectures delivered. The society publishes in June the "Engineering

Annual."

99. The Athletic Association is a student organization for the

encouragement and management of athletic sports. Football, bas-

ketball, baseball, and track teams are regularly organized. Subject
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to the general direction of the Faculty Chairman, the management
of the athletic activities of the University is delegated to the Ath-

letic Association.

100. The Agricultural Club was organized in 1906. Its object is

to create and promote interest among the students in matters per-

taining to agriculture and allied sciences. It holds regular meetings

and publishes a quarterly magazine called the "Agricultural Quar-

terly."

101. Other student organizations are the Press Club, the Glee

Club, the College Orchestra, and the Thalian Dramatic Association.

102. Regulations concerning student organizations and publica-

tions may be had on application to the Chancellor's office.

SOCIETY OF AliUMNI

This society is composed of graduates of the University, and has

for its object the promotion of letters and science, as well as the

annual renewal of the associations of academic life. It holds its

meetings at the close of each session, when an orator is appointed

by the society from among its members. The oration is delivered

on Tuesday during Commencement.
The officers of the organization are:

Clark Howell President

T. J. Shackelford First Vice-President

W. A. Harris Second Vice-President

D. S. Atkinson Third Vice-President

C. M. Strahan Treasurer

W. O. Payne Assistant Treasurer

Sylvanus Morris Secretary

Land Trustees

D. C. Barrow.

T. J. Shackelford.

Harry Hodgson.

These Trustees, appointed by the Society, are charged with the

duty of purchasing additions to the campus and conveying these

parcels of land to the Trustees of the University.
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FRANKLIN COLLEGE
THE COLLEGE OF ARTS

STAFF OF INSTRUCTION

D. C. BARROW, LL.D., Chancellor.

C. M. SNELLING, Sc.D., President, and Professor of Mathematics.

H. C. WHITE, Ph.D., Sc.D., D.C.L., LL.D., Professor of Chemistry,

and Terrell Professor of Agricultural Chemistry.

W. H. BOCOCK, LL.D., Milledge Professor of Ancient Languages.

J. H. T. McPHERSON, Ph.D., Professor of History and Political

Science.

W. D. HOOPER, A.M., Professor of Latin.

J. MORRIS, A.M., Professor of Germanic Languages.

J. LUSTRAT, Bach es Lett., Professor of Romance Languages.

R. E. PARK, A.M., Litt.D., Professor of English.

T. J. WOOFTER, Ph.D., Professor of Philosophy and Education.

J. S. STEWART, Ped.D., Professor of Secondary Education.

S. V. SANFORD, Litt.D., Professor of English Language.

L. L. HENDREN, Ph.D., Professor of Physics and Astronomy.

J. M. READE, Ph.D., Professor of Botany.

R. P. BROOKS, Ph.D., DeRenne Professor of Georgia History.

C. J. HEATWOLE, M.S., Professor of Education.

W. 0. PAYNE, A.M., Associate Professor of History and Political

Science.

R. P. STEPHENS, Ph.D., Associate Professor of Mathematics.

H. V. BLACK, Ph.D., Associate Professor &f Chemistry.

*A. S. EDWARDS, Ph.D., Associate Professor of Psychology.

R. L. McWHORTER, A.M., Adjunct Professor of Latin an4 Greek.

R. S. POND, Ph.D., Adjunct Professor of Mathematics.

*R. P. WALKER, A.M., Adjunct Professor of English.

H. D. DOZIER, A.M., Professor of Finance.

*G. L. WILLIAMS, A.M., Adjunct Professor of Finance.

*E. E. PEACOCK, M.B.A., Instructor in Accounting and Industry.

W. C. GEORGE, Ph.D., Adjunct Professor of Zoology.

R. W. RAMIREZ, A.B., Adjunct Professor of Romance Languages.

W. T. WRIGHT, M.S., Adjunct Professor Physics.

S. M. SALYER, A.M., Adjunct Professor of English.

* In the Government service.
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ENTRANCE SUBJECTS
The following subjects are required for admission to Franklin

College: English, History, Plane Geometry, High School Algebra,

Latin, and Greek or French or German or Spanish. (For details as

•to subjects and methods of admission, see pages 244ff.

)

For admission to the Sophomore Class, the student must offer in

addition to the subjects mentioned above, the equivalent of the

courses in Mathematics, Latin, English, History, and Greek or

French or German pursued by the Freshman Class and given in the

table below. In this table the figure attached to the name of the

subject refers to the course described under that number in the

detailed account of the courses offered in that school. Thus,

"English 1" in the table below means the course in Composition

and Rhetoric described- in the staement of the School of English

on page 60. The figures at the end of the line means the number
of recitation hours per week in that course.

The undergraduate degrees given in Franklin College are those

of Bachelor of Arts, Bachelor of Arts in Social Science, and Bach-
elor of Journalism. Options in the Junior and Senior classes must
be selected after conference with and with the consent of the Pres-

ident of the College.

BACHELOR OF ARTS
The subjects entering into the course for this degree are given

below:

Freshman Hrs. Sophomores Hrs.

English 1, p. 60 3 English 2, p. 60 3

Greek 1, p. 62 4 Greek 2, p. 62; or French* 2,

Oi' p. 72; or German* 2, p. 62,
French 1*, p. 72 or German 1* or Spanish 2, p. 73 _ _ _ _ 3

p. 62 or Spanish 1, p. 73 _ 3 History 4, p. 64 3

Georgia History, p. 64 1 Latin 2, p. 66 ________ 3

History 2f, p. 63 3 Mathematics 3, 4, p. 67 3

Latin 1, p. 66 4 Physics 2**, p. 69 3

Mathematics 1, 2, p. 66 _ _ _ 3

Military Science 1, p. 6 8 _ _ 1

18 18

*If Greek 1 and 2 are omitted, two years in each of two modern
languages must be taken. The second language will be taken in

addition to the five required Junior subjects, and among the five

required Senior subjects. (French la, German la and Spanish la

thus offered will satisfy the requirements of Group I in the Junior

year).

{•Candidates taking Greek X will not be required to take History 2.

**And one laboratory period.
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Junior

I.

II.

III.

1\ English Lang. 1, p. 61

I
French Iff, p. 72
German Iff, p. 6 2 _ _

Spanish Iff, p. 73 _ _

Greek 3, p. 63 _ _ _

Latin 3, p. 66 _ _ _

History 5-6, p. 64 _ _

Economics 5, p. 62 _

Philosophy 3, 4, p. 71
Botany 3*, p. 58 _ _

Zoology 3*, p. 58

\ Chemistry 2, p. 59 _

|
Phys. 4* or 5*, p. 69

[Psychol. 5*, p. 70 _

English 3, 4, 6, or
11, p. 60

Journalism 1, 2,

p. 65
Greek Xff or Xb,

p. 62 _____ _

History 8-9, or 13, or
14, p. 64

Government 11, 12,

p. 64
History 10, p. 64 _

Economics 6, 7, or
8, 9, or 10-14, or
11-15, or 16, p

Psychology 1, 2,

p. 70 _ __3
Education 1-2, 5-6,

10, 12, p. 71 3

Mathematics 5 or 4a,

6, p. 67 3

Italian 1, p. 73 _ _ 3

Law 1, p. 55 _ _ _ _ 3

Five subjects must be taken.

Senior

\ One required.

V One required.

j
One required; two may be taken.

60 3

{ English Lang. 2, p. 61

j

French 2a, p. 72 _ _

I.
I
German 2a, p. 62
Spanish 2<t, p. 73 _ _

Latin 4, p. 66
Greek 3 or 4, p. 6 3 _

His. 8-9, or 13-14, 64
Gov'm't 11, 12, p. 64

II. | Econ. 5, p. 60
Philosophy 3-4, p. 71
Sociology 5-6, 9, p. 71

f
Bot.* 3, 4, 9, or 11,

p. 58
Zoology 3, 4, 5, p. 58

III. { Chem. 2, 3, 4, 5, or

8, p. 59 _ _ _ _ _

Phvsics* 4, 5, or 6,

p. 69
Pcy.* 5 or 6, p. 7 _

One required.

One required.

One required; two may be taken

And one laboratory period.
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Astronomy and Geology, p. 69 3

English 3, 4, 5, 6 or 11, p. 60 3 "

English Language 1, p. 61 _ 3

Journalism 3, 4, 5, 6, p. 65 _ 3

History 5-6, or 8-9, p. 64 _ _ 3

Economics 6, 7, 8, or 9, or 10,
11 or 11-15, or 16, p. 60 _ _ 3

French Language, p. 72 _ _ _ 3

Spanish Language, p. 73 _ _ 3

Latin 3, p. 66 3

Greek Xa or X6, p. 6 3 3

German Language, p. 62 _ _ 3

Mathematics 5, or any two of

7, 8, 9, p. 67 3

Newspaper writing, p. 65 _ _ 3

Education 3, 7, p. 71 _ _ _ _ 3

Education 4-8, 5-6, 9-10, p. 71 3

Psychology 3a, b, c, p. 70 _ _ 3

Law, p. 5 5 __________ 3

And one laboratory period.

Five subjects must be taken.

Note:—No student may take more than nine hours in one year

from the courses in Psychology, Philosophy, and Education.

Six hours of academic credit are allowed for studies in the Law
School taken in the Junior and Senior years of the Bachelor of Art*

course. The law courses designated are:

Law 1, consisting of 1, Elementary Law.

a. Blackstone 1, 2, 3.

b. American Elementary Law.
2. Torts.

3. Criminal Law.

Counting four hours.

Law 2, consisting of 1, Constitutional Law.

2. Contracts.

3. Sales.

4. Bailments.

Counting two hours.

BACHELOR OF ARTS IN THE SOCIAL SCIENCES

Requirements for Degrer

Latin 1; Latin 2 or Mathematics 3-4. Mathematics 1-2; Mathe-
matics 3-4 or Latin 2. In one other foreign language, 6 hours.

History, 3 hours; Georgia History, 1 hour; English, 3 hours; Na-
tural Science, 6 hours; Military, 3 hours.

With major in Philosophical-Social Science: History-Political
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Science, 9 hours; Education, 6 hours; Philosophical-Social Science,

12 hours.

With major in History-Political Science: Philosophical-Social

Science, 9 hours; Education, 3 hours; Economics, 3 hours; History-

Political Science, 12 hours.

With major in Education: History-Political Science, 9 hours;

Philosophical-Social Science, 6 hours; Education, 12 hours.

Total requirements, 66 hours, or 6 3 when Greek is taken as the

language elective.

Freshman Hrs. Sophomore Hrs.

Latin 1, p. 66 3 Latin 2; or Math. 3-4, p. 67 _ 3

Greek, p. 62; or French, p. Greek, p. 62; or French, p.

72; or German, p. 62; or 72; or German, p. 63; or
Spanish, p. 73 3 Spanish, p. 73______3

Mathematics 1-2, p. 66 3 Physics, Chemistry, Biology,
English 1, p. 60 ______ _ 3 Botany (in each of two) _ 6

History, p. 63 3 Psychology, p. 70 3

Georgia History, p. 64 _ _ _ 1 Elective _________3
Military Science, p. 68 _ _ _ _ 1

Note:—This statement of hours has reference to work in the

University or in instiutionns accredited for advanced standing.

Junior and Senior

The remainder of the courses included in the requirements with

additional elective courses to complete the total of hours.

With the major in Philosophical-Social Science or in Education

the courses must be selected under the direction and with the ap-

proval of the Dean of Education.

With the major in History-Political Science, the courses must be

selected under the direction and with the approval of the head of

this department.

Students coming from other colleges with 30 hours to their credit

may enter with Senior college standing, but 36 hours of credit will

be necessary for full Senior college rating.

BACHELOR OF JOURNALISM

Requirements for Achnission: The requirements for admission

to the School of Journalism are (1) identical with those required

for the A.B. or B.S. degrees, and (2) the satisfactory completion of

the first two years' work of the A.B. or B.S. (General) or the B.S.

(Commerce).
Special Students: Students more than 21 years old may be ad-

mitted to the School of Journalism, at the discretion of the Dean
of the University, without having met the entrance requirements.

No special student may become a candidate for the degree until he
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satisfies the full entrance requirements as specified for this school.

The Degree: The degree of Bachelor of Journalism will be given

upon the satisfactory completion of the four-year course outlined

below.

Students who can afford the time are strongly advised to take

the five-year course, the A.B. combined with the Bachelor of

Journalism.

Requirements for Graduation:

1. He must satisfy the full entrance requirements for the A.B.

or B.S. (General) degree.

2. He must complete the first two years' work of 3 6 hours

required for the A.B. degree, or the 3 7 hours required for

the B.S. (General) or the B.S. (Commerce) degree.

3. He must complete at least a major of fifteen hours in

Journalism.

4. He must complete a total of 72 hours.

3. He must be able to read a French, German, or Spanish

newspaper.

Courses of Study

In addition to the first two years' work required for the A.B. or

the B.S. (General) or the B.S. (Commerce) degrees, the subjects

entering into this course for the degree of Bachelor of Journalism

are given below:

Junior

Journalism 1

Journalism 2

History 5-6

German la
French la
Spanish 1

Philosophy 3-4

Psychology 1 or 5

Sociology 9

Education 5-6

Economics 5

Bnglish 3, 4, 6, 9 or 11
English Language 1

Natural Science

hours
hours
hours
hours
hours
hours
hours
hours
hours
hours
hours
hours
hours
hours

Three required

One required

Two required
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Senior

Journalism 3

Journalism 4-5

Journalism 6-7

Political Science 11-2

German 2«
French 2u
Spanish 2

Philosophy 3-4

Psychology 5 or 1

Sociology 9

Education 5-6

Economics 5, 6-7, or 8-9

English 3, 4, 5, 6, 9 or 11
English Language 1 or 2

Natural Science
Agriculture

hours
hours
hours
hours
hours
hours

3 hours
3 hours

|

hours
hours
hours
hours
hours
hours
hours
hours

J

Four required

One required

Three required

COURSES OF INSTRUCTION

BIOLOGY
Botany

J. M. READE, Professor.

W. C. WANG, Assistant.

*3. Introductory Plant Biology. This is the complement of

Zoology 3, the two courses together constituting General Biology.

Three recitations and two hours of laboratory work per week for

three terms. Prerequisite for Botany 4, 5, 6, 9, and 11.

4. Morphology. A comparative study in particular of the groups

leading to a land flora. Two recitations and four hours of labor-

atory work per week for three terms. Botany 3 is prerequisite.

9. Physiology. Experiment and connected assigned reading. Six

hours laboratory work and one conference hour per week for three

terms. Botany 3 is prerequisite.

11. Genetics. An introduction to the study of heredity. Three

lectures or recitations per week for three terms. Botany 3 is pre-

requisite.

ZOOLOGY
W. C. GEORGE, Adjunct Professor.

, Assistant.

The following courses are offered:

3. Introductory Animal Biology. This is the complement of Bot-

any 3, the two courses together constituting General Biology. Three
recitations and two hours laboratory work per week for three weeks.

Prerequisite to Zoology 4 and 5.

* Offered also in the Summer Session, 1919,
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4. Vertebrate Morphology. The various organ systems are stud-

ied in detail, especial attention being given to the homologies found

in the various vertebrate groups. Three recitations and two hours

laboratory work per week for three terms. Prerequisite, Zoology 3.

5. Histology and Embryology. The first two terms are devoted to

practice in the general methods employed in making microscopical

preparations and to a study of the histological structure of the more
important types of tissues and organs; the third term is devoted to

the embryology of the frog and chick. Two recitations and at least

four hours of laboratory work per week. Prerequisite. Zoology 3.

A. The Human Body. An introductory course for those not suf-

ficiently prepared to enter Zoology 3. Three recitations or lectures

per week for three terms.

CHEMISTRY
H. C. WHITE, Professor.

H. V. BLACK, Associate Professor.

C. B. SWETLAND, Instructor.

The following courses are offered:

2. Inorganic Chemistry, College Course. Three hours per week
of lectures and recitations for three terms. Text: Alexander Smith,

General Chemistry.

2a. Laboratory Course, to accompany Course 2. Two laboratory

periods per week for three terms.

2b. A more extensive laboratory course, also to accompany Course

2. Four laboratory periods per week for three terms.

3. Organic Chemistry. Three hours per week of lectures and
recitations and two laboratory periods per week for three terms.

Open to students who have completed Courses 2 and 2u or 2 and 2b.

Text: Stoddard, Introduction to Organic Chemistry.

4. Industrial (Including Agricultural) Chemistry. Three hours

per week of lectures and recitation for three terms. Texts: Pro-

fessor's Notes; Thorp, Industrial Chemistry; and Reference texts.

5. Physical Chemistry. Three hours per week of lectures and

recitations and two laboratory periods for three terms. Open to

students who have completed Courses 2 and 2n or 2 and 2b.

8. Analytical Chemistry. About two-thirds of this course is de-

voted to qualitative analysis, on the completion of which quanti-

tative analysis is begun. Six laboratory periods per week for three

terms. Open to students who have completed Courses 2 and 2'/ or

2 and 2b. Texts: W. A. Noyes, Qualitative Analysis; Morse, Exer-

cises in Quantitative Chemistry.

A fee of $2.50 is charged for chemicals used in Courses 2'/. 2/>. 3.

and 5. Necessary apparatus is furnished students and breakage

must be paid for at the end of the course.
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ECONOMICS AND BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
For courses see the announcement of the School of Commerce.

ENGLISH
R. E. PARK, Professor.

S. M. SALYER, Assistant Professor.

R. P. WALKER, Adjunct Professor.

S. V. SANFORD, Professor of English Language.

A. The Elements of English. Business correspondence, a review

of grammar, composition writing and the reading of selected classics.

Required of one year students in Agriculture who are not eligible

to enter English 1. Three hours a week.

1. Rhetoric. (a) A study of the fundamental principles of

rhetoric; (b) their application to the problems of composition and
themes; (c) their application to the interpretation of literature.

Weekly. Required of Freshmen. Three hours a week. Professor

Park, Adjunct Professor Salyer.

2. English Literature. The principles of literary criticism and
the practical application of these principles to masterpieces studied

with reference to (a) elements of literature; (b) species of litera-

ture; (c) historical development. The object of this course is to

give to the student a general view of the history and development

of English literature, with detailed knowledge of certain periods.

Throughout the course much attention will be devoted to 'the writing

of essays as a means of training the student to appreciate and to

express his appreciation of the literature studied. Required of

Sophomores. Three hours a week. Professor Parle, Adjunct Professor

Salyer.

3. American Literature. This course attempts to give a compre-

hensive account of American literature. The leading writers in

prose and poetry are considered, first as to their intrinsic worth,

and secondly, as illustrative of the national development. The third

term will be devoted to the literature of Georgia. Optional for

Juniors and Seniors. Three hours a week. (Omitted in 1917-1918).

Professor Sanford.

4. The Novel. The development of the novel in English. The
study of representative novels of Richardson, Fielding, Bronte,

Austen, Scott, Dickens, Thackeray, Eliot, Stevenson, Hardy, Kipling,

De Morgan, Cooper, Hawthorne, Howells, Allen, Fox, Churchill.

Frequent writing of brief papers on subjects involving collateral

readings in the authors discussed. Optional for Juniors and Seniors.

Three hours a week. Professor Sanford.

5. The English Drama. Specimens of the pre-Shakespearean

drama and the study of selected plays from Marlowe to the present

time. Papers on the sources, structure and literary qualities of the
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plays studied. Optional for Seniors. Three hours a week. Professor

Park.

6. The Short Story and the English Essay. The great essay writ-

ers of the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries will be studied dur-

ing the first half of this course. The second half-year will be de-

voted to the study of the short story, with especial reference to

structure. Optional for Juniors and Seniors. Three hours a week.

Professor Park.

9. The Chief English Poets of the Nineteenth Century, Words-
worth, Coleridge, Byron, Shelley, Keats, Arnold, Tennyson, Brown-
ing. The course consists in the study of the principal works of these

poets, the collateral reading of a considerable body of biography and

criticism, and the writing at frequent intervals of brief critical pa-

pers. Optional for Juniors and Seniors. Three hours a week.

(Omitted in 1918-1919). Adjunct Professor Salyer.

11. Shakespeare. The best of the works of Shakespeare will be

studied, with sidelights upon the life of the Elizabethans. King
Lear will be studied minutely. Adjunct Professor Salyer.

ENGLISH LANGUAGE

1. Anglo-Saxon. Phonology, Inflections, and Translation. Text-

books: Smith's Old English Grammar, and Bright's Anglo-Saxon
Reader. Three hours a week. Optional for Juniors. Professor

s tin ford.

2. Middle English. Chaucer's Prologue and Knight's Tale, with

lectures based on ten Brink's "Chaucer's Sprache und Verskunst,"

and Morris's "Organic History of English Words," Part II. Three
hours a week. Optional for Seniors. Professor sanford.

3. Old English Epic Poetry, Gothic and Comparative Grammar.
Text-books: Wyatt's Beowulf, Wright's Gothic Primer. Lectures

based on Streitberg's "Urgermanische Grammatik." Graduate
Course. Professor Morris.

4. English Syntax. This course will deal with the structure of

the English sentence. Optional for Juniors and Seniors. Three
hours a week. Professor Sanford.

5. Historical English Syntax. Graduate Course. Profesi <anford.

PUBLIC SPEAKING
At present there are held four intercollegiate debates, two inter-

society debates, two class debates, a Sophomore declamation contest,

a Junior oratorical contest, a Senior oratorical contest, and the

anniversarian contests in the two literary societies. All candidates

for places in these contests are supervised in the preparation and
instructed in the delivery of their speeches by the Department of

English.
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GEOLOGY
Vacant.*

1. General Geology. Three hours per week, second half-year.

The course of instruction is at first a general one, embracing the

study of the distinguishing properties of minerals and common
rocks, the decay of rocks, and the formation of soils. Following

this is a more extended course of Structural, Dynamical, and Histor-

ical Geology.

GERMANIC LANGUAGES
JOHN MORRIS, Professor.

1. German X is a course for beginners who are conditioned in

German such as is described in detail at page 35. Three hours per

week. Professor Morris.

2. German 1. Method-book completed; translation of about 200

pages of modern narrative prose. Three hours per week. Optional

for Freshmen. Professor Morris.

3. German 2 presents a course in conversation and sight reading

with the object of giving a practical mastery of the language. Three

hours per week. Optional for Sophomores. Professor Morris.

4. German la is an elementary course offered as one of the Junior

language options. After an oral introduction of several weeks, given

exclusively in German, the class takes up a method-book and works
carefully through all the exercises. Three hours per week. Optional

for Juniors. Professor Morris.

5. German "In is a continuation o,f the preceding course. The class

translates about 600 pages of prose texts. Some of this work is done

outside of the class room, but a careful examination is held on each

book when completed. Practice in speaking German continues

throughout the year. Three hours per week. Optional for Seniors.

Professor Morris.

GREEK
W. H. BOCOCK, Professor.

R. L. McWHORTER, Adjunct Professor.

The standard of this School depends largely upon the character

of work done in the preparatory schools of Georgia. The require-

ments for admission, given elsewhere, are based directly upon that

work. With this basis, the guiding principles of the courses given

to the lower classes are the early mastery of the forms, a minimum
of syntax, the reading of the language in mass as rapidly as is con-

sistent with thoroughness.

In the higher classes the standard syntax of Attic prose is treated

systematically, and the attempt is made to introduce the student to

* Temporarily in charge of the Professor of Chemistry.
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an appreciation of the artistic forms of Greek literature. There is

in all classes some practice in reading at sight. Exercises are given

in translating from English into Greek, both in order to sharpen

observation of the Greek read, and as an indispensable aid to exact

scholarship. Lectures on Metres are given in connection with the

reading of the poets, with practice in the recitation of the Dactylic

Hexameter, the Iambic Trimeter, and other common verse-forms.

For the study of geography and history, and for the archaelog-

ical illustration of the authors read, the lecture-room and library are

provided with a small collection of books, maps and photographs.

Xr//>. For beginners. See requirements for entrance, page 34).

((/) Grammar, (b) Xenophon's Anabasis, Books I, II, III. Six hours

a week. Professor Bocock.

X/;. Xenophon's Anabasis, Books I, II, III, with grammatical re-

view. Three hours a week. Adjunct Profesosr McWhorter.

X.C. Xenophon's Anabasis, Book III, with grammatical review.

Three hours a week for the first term. Adjunct Professor McWhorter.

(For other elementary courses see special Bulletin of the Summer
School).

1. Xenophon's Hellenica. Homer, Iliad or Odyssey. Geography
of Hellas. Four hours a week. Required unless French and Ger-

man be substituted. Professor Bocock and Adjunct Professor McWhorter.

2. Selections (varying from year to year) from Homer, Herodotus,

Lysias. History of Literature. Three hours a week. Required

unless French and German be substituted. Professor Bdcock.

3. Introduction to the study of Greek Tragedy; Euripedes. Selec-

tions from Plato. History of the Literature. Three hours a week.

Optional for Juniors or Seniors. Professor Bocock.

4. Selections from the Tragic Poets, Thucydides, Plato, Demos-
thenes. Three hours a week. Optional for Seniors. Professor

Bocock and Adjunct Professor McWhorter.

5. Selections from the New Testament. Hours to be arranged.

Optional. Professor Bocock.

A major course is offered in the Graduate School.

HISTORY AND POLITICAL SCIENCE
J. H. T. McPHERSON. Professor.

W. O. PAYNE, Associate Professor.

R. P. BROOKS, DeRenne Professor of Georgia History.

*2. Modem European History. An introductory course, beginning
with a study of the ancient regime and coming down to the present

day. Freshmen. Three hours, first and second terms. Professors

Mcpherson, Payne and Brooks.

* Given in the Summer Session, 1919.
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26. American Government. A brief course covering the frame-
work of the national and state governments, political machinery,
such as parties, conventions and primaries, and related subjects.

Freshmen. Three hours, third term. Professors McPherson, Payne
and Brooks.

3. History of Georgia. An elementary course, covering the his-

tory of the state from the beginning. Freshmen. Two hours, sec-

ond half year. Professor Brooks.

4. English History. Emphasis is laid on the development of Par-

liament, the Cabinet, and the various phases of local government.
Contemporary European developments are kept constantly in view.

Sophomores. Three hours, throughout the year. Professor Payne.

\a. Industrial History of Europe. A survey of modern European
economic history, agricultural, commercial and industrial. Sopho-
mores in B.S. Agriculture and B.S. Commerce. Three hours, through-

out the year. Professor Payne.

*5. American Political History. A general course covering the

political history of the United States. Juniors and Seniors. Three
hours, first and second terms. Professor McPherson.

*6. American Constitutional History. An historical and interpre-

tative study of the origin and growth of the American Federal and
State Constitutions. Juniors and Seniors. Three hours, third term.

Professor McPh erso n

.

8. Modern European History, 1789-1815. After a preliminary

survey of European conditions on the eve of the French Revolution,

the progress of events is followed in detail through the Congress of

Vienna. Juniors and Seniors. Three hours, first half year. Professor

Payne.

9. Modern European History, 1815-1918. The political history of

Europe from the Congress of Vienna through the War of 1914-1918.

Juniors and Seniors. Three hours, second half year. Professors Payne

and Brooks.

11. Political Science. An introduction to the theory of Political

Science, comprising a study of the origin, nature, organization and

functions of the state. Juniors and Seniors. Three hours, first

term. Professor McPherson.

12. American Government and Politics. An advanced study of

the American system of Government, Federal, state and local, in-

cluding the organization and actual influence of political parties.

Juniors and Seniors. Three hours, second and third terms. Pro-

fessor McPherson.

13. American Industrial History. An advanced course, covering

certain aspects of American economic history, such as the public

* Offered in the Summer Session, 1919.
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land system, slavery, labor problems, currency and banking, tariff

legislation, and transportation. Juniors and Seniors. Three hours,

throughout the year. Professor Brooks. This course and History 14

will be offered in alternate years, American Industrial History being

omitted in 1919-1920.

14. American History, 1850-1876. History 14 will be an intensive

study of some relatively short period of American history. For the

session 1919-1920 the subject will be Civil War and Reconstruction.

Especial attention will be given to Southern problems. Juniors and
Seniors. Three hours, throughout the year. Professor Brooks.

15. Spanish-American History. This course covers the history,

geography, political and social institutions, and the economic de-

velopment and possibilities of Spanish-American countries. Special

attention is given to international relations, political and economic.

Three hours. Mr. Ramirez.

JOURNALISM
S .V. SANFORD, Profesor.

1. Newspaper Reporting and Correspondence. The work of the

reporter and the correspondent, including news gathering and news-
paper writing; discussions of methods of presentation; writing and
rewriting from assignments to develop news values. Three hours a

week, throughout the year.

2. Newspaper Editing. Practice in editing copy, correcting proof,

writing headlines, and other details of editing; construction and
development of various types of the newspaper story. Three hours

a week, throughout the year.

3. Special Articles. Practice in writing articles of a varied char-

acter to suit the miscellaneous needs of a newspaper; personal, nar-

rative, descriptive; particular attention is given the short story.

Three hours a week, throughout the year.

4. Editorial Writing. The theory and practice of editorial writ-

ing, interpretation and comment; editorial direction and control.

Three hours a week, first and second terms.

5. History and Principles of Journalism. Journalism in various

periods and conditions; the aims of journalism. Three hours a
week the third term.

6. Psychology of Business Procedure. A discussion of the mental
factors involved in problems of advertising. Three hours a week
the first term.

7. Newspaper Advertising. Special attention to selling plans and
special campaigns; preparation of copy, etc. Three hours a week
the second and third terms.

8. Agricultural Journalism. A course planned for students of Vo-
cational Agriculture. It includes a study of rural publicity, report

writing, press work on projects, and special work in the compilation
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and arrangement of statistical data. Required of Senior vocational

students. Three hours a week. Mr. Maddux.

LATIN
W. D. HOOPER, Professor.

R. L. MeWHORTER, Adjunct Professor.

1. In addition to the reading of a play of Terence and selections

from Livy, the syntax is studied formally, and exercises are given

in translation from English into Latin, to illustrate the usages.

There is also constant practice in reading at sight. The third term

is devoted to an introduction to Horace, including the reading of

the first book of the Odes. Four hours per week. Required of

Freshmen. Professor Hooper and Adjunct Professor McWhorter.

2. Horace: selected Odes; Cicero, de Officiis, Book I. Lectures

on metres are given in connection with the reading of the Odes, and
practice in metrical reading is constant. There is also practice in

reading at sight, and written exercises in translation from English

into Latin are required weekly. Three hours per week. Required

of Sophomores. Professor Hooper and Adjunct Professor McWhorter.

3. Horace: selected Satires and Epistles; Tacitus, Annals; Pliny:

selected letters; History of the Literature. During the first term,

the Satires and Epistles of Horace are read somewhat more rapidly,

with more attention to literary quality, and the history of the liter-

ature is studied. The second and third terms are devoted to the

Annals of Tacitus, and Pliny's letters. More attention is paid to

reading at sight, and some of the reading is parallel. Three hours

per week. Optional for Juniors. Professor Hooper.

4. Representative plays of Plautus and Terence are read during

the first term, both in class and in private, and there are lectures

on the drama. During the second and third terms, the reading is

chosen from a variety of authors not studied in the lower classes

Three hours per week. Optional for Seniors. Professor Hooper.

MATHEMATICS
C. M. SNELLING, Professor.

R. P. STEPHENS, Associate Professor.

R. S. POND, Adjunct Professor.

F. J. ORR, Special Instructor.

Of the following, Courses 1, 2, 3, 4 are required of all students

for graduation with the degree of A B. or B.S. (General). For other

degrees, see requirements elsewhere.

*1. Trigonometry. A course in Plane and Spherical Trigonometry.

Three hours per week for the first half-year. Text: Hun & Mclnnes.

Professors Rnelling, Stephens and Pond.

* Offered in the Summer Session, 1919.
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*2. Graphical Algebra. This will include a study of coordinates,

the plotting of curves, and the derivation of the equations of the

straight line and the circle. Three hours per week for the second

half year. Professors Knelling, Stephens, and Pond.

*3. Analysis. The work of Course 2 will be continued by the study

of the equations of the conies and by introduction to the Calculus.

Three hours per week for the first half year. Professors Stephens and
Pond.

4. Advanced Algebra. The following topics will be treated: com-

plex numbers, determinants, theory of equations, partial fractions,

series, and logarithms. Three hours per week for the second half

year. P?*ofesso?*s Stephens and Pond.

4«. Insurance. An elementary course in probabilities, series, and
other topics in algebra and their application in the calculation of

annuities, premiums, etc. Three hours per week the first half year.

Required of B.S. (Commerce) Sophomores but optional for others on

approval of the department. Professsor Stephens.

5. Calculus. A course in Differential and Integral Calculus.

Three hours per week throughout the year. Professor Pond.

6. Statistics. Statistical method and theory; general methods of

statistical investigation; application of probabilities to statistical

data; graphical methods of presentation of statistics; correlation;

variation. Three hours per week, second half-year. Required of

B.S. (Commerce) Sophomores but optional for others on approval

of the department. Professor Pond.

7. Differential Equations. An elementary course in ordinary dif-

ferential equations. Three hours per week for second half-year.

Text: Cohen's. Professor Stephens.

8. Analytic Geometry. An advanced course based on Salmon or

other text of a similar character. Three hours per week for first

half-year. Professor Pond.

9. Theoretical Mechanics. An elementary course. Three hours

per week for the first half-year. Professor Stephens.

10. The Teaching of High School Mathematics. The value and
purpose of the study of Mathematics; methods of teaching Arith-

metic, Algebra, and Geometry. One hour per week for the first half-

year. Text: Young's. Professor Stephens.

Note:—Courses 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 7, 9 are required of candidates for

degrees in Civil and Electrical Engineering. Candidates for the

B.S. degree who have mathematics for their major must take Course
5 in the Junior year.

* Offered also in the Summer Session, 1919.
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MILITARY SCIENCE
M. B. THWEATT, Captain, Infantry, Professor.

L. H. GORK, Captain, Infantry, Assistant Professor.

In accordance with the provisions of the land grant act, military

exercises are regularly held in this university, upon which the at-

tendance is compulsory by all members of the Freshman, Sophomore
and Junior classes, and the students in the one-year course in Agri-

culture, except when excused by the surgeon of the Corps of Cadets,

the Chancellor, or the Prudential Committee, for physical disability

or other cause.

In accordance with authority obtained from the President of the

United States a unit of the Senior Division, Reserve Officers Training

Corps has been organized at this institution.

Any member of the senior division who has completed two aca-

demic years of service in that division, who has been selected for fur-

ther training by the Chancellor and the Commandant, and who exe-

cutes the following written agreement, will be entitled to commuta-
tion of subsistence fixed by the Secretary of War in accordance with

law.

CONTRACT.
University of Georgia.

Athens, Ga.,

In consideration of commutation of subsistence to be furnished

me, in accordance with law, I hereby agree to continue in the Re-

serve Officers Training Corps during the remainder of my course at

the University of Georgia, to devote five hours per week during such

period to the military training prescribed, and to pursue the courses

of camp training during such period prescribed by the Secretary

of War.

Witness Signed

The commutation of subsistence referred to above is estimated to

be $12.00 per month during the academic year.

The course of camp training has been decided to be, one .four-

weeks' camp at the end of the Junior (third) year and one four-

weeks' camp subsequent to graduation.

Necessary uniforms to be furnished by the United States govern-

ment to those students who comply with the above contract. All

expenses Incurred in attending training camp to be defrayed by the

United States government.
Military Science 1. Moss's Manual of Military Training. Two

hours per week for a half-year. Required of all Freshmen.
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PHYSICS AND ASTRONOMY

L. L. HENDREN, Professor.

W. T. WRIGHT, Adjunct Professor.

J. W. CANTRELL, Instructor.

Physics 2. An introductory college course covering the elemen-

tary principles. Prerequisites, one unit entrance credit in Physics or

Plane Trigonometry. Three hours per week recitation and two

hours per week laboratory work throughout the year. Required

of all Sophomores.

Physics 4

—

Mechanics and Electricity. A second year college

course. The First Term will be devoted to Mechanics and the Sec-

ond and Third Terms to Electricity. In the Third Term work in

Electricity especial emphasis will be laid upon the newer develop-

ments of Electricity—such as the Electron Theory and the proper-

ties of electromagnetic waves (wireless telegraphy). Three hours

per week recitation and two hours per week laboratory work
throughout the year. Optional for Juniors and Seniors. Prerequi-

site, the satisfactory completion of Physics 1 or 2, and Mathematics

1, 2.

Physics 5

—

Heat, Sound and Light. A course of the same grade

as Physics 4 and covering those parts of General Physics not studied

in Physics 4. Courses 4 and 5 together are designed to give the

student a somewhat thorough survey of the experimental data and
analytical processes upon which the great generalizations in Physics

rest. Three hours per week recitation and two hours per week
laboratory work throughout the year. Optional for Juniors and
Seniors.

Physics 6—Advanced Electricity. Discharge of Electricity through

Gases, Radioactivity. Three hours per week lecture and recitation

work throughout the year, with some individual laboratory work.

Optional for Seniors. (Not offered in 1918-1919).

Astronomy 1. Lectures and recitations designed to give a general

knowledge of Astronomy. Opportunity will be given for observa-

tions with a good 3^ -inch telescope. Three hours per week for the

first half-year.

Note:—A laboratory fee of $3.00 is required for Courses 2, 4

and 5.

* Offered in the Summer Session, 1919
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PSYCHOLOGY, PHILOSOPHY, AND EDUCATION

T. J. WOOFTER, Dean.

J. S. STEWART, Professor.

A. S. EDWARDS, Professor.

C. J. HEATWOLE, Professor.

— — , Professor.

Note:—The following courses are open 'to general election. For
fuller description of these courses, see the subsequent announcement
of the Peabody School of Education.

For Teachers Professional License, elect three courses in Educa-

tion from 1-2, 3, 4-8, 5-6, 9-10.

PSYCHOLOGY

1. Elementary Psychology. An introductory course covering the

essentials of general and educational psychology. First half-year.

Professor Edwards.

This may be followed by Psychology 3 or Education 1 the second

half-year.

3. Applied Psychology. Topics will be selected each year, mainly

from the following, Psychology 1 or 5 being prerequisites:

3a. Social and Business Psychology. A brief review of social

psychology and an application of psychological principles and men-
tal tests to problems of advertising and salesmanship.

36. Legal and Vocational Psychology. A study of psychological

problems involved in law, everyday life, and vocational selection and
guidance of employees.

3c. Abnormal Psychology. A brief survey of the facts of feeble-

mindedness and idiocy, inherited and acquired mental diseases and
defects, as amnesia, abulia, delusions, hysteria, dementia, and others.

Professor Edwards.

5. Principles of Psychology. A systematic study of the adult nor-

mal mind. Three hours a week throughout the year with a two-

hour period of laboratory work: May be taken as a beginning course

but not along with Psychology 1, and may be counted as a science in

Group III. Professor Edwards.

6. Experimental Psychology. An advanced course of laboratory

work and conferences, the equivalent of a four-hour credit through-

out the year. Prerequisite, Psychology 1, or 5. May be icounted as

a science in Group III. Professor Edwards.

7. Advanced Educational Psychology. A study of mental devel-

opment, adolescence, individual differences, experimental education,

the learning process, educational and mental tests and measure-

ments, supervised study, and other phases of psychology applied to

education. Three hours a week, the year. Professor Edwards.
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20. Systematic Psychology. A graduate course. See Graduate

School, Psychology 1. Professor Edwards.

PHILOSOPHY
3. Ethics. A study of human conduct, and the moral aspects of

present day problems of society, democracy, and human life gen-

erally. Three hours, first half-year. Professor , Professor

Woofter.

4. Introduction to Philosophy. Historical introduction, present-

ing the great thinkers, the movements of thought, the essentials of

logic and selected studies. Three hours, second half-year. Professor

7. Modern Philosophy. A survey of modern thought with special

studies of ideals of life expressed in philosophical and literary

classics. Three hours, the year. Professor .

9. Social Philosophy. Given with Sociology 9. Three hours, the

year. Professor Heatwole.

26. Advanced History of Philosophy. A graduate course. See

Graduate School. Professor , Professor Woofter.

SOCIOLOGY

5. Social Evolution. An introduction to the study of society,

through the approach of organic and social evolution; anthropol-

ogy, heredity, morality, social organization, democracy, and other

topics. Three hours, first half-year. Professor Woofter.

6. Educational Sociology. Democracy the goal of social evolu-

tion; spirit of modern democracy; education the agency of social

inheritance; education in a democracy; the evolution of the school;

modern educational doctrine. Three hours, second half-year. Pro-

fessor Woofter.

9. General Principles of Sociology. A study of inductive sociol-

ogy, different social theories, current social problems, social statis-

tics, and other topics of functional and applied sociology. Three

hours, the year. Professor Heatwole.

EDUCATION

1. Introductory Educational Psychology. Elements of general

and educational Psychology. Three hours, first half-year. Pro-

fessor Edwards.

2. History of Education. Tracing the influence of the past and
examining modern theories and practices. Three hours, second half-

year. Professor Heatwole, Professor .

3. Principles of Teaching and Management; School Hygiene.

Three hours, the year. Professor Heatwole.

4. High School Organization and Teaching. Open to seniors.
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Two hours per week the year, or as otherwise arranged. Professor

Stewart, Professor .

5. Social Evolution. An introduction to the development and the

organization of society and democracy. Three hours, first half-

year. Professor Woofter.

6. Educational Sociology. A study of fundamental guiding prin-

ciples of education in a democracy. Three hours, second half-year.

Professor Woofter.

7. Advanced Educational Psychology. Characteristics and stages

of mental development, mental training, mental and educational

tests and measurements, etc. Three hours, the year. Professor

Edwards.

8. Teaching Special Subjects: English, History, Mathematics, etc.

9. Education in the United States; the needs of a democracy.

Advanced educational history. Three hours, first half-year. Pro-

fessor , Professor Woofter.

10. The Administration and Supervision of Public Education.

Three hours, second half-year. Professor .

24. See Graduate School.

25. See Graduate School.

26. Principles of Education: Biological, Sociological, Psychologi-

cal. Graduate course, Summer School.

ROMANCE LANGUAGES

1. French X is a course for beginners who are conditioned in

French and wish to substitute both French and German for Greek.

The course consists of careful drill in pronunciation, the rudiments

of grammar and syntax, the study of regular and irregular verbs,

dictation, easy exercises of translation from English into French,

conversation, and the reading of about 275 duodecimo pages of easy

prose. Three hours per week.

2. French 1 consists of a study of grammatical difficulties, idioms,

and provincialisms. Compositions and essays in French. Reading
from 600 to 1,000 pages of prose and poetry. Continuation of trans-

lation from English into French. Conversational French. Three
hours per week. Optional for Freshmen.

3. French 2 consists of the reading of from 1,000 to 2,000 pages

of standard French, classical and modern; compositions and essays

in French; translation from English into French; study of the

classical writers, with parallel reading of some of their works; study

of French Literature, through texts and lectures in French; conver-

sational French. Three hours per week. Optional for Sophomores.

4. French la is an elementary course offered as one of the Junior

language options. In this course the various inflections, forms of

words, verbs, regular and irregular, and constructions of sentences
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are taught from the beginning, but systematic study of the grammar
is not begun until the second half-year, at which time reading,

translation, and writing of letters in French are also begun. About
200 pages of easy French prose are read, and there is practice in

conversational French. Three hours per week. Optional for Juniors.

5. French 2a is a continuation of French la. It consists of a

thorough study of grammar and syntax; translation from English

into French; dictation; French composition; the reading in class of

about 1,000 pages of standard authors, classical and modern; par-

allel reading; and conversational French. Three hours per week.

Optional for Seniors.

Spanish

1. Spanish X. The course consists of careful drill in pronuncia-

tion, the rudiments of grammar and syntax, the study of regular

and irregular verbs, dictation, easy exercises of translation from
English into Spanish, conversation, and the reading of about 275

duodecimo pages of easy prose. Three hours per week.

2. Spanish 1. Study of grammatical difficulties, idioms, and pro-

vincialisms. Compositions and essays in Spanish. Reading from
600 to 1,000 pages of prose and poetry. Translation from English

into Spanish. Three hours per week.

3. Spanish 2. Reading from 1,000 to 2,000 pages of standard

Spanish, classical and modern; compositions and essays in Spanish;

translation from English into Spanish; study of the classical writers,

with parallel reading of some of their works; study of Spanish lit-

erature, through text and lectures in Spanish; conversational Span-

ish. Three hours per week.

4. Spanish la. A course similar to French la.

5. Spanish 2a. A course similar to French 2a.

Italian

Three hours per week. A one year course is offered in this sub-

ject. It is realized that a good reading knowledge of Italian can

be acquired by properly prepared students in one year. With this

in view, reading on preparation and at sight forms the bulk of the

instruction. So much grammatical work is done as may be required

for the attainment of this object. Italian grammar by Grandgent.

Other texts may vary from year to year.
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COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE AND THE
MECHANIC ARTS

I. THE COLLEGE OF SCIENCE AND ENGINEERING

STAFF OF INSTRUCTION
D. C. BARROW, LL.D., Chancellor .

A. M. SOULE, Sc.D., LL.D., President, and Dean of the College of

Agriculture.

H. C. WHITE, Ph.D., Sc.D., D.C.L., LL.D., Professor of Chemistry,

and Terrell Professor of Agricultural Chemistry.

C. M. STRAHAN, C. and M.E., Sc.D., Professor of Civil Engineering.

J. H. T. McPHERSON, Ph.D., Professor of History and Political

Science.

C. M. SNELLING, A.M., Sc.D., Professor of Mathematics.

W. D. HOOPER, A.M., Professor of Latin.

J. MORRIS, A.M., Professor of Germanic Languages.

J. LUSTRAT, Bach, es Lett., Professor of Romance Languages.

R. E. PARK, Litt.D., Professor of English.

T. J. WOOFTER, Ph.D., Professor of Philosophy and Education.

J. S. STEWART, Ped.D., Professor of Secondary Education.

S. V. SANFORD, Litt.D., Professor of English Language.

L. L. HENDREN, Ph.D., Professor of Physics and Astronomy.

J. M. READE, Ph.D., Professor of Botany.

R. P. BROOKS, Ph.D., DeRenne Professor of Georgia History.

C. J. HEATWOLE, M.S., Professor of Education.

M. B. THWEATT, Professor of Military Science and Tactics.

U. H. DAVENPORT, B.S., Associate Professor of Electrical Engin-

eering.

E. L. GRIGGS, Associate Professor of Civil Engineering.

W. O. PAYNE, A.M., Associate Professor of History and Political

Science.

H. V. BLACK, Ph.D., Associate Professor of Chemistry.

R. P. STEPHENS, Ph.D., Associate Professor of Mathematics.

*A. S. EDWARDS, Ph.D., Associate Professor of Psychology.

H. D. DOZIER, A.M., Associate Professor of Finance.

S. M. SALYER, A.M., Associate Professor of English.

L. H. GORK, Assistant Professor of Military Science and Tactics.

R. L. McWHORTER, A.M., Adjunct Professor of Latin and Greek.

R. S. POND, Ph.D., Adjunct Professor of Mathematics.

R. P. WALKER, M.A., Adjunct Professor of English.

* In the Government service.
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*G. L. WILLIAMS, A.M., Adjunct Professor of Finance.

W. C. GEORGE, Ph.D., Adjunct Professor of Zoology.

R. W. RAMIREZ, A.B., Adjunct Professor of Romance Languages.

W. T. WRIGHT, Adjunct Professor of Physics.

*E. E. PEACOCK, M.B.A., Instructor in Accounting and Industry.

ADMISSION OF WOMEN
In view of the fact that a number of colleges for women in Geor-

gia are doing creditable junior college work it is deemed wise at the

present time to limit the admission of women students in the Col-

lege of Agriculture and the Mechanic Arts to the junior and senior

classes. For admission to the junior class it is necessary that the

applicant be at least eighteen years of age, that she present fourteen

units from an accredited high school or the equivalent thereof, and

in addition, that she present thirty-six hours of standard college

work. A candidate who presents thirty hours of standard college

work may secure junior standing, that is, she may be admitted to

the junior class in such courses as she is prepared to enter on condi-

tion that she sustain herself in these courses and that she make
up the six hours condition as early as possible. In addition to aca-

demic preparation sufficient to carry the university work of the

junior class the applicant must show sufficient maturity and poise

to meet the requirements of university life. Qualifications of schol-

arship, personality, and poise must be demonstrated within the first

half of the junior year. Students making application for entrance

into the junior class must submit on a blank furnished for the

purpose their college credits for the first two years of work and

this blank must be sent in for inspection at least six weeks prior to

the opening of college.

There will be a limited number of rooms available for women
students whose major subject is not Home Economics in the resi-

dence hall for women on the campus of the College of Agriculture.

This residence hall will be thoroughly equipped with every modern
convenience and will be under the direction of one of the women of

the faculty. To secure reservation of room it is necessary to make
application in advance accompanied by a deposit of $5.00. Students

not residing in the dormitory must live in approved homes, (a list

of which will be furnished upon application) and must be under all

regulations which govern women who live on the campus.

Special Students

In view of the fact that mature students may wish to carry special

courses for increasing professional skill or securing general culture

without meeting the full entrance requirements of the University

* In the Government service.
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there is a provision that such women may be admitted as special

•students provided they are not less than twenty years of age and

that they give evidence of adequate preparation to the individual

professors in charge of the courses they wish to take.

Address all communications of inquiry and applications to Miss

Mary E. Creswell, Director, Division of Home Economics, State

College of Agriculture, Athens, Ga.

DEGREE

In this College but one degree is given, that of Bachelor of Science.

It is believed that this degree should be, in all cases, the certificate

of satisfactory completion of a proper course of mental training

which, although given by divers arrangements of studies, should be

equally severe and, therefore, without discrimination as to title.

The undergraduate degrees offered by the College of Science and
Engineering are: Bachelor of Science (General); Bachelor of Science

(Civil Engineering); Bachelor of Science (Electrical Engineering);

Bachelor of Science (Architecture); Bachelor of Science (Com-
merce); Bachelor of Science (Medicine). Options must be selected

after conference with and with the consent of the President of the

College.

General provision, applicable to all courses and classes: In Physics,

Chemistry, Botany, and Zoology laboratory work (two hours for

one) may be substituted for lecture or recitation hours, at the option

of the professor. One laboratory period of two hours per week is

allowed for each course of three hours per week.

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE (General)

Freshman Class

Mathematics 1, 2, p. 66_ 3

Phys'cs 1, p. 90 3

Physiology (Zoology A), p. 83___ 3

Graphics Dl, p. 86 2

English 1, p. 60 3

Latin 1, p. 66 _ _ _ _

French 1, p. 72 } One required 3

German 1, p. 62
Spanish 1, p. 62 _ _ _
Georgia History, p. 64 1

Military Science 1, p. 68 ___________ 1

19
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Sophomore Class

Mathematics 3, 4, p. 67]
Physics 4, p. 90 _ _ _ _

;
Mathematics

Chemistry 2 & 2a, p. 83 i- and two other _ _ _ 9

Zooology 3, p. 83 _ _ „ | required
Botany 3, p. 82

J
" English 2, p. 60 3

History 2 or 4, p. 64 3

[Latin 2, p. 66 ]'

j French 2, p. 72 _ _ _ _ | One required _ 3

I

German 2, p. 62
|

[Spanish 2, p. 73
Jj

The student must select one department from this group in

which to take his "major" course. This consists of three three-

hour courses in the same department, exclusive of Freshman courses,

preferably begun in the Sophomore year and continued through the

Junior and Senior, but in some departments a major may be com-
pleted in two years by taking two courses in the same year.

Selection of the major must be made (not later than the begin-

ning of the Junior year and preferably earlier) after consultation

with the head of the department chosen, who thereupon becomes
the official adviser of the student and must be consulted in the

selection of all his other subjects. A second department must be

selected from the same group in which to complete a "minor"
course, consisting of two three-hour courses.

Junior Class

Mathematics 5 or 4a, 6, p. 67 _ _ _'

Physics 4 or 5, p. 90 _ _ _

Chem. 2 and 2a, 3, 4, 5 or 8, p. 83 _ [Two required.
Zoology 3 or 4, p. 83 _ _ .

Botany, p. 82 _ _ _ _ _ .

Psychology 5, p. 70 _ _ .

'English Language 1, p. 61 _ _ _

French la, p. 72 _ _ _ ) One required.
German la, p. 62 _ _ _ _
Spanish la, p. 73 _
English 3, 4, 6 or 8, p. 60 _ _ _ _'

History 5, 6, or 11, p. 64 _ _ _ _
Ed. 1-2, 3, 4, 5-6, 7, or 9-10, p. 71 _

f
One required.

Philosophy 3-4, 5-6, 7, or 9, p. 71
|

Economics 5 or 6-7, or 8, 9, or

[ 10-14, or 11-15, or 16, p. 60 _ _

One free elective may be chosen from all courses offered in the

University.

Five three-hour courses required.

J
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Senior Class

Mathematics 5, or any two of 7, 8, 9, p. 67
*

Physics 4, or 5, or 6, p. 90_ ______
< Chemistry 3, 4, 5, 8, or 9, p. 83 -

Zoology 3, or 4, 5, or 6, 7, p. 83 _____
j

Botany, p. 82______ _______|
Psychology 5, or 6, p. 70 ____j

["English Language 2, p. 61 _______ _]
B -j French 2a, p. 72 [ One required.

I

German 2a, p. 62 _ _ _ _______)
[ Spanish 2a, p. 73 _ _ _

J

(English 3, 4, 5, 6, or 11, p. 60 1

I

History 5-6, or 8-9, or 10, or 11-12, p. 64 _
|

C -j Education 1-2, 4, 5-6, or 10-11, p. 71 _ _ _ \ One required.

|
Philosophy 3-4, 5-6, 7, or 9, p. 71

|
Economics 5, or 6, 7, or 8, 9, or 10-14, or

[ 11-15, or 16, p. 60

One free elective may be chosen from all courses offered in the

University.

Five three-hour courses required.

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE (Civil Engineering)

The degree of Bachelor of Science in Civil Engineering is given

on completion of the four year course outlined below. The studies

required have been chosen so that the student will receive a sound,

broad mental development in addition to his special knowledge of

engineering. The instruction in engineering subjects includes a

large amount of field practice and office drafting and computation.

Thorough application of principles to designing, laying out, and
erecting engineering structures is required.

Freshman Hrs. Sophomore Hrs.

Graphics Dl and D2, p. 86 _ 3 Civil Engineering Al, p. 85 _ 3

English 1, p. 60 3

Georgia History, p. 63 1

Mathematics 1, 2, p. 66 _ _ _ 3

Physics 1, p. 90 3

French X or 1, p. 72 _
]

German X or 1, p. 62 _ V one 3

Spanish X or 1, p. 7 3 _
J

Military Science 1, p. 68 1

Graphics D3, p. 86 2

Physics 3, 4, p. 90 4

Mathematics 3, 4, p. 67 _ _ _ 3

Chemistry 2 and 2a, p. 83 _ _ 3

French 1, or 2, p ^2 _ 1

German 1 or 2, p. 62
Spanish 1 or 2, p. 73 _

17
See note under Electrical Engineering.

Junior Hrs.

Chemistry 4, 5, or 8, p. 83 _ _ 3

Civil Eng. B-l, & B-2, or B-3,
p. 85 6

Graphics D-4, p. 86 2

Electrical Engineering 1, p.

86 3

Mathematics 5, p. 67 3

one 3

18

Senior Hrs.

Astronomy and Geology,
p. 61, 69 3

Civil Eng. C-1,-2,-3,-4, p. 86 _ 6

Graphics D-5, p. 86 2

Electrical Eng. 3, p. 88 3

Mathematics 7, 9, p. 67 3

17 17
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BACHELOR OF SCIENCE (Architectural Engineering)

Freshman Hrs.

Graphics D-l, and D-2, p. 86 _ 3

English 1, p. 60 3

Georgia History, p. 63 _ _ _ _ 1

Mathematics 1, 2, p. 66 _ _ _ 3

Physics 1, p. 90 3

French X or 1,

German X or 1,

Spanish X or 1,

Military Science

P. 72 _]
p. 62 _ |>one 3

p. 73 _J
1, p. 68 1

17

Sophomore Hrs.

Civil Engineering A-l, p. 85 _ 3

Graphics D-3, p. 86 2

Mathematics 3, 4, p. 67 3

Physics 3, 4, p. 90 4

Chemistry 2 and 2a, p. 83 3

French 1 or 2, p. 72 _]
German 1 or 2, p. 62 _

J-
one 3

Spanish 1 or 2, p. 73 _
J

See note under Electrical Engineering.

Junior Hrs
[

Chemistry 4, 5, or 8, p .83 _ 3

Mathematics 5, p. 67____3
Graphics D-4, p. 86 2

French la, p. 72; or German
la, p. 62 3

Architecture B-4, p. 86 3

Civil Engineering B-l, p. 85 _ 3

Senior

Astronomy and Geology, p.

Hrs.

69 3

Graphics D-5, p. 86 _

French lr/, p. 72; or
la, p. 62 2

Civil Eng. C-l, 5, p. 86
Civil Eng. C-6, p. 87
Civil Eng. C-3, p. 87

German

iV"
17 17

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE (Electrical Engineering)

The course in Electrical Engineering is especially designed to give

to those who contemplate making this subject their life-work a

broad and well-rounded academic training, supplemented by a course

in Electrical Engineering proper, which is as full and thorough as

the time allowed will permit. Students are strongly urged to lay a

broad foundation for electrical work, and to finish their course at

some higher institution, after which they are advised to enter the

shops of some electrical company before entering upon their pro-

fession. While some of the men trained here have entered upon a

successful career in electrical work without studying further else-

where, we believe the best and most lasting results will be obtained

by following the plan outlined above.

Freshman Hrs.

Graphics D-l and D-2, p. 86 _ 3

English 1, p. 60 3

Georgia History, p. 63 _ _ _ 1

Mathematics 1, 2, p. 66 _ _ _ 3

Physics 1, p. 90 3

French X or 1, p. 72 _]
German X or 1, p. 62 _ [-one 3

Spanish X or 1, p. 73 _
J

Military Science 1, p. 68 1

Sophomore Hrs.

Civil Eng. A-l, p. 85 3

Graphics D-3, p. 86 2

Mathematics 3, 4, p. 67 3

Physics 3, 4, p. 90 4

Chemistry 2 and 2a, p. 83 _ _ 3

French 1 or 2, p. 72 _]
Gorman 1 or, 2, p. 62 _ [-one 3

Spanish 1 or 2, p. 73 _
J

17 IS
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Junior Hrs.

Chemistry 4, 5, or 8, p. 83 3

Civil Eng. B-l, and -2, or -3,

p. 85 6

Electrical Eng. 1, 2, p. 88 5

Mathematics, 5, p. 67____3

Senior Hrs.

Astronomy and Geology, p. 69 3

Civil Eng. C-1,-2, p. 86 3

Graphics D-5, p. 86 2

Electrical Eng. 3, 4, p. 88 5

Mathematics 7, 9, p. 67 3

17 16
Note:—For the degrees in Civil Engineering, Electrical Engineer-

ing and Architectural Engineering:

A student who offers no modern language for entrance must take

two consecutive years in French, German, or Spanish.

A student who offers one or more units of modern language for

entrance and wishes to continue the same language will take the

advanced course listed above in the language chosen.

A student who offers two units of modern language for entrance

will be permitted to take History 2 and English 2 in lieu of the two
year language options.

A student who chooses a language option must continue the same
language through two years, except that when Spanish 2 can be

taken in the Freshman year it may be followed by English 2 in the

Sophomore year.

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE (Commerce)

The degree of Bachelor of Science in Commerce is conferred on

the completion of sixty-seven hours as suggested below or as ap-

proved by the Director of the School of Commerce and the Dean
of the University according to options stated. The entrance require-

ments are stated on page 28.

Freshman Hrs.

English 1, p. 60 3

Mathematics 1, 2, p. 66 3

Foreign Language _____ 3

Physics 1 or 2, p. 90 1

Economics 1, History 2a, p. 63 3

History 2, p. 63 3

Military Science, p. 68 _ _ _ 1

19

Junior Hrs.

Economics 6, 7, p. 60 _ _ _ _ 3

Other approved economics _ _3
Modern Language ______ 3

Natural Science _______ 3

Psychology 1, 2, p. 70 3

Sophomore Hrs.

English 2, p. 60 3

Mathematics 4a, 6, or 3, 4,

p. 67 3

Modern Language 3

History 4a (or 4) p. 63 3

Economics 5, p. 60 _ _ _ _ _ 3

Economics 16, p. 60 _ _ _ _ _ 3

18

Senior Hrs.

Approved Economics _ _ _ _ C

Economics, History, Political

Science, Sociology, Educa-
tion and other courses ap-
proved for each student's
programme _______9

15 11

Entrance Requirements

Students are admitted to candidacy for the degree in Commerce
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who have completed the following courses in an accredited high

school or have otherwise been accorded credit in the University for

the units specified:

English _______ 3 units (or foreign lang.*) _ 3 units
History ______ 2 units Other subjects _ _ _ 4.5 unit's

Modern language _ _ 2 units (Or, other subjects. 3.5 units)
Mathematics _ _ _ _ 2.5 units

Language Requirements

In addition to the entrance requirements specified above, a min-

imum of nine hours of college work in language is required. The
requirements may be fulfilled in the following ways: (1) nine hours

of German, (2) nine hours of French, (3) three hours of French

and six hours of Spanish, (4) three hours of Latin and six hours of

Spanish, or (5) six hours of each of any two of German, French,

and Spanish. Credit for additional language will be given those

taking more than the language required, and students expecting to

enter the field of foreign trade either in governmental service or as

representatives of business houses are advised to take more than the

minimum in the languages that will be required of them.

A SIX-YEAR COMBINATION COURSE IN MEDICINE
1. Two years to be taken in the Academic department at Athens,

as follows:

First Year (Freshman) Hrs. Second Year (Sophomore) Hrs.

Mathematics 1, 2, p. 66 3 Zoology 4, 5, p. 83 4

English 1, p. 60 3 Chemistry 3, p. 83 4

History, p. 63 3 Physics 1 or 2. p. 90 _ 4

Zoology 3, p. 83 3 French 1 or 2. p. 72; or
Chemistry 2 and 2a, p. 83 4 German 1 or 2, p. 62 3

French X or 1, p. 72 | Botany, p. 82; or
German X or 1, p. 62 ( _ _ _ 3 Psychology, p. 70 ______ 3

19 18

Note:—Two units of foreign language are required for entrance

to the pre-medical courses.

Course 1 taken in either language the first year is followed 1

Course 2 in the same language in the second year.

No course offered for entrance can be counted for the degree.

2. Two years to be taken in the Medical Department at Augusta,
comprising the first two years of the regular medical course.

On the satisfactory completion of this four year course, the

academic degree of Bachelor of Science in Medicine will be conferred.

3. Two additional years to be taken in the Medical Department
in Augusta completing the regular course leading to the degree of

Doctor of Medicine, on the completion of which such degree will be

conferred.

* Two of which must be in one language.
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COURSES OF INSTRUCTION
BIOLOGY

Botany

J. M. READE, Professor.

W. C. WANG, Assistant.

3. Introductory Plant Biology. This is the complement of Zoology

3, the two courses together constituting general biology. Three
recitations and two hours laboratory work per week for three

terms. Prerequisite for Botany 4, 5, 6, 9, and 11.

4. Morphology. A comparative study in praticular of the groups
leading to a land flora. Two recitations and four hours laboratory

work per week for three terms. Botany 3 is prerequisite.

5. Bacteria. Text: Morrey, Fundamentals of Bacteriology. Three
recitations and two hours laboratory work per week for the first

half-year. Botany 3 is prerequisite.

5a. Water and Sewage. Two recitations and four hours labora-

tory work per week for the second half-year. Botany 5 is pre-

requisite.

6. True Fungi. Two recitations and four hours laboratory work
per week for three terms. Botany 3 is prerequisite.

7. Phytopathology. Three recitations and four hours laboratory

work per week for three terms.

9. Physiology. A series of experiments with connected reading

and reports. Six hours laboratory work and one conference hour

per week for three terms. Botany 3 is prerequisite.

11. Genetics. An introduction to the study of heredity Three

lectures or recitations per week for three terms. Botany 3 is pre-

requisite.

1. Agricultural Botany. A course similar to Botany 3 but with

special reference to agriculture. Three recitations and two hours

laboratory work per week for three terms.

2. Local Flora. Practice in the recognition of common trees and

herbs. Illustrated lectures on the classification of Angiosperms.

Given only by special arrangement.

A. Plants. A course for one-year students in agriculture. Three

recitations per week for one term.

B. Pharmaceutical Botany. Three recitations per week for one

term.
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Zooology

W. C. GEORGE, Adjunct Professor.

•, Assistant.

3. Introductory Animal Biology. This is the complement of Bot-

any 3, the two courses together constituting general biology. Three
recitations and two hours laboratory work per week for three terms.

Prerequisite, Zoology 4 and 5.

4. Vertebrate Morphology. The various organ systems are stud-

ied in detail, especial attention being given to the homologies found

in the various vertebrate groups. Three recitations and two hours

laboratory work per week for three terms. Prerequisite, Zoology 3.

5. Histology and Embryology. The first two terms are devoted to

practice in the general methods employed in making microscopical

preparations and to a study of the histological structure of the more
important types of tissues and organs; the third term is devoted to

the embryology of the frog and chick. Two recitations and at least

four hours laboratory work per week. Prerequisite, Zoology 3.

A. The Human Body. An introductory course for those not suf-

ficiently prepared to enter Zoology 3. Three recitations or lectures

per week for three terms.

CHEMISTRY

H. C. WHITE, Professor.

H. V. BLACK, Associate Professor.

C. B. SWETLAND, Instructor.

The following courses are offered:

1. Elementary Chemistry. Three hours per week of lectures and
recitations and two laboratory periods, for three terms. Text:

McPherson and Henderson, Elementary Study of Chemistry.

2. Inorganic Chemistry; College Course. Three hours per week
of lectures and recitations for three terms. Text: Alexander Snyth,

General Chemistry.

2u. Laboratory Course, to accompany Course 2. Two laboratory

periods per week for three terms.

2b. A more extensive Laboratory Course, also to accompany Course

2. Four laboratory periods per week for three terms.

3. Organic Chemistry; College Course. Three hours per week of

lectures and recitations and two laboratory periods for three terms.

Open to students who have completed Courses 2 and 2a or 2 and 2b.

Text: Stoddard, Introduction to Organic Chemistry.

4. Industrial (including Agricultural Chemistry). Three hours

per week of lectures and recitations for three terms. Texts: Pro-

fessor's Notes; Thorp, Industrial Chemistry, and Reference Texts.
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5. Physical Chemistry. Three hours per week of lectures and
recitations and two laboratory periods for three terms. Open to

students who have completed 2 and 2a or 2 and 2b.

8. Analytical Chemistry. About two-thirds of this course is de-

voted to qualitative analysis, on the completion of which quanti-

tative analysis is begun. Six laboratory periods per week for three

terms. Open to students who have completed Courses 2 and 2a or

2 and 2b. Texts: W. A. Noyes, Qualitative Analysis; Morse, Exer-

cises in Quantitative Chemistry.

9. Analytical Chemistry. Quantitative. Continuing the work of

Course 8, a thorough foundation is laid in the scientific principles

of quantitative analysis, followed by more detailed work in the

analysis of iron and steel, or iron ores, of fertilizers, or in metallur-

gy and assaying, or in such other branches of analysis as the needs

of the individual student may suggest. Open to students who have

completed Course 8. Six laboratory periods per week for three terms.

The following fees will be charged for chemicals used in the

laboratories: In Courses 1, 2a, 2b, 3 and 5, $2.50; Courses 8 and 9,

$10.00. Necessary apparatus is furnished the student and breakage

must be paid for at the end of the course.

Four lecture rooms and nine laboratories, appropriately furnished

and equipped, are provided in Terrell Hall, which is occupied ex-

clusively by the Schools of Chemistry and Pharmacy.

CIVIL ENGINEERING

C. M. STRAHAN, Professor.

E. L. GRIGGS, Associate Professor.

The School of Civil Engineering offers instruction in the various

branches of Civil Engineering, Architecture, and Graphics, and en-

deavors to aid students in becoming skillful draftsmen, accurate

surveyors, careful designers, and practical constructors. The in-

struction by text-book and lectures is supplemented by a large

amount of field practice, laboratory and draughting room exercises,

and original investigation and essays.

The courses in this department lead to the degree of Bachelor of

Science in Civil Engineering and Architectural Engineering. Upon
satisfactory completion of partial courses, certificates will be issued

to students, covering the work done. It is not deemed advisable at

present to create a special degree in Highway Engineering, but with

the approval of the Faculty mature students completing special work
in highway construction will be given certificates thereon.
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Civil Engineering Courses

A-l. Elementary Surveying. A course covering the use, care, and

adjustment of surveying instruments, methods of surveying by

chain alone, by compass, and by transit; the methods of platting

and computing areas, and volumes; the variation of the magnetic

needle; problems in parting off and dividing lands; the use of the Y
level and precise leveling; plane table and stadia surveying, and the

use of the solar transit. Three hours per week. Required of Soph-

omores in all Engineering courses. Text: Breed and Hosmer's
Surveying. Professor Griggs.

B.-l. Materials of Construction. A course of lectures and labora-

tory work covering the occurrence, preparation, and manufacture of

the important structural materials, to-wit: lumber, its seasoning,

inspection, and preservative treatment; stone, natural and artificial,

including brick, terra cotta, cements, concrete blocks, etc.; the

metals, including iron, wrought iron, steel, copper, tin, lead, zinc,

aluminum, and alloys as used by engineers; uniting materials, cover-

ing limes, mortars, cements, bituminous binders, joinery, riveting,

etc. First and second. terms. The third term is given to Founda-
tions and Masonry structures, the course being based on Baker's

Masonry Construction. Three hours per week. Required of Juniors

in all Engineering courses. Professor Strahan.

B-2. Railroad Engineering. A course covering reconnoissance,

preliminary and location surveys, curves, spirals, switches, etc.,

cross-sectioning, computations and estimates, railroad economics

and the various other problems involved in the complete engineering

of railways. Three hours per week. Optional for Juniors in Civil

and Electrical Engineering. Text: Allen's Railroad Curves and
Earthwork. Lectures. Professor Strahan.

B-3. Highway Engineering. A course of lectures, laboratory and
field problems covering the surveys, location, drainage, grading and
surfacing of public highways and city streets. The preparation of

maps, profiles, and estimates. Paving methods and specifications.

Road finances, equipment, and labor. Three hours per week. Op-
tional for Juniors in Civil and Electrical Engineering. Professor

Strahan.

B-4. Elements of Architecture. A course of lectures and prob-

lems covering the classical orders, Gothic and Romanesque Forms.
Sketches from memory required. Parallel reading and essays on
the history of architecture. References: Hamlin, Fletcher, Fergu-
son. Three hours per week. Required of Juniors in Architectural

Engineering. Professor Strahan.

C-l. Applied Mechanics. A course covering the fundamental
principles of stresses and strains, the effect of forces and moving
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loads upon framed and masonry structures, the elastic resistances

of materials and the principles governing structural design of

bridges, roofs, arches. First and second terms. Three hours per

week. Required of Seniors in all Engineering courses. Text: Lan-
za's Applied Mechanics. Professor Strahan.

C-2. Hydraulics. A course in theoretical and practical hydraulics

covering hydrostatics and hydrodynamics. Measurements of velocity

and discharge, weirs, nozzles, orifices, meters, turbines, stream flow,

etc., and the utilization of streams for power purposes. First term.

Three hours per week. Required of Seniors in Civil and Electrical

Engineering courses. Text: Russell's Hydraulics. Lectures. Pro-

fessor Strahan.

C-3. Bridges, Arches, and Reinforced Concrete. A course cover-

ing bridges and arch and concrete masonry design. A practical

course of lectures and design problems on highway bridges, rein-

forced arch bridges, culverts, and bridge inspection. Three hours

per week. Second and third terms. Required of Seniors in Civil

Engineering course. Professor strahan.

C-4. AVater Supply and Sewerage. A course of lectures and prob-

lems on water supply, sewerage, garbage disposal, etc., including

the methods of sewerage purification. Parallel reading: Hazen,

Fuertes, Hering, and current reports. Third term. Three hours per

week. Required of Seniors in Civil Engineering. Optional in other

Engineering courses.

C-5. Heating and Ventilation. A course covering the various

methods of heating and ventilation including low pressure and high

pressure steam, the vapor system, hot air furnaces, direct and indi-

rect radiation, etc. Third term. Three hours per week. Required

of Seniors in Architectural Engineering. Text: Baldwin, Heating

and Ventilation. Lectures. Professor Griggs.

C-6. Architectural Design. A course in designing modern struc-

tures, with necessary plans, elevations, sections, and detail drawings,

with specifications. Simpler problems are given leading up to more
complex masonry structures. Four hours per week, including ex-

tension of Reinforced Concrete under C-3. Required of Seniors in

Architectural Engineering. Professor Griggs.

Courses in Graphics

D-l. Elementary Graphics. The first part of this course includes

the construction of simple geometrical figures, designed to teach the

use of the instruments and habits of neatness and precision. The
work in projection follows. The course is illustrated by models,

and written examinations are held at intervals. Practice in letter-

ing is given throughout the course. With this course are given

also two hours per week of free-hand drawing. Two hours per week.
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Required of all B.S. Freshmen. Text: "Elements of Drawing,"
Strahan and Griggs. Professor Griggs.

D-2. A course covering tracing and blue-printing, details of fram-

ing, riveting members, trestles, bridges, etc., according to standard

symbols used in shop and construction drawings. One hour per

week. Required of Freshmen applying for any of the Engineering

degrees. Professor Griggs.

D-3. Descriptive Geometry. This course is open to students who
have taken Course D-l or its equivalent. The problems are both

demonstrated and drawn on uniform plates neatly lettered. Inter-

sections of solids, shades and shadows are studied. Original prob-

lems are given. Two hours per week. Required of Sophomores in

Engineering courses. Text: Phillips and Millar. Professor Griggs.

D-4. Advanced Graphics. This course include Topographical

maps of field surveys showing full details, measured drawings of

buildings, principles of mathematical perspective with problems and
an elaborate rendered perspective of same building. Two hours per

week. Required of Juniors in Civil and Architectural Engineering

courses. Professor Griggs.

D-5. Graphic Statics and Structural Design. A course in deter-

mination of stresses in structures by graphic methods and in design-

ing steel structures, such as built girders, knee-braced roof trusses,

and pin-connected bridge truss. Text: Lecture Notes, Thompson's
Bridge and Structural Design. Two hours per week. Required of

Seniors in all Engineering courses. Professor strahan.

Special United States Survey Course. A course for applicants for

positions in the various Government Survey Corps. Two hours per

week. Open to special students sufficiently prepared in the general

engineering subjects.

Graduate Courses. For the degrees of Civil Engineer and Civil

and Mining Engineer the applicant pursues advanced courses, having
in view the special branch of the profession which he intends to

follow. Original investigation is made a prominent feature of these

courses.

Note:—For schedule of studies leading to the degree of Bachelor

of Science in Civil Engineering, see page —

.

Good Roads Department

This department of the School of Civil Engineering has been

organized for the purpose of giving direct instruction and field

assistance to the road authorities of the counties of Georgia. The
Trustees have recognized the importance of the road movement and
have added an experienced officer to the staff of the School in order

that special courses of instruction may be given at the University,

and that upon request of county officials, visits for advice and dem-
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onstration may be made to counties requesting them. By writing

to any of the officers of the School of Engineering, full informa-

tion and blank forms of application for assistance may be obtained.

Advice and Assistance. The visits to counties are made free of

charge except where the service rendered is of long duration, and
then the traveling and field expenses of the officer are the only cost.

Laboratory Examination of Road Materials. This department has

established a road material laboratory for the examination of sand-

clay, top-soil, gravel, and similar road building materials. Samples
sent by county road authorities will be examined free of charge and
report made indicating the suitability of the material for surfacing

roads. Send for printed instructions on how to take such samples.

County road officials are invited to come to the University or write

to the department at any time when they desire information or

assistance and when the number of applicants justifies it courses of

study will be arranged for such county officials and other mature
special students.

ECONOMICS
A complete description of these courses is contained in the an-

nouncement of the School of Commerce.

ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING
U. H. DAVENPORT, Associate Professor.

1. Electrical Machinery and Apparatus. A study of the theory

of direct currents and their application to electrical machinery and
engineering auxiliaries—meters, storage batteries, transmission

lines, distribution systems, electric lights, etc. Three lectures and
quiz periods and one double period in the dynamo laboratory each

week. The course includes also a large number of problems, which
all students are required to work and file each week for grading by

the instructor. Text: Franklin & Esty's "Elements of Electrical

Engineering—Direct Currents," and Franklin & Esty's Dynamo Lab-

oratory Manual, Vol. I. Required of Juniors in the Civil Engin-

eering, and the Electrical Engineering courses.

2. Mechanical Engineering of Power Plants. A study of Prime
Movers and Power Plant Auxiliaries—steam engines and boilers,

steam turbines, gas and oil engines, waterwheels and windmills,

condensers, economizers, feed water heaters, pumps, piping, etc. A
limited amount of laboratory work with steam, gas, and gasoline

engines will be required. The course will include visits to plants

where the various types of prime movers will be found in operation.

Certain installations, typical of the best modern practice, both steam

and hydraulic, will be studied from available detail drawings, and,

if possible, by visits to the plants. Two hours per week. Required

of Juniors in the Electrical Engineering course.
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3. Electrical Machinery and Apparatus—Alternating Currents.

A continuation of Course 1. A study of the theory of alternating

currents and their application to electrical machinery and engineer-

ing auxiliaries; transformers, meters, lights, transmission lines, dis-

tributing systems, etc. Three lectures and quiz periods and one

double period in the laboratory each week. The course includes

also a large number of problems, which all students are required to

work and file each week for grading by the instructor. Text: Frank-

lin & Esty's "Elements of Electrical Engineering—Alternating Cur-

rents," and Karapetoff's Experimental Electrical Engineering. Re-

quired of Seniors in the Civil Engineering and the Electrical Engin-

eering courses.

4. Electrical Engineering of Power Plants. A study of the mar-
ket conditions causing a demand for electrical power, the natural

source of energy available, the most economic and satisfactory meth-
ods of developing it, transforming it into electrical energy, trans-

mitting it to the market, and distributing it to the consumer. A
detailed study of the power plant equipment, including standard

switchboard construction and special wiring problems will be made.
High tension, long distance transmission line phenomena will be

studied and transmission line calculations will be made. Typical

installation, both hydro-electric and steam-electric, will be studied

in detail and visits will be made to such plants as are available for

study. Construction drawing and diagrams of these plants will be
used where they are available. Three hours per week. Required
of Seniors in Electrical Engineering course.

ENGLISH
For courses see page 60.

GEOLOGY
For courses see page 62.

GERMANIC LANGUAGES
For courses see page 62.

HISTORY AND POLITICAL SCIENCE
For courses see page 63

JOURNALISM
For courses see page 65.

LATIN
For courses see page 66.

MATHEMATICS
For courses see page 6 6.

MILITARY SCIENCE
For courses see page 68.
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PHYSICS AND ASTRONOMY
L. L. HENDREN, Professor.

W. T. WRIGHT, Adjunct Professor.

Physics 1, Elementary Physics. Three hours per week recitation

and two hours per week laboratory work throughout the year. Re-
quired of B.S. students.

Physics la. Physical Measurements. A laboratory course of two
hours per week to accompany or supplement Physics 1 or Physics 2.

Physics 3. A brief course offered primarily for the Engineering
students and designed to accompany and supplement Physics 4.

During the first term the time will be devoted to a study of the

theory and use of the Slide Rule and to the solution of problems in

Mechanics. The second and third terms will be devoted to a study

of Heat with especial emphasis on those topics which have an appli-

cation to Engineering. Required of all Sophomore B.S. Engineering

students. One hour per week throughout the year.

Physics 4, Mechanics and Electricity. A second year college course.

The first term will be devoted to Mechanics and the second and third

terms to Electricity. In the third term work in Electricity especial

emphasis will be laid upon the newer developments of Electricity,

such as the Electron Theory and the properties of electro-magnetic

waves ((wireless telegraphy). Three hours per week recitation and
two hours per week laboratory work throughout the year. Required

of all Sophomore B.S. Engineering students; optional for B.S. Gen-

eral Sophomores, Juniors and Seniors. Prerequisite, the satisfactory

completion of Phj'sics 1 or 2 and Mathematics 1-2.

Physics 5, Heat, Sound and Light. A course of the same grade

as Physics 4, and covering those parts of General Physics not studied

in Physics 4. Courses 4 and 5 together are designed to give the

student a somewhat thorough survey of the experimental data and
analytical processes upon which the great generalizations in Physics

rest. Three hours per week recitation and two hours per week
laboratory work throughout the year. Optional fo rB.S. General

Juniors and Seniors.

Physics 6. Advanced Electricity, Discharge of Electricity through

Gases, Radioactivity. Three hours per week lecture and recita-

tion work throughout the year with some individual laboratory work.

Optional for B.S. General Seniors. (Not offered 1918-19).

Astronomy 1. Lectures and recitations designed to give a general

knowledge of Astronomy. Opportunity will be given for observa-

tions with a good 3V2 -inch telescope. Three hours per week for the

first half-year. Optional for B.S. General Seniors. Required of B.S.

Engineering Seniors.

Note:—A laboratory fee of three dollars is required for Physics

1, 2, 4 and 5.
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PSYCHOLOGY, PHILOSOPHY, AND EDUCATION

T. J. WOOFTER, Dean.

J. S. STEWART, Professor.

A. S. EDWARDS, Professor.

C. J. HEATWOLE, Professor.

, Professor.

Note:—The following courses are open to general election. For
fuller description of these courses, see the subsequent announce-
ment of the Peabody School of Education.

For Teachers Professional License, elect three courses in Educa-
tion from 1-2, 3, 4-8, 5-6, 7, 9-10.

PSYCHOLOGY
1. Elementary Psychology. An introductory course covering the

essentials of general and educational psychology. First half-year.

Professor Edwards.

This may be followed by Psychology 3 or Education 1 the sec-

ond half-year.

3. Applied Psychology. Topics will be selected each year, mainly

from the following, Psychology 1 or 5 being prerequisite:

Za. Social and Business Psychology. A brief review of social

psychology and an application of psychological principles and men-
tal tests to problems of advertising and salesmanship.

V>. Legal and Yocational Psychology. A study of psychological

problems involved in law, everyday life, and vocational selection

and guidance of employees.

3c. Abnormal Psychology. A brief survey of the facts of feeble-

mindedness and idiocy, inherited and acquired mental diseases and
defects, as amnesia, abulia, delusions, hysteria, dementia, and oth-

ers. Professor Edwards.

5. Principles of Psychology. A systematic study of the adult nor-

mal mind. Three hours a week throughout the year with a two-

hour period of laboratory work. May be taken as a beginning course

but not along with Psychology 1, and may be counted as a science

in Group III. Professor Edwards.

6. Experimental Psychology. An advanced course of laboratory

work and conferences, the equivalent of a four-hour credit through-

out the year. Prerequisite, Psychology 1, or 5. May be counted as

a science in Group III. Professor Edwards.

7. Advanced Educational Psychology. A study of mental devel-

opment, adolescence, individual differences, experimental education,

the learning process, educational and mental tests and measure-

ments, supervised study, and other phases of psychology applied to

education. Three hours a week, the year. Professor Edwards.
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20. Systematic Psychology. A graduate course. See Graduate
School, Psychology 1. Professor Edwards.

PHILOSOPHY

3. Ethics. A study of human conduct, and the moral aspects of

present day problems of society, democracy, and human life gener-

ally. Three hours, first half-year. Professor , P?-ofessor

Woofter.'

4. Introduction to Philosophy. Historical introduction, presenting

the great thinkers, the movements of thought, the essentials of logic

and selected studies. Three hours, second half-year. Professor

7. Modern Philosophy. A survey of modern thought with special

studies of ideals of life expressed in philosophical and literary

classics. Three hours the year. Professor .

9. Social Philosophy. Given with Sociology 9. Three hours, the

year. Professor Heatwole.

2 6. Advanced History of Philosophy. A graduate course. See

Graduate School. Professor , Professor Woofter.

SOCIOLOGY

5. Social Evolution. An introduction to the study of society,

through the approach of organic and social evolution; anthropology,

heredity, morality, social organization, democracy, and other topics.

Three hours, first half-year. Professor Woofter.

6. Educational Sociology. Democracy the goal of social evolution;

spirit of modern democracy; education the agency of social inherit-

ance; education in a democracy; the evolution of the school; mod-
ern educational doctrine. Three hours, second half-year. Professor

Woofter.

9. General Principles of Sociology. A study of inductive sociol-

ogy, different social theories, current social problems, social statis-

tics, and other topics of functional and applied sociology. Three
hours, the year. Professor Heatwole.

EDUCATION

1. Introductory Educational Psychology. Elements of general and
educational Psychology. Three hours, first half-year. Professor

Edwards.

2. History of Education. Tracing the influence of the past and
examining modern theories and practices. Three hours, second half-

year. Professor Heatwole, Professor .

3. Principles of Teaching and Management; School Hygiene.

Three hours, the year. Professor Heatwole.

4. High School Organization and Teaching. Open to Seniors.
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Two hours per week, the year, or as otherwise arranged. Professor

Stewart, Profsesor .

5. Social Evolution. An introduction to the development and the

organization of society and democracy. Three hours, first half-

year. Professor Woofter.

6. Educational Sociology. A study of fundamental guiding prin-

ciples of education in a democracy. Three hours, second half-year.

Professor Woofter.

7. Advanced Educational Psychology. Characteristics and stages

of mental development, mental training, mental and educational

tests and measurements, ets. Three hours, the year. Professor

Edwards.

8. Teaching Special Subjects: English. History. Mathematics, etc.

9. Education in the United States; the needs of a democracy.

Advanced educational history. Three hours, first half-year. Pro-

fessor , Professor Woofter.

10. The Administration and Supervision of Public Education.

Three hours, second half-year. Professor .

20. See Graduate School.

25. Principles of Education: Biological. Sociological. Psycholog-

ical. Graduate course, Summer School.

VOCATIONAL EDUCATION

The following are special courses for Smith-Hughes students.

See Division of Agricultural Education .College of Agriculture:

Education X. Vocational Educational Psychology and Principles

of Teaching. Three hours, the year. Professor IIeat vole.

Education Y. Rural Sociology and Rural Economics. Three hours,

the year. Professor Heatwole.

Education Z. School Administration and Supervision. Half year.

Professor .
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In Extension Service.

t In Cooperation with U. S. D. A.

t On leave of absence in army service.
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The State College of Agriculture

HISTORICAL- STATEMENT

The Georgia State College of Agriculture was organized in accord-

ance with an act of the General Assembly of the State passed July

21, 1906. It is an outgrowth of the State College of Agriculture

and Mechanic Arts established as a department of the University of

Georgia on May 1, 1872, by the Trustees of the University who
accepted for the purpose, funds arising from the landscrip. From
time to time support was received from the federal government,
until the State, realizing that agriculture represents its principal

industry, decided by legislative enactment to differentiate and spe-

cifically support an agricultural college.

The act of 1906 establishing the present College and better known
as the "Conner Bill," contains the following preamble which sets

forth reasons for enlarging the work of the State College of Agri-

culture along both educational and research lines:

"Agriculture is the principal industry of the State, and the main
source from which the material prosperity of the State must come.

Experience has demonstrated the great value of agricultural edu-

cation in permanently improving the soil, multiplying its yield and
increasing the value of its products. There is a growing demand
by the people of the State for agricultural education, and for the

practical benefits of scientific research in this line, and for im-

proved methods in farming."

This act provides that the State College of Agriculture shall be

under the direction of a Board of Trustees, consisting of eleven

men, three selected from the trustees of the University proper,

three from the directors of the Georgia Experiment Station, includ-

ing the Commissioner of Agriculture, and five from the State at

large. The Board has the same functions and exercises the same
authority as that of the trustees of similarly organized coordinated

divisions of the University, but is subject, in accordance with the

provisions of the constitution of the State, to the general control of

the University trustees.

The Georgia State College of Agriculture constitutes an integral

part of the University System of Georgia, and while it has certain

buildings, lands and equipment set aside for the special use of its

corps of instructors and students, its work in general is closely asso-

ciated with the University proper, so that agricultural students enjoy

all the advantages which a great university system affords. These

advantages include instruction and advice from the professors in

other colleges, use of the general libraries and scientific laboratories,
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and membership in the various clatjs and society organizations. This

is most desirable, since classroom training is but a part of a man's

education.

GENERAL STATEMENT
OBJECTS OF THE COLLEGE

The purpose and plan of the College of Agriculture is, first to

train agricultural students in the sciences pertaining to correct farm

practice that they may receive a thorough and liberal education;

second, to so arrange the course of instruction that men of limited

means, opportunity and education may receive the greatest prac-

tical benefit by attending courses of varying length provided by

the College; third, to take an active part in the dissemination of

agricultural knowledge among the farmers of the state by means
of extension teaching, farmers' institutes, bulletins, and other pub-

lications of a popular and practical nature, and to encourage and
promote research in every legitimate way.

THE AGRICULTURAL BUILDINGS.

Agricultural Hall: The Agricultural Hall was dedicated January

18, 1900, with appropriate ceremonies. The building is 264 feet

long, 72 feet wide, three stories high. It is constructed of cream-

colored pressed brick, Bedford limestone for the foundation, terra

cotta trimmings in designs symbolical of the purposes of the build-

ing, eaves wide and roof of red tile. The structure contains 60,000

suare feet of floor spaee, has sixty large rooms comprising adminis-

tration and division offices, private laboratories, class rooms and
laboratories for the divisions of agronomy, animal and dairy hus-

bandry, horticulture and entomology. The offices of the Extension

division are also located in this building. The auditorium has a

seating capacity of 400.

Agricultural Engineering Building: This building was completed

in 1917 and was dedicated with appropriate ceremonies. It is 75

by 150 feet in extent and includes two stories and basement. Both

the Division of Agricultural Engineering and the Division of Plant

Pathology and Forestry are housed in the Engineering Building.

Provision is made for light and heavy machinery laboratories, ma-
terials testing laboratories, plant pathology laboratories, forestry

laboratories, wood shop, forge shop, class room sand offices.

Veterinary Building: The Veterinary Building, of which but one

wing has been constructed, will be 80 by 160 feet in extent and will

consist of two stories and basement. The present wing houses the

serum production plant, two class rooms, the bacteriological labora-
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tory and various offices. All buildings are finished in cream brick,

red tile roof and otherwise conform to the general plan of the Agri-
cultural Hall.

Live Stock Building: A substantial beginning has been made in

the construction of the new live stock building, and it is hoped that

the next legislature will appropriate the necessary funds for its im-
mediate completion. The building is 86 by 166 feet and will pro-

vide offices, class room, and laboratory space for the entire Animal
Husbandry Division. The main arena is 35 by 110 feet and seating

capacity is provided around it for 2,000 people. By placing chairs

in the show ring a total seating capacity will be provided for 3,500

people. Since many of the conventions and gatherings at the Col-

lege are greater than can be seated in any of the present rooms, this

will provide a substantial increasing need for all branches of the in-

stitution. Under the permanent seats, room has been provided for

housing 50 animals. The pure bred live stock organizations of the

state have long felt the need of such a show and sale building for

holding their annual meetings, shows and sales. Ample provision

has been made for classrooms and offices for the teaching and ex-

tension force.

The buildings are heated by steam, lighted by electricity, kept

comfortable, clean and sanitary. Shower baths and lockers are

provided for students whose laboratory work in shop or field re-

quire these conveniences.

CAMPUS OF COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE

The campus of the College of Agriculture is situated about half

a mile south of the administrative building of the University of

Georgia. The Agricultural Hall occupies a commanding position

upon the brow of a hill, the surrounding grounds presenting unus-

ual advantages for landscape gardening and making of a beau-

tiful campus. Model roads and walks are being perfected, trees and

shrubs have been planted to supplement those nature has already

provided, and the art of landscape gardening is being applied as

means and time will admit.

AGRICULTURAL LIBRARY
The library and reading room occupy large, well lighted rooms

on the main floor of Agricultural Hall. A modern agricultural

library has been established, consisting not only of important books

recently issued, but a practically complete set of bulletins, apper-

taining to agricultural subjects, of all the states and departments

of the federal government; there are also encyclopedias, herd and
flock books, and bound volumes of leading publications. About 200

volumes pertaining to home economics have been added to the

library within the past year.
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About one hundred publications including the leading agricultural

journals of this and foreign countries, scientific and trade papers

bearing upon agriculture, and a few popular magazines are placed in

the reading room for the use of the students. In addition one hun-

dred and sixty daily and weekly newspapers come to the library.

The library is open for the use of students from 9 a. m. to 6 p. m.

on week days, and books, not on the reserve shelves may be bor-

rowed for a period of two weeks.

FORESTRY MUSEUM
The forest museum and library are located in the agricultural

engineering building. The museum contains an excellent collection

of tools used in woods operations, and exhibits of forest products.

The library contains copies of the important books relating to for-

estry and allied subjects; a complete file of government and state

publications relating to forestry; and about fifty lumber, forestry

and trade journals.

LABORATORIES

Since the success of instruction in agriculture depends largely

upon the thoroughness and efficiency of laboratory training, the

equipment of an institution in this respect is important. Below
will be found a brief description of these laboratories.

AGRONOMY LABORATORIES

Four laboratories in the east end of the main building are used

by the Division of Agronomy.
The soil laboratory is located on the first floor and occupies the

entire end of the building. This laboratory is equipped with soil

tubes, shakers, centrifuge, water baths, ovens, distillation appara-

tus, balances, and other apparatus necessary for carrying on the

physical work with soils . The type soils consist of a number of

prominent soil types.

The farm crops laboratory is used for studying such farm crops

as corn, wheat, oats, barley, rye. the forage crops and many miscel-

laneous crops, such as peanuts, rice, tobacco, etc., also for the

study of weed pests of the farm. It is equipped with laboratory

tables, microscopes, seed germination boxes, balances, etc. Along
the walls are seed cases in which are kept specimens of the dif-

ferent crops as well as different market grades of grain. An her-

barium has been started in which are mounted specimens of many
native grasses and many of the weeds of Georgia.

The cotton industry laboratory is equipped for cotton grading,

identifying varieties and making a close study of the cotton plant,

its seed and fiber. Plant breeding studies are also conducted here.
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Characteristics of plants are noted and the results of crossing and
selection are studied.

Farm Management Laboratory: This laboratory has been sup-

plied with tables and will be fitted with calculating machines as

rapidly as possible. It is expected that more emphasis will be given

to farm management in the future, and the equipping of this labor-

atory is to supply the opportunity for the students to do a larger

amount of laboratory work along this line.

A portion of the greenhouse is set aside for laboratory work of

this division. Soil fertility experiments and plant breeding are

carried on by students in a part of the house.

Private laboratories are available for instructors in preparing

work for students and for study along special lines.

ANIMAL HUSBANDRY LABORATORIES

About seven thousand feet of floor space in the basement of Agri-

cultural Hall, is set aside for laboratory work in theoretical and
practical instruction in dairying. In the butter making laboratory

are various makes of separators, both hand and power which the

students are required to set up and operate, thus giving them a

first hand knowledge of the type best suited to their farm needs.

The laboratory has been equipped with reference both to the home
dairy and creamery. The milk testing laboratory is a large, well

lighted room in which several models of Babcock testers are used.

Various methods are used for determining the adulteration of milk.

Facilities are also provided for determining the solids not fat, as

well as how to make curd tests.

A pasteurizing laboratory in which students are taught how to

meet the highest sanitary requirements as well as how to prepare

dairy products for storage and long shipment, is provided. Refrig-

erating facilities in which temperature requirements are met in

ripening, storing and holding of different dairy products, are af-

forded for laboratory work of this nature.

Students are provided herd books and taught how to trace pedi-

grees as well as the use of forms for tabulating and keeping them.

Various breeds of live stock on the farm are used for stock judging,

breeding and feeding experiments.

HORTICULTURAL LABORATORIES

The division of horticulture has three laboratories. A student

laboratory and a private laboratory are in the Agricultural Hall, and
the third, a spraying laboratory, on the horticultural grounds, sit-

uated about 400 yards southeast of the main building.

The students' laboratory is equipped with various models, micro-

scopes, samples of horticultural tools, etc. The private laboratory
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contains a culture room, fume hoods, and other essential fixtures for

research work in horticulture. Between the laboratories is the

office with vault apartment for records. A barn, tool shed, spray and

greenhouse constitute a part of the equipment for students' field

work.

Greenhouse. The College greenhouses consist of three houses

each 75 feet long, and 2 5 feet wide, divided into seven compartments

so that practical, experimental and class work can be carried on in

them at the same time. The structures are semi-steel, the three

being connected with a metal-lathe concrete work room. The plans

for the development of the greenhouse plant provide that the pres-

ent unit shall constitute only a wing of the future structure.

AGRICULTURAL ENGINEERING LABORATORIES

The agricultural engineering laboratories, class rooms, offices and
shops are located in the agricultural engineering building just back

of the main agricultural building, facing the main drive.

The basement contains the heavy farm machinery laboratory,

the cement testing laboratory and the material testing laboratory.

There is also a locker room with lavoratories, and the shower bath

room. The heavy farm machinery laboratory contains tractors, ma-
nure spreaders, threshing outfits, silage cutters and other heavy
farm machinery. The cement testing laboratory contains all of the

necessary apparatus used in complete testing of cements, also simple

apparatus for speedy determinations of strength of cement. The
material testing laboratory is also equipped with machinery for

determining strengths of all classes of building material.

The first floor contains the forge shop, the light farm machinery
laboratory, the home and miscellaneous laboratory and the farm
machinery lecture room. The forge shop is equipped with 24 latest

Buffalo forges with a complement of tools. Adjoining are an in-

structor's room, tool room, also storage and power room. The light

farm machinery laboratory is equipped with latest farm machinery
such as seeders, cultivators and light harvesting and storing ma-
chinery. The home and miscellaneous laboratory is equipped with

home appliances and machinery for economy and convenience. These
include lighting, heating and water supply systems, cooking ap-

pliances, drainage and ventilation represented by the models and in-

stallations.

On the second floor are located the main offices, two lecture

rooms, the freshman drawing and surveying room, the junior draw-
ing room and woodshop.
The woodshop contains 52 benches with a full set of tools, a

single surface planer, rip and cut-off saw, matcher and band saw.

On this floor is also an instructor's room, tool and supply room and
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freshman drawing and surveying room containing drawing tables

for 50 students, also lockers for drawing tools and a drawing file.

Surveying equipment sufficient to put 10 parties fully equipped in

the field, for terracing, levelling, compass surveying and plane table

map work is provided. The junior drawing room is equipped with

40 drawing tables with parallel attachments, a full set of models
of farm buildings, also models of farm gates, fencing and fencing

materials, silos, corn cribs, tool sheds, meat curing and smoke
house.

AGRICULTURAL. CHEMISTRY LABORATORIES

The courses of instruction offered in this division are designed

to prepare students for practical work. The laboratories occupy

the west end of the top floor of Agricultural Hall, the main labora-

tory being well ventilated and lighted from three sides. These
laboratories are equipped with new and modern desks, hoods, tables

for microscopic work, and apparatus for accommodating one hun-
dred to one hundred and twenty-five students. Adjoining the main
laboratory is a well-lighted balance room equipped with accurate

balances.

Adjoining the instructor's office is a private laboratory separated

from the main laboratory by the store-room. The laboratory is

equipped for analysis of soils, feeds, fertilizers, waters, etc.

Each desk in the laboratory is supplied with gas, water and sinks.

Ample facilities are offered for students to specialize in the different

branches of analytical work, such as soils, feeds and other agricul-

tural products.

A laboratory has been equipped with modern apparatus for analy-

zing soil types of the state. The chemical division is conducting a

soil survey of the state in cooperation with the Bureau of Soils and

all types of soil in the several counties surveyed are sent to the

laboratory for chemical analyses.

VETERINARY LABORATORIES

Buildings of the veterinary division consist of a main building

of two stories and basement, the veterinary hospital, hog house and

other small houses. The main veterinary building contains two

large class rooms and two large laboratories for class purposes.

The basement is used exclusively as a laboratory for manufactur-

ing hog cholera serum. The class room and laboratories are com-

pletely equipped with furniture, desks, cabinets, sterilizers, micro-

scopes, incubators, skeletons, models, charts, museum specimens

and other articles necessary and useful in the study of veterinary

science.

Veterinary Hospital. The veterinary hospital is provided with
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box stalls for sick animals, bath stall, clinic room, operating room,

dissecting room, office and dispensary, and room for attendant. A
complete equipment of hobbles, side lines, slings, casting harness,

dental, operating and obstetrical instruments and appliances is pro-

vided. Clinics at which sick or injured animals are treated free of

charge are held at stated periods during the school year. Students

are trained in the diagnosis and treatment of diseased animals,

required to prepare and administer medicines by various methods,

take proper care, and maintain correct hygienic conditions. Score

cards are used for examinations of animals for diseases, unsound-

ness and blemishes.

The dissecting room is used during the colder months for the

study of anatomy and physiology, students being required to dis-

sect and study various parts of farm animals, and observe the loca-

tion of internal organs, the principal blood vessels, nerve and other

structures.

Hog cholera serum is manufactured at the hospital and affords

frequent opportunities for autopsies of hogs, and, therefore, a study

of contagious and parasitic diseases.

Hog Cholera Serum. The General Assembly of Georgia made
an appropriation in 1911 for manufacturing Dorset-Niles hog cholera

serum. The manufacture of it continues, being carried on by the

veterinary department of the College, that students may be better

instructed concerning swine diseases and the manufacture and ad-

ministration of the cholera serum. The serum is manufactured and
supplied at cost to owners of swine through the office of the state

veterinarian at the state capitol. The serum plant has been en-

larged to meet the increased demand, a modern sanitary hog house

sufficient to house 60 hogs, being added.

PLANT PATHOLOGY LABORATORY

Two laboratories are provided for the use of students in plant

pathology; (1) a general laboratory for undergraduate courses and

(2) a special research laboratory for the use of graduate students.

The laboratories are provided with autoclaves, hot air sterilizers, in-

cubators, microtomes, water distillation apparatus, and all the

equipment necessary to the successful pursuance of the various

courses. Greenhouse space is available for investigational purposes.

FORESTRY LABORATORIES

In conjunction with the division of agricultural engineering the

forestry division occupies the new agricultural engineering building.

In the basement of this building is located the timber testing lab-

oratory, and the heavy machinery laboratory; the main floor is de-

voted to the forest museum and laboratories, the light machinery
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laboratory and the forge shop; the top floor to the drafting rooms,

the class rooms and the wood shop.

The work in the chemistry of forest byproducts is given in the

well equipped laboratories of the division of agricultural chemistry,

while in soils the students have advantage of the special equipment
of the division of agronomy laboratories. Courses in botany, physics,

economics, business administration are given in the department of

the University having to do with those particular sciences.

A section of the college greenhouse is devoted to investigational

work in forestry. The greenhouse is of especial value in conduct-

ing experiments in connection with the courses in silviculture. The
school equipment contains the various instruments necessary for the

carrying on of experiments in forest ecology.

Forest Camp. The summer term of the forestry course, during

the first two years, is conducted in Forest Camp, located in the Blue

Ridge Mountains of north Georgia. Here the students receive their

training in the practical aspect of forestry and become acquainted

with the forest. During the first summer the work consists of ele-

mentary surveying, timber estimating, tree identification and wood-
craft. The second summer is devoted to forest mensuration, ad-

vanced surveying and mapping and a consideration of specialized

methods of reconnaissance. With this training it is possible for a

student to obtain employment in his specialization during the

junior-senior vacation.

The camp equipment consists of tents and buildings, the tents

being supplied with wood floors, cots and ticks. Bedding must be

supplied by the individual student. The school equipment of field

instruments is very good. The camp library contains works on

woodcraft, forestry, nature study and periodicals. The students

maintain a camp mess, board on the cooperative plan costing be-

tween two and three dollars per week.

POULTRY HUSBANDRY LABORATORIES

The poultry plant is situated on the south side of the campus of

the Agricultural College. One building contains the offices, library

and exhibit rooms of the division. A two story building contains

class room, incubator, cellar, egg-testing room, egg-storage room,

attendant's room, etc. A brooder house is equipped with the Candee
hot-water system and has a capacity of 1,200 chicks. There are five

laying houses 24 x 14 feet and one laying house 14 x 130 feet, di-

vided into thirteen pens. In addition there are a number of movable
colony houses for growing the young stock on the range. The laying

houses are equipped with hoppers, brooder coops, trap nests, etc.

The division has a flock of 800 chickens of the principal breeds

adapted to the state.
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THE COLLEGE FARM
Contiguous to the grounds of the main building and extending

southward for more than a mile, lies the College farm, consisting of

830 acres. The land is of varied character as to physical condition,

types of soil and fertility. Some of it is rough and broken, a part

fairly level, and a portion well wooded. This diviersity admits of

tests applicable to types of soils and conditions found in many sec-

tions of the state and is, therefore, an advantage.

Previous to being taken over by the College, the land had been

rented and handled in a careless manner. No crop rotation system

had been followed, very little livestock had been kept, and as a

result, the land was eroded in many places and was very generally

in poor physical condition. This condition is not unlike that of a

vast acreage in Georgia, and it has been of advantage in affording a

basis of practical instruction in soil building by crop rotation, the

use of legumes, growing livestock, and terracing.

The farm has been surveyed and mapped with a view to the con-

struction of roads, bridges, walks, and additional buildings, as funds

become available. A survey has also been made of the soil types,

to determine their physical characteristics.

College Barns. As funds have become available the College has

erected plain, but substantial barns after plans prepared by the

division of animal husbandry and drawn by the agricultural engin-

eering division. Their low cost and general utility have made them
popular among farmers. The College has combined its general stock

barn and dairy barn which heretofore have been separate pending

the acquirement of sufficient funds to develop this more economical

plan. The barn for dairy and general live stock consists of one large

hay and grain barn with two small extensions, modernly euipped

for economical feeding and sanitary housing of cattle and horses.

The dairy portion is completely equipped for the most careful and
scientific handling of the products of the herd.

Two silos, one with a capacity of 150 tons and another of 200 ton

capacity are used at the barn.

The division of agronomy has two barns for storage and lab-

oratory work located on the experimental plats. These are com-
pletely equipped for the purpose. The horticultural division has a

barn on the horticultural grounds, new and well equipped. These
and the tool sheds, bull houses, paddocks for young stock, dipping

vats for hogs and cattle constitute in the main, the barn facilities of

the College.

LIVE STOCK.

Dairy Herd. Holstein and Jersey cattle are maintained in the

College dairy herd. In 1907 a herd of grade cows was established
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and headed by a registered bull. In 19 08 four registered Jersey

cows were purchased and four registered Holsteins. As the heifers

came on, the grades were replaced by full bloods so that at the pres-

ent time there are about 25 registered animals of each breed owned
by the College. While these animals are maintained primarily for

student instruction and feeding experiments and demonstrations,

they have paid a substantial profit from the time the herd was es-

tablished.

Beef Herd. Such a considerable portion of the College farm is so

steep that it is better adapted to grazing than to the production of

cultivated crops, and considerable attention is, therefore, being paid

to beef cattle. The Shorthorn herd consists of a stock bull and 12

cows of breeding age. They represent both the extreme beef and
dual-purpose types. The Hereford herd consists of a herd bull and
nine females of breeding age besides several younger heifers and
bulls. A few grade Hereford cows are carried for experimental

breeding purposes.

Hog Herd. Tamworths, Berkshires and Hampshires are now
maintained on the College farm. Plans have been perfected foi

materially increasing the swine production work and other repre-

sentative breeds will be added during the present year.

Work Stock. Percheron horses of high quality are being main-

tained on the College farm. It is believed that they are well suited

to the farm needs throughout the state. At the present time the

stud consists of a Percheron stallion, two registered mares, two high

grade mares, and a stallion and two filly foals. Mules of different

types are being used for regular farm work and in stock judging.

A total of 26 head of horses and mules are maintained on the Col-

lege farm.

Horse Breeding. Aside from the registered Percheron mares and

the pure bred stallion, and excellent grades mares as a foundation

for breeding work on the farm, the College has been able to interest

various communities in the state in buying Percheron mares and

stallions. When funds are obtained, quite extensive plans will be

put in force for assisting the farmers of the state to get better

breeds not only of horses but also of beef and dairy cattle.

THE DEMONSTRATION FIELD

A field of twenty-four acres has been set aside for experimental

work. This area of land has been subdivided into more than 1,000

plats, ranging in size from 1-50 to 1-10 of an acre. Through the

medium of this experimental field, nature is constantly being asked

questions, and new facts of interest are being brought to light by

actual field tests; the value of principles and theories developed

through laboratory research is determined, and thus the education
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of the student is made more complete, since he not only receives

instruction in theory in the class-room, but has the underlying

scientific principles fully demonstrated to him in the laboratory,

and sees the actual results which follow the application of these

principles in farm practice.

The demonstration field is used for the development of strains

of cotton, corn, wheat, oats, barley, rye, and alfalfa, as well as for

testing new varieties that will be suitable for growing under Georgia

conditions.

The value of crop rotations, relation of fertilizers and manures
to crop production and the influence of different methods of cul-

tivation revealed by the demonstration field are not only made a

part of the knowledge of the student, but the results are sent, free

of charge, to the farmers of the state.

Through cooperation between this institution and the United

States Department of Agriculture a special agent in cereal investi-

gation is located at the State College of Agriculture to test varieties

of cereals. A part of this work is done on the demonstration field

of the College farm and a part is done at substations in Brooks and
Turner counties. These results are also available to the farmers of

the state.

In connection with the work in Cotton Industry, special plats are

set aside for conducting experiments in cotton breeding, both by

selection and hybridization, and students are given opportunity to

see the results of their own experiments. A test of all the leading

varieties of cotton is also considered. During the growing and
harvesting seasons, students are required to write full descriptions

of varieties, and be able to distinguish one from another.

A ten-acre tract in Brooks county and a similar area in Turner
county are used for experimental work in variety tests for south
Georgia conditions.

In twenty-seven other counties of the state, three-acre tracts are

used for fertilizer demonstrations.

ORCHARDS AND GARDENS
About thirty-five acres of the College farm have been set aside

for horticultural purposes. The land is rolling, and, with the excep-
tion of one or two acres of sand, which serve well for truck crops,

the soil is red clay. The field has been plotted and a variety
orchard planted, in which all the varieties of apples, pears, peaches,
plums and other fruits recommended for this section are well rep-
resented, so that a comparative study of their qualities can be made.
A truck garden is being developed, experimental plats laid out, and
a commercial orchard planted. For the benefit of the fruit growers
at large, the horticultural grounds will serve as a testing field for
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all varieties, and also as a laboratory for experiment in and demon-
stration of all practices of orchard and garden management for the

benefit of the student.

ARBORETUM AND NURSERY
Under the direction of the Division of Forestry there is main-

tained a ten-acre arboretum in which is to be found practically all

of the trees and shrubs which will grow in this latitude. Among
the specimens are many rare exotics.

The nursery serves a double purpose: (1) as a laboratory in

seeding, planting and propagation for the students in forestry, and

(2) as a source from which residents of the state may obtain shade

tree and ornamental stock at cost. In connection with the nursery

there is maintained an experimental willow holt for the production

of basket willow stock. Willow cuttings are furnished at cost.

STUDENT ORGANIZATIONS
THE AGRICULTURAL CLUB.

The students of the College have an organization of their own,

known as the Agricultural Club, which meets every week. The pur-

pose of the society is to obtain drill in parliamentary practice, and
in declamation and debate, as well as to discuss the scientific and
practical phases of many important agricultural problems. The
club publishes the "Agricultural Quarterly," which is not only dis-

tributed among the students, but is circulated over the state. This

publication forms a desirable medium of communication between

students and farmers, and furnishes useful literary training to

students.

HORTICULTURAL CLUB

The students interested in horticulture have a club which meets

semi-monthly for the discussion of live problems in that field of

agriculture.

FOREST CLUB

The Forest Club is an organization of the students in the Forest

School. Meetings occur regularly on Wednesday evening of each

week. The object of the club is four-fold: (1) to keep its members
informed on current literature; (2) to give its members opportunity

for practice in public speaking and argumentation; (3) to bring its

members in contact with men prominent in forestry and allied sub-

jects provided for these men to address the club; (4) to promote

good fellowship among the students of the Forest School.

The club publishes an annual treating of technical and popular

forestry, which is circulated among the leading lumbermen of the
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south, the high schools of Georgia, and the forest schools and uni-

versities of the United States and Canada.

AGRICULTURAL ENGINEERING CLUB
Students specializing in Agricultural Engineering have formed

a club, the object of which is to discuss problems of importance
along agricultural engineering lines and to promote social fellow-

ship among the members. The club meets every second and fourth

Wednesday night. The program consists of an address by a member
of the faculty and two papers read by students.

VETERINARY MEDICAL SOCIETY.
The Veterinary Medical Society is an organization of students

studying veterinary medicine. Meetings are held on the second

and fourth Friday nights of each month, for the discussion of sub-

jects of importance in the course. Special speakers are invited from
time to time.

FEES AND EXPENSES
A.n education is now placed within the reach of practically every

young man in the state of Georgia, inasmuch as he may attend the

Georgia State College of Agriculture almost as cheaply as he may
live at home. Unlike many other institutions, there are no tuition

charges.

The dormitories of the University are open to agricultural stu-

dents. They have lately undergone considerable repairs and at

present are very well furnished, indeed. A new student is only re-

quired to furnish bed linen and toilet articles.

The following is an itemized account of the expenses of a student

for one year in College:

Room rent, $4.00 per month $ 36.00
Table board, $16.00 per month 144.00
Books 15.00
Laundry, $1.75 per month 15.75
Pressing, $1.50 per month 13.50
Gymnasium and athletic fees 12.00
Fee to literary society 2.00
Laboratory fees, approximately 15.00
Breakage fees, a part of which may be returned to student,

approximately 10.00

$263.25

A young man who has had two years of military training in an
official Junior Reserve Officers Training Corps unit is entitled to the

commutation ration of 40 cents per day. the uniform and all neces-

sary equipment. In this case the expenses of a student are reduced

from $263.25 to $149.75. the commutation for subsistence amount-

* This fee entitles the student to medical attention and entrance
to all athletic games.
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ing to $108.00. Where a young man remains in college for two
years the commutation of subsistence at 40 cents per day is paid

during the first vacation. For additional information, see page 66.

Table board is paid monthly and room rent by the term, both in

advance. A young man should bring at least $100 with him in New
York exchange or money order to pay for books and meet advance
payments for room rent, table board and laboratory fees. Checks are

not accepted. Furnished rooms may be secured in private homes at

from $5.00 to $10.00 for each occupant.

SELF-HELP
It is the purpose of the College to encourage students to work

as much of their time as possible, for both economic and practical

reasons. In this way the cost to the student may be reduced con-

siderably, and his knowledge of how to apply scientific principles

in farm practice may be materially broadened.

Students in the College of Agriculture have the same opportuni-

ties of securing help from the Charles McDonald Brown Scholarship

Fund as those in other departments of the University at Athens.

The interest on this fund is loaned to worthy young men on condi-

tion that they obligate themselves to return it with four per cent

interest. Application for scholarship should be made to the Chan-
cellor of the University. A special circular of information concern-

ing the fund and blank forms of application will be supplied on
request. This fund makes it possible for many young men of

limited means to secure an education.

SCHOLARSHIPS
The Georgia Bankers' Association has established a student loan

fund. Eight loans to the value of $600 were made in the collegiate

year 1917-1918, the condition imposed being that the young men
receiving the benefits of this fund shall undertake the repayment

of the same with interest at four per cent one year after graduation.

The Southern Railway Company has donated the sum of $1,000

to be known as the Southern Railway Loan Fund: William Wilson

Finley Foundation in the Georgia State College of Agriculture. This

fund is to be administered on the principle of the Brown fund and

the Georgia Bankers' Association fund. Naturally, only one appoint-

ment can be made under this foundation for the college year 1918-

1919. The only restriction placed upon this fund is that students

benefiting by it live in counties traversed by the Southern Railway,

Augusta Southern, Tallulah Falls Railway, Georgia Southern and

Florida Railway, Macon and Birmingham Railway, or Hawkinsville

and Florida Southern Railway.

One scholarship valued at $250, given by H. G. Hastings & Co.,

Atlanta, Ga., to the boy making the best record in the corn club

work for the whole state.
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Two hundred scholarships valued at $25 each to the corn club

boys' short course to be held in August, 1919.

One hundred scholarships valued at $25 each to the canning club

girls' short course to be held in August, 1919.

These short course scholarships have been given by the Georgia

Bankers' Association, the State Fair, the Southeastern Fair, by va-

rious railroads, boards of trade, chambers of commerce, women's
clubs, business men, and many other patriotic citizens.

LIST OF PRIZES, 1918-1919

Junior Scholarship

—

$50 in gold given by the Virginia-Carolina

Chemical Co. to the student showing the greatest proficiency in all

agricultural subjects for the college year 1918-1919.

Sophomore Scholarship

—

$40 in gold given by the Virginia-Caro-

lina Chemical Co. to the student showing the greatest proficiency

in all agricultural subjects for the college year 1918-1919.

Freshman Scholarship

—

$25 in gold given by the Virginia-Caro-

lina Chemical Co. to to the student showing the greatest proficiency

in all agricultural subjects for the college year 1918-1919.

One Year Course— $2 5 in gold given by the Virginia-Carolina

Chemical Co. to the student showing the greatest proficiency in all

agricultural subjects for the college year 1918-1919.

Trustees' Prize

—

$25 in gold from the Board of Trustees to the

student writing the best essay on "The Effect of the Federal Ap-

propriation for Vocational Education on Southern Agriculture."

$25 in gold given by The Barrett Co. to the student writing the

best essay on "Sulphate of Ammonia as a Nitrogenous Fertilizer in

Mixed Fertilizers, and as a Top Dressing."

$25 in gold given by the Virginia-Carolina Chemical Co. to the

student writing the best essay on "The Profitable Use of Fertilizer

with Staple Crops."

$25 in gold given by the Cotton Seed Crushers' Association of

Georgia to the student writing the best essay on "The History of the

Development of the Cottonseed Industry."

$10 in gold given by H. G. Hastings & Co. to the student writ-

ing the best essay on "The Importance of the Home Garden."

$10 in gold given by H. G. Hastings & Co. to the student writ-

ing the best essay on "The Influence of the Early Velvet Beans on
Soil Fertility."

$10 in gold given by H. G. Hastings & Co. to the student writ-

ing the best essay on "Increasing the Yield of Small Grain by Seed

Selection."

$25 in gold given by the American Shorthorn Breeders' Associa-

tion to the student writing the best essay on "The Adaptation of the

Shorthorn to Average Farm Conditions."
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TERMS OF ADMISSION
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN AGRICULTURE

An applicant for the degree of B.S.A. must be sixteen years

of age and must present on entrance 14 units, as specified below.

No conditions are allowed, but the applicant is permitted in certain

cases to offer two elective units in lieu of the required two units of

foreign language, this work being taken later. The course requires

two years of actual farm experience prior to graduation.

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN FORESTRY
Forestry students must be sixteen years of age on entrance and

must present 14 entrance units, as specified below. Attendance
upon a summer forest camp is considered a part of the course.

DOCTOR OF VETERINARY MEDICINE

An applicant for the degree of D.V.M. must be seventeen years of

age and must present upon entrance 14 units, as specified below.

No farm experience is required.

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN HOME ECONOMICS
An applicant for the B.S.H.E. degree enters the junior class. Suf-

ficient maturity and ability to do the required work must be shown.

Graduation from a junior college or from an institution of similar

rank is required for entrance. An applicant must present 14 units,

as specified below, and two years of standard college work. The two

years of standard college work must include 6 hours of English, 3

hours of chemistry. 3 hours of physics, 6 hours of home economics,

3 hours of educational psychology, 2 hours of elementary drawing

and design, 3 hours of biology (1V2 hours of which must be phys-

iology), and 10 hours of electives—a total of 3 6 credit hours. A
student presenting 30 hours of college work may receive junior

rating and is permitted to carry junior subjects for which she can

offer prerequisites.

MASTER OF SCIENCE

An applicant for the degree of M.S. must show sufficient maturity

and ability to do the required work. A reputable baccalaureate de-

gree is required.

ONE-YEAR COURSE IN AGRICULTURE
An applicant for the one-year course in agriculture must be

eighteen years of age and must have had some farm experience

prior to application for entrance. The purpose of this course is to

provide suitable instruction for those who can remain in college

only one year.
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ONE-YEAR COURSE IN FOREST ENGINEERING
An applicant for the one-year course must be eighteen years of

age, and must have had experience in logging and milling operations

prior to his application for entrance. The purpose of the course is

to train men for the positions of timber cruiser, woods surveyor,

logging superintendent, forest ranger, inspector, -scaler, etc.

SPECIAL STUDENTS

Sometimes a person of mature years, not a candidate for a degree,

but with a definite aim or for purposes of general culture, desires

to take a course in the University without meeting the full entrance

requirements. Such special students may be admitted under the

following conditions: (a) they must be not less than twenty years

of age; (b) they must give evidence of adequate preparation for

the courses sought, to the individual professors in charge; (c) their

names are printed separately in the catalogue. Students not less

than eighteen years of age may be accepted as special students in

the School of Forestry, upon the recommendation of the professor

in charge.

An application for admission as a special student should be ad-

dressed to the Entrance Committee. It should state (1) the appli-

cant's age, (2) his preparation, (3) a brief outline of the course or

courses he wishes to pursue, (4) and the consent of the departments

in which he wishes to register.

Should a student admitted as a special student become a candidate

for a degree, he will be required to satisfy the full fourteen units

of entrance requirements.

ENTRANCE UNITS

Admission to any four-year degree course requires 14 units which
may be offered as follows:

English 3 Foreign Language 2

Algebra __li_ History __________ 2

Geometry _________ 1 Electives $y2
Not more than 4 y2 elective units may be selected from thefollow-

ing: Solid Geometry, y2 ; Agriculture, 3; Physical Geography. 1;*

Drawing, 1; Physics, 1; Physiology, V_ ; Botany, 1; Zoology 1;

Chemistry, 1; *Manual Training, 2; *Commercial subjects, (Type-

writing, Shorthand, etc.), 2; Additional—History, Mathematics,

English, or foreign language, each 1.

Entrance examinations will be held in Athens and throughout the *t<itc

in June and September.

* Entrance units will be accepted from accredited schools OTily.

* Not more than three units will be allowed on freehand drawing,
manual training and commercial subjects.
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ENGLISH (three units)

Three units may be offered in English. The basis for these units

is as follows:

Rhetoric and composition 1 unit.

Books for careful study 1 unit.

Books for general reading 1 unit.

Books for careful study. One book is to be selected from each of

the four groups. Drama:* Shakespeare's Julius Caesar, Macbeth,

Hamlet. Poetry: Milton's Allegro, II Penseroso, and either Comus
or Lycidas; Tennyson's The Coming of Arthur, The Passing of Ar-

thur, and The Holy Grail; selections from Wordsworth. Keats and
Shelley. Oratory: Burke's Speech on Conciliation with America;

Macauley's Speeches on Copyright; Lincoln's Cooper Union Speech;

Washington's Farewell Address; Webster's Bunker Hill Oration.

Essays: Carlyle's Essay on Burns; Selections of Burns' Poems;
Macaulay's Life of Johnson; Emerson's Essay on Manners.

Books for general reading. At least two books are to be selected

under each of the five groups as follows:

Classics in Translation. The Old Testament, comprising at least

the chief narrative episodes in Genesis, Exodus, Joshua, Judges,

Samuel, Kings, and Daniel, together with the books of Ruth and
Esther. The Odyssey, with the omission, if desired, of Books I, II,

III, IV, V, XV, XVI, XVII, Bryant's Translation. The Iliad, with the

omission, if desired, of Books XI, XII, XIV, XV, XVII, XXI; Bry-

ant's Translation,complete. The Aeneid. For any selection from

this group a selection from any other group may be substituted.

Shakespeare. Midsummer Night's Dream; Merchant of Venice;

As You Like It; Twelfth Night; The Tempest; Romeo and Juliet;

King John; Richard II; Richard III; Henry V; Coriolanus; Julius

Caesar, Macbeth, Hamlet, if not chosen for study.

Prose Fiction. Malory's Morte d'Arthur; Bunyan's Pilgrim's

Progress, Part I; Swift's Gulliver's Travels (voyages to Lilliput and

to Brobdingnag) ; Defoe's Robinson Crusoe, Part I; Goldsmith's

Vicar of Wakefield; Scott: any one novel (e. g. Ivanhoe, Quentin

Durward). Scott's Waverly Novels; Jane Austin: any one novel;

Dickens: any one novel (e. g., A Tale of Two Cities). Thackeray:

any one novel (e. g., Henry Esmond). George Eliot: any one novel

(e. g., Silas Marner) ; Mrs. Gaskell's Cranford; Kingsley's Westward
Ho! or Hereward the Wake; Reade's The Cloister and the Hearth;

Blackmore's Lorna Dome; Hughe's Tom Brown's School Days;

Stevenson: any of the novels; Cooper: any one novel (e. g.. The
Spy; The Last of the Mohicans). Poe's Selected Tales; Hawthorne:
any of the novels (e. g., The House of the Seven Gables; The Marble

Faun).
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Essays, Biography, Etc. Addison and Steele's The Sir Roger de

Coverley Papers, or Selections from Tatler and Spectator; Boswell's

Selections from the Life of Johnson; Franklin's Autobiography;

Irving's Selections from the Sketch Book, or the Life of Goldsmith;

Southey's Life of Nelson; Lamb's Selection from the Essay of Elia;

Lockhart's Selections from the Life of Scott; Thackeray's Lectures

on Swift, Addison, and Steele (in English Humorists). Macaulay;

one of the following essays: Lord Clive; Warren Hastings; Milton;

Addison; Goldsmith; Frederic the Great; Madame d'Arblay; Trevely-

an's Selections from Life of Macaulay; Ruskin's Sesame and Lilies,

or Selections; Dana's Two Years Before the Mast; Lincoln: Selec-

tions, including at least two Inaugurals, the Speeches in Independ-

ence Hall and at Gettysburg, the Last Public Address, and Letter to

Horace Greely. Other books of like rank may be offered.

Poetry. Selected Poems by Dryden, Gray, Cowper, Burns, Collins.

Selected Poems by Wordsworth, Keats, Shelley, if not chosen for

study. Goldsmith's The Traveller, and The Deserted Village; Pope's

The Rape of the Lock; Coleridge's The Ancient Mariner, Christabel

and Kubla Khan; Byron's Childe Harold, Canto III; or Childe Har-

old, Canto IV, and the Prisoner of Chillon; Scott's The Lady of the

Lake, or Marmion; Macaulay's The Lays of Ancient Rome; Brown-
ing's Cavalier Tunes; Arnold's Sohrab and Rustrum, and the For-

saken Merman; Selections from American Poetry—with special at-

tention to Poe, Lowell, Longfellow and Whittier. Other poems of

like rank may be offered.

HISTORY

Ancient History (1 unit). Special attention to Greek and Roman
history, but including also a short introductory study of the more
ancient nations and the chief events of the early middle ages down
to the death of Charles the Great (814 A. D.)

European History (1 unit). From the death of Charles the Great

to the present time.

English History (1 unit).

American History and Civil Government (1 unit). The study of

a more recent high school text in each and not a grammar school

history.

General History may be counted as a unit, but not in addition to

ancient or medieval and modern history.

MATHEMATICS
Algebra to quadratics. 1 unit.

Plane Geometry, 1 unit.

Algebra, quadratics and beyond, y2 or 1 unit.

Solid Geometry, % unit.

Plane Trigonometry, ^ unit.
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FOREIGN LANGUAGE

Two units in foreign language may be offered. A unit of foreign

language is a full year's work in an accredited high school in French,

Spanish, Latin, Greek or German.

PHYSICS (one unit)

The unit in Physics consists of at least 120 hours of assigned work.

Two periods of laboratory work count as one of assigned work.

The work consists of three closely related parts, namely, class

work, lecture-demonstration work, and laboratory work. At least

one-fourth of the time should be devoted to laboratory work.

CHEMISTRY (one unit)

The course should consist of at least three recitations and two
hours of laboratory work weekly throughout the year.

PHYSICAL GEOGRAPHY (one unit)

The equivalent of work as presented in recent texts, with about

forty laboratory lessons.

BOTANY (one unit)

The course should be based on one of the modern high school

text-books. Special emphasis should be laid on the laboratory

work which should consist of work in both the structure and physi-

ology of plants.

PHYSIOLOGY (one-half unit)

Study a recent standard text-book with some laboratory work.

A study of muscles of chicken leg, a heart, bones, lungs, eye, brain,

and one dissection of small animal should be made by each of two or

four pupils. This study should come in second year of high school,

preferably, and in connection with Botany or Zoology or in a com-

bined text as Biology (1 unit).

ZOOLOGY (one unit, one-half unit)

A study of modern text and laboratory study of ten types for one

unit, or five types for one-half unit. The study should come best in

the second year of the high school and should consist of two class-

room exercises and at least two laboratory double periods.

AGRICULTURE (three units)

To receive college entrance credit, a one year's course should con-

sist of three recitation periods and two double laboratory periods

per week extending through one school year.

Where one year's work only is offered, the course in Agriculture
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is to be a general course, covering the fundamentals of soil, plans,

animals, farm management and rural economics.

COMMERCIAL GEOGRAPHY (one-half unit)

One-half unit devoted to a comparative study of the industry and

commerce of the leading nations, with emphasis on the industry and

commerce of the United States.

MANUAL TRAINING

Free Hand Drawing, y2 to 1 unit.

Mechanical Drawing, y2 to 1% units (conditioned upon an equal

amount of Geometry with it).

Shopwork, y2 to 5 y2 units, approximately distributed as follows,

and the total accepted from any student being not more than twice

the value of the Mechanical Drawing accepted from him. Bench-

work in Wood, y2 unit; Cabinet Work, 1 unit; Wood Turning, y2
unit; Pattern Making, y2 unit; Forging, 1 unit; Machine Work in

Metal, 1 unit; Foundry Work, 1 unit. The time required for each

unit is to be not less than 240 sixty-minute hours; all Shopwork,
except Benchwork in Wood, to have periods of not less than sixty

minutes each.

BOOKKEEPING AND BUSINESS ARITHMETIC (one unit)

The minimum time for one unit should be 240 hours, of sixty

minutes.

No credit should be allowed unless the work is done neatly, accu-

rately, and at a satisfactory rate of speed. All work should be done

in the class room under the eye of the instructor. Definitions of

double entry terms, with rules for debit and credit, kinds and uses

of books. Conduct of a set including the journal, cash book, sales

book; closing of books. Single entry set: changing from single to

double entry. Text-book, with exercises so arranged that no two
students will do exactly the same work.

STENOGRAPHY AND TYPEWRITING (one unit)

Shorthand. It is recommended that a minimum of one and one-

half years be given to the study of Shorthand. Pupils completing

the course should be able to write in shorthand prose dictated at the

rate of GO words a minute, and be able to translate the notes cor-

• rectly on the following day. For this one and one-half units should

be allowed.

Typewriting. To typewriting one year should be given. If at the

end of the year the pupil can typewrite without error forty words a

minute, a credit of one-half a unit should be given.

Bookkeeping. The course in bookkeeping should be the simple
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form in single and double entry bookkeeping, and should continue

for one year, for which a credit of one unit should be given.

Commercial or Business Arithmetic. The course should cover one
year, for which a credit of not more than one unit should be given.
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BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN AGRICULTURE
INTRODUCTION

The four-year Bachelor of Science course provides for a liberal and
thorough training along scientific lines in agronomy, soil fertility,

animal husbandry, veterinary medicine, dairy husbandry, horticul-

ture, forestry, agricultural engineering, cotton industry, poultry hus-

bandry, plant pathology and agricultural education. The course is

practical. General training in chemistry, physics, botany, biology,

English and mathematics is also provided. Since the field of agricul-

tural education is so broad that it is quite impossible for a student to

pursue all the courses offered in four years, certain fundamental

studies are prescribed, and the largest liberty of selection commen-
surate with the best interests of the student, is permitted. In this

way the student is enabled to select a course which is in keeping

with his taste, and at the'same time obtain sufficient special training

to fit him for the line of work he desires to pursue after graduating.

Outline of Course

Freshmau Sophomore
Hrs. Hrs.

Agronomy 1,2_______ 2 Animal Hush. 2, 3, 4 and 5 _ 3

Animal Husbandry 1 _ _ _ _ 1 Botany 1__________ 3

Agr. Eng. 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 3 Agr. Chemistry 2b _ 3

Horticulture 1, 2 and 3 _ _ _ 3 History 4a, or 2a and
Poultry Husbandry _____ 1 Economics 1 or Eco. 5 _ _ 3

English 1 3 English 2 3

Chemistry 1________3 Physics 2 3

Mathematics 1 and 2 _ _ 3 Agronomy 5,6_ 3

Military Science _______ 1

20 21

The division of the time in the junior and senior years shall be

as follows: Hrs.
Major _________ _12
Minor, group _______ 6

Minor, group 2______ 6

Gen. Elective 12

36

Total requirements for a degree, exclusive of military science,

but including laboratories, will be 75 hours. Not more than 21 hours

can be taken from any one department in the junior and senior

years. Major courses may be selected from the departments of

agronomy, animal husbandry, horticulture, agricultural chemistry,

agricultural engineering, agricultural education, and plant pa-

thology.

Elective Courses. It is urged that the student give particular at-

tention to his elective courses, selecting those courses that give the

broadest training commensurate with special work in a department.
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Group 1 (6 hours required)

Agricultural Chemistry Physics
Botany Mathematics
Zoology

(Note:—Bacteriology, Entomology and Plant Pathology are

placed in Group 1 for those majoring in agricultural education).

Group 2 (6 hours required)

Animal Husbandry 6, 7 Entomology
Agronomy 3 Forestry
Veterinary Science Geology
Agr. Engineering 6, 7, 8 9 Horticulture 10
Bacteriology 1, 3 Poultry Husbandry

Not later than the beginning of the junior year the student must
submit a program written on a prescribed form for the schedule

of work in the junior and senior years, showing his majors and
minors, as well as his general electives. This program must be

approved by the head of the department in which he takes his

majo/.

Foreign Language. Students who do not present two units of a

foreign language at entrance may take a foreign language in the

freshman and sophomore years, and carry over mathematics and

physics into the junior and senior years.

Those desiring to study medicine may continue the study of

French and German in the junior and senior years, and thus pre-

pare themselves for entrance into the highest grade medical schools

of the United States.

Laboratory Periods. In the College of Agriculture two labora-

tory hours count as one hour of recitation, and are included on that

basis in the number of hours required.

AGRONOMY
JOHN R. FAIN, Professor.

G. A. CRABB, Junior Professor.

L. E. RAST, Junior Professor.

S. H. STARR, Junior Professor, Farm Management.
P. O. VANATTER, Instructor.

*R. R. CHILDS, Scientific Assistant.

PAUL TABOR, Field Agent.

E. C. WESTBROOK, Field Agent.

FRANK WARD, Field Agent.

*J. V. PHILLIPS, Senior Drainage Engineer.

R. C. HARRIS, Instructor.

*DeF. HUNGEFORD, Field Agent.

L. V. DAVIS, Field Agent.

* In coooperation with U. S. Department of Agriculture.
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1. Cereals. The cereals studied include wheat, corn, oats, barley,

rye and rice; sorghum, millet and buckwheat are studied briefly

in so far as the grains are used for food. • The study of these cereals

include the origin, history, composition, cultivation and methods
of improvement. In addition to text-book work, the cereals are

grown in nursery rows convenient to the College, so that the student

may study the plants first hand. The demonstration field is also

used for the same purpose. Two hours. Second and third term.

Freshman. Professors Fain and East.

2. Cereal Judging. This is a laboratory course. The study begins

with the seed and continues with the study of the mature plant and

its relation to seed production. A part of this work is in the field

and a part in the demonstration barn, so that the student is taught

not only the various facts in regard to the development of the

cereals, but he acquires the habit of studying these plants in the

field. The demonstration field and cereals grown in nursery rows

form excellent facilities for this work. The germination of corn

is given especial attention, and the records in the demonstration

field are used in this connection, showing the relationship between

the germination and growth of the varieties tested. One laboratory

period: Second and third term. Freshman. Professors Fain and

Rast.

3. Farm Management. Factors entering into the business of

farming and maintaining farm lands are studied in their relations

to each other. Special attention is paid to ways of systematizing

the business, and methods of maintaining crop production of the

land. In this connection a detailed study is made of rotations as

adapted to Georgia conditions. Laying out the farm, methods of

cropping, and records are studied. The cost of production and

marketing is given special attention. The laboratory work will con-

sist of conferences in which the results summarized from investiga-

tion by the student will be discussed. The student will be required

to use "Rural Economics," by Carver, for parallel reading. Other

reading assignment will be made from time to time. Two lectures

and one laboratory period. Junior. Professor Fain.

3a. Farm Management. A special course for senior students in

Agricultural Education. See description under Agricultural Edu-
cation.

*4. Grasses and Forage Crops. The different varieties of grasses

and forage crops are studied with reference to their yield, composi-

tion and feeding value. Special attention is paid to those grasses

and forage crops that are adapted to southern conditions. As silage

is undoubtedly the cheapest form in which forage crops can be pre-

pared in this state, considerable attention is given to the crops

best adapted to silage, the best method of handling the crop and
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harvesting it. This course alternates with "12" and "13." Two lec-

tures and one laboratory. Junior. Professor Fain.

5. Soil Physics. A study is made of the origin of soils, the differ-

ent forms of disintegration, and the physical properties of different

types, especially in the relation to crop production. Laboratory

experiments are required with type soils. Each student may substi-

tute his home soil for one of the types. This should be an average

sample, taken from several places of the most uniform type from
his home farm and community. In addition to the text, parallel

reading will be assigned. Two lectures and one laboratory period.

First half-year. Sophomore. Professor Crabb.

6. Soil Fertility. Factors in crop production and methods of

controlling these are studied with especial attention to the influence

of culture and fertilizing. Methods of managing the soil, to per-

manently increase fertility, rather than for temporary .crop produc-

tion, are emphasized. Special attention will be given to the uses

of commercial fertilizers and general soil management. Parallel

reading will be assigned. Two lectures and one laboratory period.

Second half-year. Sophomore. Professor Crabb.

*7. Soil Formations. This course will include a study of the soil

provinces of the United States, their origin and methods of forma-

tion, soil series and types and their relation to crop adaptation, with

especial attention given to southern soils and conditions. Parallel

reading will be required. Two lectures and one laboratory period.

Prerequisite, Agronomy "5" and "6." Professor Crabb.

la. Soil Survey. Required of students specializing in soils. Field

work for three months in summer between junior and senior years.

The purpose of this course is to give experience to students in the

mapping of soils in the field and in the preparation of base maps
and soil survey reports. Credit, three hours.

*8. Drainage and Irrigation. The history and development of

farm drainage and irrigation, their economic relation to crop produc-

tion and the principles and practices of each as applied to southern

soils. Parallel reading required. Third term. Two lectures and

one laboratory period. Prerequisite, Courses "5" and "6." Juniors

and seniors. Professor Crabb.

*9. Soil Management. A study will be made of the principal soil

types of the south and especially of Georgia, the object being to

determine the value of plant food taken from the soil by various

crops and to plan methods for increasing soil fertility and establish-

ing systems of permanent agriculture. Laboratory studies will be

made in the greenhouse by pot tests and soil solutions of the prin-

cipal types of the state. Parallel reading required. Prerequisite,

Agronomy "5" and "6." Two lectures and one laboratory period.
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This course will be given in 1919, and will alternate with. Agronomy
"10." Professor Crabb.

*10. Fertilizers and Manures. This course will include the his-

tory and the development and production of the various materials

used to increase the crop growth. Source, manufacture, application

and effect of the different materials will receive especial attention.

Laboratory work will be carried on in the greenhouse to study the

effect of the different fertilizing materials on plant growth. Parallel

reading required. Prerequisite, Agronomy "5" and "6." Two lec-

tures and one laboratory period. Juniors and seniors. This course

will alternate with Agronomy "9," and will be given in 1920. Pro-

fessor Crabb.

11. Seminar. An opportunity for students to keep in touch with

the progress in agronomy will be given in this course. Current

periodicals and recent books will be reviewed. One two-hour period.

Seniors. Professors Fain, Crabb and Rast.

*12. Weeds. Weeds prevalent in the various sections of. the state

will be studied with reference to their habits of growth, crop rela-

tionship and means of eradication. Time of growth, seed habits, and

means of seed distribution will be given especial attention. Students

will be required to make a collection of weeds and their seeds, and

classify them. This course will be given only in connection with

Agronomy "13," and will alternate with Agronomy "4." Two lec-

tures and one laboratory period. One-half year. Senior. Professor

Fain.

*13. Seeds. Seeds will be considered relative to their structure,

production, vitality, purity, commercial grades, centers of produc-

tion, and market variations. Two lectures and one laboratory

period. Given only in connection with No. "12" and alternating

with No. "4." One-half year. Senior. Professor Fain.

*14. Farm Crops. This course is designed to give the students

an opportunity to continue the study of cereals as well as to con-

sider crops especially adapted to the state. Experiment station

literature will be freely consulted. The records of the College field

work will be given especial attention. Definite problems with one

or more of these crops will be given the students. Two lectures

and one laboratory period. Senior. Professor Fain.

COTTON INDUSTRIES
L. E. RAST, Junior Professor of Agronomy, in Charge

of Cotton Industries.

1. Special students who wish to take work in cotton industry

will be given an opportunity to become familiar with the literature

of cotton. The instructor will meet with such students once a week
for conference and direction. Experiment station work in this

country will receive especial attention. Professor Rast.
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2. Field Work for Special Students. Field work conducted by

this department gives students opportunity to get first hand in-

formation from the experiments under way. The records of the field

for some years are also available. Professor Rast.

3. Production of Cotton and Other Fiber Crops. Varieties, meth-
ods of selection, planting, culture, harvesting, and marketing of the

cotton crop will be considered in detail. As a matter of comparison
with the cotton crop, other fiber crops will be considered. The lab-

oratory work consists of combing, mounting, testing fibres, and
grading, as well as a considerable amount of field work. Junior or

senior. Two lectures and one laboratory. Professor Rast.

4. Plant Breeding. A general course in the principles of breed-

ing. While especial reference is made to the technique in cotton

breeding the breeding of other farm crops for improvement is also

given important consideration. This course also includes the prin-

ciples of breeding farm animals to meet the needs of students in

animal husbandry. Text: "Principles of Breeding," Davenport.

Supplemented by references. First half-year. Two lectures, one

laboratory. Junior and senior. Professor Rast.

5. Plant Breeding. An extension of the above course which is

prerequisite. A study of the methods used by the best plant and

animal breeders will constitute the greater portion of this course.

A certain amount of practice both in field and greenhouse is re-

quired of each student. Two lectures and one laboratory period.

Second half-year. Junior and senior. Professor Rast.

*6. Agricultural Colleges and Experiment Stations. This course

will include the history and development of the land-grant colleges

and experiment stations in the United States and their relation to

the advancement of agriculture, also a review of the development

along similar lines in other countries. Especial attention is given to

present methods in experiment station work. Three hours. One-

half year. Seniors. Professor Rast.

7. Research. Cotton Industry "4" and "5" are prerequisite for

this course. Further consideration is given to plant breeding in

which opportunity is offered for the study of cytology of cotton and

the cytological aspect of cotton breeding. Text, Punnett's "Mendel-

ism." One lecture and two laboratory periods. First half-year.

Seniors. Professor Rast.

8. Biometry. Students have special wok in correlating charac-

ters of the cotton plant. The various lines of breeding carried on

at the College afford an opportunity for a study of statistical meth-

ods. One lecture, two laboratory periods. Second half-year. Pro-

fessor Rast.

9 and 10. Cotton Industry. Cotton grading, warehousing and
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marketing. Experimental cotton breeding. Three-hour credit. Fee,

$5. Professor Rast.

Note: The following courses (indicated by *) will not be given

unless as many as five students are registered for them: Agronomy
"4," "7," "8," "9," "10," "11," "12," "13," 14;" Cotton Indus-

try "6."

ANIMAL HUSBANDRY
MILTON P. JARNAGIN, Professor.

T. G. YAXIS, Junior Professor.

R. M. GRIDLEY, Field Agent.

W. H. HOWELL, Assistant in Dairying.

JAMES E. DOWNING, Pig Clubs.

C. A. MARTINI, Field Agent.

H. B. EMERSON, Field Agent, Beef Cattle.

L. H. MARLATT, Scientific Assistant.

W. R. NISBET, Specialist, Beef Cattle.

CHAS. E. KELLOGG, Specialist, Beef Cattle.

J. W. CLARKE, Specialist, Sheep.

CARL WALLACE, Specialist, Swine.

1. Types and Market Classes of Live Stock. Various types and

grades of live stock are considered from the standpoint of adapta-

tion to local conditions and market demands. It includes a con-

sideration of the value of beef type in beef making, the American
market classification, stock classes and grades of cattle and breed-

ing for the market. The dairy type is considered with reference to

function of milk secretion, variation in the usefulness of dairy cows,

breeding for milk production and for dual-purposes.

The lard and bacon type of hogs are studied, also the market
demands. The mutton type, sheep markets and breeding for mar-

ket demands are given consideration. Important factors in horse

production and the market demands for various classes are studied.

Two one-hour recitations and one two-hour laboratory period. First

term. Freshman. Professor Jarnagin.

la. Special course for junior forestry course.

2. Horses, Mules and Beef Cattle. In this coupse the origin,

history and development of the various breeds of horses and beef

cattle are studied. The adaptation of the various breeds and types

to different conditions of soil, climate and environment is considered.

A comparison of draft and light horses is made, and especial em-
phasis is laid on the adaptation of the different types of horses and
mules to various kinds of work. Two one-hour recitations each

week. First term. Sophomore year. Professor Jarnagin.

3. Dairy Cattle. In this course the origin and utility of the

several breeds of dairy and dual-purpose cattle are studied. Their
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adaptation to the production of milk, butter, cheese, or to both

milk and beef making are carefully considered. A comparison of

the profits derived from the various breeds under different condi-

tions of farming forms an important part of the instruction provided.

Two one-hour recitations each week. Second term. Sophomore
year. Professor Jarnagin.

4. Sheep and Swine. This course embraces a study of the history

and development of the various breeds of lard and bacon hogs, both

of English and American origin. Especial attention is given in this

course to types of hogs suited to grazing. The history of the various

breeds of sheep is taken up, and comparison of the several classes

made. Special emphasis is laid on growing and marketing lambs
and on classifying wool. Two one-hour recitations. Third term.

Sophomore year. Professor Jarnagin.

5. Stock Judging. The students receive training in the use of

the score card for various classes of live stock, and study the stand-

ards of excellence as established by the several breed associations.

In addition to this, they are given practical work in comparative

judging and show-ring placing of various breeding and market
classes of horses, dairy and beef cattle, bacon and lard hogs and
fine, medium and long wool sheep. Two two-hour laboratory periods

each week. First, second and third term. Sophomore year. Pro-

fessor Jarnagin.

6. Live Stock Production. This course is designed for students

specializing in animal husbandry and deals especially with the pro-

duction of hogs, beef cattle and horses, and includes a considera-

tion of the adaptation of the beef breeds and specific needs. The
principles of breeding, feeding and general management are studied.

The laboratory work will consist of advanced live stock judging and

preparation for the show or sale ring. Practical work will be given

in laying out the necessary yards, paddocks and housing facilities for

the various classes of live stock. Prerequisite, A. H. 2, 3, 4, and 5.

Two one-hour recitations and one laboratory period. Junior year.

Professor Yaxis.

7. Principles of Dairying. This course includes the theoretical

and applied side of dairy and creamery practice. A detailed study

is made of the theory of milk secretion, formation and production;

separation of cream by the shallow and deep setting systems, and

by the use of centrifugal machines; the natural fermentations oc-

curring in milk, their benefit and control; the manufacturing of

butter; the testing of milk and its products of butter fat. Prere-

quisite, A. H. 2, 3, 4, and 5. One lecture and two laboratory periods

per week. Fall term. Professor Yaxis.

8. Principles of Breeding. The principles of breeding include a

consideration of selection, heredity, atavism, normal variation and
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fecundity. The methods of breeding studied include in-breeding,

line-breeding, cross-breeding, and a review of the methods by which
the best types of animals have been developed. Three one-hour reci-

tations. Senior year. Professor Jamagin.

8a. Principles of Breeding. This course is designed for sopho-

more veterinary medicine students. It deals with heredity, selection,

atavism, variation and cross-breeding. A study of the pedigrees of

phenomenal animals and methods and principles followed by the

best breeders are studied. Three recitations per week, first term.

Sophomore year. Professor Jamagin.

9. Animal Nutrition. In this course a study of the gross anatomy
and physiology of the digestive system is included. The theoretical

and practical side of compounding balanced rations for maintenance,

milk and butter production, fattening and growth are fully ex-

plained. Three recitations per week. Senior year. Professor Jar-

nan in.

9a. Animal Nutrition. This course is designed for sophomore
students in veterinary medicine. It deals specifically with feeding

problems and the underlying principles of animal nutrition, together

with a detailed study of results obtained by experimental feeding

in the different experiment stations. Second and third terms. Three
recitations per week.

10. Advanced Work in Animal Nutrition. This course is pro-

vided for advanced students in animal husbandry. The results of

feeding tests at the various experiment stations and agricultural

colleges in this and other countries are reviewed. Three one-hour

recitations per week. First term. Senior year. Professors Jamagin
and Yawis.

11. Feeding Problems. Qualified students are allowed to assist

in conducting feeding tests, keeping records and summarizing results

of experimental feeding conducted by the division of animal hus-

bandry. They will also be expected to make analyses of the various

feeding stuffs used and to determine the fertilizing value of the

excreta obtained from various classes of farm animals. Three one-

hour recitations per week. Second term. Professors Jamagin and

Taxis.

12. Economics of Animal Production. In this course the various

types and breeds of livestock are considered in their relation to

the utilization of various farm crops, the productiveness of the soil

and the creation of wealth in general. Three one-hour recitations

per week. Third term. Professors Jamagin and Ya.ris.

13. Research Work in Animal Husbandry. Qualified students are

allowed to carry on investigations in animal husbandry under the

approval and direction of the professor in charge of the depart-

ment. Three hours. Senior. Professors Jamagin and Yaxis.
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14. Dairy Manufacturing. This course is a continuation of "7"

and deals specifically with creamery problems. It includes butter

making with power machinery, ice cream manufacturing, butter

judging, creamery machinery and creamery management. Two
laboratories and one recitation. Second and third term. Junior.

Professors Jarnagin and Taxis.

15. Milk Production and Dairy and Farm Management. This

course includes advanced judging of dairy cattle, the breeding, feed-

ing and management of dairy cattle and marketing of dairy products.

Two recitations and one laboratory throughout the senior year.

Professors Jarnagin and Yaxis.

16. Animal Husbandry. This course is designed especially for

students in home economics and will include production and handling

of milk, and its products, in the home. Farm butter making and the

making of various kinds of soft cheeses will be taken up. Consid-

erable attention will be given to the testing of milk and its products

and food value of the same. One lecture and two laboratory periods,

second half of year. One and one-half hours credit. Fee, $2.50.

Professor Yaxis.

17. Feeds and Feeding. (Smith-Hughes Vocational Students).

The underlying principles of feeds and feeding will be studied with

particular emphasis on the practical problems of feeding farm ani-

mals. The students will be required to carry out feeding demonstra-

tions with animals on the College farm, and keep accurate records

of kinds and amounts of feeds used, and their effects on the ani-

mals. Two recitations per week and the necessary time in the barn

for carrying out the feeding problems and completing records. Credit

will be given for one laboratory period each week. Professor Jarnagin.

AGRICULTURAL CHEMISTRY
W. A. WORSHAM, Jr., Professor.

L. M. CARTER, Junior Professor of Soil Chemistry.

D. D. LONG, Junior Professor in Charge Soil Survey.

M. W. LOWRY, Adjunct Professor of Soil Chemistry.

W. O. COLLINS, Instructor.

C. N. WILDER, Instructor.

1. Organic Chemistry. This course consists of the study of th©

classification and relation of the carbon compounds, and the prepara-

tion of the simpler and more important ones.

Stress will be laid on those compounds relating more directly to

agriculture, such as carbohydrates, proteins and fats.

The physiological chemistry of plants and animals will be studied

dealing mainly with the general subjects of food and nutrition as

applied to both animals and plants and photosynthesis in plants.
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The animal fluids, milk, blood and urine will be studied in detail.

Students taking this course must have had Inorganic 1 or 2 in-

cluding work in laboratory.

Organic Agricultural Chemistry by Chamberlain will be used as

a text.

Two hours of lectures and recitations, and one laboratory period

for three terms.

Optional for juniors and seniors. Required of Forestry and Vet-

erinary students during sophomore year. Fee, $5. Professor Wor-

sham.

2b. Qualitative Analysis. In this course a study is made of the

characteristic properties and reactions of the common metals and

acid radicals. The principles involved in the separation of the

groups and the individual metals of the respective groups are stud-

ied in the laboratory. By systematic work with known substances

and then with unknown substances the student will be able to famil-

iarize himself with processes employed in qualitative analysis. The
course is planned to enable the student to determine the composition

of ordinary substances especially those that are of most importance

in agriculture. One lecture and two laboratory periods during the

sophomore year. Fee, $5. Professor Worsham.

3. Quantitative Analysis. The object of this course is to prepare

the student for special work in agricultural chemistry as well as to

teach the method of quantitative analysis.

The methods of both gravimetric and volumetric analysis will be

treated in lectures and the practice carried out in the laboratory.

Substances of known percentage composition will first be analyzed

and then substances of unknown composition, including the simpler

agricultural products. Texts: "Elementary Quantitative Chemical

Analysis," Lincoln and Walton. Reference books, "Quantitative

Analysis," by Treadwell, Olsen and Frasenius. Two lectures and

recitations and seven laboratory periods for three terms.

3b. Same as Course "3," except that students not specializing in

chemistry, have one hour of lectures and recitations and two lab-

oratory periods. Optional for juniors and seniors. Fee, $5. Pro-

fessor Worsham.

4. Advanced Quantitative Analysis. The basis of the work in this

course will be the study of the methods employed in soil investiga-

tions, the analysis of soils, fertilizers, feeds, water, etc. Some lat-

itude is allow»ed the student as to the substances to be analyzed.

Students taking this course must have had Agricultural Chemistry
"3." Work for laboratory will be outlined and standard references

given.

Two hours of lectures and recitations and seven laboratory periods

for three terms during senior year.
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4b. Same as Course "4," except that students not specializing in

chemistry have one hour of lectures and recitations and two lab-

oratory periods. Optional for seniors. Fee, $5. Professor Worsham.

5. Chemistry of Forest Byproducts. This course consists of the

detailed study of the chemical byproducts of the forest, destructive

and steam distillation, the mechanical and chemical processes of

paper manufacture from wood, the production of turpentine and
rosin, the production of wood alcohol, acetic acid, creosote, and
the possibility of further utilization of sawmill waste. Three credits.

Required of forestry students. Fee, $5. Professor Worsham.

A deposit of $5 will be required for each laboratory course to

cover breakage of apparatus and chemicals used. If any of this

amount is left it will be returned to the student at the end of the

year.

11. Chemistry of Foods. This course treats of the chemical com-
position, digestibility, and nutritive value of the more common
classes of foods. Special attention is given to those products pro-

duced in the state of Georgia. Consideration is given to the common
forms of adulteration and methods of detecting the presence of

substances used in adulterants. The course includes the analysis

of milk and butter and approximate analysis of some cereal food

product. Required of juniors taking Home Economics. One and

one-half hours, second half-year. Fee, $2.5 0. Professor Worsham.
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AGRICULTURAL EDUCATION
J. T. WHEELER, Professor.

C. J. HEATWOLE, Professor.

L. M. SHEFFER, Junior Professor.

1. Introduction to Vocational Education. This course treats of

educational and sociological values; some means of measuring edu-

cational values; educational needs of the several groups of society,

the school and other agencies for meeting these needs, vocational

training under school conditions; relations of these topics to agricul-

tural teaching and to rural life will be emphasized; development of

agricultural education in the United States, agencies, activities, or-

ganization and administration of United States Department of Agri-

culture, the Agricultural College, and secondary schools and de-

partments of agriculture. Juniors and seniors with requisite farm
experience. Three hours the year. Professor Wheeler.

la. Educational Psychology. This course is a study of mental
processes with their application to education and teaching. The fol-

lowing topics will be treated: The nature and meaning of conscious-

ness and its relation to conduct. The main facts relating to the

structure of the nervous system so as to determine the relation of

the body and mind. The characteristics of the learning process,

such as original nature, capacities, instinctive tendencies, habit, at-

tention, memory, imagination, thinking and feeling; transfer of

training. The peculiar characteristics of the adolescent life. Indi-

vidual differences, mental tests and scientific measurements. The
course will seek to acquaint the student with the elementary facts

of mental life that his teaching may be scientific and consistent with

the laws of the economy of learning. Juniors. Three hours, half

year. Professor Heaticole.

2. Methods and Materials in Vocational Agriculture. Topics con-

sidered: purpose of secondary vocational agriculture; the organiza-

tion of the high school for teaching vocational agriculture, the cur-

riculum, course of study, text-books, equipment, the project, exten-

sion activities, organization of subject matter, planning and pre-

sentation of laboratory and class exercises, preparation of illus-

trative materials; observational work. Seniors or juniors with

requisite farm experience. One lecture and two laboratories through

the year. Professors Wheeler and Sheffer.

2a. Principles of Teaching. The application of the principles of

education to the practice of teaching: the function of the teacher in

the learning process; function of subject matter; the problem as a

factor in the teaching process; attention, basis and utilization of

interest; concrete basis for teaching; methods, lecture, text-book.
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development, recitation, art of questioning, arguments; tests of

methods, testing results. Juniors. Three hours, half-year. Pro-

fessor Heatwole.

3. Project Practice. Arrangements can be made for a limited

number of students to take production projects in cooperation with

the various college divisions. While this work will be carried on
only during the last half-year, students desiring this work must
arrange for it before the Christmas recess. Juniors elective, equiv-

alent three hours second half-year. Professor Sheffer.

4. Practice Teaching. Arrangements will be made for a limited

number of students to do practice teaching in agriculture in nearby

high schools under the direction of the Division of Agricultural Edu-
cation. SeniOx- elective credits, one to three, time to be arranged.

Professor Sheffer.

5. Rural Laws and Standards. This course deals with the fed-

eral rules and regulations effecting the production, destruction,

standardization and marketing of farm commodities; state and fed-

eral farm titles and boundaries; labor laws; water, irrigation and
power laws; livestock and dog laws; common carrier duties, rights

and immunities; cooperative enterprises; texts and readings. Three
hours per week, half-year. (Not offered in 1919-20).

5a. Rural Social Problems. Applications of sociological principles

to problems of country life. Redirected rural life and education.

Needs of country school, church, home, health, sanitation, recreation,

community gatherings, etc. Drift to cities. Negro migration.

Diagnoses, remedies, investigations. Three hours, half-year. Pro-

fessor .

6. Research Problems. This course considers further the prob-

lems arising in connection with Courses 1 and 2. Special readings

problems will be assigned for investigation and thesis required.

Seniors, two hours through the year. Professors Wheeler and Sheffer.

7. Rural Economics. Application of economics to country life;

significance to the nation; rural vs. urban population; occupations;

shifting of population; farm ownership and tenantry; rural in-

comes and wealth; special economic activities; organization and
cooperation; marketing and buying; transportation; rural finance;

surveys of rural wealth, its production, distribution and consump-
tion. Three hours, half-year. Professor .

8. Rural Journalism. A course planned for students of Vocational

Agriculture and required of those taking senior work. The course

includes a study of rural publicity, report writing, press work on

projects, and special work in the compilation and arrangement of

statistical data. Three hours a week. Mr. Maddux.
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(Note: See University catalog for other courses in Journalism).

Supervised Teaching

The Georgia State Vocational Board requires that all graduates

of the Division of Agricultural Education who enter the field of

agricultural teaching shall be under the supervision of the Division

for one year after entering upon their work. This requirement

makes it possible for the graduates of this Division to get valuable

aid in establishing themselves in the professional work.

(Note. For graduate credit, see Graduate and Summer School

Catalog).

AGRICULTURAL ENGINEERING
LEROY C. HART, Professor.

E. G. WELCH, Junior Professor.

*W. E. BROACH, Field Agent.

S. R. KIRK, Foreman.

1. Shop Work (a). Wood Work. This course is designed for the

instruction of the student in the use, care and sharpening of all

wood-working tools. A carefully planned series of exercises are

offered. These exercises bring into use all tools that will be help-

ful to the student in after life. An advanced course in woodwork
planned for students having had the preliminary work, will be given.

This course will consist of the design and building of furniture and

other articles for the home. (b) Forge Work. This work is de-

signed to familiarize the student with the building and care of coal

fire's, the manufacture of iron and steel, and to familiarize him
with the working and handling of iron and steel. Tool-making and
tempering will be given. Required of freshmen. One hour credit.

Professor Welch and Mr. Kirk.

2. Drawing. Sufficient time will be devoted to free-hand drawing
to enable the student to execute readily the necessary drawings in

the various laboratory courses. Instrumental drawing will then be

taken up so that the student may become familiar with the use of

the instruments and be able to execute rapidly and neatly any draw-
ing of this kind that will be required. Freshman year.] Professor

Welch.

2a. Forest Drawing. Special drill in drawing topographical maps,

using all topographical signs employed in topographic survey. This

course is for forestry students, but may be elected by advanced
students. Prerequisite, Agricultural Engineering "2." Professor

Hart.

3. Farm Machinery Judging. A study will be made of the con-

struction and use of the various farm machines, such as are used
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for preparing, planting, cultivating, harvesting, storing and for home
and miscellaneous machinery. Each group will be taken up sep-

arately, studied and judged. Required of freshmen. Professor

Welch.

4. Farm Motors. Considerable time will be given to study and
operation of the gasoline engine, the steam engine and the electric

motor. This course is taken up in connection with Agricultural

Engineering "3." Required of freshmen. Professor Hart.

5. Farm Surveying. This work will consist of the study and
the use of farm levels and compass, and plane table, or terracing,

leveling and the survey of farm lands, and also their use in road

building. Each student will be required to make a thorough map of

a plot of ground and compute its area. Course "2" prerequisite.

Required of freshmen. Professor Welch.

(Xote: Courses 2 and 5, 1 hour credit. Courses 3 and 4, 1 hour
credit).

5a. Forest Surveying. An advanced course is offered in the use

of the compass, level, plane table and transit, with special attention

to the different uses of these instruments in topographic and recon-

noissance work. The work will consist of a hasty survey of a plot

of ground. Then a more careful survey will be made as a check

upon the first to illustrate the difference in accuracy. This will

enable the student to determine the method to be used on all future

work. Work required in the sophomore year for all forest students,

but may be elected by other students who have had Agricultural

Engineering "2a" and "5," or their equivalent. Two hours credit.

Professor Hart.

5b. Saw Mill Machinery and Construction. Thi scourse takes up

the study of saw mill and machinery, and deals with the framing of

saw mill buildings and other structures using built-up members.
Forest students. Sophomore. Prerequisite, Agricultural Engineer-

ing "2." Two hours credit. Professor Hart.

6. Fencing. This will include a study of the strength and adapt-

ability of various materials for fence construction. The principles

of gate construction, and bracing at the corners and at sufficient

points according to the condition of the ground. Junior. Professor

Hart.

7. Farm Buildings. This course consists of the study and design

of farm buildings, starting with the simple and gradually working

up to the most complicated. Plans are drawn and from these, the

bill of material and an estimate of the cost of the completed struc-

ture are made. Attention is given to farm conveniences and sanita-

tion. Considerable time will be spent in studying problems of light-

ing, heating, water supply and sewerage, disposal for the farm home.

Agricultural Engineering "2," or its equivalent, are prerequisite
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to this course. Juniors. Fall and winter term. One lecture and
two laboratory periods. Professor Hart.

7a. Wood Physics. A study of the strength of wood under dif-

ferent conditions and shapes, also the physical effect of moisture,

heat and preservatives upon its strength is taken up. Required of

forest students. Second term, junior. One hour credit. Professor

Hart.

7c. Wood Preservation. The primary cause of decay; factors

governing the lasting powers of different species; the preservation

of woods by the application of paints and oils to the surface; the

impregnation with creosote and other wood preservatives; the com-
mercial method of impregnation; description of preserving plants

and the fire proofing of timber. Junior. One hour credit. Pro-

fessor Hart.

8. Concrete Construction. A study will be made of the principles

of concrete construction, also the material, forms, mixing, placing

and tamping. Their application to farm and forest conditions and

the various uses to which concrete has been put in late years are

pointed out. Special attention is given to its use for residences,

barns and its application in forestry. The construction of fence

posts from concrete is taken up. Optional for seniors. Agricultural

Engineering "2," "6," and "7" prerequisite, or their equivalent.

Professor Hart.

8a. Concrete Testing. An advanced course in the testing of

cements and concretes under different conditions, shapes, aggregates

and reinforcing is given. One lecture and two laboratory periods.

Three hours credit. Professor Hart.

9. Road Building. Practice work is given in locating roads at

the most desirable grades with special attention to drainage. Con-

siderable time will be devoted to road materials, and making tests

of the various kinds. Optional for seniors. Agricultural Engineer-

ing "5" prerequisite to this course. Professor Hart.

(Note: Courses "8" and "9" will constitute half a year's work.

One and one-half hours credit).

10. Farm Buildings. An advanced course in the design, location

and construction of all farm buildings. The stress in different

members of a design are carefully figured. Models are built and

tested to verify the results obtained. Government bulletins and

parallel reading "Farm Buildings," Sanders Publishing Co. One
lecture and two laboratory periods a week throughout the year.

Three hours credit.

11. Farm Machinery. An advanced course in the elements of

machinery. The measurement and transmission of power. The
development, use, construction and repair of all farm machinery.
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Text, Farm Machinery and Farm Motors," parallel reading, pre-

requisite, Farm Machinery "3." Professor Welch.

12. Farm Motors. The sources of power for agricultural pur-
poses. Tread and sweep powers. Steam, gasoline, air and oil en-

gines and tractors, windmills and electric motors, as far as appli-

cable to agricultural purposes. Texts, "Power and the Plow,"
"Gasoline Engine on the Farm." Parallel reading. Prerequisite,

Agricultural Engineering "4," "11" and "12" constitute a year's

work. One lecture and two laboratory periods throughout the year.

Three hours credit. Professor Welch.

14. Farm Sanitation. An advanced course in the lighting, heat-

ing, ventilating, plumbing and drainage of farm buildings, also in

methods employed for sewage disposals. Text, "Rural Hygiene,"

by Ogden; "Practical Methods of Sewage Disposal," Ogden and
Cleveland; "Dommestic Water Supplies for the Farm," Fuller.

Parallel readings, Government bulletins. Prerequisite, Agricul-

tural Engineering "7." One lecture and two laboratory periods

half the year. One and one-half hours credit. Perofssor Hart.

15. Drainage and Irrigation Engineering. Drainage of farm
lands, both by the open ditch and tile drainage. Methods used in

making the preliminary surveys and estimates. The finished survey

and report. Drainage laws and assessments. Irrigation methods
in use. The application and measurement of water. Texts, "Irri-

gation and Drainage," King; "Practical Farm Drainage," and
"Engineering for Land Drainage," by Elliot. Government bulletins

and parallel reading. Prerequisite, Agricultural Engineering "5."

One lecture and two laboratory periods half year. One and one-

half hours credit. Professor Hart.

16. Road Building. A continuation of Agricultural Engineer-

ing "9." The economic value of good roads is taken up in connec-

tion with a more detailed study of the problen. The location, drain-

age, road material, construction and road machinery are studied.

Highway bridges and culverts are taken up. Text, "American High-

ways," Shaler. Government bulletins and parallel reading. Pre-

requisite, Agricultural Engineering "5," and "9." One lecture and

two laboratory periods half the year. One and one-half hours

credit. Professor Hart.

17. Agricultural Surveying. An advanced course in use of the

usual surveying instruments, with especial attention to detail and

accuracy. Text, Pence and Ketchum's "Surveying Manual," and

"Land Surveying," Hodgman. Prerequisite, Agricultural Engineer-

ing "5." One lecture and two laboratory periods throughout the

year. Three hours credit. Professor Hart.

18. Home Designing. This course is offered for the students who
specialize in Home Economics, and takes up the designing of homes.
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Some of the topics considered are: location with reference to sani-

tary, convenient, and attractive surroundings; planning for com-

fort, convenience, and beauty at reasonable cost. Junior, winter

term. Three laboratory periods. Credit, one hour. Professor Hart.

19. Home Equipment. This course is supplemental to No. 18,

and takes up home conveniences, water supply, sewerage disposal,

lighting, heating and ventilation. Winter term. One hour credit.

Senior. Professor Hart.

FORESTRY
JAMES B. BERRY, Professor.

LOUIS A. ZIMM, Extension Forester.

E. W. HADLEY, Student Assistant.

3. Farm Forestry. Forestry as an adjunct to agriculture. Forest

influences, nursery practice, field planting, thinnings and improve-

ment cuttings, protection, estimating timber, wood measurements,

seasoning and preservative treatment of wood, financial results.

Text, lecture, collateral reading. One laboratory period, three

hours, second semester. Fee, $1.

4a. Tree and Shrub Identification. Systematic study of the local

flora; winter and summer characteristics; collection and preparation

of material for class use; practical field identification; text and col-

lateral reading; preparation of note book and herbarium; three lab-

oratory periods per week, first half year or Summer School. Fee,

$2.50.

15a. Wood Identification and Uses. Structure and properties of

wood; generic characteristics; practical means of identification; ef-

fect of stains and oil; adaptability to specific needs; the subject is

considered from the standpoint of home furnishing; text and col-

lateral reading; reports. Three laboratory periods, second half-year.

Fee, $1.

For courses leading to Bachelor of Science in Forestry, see page 68.

HORTICULTURE
T. H. McHATTON, Professor.

R. E. BLACKBURN, Adjunct Professor.

H. W. HARVEY, Adjunct Professor.

W. A. SMITH, Field Agent.

S. E. McCLENDON, Field Agent.

C. B. SWEET, Foreman.

1. Elements of Horticulture: Fruit Growing. A general study

of location, site, frost, planting, varieties, orchard tillage and man-
agement. Three lectures per week. Required of freshmen in fall

term.
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2. Pruning and Propagation. A course in grafting, budding and
other methods of propagation; also a study of pruning with its

practice and effect. A few periods are devoted to a study of varieties

both for orchard and truck garden. Laboratory course of three

periods per week. Parallel reading, "Pruning Book," by Bailey;

and "Plant Propagation," by Kain. Required of freshmen in winter
term.

3. Elements of Horticulture: Truck Gardening. A general study
of the main truck crops as to planting, tillage and handling, with

the addition of a study of hotbeds and their management. Three
laboratory periods per week. Parallel reading, "Garden Farming,"
by Corbett. Required of freshmen in spring term.

4. Small Fruits. A study of the various small fruits of interest

to the horticulturist. Three lectures a week for six weeks. Text,

"Bush-Fruits," by Card. Fruit Harvesting, Storing and Marketing.

Three lectures a week for six weeks. Book, "Fruit Harvesting,

Storing and Marketing," by Waugh. First term. Juniors and
seniors.

5. Pomology and Garden Seeds. A course in the testing of seeds

and a study of the several species of fruit with their pomological

classification. Text, "Systematic Pomology," Waugh; supplemented
by lectures. A laboratory course of three periods per week, to be

carried with Course "4." Fall term. Junior or senior.

6. Greenhouse Management and Floriculture. A study of the

various flower crops, forcing crops and management of a greenhouse.

Reference books, "Greenhouse Management," Taft; "Principles of

Floriculture," White; and "Practical Floriculture," Peter Hender-
son. Three lectures per week. Second term. Junior or senior.

7. Greenhouse Construction and Management. A study of the

different types of greenhouses and heating, construction, etc. In

connection with this course, trips to florists and nurseries are taken

to study the plants and greenhouses. A ground plan, end elevation,

bill of material and description of heating plant used in a green-

house required of the students at the end of this course. Actual

work in greenhouse management' is given. Reference book, "Green-

house Construction," Taft. A laboratory course of three periods

per week. Winter term. Junior or senior.

9. Spraying. Lectures on the history and chemistry of spraying.

Practice in the making and application of spray mixtures accom-

panied by a study of nozzle and machinery. Three laboratory

periods per week. Third term. Junior or senior.

10. Landscape Gardening. A study of the various schools of

landscape architecture and the plants used in producing the various

effects. A problem in landscaping is given each student and a draw-
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ing showing the solution required. Three lectures per week. Spring

term. Junior or senior.

11. Advanced Pomology. A course of three lectures per week
throughout the year open to seniors. A detailed study of the practi-

cal and scientific phases of fruit growing forms the basis of this

course and the work is supplemented by numerous references.

12. Thesis. A subject relative to any of the following courses,

"11," "14," "15," or "16" will be assigned to the student for study.

At the end of the course a thesis, stating the problem, results ob-

tained, etc., is required of the student. A course of three labora-

tory periods per week throughout the year. Course "12" must be

taken by seniors with major in horticulture.

13. Economic Entomology. A course in practical entomology
designed especially for use upon the farm. Special attention is paid

to the identification of insects and a collection is required of the

student at the end of the work. Three hours per week. Last half

of the winter term, and all of the spring term. Junior or senior.

14. Advanced Olericulture. A course of three lectures per week
throughout the year, open to seniors. A practical and scientific

study of the problems of vegetable culture, both out doors and

under glass. Work supplemented with numerous references.

15. Advanced Floriculture. Three lectures per week throughout

the year, open to seniors having taken "6" and "7." A study of the

more practical and scientific problems of flower growing both under
glass and outdoors. Supplemented with numerous references.

16. Advanced Landscape Gardening. Three lectures per week
throughout the year, open to seniors having taken "10." Landscape
problems of homes, cities, parks, schools, public buildings, etc., re-

ceive attention. Work supplemented with numerous problems and

references.
*

(Note: The professor in charge will not be required to give

Courses "11," "14," "15," or "16" to less than five students, un-

less the whole senior class in horticulture is less than five, in which

case he can put all the members of the class into the course most
acceptable to them).

17. Vocational Horticulture. The first term of this course will

deal with historical horticulture and systematic pomology. This will

be a study of the introduction, dissemination and classification of the

most common of our fruits. Pomological descriptions will also be

required. The second term's work will consist of a study of sprays

and spraying. The causes of injury to trees and fruits will be looked

into and the methods of making and applying sprays will receive

close attention. The third term's work will consist of a study of

landscape gardening similar to Course 10 already offered, special

attention being paid to the adapting of the course for the use of
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teachers in agricultural schools. Parallel reading will be required

throughout the course. Two lectures and one laboratory period per

week for the year. Elective for junior and senior in Agricultural

Education. Professor McHatton.

18. Summer School Course in Plant Propagation. (See page 102).

19. Summer School Course in Fruit Growing. (See page 102).

20. Elements of Horticulture: Fruit Growing. A general study of

location, site, frost, planting, varieties, orchard tillage and manage-
ment. Special attention given to the home fruit garden. Historical

and parallel reading required throughout the course. Lecture course

of three periods per week. Fall term. Junior.

21. Pruning and Propagation. A course in grafting, budding and
other methods of propagation; also a study of pruning with its prac-

tice and effect. A few periods are devoted to a study of varieties

both for the orchard and truck garden, some additional practical

work in the propagation of greenhouse plants given. Parallel read-

ing required. Laboratory course of three periods per week. Junior,

winter term. Fee, $2.50.

22. Elements of Horticulture: Truck Gardening. A general study

of the main truck crops as to planting, tillage and handling, with

the addition of a study of hotbeds and their management, special

emphasis placed on the planting and care of the home vegetable

garden. Three laboratory periods per week. Junior, spring term.

Fee, $2.50.

PLANT PATHOLOGY
JAMES B. BERRY, Professor.

E. W. HADLEY, Student Assistant.

*NEWTON C. BRACKETT, Specialist, Smut Eradication.

, Extension Pathologist.

Dendrology or Elementary Botany a prerequisite to all courses in

Plant Pathology. Plant Pathology 1 prerequisite for Courses 2, 3,

4 and 5, 7 and 8.

1. Microbiology. Systematic classification of microbiological or-

ganisms producing a pathological condition in economic plants. Lab-

oratory methods. Preparation of materials. Text and collateral

reading. Three laboratory periods per week, first half-year. One
and one-half credit. Fee. $2.

2. Pathology of Field Crops. Important diseases of cotton, ce-

reals, potato and forage crops. Methods of identification. Life

cycle. Control. Text and collateral reading. Three laboratory pe-

riods per week, second half-year. One and one-half credits. Fee, $3.

3. Pathology of Horticultural Crops. Economic diseases of or-

chard, vineyard and garden. Identification. Life cycle. Methods
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of control. Text and collateral reading. Three laboratory periods

per week, second half-year. One and one-half credits. Fee, $3.

4. Dendropathology. Study of forest tree diseases. Identification

and control. Effect on system of management. Organisms pro-

ducing decay in wood. Control. Text and collateral reading. Three
laboratory periods per week, second half-year. One and one-half

credits. Elective. Fee, $2.

5. Laboratory Technique. Preparation of media and cultures.

Artificial inoculations. Sectioning. Mounts. Research methods.
Text and collateral reading. Three laboratory periods per week,
entire year. Three credits. Fee, $5.

6. Plant Diseases. Plant functions. Causes of diseased condition.

Identification of common diseases of garden and orchard. ControE

measures. Text and collateral reading. Field excursions. Three
laboratory periods per week, first term or Summer School. One
credit. Fee, $2.50.

7. Pathological Problems. Laboratory and field studies along in-

vestigational lines. Three credits.

8. History of Plant Pathology. Historical development in plant

pathology. Three credits.

POULTRY HUSBANDRY
J. H. WOOD, Adjunct Professor.

W. S. DILTS, Instructor.

MAUDE SMITH, Instructor.

1. Farm Poultry. A general course covering the farm poultry

industry, a study of breeds best suited to farm conditions, farm
poultry house construction, hatching and brooding of chicks, feed-

ing and management of the farm flock, handling of the poultry

products. Two one-hour lectures or recitations and one laboratory.

Freshman. Third term. Professor Dilts.

la. Farm Poultry. A general course covering the farm poultry

industry, a study of breeds best suited to farm conditions, farm*

poultry house construction, feeding and general management of the

farm flock, production of market poultry, grading and marketing:

of poultry products; poultry diseases and parasites. Two one-hour

lectures or recitations and one two-hour laboratory. Senior, fall

term. Fee, $1. Professor Dilts.

lb. Poultry Husbandry. A continuation of la. A study of the

principles of poultry breeding, management of the breeding stock,

incubation, brooding, the care and feeding of small chicks. Students

will be required to operate incubators, brooders and care for baby
chicks. Two one-hour lectures or recitations and one two-hour
laboratory period. Senior, spring term. Fee, $1. Professor Dilts.
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2. f
Poultry Husbandry. Locating and laying out a poultry farm;

study of the breeds of poultry; judging from the fancy and utility

standpoint; poultry house construction; poultry house equipment;
fields, fences and shade; principles of poultry breeding; market
poultry. Two one-hour lectures or recitations and one laboratory

period. Must be preceded by Course "1." Junior. Elective. First

term. Professor Dilts.

3. Poultry Husbandry. A continuation of Course "2." A study

of the management of the breeding stock, incubators, incubation,

brooders, brooding, and the care and feeding of the young chick.

The student is required to operate an incubator and care for the

chicks hatched until they are six weeks old. One one-hour recita-

tion and the equivalent of two two-hour laboratory periods. Must
3be preceded by Course "2." Junior. Elective. Second term. Pro-

fessor Dilts.

4. Poultry Husbandry. A continuation of Courses "2" and "3."

This course takes up the subjects of poultry feeds and feeding,

management of the laying stock, care of the growing stock, produc-

tion of market poultry, grading and marketing the poultry products,

records, accounts, and the disease of poultry. The student is re-

quired to care for a pen of birds and keep accurate record of the

eggs produced, food consumed, and general conditions; with ac-

counts showing profit or loss. One one-hour lecture or recitation

and the equivalent of two two-hour laboratory periods. Must be

preceded by Course "3." Junior elective. Third term. Professr

Dilts.

5. Incubation and Brooding Problems. Students that have com-

pleted Course 1, 2, 3, and 4 are qualified to take up this work. The
student may make tests regarding incubation, brooding and the

feeding of the growing chicks. Accurate records must be kept and

summarized as a thesis. Time to be arranged at the beginning of

•the senior year with the professor in charge. Senior. Elective.

One credit hour. Professor Dilts.

6. Feeding Problems. Students who have completed Courses 1,

3, 3, and 4 are qualified to take up this work. The student may
make feeding tests with either laying birds or birds to be fattened

for market. Accurate records must be kept and summarized as a

thesis. Time to be arranged at the beginning of the senior year with

the profsssor in charge. Senior. Elective. Two credit hours.

Professor Dilts.

(Note: Poultry Husbandry Courses 2, 3, and 4 are offered only

when elected by not less than three students).
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VETERINARY MEDICINE
W. M. BURSON, Professor.

J. E. SEVERIN, Junior Professor.

W. C. BURKHART, Junior Professor.

H. W. CALDWELL, Junior Professor.

*C. A. PYLE, Field Veterinarian.

*E. S. BRASHIER, Specialist, Hog Cholera.

3. A course of lectures covering briefly the anatomy and phys-

iology of farm animals. The horse is taken as the basis of study

and variations in other species are noted. Skeletons, models and
charts are used to illustrate the lectures. Elective as minor for

juniors in Agriculture. First, second and third terms. Two hours

per week. Dr. Burson.

4. Laboratory work in the above subjects. One two-hour lab-

oratory period per week, entire year. Dr. Burson.

5. A course of lectures on diseases of farm animals. Special at-

tention being paid to parasitic, infectious, contagious and obstet-

rical diseases and diseases of young animals. Prerequisite, Courses

3 and 4. Elective as minor for seniors in Agriculture. First, sec-

ond and third terms. Two hours per week. Dr. Burson.

6. Clinics, demonstrations, examinations of sick animals and ex-

amination of animals for blemishes and unsoundness at veterinary

hospital. One laboratory period per week, senior year. Dr. Burson.

BACTERIOLOGY

1. General Bacteriology. This course is designed to give the stu-

dent a conception of the activities of bacteria. It treats of the

biological, physiological and morphological features of bacteria.

Laboratory work consists of the preparation of media, the making
of cultures, staining methods and the study of the physiological

activities of bacteria. One hour lecture and recitation and two lab-

oratory periods, first half-year. Juniors. Fee. $2.50. Dr. Burkhart.

3. Bacteriology. Dairy Bacteriology. General Bacteriology is a

prerequisite. This course is offered in order to give the student in

Agriculture a more complete knowledge of the organisms with which
he will come into contact in his practical dairy work. It consists

in the study of sources, growth and activities of bacteria which are

to be found in dairy products. Organisms which are pathogenic

for man and which are usually transmitted through dairy products

are carefully studied. Pasteurization of milk and dairy sanitation

are given the attention that their great importance deserves. In-

fectious diseases of dairy cattle, such as tuberculosis, mastitis and

* In extension service.
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infectious abortion, are studied from a bacteriological point of view.

The laboratory work consists in the isolation and study of the cul-

tural characteristics of bacteria found around the dairy and in dairy

products. Organisms essential to the manufacture of butter and
cheese will be studied. One lecture and two laboratory periods, last

half-year, juniors in Agriculture. Fee, $2.50. Dr. Burl-hart.

(For courses leading to degree of Doctor of Veterinary Medicine

see page 84).

5. Household Bacteriology. General Bacteriology is a prerequi-

site. A special course in acid fermentation due to the growth of

bacteria as it occurs in the production of cheese, bread, butter, vin-

egar, sauer-kraut and other kinds of pickling. Pathogenic bacteria

which usually contaminate food such as milk, water, and vegetables

will be studied and the disinfection of contaminated premises con-

sidered. One lecture and recitation and two laboratory periods.

Juniors, last half-year. Fee, $2.50. Dr. Burkhart.

DESCRIPTION OF GENERAL COURSES
Mathematics

For courses see page 66.

Civil Engineering

For courses see page 84.

Chemistry

For courses see page 83.

Biology

For courses see page 82.

English
For courses see page 60.

Romance Languages
For courses see page 72.

German
For courses see page 62.

History and Political Science
For courses see page 6 3.

Physics
For courses see page 9 0.

Economics
For courses see page 88.

Psychology, Philosophy and
Education

For courses see page 91.

Geology
For courses see page 62.

MILITARY DEPARTMENT
M. B. THWEATT, Captain, Infantry, U. S. A.

L. H. GORK, Captain, Infantry, U. S. A.

Under General Orders No. 49 of the War Department, dated Sep-

tember 20, 1916, a Reserve Officers' Training Corps is established

at the University of Georgia, and agricultural students are allowed

full privileges of the organization. The primary object of estab-

lishing units of the Reserve Officers' Training Corps is to qualify,

by systematic and standard methods of training, students at civil

educational institutions for reserve officers. The system of instruc-

tion presents to all students a standardized measure of military

training which is necessary in order to prepare them to perform in-

telligently the duties of commissioned officers in the miltary forces

of the United States. It enables them to be thus trained with the

least interference with their civil careers.
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CONDITIONS OF SERVICE
"Eligibility to membership in the Reserve Officers' Training Corps

shall be limited to students of institutions in which units of such

corps are established, who are citizens of the United States, who are

not less than fourteen (14) years of age and whose bodily condition

indicates that they are physically fit to perform such duties, or will

be so, upon arrival at military age." Students are required to wear

the uniform only during drill hours, though they may wear it at all times.

Under the present ruling of the War Department all students are furnished

uniforms by the government free of charge. This may, however, be changed

at any time.

The military work of the Reserve Officers' Training Corps extends

over the freshmen and sophomore years, at the conclusion of which
opportunity will be given for continuing the work with a privilege

of obtaining a commission as a second lieutenant of the Regular
Army for a period not exceeding six months, with allowances for

that grade, and with pay at the rate of $100.00 per month."
In addition to the regular work at the College, all members of the

Reserve Officers' Training Corps will be given the privilege of at-

tending a summer camp, with transportation paid at the rate of 4c

a mile, and subsistence ration of 40c a day. Each man will also

receive property valued at $14.67. The young man who remains in

college for two years receives the commutation of ^0 cents a day during his

first vacation.

All members of the Reserve Officers' Training Corps who have
drilled two years in a Junior Reserve Officers' Training Corps unit

will receive during nine months at the Georgia State College of

Agriculture $41.83 in clothing, and 40c per day commutation of

subsistence. The total amounts received by a student in four years

at college, if he wishes to drill that long, are given below in an
official memorandum, Unit No. 12, under the date of February 1st,

1919:

Senior Division

Each man will receive (actual Additional for those attending
cost value)

:

summer camps:

1 coat, wool, O. D. $ 9.79 2 breeches, cotton, O. D. $ 3.38

1 breeches, wool, O. D. _ 6.32 1 shoes, russet or march-
1 shoes, russet or march ing __________ 4.65

ing 4.65 1 shirt, wool, O. D. 3.50

1 shirt, wool, O. D. 3.50 1 leggins, pair, canvas _ 1.05
1 overcoat, O. D., short _ 13.56 1 hat additional _ _ _ _ 2.00
1 leggins, pair, canvas. _ 1.05 1 hat cord _______ .09

1 hat, service ______ 2.00
2 collar ornaments _ _ _ .07
1 hat cord .09

1 belt ________ .23
chevrons _______ .57

Per year $41.83 $14.67
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Each man will receive in four years property valued at
4 x $41.83 $167.32

Each man will receive in three summers property valued at

3 y $14.67 44.01

Each man recommended will receive commutation of sub-
sistence two years, or 590 days, at 40c per day 236.00

Each man may receive commutation of subsistence in Kind
(not paid in cash) three summers, 136 days, at 40c per
day 54.00

Transportation, average 1,000 per summer, or 3,000 miles
for three summers, at 4c per mile 120.00

$621.33

Average for each of the four years in University course $155.33
Besides the items mentioned above, equipment issued for

each student amounts to at least $ 50.00

The privilege of buying extra uniforms at the above mentioned
prices from the Quartermaster Department, which will have an
additional saving value to those who take advantage of it.

The privilege of special technical training in various fields without

any tuition charges.

An opportunity to obtain a commission as second lieutenant of

the Regular Army for a period not exceeding six months, with al-

lowances for that grade, and with pay at the rate of $100.00 per

month.

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN FORESTRY
JAMES B. BERRY, Professor.

LOUIS A. ZIMM, Extension Forester.

E. W. HADLEY, Student Assistant.

All students wishing to take the degree of Bachelor of Science in

Forestry must be sixteen years of age and must present credit for 14

entrance units as specified under "Terms of Admission" on cover

of this catalog. A degree of B.S.F. is conferred on those completing

the four-year course.

In the four-year professional course, opportunity is given to

specialize in certain main lines. For those students desiring to

specialize in city forestry an opportunity is offered for the elec-

tion of landscape gardening and allied subjects; for those desiring

to specialize in technical forestry, with the object of entering the

federal or state service, the election of advanced courses in botany

and forestry; for those desiring to specialize in lumber salesman-

ship and mill superintendency, the election of courses in economics

and business administration; for those desiring to specialize in

dendropathology, the election of advanced courses in botany, and

plant pathology.
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OUTLINE OF COURSE
Freshman Year

Subject Credits
Chemistry 2, Inorganic Chemistry 3

Forest 25, Forest Botany, or Botany 1, General Botany 3

English 1, English Composition 3

Math. 1, Trigonometry 2

Forest 19, Principles of Forestry 1

Forest 4, Dendrology 3

Ag. Eng. 1, 2, 2a, and 5 or Graphics Dl and D2 3

Summer Term
Forest. 7, Forest Mensuration (Part 1) 2

Forest 12, General Forestry 4

24
Sophomore Year

Ag. Chem. 2b, Qualitative Analysis 3

Eco. 5, Elements of Economics 3

Physics 2, College Physics 3

Agron. 5 and 6, Soil Physics and Fertility 5
Ag. Eng. 5a, Surveying, or Civil Eng. Al 3

Forest. 5, Silviculture --- 3

Summer Term
Forest. 7, Forest Mensuration (Part 2) 2

Forest. 16, Forest Practice 4

24

Junior and Senior Years

Not later than the beginning of the junior year the student is re-
quired to designate his specialization and must select, with the ad-
vice and approval of the head of the department, the course of study
he desires to pursue during the following two years. The major and
one minor must be selected from technical forestry subjects, one
minor may be selected from departments in Group I, and twelve
hours of general electives from departments in Group II. Whether
or not a student will be permitted to elect more than eighteen hours
of work a year will depend upon his class record.

Division of Time
Hrs.

Major, Forestry 12
Minor, Forestry 6

Minor. Group I 6

Gen. Electives, Group II 12

36
Group I

Agri. Engineering Botany
Agri. Chemistry. Plant Pathology
Horticulture Civil Engineering

Group II

General electives may be chosen from any department of the
College of Agriculture or from any college or school of the Uni-
versity.
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DESCRIPTION OF COURSES

1. Forest Policy. The development of policy as reflected in forest

legislation. A comprehensive study of the forest laws of all coun-

tries, special stress being placed upon those in which the science of

forestry has reached a high degree of perfection. A consideration

of the forest legislation of the various states. The development of

a policy. Text, lecture, collateral reading. Three hours, third term.

2. Farm Forestry (Short course for one-year students). General

consideration of the farm woodlot. Nursery practice practicable on
farm, field planting, improvement cuttings, measuring forest pro-

ducts, seasoning and preservative treatment of farm timbers. Lec-

ture, collateral reading. One laboratory period three hours, first

term. Fee, $1.

3. Farm Forestry. Forestry as an adjunct to agriculture. Forest

influences, nursery practice, field planting, thinnings and improve-

ment cuttings, protection, estimating timber, wood measurements,
seasoning and preservative treatment of wood, financial results.

Text, lecture, collateral reading. One laboratory period, three

hours, second semester. Fee, $1.

4. Dendrology. Comprehensive study of the forest trees of North
America. Taxonomy, botanical and silvical characteristics, range,

winter and summer identification. Field work in the College arbo-

retum. Text, lectures, reports, collateral reading. Two laboratory

periods, three hours, entire year. Fee, $2.50.

4a. Tree and Shrub Identification. Systematic study of the local

flora. Winter and summer characteristics. Collection and prepara-

tion of material for class use. Practical field identification. Text

and collateral reading. Preparation of note book and herbarium.

Three laboratory periods per week, first half-year or Summer School.

Fee, $2.50.

5. Silviculture. Forest ecology. Collection and storage of seed.

Seed testing. Natural and artificial production. Propagation. Lo-

cation and construction of seed beds. Seeding and care. Trans-

planting. Field planting. Direct seeding. Silvicultural systems.

Modifications of European systems adapted to American conditions.

Text, lecture and collateral rea.ding. Two laboratory periods, en-

tire year. Three credits. Fee, $2.50.

5a. Nursery Practice. Growing seedlings. Transplanting. Pro-

tection and care of nursery stock. Propagation. Nursery inspec-

tion.. Packing. Practicum work in all phases of nursery business.

Text, lecture and collateral reading. Three practicum. periods, one-

half year. One and one-half credits. Fee, $2.

6. Forest Protection. Methods of preventing, fighting and con-

trolling forest fires. Location and use of lookout-towers, telephones,
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wireless and heliographs. Caches for tools and supplies. Maps and
protection plans. Creating public sentiment and organizing local

residents. Lecture, collateral reading. One laboratory period.

Three hours, first term.

7. Forest Mensuration. Part 1, freshman summer camp. Units

of measurement, use of volume tables, estimating standing timber,

log rules, mill scale studies. Text, lecture and field work. Two
credits. Fee, $5.

7a. Forest Mensuration. Part 2, sophomore summer camp. For-

mation of volume tables, growth tables, yield tables. Advanced work
in estimating standing timber. Text, lecture and field work. Two
credits. Fee, $5.

8. Forest Management. First term. Forest organization. Con-

sideration of the normal forest, volume of growing stock under

different systems of silvicultural management. Determining the

felling budget. Division of the forest area.

Second term. Forest finance. Value of forest property. Value
based on productive capacity. Forest accounting. Financial rota-

tion. Problems in forest finance. Taxation of forest property.

Third term. Working plans. Provision of the plan. Data nec-

essary for the construction of a plan. Detailed study of a plan for

a highly specialized forest. Preliminary working plans. Each stu-

dent is required to make a detailed plan for a small forest area,

collecting the necessary data himself, drafting his plan and placing

it in final form filing in the school library. Text, lecture, field work.

Three hours, entire year.

9. Forest Utilization. Systematic study of logging operations in

different sections of North America; character of tools used; wood
transportation; comparison of costs of the various operations; labor

conditions; camp, board and sanitation. Milling and manufacture;

costs, markets, grading. Specialized industries; wood pulp, handles,

matches, etc. Seasoning of lumber; treatment to prevent stain.

A report on a specific operation is required. This will be accord-

ing to outline and will include the woods operations, transport,

milling, manufacture, utilization of waste, marketing. Each student

is required to spend not less than ten days in a logging camp and
around the mill in the collection of data. Text, lecture, collateral

reading, field work. Three credits, entire year.

10. Forest History. An analysis of the economic conditions which
have resulted in the development for forestry. The influence of

form of government and property rights. Text, lecture, collateral

reading. Three hours, first term.

11. Forest Economics. The relation existing between the prac-

tice of forestry, industry, and the prosperity of a country. Taxa-
tion. Reports upon the economic importance of specific industries
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will be a feature of the course. Text, lecture, reports, collateral

reading. Three hours, second term.

12. General Forestry. Elementary forest field work in dendrol-
ogy, surveying, logging, camping and packing. Training in the

work of a Forest Service guard. Text, lecture, field work. Fresh-
man, summer camp, two months. Four credits.

14. Forest Administration. Contracts, agency, appropriation of

water for power and irrigation, affidavits, bonds, commercial paper.

The work will be considered from the standpoint of the Forest Ser-

vice. Text, lecture, collateral reading. Three hours, third term.

15. Wood Technology. Structure of wood tissue; classification of

fibers; identification of woods, generic and specific. Both micro-

scopic and macroscopic identification will be considered. Each stu-

dent is required to make a series of microscopic slides for use in the

course. Text, lecture, reports, collateral reading. Three laboratory

periods, entire year. Fee, $2.50.

15a. Wood Identification and Uses. Structure and properties of

wood. General characteristics. Practical means of identification.

Effect of stains and oils. Adaptability to specific needs. The sub-

ject is considered from the standpoint of home furnishing. Text

and collateral reading, reports. Three laboratory periods, second

half-year or Summer School. Fee, $1.

16. Field Work. Field work in forest surveying, silviculture,

forest soils, logging, engineering, tree diseases. This work will be

under the supervision of the head of department. Lecture and field

work. Sophomore, summer camp, two months. Four credits.

17. Seminar. Systematic review, special investigative studies,

research. To be considered in connection with Forest "18." Three

hours, entire year. Three credits.

18. Thesis. The subject of the thesis is selected in consultation

with the head of the school and may be along lines of original re-

search or simply investigative. For students desiring to enter pri-

vate work it will be along the line of their specialization. The thesis

must come up to certain specifications and will be filed in the Forest

School library. Three credits.

19. Principles of Forestry. Forest influences. Relation of for-

ests to agriculture, navigation, industry. Results of general de-

forestation. Products of the forest. Forest areas of the world.

The movement for the conservation of natural resources. The pro-

fession of forestry. Lecture, collateral reading. Three hours per

week, third term. One credit.

2 0. Forest Reconnaissance. Methods of survey, mapping, and re-

porting adopted by the U. S. Forest Service. Adjustments and ma-

nipulation of instruments. Comparative values of different meth-

ods. Topographic mapping and map reading. Specialized maps for
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logging engineering. Working plan maps. Field work and draft-

ing practices. Six laboratory hours. Three credits.

21. Wood Utilization. A specialized course in the manufacture

of wood; machinery, methods, products, special problems. Involves

a detailed study of a number of wood-working industries. Reports

according to outline. Lecture, collateral reading, field work. Three

hours for entire year. Three credits.

2 2. Forest By-products. A study of all industries dependent upon
the forest for the raw material, the finished product of which is

not wood in one form or another; turpentine orcharding, maple
sugar, tan bark and extract wood, gums and resins, wood distilla-

tion, forest range. Lecture, collateral reading. Three hours, one

term. One credit.

23. Grades and Grading. A detailed study of the grading rules

of the various associations. Practice work in grading. Lecture, col-

lateral reading, field work. Three hours, one term, one credit.

24. Mill Organization. The development of the modern sawmill

and its equipment. Labor efficiency. Various systems of manage-
ment. Involves a detailed study and report of several operations.

Lecture, collateral reading, field work. Three hours, one term.

One credit.

25. Forest Botany. The subject is treated from the standpoint of

the forester and furnishes a basis for the work in dendrology and
silviculture. Text and collateral reading. Three laboratory periods,

entire year. Fee, $2.50.

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN HOME ECONOMICS
MARY E. CRESWELL, Director.

ERNA E. PROCTOR, Junior Professor, Foods and Cookery.

ROSALIE V. RATHBONE, Junior Professor, Textiles and
Clothing.

LOIS P. DOWDLE, Assistant State Supervisor Home
Economics, Extension Work.

BESSIE STANLEY WOOD, Assistant State Supervisor

Home Economics, Extension Work.
MAUDE SMITH, Instructor in Poultry Husbandry.

The Division of Home Economics has been established in the

Georgia State College of Agriculture for the purpose of offering

courses of senior college rank dealing with all phases of scientific

management of the home. The problems connected with food, cloth-

ing and shelter will be studied not only from the standpoint of the

individual home, but also in their social and economic relationships.

Selection of related courses in science has been based upon the con-

viction that biology is quite as fundamental as chemistry in its
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household application and, therefore, should have an important
place in a course in which students take their major in Home Eco-
nomics.

Emphasis is placed upon subjects in agriculture which have special

interest for women, and courses are arranged to suit their needs in

the belief that these should be met not only to make the economic
status of women more secure but also to enrich their lives in aes-

thetic and ethical ways.

At the present time no more attractive or profitable employment
for women can be found than the branches of agriculture which can

be carried on under intensive methods and which require skill in

management such as a woman can acquire. The world food situa-

tion which cannot fail to be acute for several years to come demands
the utmost endeavor on the part of America. Our women can ren-

der no higher patriotic service than in work which includes leader-

ship and skill in food production and conservation and in its use

in maintenance of health and efficiency. For this reason all the

facilities of the Georgia State College of Agriculture including the

regular scientific and applied courses as well as new ones especially

adapted to their needs are open to women.

The courses in Home Economics, Agriculture and related sciences

are offered to meet the needs of women students seeking the fol-

lowing:

1. Higher education for the profession of home-making which in-

cludes general culture and preparation in' the broadest sense for

participation in municipal and rural community upbuilding along

lines of health, sanitation and economic and social welfare.

These courses will give further training along lines which here-

tofore have been inadequately provided for by the state. They open

opportunity for women in new fields of endeavor and will meet the

growing demand of the women of Georgia for broader educational

privileges.

2. Preparation for positions as county and supervising home dem-
onstration agents or specialists in extension work in Home Eco-

nomics.

3. Preparation for high school teaching in Vocational Home Eco-

nomics.

4. Training in institutional management, that is, the management
of schools, hospitals, hotels from standpoint of diet and feeding;

lunch rooms, cafeterias, tea rooms, etc.

5. Preparation for carrying on special lines of agricultural indus-

try suited to women, such as horticulture (including floriculture and

greenhouse management), commercial canning and preserving, poul-

try husbandry, home dairying, plant pathology, etc.
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6. Professional training for teaching agricultural subjects re-

lated to women's work in normal schools and other institutions.

7. Lines of special technical and research work in which women
can engage for the State and Federal Governments.

8. Editorial work in Agriculture and Home Economics.

GENERAL INFORMATION

Health. Problems of health will arise in the following courses:

Dietary Problems, Bacteriology, Dietetics, Home Designing, Home
Equipment, Household Management, Biology. These problems when
coordinated will give a systematic study of health. This coordina-

tion will be accomplished by special conference of instructors. Pro.

vision will be made for adequate physical education.

Housing. Careful plans will be made to insure comfortable and

pleasant facilities for housing at moderate cost. Students boarding

in Athens will be required to live in homes which have been approved

by the College authorities. List of approved boarding places can be

secured in advance.

Social Activities. Helpful forms of recreation and social inter-

course will be provided. Organizations to promote public speaking

and literary and dramatic expression will be encouraged and all

students expected to take active part in these activities.

Fees and Other Expenses. In each laboratory course it is neces-

sary to charge a sufficient fee to cover the cost of materials used and

breakage incurred. Books will cost about $12.50 a year. There is

no tuition.

ENTRANCE REQUIREMENTS
The degree course in Home Economics requires four years' work

of college rank based upon entrance consisting of fourteen units

from an accredited high school or the equivalent. The last two

years of this course are offered at the State College of Agriculture.

For admission to the junior class, graduation from a junior college

is required. "Women without such graduation may be admitted to

the degree course provided they present certificates of equivalent

work done in institutions of high rank in this state or elsewhere.

In any case the work done must consist of 36 hours of standard

college work.

The two years of college work must include 6 hours English; 6

hours home economics; 3 hours chemistry; 3 hours physics; 3 hours

educational psychology; 2 hours elementary drawing and design; 3

hours of biology (1V2 hours of which may be physiology) and

10 hours for electives. All science must carry standard laboratory

work.

(Note: Provision is made for students who can present two years
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standard college work and yet have not had sufficient Home Eco-

nomics to carry junior work in this subject. Provision is also made
for a college course in physiology carrying sophomore credit. No
course will be given unless at least five students apply for it).

It is desirable that students offer for entrance to the junior class

the following courses:

Freshman Sophomore
Hrs. Hrs.

English 3 English _3
Chemistry _______3 Educational Psychology _ _ 3

Biology 3 Physiology 1%
Elementary Drawing and Sociology _________ \y2

Design _________ 2 Physics 3

Textiles and Laundering _ 1 y2 Clothing _________1
Clothing 3 (a) Pattern Designing

(a) Elementary Garment Food Study _______3
Making (a) Principles of Cookery

(b) Elementary Dress (b) Home Cookery and
Making Table Service

Elective 2% Elective 2

Total hours 18 Total hours 18

The student who includes physics in her 14 units of high school

work may offer only \y2 hours physics for entrance to junior class.

Normal school graduates upon presenting satisfactory evidence of

completion of courses in education may receive advanced standing

for such courses to the extent of 3 credit hours.

The applicant must further show sufficient maturity and ability to

do the required work and this ability must be demonstrated during

first half of the junior year. The qualifications of students will be

measured not only by formal academic requirements but also by per-

sonality, individual poise and attitude toward the work undertaken.

Especial emphasis will be placed upon the student's ability to ex-

press herself orally and in writing in clear, fluent and correct

English.

Courses Offered. The courses offered are professional in charac-

ter and lead to the degree of Bachelor of Science in Home Econom-
ics. Students qualifying for this degree will be required to take

36 hours in the junior and senior years, 12 hours of which must be

in Home Economics. The division of time in junior and senior years

shall be as follows:

Home Demonstration Work. Vocational Home Economics.

Major _ _ _ _

Minor, Group 1

Minor, Group 2

Minor, Group 3

Gen. Elective _

12
6

6

6

6

hours
hours
hours
hours
hours

12 hours
6 hours— hours
9 hours
9 hours

36 hours 36 hours
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Group 1 Group 2 Group S
Chemistry Horticulture History
Botany Agronomy Education
Zoology Poultry English
Bacteriology Dairying Economics
Physiology Plant Pathology Sociology

At the beginning of the junior year the student must submit a

program written on a prescribed form for the schedule of work in

the junior and senior years showing her majors and minors, as well

as her general electives. This program must be approved by the

head of the division in which she takes her major.

The course suggested for students preparing to become county

agents in Home Demonstration Work includes work in agriculture

and home economics with carefully related science and is planned

to give the scientific and technical training needed in this work.

SUGGESTED COURSE FOR COUNTY AGENTS
Junior Senior

Bacteriology 1 and 5 _ _ _ 3 Plant Pathology 6_ _ _ _ _ 1

Chemistry 1 and 11 _ _ _ _ 3 Poultry Husb. la and 2a _ 2

Horticulture 20, 21, 22 3 Horticulture 10 1

Home Economics 5, 8 and 9 3 English 2 or
Education 5a and 9a _ _ _ 2 Economics 5 _______ 3

Home Economics 44 or 51 _ 1 Education ________ 1V2
Home Dairying (A. H. 16 )_ 1 Home Economics 29 _ _ _ 1

Ag. Eng. 18-19 2 Home Economics 30 _ _ _ 2

Home Economics 12 _ _ _ l 1 -

Home Economics 13 _ _ _ iy2
Biological Problems _ _ _ 1

Electives 2%

Total hours 18 Total hours ______ 18

The student who does not expect to teach or do other public work
but desires preparation for home making may substitute both in

entrance and in residence requirements other courses than those in

education provided she offers three credit hours in psychology.

GENERAL HOME ECONOMICS
la. Food Study and Cookery. Offered for students who have had

two years academic training in college but who have had little or no

work in Home Economics; composition, selection and cookery of

typical foods, to give a working knowledge of the principles under-

lying food preparation. One lecture and recitation, two laboratory

periods, first half-year. Sophomore credit, one and one-half hours.

Prerequisite, General Chemistry. Fee, $2.50.

lb. Home Cookery and Table Service. Follows Home Economics
la. Required of students desiring entrance to junior class who have
not had the required amount of work with foods. Practice in the

manipulation of foods in family sized quantities; practice in plan-
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ning, preparing and serving breakfasts, dinners, luncheons, suppers.

One lecture and recitation, two laboratory periods, second half-year.

Sophomore credit, one and one-half hours. Prerequisites, Home
Economics la. Physiology may parallel if student is not offering

physiology for junior entrance. Fee, $2.5 0.

Physiology. This course is provided for those desiring the re-

quired physiology for entrance to junior class. It deals with the

structure and function of the human organs of digestion, absorp-

tion, circulation, respiration, metabolism and excretion, etc., and
presents personal hygiene as a means of maintaining health. Two
lectures and recitations, one laboratory period. Sophomore credit,

one and one-half hours, second half-year. Prerequisites, General

Biology, General Chemistry. Fee, $2.50.

5. Food Preservation. Advanced canning of tfruits and vegetables

in glass and tin; standardization of products; use of water bath,

steam pressure canner, thermometer, saccharometer and other ap-

paratus for securing accuracy in home and community canning;

drying fruits, vegetables and herbs; making fruit juices', syrups,

pastes; extraction of pectin, and jelly making; preserving. Junior,

first term; one lecture and two laboratory periods for half term;

credit, one-half hour. Fee, $2.50.

6. Food Preservation. Preserving and crystallizing fruits; fer-

mentation of vegetables including sauer-kraut, cucumber and chay-

ote dill pickles; salt brining of cucumbers; finishing pickles from

salt stock; vinegar making from peaches, apples, pears, figs, grapes;

canning and curing meats. Senior, first term; one lecture and two

laboratory periods; credit, one hour. Prerequisites, Bacteriology

1 and 5. Fee, $2.50.

8. Dietary Problems. A survey of Georgia food materials and the

dietary habits of the people to give concrete basis for constructive

work in applying the principles of cookery previously gained to the

proper utilization of foods available in the average rural home;
planning and preparing food combinations which will meet approved

dietary standards for children and adults, and which can be dupli-

cated under existing conditions. Special attention to child diet and

the school lunch. Some experimental cookery included. One lec-

ture and recitation, two laboratory periods; junior, first and second

terms following 5; credit, one and one-half hours. Prerequisites,

Physiology, Elementary Food Study and Cookery. Fee, $2.50. Miss

Proctor.

9. Demonstration Cookery. An advanced course with problems

selected from the general field of food preparation. Special em-

phasis placed upon skilful manipulation and clear presentation of

the subject. Second term, juniors or seniors. One lecture and two
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laboratories. Prerequisites, same as for 8. Fee, $2.50. Credit, one
hour.

10. Institutional Cooking and Management. Plans for organiza-

tion and equipment of institution kitchens, dining rooms, lunch'

rooms; practical work in marketing, cooking, serving; catering for

special occasions. Junior or senior. Prerequisite, college courses

in cooking and food study required for junior entrance. Credit,

one and one-half hours, first half of year. Fee, $2.50.

12. Nutrition. A study of the fundamental principles of human
nutrition including the function and nutritive properties of the food

principles; energy values of foods; the chemistry and physiology of

digestion and metabolism. Senior, first half-year. Two laboratory

and one lecture; credit, one and one-half hours. Fee. $2.50. Pre-

requisites, Organic and Food Chemistry; Physiology; Bacteriology.

Miss Proctor.

13. Dietetics. Knowledge previously gained in cooking, food

study, chemistry, physiology and bacteriology summarized and ap-

plied to the problems of feeding individuals of varying ages and
conditions and of families and other groups. Topics of study in-

clude nutritive requirements for individuals considering age, sex r

occupation, health and disease; relative cost of foods; dietary cal-

culations. Seniors, second half-year. Two laboratory periods and
one lecture. Credit, one and one-half hours. Fee, $2.50. Pre-

requisites, Organic Chemistry; Chemistry of Foods; Physiology;

Bacteriology 1 and 5. Miss Proctor.

20. Garment Making. The fundamentals of sewing, hand and
machine; reading and using commercial patterns, simple decora-

tions for garments; the mechanism of single and double tread ma-
chine; study of factory production of garments and economics gov-

erning it; study of social questions involved. One and one-half

hours freshman credit, first half-year.

21. Elementary Dressmaking. The fundamentals of dressmaking;

simple designs and decoration; reading, testing, use and alterations

of commercial patterns; applications on both cotton and woolen in

simple dresses, etc.; a study of the clothing budget. One and one-

half hours freshman credit, second half-year.

22. (See Summer School Courses).

23. Pattern Designing. Making plain foundations waists and
skirt patterns, fitting and altering patterns and making original de-

signs, using plain foundation patterns; a study of different type

figures and pattern designing for them. One hour sophomore credit.

28. Textiles and Laundering. Study of the textile materials used

for clothing and house furnishing; development of the textile in-

dustry; processes of manufacturing cotton, wool, silk, linen; identi-

fication of fibers by means of microscope; tests of fibers and adul-
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terations; suitable fabrics for various uses; cleansing, renovating
and laundering. One lecture and two laboratory periods. Credit,

one and one-half hours. Fee, $1.00. Miss Rathbone.

29. Costume Design. A study of dress including some considera-

tion of the history of costume; modern requirements from the
standpoint of simplicity, appropriateness for the occasion, economy,
hygiene and beauty; applications of the theories of design and color

in planning costumes. Senior or junior, first half-year. Credit one
hour. Fee, $1.

30. Advanced Dressmaking and Millinery. A continuation of

Costume Design. A study of typical clothing budgets and the eco-

nomics of planning and purchasing. Problems of advanced tech-

nique. Applications within these budgets. Junior or senior, second
half-year. Credit, one and one-half hours. Miss Rathbone.

43. Home Management. The application of scientific and eco-

nomic principles to home problems; organization and management
of household activities; division of the income; household accounts;

relation of the modern home to industrial life; home ideals and
standards. Lectures, reading and recitations. One term. Senior.

Credit, one hour. Plans will be made to have this course supple-

ment with opportunity for practical application in actual manage-
ment.

44. House Furnishing and Decoration.- Application of principles

of design and color to house furnishings, to finishes for walls and
floors, selection and arrangement of rugs, draperies, and furniture

with view to beauty, economy and the sanitary needs of the mod-
ern house. Lectures, readings, lantern slides, trips to shops, and

study of materials. Junior, spring term. Credit, one hour.

51. Organization of Home Demonstration Work. Survey of con-

ditions, social and economic, which this work is to meet; factors

and forces in county and community to be recognized and used; con-

ducting home demonstrations in various activities; methods of or-

ganizing girls and women; use of the demonstration lecture, exhib-

its, charts, models, and other means and materials of instruction;

organization for production, standardization, marketing; social out-

growths; development of community fairs; recreation and dramatic

expression; study of material from original sources and field trips

to observe and take part in actual work. Junior, spring term; three

lectures and recitation. One hour credit.

52. Organization of Home Demonstration Work. Continuation of

Course 51. Senior, winter term. One hour credit.

Biological Problems of CChildhood and Social Life. This course

will include a study of genetics, of child development and of the

biological problems which are involved in the training of children
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and in the intimate social relations. Senior, spring term. One
hour credit.

9a. Practical Sociology. A course in the elements of sociology

will be offered to give the student a basis for the study of social life

and social organization. Brief study of the definitions and meaning
of sociology and its relation to social problems. Studies of the

home and family; studies of children and their problems; poverty

and crime; problems of the city; shifting and growth of population;

and other important topics. One hour credit, junior, fall term.

5a. Principles of Rural Life and Education. A brief course in

rural sociology studying the problems of country life interpreted in

sound sociological terms. The practical correlation of the farmer

and his work with school, home, church. Special studies in the

school, the church, the home, rural aesthetics, rural leadership, co-

operation with government and others. One hour credit; junior,

winter term.

VOCATIONAL COURSES
The teacher training course in Vocational Home Economics con-

sists of four years totaling 72 hours as now required for the B.S.

degree. Under the requirements of the State Vocational Board such

a course will be required of students qualifying to teach Vocational

Home Economics after 1921.

The division of time in the four years shall be as follows:

Home Economics, technical _ _ _ _35%—40%
Related Science and Arts _ _ _ _ -25%—25%
Professional 18%—25%
Humanistic 22%—20%

Suggested Vocational Course
Junior Senior

Education ________ 3 Education 3

(a Education 5a, 9a _2 (a) Voc. Ed. 53 _ _iy2
(b) Voc. 54 _ _ _ _ _1 (b) Prac. teaching 1 %

Chemistry: Organic and Voc. Household Equipment
Food 3 and Management 46 _ _ 3

Bacteriology 1 and 5 3 Nutrition, H. E. 12 1

V

2

Home Economics 5 and 8 _ 2 Dietetics, H. E. 13 _ _ _ _ 1 *_

Home Designing and Fur- Voc. Health 40 ______ 2

nishing .Voc. H. E. 45) _ iy2 Biological Problems 1

Food Study (Voc. 55) _ _ 1 Economics ________ 3

Voc. Costume Design 31_ _ 1 y2 Electives ________3
Voc. Dressmaking and

Millinery 3

18 18

(Note: Students who have not had history of education and
principles of teaching will be required to take three hours of such
work before being permitted to do practice teaching in the senior

year).
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There will be required a minimum of one semester practice

teaching in the senior year. Graduates of a two years' normal school

course and successful teachers after doing sufficient practice teach-

ing to show the degree of skill possessed may be given credit for

previous work.

The progressive teacher of Vocational Home Economics should

elect some courses in agriculture which have special bearing upon
the work of women in the home.

VOCATIONAL COURSES

27. Home Economics: Textiles. Materials which are used for

clothes and furnishings will be studied for the purpose of becoming
familiar with the different standard fabrics, their quality, value, and
uses, the manufacturing processes which influence these, and the

relation of clothing materials to health of the family. The prac-

tical work includes tests for deferentiation of fibres and weaves, and
for adulterations, and for the effects of different reagents used in

removing common household stains. First semester, one and one-

half hours.

31. Costume Design. This course deals with the problems of

teaching women at home how to design clothes for different types of

people for all occasions. The problems will include the use of color

and color combination, the effect of different textures, etc. Junior,

first semester, one and one-half hours.

32. Dressmaking and Millinery. This course follows costume de-

signing and is based upon it. It will include the advanced technique

of construction and how to teach it to groups of vocational, home-
making students. The problems will be selected with particular ref-

erence to those of a teacher of vocational classes, such as making
flat, draped and modeled patterns from original designs and pic-

tures, and treatments to secure the most finished garments. In mil-

linery simple shapes, alteration of shapes and different types of

decoration will be considered. Junior, second semester, three hours.

40. Health. Vocational home-making relationships:

(a) Personal hygiene, child and adult.

(b) Illness, preventive and curative measures in the home.

(c) Community hygiene. Senior, fall and winter terms; two

hours.

4 5. Home Economics: Home Designing and Furnishing. The lo-

cation, structure and structural sanitation will be considered in de-

signing homes for typical families. This will be followed by a study

of artistic furnishings and decoration possible for families of dif-

ferent incomes and in different location. The problems will be

based upon how to teach this to home makers. Junior, first semes-

ter; one and one-half hours.
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46. Home Equipment and Management. Treated from vocational

standpoint including following topics:

(a) Economics of household and of household purchasing.

(b) Organization of work.

(c) Sanitation, care and renovation. Senior; three hours.

5 3. History and Development of Education in Home Economics.

This course includes a survey of the development of home economics

in education; its place in the education of young women with special

stress upon home making as a vocation. A study will be made of

the social and economic importance of home economics and of the

influence of vocational education upon it. Junior or senior. Lec-

ture first semester, one and one-half hours.

54. Methods and Materials in Vocational Home Economics. Dif-

ferent vocational courses will be studied with reference to the con-

tent, time allotment, and adaptation to demand for such.. Types of

materials, teaching, and equipment will also be considered. Junior.

Spring term; one hour.

55. Teaching Foods and Cookery in Vocational Schools. This

course includes a survey of the present status of the teaching of

foods and cookery in secondary schools; an analysis of the essential

elements to be considered in standardizing courses of study for vo-

cational classes; a study of the influence of the community on the

work; surveys of communities leading to the organization of courses

of study; a study of methods of presentation of subject matter, etc.

Junior, two lectures, one laboratory; spring term, one hour.

(For courses in Poultry Husbandry, Horticulture, Chemistry, An-
imal Husbandry, Forest Plant Pathology, etc., refer to descriptions

under the various heads).

SHORT COURSES
During the college year of 1918-19 a short course of three months

was established, in which students qualifying for junior work can

receive college credit for a term's work. This course is planned

especially to aid the county agent who desires advanced work but

can be absent from her work for a limited period of time.

DOCTOR OF VETERINARY MEDICINE
W. M. BURSOX, Professor.

. J. E. SEVERIN, Junior Professor.

W. C. BURKHART, Junior Professor.

H. W. CALDWELL. Junior Professor.

*C. A. PYLE, Field Veterinarian.

*E. S. BRASHIER, Specialist. Hog Cholera.

* In extension work.
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A full four-year course in veterinary medicine leading to the de-

gree of D.V.M. (Doctor of Veterinary Medicine) is offered.

Outline of Course
Preshmau

Hrs.
Anatomy I, II ________ 6

Animal Husbandry 2, 3, 4, 5 _ 3

Chemistry _________3
English 3

Anatomy V. ________2
Vet. Physiology _______ 3

Total, Veterinary Subjects _ _20
Military Science _______ 1

Sophomore
Hrs.

Anatomy III, IV. 6

Anatomy VI, (Embryology) _ 1

Animal Husbandry 8a and 9a 3
Bacteriology 1 and 2 _ _ _ _ 3

Biology 3 3

Agr. Chem. 1, (Organic) _ _ 3

Vet. Physiology 2 2

Total, Veterinary Subjects _ _21

Total for Course 21 Total for Course 21

Junior
Hrs.

Infectious Diseases _____ 3

3

3

Pathology 1_______
Surgery 1________
Materia Medica _______ 2

Pharmacy _________2
Therapeutics ________1
Physical diagnosis ______ 1

Clinics __________2
Horseshoeing ________ 1

Parasitology 2

Total Veterinary Subjects _ _20
Military Science 3

Senior
Hrs.

Diseases and Surgery Sm. an._ 3

Special Surgery _______ 3

Special Pathology & Lab. diag. 3

Noninfectious Diseases _ _ _ 3

Food Inspection _______ 2

Opthalmology 1

Obstetrics _________2
Clinics 2

Jurisprudence _______!

Total, Veterinary Subjects 20
Military Science _______ 3

Total for Course 23 Total for Course 23
Elective in junior and senior years:

Serum Therapy (Bacteriology 4) 2 hrs.

Dairy Bacteriology (Bacteriology 3) 1% hrs.

COMPARATIVE ANATOMY
Dr. J. E. Severin.

Anatomy, being the basic subject of all medical science, must re-

ceive careful attention at 'the hands of students. The subject

is taught by means of lectures, recitations, demonstrations and dis-

sections. All cadavers used are preserved by the intravascular in-

jection of formalin, thus facilitating the work and eliminating the

possibility of putrefaction and infection. The work given is divided

in the following manner:
Anatomy 1. Osteology and Arthology. This consists in the study

of the bones and joints. Drawings are made by each student in

order that he may have a good mental picture of their shapes and

characteristic parts. Freshman. First term. Three lectures and

three two-hour laboratory periods per week.
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Anatomy 2. Myology and Spanchnology. The study of the

muscles and viscera. The student is required to make a complete

dissection of the horse, paying particular attention to the above
structures. Second and third terms. Three lectures and three two-

hour laboratory periods per week. Prerequisite, Anatomy 1.

Anatomy 3. Angiology and Neurology. The study of the organs

of circulation and the nervous system. The cadavers used are pre-

served as mentioned above and the arterial system is injected nitli

a suitable mass. Sophomore. First and second terms. Three lec-

tures and three two-hour laboratory periods per week. Prerequisite,

Anatomy 1 and 2.

Anatomy 4. Comparative Anatomy. Consists of the study of the

variations in form and structure of corresponding organs and parts

of the various domestic animals. Dissections of the ox, hog and
dog will be made sufficient to acquire a knowledge of the principal

differential features in these animals as compared to the horse.

Sophomores. Third term. Three lectures and three two-hour lab-

oratory periods per week. Prerequisite, Anatomy 1, 2 and 3.

Throughout the course given thus far the student's attention is

continually called to those aspects of anatomy which are most di-

rectly related to diagnosis and surgical procedure.

HISTOLOGY
Dr. II. TV. CahhccU.

Anatomy 5. Histology. A study of the microscopic structure of

animal tissues. Students study the tissues under the microscope

and are required to be able to identify specimens of all tissues. The
preparation and mounting of sections will be taken up if time per-

mits. One lecture and two two-hour laboratory periods per week.

Freshmen. First and second terms.

EMBRYOLOGY
Dr. 11. W. CaUhrcU.

Anatomy 6. Embryology. A study of reproduction and the de-

velopment of the embryo. Two lectures and one two-hour laboratory

period per week. Sophomores. First term. Prerequisite, Anatomy
1, 2 and 5 and Physiology 1.

VETERINARY PHYSIOLOGY
Dr. ^Y. M. Burson.

Veterinary Physiology 1. A study of the normal functions of the

animal body. The course is intended to give the student a thorough

understanding of the vital processes of respiration, circulation, di-

gestion, assimilation, excretion and secretion, in order that he may
appreciate the benefits to be derived from proper hygienic condi-
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tions, the selection and proper uses of feed stuffs and proper methods
of handling livestock. The course consists of lectures, demonstra-
tions and laboratory work. Charts, models and other appliances

are used to illustrate the work of the course. Two lectures and one
two-hour laboratory period per week. Text, "A Manual of Veter-

inary Physiology," by F. Smith. Freshmen; entire year.

Veterinary Physiology 2. The physiology of the nervous system,

enervation, locomotion, generation and development. Prerequisite,

Physiology I and Anatomy I and II. Lectures, demonstrations and
laboratory work. Sophomores, three hours per week, first and sec-

ond terms.

BACTERIOLOGY
Dr. W. C. Burkhart.

1. General Bacteriology. This course is designed to give the stu-

dent a conception of the activities of bacteria. It treats of the

biological, physiological and morphological features of bacteria.

Laboratory work consists of the preparation of media, the making of

cultures, staining methods and the study of physiological activities

of bacteria. Two hours of lectures and recitation and one labora-

tory period. First half-year. Sophomore.
2. Pathogenic Bacteriology. A knowledge of general bacteriology

is a prerequisite. This consists of a study of pathogenic bacteria,

e. g., pus cocci, tuberculosis, glanders, anthrax and tetanus. The
work consists of the observation of cultural characteristics and the

study of the pathogenic significance of the organisms; the methods
of bacteriological diagnosis, such as isolation and agglutination and

the means of treatment by the use of vaccines and anti-serum. Two
hours of lectures and recitations and one laboratory period. Second

half-year. Sophomore.
3. Dairy Bacteriology. Bacteriology 1, prerequisite. This course

is offered in order to give the student in agriculture a more complete

knowledge of the organisms with which he will come in contact

in his practical dairy work. It consists in the study of the sources,

growth and activities of bacteria that are to be found in dairy

products. Organisms pathogenic for man and which are usually

transmittted through dairy products are carefully studied. Pasteur-

ization of milk and dairy sanitation are given the attention that their

great importance deserves. Infectious diseases of cattle, such as

tuberculosis, mastitis and infectious abortion are studied from a bac-

teriological point of view. The laboratory work consists in the

isolation and study of the cultural characteristics of bacteria found

around the dairy and in dairy products. Organisms essential to the

manufacture of butter and cheese will be studied. One lecture and

two two-hour laboratory periods per week. Last half-year. Juniors

in Agriculture and juniors in Veterinary Degree Course.
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4. Serum Therapy. Bacteriology 1, 2, prerequisite. A detailed

study of infection and theories of immunity. The various paths of

entrance and elimination of infection into and from the body will

be fully discussed. The general question of anti-body formation

will be carefully considered. The various types of therapy (serum,

vaccine, chemo) will be studied. The work will also include a con-

sideration of the various infectious diseases and the relation of im-

munity and serum therapy.

In the laboratory anti-toxins, vaccines, tuberculin, and mallein

will be prepared. Standardization of antitoxins, complement and
methods of demonstrating agglutins will be conducted. Comple-
ment fixation tests and anaphylactic reactions will be demonstrated

in the laboratory. Two lectures and two two-hour laboratory pe-

riods, entire year. Elective to juniors and seniors in Veterinary

Course. Two or four hours credit. The lecture course having a

credit of two hours and the complete course a credit of four hours.

COURSES IN VETERINARY MATERIA MEDICA AND
PHARMACY

Prof. R. C. Wilson.

Veterinary Materia Medica. This course will correlate with the

courses in Veterinary Pharmacy and Therapeutics. An intimate

study of all substances from which medicinal agents are prepared

will be made, including those from the inorganic, vegetable and
animal kingdoms. Identification of these substances in the crude

and purified state will be made, their physical and chemical prop-

erties noted, their actual constituents and proper solvent determined

and their toxic properties and antidotes tabulated. On the whole,

the course is intended to establish the proper foundation for the

study of Therapeutics, which is taken up later. Juniors, first and

second terms, three hours per week.

Veterinary Pharmacy. This course will embrace a close study of

those preparations which will be used in actual practice, including

waters, spirits, tinctures, fluid extracts, extracts, liniments, pills,

boli, tablets, ointments, etc. Their manufacture will be entered

into in the laboratory and their physical and chemical properties

demonstrated. The subjects of solvents, keeping qualities, modes of

administration, incompatabilities, doses and prescription writing will

receive ample attention. Juniors, second and third terms, three

hours per week.

VETERINARY THERAPEUTICS
Dr. if. W. Caldwell.

Veterinary Therapeutics. This course is to be considered a con-

tinuation of the work in Materia Medica and is devoted to study
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and instruction in the use of drugs on the various organs and parts

of the body and their use in the treatment of diseases of farm ani-

mals. The work in Materia Medica is a prerequisite. Juniors, three

hours per week, third term.

PATHOLOGY
Dr. W. M. Burson.

1. General Pathology. A course of lectures and recitations in the

subject of general pathology. The cause of disease, pathological

phenomena in general, inflammation, fever, the protective and repar-

ative forces of the body, retrogressive disturbances and infiltrations,

hypertrophy and tumor formations are considered. All departures

from normal and physiological conditions receive the attention nec-

essary to familiarize the student with the subject. Prerequisite,

Physiology 1-2 and Bacteriology 1-2. Three lectures per week,
junior year.

2. Special Pathology. Autopsies and Laboratory Diagnosis. A
consideration of pathological conditions of the various organs and
parts of the body, preparation, examination and identification of

pathological specimens under the microscope constitute the greater

part of the work. Autopsies of all animals that die in the hospital

and such other autopsies as may be available for diagnostic pur-

poses will be conducted by the students under the supervision of the

professor in charge. Prerequisite, Pathology 1. Lectures, labor-

atory work and autopsies. Three hours per week, senior.

3. Food Inspection. A course designed to cover in a broad sense

the subject of meat inspection and dairy and milk inspection. Based
in a general way upon the requirements of the Federal Meat In-

spection Law, but taking also into consideration these subjects as

applicable to municipalities and rural districts. The purpose in view

being to prepare the student for efficient work along food inspection

lines. Sanitary construction of abatttoirs, dairy barns and milk

houses receive attention. Post mortem examinations of meat pro-

ducing animals will be conducted. Visits to large slaughtering es-

tablishments and dairies will be made. Tests of milk and bacterial

examinations will receive attention. Prerequisites as for Pathology

2. Three hours per week, two terms, senior year.

4. Parasitology . A study of the animal parasites infesting farm

animals and fowls. Classification, life history, means of propagation,

identification, diseased condition produced by infestation, methods
of control and eradication will be considered. Lectures and lab-

oratory work. Three hours per week, two terms, junior year.
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COMPARATIVE MEDICINE
Dr. H. W. Caldwell.

1. Infectious Diseases. In this course the various infectious dis-

eases of animals are studied. These are taken up in a systematic

manner and consideration is given to prevalence, etiology, symptom-
atology, anatomical alterations, treatment, methods of prevention,

control and eradication. In connection with this course clinics will

be conducted, at which students will be trained in diagnosis and
therapeutics. Three hours of lectures and recitations per week,

junior year.

2. Non-Infectious Diseases. All the diseases not classed as infec-

tious and which affect the domestic animals will be considered in

this course. The various organs of the body will be studied with

reference to the diseases affecting them. Comparisons will be made
of the various diseases as they affect the various species of animals.

Students will be required to take the course in Clinics, to diagnose

and administer treatment and to keep record of lectures and Clin-

ics. Prerequisite, Pathology 1 and Infectious Diseases. Three hours

per week of lectures and recitations, senior year.

SURGERY
Dr. J. E. Scverin.

1. General Surgery. In this course wound dressing, suturing,

local and general antiseptics, asepsis and surgical procedure in gen-

eral are studied. Diseases of bones, muscles, nerves and other im-

portant structures receive consideration. Special attention is given

to hernias, fractures, concrements and neoplasms. Lectures and

recitations, three hours per week, junior year.

2. Special Surgery. A consideration of the surgical diseases of

the various regions of the body. The work is discussed in detail in

lectures and recitations. Following this the students will be re-

quired to perform at least all the common operations, under the

guidance of the instructor, upon subjects anesthetized especially for

the occasion. Dentistry and lameness are included in this course.

Three hours per week of lectures and recitations and laboratory ex-

ercises, senior year.

Clinics. Daily clinics will be held at the hospital and junior and

senior students will be assigned to the care of patients and required

to diagnose cases and to recommend and administer treatment under

the supervision of the professor in charge and to assist at all opera-

tions. Junior and senior years, two hours credit.

Physical Diagnosis. A course closely related to the courses in

diseases, surgery and clinics. A systematic study of the methods

used to recognize or identify disease in the living animal. One term
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of lectures, recitations and demonstrations in the junior year. One
hour credit.

Horseshoeing. A special study of the foot of the horse, its ab-

normalities and diseases and the methods of shoeing and balancing

used to overcome the evil conditions. Three hours per week of lec-

tures, recitations and demonstrations during one term, junior year.

Diseases and Surgery of Small Animals. In this course the dis-

eases of the dog, cat and poultry, infectious, non-infectious, and the

surgical operations practiced upon them will be studied in detail.

With respect to the infectious diseases, methods of prevention, con-

trol and eradication will be stressed. Special wards for small ani-

mals are provided in the hospital and surgical cases will be handled

along approved lines. Lectures, clinics and surgical exercises and

operations constitute the bulk of the course. Students will be placed

in charge of small animals in the hospital and held responsible for

care and treatment. Seniors, three hours per week, entire year.

Opthamology. A study of the eye and its appendages, together

with a study of the diseases, abnormalities, accidents and other in-

juries to which it is subject. Treatment of the various diseases of

the eye and surgical procedure receive the attention necessary. Lec-

tures, demonstrations, clinics and surgical exercises constitute the

work of the course. Three hours per week during one term, senior

year.

Obstetrics. A course of study in the anatomy and physiology of

the organs of reproduction of the female, the diseases incident to

pregnancy and parturition and the disease of newborn animals. Lec-

tures, anatomical demonstrations and clinics constitute the work of

the course. Three hours per week, two terms, seniors.

VETERINARY JURISPRUDENCE
Sylvan us Morris, Professor of Law.

A course of lectures on law as it applies to the veterinarian as a

practitioner, as an official of the government, state and municipality;

his rights and liabilities and his responsibilities as a professional

man. Legal principles, federal, state and municipal laws, acts and
ordinances affecting the veterinarian receive the necessary attention.

Three hours per week during one term of senior year.

(Note: For description of course in Animal Husbandry, Biology,

Chemistry and English see under the various departments men-
tioned).
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ONE-YEAR COURSE
This course commences at the opening of the fall session and con-

tinues throughout the collegiate year. The purpose of this course

is to provide suitable instruction for those who can only remain

in college for one year. An effort has been made, therefore, to con-

dense the work as much as possible, provide a correct scientific

foundation and yet make the instruction of a very practical nature.

An outline of the one-year course follows. The schedule indicates

the number of hours required in each subject and the amount of

time devoted to class-room and laboratory work. Notice that the

laboratory instruction has been emphasized as this is considered the

best way of demonstrating the value of applied science to the solu-

tion of the problems of the farmer. Students entering this course

who are capable of carrying the freshman mathematics for English

may be permitted to do so upon the approval of the president of

the College.

OXE-YEAR REQUIREMEXTS
First Term

Hours. Periods.

English 3

Arithmetic 3

Cotton and Cotton Grading 2 1

Cereal Judging __ 1

Chemistry 3

Iron and Woodwork __ 3

Horticulture 3 1

Forestry 2 1

Botany 3

Veterinary Medicine 3

22 7

Second Term

English 3

Arithmetic 3

Cereals 2

Soils 3

Farm Machinery __ 1

Horticulture 3 1

Dairying 1 2

Feeds and Feeding 3 1

Farm Management 2

Veterinary Medicine 2 1
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Third Term
English 3

Farm Accounts 3

Grass and Forage Crops 3 1

Soil Fertility 3

Plumbing and Pipe Fitting __ 1

Horticulture 3 1

Farm Buildings __ 1

Practice Work, Animal Husbandry __ 1

Surveying 3 1

Breeds and Breeding 3 2

Veterinary Medicine 2

23 8

AGRONOMY (One-year Course)

Cereals and Cereal Judging. The history, use and cultivation of

the different cereals is studied. Especial attention is given to seed

selection as influencing the yield of farm crops. A study of the

various cereals, especially corn, is made by the use of the score card.

First term. Two one-hour recitations and one laboratory period.

Professor Rast.

Farm Management. An examination of the various business meth-

ods employed on different classes of farms is first undertaken. Spe-

cial attention is given to systematizing the work and determining

the effect of various rotations on the maintenance of fertility. A
stereopticon is used to show how various kinds of farms should be

arranged so as to conduct the business with the greatest economy.

Second term. Professor Fain.

Grass and Forage Crops. A study is made of the various grasses

adapted to this state that can be utilized to the best advantage for

pasture and hay. The uses of the forage crops, especially the

legumes, are given considerable attention. Methods of growing and

preserving silage are considered at length, as this is undoubtedly

the best form for preserving forage crops in the south. Third term.

Soils. A study of the physical properties of soil is made, and the

effect of good and poor mechanical conditions on crop production is

demonstrated. Methods of improving the physical conditions are

studied. Special attention is given to the water-holding capacity of

the soil, and the best methods of conserving soil moisture. Second

term. Three one-hour recitations.

Soil Fertility. The different fertilizing ingredients and their func-

tion in plant growth will be discussed. Methods of mixing fertil-

izers and determining the formulas best adapted to different soils

are studied. The effect of rotation of crops on soil fertility and the
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draft of the different crops on the soils also receive attention. Third

term. Three one-hour recitations.

COTTON INDUSTRY (One-year course)

Emphasis is laid on the importance of seed selection. A study of

types of plants with special reference to their yielding capacity

is made, and the conditions affecting length, strength, uniformity,

quality and quantity of fiber. Some attention is given to combing
and grading cotton, and all varieties are studied in the laboratory.

There is a complete set of grades of long staple and upland lint

cotton in the laboratory for inspection and comparison, and students

are required to grade by the samples, after the basis of grading has

been pointed out. Second term. Two one-hour recitations. One
laboratory period. Professor Rast.

ANIMAL HUSBANDRY (One-year course)

Breeds and Breeding. A practical course will be given in the study

of domesticated animals, and a consideration of the fundamental
laws underlying their production. Three one-hour recitations. Third

term. Professor Jarnagin.

Dairying. In this course lectures will be given on the principles

of modern dairying and on the manufacture of butter, cheese and
other products. Practice work in the operation and repair of dairy

machines will be required of all students. The use of the Babcock
test and other apparatus for the detection of adulteration of milk

will be fully explained. Two lectures and two laboratory periods.

Second term. Professor Yaxis.

Feeds and Feeding. In this course a study of the various feeding

stuffs for maintenance, development of bone and muscle, produc-

tion of milk and butter, and for maintaining and fattening farm ani-

mals will be discussed and explained. Three one-hour recitations

and one laboratory period. Second term. Professor Yaxis.

Stock Judging. Scoring, judging and classifying the various

classes of farm live stock will be an important part of this course.

After the student has become proficient in the use of the score card,

work will be given in comparative judging and show-ring placing.

The standard of excellence as established by the several breeders'

associations will also be given some attention. Third term. Two
laboratory periods. Professor Taxis.

HORTICULTURE (One-year course)

Orchards. A study of orchards as to location, site, exposure, cul-

tivation, fertilization, planting, pruning, spraying, thinning, harvest-

ing and marketing. Books to be used, "Principles of Fruit Grow-
ing." Three one-hour lectures and one laboratory period per week.

First term.
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Propagation and Pruning. A study of budding, graftng, and
other methods of plant manipulation and propagation, with a course
in the principles and practice of pruning. Three lectures and one
laboratory period per week. Second term.

Small Fruit and Trucking. A course in the management of small
fruit plantations and truck gardens, following much the same order
as the orchard course. Particular attention will be given to the

construction and management of hotbeds as well as to the principal

small fruit and vegetable crops of the section. Three lectures and
one laboratory period per week. Third term.

AGRICULTURAL ENGINEERING (One-year course)

Wood Work. This includes the care and use of wood working
tools. It will be made as practical as possible. The majority of the

exercises will consist of the construction of articles that will be

needed on the farm, such as gates, fences, wagon beds and other

farm conveniences. First term. Two laboratory periods. Professor

Welch.

Forge Work. This course includes welding and shaping of iron

and handling of steel. Considerable attention will be paid to the

making and tempering of small hand tools. A student after taking

this course should be able to do all of the ordinary repairs of farm
machines and other blacksmithing that will be necessary in farm
work. First term. Two laboratory periods per week. Mr. Kirk.

Farm Machine Judging. A study of the principles of construc-

tion and operation is made. Considerable time is given to studying

the different farm machines. Some time is devoted to motors, espe-

cially gasoline and steam engines. Third term. Two laboratory

periods. Professor Welch.

Farm Building and Fences. The strength and adaptability of the

materials available for construction are first determined. Principles

of construction are studied and considerable time is given to plan-

ning the different farm buildings with especial regard to convenience

and sanitation. The use of concrete on the farm and principles of

concrete construction are demonstrated. Laboratory practice con-

stitutes an important part of the work. Professor Welch.

Farm Engineering. Instruction is given in the use of the instru-

ments necessary in surveying farm lands and terracing. Some time

is given to terracing and leveling. Professor Welch.

Plumbing and Pipe Fitting. A short course in plumbing and pipe

fitting is given in connection with farm building. It consists of the

location and planning of the water supply and drainage away from

the home, and the proper laying out of a perfectly sanitary system

of plumbing for buildings. The proper assembling and selection of
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the material needed for a complete job, and the calking of joints are

studied. Mr. Kirk.

VETERINARY MEDICINE (One-year course)

1. Consists of lectures in the anatomy and physiology of the

horse, with brief notices of the variations occurring in the other

farm animals. Lectures on materia medica cover the more com-
monly used drugs and medicines, paying particular attention to the

action and dosage of the drugs. First term. Three hours per week.

2. Consists of lectures on theory and practice and surgery; deals

with the most common diseases of the horse and cow, the minor
operations that are performed on these animals, and the care of sur-

gical and accidental wounds. Second term. Two hours per week.

3. Consists of free clinics held at the veterinary hospital. One
hour per week. Second and third terms.

4. Consists of lectures on obstetrics and dentistry. Two hours

per week. Third term.

AGRICULTURAL CHEMISTRY (One-year course)

This course is planned to prepare the student for intelligent study

of the chemistry of soils, fertilizer and foods. At first the elements

and compounds most important to agriculture are taken up. The
composition of farm crops, and the application of chemistry to plant

and animal life are studied. Text, "Chemistry of Farm Practice,"

by Keitt. This course consists of three lectures during the first

term. Professor Carter.

FORESTRY (One-year course)

A study of forestry as applied to farm woodlands. How to secure

a stand of timber, how to thin, to protect, and harvest the forest

crop. First term. Two one-hour lectures and one two-hour prac-

tice periods. Professor Berry.

ONE-YEAR COURSE IN FOREST ENGINEERING
The One-year Course in Forest Engineering, or Lumberman's

Short Course, has been inaugurated to supply the demand for a

short, practical training in lumbering with special emphasis on the

engineering aspect of the subject. Such a course does not prepare

a man for professional forestry or engineering, rather it fits him for

a position as woods foreman, yard boss, scaler, cruiser or surveyor.

Under Civil Service rules he may compete for the position of Forest

Ranger, a position carrying with it a salary of $900 to $1200 per

year. With the large lumber companies he must be willing to begin

at the bottom, but ability is quickly recognized and the reward is

certain. Many men have advanced to positions of responsibility in

the course of a few years.
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The practical side of the work is emphasized during the entire

year, but especially during the fourth term in the woods. Each
branch of the work is first considered theoretically, and is then

followed by practice in the field. The student is required to work
through each operation in logging and milling, scaling and cruis-

ing. Efficiency will be judged by practical demonstration.

The school year is made up of four terms, extending from the

opening of the university year (September 20) to the close of the

Summer Camp (August 20). The first three terms are spent at

the University, the fourth term in Forest Camp. A certificate of

the College is awarded those who successfully complete the pre-

scribed work.

Terms of Admission

The One-Year Course is open to men of good character who have

attained the age of eighteen years, and who have had sufficient

education to enable them to pursue the work profitably. Prospec-

tive students should have had at least six months experience in some
"woods" operation.

Outline of One-Year Course

First Term, Sept. 20-Dec. 22
Mensuration
Dendrology
Utilization
Forest Mapping
Wood Technology
English Composition

Third Term, Mar. 19-June 16

Mensuration
Dendrology
Mill Organization
Reconnaissance
Lumber Accounting
English Composition

Second Term, Jan. 2-Mar. 17

Mensuration
Dendrology
Milling and Grading
Reconnaissance
Forest Byproducts
English Composition

Fourth Term, June 18-Aug. 18
Practice work in

Estimating Timber
Scaling
Surveying
Logging
Milling

Description of Courses

Dendrology. Classification and identification of the forest trees

of the United States, special emphasis being placed upon the flora

of the Southeastern States. Distinctive characteristics, range and
importance. Text and collateral reading; three hours, first, second

and third terms.

Mensuration. Mathematics of timber estimation, wood measure-

ments, scaling logs, volume tables, estimating standing timber, use

of tables. Text and collateral reading; three hours, entire year.

Utilization. Detailed study of logging operations in different

portions of the Unitted States with special emphasis upon those

methods in use in the Southeastern States; equipment; labor; in-
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vestment; costs. Text and collateral reading; three hours, first

term.

Milling and Grading. Detailed study of milling operations; grad-

ing rules and practices; equipment. Lecture and collateral reading;

three hours, second term.

Mill Organization. Organization of saw mill; equipment; effi-

ciency; investment; costs; labor. Lecture and collateral reading;

three hours, third term.

Forest Mapping. Map reading; signs and symbols; topographic

features; field maps; construction of map; relief mapping; platting

notes. Collateral reading and practice work; three practicum pe-

riods, first term.

Reconnaissance. Methods of survey and timber estimation adopt-

ed by United States Forest Service; cruiser's methods; care and use

of instruments. Lecture, collateral reading and practice work;

three practicum periods, second and third terms.

Wood Technology. Wood elements; properties of wood; identi-

fication of common woods; uses of wood. Text and collateral read-

ing; three practicum periods, first term.

Forest Byproducts. Specialized study of forest products other

than wood; turpentine orcharding; wood distillation; tan bark and
fication of common woods; uses of wood. Text and collateral read-

ing; three practicum periods, first term.

Lumber Accounting. Systems of accounting adapted to the lum-
ber industry; comparison of systems; determining costs. Lecture

and collateral reading; three hours, third term.

Forest Camp

The summer term of the One-Year Course is conducted in Forest

Camp, situated in the Blue Ridge Mountains of north Georgia. The
summer work consists of field work in surveying, mapping and
timber estimating. Practical experience will be had in specialized

methods of reconnaissance.

Within a short distance of the camp large logging and milling

operations are conducted, in connection with which a portion of the

field work of the camp is carried on.

Surrounding the camp is the Georgia National Forest, under the

supervision of the United States Forest Service. Every facility

in the study of forest administration is thus offered those students

who desire to prepare for the position of forest ranger. Forestry

officials are frequent visitors at Forest Camp, often taking part in

the regular instruction work.
The camp equipment consists of tents and buildings, the tents

being supplied with wood floors, cots and ticks. Bedding must be

provided by the individual students. The camp library contains
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many books on forestry and allied subjects, government and state

bulletins, and many lumber, forestry and trade journals.

The students maintain a camp mess, board on the cooperative

plan costing between two and three dollars a week.

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN AGRICULTURE
A graduate course in agriculture is offered leading to the degree

of Master of Science in Agriculture. A reputable baccalaureate

degree is a prerequisite. The major and at least one minor must be

elected from courses offered in the College of Agriculture. One
minor may be chosen from graduate courses offered in other depart-

ments of the University. The choice of courses is subject to the

approval of the professor in charge of the department in which the

major course is selected.

Graduate work is offered in five courses by the College of Agri-

culture, in agronomy, agricultural chemistry, horticulture, animal

husbandry, veterinary medicine, and forestry.

In agronomy stress is laid upon soil types of Georgia, improve-

ment of seed corn, physical properties of soils, fertilizers.

In agricultural chemistry, special attention is given to agricul-

tural chemical analysis, with select readings and laboratory work.

Graduate work in horticulture will be given in advanced pom-
ology, with select readings upon plant breeding, origin of species,

etc.

Animal husbandry graduate work will take up feeding tests with

study of chemical and physiological changes in animal life.

Graduate work in veterinary science consists of theory and prac-

tice of veterinary medicine, clinics, lectures and laboratory work in

bacteriology.

Graduate work in agricultural education treats of the various edu-

cational problems arising in connection with the teaching of voca-

tional agriculture, and with administering the "National Educational

Act."

Graduate work can be taken during the summer as well as dur-

ing the regular University terms.

For full particulars about graduate work, the candidate should

write to College of Agriculture for special bulletin outlining the

work of the Graduate School.

MASTER OF FORESTRY
Graduate courses in forestry are offered leading to the degree of

Master of Forestry. A reputable baccalaureate degree is a pre-

requisite. The major and one minor must be elected from technical

forestry subjects. One minor may be elected from other divisions

of the College of Agriculture or other departments of the University.
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Full particulars as to requirements will be found in the announce-

ment of the Graduate School, University of Georgia.

SUMMER COURSES IN AGRICULTURE
The Georgia State College of Agriculture offers two sets of

courses during its summer session, the collegiate courses leading

to degrees, and the Summer School courses designed to equip public

school teachers for better teaching of agricultural subjects.

Cost. A tuition fee of $20 for each collegiate course will be

charged; also a laboratory fee varying with the course, of from $5

to $10 to cover cost of material. In addition the student will be

charged for any breakage.

COLLEGIATE COURSES

The courses here offered apply toward a degree with credit equal

to those given during the regular term.

Not more than one full course can be taken by each student and
three students will have to apply for any collegiate course offered

before it is given.

Cotton Industry 9 and 10. Cotton Grading, warehousing and
marketing. Experimental cotton breeding. Three hours credit.

Fee, $5. Professor Rast.

Agronomy 5 and 6. A study of the origin and physical properties

of different soil types. Factors in crop production. Methods of

soil management and studies of commercial fertilizers. Lectures,

recitations, laboratory work, field excursions and parallel readings.

Three hours credit. Laboratory fee, $5. Professor Crabb.

Animal Husbandry 2, 3, 4, and 5. The origin, history and devel-

opment of the present type of horses, mules, beef cattle, dairy cat-

tle, sheep and swine are taken up. Three hours credit. Laboratory
fee, $5. Professor Taxis.

Horticulture 1, 2 and 3. Fruit growing, pruning, propagation,

and truck gardening are included in this course. Three hours credit.

Laboratory fee, $5. Professor Me II at ton.

Agricultural Engineering 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5. Wood and forge work,
drawing, farm machinery, motors and farm surveying are treated.

Three hours credit. Laboratory fee, $5. Professor Hurt.

Agricultural Engineering 18: Home Designing. For description

of course see page 49. Professor Mart.

Agricultural Engineering lb to 3b. For students in Agricultural

Education. For description of course see page 46. Professor Hurt.

Agricultural Engineering (> and 7. Fencing and farm building.

Laboratory fee, $5. Professor Hurt.

Veterinary Medicine 3 and 4. This course includes anatomy and
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physiology of farm animals and some work in materia medica.

Three hours credit. Laboratory fee, $5. Dr. Burson.

Agricultural Chemistry 2b and 3b. Qualitative and quantitative

analyses for agricultural students. Qualitative analyses equal to

that given in college catalogue under "2b" prerequisite for 3b.

Three hours credit. Laboratory fee, $10. Professors Worsham and
Carter.

Poultry Husbandry, Farm Poultry 1. A general course in poul-

try management, covering breeds and breeding, housing, feeding,

incubation, brooding and marketing. Breeds best suited to Georgia

and their requirements will be studied in detail. Poultry problems
in this state will also be fully discussed. Laboratory work will

consist of practical work among the flocks on the College poultry

farm. Five lectures and three laboratories per week. Professor

Dilts.

Plant Pathology 6. Plant diseases. Symptoms and control meas-
ures. Professor Berry.

Forestry 4a, 7, 12 and 16. Courses in tree identification, timber

estimating, forest surveying and mapping. (See special description

of courses). Professor Berry.

Other courses will be given if the number of students applying

justify it, and it is found possible to offer them.

SUMMER SCHOOL COURSES
(No tuition is charged for these courses).

Elementary Agriculture. The state text-book will be followed in

a general way with such references to additional works as may be

deemed necessary. Especial emphasis will be given to the work
to be done by the students in the elementary schools. This will

include simple experiments to be performed at the school, such work
as can be done at the home of the students, and in the school garden.

Excursions will be made to different parts of the College farm. The
various laboratories of the Agricultural College will be utilized in

studying the various laboratory experiments suggested.

Home Study: Halligan's "Fundamentals of Agriculture," Call and

Schafen's "Laboratory Manual of Agriculture." Professor Fain.

High School Agriculture. Warren's "Elementary Agriculture"

will be used as a text-book. Especial study will be made of labora-

tory practice to go with this text. The general scheme for this

laboratory work will be outlined showing how seasonal work can be

combined with the text, how the home farms and gardens can be

used and especial exercises suggested to increase the powers of ob-

servation in students. Regular excursions over the College farm,

dairy, etc., will be required.
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Home Study: "Soils," by Fletcher; "Field Crops," by Wilson &
Warburton; "Beginnings in Animal Husbandry," by Plumb; "Fruit

Growing," by S. B. Greer; "Rural Agriculture," C. W. Davis. Read
all and pass examination on any two. Professor Fain.

(Note: For elementary agriculture, see general elementary de-

partment course).

Elementary Field Crops. This course is designed to give special

information on common field crops. A study will be made of their

classification, uses, relative importance, their growth, and the func-

tions of seeds, leaves and roots. Attention will be given to the fol-

lowing crops: Grain crops, including corn, wheat, oats, sorghum,
etc.; forage crops, grasses, legumes, alfalfa, etc.; miscellaneous

crops, potatoes, sugar cane, tobacco, etc.; fibre crops, cotton, etc.

A brief study of weeds will be made, also of crop rotations. Class

work will include lectures, recitations and laboratory exercises.

Text: "Field Crops," by Wilson and Warburton; "Field and Lab-

oratory Studies of Crops," by McCall. Home Study: Duggar's

"Southern Field Crops." Professor Crabb.

Elementary Soils and Soil Fertility. This course is designed for

those who desire special information on soils and soil fertility. The
work includes a study of soil formation, classification, physical

properties and composition of soils. Also the study of conditions

essential for plant growth, plant food elements in the soil and their

relation to plant growth. The management of different soils for the

maintenance of their productivity and the use of commercial fertil-

izers are studied. Class work consists of lectures, recitations, dem-
onstrations, laboratory experiments and field excursions on the

Agricultural College farm. Text: "Soils and Soil Fertility," by
Whitson and Walster; "Field and Laboratory Studies of Soils," by
McCall. Home Study: Burkett's "Soils." Professor Crabb.

Animal Husbandry. This course includes a study of the charac-

teristics and adaptation of the different types of horses, cattle and
hogs. Some study is also made of the more important breeds of

each class. The breeding, feeding and management of live stock

is also taken up in a general way. The laboratory periods are

given over to judging and comparative study of livestock on the

College farm, the making of butter, separation of milk and testing

of milk and its products.

Manual Training. This course is offered in handling, sharpening

and use of elementary tools; in use of square, thumb guage, saw,

chisels and planes; in construction work based on King's "Elements
of Construction;" wood work, forge work, drawing. Professor Hart.

Vocational Training Courses in Agricultural Engineering. Special

variations of Agricultural Engineering lb to 7b to help teachers in
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their next session's work. No college credit can be given for these
courses. Professor Hart.

Landscape Gardening and Floriculture. This course will be
adapted to teachers of high schools and upper grammar grades. It

includes a discussion of the fundamental principles of landscape
gardening, and a study of the plants used to obtain the desired ef-

fects. The handling, growing and propagation of flowers and other
ornamental plants receive attention. Special emphasis is placed upon
school and home ground improvement, both in the country and in

the city. Regular excursions to the various points of landscape
and floricultural interest in and about the city of Athens. Text:

"The Manual of Gardening," by L. H. Bailey. Other references:

''Landscape Gardening," by Waugh; "Landscape Gardening," by
Maynard; "Kemp's Landscape Gardening," by Waugh; "Principles

of Floriculture," by White. Home study required.

Horticulture 18. A course in plant propagation, dealing with sex-

ual and asexual methods, special attention being given to methods
used in presenting such problems in secondary agricultural work.
The latter part of the course to deal with vegetable gardening with

emphasis upon secondary agricultural work. This course covers

the essentials of the last half of Horticulture 2 and all of Horticul-

ture 3. One lecture and one laboratory a day for five weeks. Of-

fered to Vocational Agricultural students in Summer School. Uni-

versity credit, one and one-half hours. Professor McHatton.

Horticulture 19. A course in fruit growing and pruning, offered

alternately with Horticulture 18. A systematic discussion of the

problems of orcharding in the south with references to other sec-

tions. As much time as possible will be given to historical horticul-

ture as an aid to teaching secondary horticulture. Practical work
in pruning and orchard management will be required. This course

covers the essentials of Horticulture 1 and the first half of Horticul-

ture 2. One lecture and one laboratory period a day for five weeks.

University credit, one and one-half hours. Offered to Vocational

Agricultural students in Summer School, 1920. Professor McHatton.

Cotton Industry 9. Summer Cotton Grading School includes a

thorough study of the different grades and types of cotton bought
and sold in Georgia as compared with the official grades prepared

by the U. S. Bureau of Standards. Hundreds of different samples

are handled and studied each afternoon for five consecutive weeks.

Modern warehouse construction, cotton insurance, buying and

selling on both spot and future markets with the necessary book-

keeping connected is given sufficient consideration to enable the

student with little additional experience to take charge of a ware-

house and buy and sell cotton in open market.

Each student who satisfactorily completes the course will be given
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a certificate of efficiency. When proper entrance requirements are

met, students will be given one and one-half hours college credit.

Professor Rast.

This course may be taken separately or in connection with Cotton

Industry 10.

Cotton Industry 10. One conference each day reporting reviews

of cotton breeding literature and details of experimental work in

progress with cotton. One two-hour laboratory period each day,

making cotton hybrids and studying Fl, F2, and F3 hybrids pre-

viously made is also required. A study of oil content in seed from

different varieties and strains will be made with a view of increas-

ing this constituent by selection.

This course is especially designed for students who specialize in

Cotton Industry. Courses 4 and 5 are prerequisite, and it should

be taken in connection with Cotton Industry 9. The two taken to-

gether constitute three hours college credit. Professor Rast.

FOREST RAXGER SCHOOL,

Forest Camp, June 21 to August 15

The Ranger School is created to supply a demand for a short

course of training in practical forest engineering, but does not pre-

pare for a position in professional forestry. The object of the

work is to make a man, already acquainted with woods work, more
efficient in his labor. The school is open to men already in the for-

est service, woodsmen who desire to prepare for the ranger exam-
ination, and lumbermen who desire technical training in timber

cruising and surveying.

A number of textbooks will be required in connection with the

various courses of study but these may be purchased through the

school if the order is placed early. The camp library will contain

a good assortment of forest literature and all the important lumber
trade and forest journals. The school day will consist of eight hours
— 8 to 12 o'clock a. m., and 1:30 to 5:30 p. m., with the exception

of Wednesday afternoon and Sunday. Work will be arranged for

every day of the week.

Expenses. _In addition to the regular tuition of $10, there is a

laboratory fee of $10 to cover cost of equipment. Board may be

had at the camp mess at a very reasonable figure. The mess will

be conducted upon a cooperative basis and the indications are that

the charge will not be more than $4 per week.

Admission and Credit. The camp is open to men of good char-

acter who have attained an age of 18 years and have completed

their grammar school work. Upon completion of the course of study

there will be held a "model" ranger examination, successful com-
petition in which entitles a man to a certificate from the school.
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To those men possessing the necessary qualifications, who desire to

matriculate in the Forest School, credit will be given for the fresh-

man summer camp.

Course of Study

Dendrology. The identification of trees and shrubs, native and in-

troduced, common to Georgia and the south. Special stress placed

upon characteristics present only in cut logs. Herbarium required

from each student.

Surveying. Use of box compass in running lines, pacing, location,

platting notes, mapping, methods of survey, resurvey, marking cor-

ners. Text: Carey's "Handbook for Northern Woodsmen."
Mensuration. Units of measurement, log rules, estimating tim-

ber, use of volume tables, methods of reconnaissance. Text: Graves'

"Forest Mensuration."

Lumbering. Study of woods operations, tools used and organiza-

tion of work, methods of transport, milling. Scientific management
of woods operations. Note-book and report.

Special Lectures. As opportunity offers, arrangements will be

made for address upon pertinent subjects by Forest Service officials,

prominent lumbermen and visiting teachers. Experts in various

lines will discuss fire protection, forest tenancy, grazing in the for-

est, reconnaissance work, camping and woodcraft.

In order to make proper arrangements it will be neccessary that

all applications be in the hands of the director not latter than May
15th.

WODCRAFT SCHOOL
Forest Camp, July 5 to August 15

There is a growing tendency to introduce nature study, forestry

and agriculture in the secondary schools of the state. The Nature

Study School is created to supply this demand. This school is open

to teachers and prosepective teachers of both sexes and to mature
men and women who desire a general knowledge of the woods and

fields. Every facility will be offered those desiring to collect mate-

rial for class room demonstration.

For further information refer to announcement of this school.
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BQYS' AND GIRLS' SHORT COURSES
To meet the requirements of the boys and girls who have won

short course scholarships in corn, canning, pig and poultry club

work, special summer courses have been arranged. The instruction

is elementary, practical and visualized as far as possible by applica-

tion or illustration. These courses are offered for August 8-16.

FOR CORN AND PIG CLUB BOYS

Soils and Fertilizers. Five lectures. A careful study of nitrogen,

phosphoric acid, and potash, the sources from which we can get

these and their function in plant development. Home mixing of

fertilizers will be stressed and the boy will be shown how to do

this work accurately. A detailed study will be given of the most
general types of soil found in Georgia, to what crops they are best

adapted, and how best to handle them to get maximum yields.

Rotation of Crops. Five lectures. A simple study of the best

methods of crops rotation and the effects on increased production.

Special stress will be laid on winter cover crops and on all forms of

useful legumes.

Seed Selection. Five lectures. How the boys may improve the

producing power of plants by selecting seed from the field. How
to grow improved varieties of seed and how to care for same. Cereal

judging will be stressed and the boys will be required to do a con-

siderable amount of this work in the laboratory.

Live Stock. Five lectures. The boys will be required to study

closely the work being done at the College in regard to dairying,

beef production, hog raising, and horse breeding. Inspection of

each of these will be made by the boys with the professor in charge,

and they will be required to judge according to score card after

being given the lecture.

Farm Machinery. A careful study of all forms of improved farm
machinery will be provided and the boys will be required to handle

same.

Farm Poultry. The poultry course for boys is designed to give

them practical knowledge of chicken raising on the farm. Incuba-

tion, care of chicks, feeding, housing and marketing will be among
the subjects discussed. Two hours each day will be given to this

work and the course will be made as practicable as possible. The
boys who complete this course should be able to handle and care

for a good sized flock of chickens. Laboratory work will consist

of inspection trips to model poultry farms, operation of incubators,

killing and dressing poultry for market.

Field Observation. The boys will be taken in charge and shown
the farm building, farm equipment and work being done on the
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College farm. Special stress will be laid on the test plat and the

alfalfa fields.

Daily Record and Booklets. The boys will be required to write

an attractive story of how they grew their acres of corn in 1918.

These will be put out in booklet form. An outline for the story and

helpful suggestions will be given.

Anatomy and Physiology. A series of five lectures, given in sim-

ple language, including studies of the blood, circulation, foods, di-

gestion, and suggestions for the care and handling of farm animals.

Home Gardening. Five lectures. This course of lectures will

take up the fundamental principles of gardening, discussing soils,

fertilization, handling of plants, varieties and cultural methods, par-

ticularly adapted to the home garden.

Home Orchard. Five lectures. This course will consist of a gen-

eral discussion of fruits and varieties, soils and fertilizers as well

as cultural methods required. Special attention will be given to the

home fruit acre.

FOR CANNING AND POULTRY CLUB GIRLS.

Practical Farm Poultry. The poultry course for girls is designed

to give them a practical knowledge of chicken raising on the farm.

Two hours each day will be spent in this work. A series of short

lectures will be given which cover the most important points in

feeding, incubating and brooding, housing, caring for and market-

ing the eggs, killing and dressing fowls and in preventing disease

in the flock. Following the lecture the girls will take laboratory

work or will be taken out into the poultry yards where they will be

given a chance to become familiar with the different varieties of

chickens common in Georgia, and learn the methods of poultry

raising practiced at the College poultry yards. The girls will be

expected to set up and start an incubator and brooder, assist in

killing and dressing fowls for cooking, make lice powder, test eggs

and do other practical work.

After completing this course a girl should be able to take up
poultry work at home with increased interest, and make it pay.

Home Vegetable Gardening. This course is designed to teach the

fundamental principles of vegetable gardening by going into a dis-

cussion of the following: varieties, plant propagation, soil fertil-

izing, soil preparation, transplanting of certain varieties, summer
and winter cultural methods, the use of garden implements, fighting

insects and preventing disease.

Ten lectures are given in this course. One entire lecture is de-

voted to the tomato, since this vegetable has aroused a great deal

of interest with the advent of the girls' canning clubs. The remain-
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ing lectures are upon groups of vegetables, and are so given as to

teach principles rather than routine of gardening.

Cooking and Food Study. Ten two-hour periods are devoted to

cooking, the work being planned with the two-fold object of teach-

ing some fundamental principles of cookery and giving the student

skill in the preparation of wholesome dishes. The lessons will in-

clude cooking green vegetables, starchy vegetables, making cream
soups, making muffins, biscuit, light-bread, sandwiches and coffee;

cooking cereals and meat stew in a tireless cooker, and preparing

the chickens dressed in the poultry class for table. A number of

periods will be given to the study of foods. The classes of food

and their function in nutrition will be taught by experiments, use

of charts and lecture. The selection of foods for a healthy diet

will be considered in a brief but practical way.

Rural Home Conveniences. A practical course illustrated by pic-

tures, charts, and the articles themselves whenever possible. The
course will develop a knowledge of conveniences leading to sanitary

conditions in the farm home and to economy of time and energy

on the part of farm girls and women. It will demonstrate how such

conveniences may be introduced into all the homes at a minimum
cost; how many simple home-made inventions may be substituted

for the much more costly commercial outfits.

The following subjects will be included: Water-works systems;

lighting systems; labor saving conveniences in the kitchen; cement
walks; screens in doors and windows.
Farm Dairying. A practical course in Farm Dairying, covering

five periods, two hours each, will be given as follows:

1. Milk; composition and treatment for household use.

2. Cream; its separation from milk and treatment for butter

making.

3. Butter; how to make it of the best quality and secure the

greatest yield at the least expenditure of labor and for equipment.
4. Dairy Products; scoring and marketing.

5. Testing milk and its products for fat, acidity and quality.

Home Orchards. This course consists of a general discussion of

fruits and varieties, soils and fertilizers as well as cultural methods
required. Special attention is given to the home fruit acre.
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THREE MONTHS OR WINTER COURSE
IN AGRICULTURE

Short courses of instruction in agriculture and related subjects

are offered for the benefit of those who are engaged or expect to

engage in farming, and yet who are so situated that they cannot

undertake a full college course of study. This course is given dur-

ing the winter when work is least pressing and the time can best

be spared. The course consists principally of the regular work
provided during the winter term of the one-year course, with such

additional elective subjects as the student finds he can conveniently

carry after consulting the president of the College.

SHORT COURSE FOR FARMERS AND FARM
WOMEN

A ten days' Short Course will be given for farmers and farm
women beginning January 5, 1920. No entrance requirements are

specified and there is no tuition or fees except $1 for a registration

fee. The course is open to all farmers and farm women.
The object of the course is to present essential facts in a practical

way on timely agricultural subjects. No work is given that does

not find practical application in the every-day work of the farm.

For the men there will be courses in farm management under boll

weevil conditions; livestock and feeding; swine production; cereals

and legumes; plant diseases and insects; orchard management;
farm machinery and engineering and woodland management. For

the women courses will be offered in food conservation; study of

food values; cookery of foods; household management; dairy hus-

bandry; gardening and fruits; poultry husbandry and floriculture.

The lectures offered in the several short courses are summarized
and presented to the student on mimeographed paper which he may
file and keep for future reference. When the course is over each

student has fifty lecture sheets comprising a ready reference book

on the subjects which he has studied.

AGRONOMY (Short Course)

Cereal Production. Five lectures. Various cereals will undoubt-

edly be substituted for cotton in a large part of the state within the

next few years. The College has secured a considerable amount of

data relative to the different cereals that will be presented in these

lectures. Improved home grown seeds are the best that can be ob-

tained, and especial attention will be given to methods of selection

in improving the cereals. Professor Childs.
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Cereal Judging. Five demonstrations. Fifteen varieties of wheat,

thirteen varieties of oats, fifteen varieties of barley, and three varie-

ties of rye have been grown at the College for the past season. The

student will be given a chance to become familiar with these differ-

ent sorts. The qualities of each as adapted to grazing, hay produc-

tion, or grain will be studied. This will be helpful not only from the

standpoint of securing the sorts best adapted to different conditions

in the state but also in avoiding undesirable sorts. Professor Childs.

Legumes. Ten lectures. Considerable interest is being mani-

fested in the velvet bean, especially the early sorts, a^o in soy beans

and peanuts. A discussion of the use of these will be given, with

especial reference to their adaptation to different sections of the

state. The College has been growing a number of varieties, and

yields both of grain and hay in many instances can be given. Special

attention will be paid to the soil requirements, fertilization and

inoculation. The winter growing legumes will be discussed as well

as those that are grown in the summer. Professor Fain.

Demonstration of Legumes. Five periods. Much interest is being

manifested in early velvet beans and a great deal of confusion exists

in regard to varieties. These demonstrations will affdrd an oppor-

tunity to become familiar with the different sorts, both in the pod
and threshed. The soy bean has a very wide range in the state.

There is quite a difference in varieties and the College has a suffi-

cient number of these on hand both in press specimens and grain to

give a clear idea of the character of each of the varieties grown.

Inoculation methods will also be studied. Professor Fain.

Farm Management for Boll Weevil Conditions. Ten lectures. It

will be necessary to reorganize many farms in the state on account of

changing conditions. Others should be reorganized because they are

not paying. This course of lectures will consider the principles un-

derlying the best organization of the farm with especial reference

to the peculiar needs in this state. A number of records of success-

ful farms in this state have been secured. These will be presented

as examples. These farms will be able to withstand such adversi-

ties as the boll weevil because they are based on the right principle.

In producing new crops, new markets will have to be sought. Mar-
keting farm products will be given special attention. Professor Fain.

Farm Management Demonstration. Ten periods. Records of a

number of farms will be taken and the income for each worked out.

By using the blanks that can be furnished by the College, each mem-
ber of the class will be able to ascertain definitely each year how
the farm business has prospered. Professor Starr.

Soils and Crops. Ten lectures. Natural adaptations of soils to

certain crops and cropping systems has led to a definite knowledge
of the character of soils. The make-up of the general soils of Geor-
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gia will be considered including their origin, physical properties and
plant food content. How to manage these soils to increase their

crop-producing power will be studied. The moisture supply and
control will receive attention as well as those practices that con-

serve plant food. Organic matter is one of the most needed sub-

stances in Georgia soils, and special attention will be given to its

uses and values as well as means for supplying it. Lime will be

considered in its relation to improving the soil. Professor Crabb.

Farm Drainage. Five lectures. History and development of farm
drainage. A discussion of kinds of soil in the state requiring drain-

age and effect of proper drainage. Drainage of small tracts by open

ditches, by tile, cost and comparative merits of each. Tile drainage

as an aid to terracing hillsides and rolling areas will be discussed

and illustrated. Drainage problems peculiar to each section of the

state will be studied and successful solutions evolved. The state

drainage law will be analyzed. Cooperative district drainage will

be explained. J. V. Phillips, Senior Drainage Engineer.

Demonstration of Tile Laying. Five Periods. The use of agricul-

tural tile is rather new in this state, and for this reason the demon-
stration of the various processes, such as staking out a ditch, open-

ing it up, bringing the bottom to grade, placing and bedding tile,

will be given. The value of the drain tile depends a good deal on

how it is put down, and since there are only a few expert tile layers

in the state, this phase of the work will be stressed. Open ditches

and general drainage system will also be given attention. J. V.

Phillips, Senior Drainage Engineer.

Fertilizers. Ten lectures on fertilizers. A careful study will be

made of the effect of various mineral elements in the soil on plant

growth; the best means of supplying those in which the soil is most

likely to be deficient; the sources of nitrogen, phosphoric acid and

potash, and methods of purchasing, mixing and applying these va-

rious constituents to the soil for the purpose of producing maximum
crops. Liming soils, crop rotations and their relation to maintain-

ing the plant food supply will be discussed. Professor Crabb.

The Cotton Plant. Five lectures. These will deal with a brief

history of the cotton plant, and the classification of cotton according

to varieties. As much time as possible will be spent in the study

of individual plants, including methods of selection for improve-

ment, such as increasing the earliness in order that profitable crops

may be made under boll weevil conditions. Records of plants from

the breeding plots in the demonstration field form excellent material

for graphic illustrations of the principles involved. Some of these

lectures will also be illustrated by stereopticon to show damage

done to different types of plants by the boll weevil. Professor Rast.

Cotton Cultivation. Five lectures. These lectures will include the
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preparation of land; the best methods and time to apply fertilizers;

details of preparation immediately before planting; how and when
the cultivation of young plants should be begun, and the kind of

implements best suited to these purposes. All of these lectures are

to include discussions of the best practical methods of producing
maximum yields of cotton under boll weevil infestation. Professor

Rast.

Cotton Grading. Ten demonstrations. In this course the student

will have an opportunity to handle and grade samples of cotton each

day. Professor Rast.

AXIMAL HUSBANDRY (Short course)

Feeds and Feeding. Ten lectures on Feeds and Feeding. This

course reviews the sources of feeding stuffs available for livestock,

special emphasis being laid on the value of cotton seed and its by-

products. Other materials produced in the state which can be util-

ized to advantage are discussed. The gross anatomy, the physiology

of the digestive organs, and the preparing and compounding of bal-

anced rations for maintenance, milk and butter production, and for

fattening and growth will be given consideration. Professor Martini.

Breeds and Breeding. _Ten lectures. In this course the origin,

history and development of the various breeds of horses, cattle,

sheep and swine adapted to Georgia will be considered. Methods of

introducing improved animals will be discussed, and attention will

be given to the subject of animal breeding which will include a

consideration of selection, heredity and the other fundamental laws

of animal reproduction. Professor Jarnagin.

Stock Judging. Five periods. The score card is used to famil-

iarize the students with the important points of the different classes

of livestock. With the records of production of the dairy herds, the

correlation between form and function can be clearly demonstrated.

The stock judging work includes horses, hogs, dairy and beef cattle.

Professors Jarnagin and Ya.ris.

Beef Production. Five lectures. This work is especially designed

for farmers who contemplate the establishment of beef herds. It

includes a discussion of the breeds of beef cattle adapted to this sec-

tion, the methods of breeding, feeding and management, and a dis-

cussion of the available markets. Professor Jarnagin.

Swine Production. Five lectures. This course will include the

selection of breeds, grazing and feed crops, methods of breeding,

feeding and handling and construction of the necessary hog houses,

fences and equipment. Professor Ya.ris.

Dairying. _Five lectures. This course is designed to give practical

assistance to dairymen. The founding of a herd, its feed and man-
agement, crops to be grown, pasture improvement and the different
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methods of marketing the product with the advantages and dis-

advantages of each system, will be considered. The breeds of dairy

cattle and the construction of barns and silos will be discussed.

The business of dairying, to give more dollars to the man who
milks, will be stressed. Professor Taxis.

Dairy Demonstrations. Five practice periods. Practice in judg-

ing dairy cattle, separating cream, testing milk and cream for butter-

fat and buttermaking will be given. Special emphasis will be given

to the production and care of cream and the proper sterilization of

dairy utensils. Home made, inexpensive dairy equipment will be

studied. Professor Yaxis.

HORTICULTURE (Short course)

Trucking. Five lectures. This course includes discussions of soils,

cultivation, fertilization, harvesting, marketing and other trucking

problems. Professor R. E. Blackburn.

Orchard Management. Ten lectures. These will include discus-

sions of location, choice of plants, planting, tillage, cover crops, fer-

tilization, pruning, thinning, frost, spraying, picking, packing, and

selling. Professors McHatton and R. E. Blackburn.

Spraying and Pruning. Ten demonstrations, consisting of practice

in mixing and applying sprays to orchard and garden, pruning trees,

etc. Professors McHatton and R. E. Blackburn.

ENTOMOLOGY
Cotton Insects. Five lectures on the insects injurious to cotton:

a discussion of their life histories and the means of control. Pro-

fessor McHatton.

Grain and Farm Insects. Five lectures on the insects injurious to

grain and general farm crops with a discussion of their life histories

and means of control. Professor McHatton.

Fruit Insects. Five lectures on insects injurious to fruits and

orchards. Life histories are discussed and means of control out-

lined. Professor McHatton.

VETERINARY WORK (Short course)

Contagious Diseases. Ten lectures. This course will take into

consideration the contagious diseases of farm animals which are of

most importance to the Georgia farmer. Measures of prevention,

eradication, control and treatment will be given. Dr. Burson.

Veterinary Clinic. Five periods. Clinics or demonstrations will

be conducted at the Veterinary Hospital in connection with the

work on contagious diseases and other diseases. Dr. Burson.

FORESTRY (Short course)

Wood and Its Uses. Ten laboratory periods. Identification of
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common woods; adaptation to specific uses; uses of woods. Professor

Berry.

Woodland Management. Ten lectures. Thinnings and improve-

ment cuttings, reproduction, protection. Professor Zimm.

Wood Measurements. Ten lectures and practicums. Units of

measurement; estimating standing timber; log rules. Professor

Zimm.

Preservative Treatment of Farm Timbers. Use of creosote and
other preservatives in prolonging the life of fence posts, shingles,

and all woods subject to rotting. Professor Zimm.

Marketing Farm Woodland Products. Five lectures. Rough
methods of estimating timber; wood measurements; log grading;

specifications; markets. Professors Berry and Zimm.

PLANT PATHOLOGY (Short course)

Disease of Horticultural Crops. Ten lectures. Identification of

common fruit diseases of orchard and garden. Preventative and con-

trol measure. Professor Berry.

Diseases of Cotton, Sweet Potato and Truck Crops. Ten lectures.

Characteristic appearance of common diseases; preventative and con-

trol measures. Professor Berry.

Diseases of Cereal Crops. Five lectures. Common diseases which
• may be prevented or controlled; selection of seed grain; control of

smut; storage and handling; seeding; legislation. Professor Berry.

Plant Diseases. Five laboratory periods. Causes; favorable con-

ditions; action of disease organism; methods of prevention and con-

trol. Professor Berry.

POULTRY HUSBANDRY (Short course)

Poultry Breeds and Breeding. Five lectures. These lectures will

be studies of the different breeds and varieties best suited to farm
conditions; the selection, housing and mating of the breeding stock,

and culling out poor producers. Professor Dilts.

Incubation and Brooding. Five lectures. Natural and artificial

incubation and brooding will be considered. Professor Dilts.

Poultry Breeding. Five lectures. A study of the different kinds

of feed required for growth, producing eggs, or conditioning birds

for market. Professor Dilts.

Practice Periods. In addition to the above lectures, several prac-

tice periods will be given on Poultry House Construction, Selecting

Breeders and High Producers, Operating Incubators, Candling. Grad-
ing, and Packing Eggs, Killing and Dressing Fowls for Market and
any other practical work that is desired. Professor Dilts.
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HOME ECONOMICS (Short course)

Food Study. Ten lectures. These will consist of a study of food
habits and dietary standards together with work on the fuel values

of different foods. Especial attention will be given to the use and
preparation of substitute foods. This course is designed to help in

carrying out the plans of the food administration. Miss Dowdle.

Cooking. Ten periods. This course will include home canning
of fruits and vegetables; the cookery of vegetables, soups, breads,

eggs and meats; a study of food principles, comparative food values,

the relative cost of foods, and combinations of foods in a healthful

diet. The feeding of growing children, and menus for school lunches

will be emphasized. Opportunity will be given for laboratory prac-

tice. Mrs. Wood.

Home Vegetable Gardening. Ten lectures. These lectures will

deal with a brief outline of the types of soil, soil preparation, soil

cultivation, planting of seeds, handling and setting plants, garden

insects and diseases and their control, and the cultivation of summer
and winter varieties of vegetables adapted to Georgia. Professor

Harvey.

Dairying. Five lectures. In this course, the care and handling

of milk and its products in the home will be stressed. Different

methods of marketing the products, advantages and disadvantages

of each system, the manufacture and marketing of butter and cot-

tage cheese and the proper handling until marketed will be treated.

Various methods of cream separation will be considered, also the

testing of milk and cream for butterfat. Professor Yaxis.

Dairying. Five practice periods. This will consist of practical

work designed to follow up the lectures. Practice will be given in

churning, printing and packing butter, the testing of milk and cream,

cheese making and the use of the cream separator.. Professor Yaxis.

Poultry Raising. Ten lectures on Breeds and Breeding. The
course will consist of a study of the different breeds and varieties

best suited to farm conditions; the selection, housing, and mating

of the breeding stock, and culling out poor producers. A study of

the different kinds of feed required for growth, egg production, and

fattening for market. Professor Dilts.

Practice Periods. In addition to the lectures, practice periods

will be given on Poultry House Construction; Selecting Breeders and

High Producers; Operating Incubators; Candling, Grading, and

Packing Eggs, and Killing and Dressing Fowls for Market. Pro-

fessor Dilts.

AGRICULTURAL ENGINEERING (Short course)

Farm Machinery: Preparation Machinery. With various types of

machines for illustrations, discussions will be given concerning me-
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chanical principles, adaptations to varying conditions of soils of

Georgia, labor-saving and general efficiency of plows, manure spread-

ers, lime distributors, barrows, rollers and planks. Professor Hart.

Seeding Machinery. A consideration will be given drills, single

and double row cotton planters with complete analysis of mechan-
ical arrangements and requirements. Professor Welch.

Harvesting Machinery. Mowers, rakes, binders, corn binders and
eorn sledge will be discussed relative to their mechanical require-

ments for efficiency, careful investigations being made of the parts

of each machine. Professor Welch.

Storing Machinery. Threshing machines, silage cutters, huskers,

shredders, hay balers, etc., will be considered with reference to the

mechanical principles involved and the proper handling for greatest

efficiency. Professor Hart.

Farm Motors. Five lectures will be given on gasoline, kerosene,

and stationary and traction engines, the various types of engines

being used for illustrating the discussions. Professor Hart.

EXTENSION DIVISION
It is the purpose of the College of Agriculture to aid all educa-

tional activities which are being carried on in the state. The ful-

fillment of this purpose is one of its greatest obligations to the

state and every effort will be made to further the work of extension

teaching. Two great ends are to be subserved by work of this

character. First, the systematizing of the educational activities of

the state and the raising of these to a higher level of efficiency.

Second, the dissemination of useful knowledge which has accumu-
lated in recent years, but is not generally appreciated as it should

be, and which cannot be brought to the attention of adults and
those remotely situated from the college save through extension

agencies.

SMITH-LEVER ACTIVITIES

Recognizing the importance of this character of work, the General

Assembly of Georgia during the annual session of 1915, re-appro-

priated $40,000 to the State College of Agriculture to be used for

extension teaching, and in addition thereto made an appropriation

of $46,150 to offset the appropriation of $56,150 for the year 1916
made by the federal government under the Smith-Lever Act of May
8, 1914. "Under the same act of congress an increased amount be-

comes available for extension teaching and farm demonstration work,

year by year, providing the state appropriates an equal amount.
During the year 1918-19, because of the great world food short-

age, Congress appropriated emergency food production work funds
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for the employment of county agents in nearly all counties in the

state of Georgia and home demonstration and urban workers for

most of Georgia.

In accordance with this action of the state legislature and the

federal government, the board of trustees has organized the work
of the several departments constituting the College, so that they

can carry on their proper share of extension work. Through the

extension division, the extension schools, special demonstrations,

boys' and girls' clubs, home economics, farmers' meetings and mis-

cellaneous conferences are organized and directed.

Every member of the College staff gives some of his time and
effort to extension activities.

AGRONOMY
The division of agronomy is utilizing a series of test plats on

different types of soils of the state to secure data concerning their

principal defects, and what forms of fertilization and crop rotation

are best adapted to build them up. This department maintains a

twenty-four acre field for the purpose of carrying on investigations

relative to corn and cotton breeding, crop rotations, fertilizers and
soil management. This information is invaluable to the people of

the state and is distributed in bulletin form at the meetings held by
the extension service.

The traveling field representatives of the division of agronomy
are also engaged in advising the farmers relative to the improve-

ment of certain strains of cereals, corn and cotton which are being

developed through seed selection and hybridization.

During the year 1918 there have been added to the extension force

in agronomy, a tobacco specialist, cotton specialist, farm manage-
ment specialist and a drainage engineer.

AGRICULTURAL CHEMISTRY
The division of agricultural chemistry has undertaken a physi-

cal survey of several counties and is making analyses of all the type

soils found therein. A close cooperation of necessity exists between
the departments of agronomy and agricultural chemistry in this

work, which is one of the most fundamental character, since it means
ascertaining the soil deficiencies and determining the methods by
which these can be supplied. Several men are employed by this

division.

ANIMAL HUSBANDRY
The division of animal husbandry is actively engaged in a num-

ber of extension problems. Five specialists in live stock are de-

voting all of their time to field work. In so far as possible, these

men work through the county agent, thus multiplying their ef-
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ficiency materially. Since there is no adequate supply of foundation

breeding stock, one of the first problems has been to buy registered

animals for the farmers. In this way much better individuals have

been secured for the same price than could have been gotten by in-

dividual purchase. County live stock associations have been or-

ganized, and in so far as possible an attempt has been made to have

all the farmers in a community adopt one breed. Advice has been

given as to the laying out and equipping of stock farms for the most
efficient and economical operation. A very important part of the

work has been the construction of silos. Swine demonstrations were
carried on with 6 5 farmers in southwest Georgia during the past

year.

During 1918-19 three new specialists were added to the live stock

extension work, one in cottage cheese and butter making, one in

cream cheese and one in sheep husbandry. Cheese factories are being

promoted in the mountainous section of the state. The factory at

Young Harris has made a success and won medals at the National

Dairy Show. A number of cheese factories are in process of con-

struction.

The organization of boys' and girls' sheep clubs and the develop-

ment of the sheep industry in the state of Georgia is a new feature

of the work.

Steer feeding demonstrations nave been conducted on a number
of farms. Calf clubs have been organized for the purpose of produc-

ing baby beef. Considerable assistance has been rendered the live-

stock departments of many of the county and state fairs.

On the College farm more than 200 head of live stock are main-

tained for the purpose of securing data to be distributed in bulletin

form for use in extension schools and agricultural meetings.

Two instructors in poultry husbandry have charge of this special

line of work and they are prepared to advise with all interested

in this important industry. These men are organizing and develop-

ing the poultry club work in various counties of the state.

HORTICULTURE

The division of horticulture is carrying on extension work in

connection with the peach, apple, pecan and trucking industries.

Demonstrations in spraying, pruning and orchard heating and other

practical problems are given. This department is also supervising

the work of the county demonstration agents in developing the

trucking industry in a number of north and south Georgia counties.

The work of the horticultural division has expanded and recently

work has been done in home gardens, home orchards, melons and

truck crops. A bee-keeping specialist has also been added and the

bee-keeping industry is receiving much encouragement.
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AGRICULTURAL. ENGINEERING
The department of agricultural engineering assists farmers in the

preparation of plans for farm houses, barns and other outbuildings

necessary on an up-to-date farm.

COTTON INDUSTRY
The division of cotton industry is distributing seed of a selected

variety which is proving highly resistant to anthracnose, and is en-

gaged in investigating many vital problems associated with the more
economic production of cotton in the state.

VETERINARY MEDICINE
The division of veterinary medicine is manufacturing hog cholera

serum. It is also teaching farmers the methods of inoculating hogs
with the serum and aids county agents and owners of hogs in con-

trolling hog cholera by the use of serum and sanitary measures.

It is possible through the use of serum to largely control the de-

struction wrought by hog cholera. Its importance, therefore, needs

no further emphasis. This department is also cooperating in every

possible way with those agencies which are endeavoring to eradicate

the cattle tick, and to control many diseases which cause serious

loss to Georgia farmers.

FORESTRY
In connection with the division of forestry there has been appoint-

ed an extension forester who will devote his entire time to demon-
strations in farm woodland management, the preservative treatment

of farm timbers to prolong life and the utilization of wornout and
eroded lands. The acute shortage of fence post material necessitates

the adoption of some kind of treatment for perishable woods which

will permit the substitution of sap pine for posts of durable woods
such as locust, mulberry and "fat" pine. Advice and assistance is

given in the thinning and improvement of farm woodlands and in

the regeneration of old, depleted farm forests.

PLANT PATHOLOGY

There has been added to the field force of the College an exten-

sion nlant pathologist. During the past season this specialist has

devoted his time to the control of plant diseases in the home garden

and to the prevention of sweet potato diseases, both in field and in

storage. Large quantities of "wilt resistant" Norton tomato seed

were distributed to the agents. In many cases the tomato crop

would have been a failure except for the use of the Norton strain.

During the present season this work will be increased. Numerous
demonstrations in the selection and treatment of potato stock, both

Irish and sweet, were held during the past season. This line of en-
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deavor will also be augmented in the future. In general the exten-

sion plant pathologist will confine his endeavors to field demonstra-

tions in plant disease control and prevention and to the suppression

of diseases epidemic in nature.

PUBLICATIONS
Through the publication service of the College and particularly

through the use of newspaper plate in the weekly papers, the Col-

lege is reaching a majority of the reading farmers of the state on
an average of once a week during the scholastic year, with informa-

tion considered vital to the welfare of Georgia agriculture. The
daily papers and the agricultural journals are also used, all such

publications in the state evidencing a desire for cooperation in this

form of extension service of the College.

Bulletins and circulars are now being issued by the Extension

Division and in accord with the Smith-Lever bill under which the

franking privilege is enjoyed, but all such bulletins and circulars

are considered and numbered as of the series issued by the College.

In other words, they are not separate publications and should be

looked for in the College serials.

BOYS' AND GIRLS' CLUBS

Another feature emphasized by the extension division is the

organization of boys' and girls' industrial clubs. The boys are en-

couraged to grow corn and raise pigs and calves under specific rules

and regulations laid down by the College, and the girls to organize

canning and poultry clubs and to take a greater interest in cooking

and sewing. In this work the extension division has had the sympa-

thetic cooperation of the great majority of the county school com-
missioners, the state department of agriculture, state and local edu-

cational institutions, business enterprises and a great number of

interested individuals. Liberal prizes have been offered by a number
of organizations and individuals. Through the organization of these

clubs the attention of the boys and girls is being directed to a more
thorough appreciation of the possibilities of the soil, the need of

the proper use of fertilizers and acquiring a knowledge of plant and

animal life. In other words, agricultural instruction of a funda-

mental character is being introduced into the schools of the state,

and the fact that the boys have often been able to produce 100

bushels of corn per acre, has demonstrated the economic value of

work of this character.

BOLL "WEEVIL PREPAREDNESS
The Mexican cotton boll weevil has spread over the greater part

of the cotton belt of Georgia and in 1918 did considerable damage
in the southeastern section of the state. Because of the invasion of
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this pest, the extension forces have during the past two years been
giving a great deal of attention to the growing of cotton under boll

weevil conditions and the utilization of the surplus acreage made
vacant as a necessary means of combating this evil. Several live

stock specialists are now employed by the College in cooperation

with the United States Department of Agriculture, business inter-

ests and county officials. These men, in cooperation with the live

stock and farm crop specialists, have waged several campaigns in

the interest of cotton growing and diversified farming under boll

weevil conditions. Because of the ravages of this pest, live stock

farming has received a great impetus and many car loads of pure

bred cattle, hogs and work horses have been introduced. The sur-

plus acreage has been planted to peanuts, velvet beans, cowpeas,

oats, corn and other general farm crops necessary for the increased

production of live stock. Several oil mills have been constructed

to take care of the surplus acreage in peanuts and many feed mills

have been organized to utilize velvet bean and corn products. In

special localities the trucking and fruit industry has been materially

improved.

EXTENSION SCHOOLS
It is believed that one of the most efficient ways by which the

farmer can be served is through the organization and promotion of

extension schools. The people of each community put up a mini-

mum guarantee of paid-up registered students before the school is

given. Extension schools are now being held at the District Agri-

cultural Schools where district demonstration agents are located.

The extension schools form the basis of a week's farmers' short

course for the district agricultural schools. They are of four days'

duration and are conducted in a thoroughly practical manner.

Among the subjects discussed are the mixing and application of fer-

tilizers, soils and soil cultivation, tillage and tillage implements, the

selection and improvement of seed corn and cotton, diseases of live

stock, dairying, poultry husbandry, fruit and truck problems, spray-

ing and orchard management and the feeding and care of live itock.

A new feature of the extension school is the Home Economics De-

partment which has been added this year and is proving of much
interest to farm women and girls. Specialists in cooking, home can-

ning, preserving, butter making, poultry and other kindred subjects,

give instructions and demonstrations to farm women and girls in at-

tendance at the school.

Speakers are sent from the College to address farmers' gatherings

or to discuss subjects of special interest to a given community. The

officers of the College are working in cooperation with the county

school commissioners, and lecturers are sent to teachers' institutes

for the purpose of discussing ways and means by which instruction
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in agriculture in the common schools as provided by law, may be

inaugurated. No service can be rendered the people of the state

at this time more important than that of fostering the teaching of

the underlying principles of agriculture in the public schools.

Another feature of extension work which the College is fostering

is correspondence with farmers. Thousands of letters are annually

answered, giving definite information relative to fertilizers, soils,

crops, care and management of live stock, orchards and gardens.

Every farmer in the state is invited to take advantage of the free

information afforded by correspondence. In this way at the cost of

p-ostage, any individual may obtain information worth a great deal

of money to him.

The College stands ready to assist every organization and indi-

vidual entitled to its service.

FARMERS' INSTITUTES

During the year, 4,400 meetings were held and 170,454 people

reached exclusive of those reached through the distribution of bul-

letins, other printed matter, correspondence or those served by the

county agents.

Regular farmers' institutes numbered 104 with an attendance of

14,294.

Enrolled and visited during the past year 82,966, including farm-

ers, their wives and boys and girls as follows: corn club, 6,057; pig

clubs, 4,559; poultry clubs, 1,050; canning clubs, 5,213; four-crop

<;lubs, 284; miscellaneous clubs, 324; farmers' clubs, 5,975; calf

clubs, 1,129; farmers, 52,975; farm women, 5,400.

COUNTY AGENTS

County agents are now employed in over one hundred counties

of the state. There are 126 men agents and 114 women agents.

The following are statistics covering the work of men agents:

Number miles traveled by railroad : 94,992

Number miles traveled by team 5,538

Number miles traveled otherwise -» 867,900

Total number field meetings 1,039

Number articles prepared for publication 2,051

Number circular letters written and sent out 135,401

Number bulletins sent out 113,688

Number of visits to school 6,404

PROJECTS
The various projects in operation in the extension division of the

Georgia State College of Agriculture are as follows: county agricul-

tural agents, county agents in home economics, boys' corn clubs,
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pig clubs, calf clubs, girls' canning and poultry clubs, movable
schools, farmers' institutes and general meetings, educational exhib-

its at state and county fairs, live stock extension, agronomy exten-

sion, dairy extension, horticulture extension, agricultural engineer-

ing, marketing, publications, live stock diseases, plant pathology,

forestry, bee-keeping, and the preventive treatment of farm timbers

to prolong life.
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THE PEABODY SCHOOL OF EDUCATION

OFFICIALS

DAVID CRENSHAW BARROW, LL.D., Chancellor of the University.

CHARLES MERCER SNELLING, D.Sc, President of Franklin Col-

lege and Dean of the University.

THOMAS JACKSON WOOFTER, LL.D., Dean of the School of Edu-
cation.

SPECIAL FACULTY
THOMAS JACKSON WOOFTER, A.M., Ph.D., Professor of Phil-

osophy and Educational Philosophy.

JOSEPH SPENCER STEWART, A.M., Ped.D., Professor of Educa-

tion, High School Visitor.

AUSTIN SOUTHWICK EDWARDS, Ph.D., Professor of Psychology,

General and Educational, and Director of the Psychological

Laboratory.

CORNELIUS JACOB HEATWOLE, B.S., M.S., Professor of Sociol-

ogy and of the Principles of Education.
— — , Professor of Philosophy, and Educational Ad-

ministration and Supervision.

, Assistant Professor of the History of Education

and of Teaching Special Branches.

GENERAL FACULTY
All members of the faculties of Franklin College, the College of

Agriculture and Mechanic Arts, the School of Law, and the School

of Commerce, from which elective courses may be taken.

HISTORICAL BRIEF
In June, 1908, the trustees adopted a plan to convert the chair

of Philosophy and Education into a School of Education, to provide

a special building, and to enlarge the staff of instruction.

The matter of a general building was taken up with the Trustees

and General Agent of the Peabody Education Fund, and, pending
an adjustment of this fund there was a delay in the development of

the School of Education. In June, 1911, it being fairly certain that

an appropriation from the Peabody Fund would be made for the

special building, the trustees of the University agreed to provide the

annual maintenance to secure the Peabody appropriation. In De-
cember, 1911, the Peabody Board appropriated $40,000 for the
building. Plans were matured and the construction completed in

April, 1913. It is known as George Peabody Hall, in honor of

George Peabody who, in 1867, made his great gift to the cause of

education in the South. This home of the Peabody School of Edu-
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cation is one of the most artistic, substantial, and well equipped
buildings on the campus, an appropriate memorial to the South's

greatest educational philanthropist.

Admission of Women. In September, 1918, the trustees of the

University passed a resolution opening the State College of Agricul-

ture and Mechanic Arts and the Peabody School of Education to

women on an equal footing with men, beginning September, 1919.

This was by way of action upon the petition of the School of Educa-
tion. From the very first the admission was championed and antic-

ipated by the School of Education, and well planned and equipped

Home Economics rooms were included in George Peabody Hall. In

other points this building was planned for co-education.

SCOPE

Developing from the chair of Philosophy and Education the

School of Education provides for the University not only the courses

in education but also the courses in the other philosophical-social

sciences, psychology, sociology, ethics, and general philosophy.

Since these mutually contribute so much to each other, it is well to

have them under common direction.

The School of Education is a college in the University for the fol-

lowing services:

1. The preparation of teachers for high schools, normal schools,

and special subjects; of special supervisors and superintendents of

schools.

Such teachers and superintendents should have advanced col-

legiate scholarship and special preparation for their peculiar pro-

fession. It is beyond the province of the ordinary normal school to

give much collegiate instruction, and our state normal schools are

overburdened with the work to provide the elementary teachers.

We must evidently look to the college and university for the educa-

tion of teachers in the higher schools, for supervisors and leaders.

2. The study of the social sciences, psychology, sociology, ethics,

education, anthropology, and philosophy, as instruments of culture

and factors of social control, social betterment, and economic pro-

gress.

The great problems agitating the world today are in these fields,

and all turn to education for final solution. Education is a social

problem of great importance, and its study takes rank in a curri-

culum with sociology, political science, and all social sciences.

These social sciences are the human sciences which look to the

betterment and the happiness of man. The School of Education

purposes to unify these in Franklin College of Arts and the State

College of Agriculture and Mechanic Arts.
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LABORATORIES

The Psychological Laboratory occupies about eight rooms on the

first floor of George Peabody Hall and is equipped with the latest

psychological instruments for qualitative and quantitative studies

of such mental phenomena as the senses, the feelings, attention,

memory, etc. Every room can be brought into connection with

every other room by a system of electrical wiring. All rooms are

supplied with alternating electric current and gas, and most of them
with city water and sinks. One room can be used for a photographic

darkroom, while two others will be devoted especially to research

work. There is equipment for experimental pedagogy, and mental
and educational tests and measurements.
The Home Economics Laboratories includes a large kitchen lab-

oratory, pantry, dining room, class room, clothing and textile room,

well equipped with modern furnishings. The use of these during

several summer sessions has proved them well and comfortably

adapted.

DEPARTMENTS
As outlined under scope there are two chief departments:

1. Department of Philosophical-Social Science; psychology, so-

ciology, philosophy, ethics, anthropology, ethnology, and general

studies in education.

2. Department of Education; history, principles, methods, phil-

osophy, administration, and supervision of education.

DEGREES AND REQUIREMENTS
Bachelor of Arts

This degree, Bachelor of Arts in the Social Sciences, has recently

been provided to permit the election of major courses in social

science. The old Bachelor of Arts requires the major courses in

foreign languages.

Entrance requirements: English, 3 units; Latin, 3 units; math-
ematics, 2y2 units; history, 2 units; additional, 3% units; total, 14.

Degree requirements: English, 3 hours; Latin, 3 hours; mathe-
matics, 3 hours; additional Latin or mathematics, 3 hours; an addi-

tional foreign language, 6 hours; natural sciences. 6 hours; history-

political science-economics, 9 hours; philosophical social science. 6

hours; education, 6 hours; additional, 6 hours in philosophical-

social science or in education; military or physical education, 3

hours; elective, 12 hours; total, 66 hours.

If Greek is elected as the additional foreign language, the total

requirements will be 63 hours.

Women substitute home economics for the additional Latin or

mathematics, 3 hours.
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The courses must be selected under the direction and approval of

the Dean of the School of Education.

An hour as here used means a recitation hour with its proper
preparation running through the college year.

Bachelor of Education

This degree is offered, giving liberal opportunity for study in the

human and social sciences, and special opportunity for preparation

for educational work. It differs slightly from the Bachelor of Arts

requirements in foreign language, English, and mathematics.

Entrance requirements : 14 units as follows: English, 3; mathe-
matics, 2 y2 ; history, 2 ; any foreign language, 2 ; additional, 4 y2 .

Degree requirements: English, 6 hours; mathematics, 6 hours;

natural sciences, 6 hours; history, 3 hours; psychology, 3 hours;

philosophy social science, 3 hours; foreign languages, 6 hours in

each of two; education, 12 hours; military or physical education, 3

hours; elective, 12 hours; total, 66 hours.

Women substitute home economics for 3 hours of 'mathematics.

The above elections and requirements must be with the approval

of the Dean of the School of Education.

ARRANGEMENT OF COURSES
For Bachelor of Arts F'reshman and Sophomore courses would

arrange about as follows:

Freshman
Hours

Latin 1___________ 3

English 1 3

Mathematics 1-2 3

History 3

Georgia History _______ 1

A foreign language _____ 3

(Spanish, French, German,
Greek).

Military (men) _______

Sophomore
Hours

Latin 2 or Mathematics 3-4

(men) __________ 3

Home Economics (women) _ 3

A foreign language _____ 3

(Continued from Freshman)
Two natural science _____ 6

Psychology _________ 3

Elective __________3
Military or physical education

Physical Education (women)
Note:—This statement of hours has reference to work taken in

the University or in institutions credited for advanced standing.

JUNIOR AND SENIOR (SENIOR COLLEGE) COURSES

The remainder of courses enumerated in the requirements and

the additional elective courses to complete the total of 6 6 hours

must be arranged not later than the beginning of the Junior year

in accordance with the approval of the Dean of Education.

Students coming from other colleges with 30 acceptable hours to

their credit may enter with Senior College standing, but 36 hours of

credit will be necessary ,for full Senior College rating.

For Bachelor of Education, Freshman and Sophomore courses

would arrange about as follows:
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Freshman Sophomore
Hours Hours

English 1 3 English 2 3

Mathematics 1-2 3 Mathematics 3-4 3

A foreign language _____ 3 A foreign language _____ 3

History __________3 Psychology 1_______3
A natural science ______3 A natural science or
Military or History, or

Physical Education Economics ________ 3

Military or
Physical Education
Elective _________ 3

Note:—See note under Bachelor of Arts.

JUNIOR AND SENIOR (SENIOR COLLEGE) COURSES

A foreign language two years and other courses enumerated in

the requirements, also additional elective courses to complete the

total of 6 6 hours. The scheme for these must be arranged not later

than the beginning of the Junior year in accordance with the ap-

proval of the Dean of Education.

Students coming from other colleges with 3 acceptable hours to

their credit may enter with Senior College standing, but 36 hours

of credit will be necessary for full Senior College rating.

SELECTION OF COURSES
The schedule of each year must be elected under the advice cf

the Dean of the School.

The foregoing curricula contemplate a selection of a major group

of courses in the philosophical-social sciences or in the education

studies. The major includes 12 hours minimum. With the major
in either of these departments, a minor of 9 hours must be taken in

history-political science-economics, except in the Bachelor of Edu-
cation curriculum.

The major, the minor, and the electives should be chosen for

some definite purpose in life.

The Teacher's Professional Certificate

The State Board of Education has provided for teachers' licenses

of professional rank based upon completion of college courses lead-

ing to graduation, provided, that a certain portion of the time has

been given to professional courses preparatory to educational work,

and that some representative of the State Board of Education has

aided in and approved the examinations.

"A graduate of an approved (14 unit) college who has included

in his college courses three courses in Education of three hours each

throughout a college year, or the equivalent, will be eligible for a

professional certificate good for three years in any grade of educa-

tional work, and renewable thereafter indefinitely, the renewal
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based on successful experience and an examination on the State

Reading Course for the year."

These three courses are to be taken from Education 1-2, 3, 4-8,

5-6, 7, 9-10.

This Professional Certificate will be awarded with any degree for

which the three courses in education were included, provided that a

creditable scholarship average is made. This average should not

be lower than B.

COURSES OF INSTRUCTION
I. DEPARTMENT OF PHILOSOPHICAL-SOCIAL. SCIENCE

PSYCHOLOGY

1. Elementary Psychology. This course will introduce to the gen-

eral field of psychology and to educational psychology. It will take

up in lecture and recitations such topics as sensations, feelings,

imagery, attention, association, memory, reasoning, will and action

with illustrations by experimental demonstrations. Periods of child

growth and development, tests for psychological age, applications to

practical educational problems. Three hours, first half-year. Pro-

fessor Edwards.

This course may be followed in the second half-year by Psychology

3 or by Education 2. ,

3. Applied Psychology. Topics selected each year, but chiefly

from the following:

3a. Psychology of Business Procedure. After a brief review of the

principles of social psychology this course is devoted mainly to a

discussion of such mental factors as attention, suggestion, habit, imi-

tation, practice, fatigue, and others, involved in the problems of

advertising and salesmanship. (It will also illustrate the use of

mental tests in vocational guidance, especially with reference to se-

lecting applicants and placing employees in larger industrial and
mercantile plants).

3&. Legal and Vocational Psychology. This course deals with the

psychological problems of law and of every-day life.

3c. Abnormal Psychology. The subject-matter of this course will

be especially adapted to students preparing for the medical profes-

sion but will nevertheless be general enough to appeal to others.

After a short survey of the problems of idiocy, imbecility, and feeble-

mindedness, the most important acquired and inherited mental de-

fects are studied, such as amnesia, maniac excitement and depres-

sion, abulia, delusions, obsessions, hysteria, aphasia, various forms

of dementia, psychotherapy and general health. Prerequisite for

the above: Psychology 1 or 5. Professor Edwards.

5. Principles of Psychology. This will be a more detailed study
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of the standpoints, problems, methods, laws, and physiological basis

of psychology. Its various sub-branches and relations to philosophy

and other sciences will be outlined, and such topics as the struc-

tural, functional, and genetic aspects of mind as well as dreams,

hypnosis, neurosis, criminal action, and animal behavior will be dis-

cussed. Three hours weekly, throughout the year. This may be

taken as a beginning course. Junior or Senior credit. Professor

Edwards.

5a. Laboratory Work. One laboratory period of two hours per

week may be taken in connection with No. 5, to have this combina-

tion counted as a Science in Group II. Professor Edwards.

6. Experimental Psychology. The student will perform experi-

ments and introspective exercises on such topics as color-vision,

sound-localization, expression of feelings, laws of attention and

memory, reaction-times, Weber's law, absolute and differential

limen, etc. The work will be based largely on Titchener's Manual
of Experimental Psychology, Vol. 1. Qualitative Experiments, with

experiments selected from other sources.

This course may be counted as a Science in Group II. Prere-

quisite: Courses 1 or 5. The nature of the work makes it necessary

for students to work in pairs, and preferably, for two hours at a

time. Junior or Senior credit. Professor Edwards.

7. Advanced Educational Psychology. Characteristics and stages

of mental development, adolescence, individual differences, mental
training and culture, mental and educational tests and measure-
ments, etc. Three hours, the year. Professor Edwards.

20. Systematic Psychology : Graduate Course. An advanced and
detailed study of theoretical discussions and original investigations

regarding a single special topic, as sensations, attention, memory,
etc., and their quantitative treatment, with parallel reading of one
general systematic treatise. Prerequisite: Psychology 1-2 or 5,

and 6.

Major: Two conferences and four hours experimental work,
weekly.

Minor: One conference and two hours experimental work, weekly.

See Graduate School. Professor Edwards.

21. Advanced Educational Psychology: Graduate Course. An ad-

vanced and detailed study of systematic treatise on educational psy-

chology and its quantitative methods of investigation. Prerequisite:

Psychology 1-2 or 5, and 6.

Major: Two conferences a week and work including laboratory

equivalent to one-half a year's graduate study.

Minor: One conference a week and work including laboratory

equivalent to one-fourth a year's graduate study. Professor Edwards.
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SOCIOLOGY
5. Social Evolution. An introduction to the study of society

through the approach of organic and social evolution; anthropology,

heredity, morality, social organization, democracy, social problems,

and other introductory topics. Three hours, first half-year. Pro-

fessor Woofter.

6. Educational Sociology. Democracy the goal of social evolu-

tion; spirit of modern democracy; education the agency of social in-

heritance; education in a democracy; the evolution of the school;

modern educational doctrine. Three hours, second half-year. Pro-

fessor Woofter.

9. Principles of Sociology.

a. The elements of sociology. Social theory. A study of the best

principles of sociological theory with comparison of different authors.

Functional and applied sociology interpreted. Educational sociology

defined.

o. Modern social problems. A study of current social problems in

the light of sound theory. The city; the country; the negro; the im-

migrant; the liquor problem; crime and vice; poverty and pauper-

ism; the home and family; the state; the church; social philan-

thropy.

c. Practical applications. Social statistics. Sociology with special

reference to leadership. Problems of vocational education. Some
specific study in the outside field. Three hours, the year. Professor

Heatwole.

20. Advanced Sociology. An advanced course in the study of con-

structive progress in society .

(a) Historical and Theoretical Sociology. The study of the evolu-

tion of society and the history of civilization. Primitive society;

civilization, modern development. Readings: Taylor, Morgan, Sum-
ner, Boas, Giddings, and others.

(b) Social Theories. The study of the Principal Theories of

Society. Readings: Comte, Spencer, Montesquieu, Buckle, Bagehot,

Tarde, Giddings, and others.

(c) The Sociological in Education. Brief Historical Study of Ed-

ucation. Readings: Plato, Aristotle, Pestalozzi, Herbart, Froebel,

Rousseau, Spencer, (in summary text), Ward, Hall, and others.

(d) Modern Applied Sociology and Education. One practical

problem in the field selected for research.

As major, four hours a week throughout the year, an additional

seminar last term, and thesis.

As minor, two hours a week throughout the year and an addi-

tional seminar last term. Prerequisite: Sociology 5-6, or 9. See

Graduate School. Professor Heatwole.

21. Problems of Rural Life and Education. An advanced course.
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(a) The Principles of Rural Sociology. A study of rural life and

society. Bailey, Carver, Gillette, Foght, and others, with local stud-

ies.

(b) Fundamentals of Rural Progress. A constructive program of

rural progress. An original outline and program will be followed

and developed.

(c) Practical problems. An important problem of rural life or

the rural school will be selected for research and application of prin-

ciples and theories studied.

As minor, two hours a week throughout the year with an addi-

tional seminar during the third term. Prerequisite: Sociology 5-6,

or 9. See Graduate School. Professor Heatwole.

PHILOSOPHY
3. Ethics. A study of human conduct in its philosophical, socio-

logical, psychological, and physiological phases. The moral aspects

of present day problems of society, democracy, and human life gen-

erally. Three hours, first half. Professor , Professor

Woofter.

4. Introduction to Philosophy. Historical introduction presenting

the great thinkers, the movements of thought, and special studies in

some field, logic or modern thought. Three hours, second half-year.

Professor .

5-6. Evolution. Organic, social, educational; anthropology; phil-

osophy of education. Three hours, the year. Professor Woofter.

7. Modern Philosophy. A survey of modern thought with special

studies of ideals of life expressed in philosophical and literary clas-

sics. Three hours, the year. Professor .

9. Social Philosophy. Given with Sociology 9. Three hours, the

year. Professor Heatwole.

26. Advanced History of Philosophy.

1. An introduction to the problems of philosophy.

2. A survey of the three general periods of the history of phil-

osophy with fuller study of the modern field.

3. Readings in philosophical classics, such as Plato, The Republic;
Marcus Aurelius, Meditation; Bacon, "The Advancement of Learn-
ing;" Darwin, "The Origin of Species;" Spencer, "First Principles;"
James, "Pragmatism," or others as selected each year. Prerequisite:
Philosophy 4, or its equivalent. Graduate course. Professor Woofter,

Professor -
.

H. DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION
EDUCATION

1. Elementary Educational Psychology. This course will intro-

duce to the general field of psychology and to educational psychol-
ogy. It will take up in lecture and recitations such topics as sen-
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sations, feelings, imagery, attention, association, memory, reasoning,

will and action with illustrations by experimental demonstrations.

Periods of child growth and development, tests for psychological

age, applications to practical educational problems. Three hours,

first half-year. Professor Edwards.

2. The History and Principles of Education. A study of the gen-

esis and development of educational ideals and practices from prim-

itive man to the present. Emphasis is placed upon the processes of

change and development. Historical analysis of the principles in-

volved with special reference to modern applications. Three hours

a week, second half-year. This should follow Psychology 1. Pro-

fessor Heaticole.

3. Principles of Teaching and Management; School Hygiene. Gen-

eral principles of method, application to various branches of study,

types of class exercises, the art of study, supervised study, discip-

line, general problems of directing school work, ischool hygiene and
sanitation, and community cooperation. Three hours, the year.

Professor Heativole.

4. Secondary Education.

a. The American High School, its development, organization,

courses of study, methods of teaching, and administration. A com-
parison with secondary schools in leading foreign countries.

6. Observation and teaching in the high school of Athens with

visits to other high schools of the state. Two hours a week through-

out the year. (See also Education 8).

5-6. Introductory Educational Sociology and Philosophy.

a. An introduction to the study of society through the approach of

organic and social evolution; anthropology; heredity; morality, so-

cial organization, democracy, social problems vital for education,

and other introductory topics.

1). Democracy the goal of social evolution; study of modern
democracy; education the agency of social inheritance; education

in a democracy; the evolution of the school; modern educational

organization and doctrine. Three hours, the year. Professor Woofter.

7. Advanced Educational Psychology. Characteristics and stages

of mental development, adolescence, individual differences, mental

training and culture, mental and educational tests and measure-

ments, etc. Three hours, the year. Professor Edwards.

8. The Teaching of Special Subjects. Short courses will be ar-

ranged to review and discuss the teaching in the high school of va-

rious branches, mathematics, physics, general science, history-Eng-

lish, Latin-Spanish, and others as practicable. These will mostly

be one-hour courses supplementing Education 4.

9. Education in the United States. An advanced course in the

history of education treating the needs of a democracy, the evolu-
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tion of schools and school systems, the types of education needed,

problems of readjustment, and other problems of the day. Three
hours, first half-year.

10. The Administration and Supervision of Public Education in

the United States. Continuing Course 9 through the year. Pro-

fessor .

24. See Graduate School.

25. See Graduate School.

26. Principles of Education. Biological, Sociological, Psycholog-

ical. Graduate course, Summer School.

VOCATIONAL EDUCATION
The following are special courses for Smith-Hughes students. See

Division of Agricultural Education, College of Agriculture.

Education X. Vocational Educational Psychology and Principles

of Teaching. Three hours, the year. Professor Heatwole.

Education Y. Rural Sociology and Rural Economics. Three
hours, the year. Professor HeaticoJe.

Education Z. School Administration and Supervision. Half-year.

Professor .
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SCHOOL OF COMMERCE
FACULTY

DAVID CRENSHAW BARROW, LL.D., Chancellor of the University.

HOWARD DOUGLAS DOZIER, A.M., Associate Professor of Finance
and Acting Director of the School of Commerce.

HOWELL ARTHUR INGHRAM, B.S. in Commerce, Instructor in

Accounting.

*
, Adjunct Professor of Economics.

*
, Instructor in Stenography and Typewriting.

ROBERT PRESTON BROOKS, Ph.D., DeRenne Professor of Geor-

gia History.

AUSTIN SOUTHWICK EDWARDS, Ph.D., Professor of Psychology.

WALTER GROVER CORNETT, LLjB., Professor of Law.

CORNELIUS JACOB HEATWOLE, A.M., Professor of Education.

JOHN HANSON THOMAS McPHERSON, Ph.D., Professor of His-

tory and Political Science.

WILLIAM OSCAR PAYNE, A.M., Associate Professor of History and
Political Science.

ROBERT SPENCER POND, Ph.D., Adjunct Professor of Mathemat-
ics and Instructor in Statistics.

RAFAEL WILLIAM RAMIREZ, A.B., Adjunct Professor of Ro-
mance Languages and Instructor in South American History

and Relations.

STEADMAN VINCENT SANFORD, A.B., Litt.D., Professor of Eng-
lish Language and Instructor in Advertising.

ROSWELL POWELL STEPHENS, Ph.D., Associate Professor of

Mathematics and Instructor in Investment Mathematics.

* To be supplied.
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GENERAL STATEMENT
Purpose and Scope of the School

The School of Commerce of the University of Georgia was or-

ganized in 1912 in response to a demand for courses which would
fit men for business careers. Approximately sixty per cent of the

graduates of the University enter business pursuits.

The work of the School is intended to embrace the general field

of Economics and to give this large percentage of the student body
an opportunity to acquire the fundamental principles underlying

business. With this end in view, the course of study has been ar-

ranged so as to give a general education and at the same time spe-

cial technical training. In general, the work of the Freshman and
Sophomore years embraces those subjects commonly recognized as

essential in any walk of life; that of the Junior and Senior years

is more specialized.

Entrance Requirements

Students at least sixteen years of age are admitted to candidacy

foj the degree in Commerce, provided they have completed the fol-

lowing courses in an accredited high school or have otherwise been

accorded credit in the University for the units specified:

English ______ 3

History _______ 3

Mathematics _ _ _ _ _2.5

units Modern language 2 units
units (or foreign language) _3 units
units Elective ______ _4.5 units

(or 3.5 when 3 units of
foreign language are
offered).

Course of Study
Freshman Sophomore

Hours
English 1 3

Mathematics 1, 2_____3
Foreign language ______ 3

Physics 1, 2 3

Economics 1 (Geography
and Industry) ______ 3

History 2 _3
Military Science ______ 1

Practice work ________ 2

Hours
English 2 3

Mathematics 4a, 6 or (3, 4) 3

(Mathematics of Invest-
ments and Satistics).

History 4a or 4 ______ 3

Economics 5 (Elementary
Economics) ________ 3

Economics 16 (Accounting) _ 3

Modern language ______ 3

Practice work ________ 2

21 20
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Junior Senior
Economics 6 (Banking) _ 3 Elective in Economics _ 6

Economics 17 (Accounting) _ 3 History 13 or
Modern language _ _ _ 3 History 15_________3
Psychology 1,2 3 Elective in Economics, His-
Natural Science or tory, Sociology, English,
History 13 (Industrial His- Education, Modern Lan-

tory of U. S.) or guage, Political Science _ _ 6

History 15 (South American Practice work 2

History and Relations) _ _ 3

Practice work ________ 2

17 17

* Of the nine hours required in language at least six must be

taken in the same modern language.

STUDENTS IN OTHER DEPARTMENTS
Certain courses offered in the School of Commerce are open to

students of other departments of the University. Those who have

time for only one course in the School should elect Economics 5.

For those who can devote more itime to the study of the subject,

Economics 6 and Economics 16 are best adapted. •

COURSES OF STUDY

Only courses in Economics and closely allied subjects are described

in this announcement. The Bulletin of the University contains de-

scriptions of courses in the other departments. The courses here

described consist of three recitations a week throughout the year

unless otherwise specified.

1. Geography and Industry. Associate Professor Dozier.

A comparative study is made of the present status of industry and

commerce of the principal countries of the world. The chief pro-

ducts and industries; the commercial and industrial centers; the

distribution of population; the location, use, and conservation of

natural resources; and international trade, are some of the topics

considered.

5. Elementary Economics. Open to Sophomores and upper class-

men. Associate Professor Dozier, Mr. Inghram, and *
.

The laws of consumption, wealth, production, price, value, rent,

interest, and wages are studied. Money, credit, banking, business

cycles, industrial corporations, public utilities, the laws of interna-

tional trade and tariff policy, taxation and public expenditures, and

the problems of labor, and economic progress are considered.

This course gives an introduction to such advanced courses as

* To be supplied.
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marketing, banking, transportation, the trust problem, and business

problems in general. No advanced course in Economics can be

taken prior to Economics 5.

It contains the fundamentals that every collegiate citizen should

know as a basis for sound thinking on public and private business

problems.

6. Money and Banking. Associate Professor Dozier.

This course is an elementary one in the theory, history and prob-

lems of money and banking. The problems of money are studied

first, and the principles of the banking business, banking organiza-

tion, and bank supervision are then considered. The national bank-

ing system as modified by the Federal Reserve Act and the control

of farm credit by the national government are considered. The
problem ,of credit in general is also studied.

7- Corporation Management and Finance. First half-year. *

This course includes a study of the financial organization and
management of corporations. The nature of corporations is* studied,

as well as their advantages and disadvantages, and they are con-

trasted with partnerships. Attention is also given to the reorgani-

zation of corporations which have gone into the hands of a receiver.

8. Transportation. First half-year. Associate Professor Dozier.

The development of waterways and their decline, the develop-

ment of railways and the part played by transportation in the indus-

trial and commercial development of the United States are intro-

ductory subjects. Railways are studied as the most highly develop-

ed and most complex form of business organization, as a form of

business directly affecting most other businesses, and as one of the

factors of national development. The Act to Regulate Commerce
and the work of both the Interstate Commerce Commission and the

State Commissions are considered. Freight rates and passenger

fares, the valuation of the railways, and the problem of rate regula-

tion are topics covered. The latter part of the course will be de-

voted to ocean transportation.

11. Marketing. Second half-year. Associate Professor Dozier.

In this course the marketing of farm products through organ-

ized central markets and cooperative agricultural marketing asso-

ciations is studied. The functions performed by the middle men
are also studied. Following this the methods employed by manu-
facturer, wholesalers, and retailers are investigated, together with

the part played by the commission house.

12. Personal Insurance. First half-year. * .

Insurance ranks with the most important businesses of the coun-

try, and the economic need for it and the uses of various kinds of

policies for the protection of business and family obligations create

* To be supplied.
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an increasing demand for it. Some knowledge of the theory and
practice of insurance is, therefore, useful to every man, and is of

especial value to those engaged in any form of commercial activity.

This course will give the student that knowledge of the subject

which will enable him to understand thoroughly the different poli-

cies and choose in an intelligent manner that one which will most
effectively protect his interests; and, should he decide to enter the

profession, will give him that knowledge of the business which he

can most easily secure by systematic study.

13. Property Insurance. Second half-year. * .

Property insurance is also of general importance. Insurance is

now an important element in all commercial undertakings; conse-

quently it is important that every student of business should at least

have a general knowledge of it. In this course are studied the

policy contracts, the insurance laws, kinds of companies, and their

organization, analysis of policies, conditions, etc., of fire, marine,

fidelity, surety, title and credit insurance.

15. Advertising and Salesmanship. Professor Sanford.

Special attention to selling plans and special campaigns; prepara-

tion of copy.

16. Elementary Accounting. Mr. Inghrcm.

The purpose of this course is to give to the student that knowl-

edge of the general principles of accounting which will enable him
as a manager or manager-owner of a business to direct his book-

keepers intelligently and to profit by the work of his accountants.

It is also a foundation for the advanced courses in accounting

should he desire to enter the accounting profession. Since this

course does not presume any knowledge of bookkeeping, a large

part of the work is devoted to double entry bookkeeping accompan-
ied by practice work in the laboratory. The rest of the work com-

prises a study of the balance and income sheets, revenue, capital,

depreciation, partnership, and corporation accounts.

17. Advanced Accounting. Prerequisite: Elementary Accounting.

Mr. Inghram.

This course is a continuation of the work begun in the first year.

During the first half of the year, special attention is given to cor-

poration accounting and to the accounting peculiarities of a few

other businesses. It gives the student a more extensive knowledge
of the subject than does elementary accounting. The second half

of the year is devoted largely to miscellaneous problems affecting

different types of business organizations.

18. Cost Accounting. Second half-year. Prerequisite: Elemen-

* To be supplied.
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tary Accounting. Advanced Accounting must be taken at the same
time. Mr. Ingliram.

This course continues the study of cost accounting as briefly in-

troduced in Advanced Accounting. It gives the student practice in

constructing systems that show the costs, the effectiveness of labor

employed, and the materials used. Investigations of the cost sys-

tems of typical industries are made, and methods of ascertaining

both prime and overhead costs are studied in detail. This course

will be of special benefit to the student who is planning to enter the

accounting profession.

19. Auditing. First half-year. Prerequisite: Elementary Ac-

counting. Advanced Accounting must be taken at the same time.

Mr. Inghram.

The student receives instruction relative to the qualifications of

the public auditor and the procedure in conducting both the de-

tailed and balance-sheet audits. Analytical power and initiative are

developed by requiring the student to do practical auditing work.

2 4. Introductory Course in Business Law. First half-year. Pro-

fessor Cornett.

Law as related to ordinary business transactions, elementary prin-

ciples of contracts, negotiable instruments, agency, and bankruptcy,

practical work in the legal problems which confront the business

man, garnishments, attachments, and conveyances.

25. Law of Corporations, Banking, and Insurance. Second half-

year. Professor Cornett.

Rights and liabilities of partners; formation, management, and
dissolution of partnerships and corporations; rights and liabilities

of stockholders, directors, and officers; banks and banking; in-

surance.

28. Foreign Trade. First half-year. *
.

Exporting and importing are studied, and stress is placed on ex-

porting. The various forms of organization and methods of indi-

vidual corporations and cooperative associations are studied. The
problems and practice of such subjects as packing, shipping, for-

warding, insurance, exchanges, credits and collections are included.

Especial attention is given to the foreign trade of the United
States.

PSYCHOLOGY, EDUCATION. AM) SOCIOLOGY
For a description of the courses given in these subjects, see under

the School of Education.

(BUSINESS ) MATHEMATK J8

4n. Insurance and the Theory of Investment. Open to Sopho-
mores, first half-year. Associate Professor Stephens.

* To be supplied.
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An elementary course in probabilities and series as applied to the

general theory of investment and in particular to life insurance.

6. Statistical Method and Principles. Open to Sophomores, sec-

ond half-year. Adjunct Professor Pond.

An introduction .to statistical methods and principles, including

exercises in methods and problems.

HISTORY AND POLITICAL. SCIENCE

2. European History. Professors McPherson, Brooks, and Payne.

The development of agriculture, industry, commerce, and finance

from colonial days to the present time is treated in this course.

4a. Economic History of England and Modern Continental Eu-
rope. Professor Payne.

A survey of English History with special emphasis on ithe develop-

ment of agriculture, commerce, and industry. This course will be

extended to include a similar study of Continental Europe during

the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries.

4. Political and Constitutional History of England. Open to

Sophomores. Professor Payne.

5, 6. Political and Constitutional History of the United States.

Open to Juniors and Seniors. Professor McPherson.

8, 9. The French Revolution and Napoleonic Wars, and Europe in

the Nineteenth Century. Open to Juniors and Seniors. Professor

Payne.

10. History of the South. Open to Juniors and Seniors. Professor

Brooks.

11. Political Science. An introduction to the theory of Political

Science, comprising a study of the origin, nature, function and or-

ganization of the state. Three hours a week, first half-year. Senior

course, but also optional for Juniors. Professor McPherson.

12. American Government and Politics. An advanced, detailed

study of the American system of government, federal, state, and
local, including the organization and actual influence of political

parties. Three hours a week, second half-year. Senior course, but

also optional for Juniors. Professor McPherson.

13. Industrial History of the United Sttaes. Professor Brooks.

15. History of South America and South American Relations.

Adjunct Professor Ramirez.

HONORS AND PRIZES
An annual scholarship of one hundred dollars is offered by the

National Society for Broader Education to a Senior who meets cer-

tain requirements. During the year, 1918-1919, this scholarship

was held by Mr. Weyman Isaac Dooley, Jr., of Watkinsville, Georgia.
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THE ECONOMICS SOCIETY
The students of the School are brought together for association

and improvement in the Economics Society. The purpose of this

organization is two fold: First, its object is to discuss and study cur-

rent economic and business problems; and second, to invite men of

experience along various lines of business endeavor to speak to the

students. This society is not in lieu of the old line literary societies

but in addition to them.

EMPLOYMENT DURING SUMMER
Students are advised to secure positions during the summer in

the line of work in which they expect permanently to enter. Ar-

rangements have been made with certain banks of ttie state accord-

ing to which banking experience may be had. The remuneration for

this work is determined by the applicant and the bank concerned.

It is understood, however, that it will be sufficient at least to defray

the expenses of the student while he is at work. This arrangement
makes it possible for students to get excellent experience and offers

the bank at the same time an opportunity to try out men with a

view to permanent employment.

PRACTICE WORK
Each student is required, in addition to the regular prescribed

work, to devote two hours a week to practice in writing and type-

writing. Each graduate of the School of Commerce should, before

graduation, be able to do reasonably rapid work with the type-

writer. The object of the School is not primarily to train penmen
and typists, but the ability to write plainly and rapidly and to use

the typewriter is so important in business that practice in them is

required.

THE SECRETARIAL. COURSE
For the first time in its history, the University of Georgia will

open its doors to women in September, 1919. For those women
who desire to prepare themselves for secretarial positions, the

School of Commerce will offer appropriate courses. The degree of

B.S. in Commerce will be conferred upon the completion of the four

years work. The first two years of the Secretarial Course will be

practically identical with that outlined for men. The first two years

will be given up largely to general subjects; the last two to special-

ized work.

EXPENSES
For expenses, see the general catalog of the University.

Any further information may be had by writing:

HOWARD DOUGLAS DOZIER,
Athens, Georgia.
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CALENDAR, 1919-1920

1919:

January—Reports from professors who conducted Graduate Courses

in the Summer School of 1918.

May 1st—Last day on which theses may be handed in to professors.

May 15th—Last day on which theses may be handed by professors

to the dean.

May 25th—Last day on which reports may be made on written ex-

aminations of minor courses.

June 1st—Last day on which reports may be made on written ex-

aminations of major courses.

June 18th—Commencement Day. Conferring of Degrees.

June 30th—The Summer School opens.

August 2nd—Close of Summer School.

September 17—Opening of the 120th annual session.

November 1st—Last day on which a candidate's programme of stud-

ies may be handed to the dean.

1920:

January—Reports from professors who conducted Graduate courses

in the Summer School of 1919.
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HISTORICAL
Although the first statutes of the University contemplated resident

graduate students,* it was the custom here (as it was elsewhere,

and perhaps still is in some universities) to confer the degree of Mas-
ter of Arts upon any Bachelor of Arts of good character who, three

years or more after graduation, should formally apply for the degree,

and pay a fee therefor. t In 1868 a course of study was laid down
which candidates for the Master's degree were to pursue. From
1869 until 1890 the regulations required the candidate successfully

to complete the most advanced course in each of the academic (non-

professional) schools. In 1892 the requirements for the degrees

became what they have since substantially remained; slight modifi-

cations have been made from time to time.

In the Catalogue of 1872-73 the degree of Civil Engineer is adver-

tised for the first time as a graduate degree, being based on the

degree of Bachelor of Engineering. The degree of Civil and Mining

Engineering was a still higher degree, based on both B.E. and C.E.

The degree of Master of Science was first offered in 1890, M.S. in

Agriculture in 1910,$ M.S. in Forestry in 1917.

The graduate work of the University has been supervised by the

Faculty, chiefly through its Committee on Graduate Courses. In

1910 the work was set apart by the Board of Trustees as the Grad-

uate School, with its own Dean.

ADMISSION

Admission to the Graduate School is granted to graduates of col-

leges of good standing. Other persons of suitable age and attain-

ments may also be admitted by special permission of the Committee
on Graduate Courses. Admission to the Graduate School does not

imply admission to candidacy for a degree. Application for admis-

sion should be made by correspondence or at the office of the Dean.

Should a student desire to take a graduate course for which his

undergraduate work has not afforded sufficient preparation, he will

be required to pursue the requisite studies. The professor who con-

ducts a graduate course undertakes to see that every student who
is admitted to his course has satisfied the prerequisites or is satisfy-

ing them according to his directions.

•"Masters and Bachelors of Arts, who shall Bignlfy to the President their
purpose <>f residing at the College or In Athens with a view <>i* pursuing litera-

ture under his direction, and under the government of the College, and give
a sufficient bond t<> the Board <>f Trustees for the payment .>f their quart
hills, shall be considered as resident Graduates and students .»f the Colleg
Laws of the College of Georgia, 1803, Chap. 1 1. See. iv. So also <

for the government of Franklin College. 1816. Chap II. Sec XVI.
fCode ->f 1803, Chap. XII, Sees il and IV. Code of 1818, Chap. II. Sec. XVI,

and Chap. VIII. Sees. II and IV.
IThe degree of Blaster of Agriculture had been offered from 1^7.; 1,, ig
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DEGREES
The degrees conferred in the Graduate School are Master of Arts,

Master of Science, Civil Engineer, Master of Science in Agriculture,

Master of Science in Forestry.

Candidates must have received a baccalaureate degree from this

or some other institution of reputable standing, and must pursue
here and complete satisfactorily a major and two minor courses.

The programme of study must not include any course that forms
a part of the candidate's programme of study or of his curriculum
for any other degree conferred or to be conferred here; it should be

submitted early in the session (not later than November 1st,) to the

Dean on Graduate Courses and of the Faculty.

Candidates are expected to show correctness and good taste in

their English, both oral and written.*

A thesis or essay required in connection with a graduate course

must show independence of judgment in the treatment of some
definite problem from the sources. A bibliography must be added
covering all literature used, and specific acknowledgments made.

Assignment of subject must be made to the candidate and reported

to the Dean of the Graduate School not later than January 1st, and

the thesis must be handed to the professor not later than May 1st,

and by him to the Dean of the Graduate School not later than May
15th. If the thesis be approved by the professor and by the Faculty,

a bound copy must be delivered before the second Wednesday in June

to the Dean of the Graduate School for deposit in the Library.

After the professors under whom the candidate has pursued an

approved programme of study have reported in writing to the Dean

that he has satisfactorily pursued the required courses and has

passed written examinations upon them, he will be orally examined

by a committee of the Faculty. If the course has included a thesis,

the oral examination will not be held until the committee appointed

to examine the thesis has made a favorable report to the Dean. Re-

ports of written examinations on minor courses must be made not

later than three weeks before Commencement Sunday, and reports

on major courses not later than two weeks before Commencement
Sunday. In making reports the professor will transmit a copy of

the written examination (questions and candidate's papers) for the

use of the examining committee of the Faculty. This committee

is appointed by the Chancellor and consists of not less than five

members of the Faculty. All other members of the Faculty are

invited to attend -the examination. After the professor who has

given the course has finished his questioning, an equal amount of

"Any student who shows notable weakness In English, either oral or written,

in his work in any course in the University of Georgia, shall, at the request of

any Instructor, be required to do special work under the direction of the de-

partment of English." Faculty Minutes, Sept. 20th, 19ir>.
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time, or more, will be at the disposal of the other members of the

committee.

Examinations, both oral and written, on a major course may go

outside of the formal limits of the course and include fundamental
matters that may have been treated in undergraduate courses. This

regulation applies also, though in a less degree, to examinations on

minor courses. Where a graduate minor is based on an advanced
undergraduate course, the student may at the option of the instruc-

tor take the undergraduate examination for each term, but it is

expected that each graduate course shall be subject to one written

examination covering the entire course.

Master of Arts. Prerequisite degree: Bachelor of Arts or Bachelor

of Science. The major course and at least one minor must be select-

ed from the following departments of study: Philosophy, Educa-
tion, History, Political Science, Economics, Rhetoric, English Liter-

ature, the English Language, German, Latin, Greek, Romance Lan-

guages, Mathematics.

Master of Science. Prerequisite degree: Bachelor of Science or

Bachelor of Arts. The major course and at least one minor must
be selected from the following departments of study: Mathematics,

Chemistry, Geology, Physics, Astronomy, Physiology, Zoology, Bot-

any, Psychology.

Civil Engineer. Prerequisite degree: Bachelor of Science in Civil

Engineering or Bachelor of Science in Electrical Engineering. The
major course must be in the department of Civil Engineering and

the minors may be from minor graduate courses, or certain under-

graduate courses, offered in other departments of the University.

The choice of minors is subject to the approval of the Professor of

Civil Engineering.

Master of Science in Agriculture. A reputable baccalaureate de-

gree prerequisite. The major and at least one minor must be select-

ed from courses offered in the College of Agriculture. One minor
may be chosen from graduate courses offered in other departments

of the University or from certain undergraduate courses. The choice

of courses is subject to the approval of the professor in charge of

the department in which the major course is selected.

Master of Science in Forestry. Prerequisite degree: Bachelor of

Science in Forestry or Forest Engineer. The major course must be

in Forestry; one minor may be selected from any department of the

College of Agriculture; and one minor from any department or col-

lege of the University, but the choice of courses is subject to the

approval of the professor of Forestry.

COURSES 1919-1920

Explanation. Courses of instruction are classed as majors or

minors according to the estimated amount of work required, and
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to some extent according to the nature of the subject. A major
course will require half of the work of a candidate for the Master's

degree in residence for one year. A minor course will require a

quarter of his time. A major course is based upon and presupposes

the Senior or most advanced undergraduate course of a Department.

No student will be admitted to a major course who has not had at

least two years of undergraduate work in the same or a closely re-

lated subject. A minor course is also generally based upon the

most advanced undergraduate course of a department, but extensions

of certain advanced undergraduate courses may also be rated as

minor graduate courses. No student, however, will be admitted to

a graduate minor unless he has had at least one year of under-

graduate work in the same subject. A candidate for a degree will

not be permitted, as a rule, to offer more than one minor that is

not based upon the most advanced undergraduat-e course of a Depart-

ment. All courses are submitted for approval and rating to the

Committee on Graduate Courses, and are finally passed upon by the

Faculty.

GREEK
a. Selections from Homer, Herodotus, the dramatists, Thucydides,

Plato, and Demosthenes.

I). Brief introduction to Historical Grammar. Classical Greek
Syntax: Gildersleeve, and other works. Oral and written exercises

in Attic Greek. Recitation of the more familiar metres. Readings

in the History of Greece. Three lectures per week. Major. Pro-

fessor BococJc and Adjunct Professor McWhorter.

LATIN

1. A major course, designed to supplement the undergraduate

courses, and therefore somewhat general in nature. It comprises

the reading of considerable portions of Catullus, Lucretius, Juvenal,

Seneca, and the Younger Pliny, with readings in Dill, Mommsen,
and Ferrero; a review of grammar, from the comparative and histor-

ical point of view; exercises in Latin writing; reading in the history

of the literature, and an introduction to epigraphy and palaeography.

Four hours per week. Professor Hooper and Adjunct Professor Me-

"Whorter.

2. A minor course in the Roman drama, consisting of lectures on

the subject, and reading of a number of representative plays of

Platus, Terence, and Seneca. Especial attention is paid to the re-

lationship of the Roman drama to the Greek drama, on the one hand,

and the English drama on the other. Prerequisite: Latin 4. Two
hours per week. Professor Hooper.
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FRENCH
Le Roman en France dans la deuxieme partie du XIX Siecle.

Lectures in French. Reading of works by Flaubert, Fueillet,

Cherbuliez, Fromentin, les de Goncourt, Daudet, Loti. Zola, de

Maupassant, Bourget, Rod, Margueritte, Rosny, Prevot, Barres,

France, Fabre, Theuriet. etc. Prerequisite: French 2 or 2a. Two
hours per week. Professor Lustrat.

GERMAN
1. The German Classics. Selections from the following: Goethe:

Werther, Faust I, Poems, Egmont. Iphigenie, Wilhelm Meister.

Schiller: Kabale und Liebe. Fiesco, Don Carlos, Jungfrau von Or-

leans. Wallenstein, "Wilhelm Tell, Poems. Lessing: Emilia Galotti,

Minna von Barnhelm, Xathan der Weise, Hamburgische Dramaturgic
Laokoon, Controversial Writings.

Commentaries: Bellermann, Minor, Hettner, Braun, Bulthaupt,

Fischer.

Major. About eleven hundred pages. Four conferences weekly.

Professor Morris.

2. A minor course in the German Classics. About seven hundred
pages. Prerequisite: German 2 or 2a. Two conferences weekly.

Professor Morris.

3. German Composition. Practice in speaking and writing Ger-

man. Prerequisite: German 2a or 2. Two hours per week. Minor.

Professor Morris.

EXGLISH
1. Old and Middle English, Phonology, Inflections and Transla-

tion. Text-books: Smith's Old English Grammar. Chaucer's Pro-

logue and Knight's Tale, with lectures based on Morris's "Organic

History of English Words," Part I (K. J. Triibner), Part II (Ms.).

Three hours per week, first and second terms. Minor. Professor

Morris.

2. Historical English Syntax: </. General Linguistic development.

h. The Syntax of Old, Middle, and Modern English.

Prerequisite: Course 1 or the equivalent.

Maetzner, English Grammar. Volumes II and III; Kellner. His-

torical English Syntax; Emerson. English Language; Whitney, Life

and Growth of Language; Xesfield. Historical English; Jespersen,

Modern English Grammar; Horn. Historische neuenglische Gram-

matik.

Three hours per week, second and third terms. Minor. /'

Sanford.

Xote:—Courses 1 and 2 may be taken together as a major, or

Course 2 may be taken with 4 or 5 to form a major.

3. Composition, Poetic-, Theories of Style. Butcher's Aristotle's
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Theory of Poetry and Fine Art; Cooper's Theories of Style; Lessing's

Laokoon. Papers will be required dealing with specific critical prob-

lems suggested by the study of Aristotle's Poetics, a number of

essays on theories of style, and other critical essays and apprecia-

tions. Prerequisite: Two elective undergraduate courses in English

Literature. Two hours per week. Minor. Adjunct Professor Walker.

4. The English Drama. A. From the beginning to the death of

Elizabeth (1603). Based on Ward's English Dramatic Literature;

Brooke's Tudor Drama; Bate's English Religious Drama; Manley's

Specimens of the Pre-Shakespearean Drama. Plays from Udall,

Stevenson, Sackville and Norton, Kyd, Lyly, Peele, Greene, Nash,

Marlowe, Shakespeare, Jonson, and others. A study will be made of

the development of the English Language and of the development

of dramatic technique. Professor Park.

B. From the death of Elizabeth to the closing of the Theatres

(1642). Based on Ward's English Dramatic Literature; Schelling's

English Drama; Collier's Annals of the English Stage; and plays

selected from Shakespeare, Jonson, Beaumont and Fletcher, Web-
ster, Massinger, Middleton, Dekker, Day, Chapman, Shirley, and

others. A study will be made of the syntax of the language of

Elizabeth's time in comparison with modern English. Professor San-

ford.

C. From the closing of the theatres to the present time. Based on

Schelling's English Drama; Nettleton's English Drama of the Res-

toration and Eighteenth Century; Chandler's Modern Drama; plays

from Dryden, Congreve, Wycherly, Shadwell, Addison, Sheridan,

Goldsmith, Shelley, Browning, Tennyson, Lytton, Phillips, Shaw,
Galsworthy, Jones, Pinero, and others. Frequent critical papers will

be required. Adjunct Professor Walker.

Four hours per week. Major. A and B, or B and C, with some
curtailment, may be taken as a minor.

5. The English Novel; History and Technique. The course in-

cludes the reading of twenty-seven works of prose fiction from Sir

Thomas Malory to Kipling.

Text-Books: J. G. Dunlop's History of Prose Fiction; F. M. War-
ren's History of the Novel previous to the 17th Century; Bliss

Perry's Art of Prose Fiction. And for reference: Jusserand's Eng-
lish Novel in the time of Shakespeare; Cross's Development of the

English Novel; George Saintsbury's English Novel; Walter Raleigh's

English Novel.

Prerequisite: English 3-4, or the equivalent. Two hours per week.

Minor. Professor Sanford.

Note:—A minor from Course 4 with 5 may be taken as a major.
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HISTORY
1. The English Constitution to the Reign of Henry VI. A course

comprising a thorough study of the foundations of Anglo-Saxon in-

stitutions, and their development through the medieval. It is based

upon Stubbs's Constitutional History of England. Minor. Three
hours a week, first half-year. Associate Professor Payne.

2. The English Constitution since the Reign of Henry VI. A
course based upon the constitutional histories of Hallam and May,

and covering the later phases of the development of English institu-

tions. Three hours a week, second half-year. Minor. Associate

Professor Payne.

Courses 1 and 2 are together rated as a major. Each includes

parallel reading, tested by frequent examinations.

3. Civil War and Reconstruction. An extension of History 13.

Graduate students will take this course with the undergraduate
class and will be required, in addition to meeting the requirements

of History 13, to prepare a thesis from the original sources, so far

as they are available.

In addition to attending History 13, there will be one conference

hour weekly for instruction in historical method and guidance in

the preparation of the thesis. Minor. Professor Brooks.

Phelps-Stokes Fellowship. The study and research in connection

with the preparation of the' annual Phelps-Stokes Study (see page

44), has been rated as a major course for the Master of Arts degree.

4. The French Revolution and Napoleon I. (Not offered in years

in which Courses 1-2 are given). An advanced course in the topical

study of European History from 1789 to 1815, based on some of the

standard authorities for this period. Emphasis is placed upon the

constitutional experiments of the French Revolution, and the prob-

lems raised by the Napoleonic wars.

Prerequisites: Two college years of History, and in addition there-

to History 8-9 or its equivalent.

Conferences two hours per week. Minor. Associate Professor Payne.

PHILOSOPHY
Advanced History of Philosophy (Philosophy 26). 1. An intro-

duction to the problems of philosophy. 2. A survey of the three

general periods of the history of philosophy with further study of

the modern fields. 3. Selected readings in philosophical classics, such

as Plato, Republic; Marcus Aurelius, Meditations; Bacon, Advance-

ment of Learning; Darwin, Origin of Species; Spencer, First Prin-

ciples; James, Pragmatism, or others as chosen each year

Prerequisite: Philosophy 4 or its equivalent. Two conferences a

week and library reading. Minor. Professor Woofter.

PSYCHOLOGY
1. Systematic Psychology (Psychology 7). An advanced course in

systematic and experimental psychology intended as a detailed study
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of theoretical discussions and original investigations regarding a
single special topic, such as Sensations, Feelings, Attention, Associa-
tion, Memory, etc., and as an introduction to the use of quantitative
methods applicable to this topic. Parallel reading of one general
systematic treatise by one of the following authors: Wundt, Ebbing-
haus, James, Titchener, Munsterberg, or Ladd, will be required as

a general basis of the work.

Prerequisite: Psychology 1-2 and 6.

Major. Two conferences and .four hours experimental work
weekly.

Minor. One conference and two hours laboratory work weekly.

Associate Professor Edwards.

2. Advanced Educational Psychology (Psychology 11). As a rule

this course will refer mainly to teaching. Texts: Munsterberg's

Psychology and the Teacher; K-irkpatrick, Genetic Psychology;

Thorndyke, Educational Psychology; Whipple, Manual of Mental and
Physical Tests. Comparative Psychology: Washburn, The Animal
Mind; Yerkes, Animal Behavior; Thorndike, Animal Intelligence.

Abnormal Psychology; Stooring, Mental Pathology; Ribot, Diseases

of Personality.

Prerequisites: Psychology 1-2 and 6. Major. Two conferences

a week, the work, including laboratory, equivalent to one-half year's

graduate study. Minor: One conference a week, the work, including

laboratory, equivalent to one-fourth of a year's graduate study.

Associate Professor Edirards.

Comparative Psychology (Psychology 12). Not offered for 1919-

1920.

SOCIOLOGY
4. Advanced Sociology (Education 17). An advanced course in

the study of constructive progress in society.

(/. Historical and theoretical sociology. The story of the evolu-

tion of society and the history of civilization. Primitive society;

civilization; modern development: Tylor, Morgan, Sumner, Boas,

Giddings, and others.

h. Social theories. The study of the principal theories of society;

Comte, Spencer, Montesquieu, Buckle, Bagehot, Tarde, Giddings, and

others.

c Educational Sociology. Brief historical study of Education.

The Sociological in Education: Plato, Aristotle, Pestalozzi, Herbart,

P^roebel, Rousseau, Spencer (in summary text), Ward, Hall, and

others.

d. Modern Applied Sociology and Education. One practical prob-

lem in the field selected for research.

e. A thesis is required.

Prerequisite: Education 5-6.
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EDUCATION
1. Education in the United States (Education 24).

In the main this course is historical:

1. Early transplantings from Europe. 2. Developments more dis-

tinctly American. 3. Evolution of various phases of education; ele-

mentary, secondary, higher, technical, professional, and special.

4. Influences of Rousseau, Pestalozzi. Froebel, Herbart, Spencer, and

others. 5. Prominent American leaders. 6. Development of admin-

istration and supervision. 7. Educational philanthropies. 8. Re-

organization and expansion of education demanded by modern con-

ditions, with especial attention to the South. Coordination of state,

county, national, and private endeavor.

Prerequisite: Education 1, or equivalent.

Three hours per week. Major. Professor Woofter.

2. Public School Administration. 1. The Administration of Edu-
cation in the Nation; the probable functions of the United States

Government. 2. State and County Educational Administration. Cub-

berly's State and County Reorganization, Cubberly and Elliott's

Source Book of State and County School Administration; various

pamphlets and reports from States and from the United States Bu-
reau of Education. 3. Educational Administration in Cities and
Towns. Perry's Management of a City School; Diffenbaugh's School

Administration in the Smaller Cities. There will be some other

reading assigned, including reports of recent educational surveys

(State of Vermont, City of Portland, etc.).

Prerequisite: Education 1. Two hours a week. Minor. Professor

Woofter.

3. Problems of Rural L/ife and Education (Education 8).

a. The Principles of Rural Sociology. A study of rural life and
society: Bailey, Carver, Gillette. Foght, and others, with local stud-

ies.

1). Fundamentals of Rural Progress. A constructive programme
of rural progress. An original outline and programme will be fol-

lowed and developed.

c Practical problems. An important problem of rural life or the

rural school will be selected for research and application of princi-

ples and theories studied.

Prerequisite: Education 5-6.

Two hours a week throughout the year, and in addition a seminar
during the last term.

4. Advanced Educational Psychology (Psychology 11). Major or

minor. See Graduate Psychology 2. issociate Professor Edwards.

MATHEMATICS
Of the following courses the requirement for a major will be two

lectures per week in each of any three, together with an original
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paper covering an investigation of some related topic to be assigned

by the department. Two of the courses constitute a minor.

Prerequisite: Mathematics 5. (Advanced Calculus). Associate

Professor Stephens and Adjunct Professor Pond.

1. Differential Equations. An elementary course in ordinary and
partial differential equations, with special reference to those equa-

tions occurring in the physical sciences. Text: Cohen or Murray.

2. Vector Analysis. An elementary course in vectors which de-

velops a system of coordinates and illustrates their use in certain

mathematical and physical problems. Reference text: Coffin.

3. Projective Geometry. A course in pure geometry based upon
one of the following texts with the others as references: Holgate's

Reye, Cremona, Veblen and Young.

4. Theoretical Mechanics. An analytical treatment of certain

problems in statics and dynamics with the aid of the Calculus. Many
problems will be used. Text: Ziwet and Field or Jeans.

5. Theory of Functions. An introductory course to the theory of

functions of a real and a complex variable. Reference works: Hark-
ness and Morley, Durege, Goursat.

6. Analytical Geometry. An advanced course based on Salmon or

other text of a similar character.

PHYSICS

(1) Advanced Electricity, Discharge of Electricity Through Gases

and Radioactivity. An extension of Physics 6, the extension to con-

sist of two hours per week of laboratory work and one hour per week
of laboratory conference. The laboratory work will be mainly in the

field of the discharge of electricity through gases and radioactivity.

Prerequisites: the equivalent of Physics 4 and 5, Mathematics 5,

Chemistry 2 and 2a as given in the University of Georgia. Minor.

Professor Eendren.

(2) The Electron Theory. A study of the fundamental principles

and phenomena of Electricity, Light, Heat, Radioactivity and Radia-

tion according to the modern electron theory. Use will be made of

Campbell's Electrical Theory, Thompson's Conduction of Electricity

through Gases, McClung's Discharge of Electricity through Gases,

and Rutherford's Radioactivity.

Prerequisites: The equivalent of Physics 4, 5 and 6, Mathe-

matics 5, 7 and 9, and Chemistry 2 and 2a. Physics 6 and Mathe-

matics 7 and 9 may be taken as parallel courses.

Two hours of lectures and recitations, one hour of laboratory con-

ference, and three hours of laboratory work weekly. Major. Pro-

fessor Eendren.
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CHEMISTRY

Opportunity is offered to a limited number of qualified students

to pursue advanced work in Chemistry. The minimum qualification

is satisfactory completion of undergraduate courses 2 and 8 in the

department of Chemistry, or their equivalent. The nature of the

advanced work will be determined by individual conference.

BOTANY

1. Euxnycetes. A minor study. Undergraduate Course 6 with

extension of laboratory work and the critical study of selected read-

ings.

Prerequisite: One suitable undergraduate course in Botany. Pro-

fessor Reade.

2. Physiology. A minor study. Undergraduate Course 9 with

extension of laboratory work and the critical study of Jost's Lectures

on Plant Physiology.

Prerequisite: One suitable undergraduate course in Botany. Pro-

fessor Reade.

3. Thallophytes. A major study. A general survey of the thal-

lophyte groups and problems. Laboratory work and the critical

study of selected readings.

Prerequisites: Two suitable undergraduate courses in Botany.

Professor Reade.

CTVTL ENGINEERING

Baker's Masonry Construction. Irrigation, based on Wilson, New-
ell. Land Drainage, Elliott, and United States Irrigation Papers.

Reinforced Concrete, Turneaure, Taylor and Thompson. Hydraulics,

Russell, Merriman. Lectures. Various essays and designs are re-

quired of the students. Six hours per week. Major. Professor

8t rah an.

AGRONOMY
1. Soil Types, a. A general study of the origin and soil formation

of a given area.

b. An investigation of the physical properties of some of the soil

types within the area.

c. Field or pot work with some of the soil types.

Prerequisite: Agronomy 5. 6 and 7.

Three conferences per week and at least three laboratory periods.

Professors Vain and Crabb.

2. Farm Crops. The particular crop studied in this course, which
may be given either as a major or a minor, varies from year to year.

Prerequisites: Agronomy 4 or 14, depending on the particular

crop studied. Professors Fain and Host.

3. Physical Properties of Soils. Either a general study of phya
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properties of soils or an investigation of particular problems. Minor.

Prop - s Fain and Crabb.

4. Fertilizers. 1. A general study of the principles involved in

the use of fertilizers and the methods of conducting experiments.

2. Specific problems to be worked out either in greenhouse or field.

Prerequisites: Agronomy 5. 6 and 10. Two conferences per

week. Minor. Professors Fain and Crabb.

Xote:—Courses 3 and 4 may be taken together as a major course.

5. Soil Fertility. (1) The consideration of the requirements of

crop production. < 2 ) An investigation in laboratory, greenhouse or

field of some definite problem.

Prerequisites: Agronomy 5. 6 and 9.

One conference and two laboratory periods per week. Minor.

Professors Fain and Crabb.

6. Experimental Plant Breeding. Only work of a technical na-

ture is assigned and is always some specific problem in breeding,

and. in most instances, requires at least two years to complete. By
using the greenhouse, three generations of plants can be grown dur-

ing this time. Details of the work done together with the results

obtained must be reported in a thesis when the work is completed.

The class work is based on Mendel's Principles of Heredity by

Bateson and the 1911 edition by Punnett; Hugo DeVries's Plant

Breeding. The Mutation Theory, and Species and Varieties, their

Origin by Mutation.

Some of the required reading: Surival of the Unlike, L. H. Bai-

ley; Plant Breeding. Plants and Animals Under Domestication,

Chas. Darwin; Genetics, Walter; Modes of Research in Genetics,

Pearl.

Minor. Two conferences and laboratory period per week. Pro-

fessor Rast.

AGRICULTURAL CHEMISTRY

1. Agricultural Chemical Analysis. This course will be based on

the work offered Seniors and will be limited to the type of soils of

the state. Analysis will be made of at least five types as unlike as

can be obtained, and a special study will be made of the nature and

character of the organic matter contained. The geological forma-

tion in the localities in which these soils are found will be studied.

Work will be done towards improving a few of the methods by

which it is now difficult to duplicate results, such as that for de-

termining humus.
Parallel reading and an acquaintance with work being carried on

in other laboratories will be required. This reading will be Stock-

bridge's Rocks and Soils; Hopkins's Fertility; Hall's Soils; Hil-

gard's Soils, and the Bulletins bearing on the subject.
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iley*s Principles and Practice of Agricultural Anal; - 1. 1.

and Bulletin No. 107, Official and Provisional Methods of Analysis

will be used as reference boo/.

Three conference hours and six laboratory periods :

Major. Professor Worsham.

. An extension of Agricultural Chemist:; -_. foi student* who
have had Agricultural Cnemis:ry 4. and wish to pursue the work
exclusively - jils, fell ere, or food and feed stuffs. This will

be left partially optional with the studen.. Students working n
soils will be required to make three complete an„ . ils.

Those working with fertilizers will be required to make an anal;

of fifteen complete and ten incomplete fertilizers. Those working
with feeds and foods will be required to make twenty-five analyses

The same reference boo/.- - are used in Course 1, with the addi-

tion of Vol. II of Wiley's Principles and Practice of Agricultural

Analysis, and Leach's Food In on and Ana. - ised in

this cour-

Four hours per week. Minor, i :m.

HORTICULTURE

1. Junior cours— Nos. - '.
. 7. S, and i reading

from the following: Ti:e American - risl Thorn.- Fruit

and Fruit Trees of America. Downing; Plums and Pium Culture.

Waugh; Plant Di^ Duggar; The Small Fruit Culturist. F ul

Barry's Fruit Garaca. Journals. Bulle:

Four hours per week and laboratory work. Minor. Profes*

UcHatton.

2. Pomology. This : ... open to studen:s who hav ial-

ized in Horticulture, and is based upon Ba Evolution of our

Native Fruits and The Survival of :he Unlik-

Selected reading from the following, to be mainly along the lines

of origins of varieties of plants and the histories of various fru.

Plant Breeding. Bailey: B a -and Y. . ir Origin and
Mutation, DeY: Animals and Plants Under Dom- on, T
win; Origin oi Species. Darwin Thompson; Mendelism.
Punnett; Fruits and Fruit Trees of Am Downing an
Fruits and Their Culture. Hume; The Grapes o: New York, Hedr:
Foundations of American Grape Culture. Munson; The App] -

-V. v York. Beach: Journals. Bulle*.

Three conference hours or equivalent in labor nor.

Pi-vft^vr McHatton.

3. Posaology. Course 2. with the addition o: ae hor-

ticultural subject. The thesis - .11 for not less than three lab-

oratory periods per week and is to c. be
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chosen by the student with the assistance of the instructor. Major.

Professor McHatton.

4. Landscape Gardening. (This course is open to students who
have made a specialty of Horticulture). The history of the various

schools of landscape art, a study of the fundamental principles in-

volved, and the adaptability of the various types form the basis of

the course. Selected readings from the following: Landscape Gar-

dening, Downing; Landscape Gardening Studies, Parsons; How to

Lay Out Suburban Home Grounds, Kellaway; Landscape Gardening,

Kemp; English Pleasure Gardens, Nichols; American Gardens, Low-
ell; Art and Craft of Garden Making, Mawson; Cottage Gardens,

Thornger; Landscape Beautiful, Waugh; Town Planting, Webster;
Landscape in History, Geike; and other publications. A thesis on

some definite Georgia landscape problem will be required.

Two conference hours and four laboratory periods per week.

Major. Professor McHatton.

ANIMAL HUSBANDRY

1. Feeding Problems. This course will include a study of feeding

stuffs most generally available under cotton belt conditions and their

adaptation to the various classes of farm animals. Feeding tests

with a sufficient number of animals to give reliable results and cov-

ering periods of from 90 to 150 days will be required. Accurate and

detailed records of kind and amounts of feed will be kept together

with records of production.

Prerequisite: Undergraduate Course 9, and Veterinary Medicine

3, 4 (Animal Physiology).

Parallel reading: Armsby's Principles of Animal Nutrition; Hen-

ry's Feeds and Feeding; Sinclair's Heavy Horses; Gay's Productive

Horse Husbandry; Wing's Modern Sheep Breeding and Manage-

ment; Mumford's Beef Production; State and Government Bulletins.

Two conferences per week and sufficient time in the laboratory to

conduct feeding tests. Minor. Professor Jarnagin.

2. Swine Production. This course is a continuation of undergrad-

uate Course 6. Students will be required to conduct feeding experi-

ments with swine. Methods of breeding, feeding and management

will be studied.

Prerequisites: Undergraduate Courses 8 and 9, and Veterinary

Medicine 3, 4 (Animal Physiology).

Parallel reading: Coburn's Swine Industry; Dietrich's Swine;

Dawson's Hog Book; College Experiment Station, and Government

bulletins. Two conferences per week and sufficient time i:i labora-

tory to conduct feeding test and tabulate results. Minor. Professor

Jarnagin.
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FORESTRY
The following courses have been approved by the Faculty and for

any one year selections are to be made after consultation with the.

professor of Forestry:

1. Silviculture. This work will be based on undergraduate course

5. An investigation into the factors of site as they relate to the com-
mercial production of forest products. In each case a specialized

problem will be assigned.

Parallel reading: Research Methods, Clements; Physiology and
Ecology, Clements; Oecology of Plants, Warming; Lehrbuch der

Forsteinrichtung, Weber; Files of Forest Quarterly and Proceed-

ings of Society of American Foresters; Forest Service publications

and special reports; Special reports, Forest Service Nurseries; Ger-

mination of Forest Seedlings, Boerker. Emphasis will be placed on

that portion of the assigned reading dealing with the specialized

study. Problems suggested:

a. The germination and development of forest seedlings as in-

fluenced by the quality of site, from the commercial standpoint.

1). The formation of a yield table for a particular forest species,

based upon quality of site.

c. Growth table for a particular forest species, based upon qual-

ity of site.

d. Quality increment in a particular forest species, based upon
quality of site.

Prerequisites: Botany 1 and Forestry 4 and 5.

One consultation period per week and sufficient time (not less

than half time for one year,) to complete the study. When the

study consists of a problem in the formation of yield tables not less

than two months of field work will be required. Major. Professor

Berry.

2. Wood Technology. This work is based on the prerequisite

undergraduate course 15, with the object of developing microscopic

means of identification within the genera. The study will include

an investigation into the variation in structure as affected by quality

of site.

Parallel reading: Identification of Woods, Records; Physical

Properties of Woods, Records; Identification of Woods, Snow; Wood
Identification in the Philippines, P. I. Forest Service; Special reports

of investigations, Madison Laboratory; Forest Service Publications

and Bulletins; Files of Forest Quarterly and Proceedings, Society of

American Foresters.

One consultation period and six laboratory periods per week.
Major. Professor Berry.

3. Forest By-Product s. This work will be based on the prerequi-
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site undergraduate course 5 in Agricultural Chemistry. An investi-

gative study into some one branch of the chemistry of forest by-pro-
ducts; as the distillation of turpentine, the destructive distillation of

wood, the fractional distillation of creosote, the production of ethyl
alcohol from sawmill waste.

Parallel reading: Industrial Chemistry for Students and Manu-
facturers, Rogers and Aubert; Modern Industrial Chemistry, Bluck-

•er; Outlines of Industrial Chemistry, Thorp; Commercial Organic

Analysis, Allen; Chemistry of Plant Products, Hess and Hill; Gen-

eral Analysis, Allen; General and Industrial Chemistry Organic,

Molinari; Bulletins, U. S. Forest Service, and Special Reports, Mad-
ison Laboratory.

Three conference hours and six laboratory periods per week.

Professor Worsham.

4. Dendrology. A specialized development of the prerequisite un-

dergraduate course 4. A detailed study of minor characteristics in

the identification of trees and shrubs, special emphasis being placed

upon "winter" characteristics. The study will include the silvical

as well as dendrological characteristics. Complete herbarium speci-

mens will constitute a portion of the required report.

Parallel Reading and Reference: Manual of Trees, Sargent;

Trees, Rogers; North American Trees, Britton; Key to Trees, Col-

lins and Preston; Studies in Trees, Levison; Key to Buds and Bark,

Nebraska University; Pennsylvania Trees, Illick; Michigan Trees,

University of Michigan; New Mexico Trees and Shrubs, Agri. Exper.

Station; Minnesota Trees and Shrubs, Clements; Vermont Trees,

University of Vermont; Texas Trees, University of Texas; Forest

Service Bulletins and Circulars.

Two lectures per week, field and laboratory work. Minor. Pro-

fessor Berry.

5. Wood Utilization. A specialized study into the methods of

manufacture employed by an industry using wood as a raw material;

involving an investigation of the machinery used, the class of labor,

the efficiency of machinery and labor, the woods used, the possibility

of substitute woods; methods of cost keeping. The study will be

cooperative with the factory or factories studied and under the joint

supervision of the College and the factory concerned. The results

of the investigation will be embodied in a report.

Parallel Reading and Reference: Lumber and Its Uses, Kellogg;

Properties of Wood; Special reports, Madison Laboratory; Technical

articles on wood manufacture, Files of Lumber Journals (Ameri-

can Lumberman, Southern Lumberman, Woodworker, Lumber
World, Timberman, Wood-turning, Dixie Woodworker, and others)

;

Lumber Industry, Kellogg; Lumber Accounting, Jones; Forest Ser-

vice Bulletins and Circulars; Shop Management, Taylor.
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From six to twelve weeks will be spent in one or more factories

under the joint supervision of College and Factory. Copies of the

report will be sent to the Forest School and to the superintendents

of the factories concerned. Minor. Professor Berry.

AGRICULTURAL. EDUCATION

1. Problems in Vocational Teaching. Educational aims, educa-

tional and sociological values; means of measuring values; educa-

tional needs of the several vocational groups of society; school or-

ganization to meet these needs, curricula; relations of school activi-

ties and work activities; where vocational education can best be

done; vocational methods; the vocational teacher. Readings: Bag-

ley, Dewey, Snedden, Strayer, Eliot, Thorndyke, Davenport, Prossh,

and other. Two hours a week. Minor. Professor Wheeler.

2. Teacher-Training in Agriculture. Government agencies af-

fecting the development of agricultural education in the United

States; national and state legislation; types of schools affected; or-

ganization and courses of study; organization and administration of

teacher-training under the "National Vocational Education Act;"

national and state policies, laws and plans for state supervision and
teacher-training; historical review of the Federal Act. Report of

National Committee on Vocational Education; Bulletins and Pro-

ceedings of the National Society for Vocational Education; rulings

of the Federal Board for Vocational Education; state laws for carry-

ing out the provisions of the Federal Act. Three hours a week.

Major. Professor Wheeler.

EXPENSES
Residents of Georgia pay no tuition fees. Students who are resi-

dents of other states pay a tuition fee of $50.00 per annum. The
following estimate of expenses for a student rooming in a dormitory
and boarding at Denmark Hall includes all necessary items except

clothing and railroad fare:

Matriculation fee (paid on entrance) $ 10.00

Library fee (paid on entrance) 5.00

*Board (monthly, in advance, $20.00) 180.00
Furnishing room in dormitory (estimated) 14.00

Laundry, (estimated at $1.50 per month) 13.50
Room rent, lights and attendance, ($2.50 per month) 22.50
Fuel, (estimated) 10.00
Books and stationery, (estimated) 20.00
Fee for Infirmary, etc., (see p. 42) 12.00

$287.00

Table board at Denmark Hall $16.00 a month in advance.
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For laboratory fees in Chemistry, Zoology, Physiology, Botany,

and Physics, see p. 43.

GRADUATE COURSES IN THE SUMMER SCHOOL
The University permits a graduate student, eligible to candidacy

for a second degree, to secure the Master's degree upon the success-

ful completion of graduate courses pursued during not less than

three Summer Sessions. During the periods intervening between the

Summer Sessions (and, if necessary, for the year following the third

Summer Session) the candidate must continue his studies under the

direction of the professors in charge of his several courses. In the

case of each course thus given the professor submits to the Commit-
tee on Graduate Courses for their approval a definite statement of

the work to be done by lectures and conferences and that to be done
by the candidate in absentia. And this apportionment must be ap-

proved by the University Faculty.

A thesis is required by the Faculty in connection with each Major
course offered in the Summer School.

A professor who has conducted a graduate course in a Summer
Session reports at some time in the following January in writing to

the Dean of the Graduate School concerning the progress of the stu-

dents who are continuing their studies under his guidance, and this

report is laid before the Committee on Graduate Courses.

COURSES FOR 1919

The right is reserved to withdraw any course for which there are

not two or more applicants. In some cases a course may he given for

only one applicant if the fee for the following summer session he

paid in advance, or if the course is requested in the last summer of

the student's candidacy.

I. Latin. 1917, 1920. A Course in Roman Philosophy. The five books

of Cicero's de Finibus Bonorum et Malorum, and the three books of the

de Offieiis supplemented by a reading of selected chapters in the

history of philosophy treating of the leading schools of Greek

thought and their influence on Roman philosophy; and by a study

of the life of Cicero. Much of the reading will be done in private,

and twelve exercises in translating English into Latin will be re-

quired.

II. 1918. Advanced grammar, and writing of Latin.

III. 1919. The reading of considerable portions of Catullus, Lu-

cretius, Juvenal, Seneca, and the Younger Pliny, with parallel read-

ings in Dill, Mommsen, and Ferrero. These three courses constitute

a major. Any one of them may be taken as a minor. Professor

Hoopei

.
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French. The class-room work consists of the translation of 20 pages

of English into French, composition, conversation, lectures on rhet-

oric and grammatical difficulties, and the reading of Balzac's Eu-
genie Grandet and Hugo's Ruy Bias. The private reading is as fol-

lows: Loti's Pecheur d'Islande, Daudet's Tartarin de Tarascon,

Corneille's Polyeucte, Moliere's Le Tartuffe, Racine's Andromaque,
Coppee's Pour la Couronne, Zola's La Debacle, Voltaire's "Prose"

(a book of selections), Rostand's La Princesse Lointaine. Reports

on this reading will be made in French. A minor course. Prere-

quisite, French 2 or 2a. Professor Lustrat.

English. A. The English Drama from the Beginnings to the Death
of Elizabeth (1603). Based on Ward's English Dramatic Literature;

Brooke's Tudor Drama; Bates's English Religious Drama; Manley's

Specimens of the Pre-Shakespearean Drama. Plays from Udall,

Stevenson, Sackville and Norton, Kyd, Lyly, Peele, Greene, Nash,

Marlowe, Shakespeare, Jonson, and others. A study will be made
of the development of the English Language and of the development

of dramatic technique. Professor Park.

B. From the Death of Elizabeth to the Closing of the Theatres

(1642). Based on Ward's English Dramatic Literature; Schelling's

English Drama; Collier's Annals of the English Stage; and plays se-

lected from Shakespeare, Jonson, Beaumont and Fletcher, Webster,

Masinger, Middleton, Dekker, Day, Chapman, Shirley, and others.

A study will be made of the syntax of the language of Elizabeth's

time in comparison with modern English. Professor Sanfmd.

C. From the Closing of the Theatres to the Present Time. Based

on Schelling's English Drama; Nettleton's English Drama of the

Restoration and Eighteenth Century; Chandler's Modern Drama;
plays from Dryden, Congreve, Wycherly, Shadwell, Addison, Sheri-

dan, Goldsmith, Shelley, Browning, Tennyson, Lytton, Phillips,

Shaw, Galsworthy, Jones, Pinero, and others. Frequent critical

papers will be required. Professor Walker.

Each of these courses is one-third of a major. A and B, or B and

C, with some curtailment, may be taken as a minor.

American History: the Formative Period. This course will em-

brace, the period of the Confederation (1781-1789); the drafting

and ratification of the Constitution; and the period of Federal su-

premacy (1789-1801).

Based upon the standard general histories of the United States,

Bancroft, Hildreth, T. Pitkin, Bryant & Gay, McMaster, Von Hoist,

the course will include in part: Henry Adams, Hist. U. S., Vol. 1;

Herbert B. Adams, Maryland's Influence; Justin Winsor, Narrative

and Critical Hist.; J. Schouler. United States, Vol. 1; Fisk. Critical

Period; Biographies of Washington, Jefferson, Hamilton, Franklin,

James Wilson and others in the American Commonwealth Series,
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American Statesmen Series, American Nation Series, and Makers of

America; G. T. Curtis, History of the Constitution; Story, Jameson,
Foster, on the Constitution; Elliott's Debates; Farrand's Records;

the Federalist; Reprints in Hart's American History told by Con-

temporaries. Prerequisites: A general acquaintance with the his-

tory of the United States, and two college years of history. Pro-

fessor McPlierson.

The Psychological Basis of Education. A study of the principles

underlying mental and physical development, with emphasis upon
their educational significance. The 'following topics will be dis-

cussed: (1) Laws of Physical and Mental growth and experimental

methods of investigating them; (2) psychological characteristics of

the periods of infancy, childhood, puberty and post-adolescence; (3)

study of special treatment of retarded and feeble-minded children.

Prerequisite: General Psychology and History of Education.

Kirkpatrick, Fundamentals of Child Study; Hall, Youth; Whipple,

Manual of Mental and Physical Tests; and for private reading:

Colvin, The Learning Process; Gulick and Ayres, Medical Inspection

of Schools; Kirkpatrick, Genetic Psychology.

This is one of a cycle of three courses, two of which constitute a

minor, three a major. Professor Heatwoie.

Mathematics. One of the following courses will be given if at

least two students elect it. Two of the courses constitute a minor;

three, with a thesis, constitute a major:

1. Differential Equations. An elementary course in ordinary and

partial differential equations, with special reference to the equations

occurring in the physical sciences. Text: Cohen or Murray.

2. Vector Analysis. An elementary course in vectors which de-

velops a system of coordinates and illustrates their use in certain

mathematical and physical problems. Reference Text: Coffin.

3. Projective Geometry. A course in pure geometry based upon
one of the following texts with the others as references: Holgate's

Reye, Cremona, Vebelen and Young.
4. Theoretical Mechanics. An analytical treatment of certain

problems in statics and dynamics with the aid of the Calculus. Many
problems will be used. Text: Ziwet and Field, or Jeans.

5. Theory of Functions. An introductory course to the theory of

functions of a real and a complex variable. Reference Works:
Harkness and Morley, Durege, Gousat.

6. Analytical Geometry. An advanced course based on Salmon
or other texts of a similar character. Professor Stephens and Adjunct

Professor Pond.

The Teaching of Vocational Agriculture. This course seeks to

acquaint the teacher of agriculture with means and methods of meet-

ing his instructional problems. Topics: organization of a depart-
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ment of agriculture in a high, school; project organization, study,

planning, supervision, supervised practice; extension and cooper-

ative activities in school and community. A real survey is required.

Readings: Teaching Agriculture, Nolan; Methods and Materials

in High School Agriculture, Hummel; Secondary School Problems,

Snedden; The Curriculum, Bobbitt; The School as a Social Agency,

Robbins; Vocational G-uidance Movement, Brewer; Reports and Bul-

letins of the Federal Board for Vocational Education, and of the

Society for Vocational Education.

This course is a major extended over three summer sessions, with

constant direction and supervision of the work of the student during

the two intervening years.

Prerequisite: B.S. Agr. or equivalent (including the professional

courses in the Division of Agricultural Education). Adjunct Pro-

fessor Sheffer.
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THE LAW DEPARTMENT

FACULTY

DAVID C. BARROW, LL.D., Chancellor of the University.

SYLVANUS MORRIS, LL.D., Dean of the Law Department, Professor

of Law.

WALTER G. CORNETT, LL.B., Adjunct Professor of Law.

HENRY G. HOWARD, A.B., LL.B., Adjunct Professor of Law.

STEPHEN C. UPSON, A.B., LL.B., Adjunct Professor of Law.

ANDREW J. COBB, A.B., B.L., Lecturer on Procedure and Consti-

tutional Law.

JOSEPH S. STEWART, Ped.D., Lecturer on Parliamentary Law.

The next session of this Department begins September 17th, 1919.

The time requisite for graduation is three years. The fees are

$75.00 per year, of which $40.00 are due at the opening of the

spring term.

On arrival here, report at the Chancellor's office, or to the Dean,

in the Academic Building, on the University campus.

ENTRANCE REQUIREMENTS

General. Students in this Department must not be less than

eighteen years old, and must be of good moral character.

First Year Class. The requirements for admission to the first

year class include fourteen units. Any of the units recognized by
the University may be offered. A unit is measured by five weekly
periods of forty minutes each for one year in a college or high

school subject. This requirement may be met by presentation of a

diploma of graduation from a University or College authorized to

confer it; by presentation of a certificate from a college or accred-

ited school; by taking the entrance examinations prescribed by the

committee on entrance.

Second Year Class. Applicants for the second year class, in addi-

tion to the general requirements and the fourteen units, must have

completed one year's course of study in a standard law school, or

must have read law under advice and direction in a law office for

one year, and must stand satisfactory examinations on the work of

the first year.
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SECOND YEAR ENTRANCE REQUIREMENTS

Examinations for students applying to enter the second year class

will be held as follows:

Blackstone, Books I. and II Monday, September
Constitutional Law, and Insurance__Tuesday
Elementary Law Wednesday,
Contracts Thursday,

Torts Friday,

Sales and Bailments Saturday,

Criminal Law and Agency Monday,
Municipal Corporations Tuesday,

Examinations begin at nine o'clock A. M. each day.

Applicants are particularly urged to bear this in mind.

Transfers. Students transferring from the Academic Departments
must obtain the written permission of the Chancellor and certificates

from the proper officer of the University showing that they have

been satisfactory students in those departments.

Elective. Students not applying for the degree may enter the

Department upon complying with the general requirements and pre-

senting the fourteen units.

A student may present, among the general options taken for A.B.

and B.S. General, six hours from the curriculum of B.L., provided

the courses taken and the time value of each be approved by the

Curriculum Committee.

COURSE OF STUDY
The course in this Department is completed in three years, con-

sisting of six terms. The exercises of the University, including this

Department, begin on the third Wednesday in September in each

year and end at the annual Commencement on the third Wednesday
in June.

The autumn term commences with the college year and closes the

day before Christmas.

The spring term commences the day following New Year and
closes at Commencement.
Two courses of instruction are pursued, to-wit, the Study Course

and the Lecture Course, arranged as follows:

Study Course

The classes meet the professors of law daily, (except Sunday),

according to schedule, with the previously assigned part of the text-

book then being read. The professor delivers lectures explanatory

of the text, discusses cases bearing on the text, and questions the

members of the class on the text, the cases, and the lectures of the

previous meeting.
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First Year

1. Elementary Principles of Law, twenty weeks. Texts: Black-

stone's Commentaries and an American writer on Elementary Law.
2. Torts, twelve weeks. Texts: Cooley on Torts and Code of Geor-

gia.

3. Criminal Law, seven weeks. Texts: Blackstone, Book IV, and

Penal Code of Georgia. Six periods a week. Professor' Morris.

4. Constitutional Law, ten weeks. Texts: U. S. and State Con-

stitutions. Lectures and cases selected by the professor.

5. Contracts, twelve weeks. Texts: Lawson on Contracts and
Code of Georgia.

6. Sales, eight weeks. Texts: Tiffany on Sales and Code of Geor-

gia.

7. Bailments, ten weeks. Texts: Dobie on Bailments and Carriers.

Five periods a week. Professor Cornett.

8. Municipal Corporations, twelve weeks. Texts: Coole on Mu-
nicipal Corporations.

9. Agency, twelve weeks. Texts: Reinhard on Agency and Code
of Georgia.

10. Insurance, fifteen weeks. Text: Vance on Insurance. Four
periods a week. Professor Upson.

Second Y"ear

1. Common Law Pleading, ten weeks. Texts: Shipman's Common
Law Pleading.

2. Georgia Procedure, five weeks. Text: Code of Georgia.

3 Equity Principles, twelve weeks. Texts: Bispham's Principles

of Equity and Code of Georgia.

4. Equity Pleading, -four weeks. Texts: Rush's Equity Pleading,

Code of Georgia, U. S. Equity Rules.

5. Private Corporations, six weeks. Texts: Thomson on Corpora-

tions and Code of Georgia. Six periods a week. Professor Morris.

6. Negotiable Instruments, ten weeks. Texts: Norton on Bills

and Notes, and Code of Georgia.

7. Evidence, twelve weeks. Texts: Jones on Evidence, and Code
of Georgia, with cases selected by the professor.

8. Realty, ten weeks. Texts: Hawley & McGregor on Realty, Code
of Georgia, and cases selected by the professor.

9. Persons and Domestic Relations, eight weeks. Texts: Code of

Georgia, and series of cases prepared by the professor. Six periods

a week. Professor Corneti.

10. Wills and Administration, twelve weeks. Gardner on Wills

and Code of Georgia.

11. Bankruptcy, fifteen weeks. Texts: Remington on Bankruptcy
and the Statute.
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12. Partnership, twelve weeks. Text: Gilmore on Partnership.

Five periods a week. Professor Upson.

13. Parliamentary Law, twenty periods. Text: Reed's Manual.
Professor Stewart.

Third Year

Banking. Roman Law. International Law. Conflict of laws.

Study of cases on contracts. Torts. Corporations.

LECTURE COURSES
The class meets one of the several lecturers of the Department

at the noon hour three times a week. The schedule is so arranged
that the several courses of lectures do not conflict. The lecturers

and their subjects are as follows:

Lectures are delivered during the session to each class by the

Hon. Andrew J. Cobb, on Procedure and Constitutional Law.
A course of lectures on Parliamentary Law by Dr. J. S. Stewart,

professor of Secondary Education, is given in the spring term.

METHODS OF INSTRUCTION
Reading. The best features of the lecture and the recitation are

secured by the method of instruction pursued in this Department.

Reading is daily assigned in the text-book, the professor comments
on the same, and the student is required to recite therein. By this

means each part of the subject is explained to the student, is then

read by him, and he is either questioned, or hears others questioned.

From experience, as well as from observation, it is believed that

the "lecture system" alone, as pursued in so many similar institu-

tions, does not meet all the necessities of the case. However learned

the lecturer and however attentive the student, the impression left

upon the beginner's mind is not so permanent as that produced by

his own study of the subject, reinforced by the oral recitations and
by the explanations of the professors. Under the plan of instruction

outlined, the student first studies with the incentive of desire to

learn, and with knowledge that his fellow students will hear his oral

examinations. Ample explanations and illustrations, together with

incidenttal lectures arising out of the. subject of the lesson, from the

professors, aid the student's own labor. The consequence is that

the student, from pride as well as ambition, learns each lesson, and

his knowledge thus acquired is permanently fixed in his mind. The
act of reciting fixes in the mind that which is recited. Moreover, the

professor is, by this means, enabled to ascertain those points which

are not understood by each student, and to adapt his explanations to

the need of the entire class.

Lectures. With this system of daily drilling in the recitation

rooms, and with the proper study which it enforces, the student is
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given a sufficient knowledge of the subject to prepare his mind for

the incalculable benefit to be derived from lectures. It is believed

that a knowledge of the law cannot well be obtained under either

system unaided by the other; the effort is thus made to derive all

the benefits of both. All the good features of the "recitation system"

are thus combined with the "lecture system," and the attempt made
to reap the fruits of both the general plans of professional education.

Case Study. The study of cases illustrative of the principles under

discussion is being steadily developed. The facilities for this work
are greatly increased by the additions to the library. Special empha-
sis is laid upon the study of Georgia cases, but the adjudications of

courts of last resort throughout the country are examined and dis-

cussed. The student is shown how to find and select authorities

upon the question under investigation. He is directed to trace the

adjudications of questions from their inception in court, through

the development up to the crystalization of the settled doctrine as

announced in the ruling case, and thus to observe the growth of law.

This is more important in our state than elsewhere because the doc-

trine announced by the Supreme Court is frequently embodied in the

Code, and thus becomes positive statute.

Pleading. In addition this course offers exceptional advantages in

the frequent exercises in the actual drafting of pleadings and other

legal papers, thus practically impressing on the mind of the student

the principles involved by putting them into actual use.

It is not, of course, expected that accomplished lawyers will be

turned out in a course so short as this necessarily is. Until the time
appears proper for lengthening the term of professional study, the

course must be adapted to existing circumstances. But there is no
reason why a student of average ability should not acquire in the

alloted time a knowledge of the general principles of law, and a suf-

ficient knowledge of "how to study" to carry on alone his advance-

ment in the leisure which usually befalls the young lawyer.

EXAMINATIONS
There are two kinds of examinations—oral and written. Each

professor daily examines orally on the prescribed reading. Written

examinations are held at the conclusion of each text-book or branch

of study. These examinations are made very searching, and the

student is given abundant time to write out his answers without

assistance, thus impressing upon his mind what he has learned and

disclosing accurately and impartially his progress.

DEGREE
Students who continue in actual attendance upon the exercises

of this Department during three years, of two terms each, and those

who are admitted to the second year of the course, and continue in
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actual attendance for two years, of two terms each, and complete

successfully the required course of study, receive the degree of Bach-

elor of Laws of the University of Georgia.

ADMISSION TO THE BAR
Under the law of the State the graduates of the Department are

admitted to the bar, without examination, on the presentation of the

diploma.

Under a rule of the United States Court for the Northern District

of Georgia, graduates of this department who have been admitted

to the State Bar will be admitted to the District Court of the United

States without examination.

HONORS
Two members of the Law Department are allowed places among

the senior speakers on Commencement Day, and one representative

of the Department on University Day. The speakers from the Law
Department are chosen by the Faculty of the Law Department for

general excellence in all the exercises and branches of study in the

Department. Those of the senior class only are eligible to these

places, who have attended the three full years course in this Depart-

ment, and have incurred no conditions.

MOOT COURTS AND LEGAL EXERCISES
After the students are sufficiently advanced, moot courts are held

in which one of the professors presides, the juries being taken from
the students in other departments of the University. The law stu-

dents are assigned to act as counsel in the cases on trial. In these

courts the students are taught the actual practice of law, such as

pleading, drawing orders, moving for new trials, advocacy before

the court and jury, the use of reports and text-books as authority,

in short, all the elements of actual court house practice.

First year students are given practical work in practice and pro-

cedure two hours each month throughout the year.

Throughout the course exercises are given in pleading and draw-
ing deeds, wills and mortgages, and all kinds of legal documents,
including commercial paper. It is the purpose of the Department
to equip its graduates for active practice of the profession.

Moot Parliament. A moot parliament is organized annually by
the members of the senior class, and conducted under the direction

of the lecturer on that subject.

SOCIETIES
Literary

There are two literary societies in connection with the University,

viz., the Demosthenian and Phi Kappa Societies. The former was
founded in 1801, the latter in 1820. The members of the societies
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meet in their respective halls every Wednesday. Debates on inter-

esting subjects are held at each meeting. In these debates the stu-

dent learns self-reliance, readiness of expression, rapidity of thought.

To the lawyer, perhaps one of the most valuable accomplishments

is the ability "to think on his feet," and these societies afford a good

field for the acquirement of this habit.

JEFFERSONIAN LAW DEBATING SOCIETY

The law students conduct a successful and beneficial society,

which meets once a week, and they debate questions of law. All

students of the Department are eligible to membership in the so-

ciety. The society is one of the most useful features of the law

course.

DISCIPLINE

In matters of discipline, the students of the Law Department are

governed by the same rules and regulations prescribed for other

students of the University.

LIBRARY
The General Library of the University contains more than 41,000

volumes, and is housed in a handsome modern building. About 1,000

volumes are added yearly, and the Library subscribes for nearly 200

popular and professional periodicals. A number of local and metro-

politan papers are received through gift or subscription. The hours

of the week-day opening are from 8:30 A. M. until 10 P. M., with

half-hour recess at dinner and supper time. The Sunday hours are

from 3 to 6 P. M. The Library is in charge of a trained Librarian

and permanent staff of three regular assistants and student assist-

ants. All students have library privileges.

The Library of the Law Department is located on the second floor

of the Academic Building, is in charge of a librarian, and is open
for the use of law students on every working day of the session.

Within the last two years, books costing $1,200.00 have been added.

The library now contains complete sets of the State Reports of

Courts of last resort, of the Reports of the United States Supreme
Court, of the American Reports, American Decisions, American State

Reports, Lawyers' Reports Annotated, with complete digests,

Statutes of the State and of the United States, and valuable text-

books, many of them the last editions. Several standard magazines
and other law publications are in the library. These purchases have

been made so judiciously and upon such advantageous terms that

the actual cost is far below the value of the books.

Through the action of the authorities of the State library in re-

placing text-books, many valuable reference books have been re-

cently acquired by the law library.

The University is indebted to the widow of the late Brantley A.
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Denmark for the handsome and valuable library of her husband and

of her son, the late Thomas N. Denmark, both loyal sons of the in-

stitution. Valuable text-books were recently donated to the Univer-

sity by Hon. Alex C. King, of Atlanta. The Reports of the State

Supreme Court and of the Court of Appeals, the Acts of the Legisla-

ture, Codes and other public books are furnished to the library by

the State.

Recently Mr. W. W. Davis, of Macon, gave to this department the

splendid law library collected by his father, the late Hon. Buford

M. Davis, '69, and by his brother, the lamented Bryan B. Davis, '07.

This collection of several hundred volumes contains valuable text-

books, reports and digests.

Hon. H. S. West, of Athens, has recently donated a valuable col-

lection of text-books and reference books to the department.

During the year 1914 several hundred volumes were added by the

gift to the University of the Horace B. Russell library.

The widow of Hon. W. S. Basinger donated more than a hundred
valuable volumes of her husband's library to the Department in

1915.

HISTORICAL NOTE
At the regular meeting of the Trustees of the University of Georgia

in 1859, the board determined to reorganize the University, and in

the plan that was then adopted it was determined to establish a law

school, "in which facilities for the best legal education would be

afforded." In pursuance of the plan, on August 4, 1859, on motion
of Governor Herschel V. Johnson, Joseph Henry Lumpkin (the first

Chief Justice of Georgia), William Hope Hull and Thomas R. R.

Cobb were elected professors, and the law school opened in the

autumn of that year. On December 19, 1859, by an Act of the

General Assembly of Georgia, the Lumpkin Law School was incor-

porated, and these three gentlemen were both the incorporators and
the professors. From that time to the death of Judge Lumpkin in

1867 (Mr. Cobb having died in 1862), the Law Department of the

University was conducted under the name of the Lumpkin Law
School, and the graduates were awarded their diplomas by the Trus-

tees at the regular Commencement. The exercises of the law school

were suspended during the War Between the States.

In August, 1867, Benjamin H. Hill and William L. Mitchell were
elected by the Board of Trustees to the two vacancies in the Law
Department, and from that time forward the Law School has boon

conducted under the name of the Law Department <>f the University.

From the time of Mr. Hill's election to the United States Senate

in 1877, his connection with the school was nominal, and the i

were under the sole care of Dr. Mitchell until 1881, when Pope
Barrow and George Dudley Thomas were electod professors of Law.
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Dr. Mitchell died in 1882, and Mr. Barrow resigned in 1883. In
1884 Andrew J. Cobb was elected, and from that time until 1890
Mr. Thomas and Mr. Cobb filled the chairs.

In 1890 Howell Cobb was elected. In 1893 Mr. Thomas and Mr.

Andrew J. Cobb having resigned as regular professors, and become
lecturers, Sylvanus Morris was elected.

The chair of lecturer on Medical Jurisprudence was filled by Dr.

R. D. Moore until 1873, to 1879 by Dr. R. M. Smith, from 1880 to

1883 by Dr. John Gerdine, and in 1883 Dr. S. C. Benedict was elect-

ed. In 1907, Dr. Benedict having resigned, T. P. Green was elected

Lecturer on Medical Jurisprudence. In 1908, Mr. Green having
resigned, Dr. James C. Bloomfield was selected Lceturer on Medical

Jurisprudence. This course was abolished in 1916.

From 1873 to the time of his death in January 1888, Chancellor

P. H. Mell delivered lectures on Parliamentary Law to the class in

connection with the senior class in other departments of the Uni-

versity. In 1894 John D. Mell was elected Lecturer on Parlia-

mentary Law.
Dr. J. H. T. McPherson was elected lecturer on Roman Law in

1899.

In 1900 Sylvanus Morris was elected Dean.

In 1901 the Course of Study was extended from one to two years.

In 190 6 Thomas F. Green was elected Lecturer on Federal Pro-

cedure.

In 1908 Hon. Andrew J. Cobb was elected Lecturer on Procedure

and Constitutional Law.
In 1909, Hon. Howell Cobb having resigned as regular professor,

and having been made professor emeritus, Mr. Thomas F. Green was
elected regular professor of law.

Hon. Howell Cobb died during the year 1909.

In 1909 John D. Mell resigned as lecturer on Parliamentary Law.
In 1912 Joseph S. Stewart was elected lecturer on Parliamentary

Law.
In 1913 H. Abit Nix was elected Instructor in Law.
In 1918 T. F. Green and H. Abit Nix resigned and Walter G.

Cornett and Henry G. Howard were elected.

The course was extended to three years.

In 1919 Henry G. Howard resigned and Stephen C. Upson was
elected.

TUITION AND EXPENSES

The tuition in the Law Department is $7 5.00 per annum, divided

as follows: $40.00 for the autumn term, to January first; and $35.00

for the spring term, from January first to Commencement. Tuition

is payable in advance at the beginning of each term.
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No matriculation or library fee is required in this Department.

The students in law are entitled to the privileges of all other de-

partments of the University, at Athens, without extra charge.

The expenses of the course are as follows:

Tuition, per annum $75.00

Initiation fee, literary society 2.00

Infirmary fee 3.00

Visit from Physician at Room. Privileges of Infirmary and
Nurse. Prescriptions. Typhoid Inoculation. Physical Ex-

amination.

Gymnasius fee 3.00

Classes in Gymnastics. Privileges of the Building and Swim-
ming Pool.

Athletic fee 6.00

Admission to all contests held in Athens.

Board, per month 18.00

Washing, fuel and lights, per month 3.00

Stationery for the year 2.00

Text-books can be had for about (each year) 75.00

The incidental expenses of a student are just what he makes them,

and the patrons of the University are urged to take into their own
hands the control of a matter which no college regulations can reach.

Excellent table board on the cooperative plan can be had in the

new Denmark Dining Hall at $18.00 per month; elsewhere at $20.00

per month and upwards. In Candler Hall (the new Dormitory),
and in New College the rooms contain bedstead, washstand, tables

and chairs. The student furnishes all other articles, mattress, pillow

and his own fuel and lights. In the other dormitory the student

furnishes his room. The rooms are now furnished but the furniture

belongs to the students. A new student can usually purchase at a

very low price the furniture, or a half interest therein, from the stu-

dents who have graduated. On account of the large demand for

these rooms, application should be made as far in advance as possi-

ble to the Chancellor.

If dormitory rooms cannot be obtained, or are not desired, the

next cheapest plan is to rent a furnished room in some residence
near the Dining Hall. Many such rooms are for rent, on the campus
and elsewhere. The prices range from $5.00 per month ($2.50 for

each occupant of a room), upwards, Including rent of furniture and
bedding, attendance and lights, but not usually including fuel.

If preferred, the student can obtain board and lodging in private
houses, at prices ranging from $20.00 to $25.00 per month.

LOAN FUNDS
Law students are admitted to participate in the benefits of the
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"Brown Fund" and the "Lumpkin Fund." Those who wish infor-

mation in regard to these funds should write to Chancellor David

C. Barrow, Athens, Georgia.

For further information, list of books, schedules, entrance cer-

tificates, apply to SYLVANUS MORRIS,
Athens, Georgia.
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THE PHARMACY DEPARTMENT

FACULTY
DAVID CRENSHAW BARROW, LL.D., Chancellor of the University.

ROBERT C. WILSON, Ph.G., Director, Professor of Materia Medica

and Pharmacy.
HENRY CLAY WHITE, Ph.D., Sc.D., D.C.L., LL.D., Professor of

Chemistry.

WILLIAM D. HOOPER, A.M., Professor of Pharmaceutical Latin.

L. L. HENDREN, Ph.D., Professor of Physics.

J. M. READE, Ph.D., Professor of Botany.

HOMER V. BLACK, Ph.D., Associate Professor of Chemistry.

C. B. SWETLAND, Instructor in Chemistry.

W. T. WRIGHT, M.S., Adjunct Professor of Physics.

B.M. GILBERT, Ph.G., Tutor in Pharmacy.

ANNOUNCEMENT
The next session of this Department begins September 17th, 1919.

The time required to complete the course is two years of three terms

each. The first term begins at the opening of College in September,

the third term ending at Commencement in June.

It is the aim of the University in adding the Department of Phar-

macy to give to the profession of pharmacy men qualified to hold

positions of trust and responsibility. It believes it can best serve

this mission by giving educated men. With a view to a thorough
comprehension of the course, the following

Entrance Requirements

have been adopted, corresponding to the standards of the American
Conference of Pharmaceutical Faculties:

1. The applicant must be of good moral character.

2. He must be not less than 17 years of age, unless he be a grad-

uate of one of the accredited high schools of this or other state.

3. A satisfactory completion of at least two years of work in an
accredited high school or S units (English, Mathematics, History)
shall be demanded.

Degrees

1. Students who continue in actual attendance upon the exercises

Of this department during the two years of three terms each, and
those who have been admitted to the second year of the course and
continue in actual attendance for one year, and complete success-
fully the required courses of study, receive the degree of Graduate
in Pharmacy (Ph.G.) of the University of Georgia.
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2. The regulations of the University do not permit the conferring

of more than one academic degree upon the same person at one

time. Exceptional and earnest students of the University, candidates

for a baccalaureate degree may, however, on recommendation of the

Dean of the Department of Pharmacy, and with the approval of the

Faculty, enter the course in Pharmacy and Materia Medica, and, on

completion of all the studies included in the curriculum for Graduate
in Pharmacy will he awarded this diploma, notwithstanding it may
be conferred at the same time as the baccalaureate degree. This

permission will be withdrawn immediately if it shall appear from
the standing of the student in any of his studies that he cannot

satisfactorily undertake the additional work. There is quite a de-

mand and at good salaries for men completing this course and

positions are open immediately after graduation. No other pro-

fession offers better inducements to young men.

Government
Students of Pharmacy are governed by the same rules and regu-

lations as are laid down for other students of the University, except

that they are not required to drill.

COURSE OF STUDY
Junior Year

Satisfactory completion of the following subjects is required:

Chemistry. Course 2 and 2<i, general principles, Metals, Non-

Metals. Three hours recitation, one laboratory period of two hours

per week during entire year. Text: Smith's College Chemistry.

Elementary Physics. Physics 1. In this course especial emphasis

is laid on the applications of the principles of Physics to practical

life. Textbook: Mann and Twiss, Physios, with special laboratory

notes. Two hours per week recitation and three hours per week
individual laboratory work.

Physiology. Course 1. Three hours recitation per week. Text:

The Human Mechanism, Hough and Sedgwick.

Botany and Materia Medica. Three hours recitation per week

during entire year. Text: Bailey's Botany, Culbreath's Materia

Medica.

Pharmaceutical Latin. Two hours recitation per week during fall

term. Text: Sturmer's Pharmaceutical Latin.

Pharmaceutical Mathematics. Three hours recitation and three

laboratory periods of two hours each during first eight weeks of

the year. Including study of Weights and Measures, Specific Gravity,

Specific Volume, Alligation, etc. Text: Sturmer's Arithmetic of

Pharmacy.
General Pharmaceutical Operations. Three hours recitation and

three laboratory periods of two hours each, during the remainder
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of the fall term. This course includes the study of Evaporation,

Distillation, Sublimation, Percolation, etc. Text: Amy's Pharmacy.

Official Pharmacy. Three hours recitation and three laboratory

periods of two hours each per week. This course includes the study

and manufacture of Waters, Syrups, Mucilages, Emulsions, Tinc-

tures, Pills, etc., beginning in January.

Senior Year

Organic Chemistry. Course 3. Three hours recitation per week
with accompanying laboratory exercises. Text: Stoddard.

Qualitative Analysis. Course 8. Three laboratory periods two
hours each per week. Text: Noyes.

Quantitative Analysis. By doubling the time in quantitative analy-

sis and satisfactorily completing this course, students may obtain

permission to take this work. An additional laboratory fee of $5.00

will be charged for this course.

Materia Medica. Three hours recitation per week during entire

year. Texts: Culbreath and Wilcox.

Manufacturing and Dispensing Pharmacy, Pharmaceutical Chem-
istry. Three hours recitation, three laboratory periods of two hours

each week during entire year. Text: Amy, Remington, U. S. P.,

Scoville.

16. Principles of Accounting. Associate Professor Dozier.

(a) First half-year. The principles of accounting are presented

through the transactions of bookkeeping, and the general features

of accounting for retail and wholesale business, partnerships, and
corporations are then studied.

(6) Second half-year. Accounting principles are studied from
the standpoint of the business manager.

LABORATORIES

No college of Pharmacy offers better laboratory facilities than are

found at the University. We have in operation for students in

Pharmacy five thoroughly equipped laboratories.

In Pharmacy, Junior and Senior men occupy separate rooms. In

Chemistry, three laboratories are in operation, one for Junior stu-

dents, one each for men doing quantitative and qualitative analysis.

The Physical laboratory is complete.
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EXPENSES
Junior Year

Tuition, one-half payable at beginning of the term,

balance at the opening of college in January, $50.00

Literary Society Fee 2.00

Pharmaceutical Laboratory 12.50

Chemical Laboratory 2.50

Materia Medica 1.00

Physics Laboratory 3.00

Fee for Infirmary, etc., (seep. 42) 12.00

$83.00

Senior Year

Tuition, payable as above '. $50.00

Literary Society 1.00

Qualitative Analysis 10.00

Organic Chemistry Laboratory 2.50

Materia Medica 1.00

Pharmaceutical Laboratory 12.50

Fee for Infirmary 12.00

$89.00

Other expenses, estimated:

Board and lodging, per month $13.00 to $30.00

Washing, fuel and lights, per month 3.00

Textbooks for both years $15.00 to 20.00

The individual expenses of a student are just what he makes
them; no college regulation can control this matter.

No graduation or diploma fees.

Excellent table board on the cooperative plan can be had in Den-

mark Hall for $16.00 per month; elsewhere from $20.00 per month
upwards. Rooms in the dormitories are rent free, but a monthly
fee of $4.00 is charged for light and attendance. On account of the

large demand for rooms, application should be made to the Registrar

as far in advance as possible.

If dormitory rooms cannot be obtained, or are not desired, the

next cheapest plan is to rent a furnished room in some residence

near the Dining Hall. Many /such rooms are for rent on the campus
and elsewhere. The prices range from $5.00 per month ($2.50 for

each occupant) upwards, including rent of furniture and bedding,

attendance and light, but not fuel.
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PRIVILEGES AND ADVANTAGES OFFERED AT THE UNIVER-
SITY FOR STUDENTS IN PHARMACY

Self-Help. Students of Pharmacy are eligible to apply for a loan

from the Brown Fund to defray their expenses in college. Applica-

tion for this loan should be made to the Chancellor.

Expense and Cost of Living are lower at the University than at

any other college. Room rent in Candler Hall and New College is

low, while table board may be had at Denmark Hall, accommodating
between two and three hundred students, for $16.00 per month.

Library. The Library of the University is open from 8:30 A. M. to

10 P. M., to students in Pharmacy. This is a well lighted and ventil-

ated building, set apart for reference and research work. Thousands
of volumes relating to Literature, Science and Art are at the disposal

of students.

Athletics. The School of Pharmacy is represented on both the

football and baseball teams of the University. Athletics, while en-

couraged, are not allowed to conflict with college duties.

Societies. All students of the University are required to join one

of the literary societies. These societies are presided over by officers

elected from the student body and they afford opportunity for train-

ing men in Parliamentary Law, and in facilitating expression.

Other Courses. Pharmacy students may obtain permission to at-

tend other courses without cost, offered in the University, when such

work does not conflict with work in Pharmacy.
Reference Books. The School of Pharmacy has Dispensatories and

Pharmacopoeias and textbooks for reference by students.

Examinations are held at the end of each term, Christmas, March
and June, supplemented by frequent oral and written quizzes.

Hospital Corps. This is optional with Pharmacy students, but it

affords opportunity for military training, and a number of the stu-

dents join the corps.

For bulletins which describe this course in detail, and for further

information, apply to

ROBERT C. WILSON. Director.
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THE UNIVERSITY SUMMER SCHOOL

BOARD OF ADMINISTRATION
DAVID C. BARROW, LL.D., Chancellor of the University, President

of the Board.

MARION LUTHER BRITTAIN, LL.D., State School Superintendent

of Georgia.

JERE M. POUND, LL.D., President of the State Normal School.

CHARLES M. SNELLING, D.Sc, Dean of the University and Pres-

ident of Franklin College.

ANDREW M. SOULE, LL.D., Dean of the College of Agriculture,

and President of the State College of Agriculture and Mechanic

Arts.

THOMAS J. WOOFTER, LL.D., Dean of Peabody School of Educa-

tion, University of Georgia, Secretary of the Board.

CALENDAR
June 28—Registration begins.

June 30—Opening Day. Registration.

July 4—Patriotic Address.

July 16-17—Devereux Players.

August 2—Closing Day for Reviews and Special Short Courses for

Teachers.

August 1-2—State Examinations for Teachers' Certificates.

August 8—-Closing of Six Weeks' College Credit Courses.

August 22—Closing of Eight Weeks' Courses.

OFFICERS
DAVID C. BARROW, LL.D President

Chancellor of the University.

THOMAS J. WOOFTER, LL.D Superintendent

Dean of Peabody School of Education.

CORNELIUS J. HEATWOLE, B.S., M.S. --Assistant Superintendent

Professor of Education, Peabody School of Education.

HORACE B. RITCHIE, A.B Assistant Superintendent

Dean of the State Normal School.

WILLIS H. BOCOCK, LL.D Director Graduate Courses

Dean of Graduate School.

ROBERT P. STEPHENS, PhD Director College Credit Courses

Professor of Mathematics, University of Georgia.

HAROLD D. MEYER, A.M Director of Teachers' Bureau
Professor of Sociology, State Normal School.

MRS. BEATRICE M. McGARRAH Adviser of Women
Home Assistant, South Georgia State Normal College.
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MISS IDA McGUKIN, Sum. Sen. Grad Adviser of Women
Teacher, Hartwell, Ga.

THOMAS W. REED, A.M Registrar and Treasurer

Registrar and Treasurer of the University of Georgia.

MISS FANNIE MAY SHOUSE Secretary

CHARLES SANFORD Assistant

Directors of Dormitories

ROBERT E. PARK, Litt.D., for the University.

ALEXANDER RHODES, A.B., for the Normal School.

FACULTY
GERTRUDE A. ALEXANDER, A.M Reading, Phonics

Head of Department of Expression, State Normal School.

MARY A. BACON Bird Life and Nature Study

Author and Teacher, Lucy Cobb Institute.

DAVID C. BARROW, LL.D Lecturer

Chancellor of the University of Georgia.

LENA BIRD Penmanship
Supervising Teacher of Penmanship, Schools of Athens, Ga.

WILLIS H. BOCOCK, LL.D., Issues of the War, Eco. Geography
Dean of the Graduate School, University of Georgia.

MARION L. BRITTAIN, LL.D Lecturer

State Superintendent of Schools, Georgia.

PETER F. BROWN, A.B Elementary Language, Grammar
Professor of English, State Normal School.

DUNCAN BURNET, A.M Library

Head Librarian, University of Georgia.

GEORGE W. CAMP, A.M., Ped.M., English Grammar and Literature

Professor of English and Education, North Georgia Agricul-

tural College.

EPSIE CAMPBELL, B.S Vocational Foods and Sanitation

Head of Department of Home Economics, Baylor College for

Women.
J. F. CANNON, M.S Vocational Industrial Education

State Supervisor of Vocational Industrial Education, Trades
and Industries.

JAMES W. CANTRELL, A.B Physics

Instructor of Physics, University of Georgia.

CAROLYN COBB Expression, Dramatic Interpretation

Reader and Teacher of Dramatic Art.

CLARA LEE CONE, B.S Home Economic
Graduate Student, Columbia University, Teacher's College.

MARY E. CRESWELL, B.S Vocational Home Economics
Director of Home Economics Division, State College of Agri-

culture.
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H. D. CUMMING, A.B Educational Tests and Measurements
Principal of Glynn Academy.

LOIS P. DOWDLE Home Demonstration
Assistant State Supervisor of Home Economics.

M. L. DUGGAN Rural School Methods and Management
State Rural School Agent.

DAVID L. EARNEST, A.M Physiology, Arithmetic

Professor of Natural Science, State Normal School.

JOHN R. FAIN, B.S Agronomy
Professor of Agronomy, State College of Agriculture.

GEORGE D. GODDARD, A.B Rural School and Management
Special State Supervisor of Elementary Schools.

AGNES C. GOSS Library

Librarian, State Normal School.

LEROY C. HART, B.S Industrial Vocational Education

Professor of Agricultural Engineering, College of Agriculture.

LINVILLE L. HENDREN, Ph.D Physics, General Science

Professor Physics, University of Georgia.

CORNELIUS J. HEATWOLE, B.S., M.S Educational Psychology

Professor of Education, Acting Professor of Psychology, School

of Education, University of Georgia.

KATE E. HICKS Director Demonstration School

Principal of State Normal Training School.

PARNA B. HILL ^Elementary Sewing

Instructor in Household Arts, State Normal School.

THOMAS S. HOLLAND, A.B French
Instructor in French, University of Georgia.

ANNIE M. HOLLIDAY Drawing and Art

Instructor in Drawing, State Normal School.

T. E. HOLLINGSWORTH, A.B Arithmetic

Professor of Mathematics, State Normal School.

W. D. HOOPER, M.A Latin

Professor of Latin, University of Georgia.

LOUISE JOHNSON, A.B Geography
Instructor in Geography, South Georgia Normal College.

MAYBELLE LaHATTE Story Telling, Expression

Teacher and Student of Dramatic Art, Atlanta, Ga.

FORT E. LAND, A.B Rural School Methods

State Supervisor of Schools, Georgia.

ADA T. LEMON Physical Education

Supervisor of Physical Education, Savannah City Schools.

JOSEPH LUSTRAT, Bach, es Lett French

Professor of Romance Languages, University of Georgia.

MARY D. LYNDON, A.M Rhetoric and Composition

Instructor in English, Lucy Cobb Institute.
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ROBERT D. MALTBY, B.S Vocational Agriculture

State Supervisor of Vocational Agriculture, Georgia.

J. O. MARTIN, B.S Rural School Methods and Management
State Supervisor of Schools, Georgia.

HAROLD D. MEYER, A.M History

Professor of Sociology, State Normal School.

THOMAS H. McHATTON, B.S., D.Sc Horticulture

Professor of Horticulture, State College of Agriculture.

ELLA CLARE McKELLAR, A.M Physical Education

Instructor in Physical Education, High School, Athens, Ga.

J. H. T. McPHERSON, Ph.D History, Government
Professor of History and Political Science, University of Geor-

gia.

ROBERT E. PARK, Litt. D English

Professor of English Literature, University of Georgia.

WILLIAM O. PAYNE, A.M History

Associate Professor of History, University of Georgia.

R. S. POND, Ph.D Mathematics

Associate Professor of Mathematics, University of Georgia.

RAFAEL W. RAMIREZ, A.B Spanish

Instructor of Spanish, University of Georgia.

ROSALIE V. RATHBONE, B.S Home Economics
Junior Professor of Textiles and Clothing, State College of

Agriculture.

J. M. READE, Ph.D Botany
Professor of Botany, University of Georgia.

HORACE B. RITCHIE, A.B School Management
Professor of Psychology and Pedagogy, State Normal School.

S. V. SANFORD, Litt.D English Literature, Journalism

Professor of English Language and Journalism, University of

Georgia.

E. S. SELL, M.S Elementary Agriculture

Professor of Agriculture, State Normal School.

L. M. SHEFFER, B.S Agricultural Education

Junior Professor of Agricultural Education, State College of

Agriculture.

ELIZABETH W. SINCLAIR Reading and Literature

Formerly Teacher of Reading. Schools of Waycross, Ga.

JOSEPH S. STEWART, Ped.D—-Secondary Education, Supervision

Professor of Secondary Education, University of Georgia.

EARLE G. WELCH, B.S Agricultural Engineering

Adjunct Professor of Agricultural Engineering, State College

of Agriculture.

JOHN T. WHEELER, B.S Agricultural Education
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Professor of Agricultural Education, State College of Agricul-

ture.

HENRY C. WHITE, Sc.D., LL.D Chemistry
Professor Chemistry, University of Georgia.

JNO. F. WOOD, A.M Education
Professor of Education, South Georgia Normal College.

THOMAS JACKSON WOOFTER, A.M., LL.D Education
Professor of Philosophy and Education, University of Georgia.

T. G. YAXIS, B.S., M.S Vocational Animal Husbandry
Adjunct Professor of Dairying, State College of Agriculture.

MRS. LOUISE K. YOUNG Handicrafts, Music
Primary Teacher, Decatur, Ga.

MARY LAVINIA YOUNG Music
Head Department of Music, South Georgia Normal College.

ELIZABETH B. YOUNG Demonstration School

Critic Teacher, State Normal Training School.

MARY ZEIGLER Primary Methods
Instructor in Child Study, State Normal School.

GENERAL INFORMATION

The Summer School of the University of Georgia was authorized

by the General Assembly in 1903, and the trustees of the University

created a board of directors representing different public interests

for the general management of the school. The State Board of

Education working in conformity with the action of the General

Assembly has approved the work of the University Summer School

and authorized the granting of certificates of the normal and sec-

ondary grade, the holding of state examinations, and the approval of

attendance upon its courses as satisfying renewal requirements. It

is, in short, a regular part of the state system of public education.

The main work of the University Summer School is to serve the

interests of public education in Georgia. Its work will be chiefly

concerned in meeting the needs of teachers.

The University Summer School will, therefore, give special atten-

tion:

1. To teachers or prospective teachers in all grades who wish

to improve their scholarship, to study the best methods, or to pre-

pare for the state license examinations, primary or elementary, or

for professional license.

2. To high school teachers or prospective high school teachers

who desire better training for their chosen subjects, or who wish to

prepare for the state secondary license examination or professional

license.
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3. To superintendents and principals who desire additional help

in school organization, administration, and methods of grade work.

4. To teachers or prospective teachers who wish to prepare them-

selves for teaching home economics, agriculture, music, drawing,

physical training, or other special subjects.

5. To teachers, principals, supervisors and superintendents who
already hold college degrees or have done some work of college

grade and who desire to work either for the B.A., B.S., or for the

M.A., or M.S. degree, or to improve their professional training.

6. To college students or prospective students who wish to obtain

college credit towarsd a degree, to make up deficiencies in college

work, or in entrance units.

LOCATION"

Athens, the seat of the University of Georgia, is situated among
the rolling hills of Northeast Georgia along an upper portion of

the Oconee river, is high and healthful, the elevation being nearly

eight hundred feet above sea level, free from malarial conditions,

the water pure, and the climate excellent in every way. The city

of Athens has grown up around the University as its central factor.

It has become a prosperous city of 20,000 inhabitans. The city is

easy of access, five railroads now entering here.

PLANT AND FACILITIES

The entire University plant will be available, including library,

laboratories, lecture halls, dormitories, gymnasium and swimming
pool of the central University; the Agricultural College with its

equipment of class rooms, library, laboratories, dairies, greenhouses,

and farm of 1,000 acres; the State Normal School with its dormito-

ries, class rooms, library, assembly room, play grounds, and charm-
ing environment of 40 acres of campus and farm. This unusual

combination of three institutions gives the Georgia Summer School

a delightful and unexcelled environment and facilities for study and
recreation.

LIBRARIES
The University library will be open every day and evening for

reading and consulting of books and periodicals. The library con-

tains over 40,000 volumes. The Normal School library will be open
every day except Sunday, and the Agricultural College library will

be available when needed.

HEALTH
The Summer School students have enjoyed an enviable health

record for the past summers. The Crawford \Y. Long Infirmary of

the University and the new infirmary of the Normal School will

be open and will be under the direction of a physician and an able

corps of trained nurses. A small registration fee of fifty cents is
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charged for the use of the infirmary, usual medical treatment and
the services of a trained nurse. These features will add much to

the general comfort and health of students.

DORMITORIES
The effort has been made this year to increase the dormitory facil-

ities to accommodate as many as may come and to add to their

pleasure and comfort.

At the State Normal School. At the State Normal School five

dormitories are available which will furnish superior accommodation
for several hundred teachers. These are Bradwell, Gilmer, Senior,

Winnie Davis and Miller Halls. These Normal School dormitories

are grouped conveniently together and form a delightful community,
convenient to games, entertainments, open air concerts and all priv-

ileges of the campus.

At the University. At the University, Old College, New College,

Candler Hall, Lumpkin Hall and Lucas Hall will be available. Of

these all but Lumpkin and Lucas Halls are reserved for women.
The City Y. M. C. A. building, one of the best equipped of any city,

will be available for men and for a reasonable fee they may enjoy

the showers and swimming pool as well as recreation features.

At the College of Agriculture. There is a students' cottage for

about twenty students taking advanced work in home economics.

This cottage will be in charge of one of the teachers for similar stu-

dents during the summer session.

There is a most excellent cafeteria in the College of Agriculture,

home economics department, open to the general public.

Many rooms may be had in homes nearby.

DINING HALLS
Dining halls at both the University and Normal School are con-

ducted under most favorable circumstances, having the advantage of

the regular managements. In connection with each a farm and

dairy will furnish practical assistance in supplying plenty of whole-

some food at reasonable cost. The price of board quoted is for the

entire term, beginning Monday, June 30, and extending through

Saturday, August 2. However, the dining halls will be open Satur-

day, June 2 8, at supper to accommodate those who wish to come
early, and for this service only a nominal fee of twenty-five cents

will be charged.

APPLICATION FOR ROOMS
Application for rooms should be made at the earliest moment

possible. At the University the application should be accompanied

by the fee for room, and should be sent to Mr. T. W. Reed, Registrar

of the University, Athens, Georgia. Rooms will be reserved in the

order of applications. Fees will always be returned and room re-
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leased for good reason. Application for rooms at the State Normal
School should also be made as early as possible but no fee is re-

quired at the time of reservation. Application should be made to

Mr. A. Rhodes, Registrar of the State Normal School, Athens, Geor-

gia. Students occupying rooms in any of the dormitories should

bring with them at least the following articles: One pillow, two pairs

of pillow cases, two pairs of sheets, two counterpanes, a half dozen

towels.

FEES AND OTHER ENPENSES

The effort is made to make all expenses for the stay in Athens as

small as possible, consistent with the teachers' desired standards.

At the University. Room rent for the session in a dormitory

of the University will be $5.00. Meals in the University dining hall

for the five weeks will be $26.00; for one week, $6.00; for less than

one week, $1.00 per day.

At the Normal School. Room and board at the State Normal
School for the entire session of five weeks, will be $30.00. For time

less than five weeks, $1.00 a day will be charged.

The general registration fee for all courses is $5.00, and there

will be no additional fee for courses not for college credit.

The fees for college credit courses will be in addition to the regis-

tration fee, as follows: $2.00 for each credit hour assigned to the

course or courses taken, the total for registration and additional

fees not to exceed $15.00 for as many courses as the Director of

College Courses permits.

The additional fees will not be charged for courses in Vocational

Education (Smith-Hughes).

The fee for Graduate Courses is $15.00, which includes the regis-

tration fee.

An infirmary fee of 50 cents will be charged all students.

Small laboratory fees will be charged in the courses in household

arts, agriculture, arts and crafts, to cover cost of materials.

Other expenses will vary with the number of text-books desired,

the number of incidentals and plans of the student. The total net

sary expenses while in Athens may be limited to from $40.00 to

$60.00 for the Teachers' Summer Session of five weeks.

REGISTRATION

Students should present themselves for registration on Monday,
June 30, which day will be given over to registration. The regis-

tration on this day will be in George Peabody Hall at the University

and James M. Smith Building at the Normal School. The Superin-

tendents and members of the faculty will be present for consultation.

Students should, as far as possible, arrange to reach Athens in
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time to register and start classes Tuesday morning, July 1. The
dormitories are opened Saturday at noon for the session.

STATE EXAMINATIONS
The annual state examinations for Primary, General Elementary

High School, and Renewal licenses will be held at the Summer
School August 1 and 2, under authority of the State Board. Li-

censes will be issued to those passing the several examinations.

Every opportunity will be given for study and preparation for these

examinations. The State Board recommends that every teacher

should attend a summer school at least one year during the life of

the license.

COURSES OF INSTRUCTION, 1919

DIVISIONS

I. Primary and Elementary Normal.

II. High School.

III. College Credit.

IV. University Graduate.

V. Special Vocational (Smith-Hughes).

1. Trade and Industrial Education.

2. Agricultural Education.

3. Home Economics.

COURSES BY TOPICS

Note:—The numerals after any course indicate year hours of col-

lege credit which may be acquired through that course.

Agriculture

1. Review of Elementary Agriculture for State Examination.

2. Elementary Agriculture and Gardening.

3. Nature Study.

Vocational Agriculture (Smith-Hughes)

1. Introduction to Vocational Education, 1 y2 .

2. Methods and Materials in Vocational Agriculture, 1 y2 .

3. Methods and Materials in Vocational Education, iy2 .

4. Horticulture, Plant Propagation, 1V2 .

5. Horticulture, Fruit Growing and Pruning, 1 %

.

6. Farm Animals, two courses, iy2 .

7. Soils and Soil Fertility, 1 y2 .

8. Field Crops, 1%.
9. Forge and Tool Work.

10. Farm Machinery and Farm Motors, \ xk-

Botany

1. Elementary Botany for Teachers.

2. Introductory Plant Biology, 3.
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Drawing and Handicrafts

1. Elementary Drawing and Color.

2. Advanced Drawing and Painting.

3. Decorative Design.

4. Blackboard Illustration.

4. Handicrafts for Primary Grades.

Vocational Industrial Education (Smith-Hughes)

1. Auto Mechanics.

2. Forging.

3. Carpentry.

4. Related Subjects.

5. Pipe Fitting and Plumbing.

6. Organization and Teaching of Evening, Part-time, and All-day

classes.

Education (General)

1. Rural School Methods and Management.
2. School Government and Efficiency.

3. Teaching Primary Reading and Phonics.

4. Elementary Reading and Literature.

5. Primary Methods and the Demonstration School.

6. History of Education, 1.

7. Advanced Method, 1.

8. Educational Psychology, 1.

9. High School Administration, 1.

10. School Supervision, 1.

11. Educational Tests and Measurements.

English Language and Literature

1. Review for Teachers' Examinations.

2. Language Lessons, Elementary.

3. Composition and Grammar.
4. Review for Teachers' High School License.

5. English Grammar, advanced.

6. High School Literature.

7. Shakespeare, 1.

8. Present Tendencies of American Fiction, 1.

9. The Study of Poetry, 1.

10. Journalism, 1.

Expression, Literary and Dramatic

1. Elementary Reading.

2. Advanced Expression and Interpretation.

3. Public Speaking.

4. Story Telling.

5. Children's Play and Story Hour.
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French and Spanish

1. Elementary Course for Teachers and Preparatory Students.

2. Second Year French (French I), 3.

3. Elementary Spanish.

4. Second Year Spanish.

Geography

1. Geography Review for License Examinations.

2. Primary Geography.

3. Advanced Geography.

4. Economic Geography with some attention to economic phases

and results of the Great War.

History and Government

1. License Review Course in U. S. History.

2. United States History.

3. Georgia History.

4. Civics.

5. High School License Review.

6. Issues of the Great War. The new political and linguistic

map of Europe.

7. American History. I—The Formative Period. II—The Jack-

sonian Era and the Modern Period, 1 each.

8. State and Federal Government, 1.

9. Modern European History. I—The Napoleonic Period. II

—

Later Modern Period, 3; iy2 each.

Home Economics, Elementary

1. Foods and Cookery for Rural Teachers.

2. Principles of Cookery.

3. Home Demonstration Work.
4. Elementary Clothing and Handwork.

Vocational Home Economics

1. Vocational Education, Home Economics Methods, 1%.
2. Textiles and Laundering, iy2 .

3. Designing for the Home, 1 Ms •

4. Problems in Feeding the Family, \y2 .

5. Home Sanitation and Hygiene, 1 y2 .

Latin

1. First Year Latin, for teachers.

2. Caesar.

3. License Review.

Mathematics

1. License Review in Arithmetic.

2. Elementary Arithmetic.
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3. Advanced Arithmetic.

4. Algebra.

5. Plane Geometry (I and II).

6. High School License Review.

7. Plane Trigonometry, iy2 .

8. Graphic Algebra, iy2 .

9. Introduction to Calculus, 3.

Music

1. Public School Music.

2. Chorus and Community Singing.

Penmanship
1. For Primary Teachers.

2. For Elementary Teachers.

Physical Education

Four Courses.

Physiology, Hygiene, Sanitation

Two Courses.

Physics

1. High School Physics for Teachers.

2. Laboratory for High School Teachers.

3. General Science.

4. Physics 1 (College Physics), 3.

Graduate Courses for Master of Arts

1. Latin.

2. French.

3. English Drama.
4. American History.

5. Educational Psychology.

6. Mathematics.

7. Agricultural Education.

For Bulletin of fuller information, address

T. J. WOOFTER, President.
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DEGREES CONFERRED, 1918

HONORARY DEGREES

Doctor of Laws

Judge George F. Gober, of Marietta.

President Kenneth G. Matheson, of the Georgia School of Technology

Doctor of Divinity

Reverend John D. Wing, of Savannah.

Doctor of Letters

Irvin S. Cobb, of New York.

GRADUATES
MASTER OF ARTS

Thomas Prather Atkinson
Wellborn Chaudoin Carlton

Emily Stewart Harrison
George Ephraim Usher

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN AGRICULTURE
Loy Edmund Rast Edward Scott Sell

Cecil Norton Wilder

BACHELOR OF ARTS
Roger Hawes West, summa cum laude

John Lawrence Brown, Jr.

"

Richard Winn Courts, Jr.

Otto Raymond Ellars [ cum laude
James Madden Hatcher
Bertram Godwin berry

Curtis Peter Baker
Stanley Spencer Bennet
Alfred Blalock
James Richard Bowden
Abner W-llborn Calhoun
Robert Langdon Foreman, Jr.

Thomas Scott Holland
Elmer Walter Jones
Dewey Knight
Edward Hinton Lasseter
William Reville Mallory

Mack Matthews
Hodges Timmerman Mobley
Wesley Forte Nail
Robert Lowry Nicolson
Inman Padgett
Calvin McClung Parsons
Arthur Pew, Jr.

John Walter Sheppard
Robert Edward Lee Spence, Jr.

Augustus Hartsfield Stevens
Samuel Gaines Story

John Torn!inson Taylor, Jr.

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
Robert Brace Penn Crawford ")

Max Cutler I cum laude
Irvine Phinizy

J I

Thomas Harrold, Jr. Alfred Witherspoon Scott
William Earl Marks Francis Goddard Slack
James Carlisle Phillips Farish Furman Talley

I
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BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN CIVIL ENGINEERING
Francis Bachman Sellers

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING
William James Tidwell

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN AGRICULTURE
Jesse James Benford Theodore Frederick Roesel, Jr.

James Millard Bexley Louis Irvin Skinner
William Earle Broach Judge Clifford Sorrells
Samuel Craig, Jr. John Law Stevens

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN EDUCATION
John Richard Strother

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN COMMERCE
William Wells McManus Edwin Jonathan Perry-

John Edgar Patterson William Wimberly Wilson

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN MEDICINE
Henry Thomas Burns

BACHELOR OF LAWS
Leonard Dennis Penny ) „T ,-i.u \, n „r,^c
T . . .,-, . , TTT

* } with honors
Linton Burnside West

)

George Washington Farkas
Kenyon Mott, Jr. with distinction

James William Smith
Theodore Titus, Jr.

Claude Brown Barrett John Ashley Osborne
William Oswald Bozeman Richard Brevard Russell, Jr.

William Oscar Cooper William Oscar Smith
John Thomas Coyle John Crew Sullivan

William Benjamin Jones William Southwell Tyson
John Ellis Mundy William Patillo Van Valkenburg
Winfield Robison Nisbet George Hall Westbrook

Jerome Palmer Williams

GRADUATE IN PHARMACY
Rufus David Allen Harold Clair Gilbert
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AWARD OF PRIZES
Sophomore Declamation Prize—F. W. Harrold.

The Debaters' Medals—Freshman Class: E. H. Highsmith, B. C.

Moss, J. E. Ross. Sophomore Class: F. W. Harrold, R. D. O'Cal-

laghan, J. H. Young.

The Ready Writer's Medal—O. E. Bright.

The Willcox Prizes—French: R. B. Crawford, W. E. Marks.
German: W. F. Nail.

The Freshman Prize—G. J. Pahno.
The W. J. Bryan Prizes—R .H. West.
The Horace Russell Prize in Psychology—Not awarded.
The Walter B. Hill Prize in Ethics—W. M. Dallas.

The Cadet Prize—O. E. Bright.

The R. E. Park, Jr., Prize—Not awarded.

The Li. H. Charhonnier Prize—F. B. Slack.

The Trustees' Prize in Agriculture—Not awarded.

REGIMENT OF CADETS
Roster of Officers and Non-Commissioned Officers

Cadet Lieutenant-Colonel—D. P. Whelchel.

Cadet Major, 1st Battalion—C. M. Candler.

Cadet Major, 2nd Battalion—J. W .Abney.

Cadet Captain and Adjutant of Regiment—W. H. Beck, Jr.

Cadet 1st Lieutenant and Adjutant 1st Battalion—M. W. Clark.

Cadet 1st Lieutenant and Adjutant 2nd Battalion—W. Dodson.

Cadet Regimental Sergeant Major—F. L. Breen.

Cadet Battalion Sergeant Major, 1st Battalion—H. S. Brannen.

Cadet Battalion Sergeant Major, 2nd Battalion—C. Howell.

Cadet Color Sergeant—C. Lott.

Sadet Color Sergeant—X). D. Quillian.

Cadet Drum Major—R. R. Stevenson.

Cadet Captains

Company "A"—W. I. Dooley. Company "D"—W. D. Heaton.

Company "B"—H. S. Hastings. Company "E"—R. W. Martin

Company "C"—F. Harwell. Company "F"—R. D. O'Callaghan

Cadet First Lieutenants

Company "A"—P. A. Hodgson. Company "D"—O. B. Roberts.

Company "B"—S. M. Jordan. Company "E"—C. H. Wheatley.

Company "C"—T. D. Matson. Company "F"—R. L. Hay.

Cadet. Second Lieutenants

Company" A"

—

Company "D"

—

Company "B"

—

Company "E"

—

Company "C"

—

Copmany "F"—W. B. Disbro, Jr.
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Cadet First Sergeants

Company "A"—J. A. Ross. Company "B"—A. A. Morrison.

Company "B"—G. C. Daniels. Company "F"—J. C. Hagler, Jr.

Company "C"

—

J. P. Carson. Band—C. W. Slack.

Company "D"—H. V. Fitzpatrick.

Cadet Sergeants

Company "A"—H. C. Orr, S. Popper, E. N. Smith, R. H. Stuckey,

W. D. Weathers, J. J. Wilkins.

Company "B"—T. D. Bagley, J. H. Lesser, J. N. McLelland.

Company "C"—B. B. Arnold, A. T. Benford, W. M. Crane, I. F.

Gaissert

Company "D"—P. C. Brook, H. G. Dasher, T. M. Johnson, J. W.
Mann, J. P. Spicer.

Company "E"—B. P. O'Neal, T. L. Stokes, C. W. Summerour, F. J.

Vaughn.
Company "F"—M. A. Butler, W. H. Davidson, H. L. Garrison, E-

W. Highsmith, R. L. Hickey.

Cadet Corporals

Company "A"—M. O. Rudolph, L. T. Trotti, E. H. Vickery, P. B.

Wingfield, J. B. Ramsey, C. E. Whatley.

Company "B"—J. K. Eisman, E. Fleming, C. A. Marmelstein, H. A.

Maxey, J. H. Overstreet.

Company "C"

—

J. H. Gaston, C. W. Skinner, J. D. Singleton, R.

Hargis.

Company "D"—W. F. Cobb, C. Goettinger, S. Guthman, F. C. Hodg-
son, C. S. Heyman, E. A. Miraglia.

Company "E"—W. Mallard, W. M. McMurray, W. T. Middlebrooks,

S. C. Sanford, J. B. Stanley, L. E. Ward.
Company "F"—M. J. Broadnax, C. E. Cox, F. C. Dart, C. R. Dur-

den, T. D. Groover.
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REGISTER OF STUDENTS, 1918-1919

GRADUATE STUDENTS
(An asterisk after a name indicates that the student is not a can-

didate for a degree).

Long, Francis Taylor Leesburg
A.B., Mercer University, 1904.

Phelps-Stokes Fellow.

Wang, Shan Chuan* Peking, China
Graduate, Tsing-Hua College, 1916. Candidate for B.S. Agr., University

of Georgia, 1919.

Agricultural Chemistry.

STUDENTS PURSUING A COURSE OF GRADUATE STUDY OOV-
ERING A TERM OF YEARS, INCLUDING A MINIMUM

OF THREE SUMMER SESSIONS

Adair, Zida Columbus
A.B., Wesleyan College, 1918.

History, Education.

Adams, James Wesley Dewy Rose
A.B., Mercery University, 1909.

History, Education.

Aiken, Pansy Jefferson

A.B., Brenau College, 1915.

History, English.

Branham, Cecilia Billups Covington
A.B., Wesleyan College, 1917.

History, English.

Brumby, Anne Wallis* Athens
Graduate, Lucy Cobb Institute; Professor of French, L. C. I.

French.

Cofer, Stella* Tucker
Georgia Normal and Industrial College; State Normal School; Univer-

sity of Chicago.

History.

Comer, Mattie Athens
A.B., Agnes Scott College, 1918.

Eatin, History.

Farmer, Ira* Thomson
Thomson High School.

Education.

Hardeman, Anne McDougald* Athens
Packer Institute.

French.
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Hightower, Ruby Dublin

A.B., Shorter College, 1896; University of Chicago, 1898; University of

London, 1913.

Education.

Hilsman, Pattie Athens
A.B., University of Chicago, 1914.

Latin, French.

Hogg, Sara* Washington, D. C.

Brenau College.

English.

Holliday, Norene Athens
A.B., Radcliffe College, 1914.

French.

McKellar, Ella Clare Athens
A.B., Wesleyan College, 1907; Columbia University, 1914; A.M., Univer-

sity of Georgia, 1917.

Education.

Newton, Janet-. -_ -Athens
A.B., Agnes Scott College, 1917; Fellow, and Assistant in French, Agnes

Scott, 1917-1918.

French.

Page, Cora Lee* Eastman
A.B., Bessie Tift College, 1906.

History, English.

P'ttard, Mary Ida Winterville

A.B.. Agnes Scott College, 1914.

English

Ramirez, Rafael William Athens
A.B., Civil Institute, San Juan, Porto Rico (now the University of To'-to

Rico), 1898.

Education, French.

Reed, Ruth Cedartown
A.B., Brenau College, 1916.

History.

Sloan, Isabel Davidson, N. C.

A.B., University of North Carolina, 1917.

French, English.

Watson, Mary Pope* Dallas

Candidate for A.B.. Wesleyan College.

History.

SENIOR
Abney, John William, Commerce, Athens
Archer, Hartwell Dewey, Agriculture, Sparta

Arnold, William Glenn, Arts, Newnan
Attaway, Eugene, Agriculture, Irreg., Wrightsville

Baker, Richard Thomas, Education, Danielsville

Pennett, Frederick William, Agriculture, Jefferson

Bernstein, Albert Bernard, Arts, Savannah
Brock, Benjamin, Arts, Carrollton

Brown, .Elijah Alexander, Jr., Arts, Atlanta
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Brown, Louis Leonard,

Calhoun, Abner Wellborn.

Candler, Charles Murphey, Jr..

Clegg, Wyatt Arnton,

Cox, Arthur Hudson,

Dallas, William McKenzie,

Davis, Louis Seaborn, Jr.,

Dooley, Weyman Isaac Jr.,

Everett, John Estes,

Eyler, Clement Manley,

Gay, James Gaston,

Gheesling, William Cornelius,

Gilbert, Eugene Thomas,
Hadley, Evan Worthe,

Hastings, Harry Stanley,

Heyman, Herman,
Hooper, William Davis, Jr.,

Ingram, Charles Benton,

Jackson, Felix Walton,

King, Alexander Campbell, Jr.,

Levy, Matthew Malitz,

Mott, Kennon, Jr.,

McCord, Joseph Alexander, Jr.,

McDonald, John Carlyle,

McWhirter, George Harold,

McWhorter, Howard Hart,

Neibling, Thomas Meintzer,

Owens, William Gladstone,

Parker, George Stovall,

Pound, Merritt Bloodworth,

Riley, Lowry Harris,

Satterfield, Claude Harrison,

Seagraves, Carl,

Thornton, Alfred Melba,

Thornton, Harry Gairdner,

Wang, Shan Chuan,
Wheeler, Collerson Wells,

Whelchel, David Pinckney,

Whitehead, Walter Joe,

Zachry, Wallace Preston,

Arts,

Arts,

Arts,

Agriculture,

Arts,

Arts,

Civ. Eng.,

Commerce,
Agriculture,

Commerce,
Arts,

Arts,

Civ. Eng.,

Forestry,

Agriculture,

Arts,

Arts,

Agriculture,

Arts,

Arts,

Science,

Arts,

Arts,

Science,

Arts,

Agriculture,

Civ. Eng.,

Agriculture,

Arts,

Arts,

Civ. Eng.,

Commerce,
Agriculture,

Agriculture,

Commerce,
Science and
Agriculture,

Science,

Arts,

Arts,

Adams, Charles Linwood,

Alexander, William Walker,

Allen, Robert Ivey,

Amis, William Dean,

JUNIOR
Commerce,
Arts,

Education,

Agriculture,

Ft. Valley

Atlanta

Decatur

Tifton

Athens

Thomaston
Augusta

Watkinsville

Cochran
Savannah
Atlanta

Norwood
Washington

Elkins, W. Va.

Decatur

Atlanta

Athens
Barney

Gainesville

Atlanta

Savannah
Atlanta

Atlanta

Douglas

Comer
Athens

Augusta
Canon

Madison
Athens
Butler

Adairsville

Athens

Fayetteville

Elberton

Ag., Peking, China

Mayfield

Gainesville

Carlton

Atlanta

Atlanta

Thomasville

Atlanta

Athens
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Anderson, Marie,

Anderson, Robert Lanier,

Avery, Ora Hart,

Beck, William Henry, Jr.,

Renford, Alfonzo Terrell,

Bethune, Lorie Kenneth,

Bond, David Barnett,

Brook, Porter Crowl,

Bullard, Evelyn Howard,
Burson, Susie Marie,

Burton, Jessie,

Cagle, Clifford Eugene,

Caldwell, Harmon White,

Calhoun, John Heidt,

Clark, Millard Wise,

Colclough, Frances Etta,

Collins, Lottie Lorine,

Conyers, John Lowrance,
Cown, John Almand,
Cresswell, Edith Vaughn,
Dickinson, George William,

Dodson, William Adolphus Jr.,

Garrison, Harry Lloyd,

Hampton, Sibyl Mae,
Harrold, Frank Walker,
Harwell, Frank, Jr.,

Hay, Robert Lee,

Hosch, Heyward Carithers,

Howald, George Adams,
Hull, Leila May,
Jones, Jerome, Jr.,

Jordan, Lewis Morris,

Knight, Jackson Adams,
Kontz, John Thornton,

Kreibohm, Guillermo A. de la

Vega,

Long, Nathaniel Guy,

Looper, Harry Stuart,

Mackall, Francis Sorrel,

Mann, George Travis,

?4atson, Thomas Dickey,

Medlin, James Leon,

Miller, Annie Maud,
Mize, Leila R.,

Morris, Roberta,

Home Econ.,

Arts,

Home Econ.,

Arts,

Commerce,
Commerce,
Science,

Agriculture,

Home Econ.,

Home Econ.,

Home Econ.,

Arts,

Arts,

Agriculture,

Civ. Eng.,

Home Econ.,

Home Econ.,

Agriculture,

Agriculture,

Home Econ.,

Agriculture,

Arts,

Arts,

Home Econ.,

Arts,

Arts,

Commerce,
Commerce,
Agriculture,

Home Econ.,

^rts,

Agriculture,

Agriculture,

Arts,

Agriculture, Tu
Arts,

Agriculture,

Arts,

Commerce,
Commerce,
Commerce,
Home Econ.,

Home Econ.,

Home Econ.,

Brunswick
Macon
Athens

Griffin

Bowdon
Pavo

Lithonia

Bowdon
Monticello

Athens
Cartersville

Powder Springs

Atlanta

Atlanta

Blythe

Penfield

Douglasville

Cartersville

Loganville

Athens

Union Point

Americus
Gillsville

Athens
Americus
Atlanta

Dallas

Gainesville

Decatur

Athens

Atlanta

Athens

Cartersville

Atlanta

cuman, Argentina

Pendergrass

Dalton

Savannah
Milner

Atlanta

Jacksonville, Fla.

Sautee

Commerce
Carnesville
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McCoy, James Crawford,

McGee, Eva L.,

McGown, Mrs. Floyd,

McWhorter, Edwin Ariel,

Nowell, Robert Lee, Jr.,

O'Callaghan, Robert Dennis,

Owens, Edyth Baker,

Fark, Arthur,

Popper, Stephen, Jr.,

Rampley, Mattie Dora,

Rast, Irma L.,

Rigdon, John,

Rivers, Alice P.,

Roberts, O. B.,

Robertson, Edith,

Singleton, Lee Davis,

Slack, Chester Warner,
Smith, Maud Tallulah,

Stuckey, Robert Henry,

Summerour, Charles William,

Tisinger, Harvey Henry,

Vaughan, Francis Jerome,

Walker, Lois Witcher,

Weathers, Wallace Daniel,

Wheatley, Charles H.,

Young, James Heyward,

Arts,

Home Econ.,

Irreg.,

Arts,

Commerce,
Arts,

Home Econ.,

Agriculture,

Arts,

Home Econ.,

Home Econ-,

Agriculture,

Home Econ.,

agriculture,

Home Econ.,

Commerce,
Science,

Home Econ.,

Commerce,
Agriculture,

Commerce,
Agriculture,

Home Econ.,

Arts,

Civ. Eng.,

Science,

SOPHOMORE
Adams, Bentley Childs,

Allen, Theophilus Powell,

Anderson, William Dickson, Jr.,

Atkinson, James L.,

.A vary, Arch, Jr.,

Bagley, Thomas Bradford,

Barrett, DuPre,
Bennett, Paul Hansell,

Bohanan, Charles Raymond,
Bradberry, Paul Brantley,

Branch, Trent Clarke,

Brannen, Heyward S.,

Brodnax, Charles Edward,
Buchwald, Ben,

Carson, John Pate,

Carson, William Joseph,

Cobb, William Frederick,

Conger, George Drew,

Dillard

Roberta
San Antonio, Texas

Savannah
Monroe
Athens
Canon

Atlanta

Macon
Carnesville

Dixie

Tifton

Decatur

Douglasville

Dalton

Gainesville

Gainesville

Flovilla

Blakely

Duluth
Carrollton

Cartersville

Athens
Glennville

Americus
Cartersville

Medicine,

Medicine,

Arts,

Arts,

Science,

Science,

Forestry,

Agriculture,

Agriculture,

Civ. Eng.,

Commerce,
Science, Irreg.,

Agriculture,

Arts,

Arts,

Commerce,
Civ. Eng.,

Agriculture,

Thomasville

Milledgeville

Macon
LaGrange

Atlanta

Columbus
Athens

Quitman
Lithonia

Athens
Cedartown

Stilson

Carrollton

Athens
Tifton

Reynolds
Whigham

Tifton
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Cox, Howell Boatwright,

Crane, William Moore,

Daniel, George Calhoun,

Dasher, Hampton George,

Daves, Joel Thomas, Jr.,

Davis, Fred Lucas, Jr.,

Davis, Thomas John, II,

Davis, William John,

Dennard, Roy Johnston,

DesPortes, Richard Smallwood,

Disbro, William Bass,

Drexel, Richard Jacob,

Durden, Cecil Roscoe,

Eberhardt, Jacob Pope,

Edwards, Ernest Aaron,

Eiseman, John Keller,

Elliott, John Lawson,
Evans, John J., Jr.,

Fields, Louis Glenn,

Fitzpatrick, Henry Vaughan,
Fleming, Edwin,

Foreman, Clark Howell,

Fort, Luther Harvey,

Gaissert, Irby Frederick,

Gaston, Joseph Harper,

Gelders, Stewart Francis,

Goettinger, Carl,

Griffin, Harvey Dickson,

Griffith, Arthur Ernest, Jr.,

Groover, Thomas Denmark,
Guthman, Sam ,

Hagler, John Carroll, Jr.,

Haisfield, Henry Benjamin,

liand, Larrabee Davenport,

Hargis, Harry Warren, Jr.,

Hargis, Richard Reuben,
Hargrett, Wesley Thomas, Jr.,

Hatcher, Cliff Cicero, Jr.,

Heaton, William David,

Heyman, Charles Simon,

Hickey, Richard Lee,

Hicks, Charles Lewis,

Highsmith, Everett Way,
Hill, Roger Minot,

Hillis, George Dewey,

Agriculture,

Arts,

Agriculture,

Agriculture,

Arts,

Science,

Agriculture,

Agriculture,

Civ. Eng.,

Commerce,
Arts,

Agriculture,

Commerce, Irreg.,

Medicine,

Agriculture,

Commerce,
Medicine,

Agriculture,

Commerce,
Agriculture,

Civ. Eng.,

Arts,

Commerce,
Agriculture,

Medicine,

Commerce,
Commerce,
Medicine,

Science,

Civ. Eng.,

Civ. Eng.,

Agriculture,

Medicine,

Civ. Eng.,

Arts Irreg.,

Commerce,
Arts,

Arts,

Arts, Irreg.,

Commerce,
Civ. Eng.,

Arts,

Science,

Toccoa
Athens

Danielsville

Marlow
Athens
Athens

Savannah
Meigs

Danville

Columbus
Atlanta

Tifton

Graymont
Athens
Oxford

Atlanta

McDonough
Augusta
Lovejoy

Culloden

Augusta
Atlanta

Morrow
Madison

Greenville

Fitzgerald

Atlanta

Baxley

Athens
Savannah

Macon
Augusta

Griffin

Pelham
Charlotte, N. C.

Charlotte, N. C.

Tifton

Atlanta

Tallapoosa

Atlanta

Atlanta

Dublin

Baxley

Agriculture, Irreg., Athens
Medicine, Girard
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Hodgson, Frederick,

Hodgson, Prince Allen,

Howell, Hugh Comer,

Howell, Moses Elijah,

Hubert, Marion Albon,

Humphrey, Robert Henry,

Hunter, Bayard Eastman,
Ivey, Burnett Steele,

Johnson, Thomas Marion,

Kennedy, Herman Troub,

Kicklighter, Harold Prentice,

Levie, Albert Theodore,

Lewis, Samuel Lee,

Lott, Clinton,

Lyon, Henry Cosby,

Mann, Joe Wheeler,

Martin, Theodore Wayne,
Mather, James Alexander,

Maxey, Herbert Allen,

Middlebrooks, Willie Tom,
Miraglia, Edward Henry, Jr.,

Mize, Farish K.,

Moore, Mack William,

Moore, William Randolph,

Morris, Simon Marks,

Morrison, Arthur Alston,

Moskovitz, Abraham Isadore,

Moss, Boyd Cooper,

Murphey, Peter Bedenbaugh,
McDonald, Donald Bennett,

McGehee, Joseph Olin,

McLellan, John McAfee,

McLemore, Ira Oglethorpe,

Nail, Chester Wortham,
NTrkns, William Frank,

Park, Henry Earl,

Park, James Holt,

Peacock, William Harlow,

Petty, John Byrd,

Philpot, Thomas Miller, Jr.,

Foss, Thomas Walter,

Pugh, Edgar William,

Quarterman, Keith Axson,

Quillian, Daniel David,

Ridgway, Lat,

Agriculture,

Agriculture,

Arts,

Agriculture,

Medicine,

Civ. Eng., Irreg.,

Agriculture, Irreg.

Arts, Irreg.,

Arts,

Medicine,

Arts,

Arts, Irreg.,

Arts,

Agriculture,

Agriculture,

Vet. Med.,

Arts,

Agriculture,

Agriculture,

Agriculture,

Arts,

Education, Irreg.,

Elec. Eng.,

Arts,

Arts,

Medicine,

Medicine,

Commerce,
Arts,

Agriculture,

Commerce,
Agriculture,

Medicine,

Ar'.s,

Arts,

Arts, Irreg.,

Art,

Medicine,

Agriculture,

Education, Irreg.,

Education, Irreg.,

Civ. Eng.,

Arts,

Civ. Eng.,

Civ. Eng.,

Athens

Athens

Atlanta

Canton

Athens
Adrian

Atlanta

Byron
Columbus

Collins

Glennville

Montezuma
Atlanta

Douglas

Clarkesville

Lyons
Atlanta

Vidalia

Winder
Starrsville

Macon
Commerce
LaFayette

Albany
Athens

Savannah

Ft. Valley

Toccoa

Newnan
Quitman

Greenville

Dalton

Higgston

Luthersville

Commerce
Sylvester

Athens
Eastman
Dawson
Augusta
Athens

Lumpkin
Winder
Athens
Canon
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Rodgers, Daniel Scott,

Rose, Frank Darnell,

Ross, Julian Everett,

Rudolph, Milton Oscar,

Sheppard, Whitaker Murdock,
Short, Raymond Wood,
Sibley, William Hart,

Sims, James Harrison,

Singer, Leon,

Smith, Emmett Norman,
Soule, Robert Murray,

Spicer, James Payne,

Stanley, James Baskin,

Stokes, Thomas Lunsford, Jr.,

Sutker, Nathan,

Talmadge, John Erwin, Jr.,

Taylor, Thomas Franklin,

Torrance, Cobb Caldwell,

Trotti, Lamar Jefferson,

Veale, James E.,

Wallis, Arthur Hutcherson,

Ward, Louis Edgar,

West, Joseph Henry,

Whatley, Clifford Edward,
Whelchel, Hugh Calvin,

White, Herbert Eugene,

Wilkins, John J., Jr.,

Wimberly, Ernest Clifford,

Wingfield, Perino Boone,

Woodall, Joseph DeLa,

Com., Irreg.,

Commerce,
Arts,

Science,

Civ. Eng.,

Medicine,

Arts,

Agriculture,

Science,

Science,

Agriculture,

Civ. Eng.,

Arts,

Arts,

Agriculture,

Arts,

Science,

Science,

Journalism,

Commerce,
Civ. Eng.,

Agriculture,

Arts,

Vet. Med.,

Agriculture,

Medicine,

Commerce,
Arts,

Agriculture,

Commerce,

FRESHMAN
Agos, Jack Avery,

Alden, Herbert Steed,

Alexander, Adam Leopold,

Alexander, Marion Bishop,

Alexander, Thomas Williamson,

Almand, Preston Malone,

Anderson, Barney Harris,

Arenowitch, Theodore,

Arnold, Allen Johnson,

Arnold, Bee Bartlett,

Eailey, Charley Bacon,

Bailey, Herbert Glenn,

Bailey, Merwin Clifford,

Commerce,
Medicine,

Commerce,
Science,

Science,

Medicine,

Journalism,

Commerce,
Commerce,
Agriculture,

Commerce,
Vet. Med.,

Civ. Eng.,

McDonough
Valdosta

Winder
Douglas

Daisy

Athens
Union Point

Douglas

Savannah
Greensboro

Athens
Savannah
Quitman
Atlanta

Savannah
Athens

Moultrie

Atlanta

Atlanta

Watkinsville

Fayetteville

Lumpkin
Union Point

Reynolds

Douglas

Flovilla

Athens
Lyons
Athens

Woodland

Atlanta

Decatur

Savannah
Augusta
Augusta

Social Circle

Irreg., Statesboro

Columbus
Monroe

Powder Springs

Athens

Cobb
Cobb
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Ball, William Cohb,

Barksdale, James Lawrence,

3askin, Thomas Irvine,

Baxter, John Tracy,

Bennett, Joel Conyers,

Berryman, Frank Benjamin,

Bird, Francis MaRo,
Black, Henry Grady,

Blackmon, Joe Walter,

Bialock, Edgar,

Barnes, Ransome Dorsey,

Beauchamp, John Benjamin,

BJeckley, Herring,

Bond, William Franklin,

Bookhardt, Jesse Bernard,

Bowen, Enoch Piercil, Jr.,

Bradley, Waldo,
Brand, Mack Elmer,

Brannen, John Franklin, Jr.,

Braselton, Harrison Franklin,

Brewton, William McKinley,

Brice, Henry Turner,

Bridges, J. L.,

Brightwell, Thomas Jackson,

Br ;m, Derbe,

Eroadhurst, George Marion,

Brock, William Gibson, Jr.,

Brodnax, Marion Jack,

Brooks, David William, Jr.,

Brooks, Tom Gibson,

Brown, Felix Bertele,

Broyles, Norris Arnold,

Bryant, Clark Howell,

Bryant, Paul Edwin,
Burchfield, Oscar Hinton,

Bush, Powell Daniel,

Butler, Monroe Arthur,

Butler, Walter Chester,

Callaway, Alfred Willis,

Callaway, Lambert Spencer,

Campbell, Sam Douglas,

Campbell, William Harold, Jr.,

Carlton, William Morton,

Carreker, Homer Gerald,

Carson, James Bayard,

Com., Irreg.,

Commerce,
Medicine,

Arts,

Agriculture,

Agriculture,

Arts,

Arts,

Commerce,
Commerce,
Science,

Civ. Eng.,

Commerce,

Thomasville

Augusta
Temple
Macon

Atlanta

Royston

Bowdon
Atlanta

Columbus
Jonesboro

Comer
Coleman
Clayton

Agriculture, Lawrenceburg, Ky.

Agriculture, Powder Springs

Commerce, T^fton

Commerce, Savannah
Agriculture, Loganville

Agriculture, Statesboro

Science, Irreg., Braselton

Vet. Med., Claxton

Agriculture, Irreg., Quitman
Agriculture, Smithville

Science, Maxeys
Agriculture, Irreg., Dawson
Com., Irreg., Jesup

Medicine, Royston
Commerce, Carrollton

Agriculture, Royston
Medicine, Agricola

Medicine, Sharon
Science, Atlanta

Medicine, Maxeys
Com., Irreg., Royston
Arts, Atlanta

Commerce, Barnesville

Agriculture, Athens

Elec. Eng., Athens

Arts, Athens

Arts, Atlanta

Commerce, Atlanta

Commerce, Columbus
Agriculture, Union Point

Arts, Commerce
Commerce, Commerce
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Castleberry, Harold Douglas,

Causey, William Lewis,

Cheney, Benjamin Irvin,

Cheves, James Parks,

Clarke, Maurice Lee,

Clegg, Joel Sanford,

Cocroft, Charles Sanford,

Coffin, Nelson Clement, Jr.,

Collings, David Ayers, Jr.,

Collins, Hobart Odell,

Colvin, Emmett Durham,
Conn, Charles Giles, Jr.,

Conyers, Christopher Thornwell,

Cooper, Guy Harris,

Cordray, William Ernest,

Cotton, Ralph Pierpont,

Cox, Elisha Carson,

Cox, John Thomas, Jr.,

Cox, Fletcher, Jr.,

Crandall, David Shepard,

Culpepper, Thomas Micajah,

Daniel, William Frank,

d'Antignac, John Mcintosh Kell,

Darden, Holt,

Dart, Francis Clements,

Dasher, Robert Lee,

Daughtry, Hampton Lamar,
Davidson, William Houser,

Lavis, Alva Bethel,

Davis, Charles Aubrey,

Davis, H. P.,

Davis, Shelley Carter,

Davis, Thomas Joel, Jr.,

Day, Ashel Monroe,

Dozier, Laurie Lester,

Drake, Willmarth Winans,
Drewry, Henry Harris,

Drewry, John Eldridge,

Dubberly, Bruce Daniel,

Duggan, James Henry, Jr.,

Duke, Charles Burch,

Durden, Dessie Brown,
Durden, Rowie Vinson,

Durden, Wilmer Coleman,

Durden, Walter Dawson,

Commerce,
Commerce,
Commerce,
Agriculture,

Medicine,

Agriculture,

Agriculture,

Arts,

Science,

Commerce,
Medicine,

Commerce,
Agriculture,

Civ. Eng.,

Arts,

Medicine,

Commerce,
Agriculture,

Agriculture,

Agriculture,

Commerce,
Science,

Science,

Commerce,
Arts,

Commerce,
Civ. Eng.,

Agriculture,

Vet. Med.,

Arts,

Science,

Science,

Arts,

Agriculture,

?»Iedicine,

Agriculture,

Science,

Arts,

Arts,

Commerce,
Science,

Agriculture,

Agriculture,

Agriculture,

Arts,

Gainesville

Bowdon
Valdosta

Irreg., Atlanta

Atlanta

Social Circle

Bostwick

Richland

Atlanta

Dalton

Locust Grove
New York City

Cartersville

Columbus
Savannah
Columbus

Athens

Macon
Lonoke, Ark.

Ft. Valley

Ft. Gaines

Thomaston
Griffin

Blakely

Douglas

Valdosta

Jackson

Ft. Valley

Donaldsonville

Edison

Danielsville

Atlanta

Tennille

Douglas
Hillman

Turin

Grffin

Griffin

Glennville

Irwinton

Augusta
Graymont
Graymont
Graymont
Graymont
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Easley, Frank Browne,
Edwards, Davenport Paschal,

English, Arthur Hurst,

Erwin, Frank Jennmgs,

Estabrook, William Howard,
Evans, George Reese,

Ewing, Charles Alonzo,

Fagan, James Daniel, Jr.,

Fain, Fred Harris,

Faulkner, Doc George,

Fitts, Ralph Lamar,
Fitzpatrick, Calvin Reid,

Flake, Thomas Jefferson,

Flanders, George Frederick, Jr.,

Flanders, William Henry,

Floyd, Waldo Emerson,
Forehand, Herschel B.,

Fort, Lynn, Jr.,

Francis, James S., Jr.,

Freeman, Loomis Oscar, Jr.,

Gaines, Jeptha Eugene,

Ganus, Leonard Allen,

Gay, Joseph Reid,

Gearreld, Frank Loftin,

Gomez, Octevio deVasconcellos,

Goodrum, James Thompson,
Gorfain, Fredel Mark,

Groves, Wyatt Hammond,
Gurley, Hugh Benjamin,

Hailey, Isham Brown,
Hall, Neil D.,

Hamm, William Gideon,

Hampton, Herbert Theo,

Hamrick, Irving Carroll,

Hancock, Richard Harris,

Hand, Francis Marion,

Handelman, Joseph,

Harmon, Luther Marion,

Harris, Hugh Talmadge,
Harris, Lucien, Jr.,

Harris, Ralph Waldo,
Hart, Jesse Bowen, Jr.,

Hastings, Donald Madison,

Hawkins, Ralph Bascom,
Heiman, Isadore,

Commerce,
Arts,

Agriculture,

Medicine,

Commerce,
Agriculture,

Commerce,
Agriculture,

Tunnel Hill

Dawson
Barnesville

Blairsville

Wexford, Pa.

Savannah
Atlanta

Ft. Valley

Agriculture, Dandridge, Tenn.

Agriculture, Monroe
Medicine, Dalton

Agriculture, Madison
Science, Lithonia

Medicine, Swainsboro

Medicine, Swainsboro

Medicine, Statesboro

Com., Irreg., Sylvester

Science, Atlanta

Commerce, Conyers

0*v. Eng., College Park
Medicine, Elberton

Commerce, Matthews
Medicine, Wrens
Arts, Newnan
A gr., Irreg., Permambuco, Brazil

Arts, Newnan
Agriculture, Savannah
Forestry, Lincolnton

Commerce, Loganville

Arts, Hartwell

Agriculture, LaGrange
Science, Gainesville

Vet. Med., Colbert

Medicine, Carrollton

Com., Irreg., Atlanta

Medicine, Pelham
Arts, Irreg., Valdosta

Agriculture, Carrollton

Science, Athens
Science, Atlanta

Agriculture, Wrens
Science, Macon
Agriculture, Decatur

Arts, Decatur

Arts, Atlanta
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Henderson, John Henry,

Hendricks, George Linton,

Herrington, Paul Grant,

Hill ,Tracy Whitehead,

Hodgson, Neal Powell,

Hosch, Hugh William,

Howard, Edward Young,
Hutoheson, Ware,
Inman, Rudolph Joe,

Irvin, James Baxter,

Jackson, William Dexter,

James, Charles Richard, Jr.,

Johnston, Alton Wadley,
Joiner, William Lucian, Jr.,

Jones, John Oliver,

Jones, Robert Howard,
Kelly, Thomas Giles,

Kemp, Clinton Coleman,
Kenney, Charles Beatty,

Kicklighter, Lester Parker,

King, George Harris,

Kirby, Joseph Tolleson, Jr.,

Kiser, Lawson Peel,

Lamb, William Lawton,
Lanier, Charles Frank,

Levinson, Roy Samuel,

Long, William Velpoe,

Longino, Joseph Wheeler,

Lufburrow, Eugene Meldrim,

Luke, John Clarke, Jr.,

Lumpkin, Bryan Carr,

Lumpkin, George Glover,

Mahoney, John Hightower,

Mallard, William,

Malone, George Keelin,

Mangum, Hillary Harrison,

Marmelstein, Charles Augustus,

Martin, Emmette Edward,
Martin, Frank Alston,

Martin, Leldon Wailes,

Marx, David, Jr.,

Mai.tox, John Henry, Jr.,

May, John Spalding,

Mays, Bowdre Phinizy,

Merritt, James Lewis,

Medicine,

Arts,

Agriculture,

Civ. Eng.,

Science,

Science,

Science,

Arts,

Comerce,

Science, Irreg.,

Science, Irreg.,

Arch, Eng., St.

Arts,

Medicine,

Science,

Agriculture,

Commerce,
Agriculture,

Medicine,

Agriculture,

Agriculture,

Arts,

Arts,

Commerce,
Science,

Medicine,

Medicine,

Commerce,
Com., Irreg.,

Medicine,

Arts, Irreg.,

Arts,

Arts,

Arts,

Medicine,

Arts, Irreg.,

Civ. Eng.,

Medicine,

Agriculture,

Medicine,

Commerce,
Agriculture,

Medicine

Arts,

Agriculture,

Ocilla

Metter

Atlanta

Danville

Athens
Gainesville

Stephens

Jonesboro

Valdosta

Dayton, Ohio

Tallapoosa

Matthews, S. C.

Stillmore

Dublin

Greenville

Dayton, Ohio

Monroe
Powder Springs

Athens
Glennville

Griffin

Newnan
Atlanta

Swainsboro

Americus
Columbus

Danielsville

Atlanta

Oliver

Ocilla

Athens
Americus

Dublin

Atlanta

Sandersvilie

Grovetown
Savannah

Hilton

Tifton

A€airsville

Atlanta

Elberton

Atlanta

Augusta
Americus
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Methvin, Oscar Rollin,

Miller, Patrick Dwight,

Mirsky, Norman,
Mizell, Charles William, Jr.,

Morton, Oliver Samuel, Jr.,

Munn, Edward Kenneth,

Murphey, Jim Carswell,

McCraney, John William,

McDowell, James Peter,

MoEntire, William Harold,

McFarland, Donald Wallace,

McGahee, Robert Carey,

McGown, Floyd, Jr.,

MoMullan, Thomas Leverett,

McMurry, Winifred Montgomery,
McRainey, Malcolm Angus,
McWhorter, Thurmond,
McWhorter, William A.,

Nelson, Carlton Krother,

Nickerson, Norman Dunning,
Nix, Ernest Morgan,
Nix, Roy MeConnell,

No.'ville, Hoke Smith,

Oberdorfer, Donald,

O'Kelley, Benjamin Morgan,
Oliphant, James Beulah,

Oliver, Lloyd Green,

O'Rear, Frank Garnett,

Osborne, Joeve Allen,

Pane, William Noah,
Palmer, Julian Walker,
Palmer. William Randolph,

Patten, George Dewey,
I edrick, Fuller Grover,

Peres, Octavio G.,

Perry, Frank Bayard,

Phillips, Homer Francis,

Pintchuck, Louis,

Poole, Wallace Lamar,
Powell, Gilbert Henry,

Powell, John Miller,

Pritchett, Dale Lacy,

Ramsey, Bartlett Yancey,

Rausey, John Bowers,

Leciwine, John E.,

Arts,

Arts,

Civ. Eng.,

Commerce,
Journalism,

Medicine,

Science,

Commerce,
Arts, Irreg.,

Medicine,

Commerce,
Medicine,

Agric, Irreg.

/ griculture,

Commerce,
Agriculture,

Agriculture,

Commerce,
Com., Irreg.,

Civ. Eng.,

Agriculture,

Arts,

Commerce,
Commerce,
Commerce,
Medicine,

Medicine,

Science,

Medicine,

Co» merce,

Medicine,

Arts, Irreg.,

CiT.merce,

Medicine,

Agr., Irreg.,

Arts,

Medicine,

Commerce,
Medicine,

Medicine,

Commerce,
Commerce,
Arts.

Agriculture,

Commerce,

Dexter

Sautee

Savannah
Columbus
Lumpkin
Columbus
Hephzibah
Columbus

Griffin

Carnesville

Dalton

Dearing

, San Antonio, Tex.

Hartwell

Lavonia

Ehnodel
Athens
Atlanta

Dublin

Athens

Commerce
Lawrenceville

Bishop

Atlanta

Loganville

Wrens
Dover

Union Point

Maysville

Dawson
Tennille

Columbus
Milltown

Quitman
Pernambuco, Brazil

Camilla

Sandersville

Augusta
Atlanta

Augusta
Moultrie

Calhoun
Bainbridge

Augusta
Gainesville
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R< • se, Riley Brown,

Reeves, Joel Farley,

Reid, John Franklin,

Reville, Thomas Porter,

Rew, Leland Chadwick,

Rice, William Brooks, Jr.,

Richardson, Jefferson Lafayette,

Ricks, Isaac James,

Ricigway, George Horace,

Rigdon, Henry,

Ri\ers, Wayne Kirby,

Roberts, James Stanley,

Roberts, William Benjamin,

Roebuck, Frank Marion, Jr.,

Rogers, William Mitchell,

Rothe, Elmer Sigmund,

Rothschild, Jac Hecht,

Rourke, John Wescott, Jr.,

Royston, Charlie Asberry,

Sanford, Charles Steadman,

Saunders, Walter Ernest, Jr.,

Sawtell, Robert Redding,

Sawyer, Clinton Howell, Jr.,

Saye, Roland Atmar,
Schley, Francis Brookin,

Schwalb, John Fred,

Scott, Isaac Judson,

Searcy, Albert Harris,

Sheffield, Mallon Jerome,

Sheppard, Charles Alfred,

Shipp, William Wesley,

Sibley, Josiah,

Siebert, Leonard Robert,

Sims, Malcolm Maxwell,

Sinclair, Dewitt,

Sinquefield, William Clifton,

Skinner, Charles Wesley, Jr.,

Slack, Charles Morse,

Slade, Burton, Jr.,

Slaughter, John Robert,

Smisson, Hugh F-,

Smith, Amory Solon, Jr.,

Smith, Boykin Rupert,

Smith, Franklin Sumner,
Smith, Guy Carroll,

commerce,
Agriculture,

Agriculture,

Medicine,

Agriculture,

Science,

Science,

Agriculture, Irreg

Medicine,

Commerce,
Commerce,
Agriculture,

Commerce,
Medicine,

Science,

Agr., Irreg.,

Commerce,
Medicine,

Commerce,
Agriculture,

Medicine,

Commerce,
Civ. Eng.,

Commerce, •

Medicine,

Commerce,
Science,

Medicine,

Arts,

Agriculture,

Arts,

Agriculture,

Science,

Medicine,

Agriculture,

Science, Irreg.,

Arts,

Science,

Arts, Irreg.,

Agriculture,

Agriculture,

Science,

Science,

Medicine,

Agriculture,

Atlanta

Thomaston
Bowdon

Jesup

Forest, Miss-

.Dublin

Atlanta

, Reynolds

Royston

Tifton

Valdosta

Washington
Valdosta

Atlanta

Barnesville

Hondo, Texas

Columbus
Savannah
Royston
Athens

Arlington

Griffin

Savannah
Athens

Columbus
Savannah
Conyers

Forsyth

Atlanta

Atlanta

Moultrie

Milledgeville

Valdosta

Washington
Moultrie

TenniUe
Waynesboro
Gainesville

Griffin

Waverly Hall

Ft. Valley

Augusta
Sandersville

Jefferson

Hephzibah
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Smith, Joseph Jacques,

Smith, Lewis Monroe,

Smith, Thomas Livingston, Jr.,

Smith, Wilburn Philip,

Sparks, Garten,

Spicer,. Cyril Kenneth,

Steinberg, David,

Stephens, William Hugh,
Stevenson, Richard Redding,

Stewart, Charles Daniel,

Stewart, Frederick Hahr,

Slewart, Thomas Marion,

Story, Kenneth Huggins,

Stovall, Walter Louis, Jr.,

Strickland, Willard Parker,

Styles, Bernard William,

Swift, Edwin Chester,

Taylor, John Thomas,
Temples, Powell McRae,
Thaxton, James Ralph,

Tolbert, Louis Edmond,
Tonge, Glenn Swindell,

Troutman, John Frank,

Tucker, David DeJarnette,

Tyson, Glenn Cheatham,
Upshaw, Preston Carl,

Varnadoe, John Arthur, Jr.,

Vickery, Edwin Hubert,

Walker, Jerome Massee,

Walker, Sam Elisha,

Walker, Wallace Haynes,

Watts, George Robert,

Wellborn, John Dent,

West, William Stanley,

Westbrook, Lloyd,

Whatley, William Troy,

White, Christopher Gadson,

White, James Jr.,

Whitney, Charles Barry,

Wicker, Daniel Lee,

Wier, John Benson,

Williams, George Jackson,

Williams, Warren Candler,

Williamson, Joe Patterson,

Willie, Edward Roy,

Agriculture,

Science,

Vet. Med.,

Arts,

Commerce,
Medicine,

Medicine,

Arts,

Commerce,
Education,

Civ. Eng.,

Arts,

Vet. Med.,

Commerce,
Agriculture,

Atlanta

Atlanta

Quitman
Chipley

Macon
Savannah
Augusta

Savannah
Little Rock, Ark.

Shingler

Athens
Douglasville

Ashburn
Fitzgerald

Blackshear
Science, Irreg.,

Medicine,

Journalism, Irreg.,

Medicine,

Arts,

Commerce,
Commerce,
Arts, Irreg.,

Dublin

Woodbine
Macon

Statesboro

Griffin

Villa Rica

Bainbridge

Ft. Valley

Agriculture, Williamston, S. C.

Science, Darien
Commerce, Loganville

Civ. Eng., Savannah.
Medicine, Toccoa
Arts, Marshallville

Medicine, Waycross
Arts, Atlanta

Civ. Eng., Calhoun
Commerce, Atlanta

Commerce, Valdosta

Agriculutre, Flowery Branch
Agriculture, Reynolds
Science, Irreg., Dublin

Arts, Athens
Science, Augusta
Agriculture, Warrenton
Civ. Eng., Athens
Science, Tifton

Science, Gr'ffin

Science, Wellston

Medicine, Louisville
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Willfs, Olin Stewart, Arts, Meigs
Wilson, Edward Whitfield, Medicine, Atlanta

Wilson, John Bryan, Arts, Irreg., L®ganville

Wilson, William Printup, Agriculture, Thomson
Woodall, Allen McGehee, Science, Columbus
Woodall, Franklin Madison, Medicine, Thomaston
Wright, Arnold, Arts, Newnan
Youngblood, Charles Rupert, Civ. Eng., Augusta
Youngkin, Ernest Hand, Jr., Civ. Eng., Athens

SPECIAL. STUDENTS
Austin, Stafford .Lapham, Agriculture, Augusta

Bell, Sanford Keltner, Science, Atlanta

Davis, William Patten, Science, Danielsville

Geiger, Harmon Webb, Science, Anderson, S. C.

Lufburrow, Eugene Meldrim, Commerce, Oliver

McGee, Rosa Blanche, Agriculture, Athens

Peacock, Claude Howard, Science, Eastman
Perkins, Matt Gaston, Commerce, Perkias

Rubin, Philip, Agriculture, Savannah
Schempp, George Christian, Agriculture, Athens
b'mith, Edgar Valentine, Agriculture, Atlanta

Smith, Mrs. Edgar Valentine, Agriculture, Atlanta

Styles, Bernard William, Science, Dublin

White, Christopher Gadson, Science, Dublin

Williams, Blonnie Hugh, Agriculture, Sylvester

SENIOR LAW
Breed, Harry Monroe LaGrange
Cohen, Philip Athens

Cranford, James Varnadoe Valdosta

Cranford, West Lemuel Valdosta

DeJarnette, Henry Reid, Jr Eatonton

Durrence, Henry Hartridge - Daisy

Griffin, William Herschel Rome
Hall, Miles Lewis Greensboro
Harris, Roy Vincent Wrens
Lippitt, Alfonso Linton Albany
McMichael, Edward Howard, Jr Buena Vista

Maddox, Arthur Kenney - Griffin

Miller, William Dews Waycross
Mitchell, John Chester Dalton

Nevin, Mitchell Albert Atlanta

Sargent, Hiram Thomas Athens
Shiver, Wallace Beverly Quitman
Stewart, John Pendleton Atlanta
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Story, Samuel Gaines, Jr Waynesboro
Strother, John Richard Athens
Thomas, Alexander Ameen Savannah
Tindall, Frank Cushman Savannah
Vinson, Fleming George Savannah
Wier, Augustus Lythgoe Athens

JUNIOR LAW
Carlisle, William Thompson Gainesville

Clare, Barry Linwood Fitzgerald

Talmage, Allen Hill Athens

FIRST-YEAR LAW
Andrews, Earnest Edward - Toccoa
Berman, Joseph Emile Camilla

Bowie, James Cary Summit
Breen, Florence Lightfoot Thomasville

Cato, Julius Caesar, Jr Eufaula, Ala.

Cody, Wellborn Butt Atlanta

Cole, John Pope Columbus
Cooper, James Roy Augusta
Dasher, Joseph Erwin Augusta
Dickerson, Robert Glenn, Jr Homerville

Ford, Preston Brooks Sylvester

Futral, Jesse Ogletree Griffin

Gordon, James Theophilus Danielsville

Greene, Thaddeus Gilmore Eatonton
Heery, Bernice Brand Savannah
Holmes, Pierce Edwards Vidaiia

Jolles, Nathan Washington
Jordan, Brown Lee -Washington
Kelley, Julian Dantzler Monroe
Kingery, Max Leonidas Summit
Lanier, William Dean Harlem
Ledbetter, Victor Roby Eatonton

Lesser, Joseph Herman Rome
Loden, Charles Spurgeon Mize

McCanless, Edgar Maxwell Canton

McKinney, Davis Rogers Riverdale

McWhite, George Washington Moultrie

Martin, Raymond William Newnan
Moore, Jordan Lee Franklin, Ky.

Morris, Benjamin Irby Waycross
Murdaugh, Lamar Leonard McRae
Murray, William Albert Vienna

Poole, Thomas Ovid, Jr Atlanta
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Powell, Grayson Chandler Swainsboro
Randall, Arty Otis Lavonia
Rountree, Cecil Anderson Swainsboro
Reese, Paschal Clinton Fairburn
Smith, James Robert Atlanta
Smith, Cap C. Jeffersonville

Spence, Robert Edward Lee, Jr Albany
Stark, Hope Daniel Commerce
Thweatt, Milton Boyce Athens
Webb, Morris Payne Adrian
Wengrow, Isaac Max Brunswick
Whelchel, Ovid Thompson Gainesville

SPECIAL. LAW
Cobb, Howell Athens

ACADEMIC ELECTIVE LAW
Alexander, William Walker Thomasville

Brown, Elijah Alexander Atlanta

Dallas, William McKenzie Thomaston
Heyman, Herman Atlanta

McDonald, John Carlisle Douglas
O'Callaghan, Robert Dennis Athens
Zachry, Wallace Preston Atlanta

SENIOR PHARMACY
DeLoach, Alvin Bernard Appling

Hampton, Von Griffeth Colbert

Martin, Warren H Williamston, S. C.

Morris, William Thompson Rome
Vinson, Wright Daniel Macon

JUNIOR PHARMACY
Alford, Herbert Robert Sandersville

Babcock, Herbert Joseph Miami, Fla.

Baskin, Lawrence Milton Temple
Dennard, Charles Philip Pineview

Dickson, Jesse Stephen West Point

Gowder, Paul Martin Lula

Grice, Milo Herbert Macon
Hodgson, Roy Downie Athens
Martin, Grover Ray Devercux

Palmer, Verner Dejanon Tennille

Paschal, Samuel Benjamin Nona
Smith, Charles Emmett - Carrollton

Smith, T. F
Stothart, Thomas Augustus Augu-ta
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Walker, Hugh Capers Eatonton
Wright, Horace Holden Lincolnton

ONE-YEAR AGRICULTURE
Ballou, Dexter Blake Fowltown
Barrett, Emanuel Elbert Cedartown

Branch, Walter William Ashburn
Brannen, Robert Fulton Statesboro

Bridges, Daniel Hugh Sumner
Cantey, Clyde Wilson Fowltown
Casey, Frank Wiley Cedartown
Chaplin, Benjamin F'enton Guyton
Cochran, Lee Myrvin Luthersville

Cone, Aaron Asberry Hubert

Connor, William Lester Cedartown

Cox, Carl Macon
Crim, Ernest H Manchester

Duke, Joseph Logan -Faceville

Duke, Wesley Allen Brinson

Dupriest, Robert Patton Shingler

Foy, J. P Statesboro

Garrett, James William Loganville

George, Oscar Lamar Oxford

Gill, John William Woodbury
Glaze, Nash Washington
Goodrich, Ivan Thomas, Jr Savannah
Green, Frank Sykes Villa Rica

Guill, Richard Abner Sparta

Hall, William Russell Eastman
Harris, Moses Wiley, Jr Sparta

Harrison, Moody Laurence Martin

Haynes, James Everett Franklin Hazelhurst

Hodges, Clayton Ralph Brinson

Kelly, William Boyd Hartsfield

Kennedy, John L Pavo
Mansfield, Alexander Leesburg

Mauldin, William Frank Doerun
Moreland, Edward Cecil Bronwood
Murphy, John Pendleton Hall Augusta
McCord, James Neal Thomson
McNeely, John Henry Kennesaw
North, David Gibson Hampton
Northcutt, Robert Hull, Jr Marietta

Northen, Fred Arlington Hopkinsville, Ky.

Pullen, Houston Clem
Rhodes, John Moss Moultrie
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Richardson, Willie Sentelle Hawkinsville

Rogers, Guy Funston
Shirley, Stonewall Plains

Storey, Joe Will Moultrie

Summerlin, William Henry Funston
Tarvin, William Edward Dixie

Thomas, Edward Coleman Avalon
Thomas, Ernest Henry Martin
Thomas, Edge William Martin
Thomas, Jobe William Winder
Trammell, Maynard Milner Luthersville

Tucker, Wiley Franklin Moultrie
Ward, Percy Jakin
Webb, Charles Fred Cordele
Whitaker, Allen Harlem
Whitchard, Theodore Oscar, Jr Blakely
White, Rowland Cartersville

Wiley, Clifton Roy Eastanollee
Wilkes, Nathan Crawford Lincolnton
Williams, Gustavus Lamar Luthersville

Williams, Miles Canada, Jr Attapulgus
Willingham, Earley Bunyan Cedartown
Young, Robert Bartow Cedartown

WAR REHABILITATION

Ayers, Willie Goss, Agriculture, Crandall

Biggs, Robert Lee Agriculture, Athens
Brown, Wm. Morris, Commerce, Tampa, Fla.

Cooper, James Roy, Law, Augusta
Dickson, Babe, Agriculture, Crandall

Garland, Thada, Agriculture, Toccoa

Catlin, Roy A., Agriculture, Kennesaw
Leonard, Charles Otis, Agriculture, Kennesaw
McFarland, James Archie, Law, Dalton

Norsworthy, Inman, Agriculture, Jackson

Park, Howard Lee, Agriculture, Athens

Peek, Julian M., Commerce, Hartwell

Porter, Ernest Golden, Agriculture, Hiram
Richardson, Lyndell, Agriculture, St. Paul, Minn.

Rutland, John Thomas, Agriculture, LaGrange
Treadwell, Coleman, Agriculture, Bethlehem

Woods, H. G., Agriculture, Jackson
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VOCATIONAL AGRICULTURAL EDUCATION
Beard, A. R Jingo, Tenn.

Benford, J. J Chipley

Blackmon, W. R Pavo
Bookhardt, J. S Powder Springs

Breedlove, J. H Tifton

Bussey, Thomas Nathan Donalsonville

Callahan, J. K Wrens
Carreker, H. B Commerce
Causey, N. H 1 Carrollton

Clotfelter, E. T Granite Hill

Cole, J. W _____Dallas

Cromartie, E. G Statesboro

Dawson, J. W - Sale City

Drexel, E. P Monroe
DuPree, J. T Stone Mountain
Elliott, J. E Statesboro

Etheridge, John Tifton

Firor, G. H Madison
Free, M. E Dawsonville

Fry, H. L Clarkesville

Cowan, C. Lee
Hubbard, C. S. Baldwin
Johnson, A. H Franklin

Kennedy, J. L Clarkesville

Melton, F. B _Blakely

McClesky, James L
McBroom, G. C

McKee, M. W Douglas
Kemp, H. H Powder Springs

O'Kelley, A. A Clayton

Purcell, B. D
Robison, A. G Bowdon
Smith, L. R Monroe
Stephens, A. M ___Carrollton

Townsend, Thomas J Blairsville

Veatch, C. L Barnesville

White, Ralph E Dixie

Wilkinson, Terrell H Camilla

Patton, W. Henry Lansing, N. C.
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STUDENTS' ARMY TRAINING CORPS
Collegiate Section—Army Unit

Abney, John William Athens

Abrams, Frank Basil Savannah

Adams, Charles Newton Covington

Adams, George Mortimer Cusseta

Adams, John Green Covington

Agos, Jack Avery Atlanta

Alford Herbert Robert Sandersville

Allegood, James Linton Moultrie

Allen, Robert Ivey Atlanta

Amis, Willim Dean Athens

Anderson, William Dickson Macon
Archer, Hartwell Dewey Sparta

Arnold. Allen Johnston Monroe
Arnold, Bee Bartlett Powder Springs

Arnold, William Glenn , Newnan
Ashley, Fitzhugh Lee Ocilla

Avary, Arch, Jr. Atlanta

Babcock. Herbert Joseph Miami. Fla.

Bagley, Thomas Bradford Columbus
Bacon, Charlie Bacon Athens
Bailey, Herbert Glenn Cobb
Bailey, John Mitchell Lawrenceburg, Ky.

Ball, Bernard Joseph Americus
Ball, William Cobb Thomasville
Banks, Orilious Hunt Shady Dale

Barksdale, John Lawrence, Jr Augusta
Barrett, DuPre Athens
Barrett, Paul Theodore Commerce
Baskin, Thomas Irvine Temple
Beach, Joseph Roy Sandersville

Beall, Thomas Julian Carrollton

Beck, William Henry, Jr Griffin

Bell, Alvin Flynn, Jr Hartwell
Bell, Sanford Keltner Atlanta

Benford, Alfonzo Terrel Bowdon
Bennett, Frederick William Jefferson

Bennett, Nathaniel Howard LaGrange
Bennett, Paul Hansell Quitman
Berman, Joseph Emile Camilla
Bernstein, Albert Bernard Savannah
Berryman, Frank Benjamin Royston
Bethune, Lorie Kenneth Pavo
Blalock, Daniel Simeon Fayetteville
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Bleckley, Herring Clayton

Bluestein, Hyman Savannah
Bond, David Barnett Lithonia

Bond, William Franklin Lawrenceburg, Ky.

Bouchillon, Hoke St. Clair Letford

Bowen, Enoch Piercil, Jr Tifton

Bradley, Waldo Savannah
Branch, Walter William Ashburn
Brannen, Heyward Stilson Stilson

Braswell, Robert Samuel Ft. Valley

Breed, Harry Monroe LaGrange
Brice, Henry Turner Quitman
Bright, Orrie Edward Savannah
Brim, Derbe -Dawson
Broach, Howell Dewey Campton
Broadhurst, George Marion Jesup

Brock, Benjamin Carrollton

Brodnax, Charles Edward Carrollton

Brodnax, Marion Jack Carrollton

Brooks, John Reese, Jr Agricola

Brooks, Tom Gibson Agricola

Brooks, William Park, Jr Athens

Brown, John Lawrence, Jr Ft. Valley

Brunson, Clarence Edgar Perry

Bryant, Clark Howell Maxeys
Bunn, Willard Enforrest Griffin

Burtchaell, Joseph Grey East Point

Butt, Sylvan Edwin Blairsville

Caldwell, Herman White Atlanta

Callaway, Webster Regan Bogart

Campbell, William Harold, Jr. Columbus
Carnes, Lemuel B., Jr Marietta

Carson, James Bayard Commerce
Carson, James Pate Tifton

Oarswell, Edward Steele Chattanooga, Tenn.

Carter, Clyde Baxter Gainesville

Cato, Julius C, Jr Eufaula, Ala.

Causey, William Lewis Bowdon
Childs, William Hicks Columbus
Clare, Barry Fitzgerald

Cleaveland, Thomas Ray LaGrange
Cleaveland, William Louis, Jr LaGrange

Cobb, William Frederick Whigham
Cocroft, Charles Sanford Bostwick

Cody, Wellborn Butt Atlanta
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Colburn, Whitney Carswell Chattanooga, Tenn.

Cole, John Pope Newnan
Coleman, Henry Hugh Graymont
Collier, Paul Arnold Jefferson

Collins, F'rancis McKinley Douglasville

Collins, Hobart Odell - Dalton

Conger, George Drew Tifton

Cook, Frederick Lawson Parrott

Cook, Leon Pinckney Toccoa

Cooper, Lamar Jackson Commerce
Cothran, Guy Samuel Rome
Covington, Sidney Sheffield Moultrie

Cowart, Edwin Earle Blakely

Cox, Arthur Hodgson Athens

Cox, Fletcher, Jr Lonoke, Ark.

Cox, Howell Boatwright Toccoa

Cox, John Thomas, Jr Macon
Craig, Virgil Guerry Lawrenceville

Cranford, James Varnadoe Valdosta

Cranford, West Lemuel Valdosta

Cunningham, Lawrence Ernest Savannah
Darden, Holt Blakely

Dasher, Hampton George Marlow
Daughtry, Hampton Lamar Jackson

Davidson, William Houser Ft. Valley

Davis, Alva Bethel Donaldsonville

Davis, Charles Aubrey Edison

Davis, Fred Lucas, Jr Athens
Davis, James Hugh Atlanta

Davis, Roy Wilson Kenwood
Davis, Shelley Carter Atlanta

Davis, Thomas John II Savannah
Day, Harold Shepherd Milledgeville

Dean, John William Darien
DeJarnette, Henry Reid Eatonton
DeLoach, Alvin Bernard Appling
DeLoach, LeGrand Hale Statesboro

DesPortes, Richard Smallwood Columbus
Dickerson, Robert Glenn, Jr Homerville
Dickey, Wilmer Moore Musella

Dickinson, George William Union Point

Dickson, Jesse Stephens West Point

Disbro, William Bass Atlarta

Dodson, William Adolphus, Jr. Ameri°/is

Downs, William Olin Bowl m
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Dozier, Laurie Lester Hillman
Drake, James Benjamin Turin

Duke, Charles Burch Augusta
Dukes, John Dolphin Newnan
Duncan, Alexander Ford__. Savannah
Dunlap, Hubert Hudson Chipley

Durden, Cecil Roscoe Graymont
Durden, Rowie Vinson . Graymont
Eberhardt, Jacob Pope Athens
Eiseman, John Keller ..Atlanta

Elliott, John Lawson McDonough
English, Arthur Hurst, Jr Barnesville

Ethridge, Elmer Fred Madison
Evans, George Reese Savannah
Evans, Loring Palmer Bartow
Evans, Roy Whitfield Mountville

Ewing, Orville Berry Greensboro

Fain, Fred Harris Dandridge, Tenn.

Farlinger, Alexander Brodie Cornelia

Findley, Lee Barrett Duluth

Fitzpatrick, Calvin Reid Madison
Fitzpatrick, Henry Vaughan Culloden

Flanders, William Henry - Swainsboro

Floyd, Waldo Emerson Statesboro

Fort, Lynn, Jr Atlanta

Fort, Luther Harvey Morrow-

Fowler, Charles William Bowdon
Fudge, John Clifton Arlington

Gaines, Jeptha Eugene Elberton

Gaissert, Irby Frederick Madison

Ganus, Leonard Allen Matthews

Garrett, Roy Crawley Campton
Garrison, Harry Lloyd Gillsville

Gartelman, Rufus Emil Savannah

Gaston, Joseph Harper Greenville

Gelders, Stewart Francis Fitzgerald

Gilbert, Eugene Thomas Washington

Gilbert, Gordon Lanier - Savannah

Gill, John William Woodbury
Gilmore, Stanley Jackson Columbus

Gilreath, Paul, Jr Cartersville

Goettinger, Carl Atlanta

Goodrum, James Thompson Newnan
Gordon, James Theoplis Danielsville

Gorfain, Fredel Mark Savannah
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Greentree, Carl Columbus
Griffin, Harvey Dickson Baxley

Griffin, Luther Alfred Gibson

Griffin, William Herscbel Rome
Groover, Arthur Rosseter Quitman
Groover, Thomas Denmark Savannah

Gruver, Charles Laney Summit
Guthman, Sam, Jr Macon
Gutman, Jerome Irving Savannah
Hagler, John Carroll, Jr Augusta
Haileu, Isham Brown Hartwell

Haisfield, Henry Benjamin Griffin

Hall, Miles Lewis Greensboro

Hampton, Von Griffith Colbert

Hand, Francis Marion Pelham
Harden, Willis Neal Commerce
Hargis, Richard Reuben Charlotte, N. C.

Hargrett, Wesley Thomas, Jr Tifton

Harley, Wofford Julian Sparta

Harn, Reginald Bond Pembroke
Harris, Hugh Talmadge Athens
Harris, Lucien, Jr. Atlanta

Harris,' Ralph Waldo Wrens
Harrison, Earnest Branson Agricola

Harrold, Frank Walker Americus
Hartley, James Felder Hepzibah
Hatcher, Cliff Cicero, Jr Atlanta

Hayes, Jones Eastanollee

Hayman, Fred Branson Ellabelle

Heaton, William David, Jr Tallapoosa
Heiman, Isadore Atlanta
Henderson, John Henry Ocilla

Heyman, Charles Simon Atlanta
Hicks, Eugene Clifton, Jr Decatur
Highsmith, Everett Way Baxley
Hillis, George Dewey Girard
Hirsch, Jonas Bertram Athens
Hodgson, Neal Powell Athens
Hogg, Millard Fillmore Atlanta
Holmes, Pierce Edward Vidalia
Hood, Thurmond Common e

Hopkins, Bernard Orville Washington
Hopkins, Coray Dean Fitzgerald
Howald, George Adams Decatur
Hubert, Marion Albon Athens
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Huddleston, Francis Williams Senoia

Hughes, Lee Henry Oakwood
Hunter, Bayard Eastman Atlanta

Hussey, Cecil Wagnon Jefferson

Jackson, William Ralph Donovan
Janes, Talmadge Plemon Farmington
Jarrell, John Arthur Lineville, Ala.

Jeffords, Reuil Charles Waresboro
Jennings, Mansfield Marion Dawson
Jessup, Edwin Harley Eastman
Johnson, Albert Sidney Mt. Vernon
Johnson, Daniel Garfield

Johnson, Eric Ridley - Carrolltcn

Johnson, Uel Royston
Jolley, James Ferrell Tifton

Jones, Elmer Walter Eatonton

Jones, John Oliver - Greenville

Jordan, Brown Lee Washington
Jordan, Lewis Morris Athens
Kelly, Julian Dantzler Monroe
Kelly, Thomas Giles Monroe
Kemp, Clinton Coleman Powder Springs

Kennedy, Herman Troub Collins

Kimsey, John Kenimer Cornelia

King, Alexander Campbell, Jr Atlanta

King, Richard Denny Rome
Kingery, Max Leonidas Summit
Knight, Jackson Adams Cartersville

Lacey, Kenneth Reed Chattanooga, Tenn.

Lamb, William Lawton Swainsboro

Langley, Richard Berner Loganvil^e

Lanier, William Dean - Harlem
Latham, Otis Page, Jr Gainesville

Ledbetter, Victor Eatonton

Lesser, Joseph Herman Rome
Levie, Thurston Montezuma
Levington, Abram Savannah
Lewis, Samuel Lee Atlanta

Lippitt, Alfonso Linton Albany

Long, Nathaniel Guy Pendergrass

Long, William Velpoe Danielsville

Longino, Joseph Wheeler Atlanta

Lott, Clinton Douglas

Loyd, Charles Yancey Savannah

Lumpkin, Bryan Carr Athens
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Lumpkin, John Henry Americus

Mallard, William Atlanta

Mallory, Joseph Augustus Sylvania

Mann, Herman Colquitt Lyons

Mann, Joe Wheeler Lyons
Martin, Frank Alston Tifton

Martin, Leldon Wails Adair sville

Matson, Thomas Dickey Atlanta

Mattox, John Robert, Jr Elberton

Mauk, Charles Dalton Buena Vista

Maxwell, John Abrum Adairsville

Mears, William Hodgson Brooklyn, X. Y.

Meetze, Bernice Graves Arlington

Merritt, James Lewis Americus
Middlebrooks, Willie Tom Starrsville

Miller, Patrick Dwight Sautee

Miraglia, Edward Henry, Jr Macon
Monroe, Roland Sampston Savannah
Moore, Beverly Henry Statesboro

Moore, Lewis Mathew Eufaula, Ala.

Moore, Wilmer Lee, Jr Atlanta

Morris, Benjamin Irby Waycross
Morris, Wallace Palmer Augusta
Morris, William Thompson Rome
Morrison, Arthur Alston Savannah
Morton, Arthur Latimer Athens
Morton, Oliver Samuel, Jr. Lumpkin
Moss, Boyd Cooper Toccoa
Mott, Kennon, Jr Atlanta

Munn, Edward Kenneth Columbus
Murphey, Jim Carswell Hephzibah
Murray, Wilbur Thomas Thomasville
McCord, George Thomas Thomson
McCorkle, John Brooke Thomson
McDonald, Donald Bennett Quitman
McDonald, John Carlyle Douglas
McGahee, Robert Carey Dearing
McKinney, Davis Rogers Riverdale

McLaws, Philip Livingston Savannah
McLellan, John McAfee Dalton
McLemore, Ira Oglethorpe Higgston
McManus, William Wells Atlanta

McMullan, Thomas Leverett Hart well

McMurry, Winifred Montgomery Lavonia

McPherson, Nenie.n Coatsworth. Jr Atlanta
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McWhirter, George Harold Comer
McWhorter, Edwin Ariel Savannah
Nathan, Hyman Guss Jesup

Neel, Fred Donald Cartersville

Neibling, Thomas Meintzer Augusta
Neill, James Blake Savannah
Nelms, William Frank Commerce
Nelson, Carlton Krother Dublin

Nelson, Judge Branham Calhoun
Nevin, Mitchell Albert Atlanta

Nichols, Robert Lee - Atlanta

Nickerson, Norman Dunning Athens
Nickerson, Samuel Hinckley Athens
Nix, Ernest Morgan Commerce
Nowell, Robert Lee, Jr Monroe
O'Callaghan, Robert Dennis Athens
Oliphant, Jones Beulah Wrens
Oliphant, Judson Reeves Wrens
O'Neal, Benjamin Paschal, Jr. Macon
O'Rear, Frank Garnett Union Point

Osborne, Joeve Allen Maysville

Overstreet, Edward Jennings Baxley

Park, James Holt Athens
Parrish, Harry Lee Cordele

Paschal, Samuel Benjamin -Nona
Patten, George Dewey Milltown

Paulk, James Wilson Blakely

Peacock, William Harlows Eastman
Pedrick, Fuller Groover Quitman
Perry, F'rank Bayard Camilla

Perry, James Lenoah Machen
Peterson, Hugh Alley

Petty, John Byrd Dawson
Phillips, Homer Francis Sandersville

Pintchuck, Louis Augusta
Pitman, Charles Samuel Chipley

Pittman, William Paul Savannah
Pope, Benjamin Hezekiah Ochlochnee

Porch, Robert Clifton Barnesville

Poss, Thomas Walter Athens

Powell, Albert Henry Augusta

Powell, Grayson Candler Swainsboro

Powell, Howard Smith Little Rock, Ark.

Prichard, Thomas Harold West Point

Pritchett, Dale Lacy Calhoun
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Pugh, Edgar William Lumpkin
Purcell, Edgar Eldon Gainesville

Quarterman, Keith Axson Winder
Quattlebaum, Albert William, Jr Statesboro

Quillian, Daniel David Athens
Ransey, John Bowers Augusta
Ranson, Max Howard Menlo
Rast, William James Dixie

Reaves, Linton Smith Bowdon
Redwine, John E., Jr Gainesville

Reese, Edwin Martin Rome
Reese, Riley Brown Atlanta

Reid, John Franklin Bowdon
Reville, Thomas Porter, Jr Jesup

Rhyne, Julian Theodore LaFayette
Richardson, Harry Spencer Hawkinsville

Richardson, Jefferson Lafayette Atlanta

Ridgway, George Horace Royston
Roberts, James Stanley Washington
Roberts, William Benjamin Valdosta

Robinson, Reginald Emanuel Greensboro
Rogers, Merritt Clayton Americus
Ross, Julian Everett Winder
Rothe, Elmer Sigmund Hondo, Texas
Rudolph, Milton Oscar Douglas
Russell, Robert Lee, Jr : - Winder
Russell, Walter Harmon Turin
Sage, John Edwin, Jr Marietta

Satterfield, Claude Harrison Adairsville

Saunders, Hal Louis Coleman
Sawtell, Robert Redding Griffin

Sawyer, Clinton Howell, Jr Savannah
Schwalb, John Fred Savannah
Scott, Isaac Judson Conyers
Seay, Thomas David, Jr Reynolds
Sessoms, Lewis Calhoun Waycross
Setze, Julian Adolphus Atlanta

Shearer, John D LaFayette
Sheffield, Mallon Jerome Atlanta

Sheppard, Whittaker Murdock Daisy
Shipp, William Wesley Moultrie

Shiver, Wallace Benjamin Quitman
Short, Raymond Wood Athens
Simmonds, Randolph Brumby Marietta

Simpson, Benjamin Franklin Norcross
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Slack, Chester Warner Gainesville

Smith, Charles Merlin Barnesville

Smith, James David Cleo Nashville

Smith, Joseph Jacques Atlanta

Smith, William Hogarth Claxton

Smith, William Terrell Byromville

Solomon, Paul Leo Jeffersonville

Spence, Samuel Bennet Camilla

Sperling, Herman Waynesboro
Spicer, James Payne Savannah
Stanfill, Stephen Lucius Hahira

Stanley, James Baskin Quitman
Starr, Fred Ford Dublin

Starr, Richard Neil Crawfordville

Stevenson, Richard Redding Little Rock, Ark-

Stewart, iCharles Daniel Shingler

Stewart, Frederick Hahr Athens
Stewart, Ira Melson Newnan
Stokes, Thomas Lunsford, Jr Atlanta

Storer, Julian Lee Savannah
Story, Joe Will Moultrie

Story, Kenneth Huggins - -Ashburn
Stothart, Thomas Augustus Augusta
Stroud, William Lee Barnesville

Stuckey, Robert Henry Blakely

Summerour, Charles William Duluth

Sutker, Nathan Savannah
Swenson, William Edward Blakely

Talmage, Allen Hill Athens
Templeton, Cheney Augustus Hephzibah
Terry, John Thomas Milledgeville

Thomas, Alexander Ameen Savannah
Thweatt, Robert Catchings Montgomery, Ala
Tindall, Frank iCushman Macon
Trotti, Lamar Jefferson Atlanta

Tucker, Thomas Walker Conyers

Turner, Paul Augustus Carrollton

Turner, William Redd Columbus
Varnadoe, John Arthur Savannah
Vaughan, Francis Jerome Cartersville

Vinson, Fleming George - Savannah
Vinson, Wright Daniel Macon
Walker, Sam Elisha Waycross
Walker, Wallace Haynes Atlanta

Ward, Frank Kell Bullochville
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Ward, Louis Edgar Lumpkin
Welch, David Ellis Newnan
Welsh, William Aloysius Savannah
West, Joseph Henry Union Point

Wheatley, Charles Huntington Americus
Whelan, Edward James Savannah
Whelchel, Hugh Calvin -Douglas

Whelchel, Ovid Thompson Gainesville

White, James, Jr Athens
Whitehead, Robert Clifton Athens

Whitley, Joe Willie Ocilla

Wier, Augustus Lythgoe Athens
Wilkins, John Julian, Jr Athens

Williams, Warren Candler Griffin

Wimberly, Ernest Clifford : Lyons
Wingfield, Perino Boone Athens
Winter, Thorvald Chester Brunswick
Wood, Robin Hudson Jackson

Woodall, Franklin Madison Thomaston
Woodall, Joseph DeLa Woodland
Woodroof, Benjamin Madison Woodbury
Woodroof, Jasper Guy Woodbury
Woodward, Roy Wiedman Hephzibah
Wright, Thomas Baker Cordele

Wright, William Gardner
Yeomans, Gordon Henry Collins

Youmans, Roger Preston Mcintosh
Zachry, Wallace Preston Atlanta

STUDENTS ARMY TRAINING CORPS
Collegiate Section, Naval Unit

Akerman, Joseph Alexander Cartersville

Anderson, Barney Harris Statesboro

Andrews, Ernest Edward Toccoa

Baird, William Thomas ! Griffin

Baker, Richard Thomas Danielsville

Barge, Robert Henry Newnan
Baxter, John Tracy Macon
Bennett, Alfred Iverson Camilla

Bennett, Jack Cobern Buckhead
Bennett, Joel Conyers Atlanta

Blalock, Jesse Marion Newnan
Bohanan, Charles Raymond Lithonia

Bohanan, James Otis Lithonia

Bowden, James Richard Thomson
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Bowdre, Jack Ross, Jr. Macon
Brannen, John Franklin, Jr Statesboro

Buchwald, Benjamin Athens
Calhoun, Ralph McCoy Arlington

Cameron, Donald Hance Atlanta

Cameron, John Sinclair, Jr Atlanta

Camp, Millard Berlin Newnan
Carlton, William Morton Union Point

Cheney, Benjamin Irwin Valdosta

Cheves, James Parks Atlanta

Clark, Zachariah Harrison Moultrie

Clegg, Joel Sanford Social Circle

Clifton, William Howell Darien

Cohen, Philip Athens
Congdon, William Pryor Augusta
Conn, Charlie Giles, Jr New York, N. Y.

Conwell, Edwin Boyd Lavonia

Conyers, Christopher Thornwell Cartersville

fCothran, Joseph Guy Toney Creek, S. C.

Cowan, Edward Lafayette Conyers

Cushman, John Ulnae r Greenville, S. C.

Dallas, William McKenzie -Thomaston
Daniel, William Frank Thomaston
Dasher, Joseph Edwin Valdosta

Davenport, Stanton Cox Gainesville

Davis ,Joe Wheeler Bainbridge

Dennard, Charles Philip Pineview

Dodd, Hubert Kingston

Drexel, Richard Jacob Tifton

Duggan, Sam McArthur Irwinton

Durden, Dessie Brown Graymont
Durden, Walter Dawson Graymont
Edwards, Ernest Aaron Oxford

Edwards, Troy Monroe
Flowers, William Hampton, Jr Jakin

Freeman, Deane Terry Vaughn
Gentry, Homer Newnan
Gibson, William Shepherd Plains

Green, Ernest Joel Donalsonville

Hay, Robert Lee Dallas

Henderson, Harvey Linwood Monticello, Fla.

Henderson, Lester Devine Monticello, Fla.

Hodges, Lucian Othaniel Oconee
Ingram, Charles Benton Barney
Jackson, William Dexter Tallapoosa
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James, Charles Richard, Jr St. Matthews, S. C.

Jolly, Hugh David Kingston

Jones, Jerome, Jr Atlanta

Kenney, James Heard Macon
Kicklighter, Harold Prentice Glennvilie

Kirkpatrick, Paul Kenneth Walnut Ridge, Ark.

Lane, Bernard Ebenezer Dover
Lee, Cornelius Peebles Oxford

Looper, Harry Stuart Dalton

Lovelady, Jack Glenn Ball Ground
Luke, John Clarke, Jr Ocilla

Lynch, Berner Machen
Martin, Grover Ray Devereux
Middlebrooks, Ben Herbert Cleveland

Milam, Onslow Wilson Marietta

Mitchell, John Chester Dalton

Moore, William Randolph Albany
Morgan, Edmund Richards Macon
Morris, John E. Christus Hawkinsville

Mullis, William Graham Cochran
Murdaugh, Lamar Leonard McRae
McClain, John Dudley Pelham
McCord, Joseph Alexander, Jr Atlanta

McCoy, James Crawford -__Dillard

McFall, Walter Thompson Hartsville, S. C.

McGehee, Joseph Olin Greenville

McLain, Thomas M Acworth
McMichael, Edward Howard, Jr Buena Vista

Newton, Ralph George Halcyondale

Norris, Joel Davis Atlanta

Northcutt, Robert Hull, Jr Marietta

Oliver, Lloyd Green Dover
O'Neal, Emmett Walstein Jackson

Palmer, Julian Walker Tennille

Parnelle, Henry Claude Luray, S. C.

Pittman, Stanley Harrison Tallapoosa

Pottle, Joseph Eason Milledgeville

Powell, Gordon Spencer Alco

Powell, John Harrell Quitman
Powell, John Miller Moultrie

Queener, Laverne Greensboro

Queener, Millard Ernest Greensboro
Rambo, Samuel Stanley Tallapoosa

Rigsby, William Boswell - Augusta
Rivers, Wayne Kirby Valdosta
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Roberts, Aaron Webb Ball Ground
Rodgers, Daniel Soott McDonough
Rogers, John Preston Bennettsville, S- C.

Rosenberg, Maurice Columbus
Russell, Richard Brevard, Jr. Winder
Sewell, James Alfred Cave Springs

Shockley, Arch Govan Apalachee

Short, Clyde Commerce
Sibley, Josiah Milledgevi lie

Sibley, William Hart Union Pomt
Siebert, Leonard Robert Valdosta

Siem, Alfred Martin Savannah
Sims, James Harrison Douglas

Sinclair, DeWitt iMoultrie

Sinclair, Eric Oval Moultrie

Singer, Leon Savannah
Smith, Alexander Wells Tennille

Smith, Cap C Jeffersonville

Smith, Franklin Sumner Jefferson

Smith, Guy Carroll Hephzibah
Smith, Warren Lott Waycross
Smith, Wilburn Philip Chipley

Sterne, Edwin, Jr Albany'

Strickland, William Parker Blackshear

Taylor, 'Charles Edward 'Cochran

Taylor, James Edward Philip Cochran
Thompson, K. A Cochran
Thornton, Alfred Melba Fayetteville

Veale, James E Watkinsville

Wallis, Arthur Hutcherson Fayetteville

Watkins, Joel Smith Jackson

Whatley, William Troy Reynolds

Wilder, Len Bryan Pelham
Wilhoit, Frank Eldon Warrenton
Williams, George Jackson Tifton

Winn, Clarence Augustus Graymont
Young, Robert Austin Darien

STUDENTS ARMY TRAINING CORPS
Vocational Section

Men Trained in Blacksmithing, Carpentry, Auto Mechanics, Truck

Driving

First Detachment
Adams, Earnest James Augusta

Adams, George Lamar Buckhead
Albea, Charlie Candler Metasville
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Allison, Francis Norvie Choestoe

Anderson, Charles Stanton Eton
Anderson, Harry Hollins Athens
Anderson, John Samuel Hillsboro

Armstrong, John Lindsey Woodville

Autry, Joseph Andrew Whigham
Babb, Edgar Epps Avalon
Baldwin, John Comer Oglethorpe

Bargeron, John Jones Sardis

Barrentine, Royal Brady Gordon
Barton, Irael Odelle Sylvania

Bass, Homer Cecil Omega
Bell, Harvey Adbro Bremen
Bell, Reason Horace Macon
Bellamy, Stephen Harris Sycamore
Biggers, William Henry Rome
Blasingame, Beverly Allen Musella

Boatwright, William Lee Swainsboro

Bowen, James Lee Tifton

Boyd, George Hugh Fairburn

Boyd, Robert Eugene Lincolnton

Brannon, Everett Coy Dawsonville

Brawner, Alton Chipley

Brewton, Ernest Atticus Claxton

Brooks, Randall Savannah
Buice, Willie Hampton Flowery Branch
Burnes, Marvin Edmund Rome
Cahero, Lee George Hawkinsville

Carroll, Samuel Lewis Statesboro

Cartledge, Cleveland Lamar Lincolnton

Chandler, Homer Earnest West Point

Chapman, Joseph Henry Cochran
Christopher, Tom Gainesville

Clark, George Henry Richland

Coleman, Frank Lewis Sparta

Collins, Joseph Bernice Trenton
Conoly, Luther Harris Sylvester

Cook, Clifford Clarence

Cooper, Fred Valdi Sylvania

Crockett, Benjamin Elliott Sylvania

Crow, Henry Benjamin Gainesville

Cureton, Hugh Allison Trenton
Daly, Robert Olan Cochran
Daniel, Andrew Jackson Franklin

Deal, James Rufus Donald
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Deaton, Theodore Mashburn Flowery Branch
Dennard, Cuyler Elkin Macon
Duke, Pauldin Allen Cedartown
Elton, John Broox Alamo
Franklin, Rufus Summerfield Mansfield

Freeman, Jacob Henry Toccoa
Fuller, Guy Talmage Abbeville

Gibbs, William John Pike

Girardeau, Herbert Samuel Claxton

Green, John James Forsyth

Groover, Remer Tullis Thomasville

Hardigree, Clarence Grady Watkinsville

Hardman, William Wallace Crawford
Harrell, James Colcord Eastman
Harrison, James Drew Harrison

Hart, Al Vernon Doyle

Hayes, James Edgar Blakely

Head, Carl Christopher Columbus Buchanan
Hendrix, Emory Speer Rockmart
Hodges, William Wade Brinson

Holland, John Andrews Forsyth

Holland, Oscar Frank Monticello

Hudgins, Benjamin Fletcher Decatur

Huey, Fred Costly iAtlanta

Hyde, Arthur Newnan
Hyman, Samuel Leclair Macon
Janes, Frank Thomas Hawkinsville

Jelks .William Oliver Hawkinsville

Johnson, John Leslie Alamo
Jones, George Earnest Jeffersonville

Kelly, Carl James Vienna
Kendrick, Clifford Kenneth Macon
King, Bartow England Martin

Knight, James Grady Eatonton

Lathem, William Arthur Orange
Lipham, Amos Dovard Texas

Lowery, George Lafayette Eastman
Maddox, Lucius Edward Georgetown
Martin, Thomas Sutton Arlington

Mathews, Zachry Taylor, Jr Bronwood
Mize, Frank Antle LaFayette

Montgomery, Henry Grady Thomson
Moore, William Thomas Gray

Myers, Jesse James Alpharetta

McGee, Jason Randall Roberta
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McGlaun, David Evans Cusseta

McLain, Looney Rogers Acworth
Nelms, Joseph Ernest Hartwell

Newton, Thomas Wilson Thomasville

O'Quinn, William Brantley Odum
Pace, Albert Twiggs Waynesboro
Peebles, Julian Dennis Swainsboro
Peek, Ray Eakes Oxford
Phelps, Henry Pasco Dublin

Ray, William Tyrus Commerce
Richardson, David Moore Atlanta

Rogers, Thomas Edwin Buena Vista

Savage, William Edward Covington

Sayer, Ernest Oxford Winston
Schmalheiser, Joseph Savannah
Scott, Blen Morton Hartwell

Sharley, Sam Ashley Cuthbert

Shields, Idus Lawrence Augusta
Shirley, Anderson Jasper Gainesville

Shropshire, Marlebridge Lynwood Atlanta

Simmons, Shelley Blakely

Sims, Chester Theodore - Vienna
Smisson, Louis Edgar Fort Valley

Smith, Linton Harris Barnesville

Smith, Ray Gainesville

Smith, Robert Jackson Augusta
Stewart, John Douglas Helena
Story, Eugene Milton Winefield

Summers, Harmon Harrison Vienna
Sumter, John Lehman Albany
Tabb, Torbitt Augusta
Thomas, Ernest Morris Station

Thornton, James Theodore Morgan
Thrasher, Thomas Isaac Watkinsville

Todd, Arthur Stewart Lithia Springs

Trapnell, Ephraim E Portal

Trawick, Clarence Baxton Linton

Trowbridge, Montford Schley Blythe

Tyner, Garnett Harris Danielsville

Usry, John Littleton Barney Ellaville

Vandiver, Lawrence Helen
Vandiviere, Lewis Augustus Dawsonville

VanLandingham, Robert Roscoe Cairo

Ward, Robert Paul - Atlanta

Waters, Thomas Leroy Brooklet
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Watkins, Grady Cleveland Talbotton

Wells, George Bacon Perry
Wheaton, William Henry, Jr Griffin

Whitaker, Toombs Dudley Harlem
White, Eugene Douglas Dublin

White, Frank Mangrem Augusta
White, Robert Curtis Shelby, N. C.

Wilkes, Ruel Hester Harlem
Williams, Frank Athens
Williams, William Franklin Bronwood
Willis, Fred Farley

Woodall, James Fletcher -Woodland
Woolard, John Stetson Atlanta

Wright, Eddie Harris Eastman
Wynne, William Edward . Tignal

Yates, Russell Sanford Barwick

Second Detachment

Abercrombie, Thomas Elia Murrayville

Addison, Mercer David Leary

Aiken, Carter Arnold Eatonton

Allen, Henry Walton The Rock
Anderson, Benjamin Price Shiloh

Ansley, George Howard Decatur

Appling, Thomas Arthur Atlanta

Arnold, John Dupree Danville

Atkinson, Jesse Perry Madison
Baldwin, Joseph Garrett Midland

Barksdale, Thomas Haynie Conyers

Bellah, Morgan Hinton Summerville

Bennett, Aubie D Conyers

Best, Richard Lee Augusta
Beverly, Olin Paschal

Blair, Vivian Leonidas Valdosta

Bostwick, Collie Lee Oxford

Bozeman, Nathaniel Jelks Finleyson

Brazil, John Henry LaGrange
Brooks, Herman Edgar -Atlanta

Bruce, David Frank Athens

Bryant, William Rufus Dahlonega

Bullard, Thomas Wayne Atlanta

Bynum, Daniel Kleckly Shellman

Byrd, George Dixon Augusta
Cagle, Henry Sylvester Lafayette

Cambron, Luther Cedartown
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Campbell, Charles Griffin LaCrosse

Campbell, Glenn Delligal Douglasville

Cannon, Benjamin Edgar Statesboro

Garden, Curtis Robert Hatley

Carter, Cecil Crisp Sylvester

Chapman, Walter James Poulan
Clark, David Foy Dublin

Clark, James Henry Moultrie

Cochran, John Hill Swords
Coker ,Seaborn Hampton Sycamore
Coleman, Jesse Shannon Smarrs

Cravey, Frank Miles Milan

Crawford, Winston Lylerly

Curtwright, Paul Franklin Atlanta

Daniel, George Raymond Dawson
Darsey, James William Pinehurst

Davis, Douglas Lafayette Clarkesville

Davis, Elisha Ketron Clarkesville

Davis, Jefferson Hawkinsville

Dempsey, James Nevin Rome
Dennard, Roy Edwin Weston
Dial, Francis Bartow -__Newnan
Duffie, Henry Grovetown
Duggan, Samuel Gheesling Warthen
Duke, William Clarence Soperton

Dykes, Frank Eastman
Eason, Buria Holley Vienna
Eason, Vivian Mims College Park
Edwards, Earnest Willie Blakely

Elliott, Alton William Brigh u

Elliott, Erving George : Bright

Fambrough, Ervin Handley Tyrone
Fletcher, James Melvin Tifton

Flewellyn, Conway Barbour Forsyth

Fowler, Howard Joshua Kennesaw
Freeman, John Franklin Ellaville

Fryer, Ribert Collins, Jr Woodland
Fulford, Mathew Shellman

Gilbert, Clyde Alonza Hawkinsville

Gilbert, Fred Robert Crawford ville

Grady, Lester Winston Macon
Greeson, Thomas Lee Resaca
Griffeth, Walter Hurst Bogart

Hair, Oscar Daniel Augusta
Hammock, Oscar Greeley Wrightsville
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Hardigree, Walter Clude Watkinsville

Harrison, Alfred Mack Macon
Hawkins, James Wesley, Jr Nona
Henson, Carter Copperhill, Tenn.
Herndon, Hardin Thomas Rome
Herrington, Thomas Jefferson Perkins

Hill, James Homer Winder
Hill, Lonnie Edward Montezuma
Hill, William Thomas Hawkinsville

Holland, Pryor Forehand
, Chester

Hooten, Edmund Romulous Milledgeville

Home, John Luther Buena Vista

Howard, Ernest Lee Jefferson

Hudson, Claude Hedden Bremen
Hudson, Richard Lee Bremen
Huff, Robert Mathes Watkinsville

Hunt, Eric Lyndon Commerce
Johnson, Arver Ernest Thomasville

Jones, John Grady Dawsonville

Joyce, James Robert Jasper, Ala.

Kerlin, John Harrison - Winterville

Kimsey, William Vernon Young Harris

Kuck, Henry Frederick Savannah
Laboon, James Frank Goodhope
Laing, William Columbus Attapulgus

Lee, Amos Eford Franklin

Lewis, Ernest Grady Siloam

Lewis, Robert Lee Wellston

Long, Harry Amos Warrenton
Lyons, Fred Albert Cedartown
Mansfield, Louie David Tucker
Mitchell, Joel Thomas Rutledge

Montgomery, Walter Stewart Cave Spring

Morel, Robert Williamson Sylvania

Mosley, William Latimore
Murray, Ernest Ephron Jesup

McClain, Frank Winslow Clarkston

McDade, Thomas Jeff Williard

McElroy, Newton Tilley Atlanta

McFarland, Frank
McKemmie, Thomas Frank Carnegie

McKinley, Leon Gray Finleyson

Nelson, Claude Clinton Finleyson

Newsome, Clarence Harry Quitman
Nichols, James Attaway Rome
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Peters, Lonnie Lee Rutledge

Pettyjohn, Claude Pendergrass

Pittard, Willie Steve Lilburn

Puryear, William Constantine Athens
Raines, James Tullie Sandersville

Raines, William Cornelius Wrightsville

Raley, Albert Edward Wrightsville

Ransom, William Marcellus Lafayette

Rivenbark, Pigford L Parrish

Roessler, Charles Nelson Augusta
Roberts, John Truitt West Point

Rodgers, Kingman Everett Macon
Ryle, Dallas Marlin Jeffersonville

Scarborough, Carey Harry Gracewood
Scarborough, Carlton Jackson Hawkinsville

Schunoff, Henry Izlar Rowesville, S. C.

Sharp, Charles Groover Grovania

Simois, Roy Theodore Albany
Slaton, Joseph Clayton Gainesville

Smith, Clarence Grady Bogart

Smith, Fred Watson Stilson

Snare, Marion Lee Mt. Airy

Southerland, Raimon Wesley Plainfield

Speer, James Arthur Baxley

Srite, Samuel Dewitt Lafayette

Stanley, Hardy Lee Milan
Stone, John Richard Nicholson
Stringer, Carl James - Dahlonega
Suber, John Feeling Hartsfield

Summerall, Charles WT
illiam Blackshear

Swain, Samuel Hiram Reidsville

Swearingen, Luther Henry Elberton
Taylor, Daniel Webster Sylvester

Tennenbaum, Julius Lipman Atlanta

Thompson, Luther Jackson Carters

Thompson, Willie Russell Red Oak
Treadwell, Homer Eugene Crawfordville

Walker, Benjamin Franklin Dearing
Walker, James Cleveland Milan
Walters, George Wesley LaGrange
Weldon, George Ashley Milner
Wells, Kirksey Davis Wildwood
Whitmire, Hugh Lee Jefferson

Wikle, James Wade Cornelia

Winn, Felix Clinton Fitzgerald
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Wood, Weldon Frank Commerce
Wright, Claude Washington Plainfield

Wynn, William Roy, Jr Whigham

Third Detachment

Aycock, Amis Gwinn Warm Springs

Burdett, Will Ellis Washington
Cook, Charlie Claude Milledgeville

Daniell, Samuel Duggan Dublin
Fuller, John Arthur Camak
Hall, Robert Stanton Comer
Kitchens, Harry Walker Warrenton
Lunsford, William Andrew Woosly
Moore, Victor Wallace Athens
Roesel, Julius Max Augusta
Sewell, Henry Grady Newnan
Siler, Jesse Richardson Athens
Turner, George Cicero Jesup

Wingate, Ollie Powell Atlanta

RADIO
First Detachment

Bacon, Joseph Olney Hogan
Boardman, Harold Martin Augusta
Bowen, James Lee Tifton

Boyd, George Hugh Fairburn

Burden, William Grady Bowman
Burnett, Roy Eugene Atlanta

Childs, John Frank Middleton

Craft, Thomas Fisher Hartwell

Davis, John Frank Dahlonega
Edwards, Charles Thomas Cleveland

Evans, Robert Lee Macon
Fitts, Elmer DeWitt Danielsville

Ford, Gadsden Morris Georgetown, S. C.

Friedsam , Edwin David Albany

Gill, Harvey Lovelace Woodbury
Glover, Addison Reese Monticello

Golucke, Marvin Edmond Bainbridge

Griffith, Leonard Lee -__- - Auburn
Henry, George Leon Crandall

Jelks, William Oliver Hawkinsville

Johnson, Hal Sidney Thomson
Johnson, Herman McKenzie Barnesville

Lawrence, Harry Martin Menlo
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Lay, Claude Mitchell Maysville

LeGette, Howard Thaddeus Albany
Long, Jasper Jack Fremont Atlanta

Mannefled, William Henry Atlanta

Mercer, John Edward Albany
Mikell, John Randall Odum
McLeod, Grover Cleveland Finleyson

Olliff, Eustace Ambrose Fruitlanet

Parrish, Ephraim Milton Quitman
Pinkston, Deck Earl Parrott

Pryor, James Jarrett Fitzgerald

Reynolds, Thomas - Maysville

Shropshire, Marlebridge Lynwood Atlanta

Stone, George Howard Atlanta

Sumter, John Lehman Albany
Thompson, Milo Milton Atlanta

Turk, Joseph Lee Calhoun
VanLandingham, Robert Roscoe Cairo

Winchester, James Ridout Macon
Woodall, James Fletcher Woodland
Worsham, Lee Smith Macon
Zachry, Ralph Lee Atlanta

Second Detachment

Arnold, Marion Born Atlanta

Brannen, Harvey Donaldson Statesboro

Brown, Herman Judson Elberton

Campbell, Robert Bruce Atlanta

Cannon, Joseph Winn, Jr Dawson
Clark, Augustus Hamilton Atlanta

Cooke, Oliver Hugh Fitzgerald

Cooley, Joseph Martin Savannah
Cowart, Alton Brooks St. Mary-
Fife, Walton Eakes Jonesboro

Fleming, Samuel Leonidas Bronwood
Fuller, John Arthur Camak
Graham, George Marvin Talbotton

Hasty, Allen Henry Funston
Hosch, Paul Stanton Winder
Howard, Roy Leonard Dear'ng
Johnson, Ash ton F'ord Arlington

Johnson, Paul Hines Statesboro

Johnson, Parham Malloy -Double Run
King, Charles Harry Savannah
King, William Belah Lanette. Ala
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Kitchens, Bunyan Cason Oxford
Kitchens, Thomas Adron Atlanta

Konter, Morris Savannah
Lane, Henry Richard Sparks

Lanier, Rufus Wright Manchester
Lee, Clifford Jerome Sylvania

Little, Claude Eugene Athens
Lytle, Walter Roy Tifton

Milam, Joseph Cartersville

Millican, Homer Alvin Carrollton

Moss, Thomas Watson Dougherty
McNair, William O'Neal , Albany
Noell, George Roy -__Buena Vista

O'Connor, Robert Emmett Savannah
Oliver, Edmund Mathews Plains

Philpot, Thomas Mitchell, Jr Augusta
Pullen, Henry Maurice Albany
Reynolds, William Adolphus Camp Hill, Ala.

Robinson, John David Savannah
Rodgers, John Williams, Jr Atlanta

Siler, Jesse Richardson Athens

Smith, Jasper Newton, Jr Macon
Speight, Amory Clark Unadilla

Stringer, Judge Lester Murrayviile

Suttler, Philip Livingston Atlanta

Tharpe, James Davis Dublin

Thornton, Willie Turner Elberton

Tippett, John Thomas Vienna

Third Detachment

Bewley, Walter Anderson, S. C.

Blackstock, Thaddeus Franklin Jefferson

Brown, Herman Judson Elberton

Campbell, Robert Bruce Atlanta

Carruth, Joseph Adam Athens

Christopher, Alton Dene Atlanta

Clark, Augustus Hamilton Atlanta

Cody, David Crockett Columbus

Edmond, Horace Porter Columbus
Fambrough, Leonidas Gaines Elberton

Hannigan, Edward Stephen Atlanta

Ivey, James Alva Milledgeville

Lennard, Don Glenn Eastman

Miller, Leon Clyde Cairo

McDuffie, James Richard Atlanta
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Pullen, Henry Maurice Albany
Sheppard, Ray Lawton Camak
iSlack, Searcy Bradfield __Prattville, Ala.

Smith, John Wesley Calhoun, S. C.

Smith, Richard Wallace Atlanta

Taylor, Vasco Howard Thomasville

White, Howard Birts Augusta

ELECTRICAL. ENGINEERING
First Detachmen

Athon, Vivian Kennie Machen
Austin, Fred Kenwood
Clary, William Thomas Tiger

Crowley, Daniel Joseph Augusta
DuPree, Robert Clarence Blue Ridge
Garvin, Norman Winston Menlo
Gober, Lucien Thompson Kirkwood
Goforth, Clinton Harold Gainesville

Graham, John Radford Point Peter

Gresham, Arthur Waynesboro
Harper, Thomas Ocilla

Henderson, William Parks Griffin

Holloway, Walter Clyde Soperton

Hunter, Lucien Elijah Homerville

Jackson, Willie Ruben Russell Fayetteville

Jenkins, Robert Lee Blue Ridge
Johnston, James Norwood Smyrna
Jones, Rufus, Jr. Columbus
Maddox, Edward McDonald Cuthbert

McGee, Dillard Elzie Middleton

Osborne, Ray James Kennesaw
Patterson, Weldon Murchison Doraville

Poland, Eugene Felder Gray
Ransom, Samuel Lee LaFayette

Rees, Cleveland Preston

Reinhart, Grafton Herman Dublin

Richardson, Clyde Merritt L.Lumpkin
Shelton, Louis Payne Valdosta

Simpson, Devereux Patton Toccoa

Simpson, William Elliott Decatur

Stuckey, John Abel Valdosta

Turner, Grover Cleveland Waco
Workman, Charlie Young Tifton
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Second Detachment

Arnold, Carl Emale Willebald, Jr St. Simons Island

Bargeron, John Cotter, Jr Ohoopee
Brown , Grier Weidon -Wrens
Cherry, Pon Dexter Americus
Claxton, John Frederick Girard

Cody, Pierce Eugene Statham
Cook, William Francis Dublin

Crews, Emory Thigpen Carrollton

Dial, Arvie Joseph - Jersey

Drake, Roswell Hall Griffin

Evans, Leonard Newton Sylvester

Gaddis, Carl Hamby Suches

Foster, Ralph Victor Ft. Gaines

Harper, Price
.

Statham
Hosch, Russell Preston Hoschton

Kelley, John Henry Monticello

Killingsworth, James Turner Bluffton

Laird, Henry Maney Collier Atlanta

Mann, John Brewer Loganville

Marler, James Perry Howard Pendergrass

Mercer, Palmer Metter

Miller, John Taylor Maysville

McCalley, John Robert Atlanta

McCleskey, Andrew Newton Acworth
McLain, Looney Rogers Acworth
McRee, Herschel Lamar Watkinsville

Osborne, Robert Lee - Kennesaw
Patterson, Weldon Murchison Doraviile

Perry, William Wellborn Griffin

Reeves, Charles Edward, Jr. Cochran

Tosbach, Arthur James Savannah
Ware, Paul William Statham
West, James Roy , Acworth
Wheaton, William Henry, Jr Griffin

Third Detachment

Barker, Novatus Lee, Jr West Point

Cherry, Richard Edward Albany
Cothran, Hugh Dickson Rome
Daniell, Samuel Duggan Dublin

Draughon, Solomon Thomas Reynolds

Fuller, Herbert Otha Reynolds

Henderson, John Ratia Cartersville

Hicks, Jones Frank Reynolds
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Kennedy, Ralph Waldo Fitzgerald

Lipsitz, Julius Beaufort, S. C.

Ray, Robert Adamson Callaway Maysville

Taylor, Frank Pope Smyrna
Warren, Walter Clarence Madison, Fla.

SURVEYING
Third Detachment

Farabee, Hoyt Scott Commerce
Knapp, Henry Allie Thomasviile

Marmelstein, Charles Augustus Savannah
Teed, Albert Charles West Palm Beach, Fla.

SUMMER COTTON GRADING COURSE, 1918
Alligood, J. L Moultrie

Benning, W. C Thomson
Kreibohm, G. A. de la Vega Tucuman, Argentina

Wang, Shan Chuan Peking, China
Young, R. B Maxeys

THREE MONTHS' COURSE IN HOME ECONOMICS,
Anderson, Miss Marie Brunswick
Atwell, Mrs. T. B Waycross
Allen, Miss Floride Atlanta

Butner, Miss Mary E Jackson
Bailey, Miss Pauline Cedartown
Bond, Mrs. E. G Columbus
Bennett, Mrs. Annie - Jesup

Burge, Miss Margaret Decatur

Baker, Miss Mae Ocilla

Brawner, Miss Addie Hiawassee
Bethea, Miss Maggie Reidsville

Bass, Miss Julia Ashburn
Bailey, Miss Myrtle Camilla

Brawner, Miss Ola Sandersville

Carson, Miss Ruth Waktinsville

Coram, Miss Beatrice Talbotton

Carter, Miss Lois Savannah
Collier, Miss Lurline Jefferson

Cleveland, Miss Emiline Cairo

Champion, Miss Beulah Roberta

Clark, Mrs. Tassie O Tifton

Collins, Miss Lorine Newnan
Crews, Miss Georgia Macon
Dickson, Miss Leila Fayetteville

Dillard, Miss Rose Winder
Dunevent, Miss Bertha Jeffersonville
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Dowdle, Miss Lois P Athens
Dowdey, Miss Willie Vie Watkinsville

Emerson, Miss Nora Augusta
Edwards, Miss Lula Covington
Freeman, Miss Buna W Louisville

Farra, Miss Elizabeth Rome
Freeman, Miss Eunice Lincolnton

Fortson, Miss Jessie Columbus
Greene, Miss Nellie Danielsville

Gurr, Mrs. H. G Dawson
Hamilton, Miss Lou Cordele

Huie, Mrs. W. P College Park
Harris, Miss Hortense Statesboro

Henderson, Miss Texas Moultrie

Johnston, Miss Eliza Abbeville

Lanier, Miss Kate Savannah
Little, Miss Erma Clayton

Morrison, Mrs. Mabel Eastman
Morrison, Miss Juanita Summerville

Moore, Miss Irene -__Dahlongea
Mauldin, Miss Nell Angleton, Texas

Mauldin, Miss Berta Georgetown, Texas

Mize, Mrs. Leila R Commerce
Massey, Miss Clemmie Wrightsville

Miller, Miss Maud Hartwell

Merritt, Mrs. Madge - Sylvania

Morris, Miss Roberta Swainsboro

McDonald, Miss Aline Thomson
McAlpine, Miss Martha Augusta
McAllister, Miss Pearl Fort Gaines

McCoy, Miss Addie Homer
Oliver, Miss Eldona Athens
Overby, Miss Mary Sylvester

Phillips, Miss Zelia Blairsville

Peek, Miss Lula Elberton

Parker, Mrs. J. H Baxley

Ramsaur, Mrs. Louise Atlanta

Rogers, Miss Rosa L Gainesville

Rivers, Miss Alice Decatur

Rushin, Mrs. Berta Cusseta

Shannon, Miss Floy Atlanta

Strickland, Miss Annie Dalton

Sasser, Mrs. Ottie Crawford

Sheats, Mrs. Annie Bell Monroe
Sibley, Mrs. Myrtie Griffin
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Scott, Miss Audrey Vienna
Saylor, Mrs. Nellie Athens
Smith, Miss Sarah , Hawkinsville

Sawyer, Mrs. Ada Marietta

Schley, Miss Mortimer Preston

Shaw, Mrs. Etta P : Fort Gaines

Tucker, Miss Lucy Rome
Terrell, Miss Annie McRae
Thorpe, Mrs. L. V Claxton

Whitfield, Miss Mattie Moultrie

White, Mrs. Hettie Chipley

Whittlesey, Miss Maggie Valdosta

Wiley, Mrs. Annie Blackshear

Waxelbaum, Miss Fannie Macon
Williams, Miss Ruth Greensboro

Wilson, Mrs. Hoyle S Valdosta

Williams, Mrs. Edna Americus
Weaver, Miss Carruth Blakely

York, Miss Josie Spurr, Texas

COUNTY AGENTS COURSE

Arnold, J. W., Jr Brunswick
Arrendale, J. V Clayton

Asbury, T. L Madison
Baker, Eugene Gainesville

Bennett, W. T Griffin

Bingham, H. W Monroe
Blackwell, R. L Conyers

Boggan, W. F Alma
Bradford, Wm. Atlanta

Brandon, T. B Claxton

Bridges, F. T Wrightsville

Brooks, W. S Valdosta

Brown, W. S Monroe
Bryant, C. A Granite Hill

Burdett, J. L Washington
Burns, W. S Dallas

Carr, M. Earl Decatur

Carswell, P. D Clarkesville

Chapman, C. A Cochran
Chastain, T. G Athens
Cheatham, J. E Douglasville

Childs, W. S Rochelle

Clarke, W. W Thomson
Cliett, H. A Sandersville
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Cole, J. W Greensboro
Cox, Charles Cartersville

Cromartie, H. L Albany
Cunningham, C. V Ellaville

Dent, Gratz Savannah
Dixon, W. N. D Fayetteville

Drake, B. M. Turin

Foster, B. F Lincolnton

Gaddis, C. H Homerville

Gaddis, M. F Quitman
Garner, C. G LaGrange
Garner, W. H Rockmart
Hall, O. D Carnesville

Hamner, L. D Irwinton

Hosch, W. H Winder
Howard, R. H Perry

Howard, R. P Douglas

Huie, W. P College Park
Hursey, A. B Hazelhurst

Jackson, E. T Carrollton

James, C. M Edison

Jenkins, F. L Upatoie

Jeter, Fred D Talbotton

Johnson, G. L Hiawassee

Johnson, J. A Carrollton

Jones, W. C Ringgold

Lewis, C. C Richland

Liddell, J. G Statesboro

Long, W. S Danielsville

Lucas, R. E Reidsville

Marshall, Geo. O Americus

Martin, C. E Hilton

McConnell, Noel Commerce
McCord, R. O Ashburn
McGee, E. P Ocilla

Nelson, C. F Thomaston
Nitzschke, A. J Blue Ridge

Norwood, H. P Eatonton

Parrish, H. H Millen

Petree, R. R Warrenton

Pinkston, J. O : _Colquitt

Pittman, J. T Fitzgerald

Pitts, D. J Bowman
Prance, H. J Metter

Ragsdale, Elmo Cornelia
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Rice, G. E Manchester

Robertson, A. D Cleveland

Robison, A. G Lawrenceville

Roesel, T. F Montezuma
Rogers, Roy Baxley

Sawyer, D. E Atlanta

Sealy, J. R Sylvester

Skinner, L. I Harlem
Smith, C. O Dalton

Sorrells, W. H Leesburg

South, J. W Toccoa

Strahan, E. R Marietta

Stratford, R. A Moultrie

Thomason, J. E Jeffersonville

Tompkins, L. E Franklin

Treadwell, D. M Georgetown
Truitt, S. D. Watkinsville

Tucker, T. C Folkston

Turner, J. M Cordele

Tyre, J. B Dublin

Vansant, R. L Chattsworth

Veatch, A. C LaFayette

Walker, L. C Waycross
Ward, P. H Cairo

Watson, L. S Hawkinsville

Watson, O. D Eastman
West, Wade H Greensboro

Whatley, W. F McRae
White, R. E Vienna

Wiley, T. B Blackshear

Williford, T. Y Lyons

FARMERS' SHORT COURSE

Beasley, Robert K Rockmart

Brock, Columbus A Carrollton, Route 6

Cason, Frank Irvin Rayle, Route 2

Cason, Luther E., Sr Rayle, Route 2

Conyers, Claud B Cartersville

Cross, Fred L Colquitt

Downs, Lindsay Warren Watkinsville

Fortson, Earnest Fortson

Harrison, George Colquitt. Route 3

Jones, Paul Brooks

Keith, Lawrence W Newnan
Kemmer, Morgan N Savannah, Route B.
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Mahaffey, Jewell Wilson Daeula, Route 1

Mahaffey, John Henry Lawrenceville, Route 2

Martin, Will W. Carrollton, Route 3

Morton, Jas. W Athens, R. F. D.

Richardson, Chas. Clifford Bethesda, Route A.

Richardson ,Charles F Carrollton, Route 1

Smith, Charles O Dalton

Stell, Rufus Fayetteville

Veeder, Lyman B Baldwin
Wolfe, John M Dublin, Route 5

Woods, James B Brooks

CANNING CLUB GIRLS' SHORT COURSE, 1918

Adkins, Lena Vienna
Armstrong, Johnnie Ray Shiloh

Bates, Mildred Midville

Bailey, Lillie May Lithonia

Benton, Fannie Mae Monticello

Bragg, Laura May Hilltonia

Campbell, Audry Cedartown
Carroll, H. Lou Atlanta, Route 7

Carswell, Mazie ^ Lizella

Carter, Alma '

Baxley

Clower, Mary Marven
Clifton, Josephine Macon
Cook, Delia Westlake

Conner, Lois Jackson, Route 3

Cowart, Abbie Reidsville

Darden, Jennie Carrollton

Darden, Lena Carrollton

Davis, Gladys Statesboro

DeLoache, Mary Americus
Dixon, Annie May Fayetteville

Dodd, Evelyn Lorane
Duncan, Marietta Auburn
Dellinger, Berta Athens

Dockery, Lola Arnoldsville

England, Lois Blairsville

Edison, Belle Camilla

Farmer, Reba Nicholson

Forrester, Iva Logansville

Gay, Georgia Belle Berlin

Giles, Dorcas Flovilla

Gould, Eunice Savannah
Guyton, Edna Cartersville
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Head, Elizabeth Athens

Hardin, Tholine Elza

Hadley, Cordelia Chipley

Hale, Emmalene Jackson

Hall, Elizabeth Finleyson

Hulett, Ethel Milan

Harrison, Ruby Winder
Harwell, Elizabeth Winder
Haynie, Milton Newnan
Hodges, Mamie Dublin

Holmes, Winnie Carrollton

Horsford, Julia Mae Empire
Huff, Ethel Rockmart
Hurst, Ruth Bremen
Henson, Ruth Camilla

Hampton, Elise Fitzgerald

Ingram, Katie Lee Brunswick

Johnson, Vallie Jefferson

Johnson, Lovie Jeffersonville

Jester, Ethel Atlanta

Johnson, Cora Lee Scriven

Jones, Lucy Dublin

Jones, Annie Bell Woolsey
Jones, Eva Mae Carrollton

Jones, Emeline Blackshear

Jordan, Beatrice Lorane
Kaufman, Josie May - Brunswick
Kennedy, Frances Collins

King, Ellie Lavonia
Landrum, Fannie Lou Watkinsville

Livingston, Elizabeth Brookman
Lester, Mrs. R. L Marven
Lynn, May Beach
Lord, Willie May High Shoals

Lay, Mamie Dunwoody
Lee, Eula Mae Eastman
Lewis, Mary Willard Jackson
Long, Myrtle Flovilla

McBrayer, Lillie Camilla

McCarty, Ida Law Rupert
McFee, Cora Blairsville

McMichael, Menla Redan
Milam, Eugenia Cartersville

Morgan, Ila Winder
McQuaig, Rosalie Manor
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Nelson, Emmie Cartersville

Oliver, Floy College Park
O'Neal, Lawson Pavo
Paulk, Narcis Ocilla

Penn, Mamie Monticello

Pratt, Alice Macon
Postell, Bettie St. Simons Island

Rogers, Mary Kate Cartersville

Reed, Sara Chipley

Reddick, Bertha Millen

Rhodes, Mattie Lou Millen

Rodgers, Grace Midland
Sapp, Ralph' Bloomingdale
Scales, Audra Boston

Scarboro, Maybelle Summit
Schultz, Mary Hartwell

Sharp, Ida Macon
Sims, Ollie Winder
Simmons, Celeste - Reynolds

Stephens, Ida Lou Gainesville, Route 10

Strickland, Ruby Whitesbury
Summeral, Ruby Baxley

Sisson, Darline Bonaire

Smith, Janette Watkinsville

Suddeth, Jessie Athens

Tanner, Gaynelle Ficklin

Tarpley, Gladys Fairburn

Thomson, Beatrice Newnan
Vardaman, Myrtis Columbus
Walls, Irene Cordele

Walker, Lizzie Milan

Waters, Isabelle Blackshear

Watkins, Glenn Grantville

Watson, Kenneth - Pinehurst

West, Sadie Crawfordville

Webb, Willie Americus

Weeks, Anna Eastman
Willingham, Louise Atlanta, Route 5

Williams, Ada Quitman

Wood, Mae Cave Springs

Wood, Arvilla Dexter

CLUB HOYS' SHORT COURSE, 1018

Adair, P. B Rutledge

Adams. Harold Mansfield
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Adams, J. A Covington

Adams, S. L Bolton

Adams, T. L Douglas

Allison, R. E Reseca

Anderson, Leonard Flovilla

Bagley, C. C Cumming
Bradford, Ray . Valdosta

Braswell, R. M Fort Valley

Bridges, Lon Sargent

Brooks, M. W Nahunta
Brown, A. C Elberton

Brownlee, W. T McBean
Bush, Kenney Blakely

Carmichael, S. D. Senoia

Carter, V. P Douglas

Chancey, Clyde Folkston

Cliatt, D. L Appling

Clotfelter, C. X Ben Hill

Cowart, Alton Summit
Cox, Carl Macon
Cox, J. T ! Macon
Crane, Willie Lexington

Demery, L. E Nicholls

Denhani, T. W Eatonton
Dodson, L. B Flovilla

Dodson, L. H Flovilla

Dominick, George Plains

Dozier, A. D Hillman
Duckett, J. W Ochlochnee
Dumas, Curtis Fayetteville

Duncan, A. E Stonewall

Driscoll, W. W Sparta

Dye, P. D Blythe

Edison, H. D Camilla

Evans, F. G Tucker
Farmer, E. G Conyers
Farr, B. W Thomson
Fowler, Jos. Durand
Fricks, Lamon Toccoa
Garrett, J. F Carrollton

Garrett, Ray Clermont
Gillman, Max Lee Cartersville

Grant. W. A tadersonville

Guest, R. M Clermonl
Harris. John Jesup
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Haskin, Ernest Perry-

Hawkins, C. L Cumming
Hazelrigs, Morris Atlanta

Head, W. R Clermont
Heath, E. H Ben Hill

Hill, E. C Hawkinsville

Hinson, Leonard Argyle

Hitchcock, Dewey Cordele

Holt, Frank Ellijay

Hudgin, E. E Cedartown
Hudson, Bennie Palmetto
Hughey, G. B Jackson
Hunt, J. A Kathleen

Hunt, John A Kathleen

Hutchison, A. G Winder
Hutchison, T. J Buchanan
Jackson, Norman Corinth

Jackson, Norman Hogansville

Jefferies, B. W Tucker
Johnson, Ellis Baxley

Johnston, Charlie Hogansville

Johnston, C. B Hogansville

Jones, J. M Cairo

Joyce, Roundtree Barney

Kaufman, John Brunswick

Kennedy, B. L Register

Keown, J. A Rayle

Kirkland, Leon Plains

Kirkland, L. W Plains

Lightfoot, E. L Millen

Looney, George Toccoa

Lowe, E. C Powder Springs

Maddox, Turner Eatonton

Martin, Geo. V Jackson

Mason, Leonard Columbus
Means, William Yatesville

Medlock, A. M Buckhead
Meeks, N. K Nicholls

Miller, C. H Milledgeville

Millsaps, G. W Winder

Milton, John Miller

Moon, W. L Columbus

Moore, J. H Sparta

Morton, J. W., Jr Athens

Mosely, Jas. B Eatonton
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Murphy, A. C Augusta
Murphy, Linton Appling
Murphy, L. J Felton

McClure, Morris Jackson
McElhaney, J. F Jackson
McKinley, C. C Monticello

McKissick, R. C Monroe
McLeod, L. M Dawson
McLeroy, C. R Colbert

McWhorter, Rupert Cumming
Oliver, R. J Ben Hill

Owens, M. E Brunswick
Pittman, J. H Blackshear

Patterson, A. B Waresboro
Pattan, J. L Bogart

Phillips, W. C Redan
Redfern, J. E Pavo
Robison, Edwin Blackshear

Roper, D. B Gainesville

Rowland, J. T Cordele

Rutledge, Harry Brunswick
Smith, C. H Monticello

Smith, R. A Gainesville

Smith, Guy N Harrison

Spearman, R. H - Sale City

Stark, John Smyrna
Stewart, J. O Ochlochnee
Stewart, Preston Vienna
Stewart, Virgil ^-Vienna
Stone, H. F. H Fitzgerald

Striplin, J. L Cordele

Sutlive, Vinson Blakely

Tatum, Bennie -. Palmetto

Taylor, W. H Davisboro

Terrell, C. C Clem
Thomas, Wm. Jake Winder
Thurman, Jack Athens

Tucker, C. J Lorane

Vaughn, David M Athens

Vaughn, Hall M Athens

Walker, Frank Bonaire

Walsh, Fred D Cairo

Walton, W. C Cartersville

Warren, E. C Camilla

Warren, R"ay Sargent
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Washington, Willie Danielsville

Weldon, J. B Palmetto

West, Brodie Crawfordville

Welkins, Hugh Hull

Williams, C. C Statham
Williams, O. J Cordele

Wood, Sam W Sandersville

Woodall, Clarence Waverly Hall

Woodruff, J. I Woodberry

SUMMER
Abney, Mrs. O. W. Athens
Abney, Mrs. W. I. _ _ _ Athens

Acree, Mamie Sue _ _ Camilla

Ackiss, Mrs. E. L. Athens

Adair, Zida _ _ Columbus
Adams, Annie Leigh _ _ Omaha
Adams, Bunice _ _ _ _ Athens

Adams, Annie Ruth _ Elberton

Adams, Florence _ _ _ Godfrey

Adams, J. W. _ _ _ Cleveland

Adams, Katherine _ _ _ Macon
Adams, Nettie Canon

Adams, Ola Canon

Adderholdt, Lorena _ Gainesville

Aiken, Panzy _ _ _ _ Jefferson

Alderman, Sabie _ _ _ _ Pavo

Allen, Daisy _____ Athens

Allen, Eleanor _____ Rome
Almand, Josie _____ Comer
Alston, Ethel Preston

Anderson, Ernest Summitt
Anderson, Margaret _ _ Athens

Anderson, Mary _ _ _ _ Athens

Andrews, Ellen _ _ Watkinsville

Andrews, Ollie _ _ _ _ Siloam

Armor, Ureatha ______ Ha
Armstrong, Blanche _ _ Shiloh

Arnold, Mary _ _ _ _ Waycross
Ash, Louise ______ Athens
Ashe, Jeannette _ _ _ _ Athens

Ashford, Kathryn _ _ _ Athens
Atchison, Annie _ Crawfordville

Atkins, Harietta _ _ _ _ Athens
Atkins, Mrs. L. A. _ _ _ Athens

SCHOOL
Aull, Dorothy _____ Athens
Austin, Pearl _ _ _, McDonough
Avery, Nella Hart _ _ _ Athens
Avrett, Helen _____ Wrens
Aycock, Clio _____ Dawson
Aycock, Mary _____ Bishop

Bacon, Mamie _____ Athens

Bailey, Andromache _ Waycross
Bailey, E. A. _ _ _ _ _ Athens

Bailey, Mrs. J. S. _ _ Waycross
Baker, Mae ______ Ocilla

Ballenger, Mabel _ _ Rockmart
Banks, Wistalone _ _ Lumpkin
Barber, Mae _ _ _ _ Maysville

Barfield, Alice _ _ _ _ Tillyson

Barksdale, Mrs. M. E. Rayle

Barrow, Beulah _ _ _ Reynolds

Partlett, Clara _____ Alma
Barton, Willie Belle _ _ Macon
Barwick, Mary _ _ _ _ Athens

Pass, Johny Ruth _ _ _ Edison

Bass, Mattie ______ Bluffton

Baxter, Sara Cobb _ _ _ Athens

Eeall, Allie _ Carrollton

Beckham, Mrs. R. Y. Dublin

Pell, Carrie ______ Jackson

Eenford, Jessie J. _ _ _ Bowden
Bennett, Lee _____ Quitman
Eenney, Wm. C. _ _ _ Thomson
Letts, Elizabeth _____ Rome
Bickers, Bessie _ _ -Gainesville

Bird, Eula ______ Athens

Bishop, Mrs. H. A. _ _ _ Athens

Pishop, Mrs. Walter _ _ Athens
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Bisson, Isabelle Athens Bullock, Isabel Geneva
Black, Leila Gainesville Bullock, MaNita Athens
Blackman, Lettie Royston Bunch, Julia Tignall

Blackshear, Annie _ _ _ Dublin Burke, Pauline _ Morrow
Blackstock, Susie Jefferson Burnan, Annie Unadilla
Elackwell, R. L. Conyers Burrage, Elizabeth _ _ Demorest
Blake, Beatrice-Sulphur Springs Burton, Gladys Lincolnton
Bland, Bessie Jakcsonville Bush, Lena _____ Richland
Bloomfield, Marion _ _ Athens Butt, Pauline Blairsville

Blount, Hilda D. _ Wrightsville Cabiniss, Mary Savannah
Boatright, Kathleen _ Tennille Cadwell, Daisy Abbeville
Bond, Stella _ _ _ _ Fitzgerald Calhoun, Cora Lee Soperton
Bookhart, J. S._ Powder Springs Callaway, Ida Athens
Booth, Ida Belle Athens Callaway, Webster Bogart
Boswell, Emily Penfield Camp, Opal Senoia
Boswell, Lila Greensboro Camp, Pauline Villa Rica
Bowen, Willie Mae _ Brookfield Campbell, Estella _ _ _ Vienna
Bowie, Marie _ _ _ _ Hartwell Camp, Vida _ Villa Rica
Bradlaw, Julia A. Athens Campbell, Jewell. Lawrenceville
Brannan, Kate _ _ McDonough Cantrell, J. W. ________
Branham, C. B. Covington Capps, Mrs. W. A. Athens
Brannon, Ethel _ _ Cartersville Cargile, Julia Macon
Brantley, Gena _ _ _ Sylvania Carlton, Annie F. Athens
Bray, Annie L. _ Wrightsville Carlton, Lucile _ _ _ _ Senoia
Breedlove, J. H. Tifton Carlton, Una Canon
Brice, Annette _ _ Gainesville Carpenter, Daisy Athens
Bridges, Ada M. _ _ Lexington Carreker, Mrs. H. B._ Commerce
Brinson, Mrs. Alice H. _ Dublin Carter, Daisie Bluffton
Brinson, F. A. Millen Castleberry, Mrs. Jerome
Brinson, Mrs. F. A. _ _ Millen Gainesville
Britt, Annie L._ Stone Mountain Carter, Emma Lou _ _ Sylvester
Brock, Bonnie Jefferson Carter, Liny _ _ _ Greensboro
Brenell, Mrs. Lila Chafin, Ruth McDonough
Brown, Elizabeth _ _ Tennille Chaires, Nannie ______
Brown, Essie Mai _ _ Royston _____ Tallahassee, Fla.
Brown, Hannah Hartwell Chambers, Eulalie _ Fitzgerald
Brown, Helen _ _ _ Carrollton Chandler, J. D. _ _ _ _ Comer
Brown, Pearl _ _ _ Carnesville Chandler, Lorine _ _ Maysville
Brown, Mrs. P. F. Athens Chandler, Mary Lee _ Blakely
Bruce, Elizabeth Athens Chappie, Georgia _ _ Culverton
Brumby, Annie W. Athens Chavous, Hope _ _ _ _ Dublin
Brunson, Nelle Perry Cherry, Daisy Dean, Buena Vista
Buchanan, Louise _ _ Eastman Christian, Mary _ _ _ Quitman
Buffington, Ava Lavonia Christopher, Georgia
Bullock, Fannie _ _ _ Rockmart _________ Blairsville
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Clark, Anna K. _ _ _ _ _ Jesup

Clark, Bertha White Oak
Clarke, Ethel _ _ _ _ Ingleside

Clarke, Essie M. _ McDonough
Clarke, E. P. McDonough
Clarke, Katherine - Waynesville

Clarke, Kathleen Ty Ty
Clarke, Mary Lee _ _ White Oak
Clarke, Tommie Ruth _ Sparks

Claxton, Mell G. Girard

Clements, Myrtle _ _ _ _ Athens
Cliatt, Sarah Lee ______
_____ Spartanburg, S. C.

Cobb, Mrs. Elizabeth _ _ _ _

_____ Tallahassee, Fla.

Cobb, Grace _ Tallahassee, Fla.

Cobb, Sarah ______ Athens
Cobb, Florence _ _ _ _ Royston
Cobb, Winifred ______
______ Tallahassee, Fla.

C ochran, Neal _ _ _ Greensboro

Coffee, Mrs. Cora_ Lawrenceville

Coile, Erin _ _ _ Winterville

Coleman, Berta _ _ _ _ Lyons
Coley, Rosa _____ Richland

Collins, Mrs. Clara _ _ Bartow
Collins, Dorothy _ _ _ Fairburn

Collins, Vera _ _ _ _ Arlington

Colquitt, Susie _____ Comer
Combs, Floy Washington
Comer, Martha _ _ _ _ Athens
Comer, Ruth _____ Holton
Coney, Sarah Lee_ Hawkinsville

Cooke, Deliah _ _ West Lake
Cowart, Bertie _ _ _ _ Summit
Cowart, Bessie _ _ _ _ Summit
Cowart, Elah _____ Summit
Cox, Iva ______ Rockmart
Cox, Mattie Mae _ _ _ _ Oconee
Craig, Sam, Jr. _ Lawrenceville

Cramer, Cleo _ _ _ _ Stephens
Crane, Frances _ _ _ _ Athens
Creekmore, Caroline _ _ Athens
Crones, Irene_ _ _ _ _ Hoschton
Crones, Mayrell _ _ _ Hoschton

Crossley, Mary _ _ _ _ Eastman
Crowd ei", Mary _ _ _ LaGrange
Crowley, Sue _ _ Watkinsville

Cunningham, G. V. _ Ellaville

Curls, Emily _____ Berlin

Crowie, Anna _____ Alston

Currie, Myrtie Mae _ _ Broxton

Curry, Helen S. _ _ _ Marietta

Dabney, Ruth _____ Oxford

Dadisman, Ernestine _ Jefferson

Daniel, Mrs. Watson _ _ Bogart

Daves, Dorothy _____ Athens

David, Lena _ _ _ Danielsville

Davis, Almeda _____ Meigs

Davis, Annie Joe _ _ _ _ Meigs

Davis, Annie L. _ _ _ Coleman
Davis, Mrs. Amy L. _ _ Athens

Davis, Elizabeth _ _ _ Athens

Davis, Jewell _____ Meigs

Davis, Melrose _____ Stilson

Davis, Naomi _ Donaldsonville

Davis, Nina ______ Athens

Davis, Sallie ______ Dalton

Dawson, Mrs. J. W. _ Cuthbert

Day, Lonnie M. _ _ Gainesville

Deadwyler, Emily _ _ _ Athens

Deal, Jessica _ _ _ Gainesville

lenham, Eloise _ _ _ Eatonton

Dennard, Evelyn _ _ Pineview

Dillard, Lizzie H. _ Arnoldsville

Dillard, Maggie _ _ _ Ochillee

Dobbs, Georgia _ _ _ _ Decatur

Dolcater, Mrs. C. F. _ Columbus
Dolvin, Susie _____ Siloam

Doolittle, Mrs. Edna _ _ Athens

Dorman, H. P. _ _ _ Americus
Dorsey, Mrs. A. H. _ _ Athens

Dowd, W. J. _ _ _ _ Richland

Dowdy, Willie V. _ Commerce
Downs, Katie _ _ Watkinsville

Dozier, Mrs. T. H., Jr. _ Athens

Drexel, E. P. _ _ _ _ _ Douglas

Driscoll, Gertrude _ Savannah
Dubberly, Mary Kate _ _ _ _

_________ Glennville
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DuBose, Mrs. Marion _ _ Athens
Dudley, Mrs. J. T. _ _ _ Athens
Duke, Cleo ______ Athens
Duncan, Dewey _____ Canon
Duncan, Mary _ _ Arnoldsville

Earnest, Martha _ _ _ _ Athens
Eberhart, Sarah _ _ Maysville

Edge, Warnie _ _ Watkinsville

Edmondson, Aline _ _ _ Moren
Elliott, Mary H. _ _ Savannah
Elliott, Mrs. T. L. _ _ _ Athens
Ellis, Louise _____ Griffin

Elrod, Elizabeth _ _ Jefferson

Elrod, Sarah Tifton

Erwin, Mrs. H. C. _ _ _ Athens
Estes, Vinie E. _ _ _ _ Decatur

Ethridge, Annie _ _ _ Shellman

Ethridge, Bessie _ _ _ _ Lyons
Ethridge, John _ _ _ _ Tifton

Evans, Mattie _____ Griffin

Eve, Sarah ______ Augusta
Farmer, Mrs. Ira E. _ Thomson
Farmer, Helen _ _ _ _ Thomson
Farmer, Malcolm _ _ _ Thomson
Farmer, Willie _ _ _ _ Conyers
Farrar, Virginia _ _ _ _ Athens
Faust, Henrietta _ _ _ Lexington

Faust, Jennie _ _ _ _ Lexington

Fears, Mary _ _ _ _ Hampton
Field, Mrs. C. H. _ _ _ Athens
Field, Julia P. Dalton

Finger, Lucy _ _ _ _ Gainesville

Fink, Mrs. W. W._E1 Paso, Tex.

Flanigan, Jean _____ Athens
Fleming, Elizabeth _ _ Athens

Flemister, Birdie Mae _ _ _ _

_________ Mansfield

Flemister, Rossie Lee _ _ _ _

_________ Mansfield

Flewellen, Lucy M.

_____ Union Springs, Ala

Floyd, Theo _ _ Donalsonville

Ford, Rosa ______ _Avera
Foster, Florence _ _ _ Hampton
Fountain, Mary _ _ _ _ Gordon

Fowler, Ralph W. _ Marietta

Fraser, Mary _ _ _ _ Hinesville

Free, M. E. _ _ _ Dawsonville

Freeman, Virginia _ _ Senoia

Fry, H. L. _ _ _ _ Clarkesville

Fullerton, W. R. _ _ Stockbridge

Fullilove, Gladys _ Watkinsville

Furrer, Marie _ _ _ •_ Savannah
Furse, Eunice _ _ _ Monticello

Furse, Julia _ _ _ _ Savannah
Furse, Margaret _ _ _ Savannah
Futrell, Irene _ _ _ _ Griffin

Futrell, Rosa L. _ _ _ _ Griffin

Gaillard, Martha _ _ Savannah
Garland, Annie _ _ _ _ Linton

Garland, Lillian _ _ _ Linton

Garr, Rosebud _____ Griffin

Gaughf, Jazee _____ Ocilla

Gay, Mrs. B. F. _ _ _ _ Madison
Gay, Gladys _ _ _ _ Brookfield

Gerdine, Susie _____ Athens
Gibson, Annie Boyt _ _ Forsyth

Gibson, Mrs. H. W. _ _ Senoia

Gilbert, Leila _ _ Cartersville

Gilder, Jamie _ _ _ Edison
Gilmer, Cleo _ _ _ _ Gillsville

Galsuier, Eunice _ _ Baconton
Glenn, Magdalene _ _ _ Athens
Goodwyn, Mrs. T. R. _ _ Athens
Goree, Bertha _ _ _ _ Lumpkin
Gossett, C. S. _ _ _ Cedartown
Gossett, Nellie _ _ _ _ Griffin

Gould, Ada Belle _ _ Gainesville

Gould, Esther _ _ _ Gainesville

Cowan, C. Lee _ Stone Mountain
Creer, Bessye _ _ Waverly Hall

Greer, Stella _____ Hayston
Grey, Macy _____ Americas
Crier, Leonora _ _ _ Cuthberl
Griffeth, Ethel _ _ Danielsville

Griffin. Emily _ _ _ _ Hampton
Griffin, .Mary E. _ _ _ _ Gibson

Griffin, W. H. Rome
Grigg, Emily _ _ _ Gainesville

GriggB. Mrs. E. L. _ _ _ Athens
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Griggs, Rachel Athens

Grimes, Chloe Colquitt

Grubbs, Katye _ _ _ _ Carnegie

Gruber, Myrtice _____ Alma
Gunnin, Mrs. D. _ _ _ _ Athens

Haisten, LaVerta _ _ Brookfield

Hall, Kate Tignall

Hall, Mrs. L. Athens

Hamlin, Adell _ _ _ Barnesville

Hammond, Rosa _____ Rome
Hancock, Bartha _ Athens

Hansford, Mrs. J. M. _ Maxeys

Happoldt, Eva _ _ Cartersville

Hardeman, Mrs. B. F. _ Athens

Harden, Annie B. _ _ Osierfield

Harkness, Ruth _ _ _ _ Forsyth

Harrington, Mrs. Lillie

__________ Norwood
Harris, Jessie _____ Vidalia

Harris, Laura _____ Dalton

Harris, Maria _ _ Waverly Hall

Harrison, Iris _ _ _ _ Covington

Harrison, Miss L. M. _ Jefferson

Harrison, Miriam _ _ Covington

Harrison, W. T. Paducah, Ky.

Hart, Beulah _____ Vidalia

Harvey, Elizabeth _ _ _ Athens
Harvil, Mollia _ _ _ Pendergrass

Haselton, Dot _____ Athens
Haselton, Mrs. D. P. _ _ Athens
Haselton, Miriam _ _ _ Athens
Hays, Emma _____ Hoschton
Hays, Clara Mae _ _ _ Mansfield

Headley, lone V. _ _ _ _ _ Pavo
Hearn, Hattie _____ Burwell

Heidler, Mrs. Harrison _ Athens
Hendrick, Elizabeth _ _ Bogart

Henderson, Clara _ _ Brookfield

Henderson, Josiella _____
________ Hawkinsville

Henry, Elizabeth _ _ _ Hartwell

Henry, Marion _ _ Summerville
Henry, Sallie Maye _ _ Jefferson

Herron, Mrs. R. M. _ _ _ Dalton

Hicks, Vivian _____ Lizella

Hightower, Ruby _ Dublin

Hill, Annie _____ Hoschton
Hill, Annie Grace _ _ Covington

Hill, Mada _____ Hiltonia

Hill, Mattie Lee _ _ _ _ Athens
Hill, Ola _______ Macon
Hilsman, Pattie _ _ _ _ Athens
Hinton, Mrs. Harold H. _ _ _

__________ Athens
Hodgson, Hazel _ _ _ _ Athens
Holden, Frances _ _ _ _ Athens

Holden, Mary _____ Athens
Holden, Queen _____ Athens
Holder, Mary _ _ _ _ Montrose
Holliday, Kate _____ Athens
Holliday, Martha _ _ _ Athens
Holliday, Norene _ _ _ Athens
Holliman, Olive _ _ _ _ Athens
Holliman, Ruby _ _ _ _ Athens

Hollinshead, Mrs. M. A.

___________ Decatur

Hollis, Fay _ _ _ _ Rutledge

Holt, Mary L. _ _ _ _ Columbus
Hopkins, Ethel _ _ _ _ Decatur

Hopkins, Ruth _ _ _ _ Decatur

Home, Christine _ _ Culloden

Home, Mable _ _ _ _ Richland

Korton, Lois _____ Hubert
Houston, Amanda _ _ Blakely

Howard, Helen _ _ _ _ Comer
Howard, Nan _ _ _ _ Columbus
Howard, Nellie _ _ _ _ Forsyth

Howard, Mrs. Vera _ Columbus
Hubbard, Cora _ _ Ball Ground
Hudson, Mrs. C. H. _ _ Bremen
Hudson, Lulie _ _ _ LaGrange
Hudson, Mae _____ Athens
Humber, Lutye _ _ _ Lumpkin
Humphries, Elizabeth _ Austell

Hunter, Dollie _ _ _ _Acworth
Hutcheson, Jessie _ _ _ Athens
Hutcheson, Lois _ _ _ Buchanan
Hutchison, Lucile_ _ _ Rutledge
Ingram, Estie _____ Athens
Israel, Leila _ _ _ _ Smithville
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Ivey, Florria ______ Adrian

Jackson, Eddie Mae_Granite Hill

Jackson, Mary _ Dickey

Jarrell, Lorraine _ _ _ _ Athens
Jarrell, Mrs. L. B. _ _ _ Athens
Jarrett, Blanche _ _ _ _ Center

Jenkins, Agnes _____ Sardis

Johnson, Mrs. A. H. _ Franklin

Johnson, Esther _ _ Bronwood
Johnson, Georgia _ Palatka, Fla.

Johnson, Mrs. Fletcher _ _ _

_________ Gainesville

Johnson, Mary D _ _ Gainesville

Johnson, Mary Beeke _ Griffin

Johnson, Pansy P. _ _ _ Gough
Johnston, Grover L. _ Marietta

Johnston, Lillian _ _ _ Dexter

Johnston, Mary _ _ _ _ Dexter

Jones, Jamie _ _ _ _ Register

Jones, Mary _____ Rockmart
Jones, Mrs. Walter H. _ Athens
Kelley, Janie _____ Tennille

Kelley, Jas. A. _ Social Circle

Kelley, Lizzie _____ Mystic

Kelley, Mrs. Geo. W.
_________ Washington

Kemp, Sauree L. _ _ Commerce
Kendrick, Estelle_ _ _ _ Sharon
Kennan, Ada E. Brunswick
Keown, Mamie _ Rayle
Kicklighter, Mamie J. _ _ _ _

_________ Glennville

Kicklighter, W. C. _ _ Screven

Kinard, Beulah _____ Acree
King, Alice _ _ Hartwell

King, Inez ______ Atlanta

Kirkland, Vesta _ -Summertown
Knox, R. I. _ _ _ Donaldsonville

Krerbohn, G. _ Tuscuman, S. A.

Lamb, Mary _ _ Cochran
Lampkin, Lois _____ Athens
Lampkin, Lucy _ _ _ _ Athens
Lancaster, Annie D. _ _ _ _ _

________ Hawkinsville

Landman, Willie M. _ _ Macon

Land, Mona ______ Vienna
Lane, Lucille _____ Unadilla

Lane, Zulienne _ _ _ _ Brooklet

Langford, Pauline _ _ Stephens

Langford, Sallie _ Waverly Hall

Langford, Vesta _ _ _ Stephens

Lassiter, Exel _ _ Hawkinsville

Latham, Bertha_New York City

Lawson, U. A. _ _ _ Gainesville

Lawton, A. M. _ _Garnett, S. C.

Lay, Nell ______ Jefferson

Ledbetter, Frances _ Nashville

Lee, Mrs. Beatrice _ _ _ Metter

Lee, Marion _ _ _ Mt. Vernon
LeMoine, Ottie C. _ _ Kirkwood
Lewis, Clyde _ _ _ _ Wellston

Lewis, Evelyn _ _ Cartersville

Liles, Margaret _ _ White Oak
Linder, Alice E. _ _ _ Anderson
Linton, Annie _____ Athens
Lippitt, A. L. _ _ _ _ _ Albany
Logue, Mrs. J. T. _ _ _ Augusta
Long, Frances T. _ _ Leesburg
Longshore, Mary _ _ _ Conyers

Lord, F'aye _____ Commerce
Lovette, Claude _ _ _ Pineview
Luther, Elsie _________
Maddox, Deka _ _ _Farmington
Maddox, Rosa _____ _Athens
Maddux, Estelle_ _ Buena Vista

Mansfield, Ethel _ _ _ _ Dickey
Marable, Lena _ _ _ _ Maxeys
Markert, Irene _ _ _ _ Lumpkin
Martin, Adele _ _ _ _ Clinton

Martin, Bessie _ _ Wrightsville

Martin, Mary Cuthbert
Martin, Norma _ _ _ _ Jefferson

Martin, W. B. _ Cedar Springs

Mason, Katie _____ Athens
Mauney, Belle Blairsville

Mauney, Myrtle Blairsville

M'ans, Alfred _____ Athens
Means, Rebecca _ _ _ _ Athens
Mell, Mildred _____ Athens
Melton, Mrs. F. B. _ _ Blakely
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Merk, Mrs. J. W Pendergrass

Metts, Muriel _____ Dublin

Michael, Mattie _ _ _ _ Monroe

Miller, Clara _ _ _ _ Woodland
Miller, Daisy _____ Lavonia

Miller, Flossie _ _ _ _ Franklin

Miller, Katie Belle _ _ Athens

Miller, Mae _ _ _ Dry Branch

Miller, Nita ______ Dalton

Miller, Susie _____ Colquitt

Milner, Carolyn Newnan
Minish, Ottice _ _ _ -Commerce
Minter, Ruth ______ Jakin

Mitchell, Cornelia _ _ _ Athens

Mitchell, Mabelle_ Crawfordville

Mitchell, Violet Lithonia

Mitchiner, Myron _ _ _ Parrott

Mizelle, Lula _ _ _ _ Nahunta
Mizell, Martha _ _ _ _ Nahunta
Monroe, Sarilu _ _ _ _ Morgan
Moody, Margaret _ _ _ Colquitt

Moon, Julia _ _ Conyers

Moore, Mrs. J. B. _ Gainesville

Moore, Leila_ _ Gaffney, S. C.

Moore, Mary _____ Elberton

Moore, Ruth _ _ _ Farmington
Morgan, Jewel _ _ _ Davisboro

Morris, Mary Athens

Morton, Louise _ _ _ _ Athens

Morton, Nancy _ _ Watkinsville

Moss, Elizabeth _ _ _ _ Athens

Moss, Judith _ _ _ Athens

Mot't, Foy _____ Americus
Moxley, Jennie _ _ _ _ Vidette

Mullis, Mrs. Gussie _ _ _ Jakin

Murrah, Carrie Lee _____
________ Arnoldsville

?lurrah, Pearl _____ Atlanta

Murray, Edith _ _ _ _ Ellaville

Murray, Irene _ _ _ _ Ellaville

Musselwhite, Nellie _ Reynolds
McGall, Leila _ Middleton

Mc-Clain, Annidell _ _ Lavonia
McOlain, Charner _ _ _ Pelham
MoGlain, Evie _____ Athens

McClennan, Laura _ _ _ Decatur

McCool, Laura _____ Gibson

McCoy, Pearl _ _ _ _ Woodland
McCrory, Addie Rie _ Ellaville

McCullchs, Fannie M. _

________ Waverly Hall

McCurry, Cordelia _ _ _ Clayton

McCurry, Maude _ _ _ Clayton

McDonald, Claudia_ _ _ _ _

_______ Hawkinsville

McGarrah, Mrs. B. H._ Lumpkin
McGarrah, Nell _ _ _ Lumpkin
McGee, Mae _____ Knoxville

McGee, Rosa _ _ _ _ Knoxville

McGlaum, Levie _ _ _ _ Cusseta

McGukin, Ida _____ Hartwell

M<cKellar, Ella C. _ _ Americus
McManus, Esther _ _ Talbotton

McNair, Annie Sue _ _ Colquitt

McRee, Mamie _ _ Watkinsville

MeWhorter, Laura _ _ Stephens

Nelms, Bert _____ Hartwell

Iselson, Eloise Woodland
Nelson, Emma _ _ _ Yatesville

Nelson, Eloise _ _ _ Yatesville

Nelson, Jessie _ _ Dunedin, Fla.

Nelson, Laura _ _ Dunedin, Fla.

Nevels, Myrtle _ _ _ _ Sylvester

Newberry, Lorena _ _ _ Lizella

Newman, Anne _ _ _ Dahlongea
Newman, Estelle _ _ _ Jackson

Newman, Eva _ _ _ Dahlonega
Newman, Marilena _ _ Dawson
Newman, Nell _ _ _ Gainesville

Newman, Ruby _ _ _ Gainesville

Newton, Janet _____ Athens
Newton, J. T. _ _ _ LaGrange
Newton, Marion _ _ _ _ Athens
Nisbet, Mrs. W. R. Athens
Nix, Mrs. Abit _____ Athens
Nix, Lurline _ _ _ _ Commerce
Noble, Mary _____ Atlanta

Nolen, Emmalu _ _ _ _ Jackson

Norman, Mary _ _ _ Kirkwood
Norwood, Catherine _ _ Perry
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O'Banion, Jane _ _ _ _ Girard

O'Banion, Ruth _ _ _ _ Girard

Odom, Ella _ _ Berlin

Odom, Lilla ______ Macon
Odom, Nannie B. _ _ _ Girard

Odum, Mrs. Howard W._ Athens

Odum, Martha _ _ _ _ Newton
Offett, M. S. _ _ Cave Springs

Ogburn, Melissa _ _ _ Reynolds

O'Kelley, A. A. _ _ _ _ Clayton

Oliver, Eldoria _ _ Bogart

Oliver, J. G. _____ _ Athens

Orr, Mrs. R. C. _ _ _ _ Athens

Csborne, Louise _ _ _ Albany
Uverstreet, Pearl _ _ _ Colquitt

Oxford, Lucile _ _ _ _ Rutledge

Page, Cora ______ Eastman
Park, Katherine _ _ _ _ Athens
Park, Mary ______ Athens
Park, R. E. _____ _ Athens
Paiker, Vera _____ Winder
Parrish, Ethel _____ Cairo

Parsons, Marian _ _ _ _ Wadley
Partridge, Mildred _ Odessadale

Paschal, Helen _ _ _ Waycross
Paschal, Thera _ _ _ Eatonton

Patterson, Eddie Kate _ _ _ _

________ McDonough
Patton, Mary _ _ _ _ Ben Hill

Paul, Ella _____ Lexington

Payne, Delia ______ Canon
Peak, Florabel _ _ _ _ Cuthbert

Peavy, Delia Mae _ _ _Unadilla

Teavey, Florence _ _ Unadilla

Peek, Lucile _ _ _ _ Covington

Fendergrast, J. A. _ _Talbotton

Pennington, Daisy _ _ Fairburn

Perdue, Florrie _ _ _ Decatur

Perkins, Susye _ _ _ Cofnngton

Perkins, Virginia _ _ Florence

Perry, Dot _ _ _ _ _ _ Dublin

Perry, Florence _ _ Montezuma
Ferryman, Olyve _ _ _ Cuthbert

Phillips, A. J. _ _ _ _ Atlanta

Phillips, Bertha _ _ McDonough

Phillips, Neta _____ Covena
Phinizy, Mrs. Barrett _ Athens
Phinizy, Maggie Sue _ Rockmart
Pierce, Gertrude _ _ _ Dublin

Pinkston, Gladys _ _ _ Parrott

Fittard, Mary _ _ Winterville

Pitts, Kate ______ Toccoa
Plowden, Eunice _ _ _ _ Edison
Porter, Lena _ _ _ Pendergrass
Forter, Mary Athens
Pound, Emmie _ _ _ Monticello

Powell, Mrs. Addie _ _ Colquitt

Power, Winnie M. Hartwell
Price, Rosaline _ Athens
Pryor, Elizabeth Oliver

Quattlebaum, Gladys _ Rochelle
Ragan, Grace _____ Rochelle

Ramirez, Rafael W. _ Brunswick
Ramsey, Ora ______ Acree
Ray, Rosa _ Maysville

Readdick, Belle _ _ _ Kingsland
Reaves, Moselle _ _ _ _ Newnan
Reaves, Olga _ _ _ Watkinsville

Reaves, Mrs. Sidney _ _ _

----___ Watkinsville

Reed, Dorothy _ Athens
Keed, Ruth _ _ _ Gainesville

Reed, Mrs. T. W. _ _ _ Athens
Reeves, Annie _ _ _ Mumerlyn
Reeves, Fannie _ _ _ Mumerlyn
Reid, Mary _ _ _ _ Chipley
Held, Minnie _____ Ellaville

Reynolds, Davis E. _ _ _ Rome
Reynolds, Gertrude _ _ Newnan
Reynolds, Horace Y _ _ Brinson
Rice, Cossie ______ Athena
Rice, Genie Dunedin, Fla.

Rice, Lora _ _ _ Dunedin. Fla.

Kicks, Annie Maude _ _ Hilton

Ricks. Mamie _____ Adrian

Riddle, Mrs. J. P. _ _ Davisboro

Riley, Louise _____ Forsyth

Rivere, Mrs. Ruby T. _ Athens
Roberts. Ada _ Cedar Springs

Roiiori s. Cully _ _ _ _ Jefferson
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Roberts, Laurie _____ Alma
Roberts, Mildred Monroe

Robertson, Edith _ _ _ Dalton

Robinson, Mrs. J. H. _ Ellaville

Robinson, Louise _ Warrenton

Rozar, Mrs. L. J. _ _ Cairollton

Rucker, Mary Ann Athens

Russell, Abi _ _ _ McDonough
Russell, Fannie Lee _ _ Shiloh

Rustin, Eunice _ _ _ _ Byron

Sammons, Evelyn _ Godfrey

Sanford, Mrs. S. V. Athens

Schley, Lillian _ _ _ Columbus

Seagraves, C. C. _ _ _ Athens

Segraves, Bessie _ _ _ _ Griffin

Segrest, Sarah _ _ _ _LaGrange

Sellars, Ellen _____ Baxley

Sellars, Mrs. J. C. Ellaville

Sewell, Lillian _ _ _ Grantville

Sewell, Mary L. _ _ Hogansville

Shafer, May _ _ _ _ Fitzgerald

Shelor, Ellen Calhoun

Shelton, J. Hill _ Athens

Shelton, Mrs. W. A. _ _ Athens

ohapnard, Elsie _ _ _ _ Avera

Sheppard, Loenora _ _ Tennille

Shepard, Rosa _ _ _ _ Colquitt

Sheridan, Edna M. _ _ _ _ _

______ Clearwater, Fla.

Sherman, Mae _ _ _ _ Lumpkin
Shirley, Lena Mae Jefferson

Shurley, Estella _ _ _ Knoxville

Sikes, Nettie _____ Alamo
Simpson, Elma _____ Talmo
Simpson, Jennie _ _ _ _ Talmo
Sims, Clara _ _ _ _ Woodbury
Sinclair, Mrs. D. W. _ Waycross
Singletary, Edith _ Ochlochnee

Singletary, Ollie _ _ Ochlochnee
Sloan, Isabel Davidson, N. C.

Sloan, Rosa _ _ Davidson, N. C.

Slocumb, Dewey _ _ Kathleen
Smith, Annie Mae Commerce
Smith, Cap C. _ _ Jeffersonville

Smith, Garland _ _ _ _ Athens

Smith, Grace _____ Burwell

Smith, Josephine _ _ Brunswick
Smith, Laura _____ Flovilla

Smith, LaFayette Richmond _

__________ -Monroe
Smith, Mary E. _ _ _ Stephens

Smith, Mary L. _ _ _ _ _ Athens

Smith, Nellie _____ Dawson
Snider, Annie Mae _ _ Ellaville

Spears, Willie Mae Hamilton

Spier, Bessie E. _ _ _ Pembroke
Spence, Elizabeth _ Thomasville

Stamper, Eva ______ Jakin

Stanley, Mala _____ Dublin

Steedman, Mrs. W. B. _ Athens

Stephen, A. M. _ _ _ Carrollton

Sterling, Alma _____ Athens

Stephens, Mrs. W. D.

________ Bowersville

Stevens, Mrs. Eustace _ Athens
Stewart, Fred H. _ _ _ Athens

Stewart, Mrs. J. S. _ _ _ Athens
Stewart, Miss Mattie Mae _ _

___________ Edison

Stiles, Etta _ _ _ _ Meriwether
Stokeley, Darlina Bell _ Athens
Stokes, Eva Maye _ _ _ Gordon
Stone, Evie Hampton
Stone, Margaret _ _ _ Comerce
Stone, W. A. Pitts

Stowe, Annie Lois _ _ Newborn
Strickland, Lily _ _ _ _ Clayton

Strother, John R. _ _ Woodbury
Sturdivant, Alma _ _ _ Girard

Sullivan, Leonie _____ Mize

Supplee, Mrs. A. L. _ Covington

Sutherland, Susie _ _ _ Pomona
Swann, Dewey _ _ _ _ Carnegie

Swindell, Edna L. _ _ Savannah
Swindell, Lillian _ _ _ Savannah
Svfan, Linda _ _ _ Gainesville

Tabscott, Mrs. E. E. _ _ _ _

Elkins, W. Va.

Talmadge, Mrs. J. E., Jr. _ _

___________ Athens
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Talmage, Frances Athens

Tanner, Odessa Dacula

Taylor, Emily L. _ Ball Ground
Taylor, Frances Sylvania

Teasley, Lizzie _ _ _ _ Bowman
Temples, Mary Lee _ Statesboro

Thorpe, Lillian _ _ Dry Branch
Thigpen, Annie _ _ _ Brewton
Thomas, J. C. Adel

Thomaston, Lucile _ Fitzgerald

Thompson, Ferrol _ Gainesville

Thompson, Gladys Lyons
Thompson, Lillie _ _ Glennville

Thornton, Olney _ _ _ Bowman
Thrower, Mamie _ _ _ Lumpkin
Ihurston, Emma _ _ _ Bishop

Tigner, Mrs. Fannde M. _ _ _

_________ Dahlonega
Tinsley, Annelle _ _ _ _ Morgan
Tipton, Alice _____ Sylvester

Tolson, Tecia _ _ _ _ Sale City

Tooke, Eloise _ _ _ _ Ellaville

Toole, Ethel Midville

Toole, Erene _____ Midville

Towns, Ruby _ _ _ Winterville

Trawick, Marie _ _ _ _ Linton

Trawick, Virginia _ _ _ Linton

Treanor, Helen Athens
Treanor, Mary _____ Athens
Trippe, Alma C. _ _ _ _ Blakely

Trippe, Elsie _ _ _ _ Atlanta

Trippe, Katherine _ _ _ Athens
Tuck, Stella Athens
Tucker, Lucy _ _ _ _ Gainesville

Tucker, Lily _ _ _ _ Gainesville

Tyler, Aline _ _ Dunedin. Fla-

Upson, Louise _____ Athens
VanLandingham, Mattie _ _ _

__________ Howard
Vardaman, Ola Mae _ Columbus
Vassar, Gracie _ _ _ _ Har .veil

Vassar, Macie _ _ _ _ Har* veil

Vaughan, Clara _ _ LaGr-^ri^e

Vaughn, Eleanor _ _ LaGran i e

Vaughn, Frances. Jeffersonvil."

Veatel, C. L. _ _ _ Barnesville

Ver Nooy, Frances _ _ _ Athens
Villard, Carrie _ _ _ _ Atlanta

Wade, Lucy _____ Demorest
Waldin, Marie _____ Gibson
Walker, Mrs. Annie _ Americus
Walker, Addie Mae _ LaGrange
Walker, Blanche _ _ _ _ Tignall

Walker, J. Y. _ _ _ _ _ Athens
Wall, Frances _____ Dawson
Wall, Xadine _ _ _ Ochlochnee
Wallace, Jean _ _ _ _ Chipley

Walters, Florence _ _ Americus
Walters, Rossie _ _ _ _ Martin

Walton, Carrie _ _ _ _ Tignall

Wansley, Ottye _ _ Carnesville

Ward, Eutha Statham
Warnock, Lennie _ Rockingham
Warren, Annie Pearl _ Cuthbert

Warren, Chas. E. _ _ _ DeSoto
Waters, Mrs. Irene _ _ Atlanta

Watkins, Alma _ _ _ Maysville

Watkins, Mattie _ _ _ _ Adrian
Watson, Latimer _ _ Columbus
Weathers, Estelle _ _ _ _ Rome
Weaver, Mamie _ _ _ Lexington

Weaver, Mary E. _ _ Lexington
Webb, Clara _ Forsyth
Webb, Eunice _ _ _ _ Jefferson

Webb, Mrs. Henry P. Athens
Weeks, Eva _____ _Vidette

Weesner, Lula _ _ Summerville
Wehunt, Celorah _ _ Dahlonega
Weldon, Edith _ _ _ Manchester
Weldon, Gertrude _ _ Sargent

West, Wade Hampton _ _ _

________ -Greensboro
Westmoreland, Bessie _ _ _

_________ Cleveland

Westmoreland, Vera _ _ _ _

_________ Cleveland

WVthersbee, Louise _ Savannah
Whatloy, Lillie _ _ _ Columbus
Wheeler, Leda _ _ _ _ Berlin
"\ heeler, Ermie _ _ _ MavhVld
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Wheeler, Ruth _ _ Crawfordville

Whitaker, Leonora _ _ _ Berlin

Whitmire, D. W. _ Talmo
Whitmire, Lola _ _ _ _ Talmo
Wier, A. L. _____ _ Athens
Wight, Mrs. R. B. _Sanford, Fla.

Wiley, Dona _____ Colbert

Wilkins, Josephine _ _ _ Athens

A\'ilkins, Mrs. J. J. _ _ _ Athens

Wilkins, Mary _____ Athens

Williams, J. W. _ _ _ Colbert

Williams, Mary Joe _ _ Chipley

Williams, Marie _ _ Greensboro

Williams, Thelma _ _ Richland

Willingham, Belle _ .. -Canton

Wilson, Gertrude _ _ Choestoe

Wilson, Gladys _ _ _ _ Dudley

Wilson, Maggie _ _Watkinsville

Windom, Cora Lee _ _Moreland
Witcher, Lucy _ Newnan
Wolcott, Minnie _ _ _ -Atlanta

Wood, Annie Mae _ _ _ Athens
Woodard, Clyde _____ Adel

Woods, Mary _____ Athens
Woodward, Lucile _ McDonough
Woolridge, Kate _ _ _ Cusseta

Wright, Emily J. _ _ Louisville

Wynn, Mrs. J. H. _ _ _ _ _ Ila

Yawn, Minnie Lee _ _ Sylvester

YoUng, Mrs. Harry W. _ Decatur

Young, Margaret _ _ Columbus
Young, Olivia _ _ _ _ Newnan
Young, R. B. _ _ _ _ _ Maxeys
Young, Willa _ _ _ _ Thomson
Zeigler, Howell ______
_____ -Greenwood, S. C.

COLLEGE CREDIT

Abney, Louise _____ Athens

Allegood, J. L. _ _ _ _ Moultrie

Allen, R. I. _____ _ Sparta

Anderson, Frances _ _ Atlanta

Ashford, Helen _ _ Watkinsville

Ashford, Moselle _ _ _ _ Athens
Bernstein, A. B. _ _ Savannah
Blake, Jessie _ Sulphur Springs

Blalock, D. L. _ _ _ _ _ Athens
Bond, D. B. _ _ _ _ _ Lithonia

Braswell, Elmer _ _ _ _ Barney
Brown, L. L. _ _ Fort Valley

Bu 'hwald, Ben _____ Athens
Burton, Jessie _ _ _ Talbotton

Chandler, Alice _ _ _ _ Athens
Christian, Nettie _ _ _ Savannah
Cofer, Stella

Connor, Mary _ _ _ Cartersville

Cutler, Max ______ Athens
D'Antignac, Kell _ _ _ Griffin

Davidson, J. L. _ _ _ _ Danville

Davis, Jerome _____ Athens
Davis, T. F. Athens
Dickson, R. W. _ _ Fitzgerald

Dorman, H. P. _ _ _ _ Americus
Dowdle, Lois ______ Athens
Duggan, Ola _____ Dublin

Duncan, A. F. _ _ _ _ Savannah
Echols, Lilla _____ Ellaville

Eve, Sara

Hagler, J. C. _ _ _ _ _ Augusta
Hamilton, Lucile _ Seneca, S. C.

Harkness, Ruth _ _ _ Forsyth

Hatcher, C. C. _ _ _ _ Atlanta

Hogg, Sara __________
Holliday, Allen _ _ _ _ -Athens
Hopkins, Edith _ _ _ _ Decatur

Hudson, M. F.

Jarrell, Mrs. Loraine _ _ Athens
Johnson, H. C. _ _ Young Harris

Johnston, Eugenia _ _ Atlanta

Kinney, P. M. _______
_____ Bennettsville, S. C.

Lane, Zuliene _ _ _ _ Brooklet

Martin, J. L. _____ _ Athens
Martin, T. W. Atlanta

Mathis, Mrs. Lucy L. _ Athens
Matson, T. D. _ _ _ _ _ Atlanta
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Miraglia, E. _ _ _ _ _ Macon
Mitchell, Cornelia _ _ _ Athens

Morris, W. T. _____ _ Rome
Morton, Cora F. _Athens

Morton, Margaret _ _ _ Athens

McCord, J. A., Jr. _ _ _ Atlanta

McDaniel, Mary _ _ _ _ Norcross

McGee, Rosa _________
McLemore, I. O. -Higgston

McWhorter, E. A. _ _ Savannah
Helms, W. F. _ _ _ _ Commerce
Overstreet, J. E. _ _ _ Baxley

Owens, J. S. _ _ _ _ _ Atlanta

Pahno, G. J. _ _ _ _ Savannah
Park, H. E. _ _ _ _ _ Sylvester

Park, J. H. _____ _ Athens

Philmon, Rochelle _ Gainesville

Proctor, Erna _____ Athens

Pruden, Elizabeth _ _ _ _Rome
Rains, Wm. ______ Athens

Reese, P. C. _ _ _ _ _ Fairburn

Robertson, Edith

Robertson, L. D. _ _ _ _ Suffee

Rose. F. D. _ _ _ _ _ Valdosta

Rozar, Nanette _ _ Carrollton

Sanders, L. M. _ _ _ Troy, Ala.

Sand, Marie ______ Atlanta

Shipp. Wm. _____ Moultrie

Short. R. W. _____ Athens

Smith, Dorothy _ _ _ _ Athens

Stancil, W. W. _ _ _ Sale City

Stanton, Kathleen_ Social Circle

Talmadge, J. E. _ _ _ Athens

Terrell, Annie _ _ College Park
Tuck, L. M. _____ _ Homer
Vinson, W. D. _ _ _ _ _ Macon
Wallis, A. H. _ _ _ Fayetteville

Wang, S. C. _ _ _ Pekin, China

Watson, Pope ______ Dallas

West, W. S. Athens

Wier, J. B. _ _ Athens

Wilson, Evelyn _ _ _ _ Douglas

Winn, Annie _ _ _ _ Savannah
Wisdom, Tom _____ Chipley

Wisdom, Mrs. Tom _ _ _ Chipley

RURAL CONFERENCE

Adams, CC.__.__ Covington

Ayres, C. B. _ _ _ Danielsville

Adams, F. L. _ _ _ _ Zebulon
Ammons, A. J. _ _ _ _ Tifton

Penton, E. _ _ _ _ _ Pembroke
Bolton, W. J., Jr. _ _ _ Griffin

Carroll, R. E. _ _ _ _ _ Decatur

Casey, T. E. _ _ _ St. Marys
C'egg, W. J. _ _ _ _ _ Monroe
Colbert, F. F. Preston

Connor, T. B. _ _ _ Mt. Vernon
Dozier, T. H. Athens
Elrod, L. F. Jefferson

Evans, E. A. _ _ _ _ _ Blakely

Floyd, J. G. _ _ _ _ _ Douglas
Greene, F. M. _ _ _ _ _ Perry

ilolsenbeck, W M. _ _ -Winder
Jones, S. E. _ _ _ Summerville
King, E. R. _ _ _ _ Ft. Gaines

McLarty, G. T. _ _ Douglasville

Nelson, J. P. _ _ _ Oglethorpe

P'ttman, C. W. _ Waycross
Purcell, B. D. _____ _ Jesup

Rash, W. C _____ _ Rome
Royal, J. M. _____ _ Vienna
Summons, E. W. _ _ _ _ Gray
Sisk. Arthur _ _ _ Clarkesville

Sutton, John W. _ _ _Cedartown
Thompson. W. ('.___ Madison
West, G. E. _ _ _ _ _ Camilla

Wisdom. Tom _____ Chipley
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SUMMARY OF REGISTRATION
The Graduate School:

Master of Arts 14

Not candidate for degree 9

Franklin College: 23

Bachelor of Arts 120

Irregular students 12

The State College 132

I. The College of Science and Engineering:

General B.S. 58

B.S. in Civil Engineering 36

B.S. in Electrical Engineering 1

BS. in Education 4

B.S. in Commerce 101

B.S. in Medicine 75

Irregular students 20

War Rehabilitation 2

Vocational Section, S. A. T. C 200

II. College of Agriculture: 505

B.S. in Agriculture 129

B.S. in Home Economics 21

Veterinary Medicine 8

B.S. in Forestry 3

Special Students 7

Irregular Students 6

One-Year Course 65

Vocational Education 39

Farmers' Short Course (Men) 23

Farmers' Short Course (Women) 25

County Agents' Course 100

Home Economics Course 90

Cotton Grading Course 5

War Rehabilitation 12

Corn Club Boys' 'Short Course 146

Canning Club Girls' Short Course 118

Vocational Section, S. A. T. C 333

The Law Department 80

The Pharmacy Department 21

The Summer School 1012

Collegeiate Section, S. A. T. C 617

1105

1730

Counted twice 163

Total Registration 3332
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TABLE SHOWING DATA REQUIRED BY RESOLUTION OF THE
GENERAL ASSEMBLY, APPROVED AUGUST 13, 1914

Professions of parents of students in the University, 1918-1919,

so far as known:
Farmers 367

Merchants — - 182

Lawyers : 45

Government Officials (U. S. and State) 56

Physicians 53

Manufacturing 29

Bankers 40

Real Estate 21

Cotton Factors 17

. Salesmen 20

Hotel Keepers 6

Teachers 33

Ministers 13

Railroad 25

Insurance 21

Mechanics 16

Journalists 10

Druggists 6

Accountants 13

Contractors 4

Civil Engineers 7

Professions or vocations of the alumni of the institution:

Physicians 232

Ministers -__ 228

Engineers 126

Officers U. S. Army and Navy 103

Teachers 336

Farmers 846

Lawyers 1432

Business 4193

Total 7496
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SUMMARY OF STUDENTS IN THE UNIVERSITY SYSTEM
In Franklin College 132
In the College of Science and Engineering 505
In the State College of Agriculture 1105
In the Graduate School 23
In the Law Department 80
In the Pharmacy Department 21
In the Summer School 1012
Collegiate Section, S. A. T. C 617

3495
Counted twice 163

3332
The North Georgia Agricultural College (Dahlonega).

In College Classes 170
In Sub-Freshman Classes 251

• 4 21
The School of Technology (Atlanta).

In College Classes 1365
In Night School 468
In Summer School 100

Counted twice 80
1853

The Georgia Normal and Industrial College (Milledgeville)
In College Classes 862
In Training School 222 10S4

The State Normal School (Athens).
In Regular Diploma Classes 608
In Review Courses 55
In Correspondence Courses 60
In Elementary School 186 909

The Industrial College for Colored Youths (Savannah).
In College Department 22
Grammar and High School 185
In Practice School 56 263

The Medical College (Augusta) 63
The South Georgia State Normal (Valdosta).

In College Classes 210
In Summer Session 111
In Training School 103 424

Total number receiving instruction 8349
SUMMARY

Students in College Degree Courses 2174
Students in Professional Courses 164
Students in Normal Classes 1795
Students in Short and Special Courses 2306
Students in Preparatory Courses 436
Students in Practice Schools (Elementary) 567
Students in Students Army Training Corps 1150

Total receiving instruction 8592
Less counted twice 243

8349
Less elementary students 567

7782
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ACCREDITED FOUR-YEAR SCHOOLS, 1919

12 to 20 Units Offered

Correspondence relating to Accrediting of Schools should be ad-

dressed to Joseph S. Stewart, Professor of Secondary Education,

Athens, Ga.

Graduation on 16 units in Group I, 14 in Group II. 12 in Group III.

Acworth High School, III W. W. Linton.
Adairsville High School, II J. F. Williams.
Adel High School, II Jason Scarboro.
Albany High School, I R. E. Brooks.
*Americus High School, I J. E. Mathis.
Ashburn High School, I A. G. Cleveland.
Athens High School, I E. B. Mell.
Atlanta:
*Boys High School, I Eugeno Ragland.
Commercial High School, II Annie T. Wise.

*Girls High School, I Jessie Muse.
*Fulton County High School, I Wm. Hopkins.
Marist College, I (Private) James A. Horton.
North Ave. Pres. School, I (Private) Thursza Askew.
Peacock School, I (Private) R. C. Little.

Technological High School, I W. A. Sutton.
Washington Seminary, I (Private) L. D. & E. B. Scott.

Woodbury School, I (Private) Rosa Woodbury.
Auburn:

Christian Academy, II (Private) H. R. Garrett.
Augusta:
Richmond Academy, I Geo. P. Butler.
Tubman High School, I T. H. Garrett.
Summerville Academy, II J. B. Lockhart.
St. Joseph's Academy, II (Private) Sister Sacred Heart.

Bainbridge High School, I E. Griggs Elcan.
Barnesville, Gordon Institute, I E. T. Holmes.
Baxley High School, I T. M. Purcell.
Blackshear High School, II L. C. Evans.
Blakely High School, II T. J. Townsend.
Boston High School, II W. P. Brooks.
Bowden High School, III C. K. Henderson.
Bowman, Gibson-Mercer Acad., II ( Private) _Lawson Brown.
Brunswick, Glynn Academy, I X. H. Ballard.
Buena Vista High School, II J. G. Colbert.
Calhoun High School, II M. C. Allen.
Camilla High School, I S. K. Tanner.
Canton High School. II Paul Wheeler.
Carrollton High School, I H. B. Adams.

Cartersville High School, I H. L. Sewell.
Cedartown High School, I J. E. Purks.
Chickamauga High School, II W. A. Wiley.
Cochran High School, II W. E. Monts.
College Park:
Georgia Military Academy, I (Private) __J. C. Woodward.
College Park High School, II L. O. Freeman.

On Southern List.
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-Columbus High School, I T. C. Kendricks.
*Secondary Industrial School, I J. B. Bagby.
Lorena Hall, II (Private)- Jessie Snydor.

Commerce High School, I H. B. Carreker.
Conyers High School, I G. W. Glailsier.

*Cordele High School, I H. B. Nicholson.
Cornelia High School, III J. W. Marion.
Covena, Gillis Springs Institute, III C. M. Carpenter.

*Covington High School, I H. B. Robertson.
Crawfordville High School, II R. D. McDowell.
Cuthbert High School, III G. W. Marks.
Dallas High School, III W. F. Tribble.

*Dalton High School, I J. H. Watsoh.
Darien High School, III S. A. Cooper.
Dawson High School, I J. C. Dukes.
Decatur High School, I E. E. Treadwell.
Demorest:

Piedmont Academy, I (Private) J. C. Rogers.
Donaldsonville High School, II R. I. Knox.
Douglasville High School, I E. D. Gunby.

*Dublin High School, I Paul King.
Eastman High School, I R. G. Hall.
Elberton High School, I W. A. Anderson.
Ellaville High School, II S. E. Denton.
Fairburn High School, II M. D. Collins.

Fitzgerald High School, I J. W. Barnhill.
Forsyth High School, I W. O. Perritt.

*Fort Valley High School, I Ralph Newton.
Gainesville High School, II J. A. Mershon.
Girard High School, II W. B. Lovett.
Gray High School, III IT. S. Lancaster.
Graymount-Summit High School, I Ernest Anderson.
Greensboro High School, I C. C. Wills.
Greenville High School, II C. O. Stubbs.

Griffin High School, I J. A. Jones.
Harlem High School, III C. C. Hoover.
Hartwell High School, I C. G. Powers.
Hawkinsville High School. I J. 1'. Lambert,.
Hazelhurst High School, III G. P. Hunt.
Hephzibah High School, II H. W. Sewell.
Jackson High School, I W. F. Martin.
Jefferson: Martin Institute, II L. F. Elrod.
LaFayette High School, III W. H. McDaniel.
LaGrange High School, I F. F. Rowe.
Lawrenceville High School, I F. M. Hunter.
L'thonia High School, III J. L. Sargent.
Locust Grove Institute, I (Private) Claud Gray.
Loganville High School, III W. G. Coffee.
Louisville High School, II O. B. Trammell.
Lumpkin High School, III W. J. Dowel.
Macon

:

Lanier High School, I R. J. Coates.
Rutland High School, III Mrs. C. A. Stubbs.

Madison High School, I J. H. Purks.

On Southern List.
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Manchester High School, II M. O. McCord.
Marietta High School, I W. T. Dumas.
McRae:

South Georgia College, I (Private) B. G. Childs.

McDonough High School, II G. H. Boyd.
Menlo High School, III J. L. Ray.
Metter High School, II G. E. Usher.
Millegeville:
Georgia Military College, I J. H. Marshburn.

Millen High School, I F. A. Brinson.
Monroe High School, II C. F. Fawcett.
Montezuma High School, II L. C. Corbett.
Mt. Berry:
The Berry School for Boys, I (Private) __Martha Berry.

Mt. Vernon:
Brewton-Parker Institute, I (Private) J. C. Brewton.

Moultrie High School, I J. H. Saxon.
Newnan High School, I 25. F. Pickett.

Norman Park Institute, I (Private) L. H. Browning.
Ocilla High School, II W. T. Foster.
Oxford:
Emory Academy, I (Private) W. A. Carlton.

Pavo High School, I W. M. Parker.
Pelham High School, I P. A. Moss.
Quitman High School, I H. D. Knowles.
Reynolds High School, III W. M. Pettis.

Richland High School, II Guy Wells.
Rochelle High School, III D. H. Standard.
Rome:
High School, I W. P. Jones.
Darlington Academy, I (Private) J. M. Harden.

Royston High School, III R. H. Moss.
Sandersville High School, I C. B. Quillian.
Sardis High School, III -J. H. Miser.
Savannah:
Senior High School, I Linwood Taft.
Benedictine School, I (Private) 1'. Bernard.
Myers School, II (Private) D. M. Myers.
Pape School, I (Private) Nina Pape.

Senoia High School, III J. T. Henrv.
Smithville High School, II _J. H. Forbis.
-Social Circle High School, II J. A. Kelley.
Sparks Collegiate Institute, I (Private) Leland Moore.
Sparta High School, I J. N. Haddock.
Statesboro High School, I K. M. Monts.
Stillmore High School, I J. C. Langston.
Stone Mountain High School, II J. T. DuPree.
Sylvester High School, II J. T. Lowe.
Swainsboro High School, I C. A. Keith.
Tennille High School, II G. 0. Maughon.
Thomson High School, I X. E. Ware.
Thomasville High School, I B. B. Broughton.
Thomaston: R. E. Lee Institute, I ('. \V. Keid.
Tifton High School, I A. II. Moon.

On Southern List.
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*Toccoa High School, I J.

*Valdosta High School, I W.
Vidalia High School, II W.
Waleska: Reinhardt Institute, I (Private) __T.
*Warrenton High School, I G.
Washington High School, I J.

Waverly Hall High School, III I.

*Waycross: High School, I B.

Piedmont Institute, II (Private) J.

Waynesboro High School, I J.

West Point High School, I W
Winder High School, I J.

Woodbury High School, III G.

Wrens High School, I C.

Statesboro:
1st District Agricultural School, I F.

Tifton:
2nd District Agricultural School, I S.

Americus:
3rd District Agricultural School, I J.

<Carrollton:.

4th District Agricultural iSchool, I J.

Monroe:
5th District Agricultural School, I J.

Barnesville:
6th District Agricultural School, I T.

Powder Springs:
7th District Agricultural School, I H.

Madison:
8th District Agricultural School, I B.

Clarkesville:
9th District Agricultural School, I C.

Granite Hill:

10th District Agricultural School, I E.
Douglas:

11th District Agricultural School, I L.

I. Allman.
O. Roberts.
L. Downs.
M. Sullivan.
S. Roach.
W. Moseley.
S. Ingram.
E. Flowers.
F. Watson.
T. Lance.
P. Thomas.

P. Cash.
J. Gearin.
C. McCollum.

M. Rowan.

L. Lewis.

M. Collum.

H. Melson.

H. Walker.

O. Galloway.

R. Hunt.

F. Gay.

A. Wells.

C. Merry.

C. Proctor.

THREE-YEAR HIGH SCHOOLS
10 to 12 units only to be allowed

Bartow High School E.
Brooklet High School J.

Broxton High School O.
Buford High School W
Byromville High School J.

Cairo High School J.

Ohipley High School J.

Claxton High School A.
Comer High School J.

Eatonton High School T.
Edison High School O.
Fort Gaines High School R.
Glennville High School J.

Grantville High School R.

C. .Salter.

W. Davis.
C. Campbell.

. N. Nunn.
W. Smith.
G. Christian.
J. Binford.
W. Strozier.

W. Adams.
P. Tribble.
F. Helm.
E. Ozier.

M. Harvey.
O. Powell.

* On Southern List.
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Hampton High School Miss Lucy Richards.
Hogansville High School T. A. Clower.
Jesup High School Anna K. Clark.
Kirkwood High School W. M. Rainey.
Lavonia High School Lamar Ferguson.
Leesburg High School R. P. Ford.
Mansfield High School E. N. Reynolds.
Marshallville High School M. C. Austin.
Maysville High School E. H. Beck.
Meigs High School T. T. Benton.
Monticello High School Van Fletcher.
Mt. Zion Seminary (Private) Leo Trimble.
Nashville High School -J. L. Strozier.
Perry High School N. H. Reid.
Plains High School T. J. Barrett.
Reidsville High School Hessie Newton.
Rockmart High School Lola L. Smith.
Rutledge High School C. W. Peacock.
Shellman High School F. K. McGee.
Soperton High School B. H. McLarty.
St .Mary's High School C. A. Brooks.
Sylvania High School C. A. Strickland.
Tallapoosa High School A. L. Brewer.
Unadilla High School V. H. McKee.
Vienna High School _J. M. Richardson.
Winterville High School J. W. Williams.
Wrightsville High School J. O. McMahon.
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The University extends a cordial welcome to

all educational, agricultural, commercial, manu-

facturing, financial and industrial bodies, and

bodies of like character, having for their object

the welfare of the state, to use on special oc-

casions, ifree o'f rent, such -public buildings of

the University as the Chancellor and President

of the Agricultural College may approve.
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CALENDAR, 1919-20

Fall Term Begins September 3, 1919

Entrance Examination September 3-5

National Thanksgiving November 27

Christmas Holidays December 20 until January 5, 1920

Fall Term Ends December 31

Spring Term Begins January 1, 1920
Lee's Birthday January 19

Decoration Day April 26

Commencement Sermon Sunday, May 31

Annual Meeting of Board of Trustees Monday, June 1

Commencement Day Wednesday, June 3

BOARD OF TRUSTEES

W. B. McCANTS, President Winder
J. M. BROOKJSHER Dahlonega

CRAIG R. ARNOLD Dahlonega

R. C. MEADERS Dahlonega

F. CARTER TATE Jasper

J. M. FOSTER Marietta

A. S. HARDY Gainesville

R. H. BAKER, Secretary and Treasurer Dahlonega

FROM THE UNIVERSITY BOARD

HOWARD THOMPSON Gainesville

HARRY HODGSON Athens

J. E. BROWN Marietta
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FACULTY AND OFFICERS
1919-1920

DAVID C. BARROW, LL.D., Chancellor of the University.

GUSTAVUSR. GLENN, A.M., LL.D., President.

BENJAMIN P. GAILLARD, A.M., Vice-President, Professor Chem-
istry, Physics, Geology.

ELIAS B. VICKERY, A.M., Professor of Latin, Language and Liter-

ature.

GEORGE W. CAMP, A.B., A.M., Ped.M., Dean of Faculty, Profes-

sor of English and Education.

J. C. BARNES, B.S, Professor of Mathematics

W. P. LUNSFORD, A.B., Professor of History and Economics.

C. B. WRAY, B.B.S., Professor of Business Science.

W. L ASH, A.B., Secretary of Faculty, and Associate Professor of

English.

EDWARD L. BOLENDER, B.S., Professor of Agriculture.

WILLIAM R. TUCKER, B.S., Professor of Mathematics.

LEROY R. SCHEURER, B.S., Met.S., Professor of Electrical and
Mining Engineering.

FERDINAND RUGE, B.Th., Professor of Modern Languages.

MISS M. D. STEWART, Graduate of McDonald School of Home Eco-

nomics, Ontario; Post-Graduate Certificate, Teachers' College,

Columbia University: Domestic Science.

MISS FAY LOGAN, A.B., B.O., Professor of Elocution.

RALPH E. WHITE, B.Ph., Professor Vocational Agriculture.

MISS BERTIE McGEE, A.B., Assistant Professor of Business

Science.

F. ANGELBERG, Director of Band.

JOHN M. BARTLETT, Captain Infantry. U. S. A., Professor of Mili-

tary Science and Tactics and Commandant of Cadets.

P. HENDERSON, Sergeant Infantry. U. S. A., Assistant to Com-
mandant.

MISS MATTIE CRAIG, Librarian.

H. HEAD, M.I).. College Surgeon.
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GENERAL INFORMATION

ORIGIN AND PURPOSE OF THE COLLEGE

This College owes its origin to the Act of Congress of July 2,

1862, entitled "An Act donating public lands to the several States

and Territories which may provide colleges for the benefit of agri-

culture and mechanic arts." The Act contemplates the "endow-
ment, support and maintenance of at least one college, where the

leading object will be, without excluding other scientific and
classical studies, and including military tactics, to teach such

branches of learning as are related to agriculture and the mechanic
arts in such manner as the legislature of the (States may respec-

tively prescribe, in order to promote the liberal and practical edu-

cation of the industrial classes."

The fund having been received by the State, the interest of it

was placed under the control of the Trustees of the University by

which the North Georgia Agricultural College became a department

of the University, the title of the above property being conveyed to

the Trustees of the University on the conditions specified in the

donation, the Trustees of the University appointing the President

of the College, making a certain allowance for its support, to-wit:

$2,000 annually, and exercising over it a general supervision.

LOCATION
The College is located at Dahlonega, twenty-five miles north of

Gainesville, and sixteen miles west of Brookton. Gainesville is on

the Southern Railway, and Brookton on the Gainesville and North-

eastern Railway. Except in very bad weather, the roads are good

from either -of these stations, and the trip to Dahlonega can be made
in an hour and a half from Gainesville, or about an hour from

Brookton. Dahlonega is a quiet mountain town, almost surrounded

by the Blue Ridge Mountains. The location of the College Build-

ings is about fifteen hundred feet above sea level, and entirely free

from all malarial poisons. Dahlonega is famed for the healthful-

ness of its location. There is no finer climate on earth than we
have here at the foot-hills of the Blue Ridge Mountains.

FORTY-SEVEN YEARS OLD
The Institution completes this year its forty-seventh session. Ap-

proximately, seven thousand young people of the :State received a

part, and in many cases all of their higher education here. Many
of the men who are now the aggressive and constructive leaders in

all sections of the State, received their training here. These men
are all excellent witnesses, bearing testimony to the high value of
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military training combined with academic discipline. Military train-

ing makes a boy prompt, reliable, and vigorous in physical efficiency.

While the academic work that he does here makes him strong, self-

reliant, and eager to win. The Institution is the oldest branch of

the State University, and it can modestly claim its full share of

intelligent and efficient leaders among the constructive workers of

the State. If an institution is to be measured by the number of

men it contributes to the active and progressive forces of civiliza-

tion, this Institution will compare favorably with any college in the

country. It is not the noisy school that is continuously placing

itself in the lime light, that develops either the scholar or the strong

leader of men. Both scholarship and effective leadership are usually

acquired in some quiet retreat removed from the noise and distrac-

tion of the outside world.

HEALTH RECORD
Dahlonega is known far and wide for its fine climate. The eleva-

tion is 1,500 feet above the sea level. Nature seems to have de-

signed the location at the foot-hills of the Blue Ridge as a health

resort and a seat of learning. There are no mosquitoes, no malaria,

and the place is kept so well drained and clean, that there are com-

paratively but a few flies even in the summer. The place is prac-

tically free from all the diseases that ordinarily attack people in

lower altitudes. For many years we have not had a case of serious

sickness in our dormitories. Our boys usually gain in weight from

twenty to thirty pounds during the year. Our dormitories are kept

in the finest sanitary condition during the entire year. No institu-

tion in the State has a finer health record than this Institution has

had from the beginning.

MILITARY TRAINING

This school now has a well established Senior Division of the

Reserve Officers Training Corps. This Division is under the direct

supervision of a Commissioned Officer of the United States Army,

detailed to the school by the War Department. All students be-

come members of this Corps upon entering school.

The purpose of the Reserve Officers Training Corps is to prepare

all students who so desire to do so to accept a Commission in the

Officers Reserve Corps of the United States Army upon graduation.

The War Department's intention is to so train each student that

he will first become physically sound in limb and body and then

become adept in military technic In connection with the Military

Drill all kinds of athletics are encouraged to help in making each

student as near physical perfecttion as possible. Thus if the stu-

dent upon graduation derides not to accept a Commission in the

United States Army he has had considerable Military training, is in
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the best of health and physical condition and is therefore the more
capable of making a success in any profession.

The course is so arranged that during fair weather students are

constantly out of doors. Lectures and theoretical work are con-

ducted inside on unseasonable days. Students who so desire will

be permitted to attend a Summer Camp for further training. These
summer camps are conducted by the War Department. Transporta-

tion is furnished to and from the camps, students receive the pay of

enlisted men during the entire camp. These camps offer an excel-

lent opportunity for students to make their summer vacation

profitable.

The War Departmtnt supplies the following articles of uniform
and equipment:

(a) Wool O. D. Uniforms including hats, shoes, leggins, shirts,

overcoats, belts, for school year wear.

(b) Cotton O. D. Uniforms including hats, shoes, leggins, over-

coats, belts, for summer camp wear.

(c) Rifles, revolvers, packs, ammunition, targets, etc.

A few of the distinct advantages of the Reserve Officer's Training

Corps which cannot be found at the average Military Schools and

Colleges are as follows:

(1) Training under the direct supervision of officers commis-

sioned in the United 'States Army detailed for this work by the War
Department.

(2) Uniforms and equipment completely furnished by the War
Department.

(3) Commutation of rations for those who are selected for the

advance course and who have had two years military training.

(4) Summer encampment with transportation furnished and en-

listed men's pay during entire encampment.

(5) (Optional) Six month's post-graduate course as student

officer in the United States Army with pay of $100.00 per month,

with allowances.

(6) (Optional and conditional upon examination). Commis-

sioned as Second Lieutenant in the United States Army with pay

of $1,700.00 per year with allowances.

VALUE OF MILITARY TRAINING

The North Georgia Agricultural College is one of the few real

military schools in the United States. It was organized under the

Morrill Act, the object of which is to provide means whereby young

men may receive military training so that in case of an emergency

the government will have a larger number of competents from which

to choose officers for the army.

Dahlonega is the ideal place for a boys school. Its climate is
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healthy and invigorating. It is located 2 5 miles from the railroad in

a small basin at the foot of the Blue Ridge Mountains. It possesses

no country club, theatres or hotel lobbies to divert boys from healthy

recreation during release from quarters.

The military training that a boy gets at Dahlonega is for the

purpose of making him aggressive and self-reliant. In order to get

along the student must learn to be prompt, accurate and manly.

In addition to its creating a national asset, military training is of

great benefit to an individual in civil life. It corrects defects of

physique, eradicates many untidy, careless and even discourteous

habits which many young men may possess. It inculcates respect

for properly constituted authority, prompt obedience to lawful or-

ders and effective performance of duty. In other words it teaches

that loyalty and efficiency are the keynotes of success and that pure

blood, physical vigor and manliness are the greatest of all assets.

Dahlonega is a school with an ideal. The student is taught and
encouraged to put every thought, word and action to the test of

loyalty before indulgence. Loyalty embraces the observance of the

Golden Rule. It teaches not only obedience to but affection for the

law. It places on a pinnacle duty, honor, and country, and makes
the welfare of this institution of supreme importance to each indi-

vidual cadet. The Corps should discourage any lowering of its

own standards. Every time a cadet makes a disparaging remark,

or "runs a late," or wears a soiled collar it lowers the standard of

the Corps and an irreparable damage has been done. rpn e great law

in this college is "conduct to the prejudice of good order or military

discipline is forbidden.

"

Offences are any acts, omissions, or habits unfavorable to the

peculiar duties of a student or incompatible with the obligations

of morality or inconsistent with the propriety, decorum, or courtesy

which should always characterize the gentleman. As the aim of the

college is to train a body of gentlemen in knowledge, virtue and

refinement, whatever has a tendency to defeat this end or is incon-

sistent with it, shall be treated and punished as an offense, whether

expressly mentioned in the laws or not. Each individual cadet

should ponder these things and when he sees or hears anything that

he knows to be wrong he should use every legitimate means in his

power to discourage the wrong doing. It is only thus that we can

develop the finest corps of cadets in the South. The authorities

of this college urge the non-commissioned officers to use the guard
report carefully calling attention to wrongs and discrepancies only

for the purpose of correcting thorn. Personal feeling or prejudice

in this connection would be very detrimental. The nope of reward
or the fear of censure are not to be considered in the performance of

a military duty. The sense ency, propriety and right which
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every honorable young man carries in his own bosom shall be taken
as a sufficient means of knowing these things and he who pleads
ignorance in such matters is unfit to be a member of the college.

The Board of Trustees and Faculty require the students to maintain
the character of refined and elevated Christian gentlemen. They
should be ashamed of any man who would excuse breaches of mor-
ality, propriety, and decorum on the plea that the acts in question

were not specially condemned in the regulations. They earnestly

desire that the student may be influenced to good conduct and dili-

gence in study by higher motives than the coercion of law; and they

mainly rely for the success of this institution as a place of education,

on moral principles, a sense of duty, and the generous feelings

which belong to young men engaged in honorable pursuits.

AIMS OF THE COLLEGE

The aim of this college is to educate young men to be gentle-

men, to create a desire for self development, and to so broaden the

mind of the student that he can intelligently and wisely map out

his own future.

The aim then is to mould youth into men of character and ability.

Here higher instruction, instruction of collegiate grade, is conducted

on the military system, with the purpose not necessarily to turn

out soldiers, but rather men soldierly in thought and action. Tread-

mill methods in education are to be deplored, but there is a greater,

a more dangerous error to be guarded against: namely, educational

methods that tend to make students mere pleasure seekers in the

pursuit of knowledge. Power and disposition to accomplish are su-

perior results in educational effort and character is the staying qual-

ity in a successful struggle. The soldier-spirit calls first for mas-

tery of self, the ability to hold tendencies, desires, caprices sub-

ordinate to one's highest welfare, and it is the application of this

principle in the training of young men that alone insures the

strength and steadiness needed for a truly serviceable career. What-

ever the duty, it must be done, and the supreme compensation, the

satisfaction of having done the duty—such is the soldier-spirit that

this institution would inculcate.

NO HAZING ALLOWED
Tphe Board of Trustees and the Faculty strongly condemn the

practice known as hazing in any shape or form, as inconsistent with

the character of a student of this institution. Any student en-

gaging in such practice involving any indignity, either threatened or

actual, to another student or applicant shall be subject to expulsion.

The President upon the recommendation of the commandant may
require the withdrawal of any student whose general deportment
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and conduct is improper and offensive or likely to be a bad example
to the students or who in his opinion is from any cause an unfit

member of the institution.

All cases calling for discipline by the Faculty shall be at once

reported to the parents or guardians of the students concerned

whether they be of age or not.

EACH STUDENT OX ENTERING THIS COLLEGE, AUTOMATI-
CALLY BECOMES A MEMBER OF THE R. O. T. C, PRO-

VIDED HE IS PHYSICALLY QUALIFIED
Personally

:

A member of the R. O. T. C. should be a patriot. He should be

proud of the service he is rendering his country by preparing himself

to be a soldier. He should realize that the oldest, the most honor-

able and the most unselfish profession is the profession of arms.

He should be loyal to this college. He should speak of it with

praise and act always as a trustworthy custodian of its good name.

His honesty and integrity should be such that he would be

ashamed to think that any man doubted his word or the sincerity

of his conduct.

He should be ashamed to be a seeker after special privileges be-

cause he should realize that the efficiency of the corps of cadets is

based on equality.

He should remember that success lies within himself and depends

on his own courage, ambition, and determination.

He should expect difficulties and meet them like a man—turn-

ing hard experience into capital for future struggles.

He should be cheerful in the performance of every duty, play the

game like a man and fight against nothing so hard as against his

own weakness.

Professionally:

He should believe in the objects for which the training corps was

established.

He should believe that the American flag stands for—Honor, Jus-

tice, Truth, Civilization, Democracy, Liberty, Humanity.

He should believe in Peace, but in Peace with Honor and Self-

respect.

He should believe that it should be the duty of every able-bodied

American to prepare himself in a military way to uphold the honor

of his country.

He should believe in preparedness, that he himself is seeking

proficiency in the profession of arms, that it would be a crime to

send an uninstructed man into battle and that it is a worse crime

to intrust soldiers to an uninstructed officer.
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He should believe in the obligations of citienship as contem-

plated by the constitution—that each citizen should be required

to render military service to the state.

He should believe that economically, military strength pays be-

cause it increases capacity for production by lengthening life, by

strengthening the body by improving the mind, by purifying the

blood, by teaching obedience to lawful authority and by inculcation

of patriotism, courtesy, honor, loyalty, manliness, cleanliness,

thoroughness, organization, and teamwork.

ABOUT THE FARM

The Board of Trustees has purchased two tracts of land and

added them to the college farm. The first of thirteen acres is a

very productive piece of land adjoining the farm and lying well.

The second is a body of some fifty acres just across the road from

the farm and is fine pasture land. This makes available to the

agricultural department about ninety acres of land.

A modern and up-to-date barn has been erected on the farm. It

is a practical combination barn, constructed along modern and

economical lines, housing the dairy herd and working stock.

Next to the barn stands a new 75-ton silo, where food will be

stored for the use of the dairy and beef herds during the winter.

A first-class Holstein bull and some registered Holstein cows have

been purchased, and will be the forerunner of a Holstein herd in

this section. We will demonstrate the fitness of this section for

cattle-raising and hope to make it one of the leading industries of

the country.

New and modern machinery is also being added from time to

time, the students being instructed in their uses.

It is the aim and object of the Agricultural Department to oper-

ate each branch of the farm work in a practical, economic man-
ner, that it may be an object lesson to the student, and illustrate

the class room work.

LIBRARY

Although our Library has been badly handicapped since the

burning of Bostwick Hall, yet it is still a valuable asset in college

work. There are some 5,000 books, beside government publica-

tions. In addition to this, the leading magazines are taken. The
books have been selected with reference to being used by students,

furnishing auxiliary information on topics of daily interest. The
librarian is sympathetically cooperative with students in their read-

ing by giving references that may be found among books on hand.
In an important sense the Library is our academic laboratory, in

which problems are worked out.
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The books have been catalogued according to the Melvil Dewey
Library system, and are readily accessible

In addition to the main library a special departmental profes-

sional library is being built up in connection with the Department
of Philosophy and Education. This is to be made a strong factor in

this work. It is the intention of the College authorities to make
the library more and more up-to-date and useful.

INDUSTRIAL BUILDING

The New Industrial Building is a brick structure sixty feet wide

and one hundred and twenty feet long, three stories high, well

lighted and equipped with steam heat and lavoratories on each floor.

The building provides quarters for the departments of Mining

and Electrical Engineering. Agriculture, Chemistry, Domestic Sci-

ence, Mathematics and offices for the President and Commandant.
The Manual Training Department, Assay and Metallurgical lab-

oratories are housed on the ground floor of this building. The
shops are equipped with the most up-to-date machinery; the ma-
chines used being those best adapted to instruction.

The Wood-Working Shop is equipped with a twenty-six inch

Frank Cabinet Planer. Baker Universal Saw, Hand Planer, Jig Saw,

etc. With the use of these machines it is possible to do the best

kind of wood work.

The Machine Shop contains drill presses, metal lathes, etc. The
Wood-Turning Shop is equipped with most up-to-date wood lathes.

The power for the shops is supplied by a 20 H. P. Foos gasoline

engine.

With the present equipment of this department it is possible to

provide what every young man should know—hand knowledge

—

the use of tools—as no young man of the present day is thoroughly

equipped without this training.

The Department of Agriculture, Mining Engineering and the

President's and Commandant's offices are situated on the first floor.

The second floor provides ample room for the Departments of

Chemistry, Domestic Science, Drafting and Mathematics. The
drafting room is an especially well lighted and pleasant room.

LITERARY SOCIETIES

The Literary Society at Dahlonega is a standard pan of college

work, and there arises from it a spirit that is academic and prac-

tical. It is co-existent with the college. From its halls have gone
men equipped in thought and power of expression, to be :ome lead-

ers at the bar and in legislative halls.

No part of one's college course is more valuable than the train-

ing derived from taking an active part in a good literary society.
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It is here one learns to think and to express himself while stand-

ing; to meet his antagonist in mental contests.

There are two well-organized literary societies here—the Decora

Palaestra and the Phi Mu. They furnish unexcelled opportunities

to students who wish to develop and improve themselves in Elocu-

tion, Reading, 'Composition and Debate. They meet each Saturday

evening.

Joint debates are arranged between these societies at regular

intervals during each term. The champion debate between these

societies is held during commencement week and forms an import-

ant part in the regular exercises.

Intercollegiate debates will be arranged whenever practicable,

and offer splendid opportunities for displaying true college spirit.

Also the drill in the use of parliamentary law is an important con-

sideration, and can nowhere be better developed than here.

THE DORMITORIES
The dormitories on the College grounds will accommodate 150

students. Each dormitory is under the immediate supervision of

resident members of the faculty, thus securing personal attention

to the needs of the students that can be brought about satisfac-

torily in no other manner.

The system of discipline employed in the dormitories is, as it is

throughout the College, military in its nature, but so arranged as

to give to each student all the liberty warranted by continued good

conduct and high class standing.

All male students, except those who live here and those who are

able to make more economical arrangements elsewhere, are re-

quired to live in the dormitories.

Owing to limited space in the Dormitories, no reservation will be

held for a cadet in the College Barracks unless a deposit of $18.50

is made with the Superintendent of Barracks by or before August
15th. This deposit will cover board for the month of September,

and breakage deposit.

ROOM FURNISHINGS
Students will furnish Toilet Articles, Bed Clothing and Pillow.

Board will be $4.00 per week, or less if price of supplies will per-

mit, payable in advance. This will include electric lights and heat.

It is recommended that cadets express or ship all articles nteded

in rooms, such as cover, pillow, etc., at least one week before they

expect to arrive in Dahlonega. These articles should be directed to

the Superintendent of Barracks, Dahlonega, Ga. (via Gainesville).

When this course is followed, the cadet will find the articles

placed in his room on arrival, thus obviating the inconvenience due
to delays occasioned by not receiving trunks promptly.
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The general control of the dormitories is vested in the President

and Faculty, who will make and enforce such rules as may appear

necessary to secure the best results.

EXPENSES

Breakage Deposit $ 2.50

Incidental Fees (per year) 10.00

Books and Stationery (per year) about 15.00

Washing and Laundry 15.00

Board in Barracks (per year) 144.00

Service Uniform at cost of manufacture when not furnished

by government.

Typewriting Fee (per year) 6.00

Chemistry Fee (per year) 6.00

Biological Fee 2.00

Soil Physics Fee 2.00

Shop Fee 2.00

It is anticipated that the War Department will furnish uniforms

to all members of the R. O. T. C. unit. If uniforms are not fur-

nished, members of this unit will be paid $18.00 at the end of the

year by the government.

Students entering college in January, are required to pay only

a proportionate part of the above expenses. «

When no damage to College property is charged against a cadet,

the breakage fees will be returned at the end of the school year.

Annual expenses are made as economical as possible, and will

run from $20<>.00 to $225.00.

The expenses of the first month of the term including the monthly
board and washing amount to nearly $65.00. In order that a stu-

dent shall start promptly and efficiently in his class, provision

should be made for this.

A student bringing the appointment by his county school com-
missioner, representative, or senator, will be allowed a credit of

$2.50 on his incidental fee, for the term for which he is appointed,

thus making matriculation fee $2.50 per term. This certificate

must be presented on entering college.

The estimate does not include traveling expenses to and from
College. Stage fare from Gainesville to Dahlonega is $2.50 for each
person and $1.00 for each trunk. Pocket-momy depends on indi-

vidual wishes, but should be moderate.

The special fees are charged only those who take a particular

subject and are intended to cover merely the cost of material.

Some expenses that can not be foreseen will necessarily occur,

but parents and students can feel assured that so far as the College
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is concerned, everything will be managed on the most economical

basis.

ELECTION OF STUDIES

All degree students above iSophomore class will be allowed to

elect their studies so far as the schedule of recitations will permit,

and so far as the subjects are provided for in the schedule. All

elections should be made with the consent and advice of the Course
Committee of the faculty.

Special Courses

All Prep students will be required to take one of the regular

courses laid down in the Preparatory Department of the College.

College Students. Special courses are not advised owing to the

difficulty in filling out a well rounded schedule of work. However,
any college student desiring a Special Course will make a written

application to the Course Committee showing desired course in full

and giving reasons for same. The course may be rejected or mod-
ified as appears best to the committee. Every Special Course

must include English and Mathematics in college classes. The stu-

dent taking such a course must have at least twenty-tfive hours a

week.

THE CHARLES McDONALD BROWN FUND
From the Charles McDonald Brown Scholarship Fund the insti-

tution receives $1,200. 00 annually. This is to aid worthy young
men who are unable to pay their way through college. The appli-

cant must be at least eighteen years of age, in good health, and

must reside in one of the following counties: Rabun, Habersham,
Towns, Union, Fannin, Dawson, Murray, White, Lumpkin, Gilmer,

Pickens, Cherokee, Forsyth in Georgia, and Oconee, Anderson, and

Pickens, in South Carolina.

This sum will be divided into sixteen equal parts allowing one

part to each county. It is the purpose of the bequest to aid one

young man from each of the counties above named. All applica-

tions must be sent to the Chairman of the Brown Fund Committee

on or before August 1st of each collegiate year.

CHURCH OPPORTUNITIES
We have three churches in Dahlonega—Presbyterian, Baptist, and

Methodist. Students are required to attend service on Sunday

morning. In addition, service according to the order of the Protest-

ant Episcopal Church will be held twice a month.

Y. M. C. A.

A Y. M. C. A. Unit has been established in connection with the

school. A large and cheerful room has been well furnished where
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our boys spend their leisure hours reading, conversing, singing,

playing and writing letters. Many games and supplies for Mass
Athletics and music have been provided; a postoffice has been in-

stalled. The Association which is managed by professors of the

school maintains a Local F'orum for the study of the problems of

Reconstruction and Bible Study classes; singing and settlement

work are cultivated. Lectures, moving picture shows and different

entertainments vary the program.

. Prof. F. Ruge is General Secretary; Prof. C. B. Wray, Physical

Director; Prof. E. B. Vickery, Bible Classes; Prof. W. P. Lunsford,

Local Forum.

CONCERNING LEAVES OF ABSENCE

Except in cases of sickness or imperative, providential necessity,

no leaves of absence will hereafter be granted.- A student cannot
afford to be absent a single day from the course here. His absence

will result in a loss that he cannot make up. A week end at home
will often demoralize a boy to such an extent that it takes him a

month to recover from it. Parents are earnestly requested to co-

operate with us in this matter. Do not ask that your boy be allowed

to come home at any time unless it be imperatively necessary.

ATHLETICS

We provide for a reasonable amount of athletics for our students*.

We have tennis, basketball, baseball, and football. We endeavor to

conduct all of our field sports so as not to allow them to interfere

with the academic work of our students. A proper amount of out-

door exercise is wholesome and profitable. The great danger is,

that young people may become so absorbed in athletic sports that

they will neglect their regular college work. Therefore, if a stu-

dent fails to make his passes here, he is excluded from all the

teams until he makes good in his classes. On the 1st of April of

each year, we have a general field day, devoted to contests in all

manner of field sports. We are gradually enlarging and improving

our equipments for all proper physical development in our studen

COLLEGE ENTRANCE REQUIREMENTS

The North Georgia Agricultural College requires fourteen units

for entrance, distributed as per the table on following page.

By a unit is meant approximately 1-4 of B year's work in an ac-

credited Secondary School (see list furnished by the University of

Georgia). This means that the school year shall be al least thirty-

six weeks; that the subject shall be pursued four or five peri

a week, and that the periods shall be at leasl forty-five minutes.

Students will be admitted into the Freshman class either by
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examination on subjects enumerated under the heading College En-
trance Requirements, or by the presentation of a formal certificate

from an Accredited High School fully and accurately filled out and
signed by the principal or legal officer showing that the required

work has been fully and thoroughly done.

This implies that students will not be admitted on "probation"

or "trial," or on promise of certificate, or on diploma or general

letters of recommendation. They must either submit official cer-

tificate on entrance or stand examination.

However, all classification should be regarded as tentative to the

extent that the student is expected "to make good" within the first

month; failing to do this will subject him to be called before the

faculty to show cause why he should not be reclassified.

SUMMARY
States Represented 6

Georgia Counties Represented 74

Farmers' Children 144

Lawyers' Children 11

Doctors' Children 32

Teachers' Children 11

Merchants' Children 77

Male Students 402

Female Students 19

Total Enrollment 421

GEORGIA COUNTIES REPRESENTED
Barrow _ _ _ _15
Bartow _____ 8

Bibb _____ 1

Bulloch _ _ _ _ 9

Butts _____ 3

Candler _ _ _ _ 2

Carroll 4

Catoosa _ _ _ _ 2

Chatham _ _ _ _ 4

Cherokee _ _ _ 1

Clarke 2

Clayton _ _ _ _ 6

Coffee _ 3

Cobb _____ 7

Colquitt _ - - - 3

Cook 3

Coweta _ _ _ _ 4

Crisp _____ 3

Dawson _ _ _ _ 3

DeKalb _ _ _ _24
Douglas _ _ _ _ 2

Early _____ 4

Echols _ _ _ _ 2

Emanuel _ _ _ 3

Forsyth _ _ _ _ 5

Fulton _ _ _ _ _44
Franklin _ _ _ _ 4

Floyd _____ 4

Fannin _ _ _ _ 2

Gilmer 2

Greene _ _ _ _ 1

Gwinnett _ _ _ 3

Habersham _ _ _ 8

Hall _ _ _ _ _33
Hancock _ _ _ _ 2

Hart _____ 3

Harris _____ 3

Henry _____ 2

Irving _____ 1

Jackson _ _ _ -14
Jenkins _ _ _ _ 1

Lee ______ 1

Lumpkin _ _ _ _44
Macon _____ 3

Madison _ _ _ _ 5

Marion _ _ _ _ 7

Meriwether _ _ _ 6

Montgomery _ _ 1

Morgan _ _ _ _ 2

Murray _ _ _ _ 6

Muscogee _

Oglethorpe
Pickens _ .

Pike _

Polk
Rabun _ _

Rockdale _

Sumter _ .

Stewart _ .

Spalding _

Screven _ .

Stephens _

Taylor _ _

Tattnall _

Telfair
Toombs _

Troup _ _

Twiggs _ .

Walker _ _

Walton _ .

Wheeler _

White _ _

Whitfield _

Wilkinson

_ 3

_ 1

_ 5

_ 1

_ 2

_ 1

_ 2

_ 3

_ 1

_14
_ 6

_ 1

_ 1

_ 1

_ 7

_ 3

_10
_ 4

_ 1

_ 5

_ 5

_ 1

_ 1

_ 1
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CALENDAR
1919

September 15th, Monday _ _ _ -Entrance Examinations.

September 16th, Tuesday _ _ _ .Entrance Examinations.

September 17th, Wednesday _ -Registration.

September 18th, Thursday _ _ -Instruction Begins.

November 27th, Thursday _ _ -Thanksgiving Day; Holiday.

December 23rd, Tuesday _ _ _ _1 P. M., Christmas Recess Begins.

1920

January 5th, Monday _____ -Instruction Resumed.

January 19th, Monday _ _ _ _ _Lee's Birthday; Holiday.

May 24th to 29th, inclusive _ _ -Examination Week.

May 31st, Monday ______ -Commencement.

BOARD OF DIRECTORS

Hon. Enoch Callaway Augusta

Hon. Linwood C. Hayne __Augusta

Hon. William H. Barrett Augusta

Hon. Frank G. Bell Savannah

Hon. Joseph S. Davis Albany

Hon. J. C. Williams Greensboro

Hon. Bowdre Phinizy Augusta

Hon. Andrew Cohb Athens

Hon. S. B. Adams _. Savannah

OFFICERS
Hon. Enoch Callaway President

Hon. Linwood C. Hayne Treasurer
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FACULTY

DAVID CRENSHAW BARROW, A.B., C. and M.E., LL.D., Chancellor.

WILLIAM HENRY DOUGHTY, JR., A.B., M.D., F.A.C.S., Dean.

THOMAS RUSSELL WRIGHT. M.D., F.A.C.S., Professor of Surgery.

WILLIiAM HENRY DOUGHTY, JR., A.B., M.D., F.A.C.S., Professor

of Surgery.

JAMES MERIWETHER HULL, M.D.. Professor of Ophthalmology,
Otology, Laryngology and Rhinology.

THOMAS DAWES COLEMAN. A.M., M.D.. Professor of Medicine.

THEODORE EUGENE OERTEL, M.D., F.A.C.S.,* Professor of Oph-
thalmology.

EUGENE EDMUND MURPHEY, M.D., Professor of Medicine.

WILLIAM HENRY GOODRICH, A.B., M.D., F.A.C.S., Professor of

Surgery.

NOEL McHENRY MOORE, M.S., M.D., Professor of Pediatrics.

CHARLES WILLIAMS CRANE, M.D., F.A.C.S., Professor of Surgery.

WILLIAM CRISSY KELLOGG, A.B., M.D., F.A.C.S., Professor of

Laryngology.

HENRY MIDDLETON MICHEL. M.D., F.A.C.S.,* Professor of Ortho-

pedic Surgery.

WILLIAM RICHARDSON HOUSTON, A.M., M.D., Professor of Medi-

cine.

CHARLES JENKINS MONTGOMERY, B.S., M.D., Professor of Medi-

cal Jurisprudence and Hygiene.

HUGH NELSON PAGE, M.D., Professor of Anatomy.
WILLIAM DICK CUTTER. A.B.. M.D., Professor of Physiology and

Pharmacology.

RICHARD VANDERHORST LAMAR. M.D.. Professor of Pathology

and Bacteriology.

CARLTON HOWARD MARVOTT, PhD., Professor of Chemistry.

GEORGE AUBBRfT TRAYLOU. li Sc, M.D., F.A.C.S., Associate

Professor of Obstetrics.

WILLIAM ANTHONY MiUUHBRIN, A.M., M.D.. Associate Professor

of Pediatrics.

ANDREW JONES K I LP ATR DOK, M.D., Associate Professor of Ob-

stetrics.

PERLEY PIERCE COMEY, M.I).. Associate Professor of Medicine.

MOSES SOLOMON LEVY. M.D., Assistant Professor of Medicine.

JOSEPH AKERMAN. AT... M.I).. Assistant Professor of Obstetrics.

ARCHIBALD BLACKSHEAR, A.B., B.L., Lecturer on Forensic Medi-

cine.

In Military Service.
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CHARLES IVERSON BRYANS, M.D., Instructor in Ophthalmology.

WILLIAM WHATLEY BATTEY, M.D., Instructor in Surgery.

ASBURY HULL, M.D., Instructor in Genito-Urinary Surgery.

GUY TALiMADGE BIERNARD, M.D., F.A.C.S., Instructor in Surgery

and Dermatology.

HINTON JAMiES BAKER, M.D., Instructor in Medicine.

WILLIAM JOHNSTON CRANSTON, M.D., Instructor in Psychiatry.

*SAMUEL LICHENSTBIN, M.D., Instructor in Bacteriology.

ROBERT LEWIS RHODES, M.D., F.A.C.S., Instructor in Gynecology.

GEORGE LOMBARD KELLY, A.B., Instructor in Anatomy.
WILLIAM CANFIELD EMERSON, B.S., Instructor in Chemistry.

LOUIIS WARREN FARGO, M.D., Assistant in Pathology and Photo*

grapher.

KING WALKER MiILLIGAN, Ph.C, M.D., Registrar, Out-Patient

Department.

*HENRY WILLIAM SHAW, M.D., Assistant in Surgery.
*JOSEPH RIGHTON ROBERTSON, M.D., Assistant in Genito-Urinary

Surgery.

SAMUEL JOSEPH LEWIS, M D., Assistant in Medicine.

WILLIAM HENRY ROBERTS, M.D., Assistant in Genito-Urinary

Surgery.

ALBERT ALONZO DAVIDSON, M.D., Assistant in Medicine.

ANDREW AUGUSTUS WALDEN, M.D., Assistant in Medicine.

*DAVID MARION SILVER, M.D., Assistant in Gynecology and Ob-

stetrics.

* FRANCIS XAVTER MULHERIN, M.D., Assistant in Gynecology.

HENRY STOEFFEL GEiHRKEN, M.D., Assistant in Pediatrics.

OTHER OFFICERS
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MISS JANIE TURNER, Secretary.

MRS. G. T. BI3NTLEY, Librarian.

FACULTY COMMITTEES

Executive Committee—Professors Page, Chairman; Doughty, Cole-

man, Goodrich, Moore, Cutter, Lamar and Maryott.
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Cutter, Chairman; Oertel and Houston.
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In Military Service.
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Committee on Library—Professors Lamar, Chairman; Kellogg and

Montgomery.

Committee on Buildings and Grounds—Professors Maryott, Chair-

man; Page, Cutter and Lamar.

Committee on Scientific Matters—Professors Lamar, Chairman; Oer-

tel and Murphey.

Curriculum Committee—Professors Lamar, Chairman; Moore, Crane

and Cutter.
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man; Coleman and Michel.

Finance Committee—Professors Maryott, Chairman; Wright and
Crane.

Committee on Purchases and Expenditures—Professors Page, Chair-

man; Coleman and Kellogg.
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DR. H. M. MICHEL, Orthopedic Surgeon.

DR. N. M. MOORE, DR. W. A. MDLHERIN. Attending Pediatricians.

DR. J. M. HULL, DR. T. E. OERTEL, DR. \Y. C. KELLOGG. Eye,

Ear, Nose and Throat.

DR. R. V. LAMAR, Pathologist.

DR. M. S. LEVY, DR. W. J. CRANSTON, Assistant Physicians.

DR. G. T. BERNARD, DR. ASHURY HULL, DR. R. L. RHODES.
Assistant Surgeons.

DR. JOSEPH AKERMAN. Assistant Obstetrician.

OUT-PATIENT DBPARTM KXT
DR. W. C. LEAVENWORTH, Director.

DRS. M. S. LEVY. W. .1. CRANSTON. A. A. DAVIDSON. A. A. WAL-
DEN, S. J. LEWIS, C. C. TIUMONS. Medicine.

DR. H. J. HAKER, Pediatrics.

DRS. W. W. I'.ATTKY. \V. H. ROBKRTS. Surgery.

DR. JOSEPH AKER.MAX, Gynecology and Obstetrics.

DR. ASHURY HULL. Genito-Urloary Surgery.

DR. G. T. BERNARD, Dermatolo

DRS. C. I. BRYANS and L. G. DiHSKK. Bye, Ear, Nose and Throat.
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ANNOUNCEMENT FOR SESSION 1919-1920

The eighty-eighth annual session of the Medical Department of

the University of Georgia will begin September 17, 1919, and end
May 31, 1920.

The University of Georgia has grown in part by the creation anew
of some of its departments, and also by the obsorption of certain

already existing institutions founded independently, such as, for

instance, the Lumpkin Law School at Athens and the Medical Col-

lege of Georgia at Augusta.

The absorption of the Medical College of Georgia, founded in

1812 8, began in 1873, when by mutual consent of the respective

Boards of Trustees it became affiliated with the University as its

Medical Department. This atbsorption was consummated in 1911.

By special enactment of the Legislature the University took posses-

sion of 'the property and control of the management of its Medical
Department, which has since operated, as do the other extra-mural

departments, under the laws and regulations of the University.

Since 1899 the course of instruction in the Medical Department
has been the usual graded one of four years' duration.

DISCIPLINE AND GENERAL REGULATIONS

The discipline of the Medical Department is in the hands of the

Dean. The honor system prevails and formal regulations are few

and general in character.

The State of Georgia extends the privileges of the University to

all persons who are qualified for admission. Thus the University

does not receive patronage, but is itself the patron of those who
seek its privileges and honors. It is maintained at public expense

for the public good. It cannot, however, be the patron of ineffi-

ciency, idleness, or dissipation. Its classes have no room except for

those who diligently pursue the studies of their choice and are will-

ing to be governed in their conduct by the rules of propriety. Every

student owes to the public a full equivalent of expenditures in his

behalf, both while in the institution and afterward.

HONOR SYSTEM

With the approval and support of the Faculty the students of the

Medical Department regulate their conduct acording to the honor

system. This system is administered by a board elected from the

student-body by the students .hemselves. Each new student, upon

entering, is expected to pledge himself in writing to abide by the

regulations of this system.
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FACILITIES

Building

The Medical Department occupies a four-story brick building

surrounded by ample grounds, centrally located, and accessible by

trolley from all parts of the city. The building contains about

25,000 square feet of floor space and is utilized as follows:

The first floor is devoted to the out-patient department. It con-

tains sixteen rooms for the examination and treatment of patients

besides waiting rooms, history rooms, the pharmacy, and a clinical

laboratory.

On the next floor is the Department of Chemistry, comprising a

class laboratory, two special laboratories and a stock room. On this

floor is also the library, the administration offices, a student's locker

and lounging room, and the auditorium.

On the third floor the Department of Pathology has at its disposal

two large class laboratories, a museum, two preparation rooms, a

lecture room, and four other rooms for the teaching force. The De-

partment of Anatomy is located on this floor. It comprises the main
dissecting hall, two special dissecting rooms, the histological lab-

oratory, a lecture room, preparation room, museum and store room.

On the fourth floor the Department of Physiology and Pharma-
cology has a large class room and laboratory, a small laboratory for

operative work, a work shop and a store room.

Hospital

The City of Augusta in 1914 built upon the college grounds and in

immediate proximity to the college building a hospital plant espe-

cially designed as a teaching hospital for the Medical Department
and known as the University Hospital. The plant combines in one
establishment two hospitals: One, the Barrett Wing, for whites;

the other, the Lamar Wing, for negroes, with a central Administra-

tion Building, and a service building for heating, lighting, laundry,

and refrigerating machinery.

The buildings equipped cost more than half a million dollars.

They are of modern fireproof construction, and are furnished

throughout with standard appliances of the best approved material

and design. Of their total of 275 beds, 225 are available without
restriction for teaching purposes.

The University Hospital, maintained by the City, is under the

exclusive control of the Medical Department of the University

the vested rights in the new being identical with those formerly
held in the old City and Lamar Hospitals. The visiting staff is

appointed by the Board of Trustees from the teaching force of the

college. Thus possible hindrance to the best use of the clinical

material for ideal teaching are avoided.
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With the hospital on the medical campus, equipped in approved
fashion and controlled by the University, this college has a teaching

plant of the very best kind, affording unusual facilities for giving a

satisfactory training in medicine.

The Barrett and Lamar wings are alike in structure and appor-

tionment of space for the care of the sick. The first floor contains

the male medical and surgical wards with their contiguous sun

parlors. On the second floor are the female wards, arranged like

those for males on the first. The third floor is made up largely of

private rooms. On the fourth floor is the maternity ward, delivery

room, and infants' dressing room. There are also private rooms on

this floor. Each floor has a clinical laboratory.

The administration building connects the two hospital units. In

the basement are the hydro- and electro-therapy department and

the detention ward. On the first floor are the administration offices

and those for the visiting and resident staffs, and the visitors' re-

ception room. In the rear are the radiographic department, the re-

ceiving ward, two emergency operating rooms and an isolation room.

The second floor contains the hospital library, and the living quart-

ters of the Superintendent of the Training School and Head Nurses,

the dining-room for the staff and that for the nurses. In the rear

is the kitchen with its appurtenances. The third floor is reserved

for the nurses' sleeping quarters. The fourth floor carries the sur-

gical department. From front to rear are the eye, ear, nose and

throat operating rooms, the cystoscopic room, three major operating

rooms, sterlizing rooms, dressing rooms, a large operating amphi-

theatre, and a storage room. In the rear of the Administration

Building are the laundry, refrigerating, lighting and power plants.

A morgue, with specially designed autopsy and cold storage rooms

for the Department of Pathology, has been built. It is made of

brick and is situated between the hospital and the college building,

readily accessible from either.

The Library

The older collection of some 2,000 volumes has been set aside as

being mainly of historical and antiquarian interest, and a new

modern library has been made. This new library is liberally sup-

plied with standard reference books on the fundamental sciences

and medicine and surgery. It subscribes to seventy (70) standard

journals in English, French and German on Chemistry, Anatomy.

Physiology, Bacteriology, Pathology, Medicine and Surgery and

their specialists. The files of many of these journals are complete.

There are some 3,000 bound volumes and 500 pamphlets.

The library is maintained partly by appropriation from the gen-

eral funds, and partly by the income from an endowment of 25,000
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made by Dr. William J. Young, of Fairfax, S. C. This income

amounts to some $1,500 per annum, and is spent for books and
periodicals only.

The library now occupies new and specially designed quarters in

the south wing of the main college building. These new quarters

afford retirement, ample room, and good light.

Photography

Many of the illustrative aids to teaching are prepared by a trained

and salaried photographer. Charts and photographs of specimens,

lantern slides and photomicrographs are made particularly for the

Department of Anatomy and Pathology. Also photographs of

selected patients in the out-patient department and hospital are

taken upon request of the attending staff. These form a part of

the permanent records. There is a liberal supply of the best optical

apparatus and photographic material.

DR. LOUIS W. FARGO.

CLINICAL OPPORTUNITIES

The organized medical and surgical charities in the City of Au-

gusta and Richmond County are controlled entirely by the Univer-

sity. There is a large negro population and many mill operatives in

the City, as well as many field laborers in the county. The poli-

clinic is popular with them and liberally patronized. Including fam-

ilies, the number in these classes is more than 35,000. Not only are

there always enough patients for the purpose of instruction, but

also a great variety of diseases is represented.

This control embraces the patient in his home, at the policlinic,

and in the hospital. The visiting city physicians are salaried teach-

ers of the University. They are daily sending patients to the poli-

clinic and hospital, thus supplementing the number of those who of

their own volition apply there for treatment. Even the patient who
prefers to -remain at home is still subject to clinical study by the

student.

It is apparent, then, that these opportunities for clinical teaching

are not only unique, but ideal. The patient receives better care, the

teacher growr s in experience, and the student is taught scientific

methods as well as practical medicine. This branch of the training

has been diligently cultivated since a very long time and grows year

by year.

The policlinic, on the basement floor of the college building, is

well organized and systematically directed. Careful records of the

patients are kept, and all cases are available for teaching purposes.

Clinics in all branches are held daily by teachers who deyote to this

work everv attcrnoon throughout the year.
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The attendance of patients at tne cimic averages sixty-two a day.

Of this number fifteen are new patients, that is, patients who are

not on record as having applied for treatment before.

The following table shows the number of patients treated in the

different departments during the past season. The average attend-

ance for the entire year is even larger, owing to the greater preva-

lence of disease during the summer months:

Report of Clinic March 1, 1918, to March 1, 1919

Dermatology 102

Eye, Ear, Nose and Throat 1,372

Medicine 4,273

Surgery 1,703

Gynecology 1,266

Genito-Urinary 2,120

Pediatrics 1,277

Obstetrics 489

12,602

Outdoor Service

Throughout the city the bed-sick poor in their homes are under

the control of the University. The physicians who attend them are

salaried teachers at the University, and are sent in response to calls

received at the hospital. By this arrangement all the clinical ma-
terial in the city becomes available for teaching purposes, since the

faculty is in touch with all the sick poor in the city and can send

cases of special interest into the hospital.

This arrangement also makes it possible for the faculty to offer,

as they hope to do in the near future, a special fifth year of purely

clinical instruction, in which a considerable part of the work may be

done in the homes of the people. The preliminary steps leading to

the establishment of this course are being taken. It is believed that

it will present many and signal advantages over the simple hospital

year.

Autopsies

The source of material is three-fold: The hospital wards, the

out-patient department, and the service of the coroner's physician.

Autopsies are held upon a fair proportion of patients dying in the

wards of the hospital, and upon a fair proportion of those clinic

patients who die. All autopsies for the coroner of the county are

performed by the staff in Pathology. The work is done in the quar-

ters of the Department of Pathology specially designed for it at the

new morgue.
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METHODS

The curriculum comprises four terms, each extending from the

middle of September to about the first of June.

Throughout the first and second years the student's time is given

to the fundamental branches; chemistry, anatomy, physiology and

pathology.

The instruction is largely practical. The student is taught to

actually do the laboratory work under competent direction and su-

pervision. This practical instruction is introduced and supplemented

by such lectures and conferences as are necessary to explain the

fundamental principles and essential features of the subjects studied,

and to show their relation to each other and to the practice of

Medicine.

The curriculum is so arranged as to permit the student to con-

centrate his attention and efforts upon a few subjects at a time, and

dispose of them finally before passing on to others. Greater in-

terest is thereby aroused, study is facilitated and, it is believed, a

higher grade of scholarship is reached by the average student.

In the fall term the first-year class studies embryology, histology,

osteology, and introductory medical chemistry, completing all of

these subjects. The second trimester is devoted to dissecting and to

organic and physiological chemistry.

Bacteriology, neurology, and the remainder of the course in chem-
istry occupy the spring term.

First Year

Didactic Laboratory
Hours Hours

.Embryology 27 61

Histology 43 130

Neurology 18 42

Gross Anatomy 36 252

Bacteriology 25 140

Chemistry 153 306

302 931

In the second year the courses in physiology and pathology begin

and extend through two terms. The course in anatomy is com-

pleted during the second term.

The spring term of the second year is devoted to pharmacology,

pharmacy and hygiene, as well as to short courses in diagnosis and

surgery, preparatory to the practical work in the medical and sur-

gical clinics which begins the third year. First and second-year

students do not attend clinics.
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Second Year
Didactic

Hours
Anatomy 57

Bacteriology 20

Pathology 96

Physiology 132
Pharmacology 72

Physical Diagnosis

Hygiene 20

Minor Surgery 30

Laboratory
Hours
248

240

162

108

100

407 858

Throughout the third year the mornings are given, for the most
part, to systematic didactic work, lectures, quizzes and demonstra-

tions. Except during the third trimester each junior student spends

the afternoons in the out-patient clinics in general medicine and
general surgery. The class is divided into sections so that both

clinics may be utilized every afternoon. The work is strictly prac-

tical, students being required to prepare case histories, examine pa-

tients, make diagnoses, outline therapeutic indications, and keep

records of results. All this is done under the personal supervision

and direction of experienced teachers.

Early in the third year comes the course in clinical laboratory

diagnosis. In this course the student is taught to make all those

examinations of blood, urine, feces and sputum which are re-

quired in the investigation of clinical cases. In the third trimester

a laboratory course in operative surgery is given, and also a course

in work with the obstetrical manikins.

Third Year
Didactic Clinical and

Medicine

—

Hours Laboratory

Recitations 102

Sections in Out-Patient Department 144

Clinical Laboratory Methods 144

Therapeutics 72

Medical Jurisprudence 33

Surgery

—

Recitations and Lectures 102

Sections in Out-Patient Department 144

Surgical Pathology 40

Operative Surgery 40

Applied Anatomy 40

Anesthetics 10
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Obstetrics

—

Recitations and Lectures 58

Demonstrations 10

Dermatology

—

Recitations 30

Clinics, Out-Patient Department 40

Eye, Ear, Nose and Throat

—

Recitations and Lectures „ 68

475 602

In the fourth year teaching is chiefly clinical. The members of

the class work in the wards of the hospital from 9 to 11 a. m. daily.

The afternoons are devoted to work in the out-patient clinics.

Fourth Year
Didactic Clinical and

Medicine

—

Hours Laboratory

Lectures 48

Sections in Hospital 204

Sections in Out-Patient Department 82

Pediatrics

—

Case Teaching 34

Lectures 34

Sections in Out-Patient Department 82

Children's Hospital 68

Nervous and Mental

—

Lectures and Quizzes 34

Clinical Demonstrations 34

Surgery, General

—

Lectures 68

Sections in Hospital 170

Gynecology

—

Quiz Course 68

Sections in Out-Patient Department 82

Operative Clinic, Hospital 17

Eye, Ear, Nose and Throat

—

Operative Clinic, Out-Patient Dept. 82

Genito-Urinary

—

Lectures 3 I

Sections in Out-Patient Department S2

Orthopedics

—

Lectures .°, 6

Operative Clinic, Hospital 17

356 920
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In the hospital each student is assigned certain patients. He
takes the case histories, makes the physical and laboratory examina-
tions, keeps a daily record of symptoms, and discusses with the in-

structor the indications for, and results of, treatment. In sections

the class makes rounds with the attending physicians and surgeons

so that each student, besides critically studying his own cases, has

the opportunity of observing the essential and interesting features

of the cases of the other members of his section.

When surgical cases are operated upon the students to whom
they have been assigned assist at the operation, take part in subse-

quent dressings, and keep records of post-operative progress.

Amphitheatre clinics in operative surgery are not regarded as of

much value to the student, and are held only when obviously to the

interest of the whole class.

Autopsies are held on many of the patients that die in the free

wards of the hospital. The students are required to attend. The
record of the case is read and the clinical deductions are reviewed in

the light of the post-mortem findings.

After the work in the hospital the remaining morning hours are

given to systematic didactic courses in medicine, surgery, pediatrics,

nervous and mental diseases, orthopedics, and genito-urinary di-

seases.

The seniors devote their afternoons to work in the out-patient

clinics in gynecology, genito-urinary, eye, ear, nose and throat, pedia-

trics and skin diseases. In each of these the student serves every

afternoon for six weeks. The work is strictly practical, and the at-

tainment of a satisfactory degree of proficiency is essential to gradua-

tion.

The senior students also attend the obstetrical patients in the

hospitals and in the out-patient department. This work is regarded

as of great value and importance, and special attention is given it.

The students live in the hospital while on obstetric duty so as to be

within reach at all times. They attend all cases under the imme-

diate supervision of an instructor and are required to make appro-

priate post-partum visits and to prepare careful records of their

cases.

Each student is given practical instruction in the administration

of anaethetics in the surgical clinics of the hospitals. This consists

in the production of anaesthesia in a required number of cases under

supervision of the instructor.

ADMISSION

For matriculation in the course leading to the degree of Doctor

of Medicine there is required written evidence of the satisfactory
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completion of fourteen units of high-school work, distribu:ed as

follows:

! Units

Group I, English 3

Group II, Foreign Language 2*

Group III, Mathematics 2

Group IV, History 1

Group V, Science

Group VI, Miscellaneous, Agriculture

Bookkeeping
Business Law
Commercial Geography
Domestic Science

Drawing
Economics
Manual Training

Music

Elective 6^

Total 14°

In addition to the secondary school work specified above, the

candidate for admission to this course must submit written evi-

dence of the satisfactory completion of at least sixty semester hours

of collegiate work distributed as indicated in the following table:

Semester Hours*

(1) Chemistry 12

(2) Physics 6

(3) Biology 6

(4) English composition and literature 6

(5) Elective 30

Total 60

!A unit is the credit value of at least thirty-six weeks' work of

four or five recitation periods per week, each period to be of not
less than forty minutes' duration.

*Both units of foreign language must be offered in the same
language.

tin Group VI credit may be given amounting to not more than
four units.

After January 1, 1920, fifteen units will be required.

*A semester hour is the credit given for sixteen weeks' work
consisting of one lecture or recitation period per week, eacli period

to be of at least fifty minutes' duration. Two hours of laboratory
work are considered the equivalent of one lecture hour.
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(1) Chemistry. Candidates for admission must have a satis-

factory knowledge of general inorganic (descriptive), chemistry,

qualitative analysis and organic chemistry. This will generally re-

quire from sixteen to twenty semester hours instead of the minimum
given in the table.

(2) Physics. Of the six semester hours, at least two must be

laboratory work.

(3) Biology. This requirement may be met by a course of six

semester hours in general biology or zoology, or by courses of

three hours each in zoology and botany, but not by botany alone.

(4) English. The usual introductory college course.

(5) Electives. It is recommended that these should include:—
(a) A modern foreign language.

(b) Comparative anatomy.

(c) Psychology.

( d) Social Science.

To avoid the injurious results of too early specialization, it is

recommended that the student select as many courses as he can

carry outside the field of natural science. While thirty hours is the

least amount accepted as constituting two years of collegiate work,

most students can advantageously take from thirty-six to forty

hours in two years.

The University of Georgia confers the degree of Bachelor of

Science in Medicine upon those students who successfully complete

a four-year course, the first half of which is given at Athens, in

the College of Science and Engineering, and the last half of which,

given at Augusta, is identical with the first two years of the course

leading to the degree of Doctor of Medicine. The requirements for

admission to this course are given fully in the general catalogue

of the University on pages 24-41. Those who expect to take this

course should address, The Registrar, University of Georgia, Athens,

Georgia.

Students who prepare elsewhere are required to conform to the

same standards as these maintained by the University of Georgia.

A detailed statement of preliminary training, both in high school

and college, must be submitted. Blank forms for this purpose will

be furnished on request. All credentials are acted upon by the

Professor of Secondary Education in the University, in conformityy

with the state law, and each application must be accompanied by

the statutory fee of two dollars ($2.00). Prospective students are

urged to file their credentials at an early date. Communications

should be addressed to The Medical Department of the University

of Georgia, University Place, Augusta, Ga.
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ADVANCED STANDING

A student may be admitted to advanced standing only upon pre-

sentation of satisfactory evidence of a preliminary and medical edu-

cation equal to that required of the members of the class he wishes

to enter. High school and college creedentials are passed upon in

the same manner as those of applicants for admission to the first

class. In all medical subjects for which he seeks credit, the candi-

date's record is submitted to the heads of the respective departments.

Examinations may also be required.

REGULATIONS

Before matriculating in the Medical Department of the University

of Georgia, each applicant must file a certificate, signed by two phy-

sicians in good standing, and by the secretary of the college from

which he comes, testifying to his good moral character.

On account of the concentration of studies in the curriculum, stu-

dents should register punctually. A penalty of five dollars ($5.00)

is attached to registration later than noon on Saturday following

the opening of the session. Later than two weeks after the begin-

ning of the school year, students are not, as a rule, admitted.

During the first month of the college year, each student must file

a record of a physical examination made by a member of the teach-

ing staff.

'Address all communications to The Medical Department, Univer-

sity of Georgia, University Place, Augusta, Ga.

EXAMINATIONS AND PROMOTION

Final examinations are held after the completion of the various

courses, or during the week preceding commencement. A grade of

75 <y( is necessary to secure credit for any course. Attendance upon

80 n
(

of the class exercises is necessary to secure credit in a major
course. (A major course is one occupying 100 hours or more). In

a minor course the requirement of 80'; attendance may be waived

in cases of illness upon recommendation of the instructor and the

committee on examinations. In case of failure in a major course

the course must be repeated. In a minor course a student who has

failed may !be permitted to take a re-examination if, in the opinion of

the committee on examinations, unusual circumstances seem to jus-

tify it. Such examinations are held on the .Monday preceding the

opening of the session in September.

REQUIREMENTS I OK GRADUATION
.'. candidate for the degree of Doctor of .Medicine from the Uni-

versity of Georgia must be at least 2 1 years old and of good repu-

tation. He must have successfully completed four years of graded
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medical study, the last of which shall have been in this school. He
must be free from any indebtedness to the University . The Uni-

versity reserves the right to require five years of study instead of

four for the degree of Doctor of Medicine.

TUITION AND FEES

The fees for the ensuing year will be $150.00. This sum includes

tuition, laboratory fees, matriculation fee, library fee and final ex-

amination fee.

In conformity with the regulations governing all O'ther branches

of the University of Georgia, the 'Medical Department does not re-

quire tuition fee of residents of the state. For such residents the

laboratory and other fees will be as follows:

.Matriculation fee, $5.00, paid at the time of first registration.

Laboratory and library fees, $50.00 each year.

(Eligibility of adults to vote in state elections, or of parents or

guardians in case of those under age, shall determine questions of

residence.

Of all students a deposit of $10.00 is required to cover possible

injury to the property of the University. The unused portion of

this deposit is returned at the end of the college year.

All fees are payable at the time of registration.

FELLOWSHIPS

Provision has been made for the creation of certain Fellowships

in the Medical Department of the University.

The purpose of the Fellowship is to afford a recent graduate an

opportunity to continue his training in some special branch before

entering upon practice, or as a beginning preparation for the pur-

suit of a teaching career, as the case may be. There are always

some young men who would desire to thus pursue and extend their

studies beyond the opportunities afforded by the regular undergrad-

uate curriculum. In order to further encourage this desire and to

make its realization possible it has been decided that the Fellow-

ship shall carry an allowance.

The appointment will be for one year; is subject to renewal; and
carries an opportunity for promotion to the regular teaching force.

The Dean will make the appointment upon recommendation by the

head of the department. No competitive test will be held; but

rather the past record of the applicant and the judgment of the

professor as to his fitness will determine the recommendation.
At the present time, a Fellowship is offered in Anatomy and one

in Pathology and Bacteriology.

Further particulars may ibe had upon written application to the

hpnrl of the department.
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THE CHARLES McDOXALD BROWN SCHOLARSHIP FUND

This endowment was established at the University of Georgia in

1882 by the late Hon. Joseph E. Brown, ex-Governor of Georgia.

The interest on this fund is lent to worthy young men who would

not otherwise be able to acquire a university education, on condi-

tion that they refund the money as soon as they can, after providing

for their own livelihood.

By the rules and regulations for the administration of this fund

any student in the Medical Department is eligible to participate in

its benefit.

Applications must be made to the Chancellor of the University

at Athens prior to the first of April each year. Examinations for

scholarships are conducted in May, and appointments are made by

the Board of Trustees in June.

For further information, address the Chancellor, University of

Georgia, Athens, Ga.

EXTRACTS FROM MEDICAL PRACTICE LAW OF GEORGIA

Section 7. Be it further enacted, That said Board shall be em-
powered by this Act to pass upon the good standing and reputa-

bility of any medical college. Only such medical colleges will be

considered in good standing as possess a full and complete faculty

for the teaching of medicine, surgery and obstetrics in all their

branches, afford their students adequate clinical and hospital facili-

ties, require attendance upon at least 80 per cent of each course

of instruction, the aggregate of which amounts to at least 120

weeks, exclusive of holidays, of at least forty hours each week;
that require at least forty-two months to have elapsed between
the beginning of the student's first course of medical lectures and
the date of his graduation, with at least 40 per cent of laboratory

instruction in the first and second years, and a minimum of 35

per cent of clinical work in the third and fourth years; that re-

quire an average grade in each course of instruction of at least 75

per cent in examination as a condition of graduation; that fulfill all

their published promises, requirements and other claims respecting

advantages to their students and the course of instruction equal to

that specified by t hi - Act; that require students to furnish testi-

monials of good moral standing; and that give advanced standing
only on cards from accredited medical colleges. Students must
have attended at least SO per cent of the course in the last year of

the college from which diploma is presented. Tn determining the

reputability of the medical college, the right to Investigate and make
a personal inspection of the same is hereby authorized.

Section 8. Be it further enacted, That beginning with the -
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of 1913-14 each medical school or college in good standing with

the Board shall have a minimum preliminary educational require-

ment of fourteen Carnegie units. Evidence of such preliminary

education shall be a certificate furnished by the professor of second-

ary education in the State University on the basis of rating of the

high schools in this state, or on the basis of an examination con-

ducted by him or by some person designated iby him. A fee of two

dollars shall accompany each application for a certificate and a like

amount shall be paid by the applicant for each separate subject

upon which he may be required to be examined.

POST-GRADUATE WORK

Feeling that one of the functions of a state institution giving

medical instruction is not only to provide for prospective physicians,

but also to assist those who may have studied under less favorable

conditions than exist at present, the trustees have arranged to

offer post-graduate work during the summer. The course is free,

and open to physicians practicing in Georgia and to alumni located

elsewhere.

The Faculty does not believe that the wants of the physician

would be well supplied by any formal course of didactic lectures

illustrated with selected clinical material. On the contrary, it be-

lieves the physician will derive most benefit by actually participating,

under the direction of the teaching force, in the daily work of the

hospital ward, clinic and laboratory. It is intended, therefore, to

set him to work with help rather than to lecture him.

Since it is intended to extend freely all the facilities of the

hospital and clinic, the applicant is urged to begin promptly and

to devote himself seriously during the whole period to the work
laid out for him. The college should be notified in advance of in-

tention to come.

The morning hours, beginning at 9 o'clock, are to be spent in

the hospital. Work in medical diagnosis will be given by the at-

tending physicians with their assistants. As far as possible a pa-

tient entering will be assigned to a member of the class to be work-

ed up for diagnosis. iSubsequently the patient will be seen in con-

sultation ,by the attending physician, the points of interest gone
over with the class and the treatment discussed and outlined.

In surgery there will be opportunity to see and sometimes to

assist in operations done by members of the regular staff.

After rounds are finished those desiring may report to the lab-

oratory to make, under direction of the staff, the examinations in-

dicated in their separate cases and to assist in the routine examina-
tions of the day.
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After 12 o'clock the demonstrations in surgical pathology are

made in the laboratory at the college building.

The afternoon hours are to be spent in the out-patient depart-

ment. Here practical work in diagnosis and treatment is taken up

with the clinical staff. Patients will be assigned to members of the

class for study and then be seen in consultation with the physicians

in charge.

Between 2 and 3 o'clock work in the diseases of the eye, ear,

nose and throat will be given.

At 3 o'clock the clinics are open for cases in medicine, pediatrics,

gynecology, genito-urinary and skin diseases, and work in the

clinical laboratory begins. The class will be divided, sections

rotating.

Applicants upon arriving in the city are requested to report to the

office in the college building where they will be furnished with

admission cards. A deposit of $10.00 will be required of those who
may work in the laboratories to cover possible damages to apparatus.

If there be no breakage the deposit will be returned in full.

Board can be had convenient to the college at prices varying from
$4.00 to $6.00 per week.
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DEPARTMENTS

CHEMISTRY
Professor Carlton H. Maryott

Mr. W. C. Emerson

The work in chemistry necessitates as a prerequisite on the part

of the student a familiarity with general inorganic chemistry, quali-

tative analysis and organic chemistry.

1. Physical Chemistry. This course consists of lectures, recita-

tions, and demonstrations, and those topics in physical chemistry

which have a bearing on biology and medicine. Five hours a week,

30 hours. Professor Maryott.

2. Quantitative Analysis. A knowledge of quantitative methods,

particularly volumetric, is necessary for the proper performance of

the work in physiological chemistry. This course consists primarily

of laboratory work in which the important volumetric methods are

studied. Sufficient practice is given the student for the attainment

of accuracy in the procedures and familiarity with the calculations.

Ten hours a week, 6 hours. Professor Maryott and -1//'. Emerson.

3. Physiological Chemistry. In this course a study is made of

the chemical composition and reaction of the carbohydrates, lipins,

proteins and various other substances of biological interest. The
various tissues, secretions, and excretions of the body are taken up,

and considerable time is given to quantitative work on milk, gas-

tric juice, blood and urine. Fifteen hours a week, 285 hours. Pro-

fessor Maryott and Mr. Emerson.

ANATOMY

Professor Hugh Nelson Page

Mr. G. Lombard Kelly

Mrs. G. C. King, Technician

This department offers a group of courses intended to give a

comprehensive view of the normal structure of the human body.

The development, the gross and the microscopic anatomy of man are

offered in parallel courses in order to conserve their proper relation.

The material for dissection is plentiful. The laboratories are

equipped with the necessary apparatus, charts and models for these

courses. A good working library, comprising the usual atlases and

books of reference, is attached to the department and is available

for the use of the student.

1. Embryology. The phenomena of fertilization, cell division

and the formation of the germ layers, are first considered in this
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course. This is followed by the development of the various systems

of the human body. The use of chick and pig embryos for dissec-

tion and microscopic study is amplified by the study of serial sec-

tions of the human embryo. First year, 24 hours a week, 88 hours.

Professor Page and Mr. Kelly.

2. Histology and Organology. The study of the microscopic

anatomy of the cell and the elementary tissues is first taken up in

this course, followed by the study of the minute structure of the

adult organs. This is largely a laboratory course and consists of

the microscopic study of both fresh tissue and prepared sections.

The student is required to make drawings of these from actual ob-

servation. Lectures, recitations and demonstrations with the pro-

jection microscope complete the course. An ample loan collection

of prepared slides is made each student for his own use. First

year, 2 4 hours a week, 7 3 hours. Professor Page.

3. Osteology. The student is expected to acquire a thorough

knowledge of the bones of the human body before beginning Course

Four. To this end he is furnished with a skeleton for private study,

from which he is required to make drawings. The course is am-
plified >by demonstrations and recitations. First year, 3 hours a

week, 2 7 hours. Professor Page.

4. Systematic Course in the Dissection of the Human Body. This

course extends through the first two years.

(a) In the first year the students in groups of four take up
the gross anatomy of the various systems of the human body. First

the muscles are dissected and the origin and insertion indicated

upon the osteological drawings. This is followed by dissection and
study of the articulations, the viscera, and the blood vessels. At
frequent intervals during the course practical examinations are

given and daily conferences and demonstrations are held. First

year, 24 hours a week, 2 88 hours. Professor Page and .1//-. Kelly.

(b) In the second year the student continues Course (a), and
is required to dissect one-half of the human body, which for this

purpose is divided into four parts: head and neck; upper extremity;

thorax and abdomen; lower extremity. I'pon the completion of

each part a practical examination is given and a final examination

is required upon the completion of the course. Daily conferences

and demonstrations are held throughout the term. Second year, 16

hours a week, 305 hours. Professor Page and Mr. Kelly.

5. Neurology. In this course the development, the gross and
the microscopic anatomy of the central nervous system are followed

^by the study of the organs of special Bense. This is primarily a

laboratory course and ample loan collections are furnished, which
the student is expected to study and sketch. Recitations and dem-
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onstrations of special preparations complete the instruction. First

year, 11 hours a week, 60 hours. Professor Page and Mr. Kelly.

6. Topographical and Applied Anatomy. This course continues

Course Four, and considers the application of anatomy to the prac-

tice of medicine and surgery. Large use is made of cross-sections

of the human hody, special preparations, special dissections and
the living model. Third year, 3 hours a week, 42 hours. Professor

Page.

7. Advanced Anatomy. To qualified students and graduates, ad-

vanced courses in the different branches of anatomy are offered.

Encouragement is given the students, as they are prepared for it,

to learn and to apply the usual methods of research employed in

anatomy.

PHYSIOLOGY AND PHARMACOLOGY
Professor William D. Cutter

The course in physiology occupies the first two trimesters of

the second year, following the course in physiological chemistry

given in the latter part of the first year, and serving as a foundation

for the work in pharmacology during the remainder of the second

year. The laboratory is equipped with lanterns for opaque and

transparent projection, galvanometers, continuous roll kymographs,

time clocks, etc., and is supplied with electric current from storage

batteries. There is a well equipped workshop for the repair and

construction of apparatus.

1. Physiology. Recitations, demonstrations, and conferences on

assigned topics, cover systematically the subject of human physi-

ology. Six hours a week, 132 hours. Professor Cutter.

2. Experimental Physiology. The students working in pairs, per-

form experiments illustrating the more important principles under-

lying the functions of the tissues and organs. Careful observations

and records are required. Fifteen hours a week, 162 hours. Pro-

fessor ("utter.

3. Pharmacology. A study of the action of drugs, including their

doses, pharmacopeial preparations and therapeutic use, conducted

in the same manner as Course One. Six hours a week, 72 hours.

Professor Cutter.

4. Experimental Pharmacology. A series of experiments which

illustrates all of the more important types of pharmacological ac-

tion. Eighteen hours a week, 108 hours. Professor Cutter.
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PATHOLOGY AND BACTERIOLOGY

Professor Richard V. Lamar
Dr. Samuel Lichenstein

Dr. Louis W. Fargo
Miss Nell Griffin, Assistant

The laboratories have been completely equipped anew with fur-

niture, apparatus and materials of the best standard quality.

General pathology, general and special morbid anatomy and his-

tology, bacteriology, surgical pathology, and also clinical pathology

are taught by laboratory work, demonstrations, lectures and reci-

tations. The courses in bacteriology come in the first and second

years; those in pathology in the second and third years. In the

laboratories each student is supplied with a microscope, the neces-

sary apparatus, and a locker. The students work separately, except

that in the autopsy room and occasionally in the bacteriological lab-

oratory they work in pairs.

1. Autopsies. The autopsies are made in the morgue. The sec-

ond and third classes are required, and the fourth encouraged, to

attend. The second class becomes familiar through witnessing, and

the third class, already prepared by the previous year's study, is

taught to assist in the work and to draw up the protocols. Professor

Lamar.

2. General Pathology, General and Special Morbid Anatomy and
Histology. The course begins with the study of the fundamental
principles and processes of general pathology. The practical work
consists mainly of the study of gross and microscopical changes in

structure. The student is taught to view the structural changes

not as being the whole of pathology, but rather as examples and
illustrations of the morbid processes, and as a preparation for the

larger study of pathology at the bedside.

At the daily exercise a lecture precedes the demonstration of

gross specimens, which are then given to the student for study.

Next the microscopical preparations are demonstrated and studied.

Drawings are required. The museum is well supplied with attrac-

tively preserved specimens. For the morbid histology the loan sys-

tem is followed, the student retaining possession of the slides

throughout the course. Second year, 14 hours a week, 336 hours.

Professor Lamar.

3. Bacteriology. Lectures upon the historical development of

bacteriology, upon the systematic position of the bacteria, their gen-

eral properties and classification and their relation to fermentation,

putrefaction and infectious diseases introduce the subject. While
the lectures are still in progress the Btudent begins the practical

work in the laboratory. He learns the methods of sterilization,
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and of the preparation of culture media. He is taught to cultivate,

isolate and identify bacteria, beginning with certain saprophytes.

Later the commoner species pathogenic for man are studied in

which the object and principle of what the student is about to

do is made clear to him. First year, 15 hours a week, 165 hours.

Professor Lamar and Dr. Lichcnstein.

4. Infection and Immunity. A course of lectures with demon-
strations. History and practical application are made prominent.

Second year, 2 hours a week, 2 hours. Professor Lamar.

5. Clinical Pathology. This course prepares the student for his

laboratory work in the clinic and the ward. The common methods
of making laboratory examinations of material from the sick are

taught systematically, beginning with the blood, and comprising

the urine, sputum, feces and exudates. The necessary material is

supplied by the hospitals and clinics. The student himself makes
all of the examinations except the Wassermann test which is dem-
onstrated in detail. The note book is required and recitations are

held. Third year, 9 hours a week, 12 6 hours. Dr. Lichcnstein.

6. Advanced Work. Encouragement and opportunity are af-

forded to qualified students to follow advanced work, and to a few

graduates to learn the common methods of investigation employed
in research in pathology and bacteriology. For these purposes the

laboratory is suitably equipped with apparatus and supplied with

material.

MEDICINE
Professor Thomas D. Coleman
Professor Eugene E. Murphey

Professor Noel M. Moore
Professor William R. Houston

Professor Charles J. Montgomery
Associate Professor William A. Mulheriu

Associate Professor Perley P. Comey
Assistant Professor Moses Levy

Dr. H. J. Baker
Dr. William J. Cranston

Dr. King Milligan

Dr. S. J. Lewis
Dr. A. A. Davidson
Dr. A. A. Walden

A course in physical diagnosis in the second year lays the

foundation for the medical courses that are to follow. During the

third year advanced work is given in physical and medical diag-

nosis, using chosen cases from the abundant material of the med-
ical out-patient department. During this year a comprehensive
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survey of medicine is given by means of an extensive quiz course

based on Osier's Practice. In the fourth year two hours weekly

are devoted to lectures, and the remainder of the student's time to

clinical and bedside work. Each medical case entering the hospital

is assigned to a student who is made responsible for a thorough

study of the present state and future progress of the case. In both

recitation and clinical periods due attention is given to applied

therapeutics.

1. Physical Diagnosis. Demonstrations and practical exercises

in the technique of physical diagnosis. Second year, 12 hours a

week. 108 hours. Dr. Cranston.

2. Hygiene. Lectures on hygiene and preventive medicine. Lec-

tures upon the transmission and prevention of infectious diseases,

ventilation, occupational diseases and other subjects bearing upon
the maintenance of health. Second year, 3 hours a week, 3 3 hours.

Professor Montgomery.

3. Medicine. A large part of general medicine is covered in

this course by means of recitations based on Osier's Practice of

Medicine with collateral reading. Diseases that can be studied in

the clinics are passed over rapidly. Third year, 3 hours a week, 102

hours. Dr. Levy.

4. Clinical Medicine. Practical instruction to small sections in

the out-patient department. History taking, physical examination,

differential diagnosis and treatment of medical cases; 4,273 medical

cases were examined and treated during the teaching days of the

past session. Third year, 12 hours a week, 144 hours. Dr. Cran-

ston.

5. Therapeutics. A course designed to give the student a prac-

tical knowledge of the treatment of disease. The general indica-

tions for the use of each drug and the means of its employment, are

fully discussed. The action of such drugs as are indicated in the

various diseases, and the best preparations to be used, are

thoroughly considered. Third year, 3 hours a week, 102 hours.

Professor Comey.

6. Lecture and Recitation Course. The aim is for the student

to gain a theoretical knowledge of the most important internal dis-

eases according to the current classification. Diseases that are

thoroughly studied in the clinics are passed over rapidly. Fourth
year, 2 hours a week, 3 hours. Professor Coleman.

7. Ward Work. For a period of sixteen weeks, one-half of the

fourth class is assigned to duty In the medical wards of the hos-

pitals. Each medical case in the ward is assigned to a student who
is required to record the history and the physical findings, and to

make the routine laboratory examinations. Bach student during

the past session has had an average of tour patients continuously
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under his care. The student is required to make the rounds with

the visiting physician daily and take notes on the clinical course of

the case and the therapeutic measures employed. Fourth year, 12

hours a week, 19 8 hours. Professors Murphey and Houston.

8. Work in the Out-Patient Department. In this course the

student is assigned a newly-admitted patient. After the student has

taken the history and made a physical examination, the physician in

charge goes over the case with him, pointing out omissions or de-

fects in his work and consulting as to the differential diagnosis, the

prognosis and treatment. About 4,273 patients were admitted to

the medical rooms of the out-patient department during the past

session. Fourth year, 8 2 hours. Professor Houston, Drs. Levy, Cran-

ston, Lewis, Davidson and Walden.

9. Medical Jurisprudence. Lecture courses on this subject from
both the medical and legal aspects. Third year, 2 hours a week, 34

hours. Professor Montgomery and Mr. Blackshear.

SUB-DEPARTMENT OF PEDIATRICS

Professor Noel M. Moore
Associate Professor Win. A. Mulherin

Dr. H. J. Baker
Dr. H. S. Gehrken

Realizing that only by actual study of sick children can the im-
portant diagnostic and therapeutic differences peculiar to this branch
of medicine be mastered, the instruction is essentially practical.

The subject is taught throughout the fourth year.

1. Didactic.

(a) During the first semester the student is instructed in the
immediate care of the normal infant and in its growth, develop-
ment and feeding. With this preparation he is then taught the dis-

eases of infancy and childhood. Fourth year, 2 hours a week, 34
hours. Professor Mulherin.

(h) During the second semester these diseases of infancy and
childhood are further taught by class conferences on original case
histories obtained by the students during their work in the pediatric
clinic. At these conferences one student leads the discussion on
the particular disease being studied. He discusses one or more
case histories obtained from his own experience in the clinic, and
makes a study of the case records on this subject on file. Other
students having case histories then discuss the subject and the con-
ference is closed by the instructor reviewing and emphasizing the
more important points. Fourth year, 2 hours a week, 34 hours.
Professor Moore.
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2. Clinical.

(a) Policlinic. The class in small sections is required to work

daily in the pediatric clinic. The number of patients treated during

the past session was 1,277. The variety of cases was such as to

make it possible in the class conferences on diseases of infancy and

childhood to illustrate practically each disease by case histories

taken by the students during their work in the clinic. Fourth year,

10 hours a week, 6 hours. /)/•. Baker.

(b) Hospital. The excellent opportunities afford by the Pedia-

tric Ward in the University Hospital and the Wilhenford Children's

Hospital are made use of for the teaching of infant feeding and for

the study of those infants too ill to be treated in the clinic. Fourth

year, 2 hours a week, 6 hours. Professor Mulherin.

SUB-DEPARTMENT OF DERMATOLOGY
Dr. G. T. Bernard

1. Recitations based on a standard text-book in Dermatology
are given throughout one trimester. Third year, 1 hour a week, 18

hours.

2. The dermatological clinic is attended by the class during one

trimester; 102 patients were treated during the teaching days of

the session. Third year, 2 hours a week, 36 hours. Dr. Bernard.

SUB-DEPARTMENT OF NEUROLOGY

Professor W. R. Houston
Dr. William J. Cranston

1. A recitation and lecture course on organic diseases of the

nervous system. Taylor's Case Teaching in Neurology is studied

and supplemented by collateral reading in the standard texts. Third

year, 3 hours a week, 3 3 hours. Dr. Cranston.

2. A lecture and recitation course in neuroses and psychoses.

On certain days clinical cases illustrating organic nervous diseases

are presented to the class. Fourth year, 2 hours a week, 68 hours.

Profe880f Houston.

3. Clinical Phychiatry. The class is taken for one week to the

State Sanitarium for the Insane, where clinical demonstrations are

given throughout the morning, afternoon and evening. Fourth
year, 32 hours. Dr. Cranston.
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SURGERY

Professor T. R. Wright
Professor AYm. H. Doughty, Jr.

Professor Chas. AY. Crane
Professor H. M. Michel

Dr. AY. AY. Battey

Dr. Ashury Hull

Dr. G. T. Bernard
Dr. R. L. Rhodes
Dr. H. AY. Shaw

Dr. J. R. Robertson

Dr. AY. H. Roberts

Instruction in surgery is given by means of lectures, recitations

and individual clinical work. Didactic teaching begins in the second

year with an introductory course on the Principles of Surgery,

leading to the major courses of the third and fourth years. The
practical work in the third year consists of minor surgery and gen-

eral surgery done in the out-patient department. In the fourth

year work in general surgery and in the special departments of

surgery is carried on in the out-patient department and at the hos-

pital. Theoretical instruction is continued during these years.

1. Introduction to the Principles of Surgery. A course of lec-

tures and recitations bearing on the relations between laboratory

work in pathology and bacteriology on the one hand and practical

surgery on the other. Second year, 4 hours a week, 36 hours.

Dr. Bernard.

2. Principles of Surgery. A systematic lecture and recitation

course in continuation of Course 1. Third year, 3 hours a week,

102 hours. Dr. Bernard.

3. Clinical Surgery. This course is given in the out-patient de-

partment. The class is divided into small sections. Under the su-

pervision of the instructor the students learn to apply dressings and

bandages, perform minor operations and conduct the treatment as

far as possible. One thousand seven hundred and three cases were
treated during the teaching days of the past session. Third year,

each section 6 hours a week, 7 2 hours. Drs. Batten and Robert*.

4. Gen ito-Urinary Surgery and Venereal Diseases. This course

covers all of the more common diseases included under this title.

Special attention is devoted to the investigation of the upper urinary

tract by modern diagnostic methods. Fourth year, 1 hour a week,

34 hours. Dr. Hull.

5. Clinical Genito-Urinary Surgery. A continuous service in the

out-patient department. Practical training is given in diagnosis,

treatment and the use of the cystoscope. Two thousand one hun-
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dred and twenty patients were treated during the teaching clays of

the past session. Fourth year, 10 hours a week, 82 hours. Dr. Hull.

6. Practice of Surgery. Recitations and lectures in regional

surgery complementing the clinical courses. Fourth year, 2 hours a

week, 6 8 hours. Professor Wright.

7. Surgical Pathology. A didactic course in the application of

the principles of pathology to the practice of surgery. Professor

Doughty.

8. Orthopedic Surgery. (a) A lecture course devoted to the

symptomatology, pathology and differential diagnosis of chronic and

progressive deformities and the deforming diseases of childhood,

including the mechanical and operative treatment. Fourth year, 3

hours a week, 3 4 hours. Professor Crane.

9. Clinical Surgery. This course consists of work in the hos-

pital wards and operating rooms. The class is divided into sections,

each section in turn serving as clinical clerks. Cases are assigned

to each clerk who is required to secure a complete history and make
such examinations, physical or laboratory, as may be essential. In

the event of an operation the student assigned to the case is re-

quired to assist and make the record of it. All major operations

performed in the hospitals are attended by the group of students

assigned to surgical service. Fourth year, 8 hours a week, 132
hours. Professor Crane, Drs. Hull and Roberts.

10. Anesthesia. (a) Principles. A course of lectures. Third
year, 1 hour a week, 12 hours. Dr. Bryans.

(b) Practice. The student is taught the practice of anesthesia
during the operations at the hospital clinic. This work is supervised
by an instructor who assumes all responsibility for the patient and
who remains with the student during the operation. Fourth year.
Dr. Lewis.

sub-depart:\iext of gynecology
Professor W. H. Goodrich

Dr. Bernard
Dr. R. L. Rhodes

Dr. Akerman
Dr. P. \. Mulherin

1. Principles of Gynecology. A recitation and lecture course
on the principles and practice of gynecology. Fourth year. 2 hours
a week, 6 8 hours. Professor Goodrich.

2. Clinical Gynecology. A course in the clinical examination
and diagnosis of cases in the out-patienl department. One thousand
two hundred and sixty-six patients were treated during the teaching

days of the past session. Fourth year, 1<> hours a week. L20 hour-.

Drs. Rhodes and Akerman.
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3. Operative Gynecology. This course consists of work in the
hospital wards and operating rooms. The class is divided into sec-

tions, each section in turn serving as clinical clerks. Cases are as-

signed to each clerk who is required to secure a complete history
and make such examinations, physical or laboratory, as may be
essential. In the event of an operation the student assigned to

the case is required to assist and make the record of it. All major
operations performed in the hospitals are attended by the group of

students assigned to surgical service. Fourth year, 34 periods.

Professor Goodrich and Dr. Bernard.

OBSTETRICS

Associate Professor George A. Traylor

Associate Professor Andrew J. Kilpatrick

Dr. J. A. Akerman
Dr. D. M. Silver

Instruction in both didactic and practical. It begins in the third

year with a course upon the physiology of normal pregnancy and
labor. Manikin work follows this theoretical instruction. Then
during the fourth year comes the practical work in the management,
first of normal, later of abnormal, pregnancy and labor.

The out-patient obstetrical service has been cultivated to such an

extent that it affords opportunity for each student to attend at least

fifteen cases. He is required to manage at least six. During the

term of his service the student resides in the hospital so as to be

available at all times. While there he also assists in the deliveries

in the obstetrical wards.

1. Didactic.

(a) Recitations on the physiology of pregnancy. Third year,

3 hours a week, 24 hours. Dr. Akerman.

Manikin Work. The mechanism and technique of normal delivery

alone is taught. Third year, 3 hours a week, 36 hours. Dr. Mer-
man.

Lectures and quizzes throughout the year on the management of

normal pregnancy and labor. Third year, 3 hours a week, 36 hours.

Ih'. Akerman.

(b) Lectures and recitations on obstetrical operations and the

management of abnormal labor. Fourth year, 1 hour a week, 17

hours.

Manikin Work. The student is taught all operative deliveries,

both normal and abnormal. Fourth year, 1 hour a week, 17 hours.

Professor Kilpatrick.

2. Clinical.

(a) Out-Patient Obstetric Service. Each senior student serves
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in the out-patient obstetrical service at least one month. During

this time he attends all maternity cases, whether at term or prema-
ture. The character of the material in the out-patient department
insures a variety of experience.

The student attends the patient regularly, either in the clinic or

at her home. He takes the ante-partum history, measures the pel-

vis, and makes the necessary clinical laboratory examinations. Also

he instructs the patient how to care for herself during pregnancy.

During the progress of labor the student keeps an account of the

duration of each stage of everything that develops. Upon his re-

turn to the hopital he records the labor in tetail, the measure-

ments and a general description of the child During the puerperum
he visits th« patient at least once a day for tor? days.

The ordinary cases are taken care of in their homes. Toxaemic
and operative <\-^es are sent to the hospital for treatment.

The average number of cases per student last year was 17. The
student managed ten of these, and acted as assistant in the other

seven. Dr. Akerman.

3. Hospital Service. During the period of their assignment to

the out-patient service students are required to live in the hospital

so as to be within reach at all times. There they deliver the un-

complicated •a-es and take part in the management of the difficult

and operative cases. Their work is done under constant supervision.

Professor Kilpatrick, Dr. Akerman.

OPHTHALMOLOGY AM) OTO-LARYXGOLOGY

Professor James M. Hull

Professor T. E. Oertel

Professor \V. C. KejlOgi"

Dr. AY. L Bryans

1. Principles of Ophthalmology and Oto- Laryngology. Instruc-

tion in these branches is given by means of didactic lectures. elinii al

lectures and demonstrations. Diseases of the organs of Bpecial

sense are taught in a systematic way. ppecial attention *»eing paid

to pathology and diagnosis. T.-.ird year I dour a we k, 20 hours.

Professor Hull.

2. Surgery of the Eye, Ear, Nose and Throat. A course in the

surgical treatment of the diseases of the Eye. Ear. Nose and Throat.

Third year, 3 hours a week, 15 hours. Professors Oertel and Keiloaft,

Dr.' lira <nis.

3. Clinical. A continuous service in the policlinic. Practical

training in diagnosis and treatment of the dise of the eye, ear,

nose and throat. Instruction in the use of special diagnostic in-

struments. During the la ion L,372 patients were treated in
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this department. F'ourth year. Professors Hull, Oertel, Kellogg and
Dr. Bryans.

4. Clinical Surgery. This course consists of work done in the

operating room, at the hospital. Operations in this department are

attended by a group of the students assigned to the surgical service.

Fourth year, 1 hour a week, 3 3 hours. Professors Hull, Oertel, Kel-

logg and Dr. Bryans.

MICROSCOPES
Upon entering each student is required to have a microscope of

his own. Arrangements for the purchase of microscopes may be

made with the college.

TEXT-BOOKS
Textbooks, instruments, etc., at a cost of from $25.00 to $50.00

a year, may be obtained from the University store.

BOARD
Board may be had in the vicinity of the Medical College at from

$4.00 to $6.00 per week.

STUDENTS, 1918-1919

Fourth Pear Class

Henry Lazaron Levington iSavannah, Ga.

B.S., University of Georgia

George Darby Maner Warrenton, Ga.

Paul Wooten Mathews Carlton, Ga.

Paul Eugene Payne Pelham, Ga.

Ralph Sommerkamp Torbett Columbus, Ga.

A.B., University of Georgia

Shelton Elliott Wilson Savannah, Ga.

B.iS., University of Georgia

Theodore Markland Yates Augusta, Ga.

B.S., University of Georgia

Ricardo Silveira, Jr Mantazas, Cuba
Third Year Class

Wade R. Bedingfield Wrightsville, Ga.

LL.B., Mercer University

Henry Thomas Burns Maysville, Ga.

B.S., University of Georgia

Clarence G. Butler Danville, Ga.

Grady Newton Coker ^.--Canton, Ga.

Frank Leslie Fort Morrow,' Ga.

Joseph Dewey Gray Swainsboro, Ga.

Robert Lee Hammond Jackson, Ga.

Henry P. Harrell Tifton, Ga.

William G. Harris Odum, Ga.
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Richard L. Harris Wrightsville, Ga.

Henry Grady Lee Ogeechee, Ga.

George Frederick Oetjen Augusta, Ga.

Charles Douglas Ward Villanow, Ga.

B.S., University of Georgia

Hudnall Gentry Weaver Macon, Ga.

Peter Burum Wright Augusta, Ga.

Second Year Class

Montie Preston Agee Augusta, Ga.

Isadore Henry Agos Atlanta, Ga.

Thomas Luther Byrd Cleora, S. C.

William Howard Enneis Dover, Ga.

William Grady Frost Bartow, Ga.

Elzie Nesbit Gleaton Cordele, Ga.

Frank Dorsey Gray, Jr Augusta, Ga.

Ph.G., University of Georgia

Dewey Wardlaw Hammond LaFayette, Ga.

David Edward Harrell Pearson, Ga.

Allen Chatham Holliday, Jr Athens, Ga.

John Clark Hudgens , Elberton, Ga.

Frank Lansing Lee Augusta, Ga.

Lawrence Howell McCalla Eatonton, Ga.

Marvin Pink Moore Carlton, Ga.

A.B., University of Georgia

William Doris O'Leary Augusta, Ga.

Edgar Montfort Pope Macon, Ga.

Julian Killen Quattlebaum Statesboro, Ga.

B.S., University of Georgia

Charles Dunaway Quinn Thomasville, Ga.

Ferdinand Richards, Jr Hephzibah, Ga.

Bernard Leonidas Shackelford Carrollton. Ga.

Stanmore Watson Talbert Parksville, S. C.

First Year Clan
James Andrew Macon, Ga.

B.S., Mercer University

William Jacob Barge Newnan, Ga.

Ulysses Simpson Bowen Metter, Ga.

Reese Watkins Bradford Carlton, Ga.

Claude McKinley Burpee Athens. Ga.

Arthur William DeLoach Leah, Ga.

Sterling Bussey Gibson Thomson, Ga.

Carroll Franklin Hanse Macon. Ga.

Howard Grey Holland Blakoly, Ga.

Stacy Claibourne Howell Augusta. Ga.
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Julius Doar Johnson Aiken, S. C.

Plumer Jacob Manson Covena, Ga.

John Charles McCall Ogeechee, Ga.

Henry Getzen Mealing North Augusta, S. C.

Thomas Charles Nash Philomath, Ga.

George John Pahno Savannah, Ga.

Julian David Parker Ludowici, Ga.

Samuel Watson Ramsay Chicago, 111.

Frank McKemie Rogers - Coleman, Ga.

Frank Griffeth Smith Monroe, Ga.

LIST OF TEXT-BOOKS

ANATOMY—^Cunningham; Gray (Howden).
APPLIED ANATOMY—Beesly & Johnston.

HISTOLOGY—Bohm, Davidoff & Huber.

EMBRYOLOGY—Bailey & Miller.

NEUROLOGY—Villiger.

CHEMISTRY—Remsen.
PHYSIOLOGICAL CHEMISTRY—Matthews.

BACTERIOLOGY—Hiss & Zinsser.

CLINICAL DIAGNOSIS—Emerson; Simon.

PATHOLOGY—Adami & McRae; McCallum.

IMMUNITY—iSimon; Zinsser.

PHYSIOLOGY—Howell.

PHARMACOLOGY—Cushny.

SURGERY—DaCosta; Stewart.

ORTHOPEDICS—Bradford-Lovett.

EYE—May.

EAR, NOSE AND THROAT—Gleason.

MEDICINE—Osier.

PEDIATRICS—Holt.

NERVOUS AND MENTAL DISEASES—Taylor,

Case Histories; White, Psychiatry.

DERMATOLOGY—Schamberg.

OBSTETRICS—Williams; Edgar.

GYNECOLOGY—Gilliam.

THERAPEUTICS—Hare; Potter.
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FINANCIAL STATEMENT FOR THE FISCAL YEAR 1917-1918

Income

Balance from last year $ 6,311.29

Appropriation by State Legislature 30,000.00
Appropriation by City of Augusta 19,458.32
Tuition and Fees 5,348.60
Income from Wm. J. Young Library Fund 1,748.94

From Trustees of Richmond Academy 500.00
Miscellaneous 418.16

—

$63,785.31

Expenditures

Administration $ 5,988.93

Instruction 41,008.82

Library 1,689.24

Property 13,160.82

Bills Payable 168.47—$62,016.28

Cash on hand June 1, 1918 $ 1,769.03

RECEIPTS AND EXPENDITURES UNIVERSITY HOSPITAL
FISCAL YEAR, 1917-1918*

Receipts $146,691.53

Expenditures 140,557.35

Balance $ 6,134.18

L. C .HAYNE, Treasurer.

THE UNIVERSITY HOSPITAL OF NURSING
Uquinmeiit and Advantages

When the new University Hospital was opened in 1915, the train-

ing school of the Augusta City Hospital was taken over by the

Medical Department of the University of Georgia and became one

of the units of the University, known as The University Hospital

School of Nursing. This gave new life to the School, and enabled it

to offer to its pupils a better field for training and instruction.

Among the advantages to be considered are these:

Opportunity to work under the direction of the specialists in

medicine and surgery who are grouped around the Medical College;

with theoretical instruction in such sciences as Bacteriology and

•While the full medical and surgical control of the Hospital la vested in the
Faculty of tne Medical Deparl nl of the University of Georgia, tin finances
of the Institution are administered by the Hospital Board of Control. For
detailed financial statemenl Bee the Annual Report of the University Hospital.
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Clinical Microscopy, taught by members of the College faculty in

the laboratories of the College and Hospital.

Careful teaching in nursing methods and bedside care by a well-

selected staff of graduate nurses, who also supervise and direct the

work on the wards. The theoretical work is directed and super-

vised by a full-time instructor, who correlates it with the practical

work.

The University Hospital School of Nursing is able to offer to

each nurse a definite period in the out-patient department of the

Medical School. There she may see treated diseases of the milder

form, which do not usually come to the hospital wards, such as

Eye, Ear, Nose and Throat, and sub-acute skin diseases. This

training is of distinct advantage to those nurses who may later

choose the public health field, and is filling a long-felt need in

nurses' training.

During the past months we have been able to develop the long-

hoped-for branch of district nursing in connection with the out-

door service of the Medical School, and pupil nurses are able to

elect training in this field during their third year if they so desire.

In this work the student nurse goes out with the graduate visiting

nurse on her daily rounds, assists with the treatment of patients,

learns to make reports, keep records, etc. This is an unusual op-

portunity, as few schools can offer a course in public health nursing

included as part of their regular three years' training course. Post-

graduate work in public health is being taken up by graduate

nurses who have been in other branches of nursing for some time,

as it is a rich field in opportunity for service.

REGISTRATION

The University Hospital School of Nursing is registered under the

laws of the states of Georgia and New York, thus giving its grad-

uates a standing in both states. The School secured its New York
registration before training schools were standardized in Georgia,

and has been one of the foremost in the struggle for higher stand-

ards in nursing education.

PLAN OF INSTRUCTION
The (School curriculum conforms to that planned by the National

League of Nursing Education, and has the approval of all of the

best training schools in the United iStates. The course of instruc-

tion is graded and lasts for three years.

The Preparatory year is devoted to preliminary and probational

courses in Household Economics, Hygiene and Sanitation, Anatomy
and Physiology, Materia Medica, Elementary Nursing and Ele-

mentary Chemistry and Bacteriology.
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During the Junior and Senior years courses are given in Dietetics,

Pathology, Obstetrics, Surgery and Gynecology, Diseases of Infants

and Young Children, Infectious Diseases, General Medicine and

Diseases of the Eye, Ear, Nose and Throat. Lectures and practical

demonstrations in public health and social service nursing are given

during the Senior year.

During the Junior and Senior years much of the instruction is

arranged in lecture courses given by the resident and attending

physicians. The lectures are followed in each instance by quiz and

demonstration classes, thus correlating the scientific and practical

sides of the work. This gives the student nurse an opportunity to

at once put into practice the knowledge that she has gained, mak-
ing her work increasingly interesting. Examinations are held peri-

odically, and the standard of the student is based upon the general

character of the work throughout the year as well as upon the re-

sults of examination.

HOURS OP DUTY

Hours on duty are arranged as follows: The day staff goes on

duty at 7:00 A. M. and is relieved by the night staff at 7:00 P. M.

Rest and recreation hours are allowed, and each nurse is given

two half days a week, so that the actual time a nurse spends on

day duty is fifty-one hours per week, five hours less than an average

eight-hour day.

Each nurse is required to serve during the three years, four or

five terms of night duty of one month each. At the end of each

term she is allowed a day for each week or four days for a term

of four weeks. These short vacations are very much appreciated,

especially by those nurses who are within easy traveling distance of

their homes.

REQUIREMENTS FOR ADMISSION

Candidates must apply personally or by letter to the Superin-

tendent of Nurses and Principal of the School. Those applying

by letter should enclose a statement from a clergyman testifying

to their qualifications for undertaking professional work, and from
a physician certifying to sound health and unimpaired faculties.

No candidate will be considered who is not in good physical condi-

tion. Applicants must be between the ages of eighteen and thirty-

five years, of good physique, and at least of average height. They
must furnish written evidence of at least two years of high school

work or the equivalent. Preference will be given to women with

a preliminary training beyond this minimum requirement.

The Superintendent of Nurses and Principal of the School decides

as to the qualifications and fitness of students, and the propriety of

retaining or dismissing them :" the end of the term of probation or
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during the course. She may also terminate the connection of a

student with the School at any time in case of misconduct, dis-

obedience, insubordination, inefficiency, or neglect of duty.

EXPENSES

Students receive board and lodging and a reasonable amount of

laundry work from date of entrance. An allowance of fifty dollars

for the first year and of one hundred and twenty dollars for each

of the two succeeding years is made for the purpose of equipping

the student with uniforms, text-books, and necessary instruments.

There are no tuition fees; but a charge will be made for breakage

and damage to hospital property.

VACATIONS

Vacations are given between the beginning of June and the end

of September. A period of two weeks is allowed each student

yearly. In sickness all students are cared for without expense to

them, ibut the time lost through this or any other cause, beyond

stipulated limits, must be made up.

CORNELIA D. ERSKINE, R. N.,

Superintendent of Nurses and Principal of School.
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GEORGIA SCHOOL OF TECHNOLOGY

CALENDAR, 1919-20

First Term
Begins 8:00 A. M., September 17, 1919; ends 8:00 A. M., February

2, 1920.

Entrance Examinations and Re-examinations begin September 12,

1919. Schedule of these examinations will be mailed to ap-

plicants after August 1, 1919.

Christmas vacation begins at 11:00 A. M., December 23, 1919; ends

8:00 A. M., January 5, 1920.

Second Term
Begins 8:00 A. M., February 2, 1920; ends June 9, 1920.

Commencement Day, Wednesday, June 9, 1920.

The Departments of the School are as follows:

Architecture Prof. F. P. Smith
Chemistry Prof. W. H. Emerson
Engineering Chemistry Prof. W. H. Emerson
Civil Engineering Prof. T. P. Branch
Highway Engineering Prof. R. D. Kneale
Drawing Prof. R. Lowndes
English Prof. S. S. Wallace
Electrical Engineering Prof. C. P. Eldred

Experimental Engineering Prof. R. S. King
Mathematics Prof. Floyd Field

Mechanical Engineering Prof. J. S. Coon

Modern Languages Prof. J. B. Crenshaw

Textile Engineering -__Prof. C. B. Seal

Commerce Prof. J. M. Watters

Military Science and Tactics Major R. P. Cook

Industrial Education Prof. J. F. Cannon

Degrees of Bachelor of Science are given in:

Architecture. Mechanical Engineering.

Engineering Chemistry. Textile Engineering.

Civil Engineering. Commerce.
Electrical Engineering. Industrial Education.

Certificates are given for the satisfactory completion of two years

work in Architecture, Electrical Engineering and Special Textile.

The School has a superior equipment in its wood, smith, and
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machine shops and foundry. Its Chemical, Civil, Electrical, Experi-

mental and Physical Laboratories, Field and Office Instruments and

Architectural Models and Drawings are as complete as any in the

south; they are constantly being added to and are kept up to date.

In addition to the above named equipment, the Georgia School of

Technology is the possessor of:

The handsome Carnegie Library, the gift of Mr. Andrew Carnegie.

The Joseph Brown Whitehead Memorial Hospital with its organi-

zation of physician and trained nurses, where the health of the

student is looked after.

The Young Men's Christian Association Building, made possible

by the generosity of Mr. John D. Rockefeller and other friends of

the school.

The A. French Textile School, named in honor of Mr. Aaron
French, of Pittsburgh, Penn., whose gifts made possible the begin-

ning and whose generosity continued to help until his death. This

is a complete school of cotton manufacture.

A Power Station and Engineering Laboratory representing a value

of more than $200,000, was completed during the 1917-18 ses-

sion. The building was made possible by popular subscriptions,

raised chiefly in the city of Atlanta, and the machinery was donated

by northern manufacturers.

For information concerning any of the Departments, address Dr.

K. G. Matheson, President, Atlanta, Ga.

ENTRANCE REQUIREMENTS

The requirements for admission to the Georgia School of Tech-

nology are as follows:

The applicant must be at least 16 years of age, and he must pre-

sent a certificate from the last school attended, showing his scholas-

tic record, and that he is of good moral character.

He must present also, by certificate from an accredited school or

by examination, 14 units* of high school work, and no applicant may
be conditioned in more than two units. The following units are

specified:

English 3 Solid Geometry y2
Algebra ___________ 2 History __________ _ 1

PI. Geometry ________ 1 Physics 1

The remaining five and one-half units may be made up from any
regular high school subjects in addition to those listed above.

* After January 1, 1920, 15 units.
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TUITION AND FEES
For students whose parents are legal residents of Georgia, and

who hold county scholarships, the fees are:

First Term Second Term

Semi-annual fee _ _ _ _$12.50 Semi-annual fee $12.50

Student activities _ _ _ _ 6.50 Student activities _ _ _ _ 6.50

Medical fee 5.00 Medical fee 5.00

Denosit for damage _ _ _ 5.00

$29.00 $24.00

Georgia students who do not hold county scholarships will add

$12.50 per term, and students whose parents are not legal residents

of Georgia will add $50.00 per term to the above charges.

LOCAL BOARD OF TRUSTEES
N. E. HARRIS, Chairman Macon, Ga.

N. P. PRATT Atlanta, Ga.

H. G. NOWELL, Monroe, Ga.

E. R. HODGSON, JR Athens, Ga.

GEORGE J. BALDWIN Savannah, Ga.

J. S. AKERS Atlanta, Ga.

JOHN W. GRANT Atlanta, Ga.

W. E. SIMMONS, Ex-Officio Lawrenceville, Ga.

CLARK HOWELL, Ex^Officio Atlanta, Ga.

JOSEPH M. BROWN, Ex-Officio Marietta, Ga.

OFFICERS OF ADMINISTRATION

DAVID CRENSHAW iBARROW, LL.D., Chancellor of the University

of Georgia.

KENNETH GORDON MATHESON, A.M., LL.D., President.

WILLIAM HENRY EMERSON, Ph.D., Sc.D., Dean.
THOMAS PETTUS BRANCH, B.E., Secretary.

HUGH HARRIS CALDWELL, A.B., Registrar.

JAMES SAMUEL AKERS, Treasurer.

SAMUEL STUART WALLACE, A.M., Pd.D., Litt.D., Superintendent
of Dormitories.

RAYMOND P. COOK, Major Infantry, U. S. A.

EVANS B. WOOD, M.D., School Surgeon.
ALLEN BENTON MORTON, A.M., Dean of the Night School, Dean

of the Summer School.
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JOHN MADISON WATTERS, B.C.S., LL.B., M.Accts., Dean of the

School of Commerce.
CLARENCE BERNARD SEAL, Director A. French Textile School.

JAMES FAYETTE CANNON, Director of Industrial Education.

FRANK K. HOUSTON, C.P.A., Bursar.

LAURA HAMMOND, Librarian.

JULIA HAMMOND, Assistant Librarian.

E. L. SECREST, A.B., General Secretary of the Y. M. C. A.

ESTELLE ALLEN, Assistant Registrar.

MINNIE LaFEVRE, Secretary to the President.

AUGUSTUS GEORGE ALLEN, Steward of the Dining Hall.

FACULTY AND INSTRUCTORS

KENNETH GORDON MATHESON, A.M., LL.D., President.

AYILLIAM HENRY EMERSON, Ph.D., Sc.D., Professor of Chemistry.

JOHN SAYLER COON, M.E., Sc.D., Professor of Mechanical Engin-

eering; Superintendent of Shops.

THOMAS PETTUS BRANCH, B.E., Professor of Civil Engineering.

JESSE BOLAND EDWARDS. B.S., E. and M.E., Professor of Physics.

JOHN BASCOM CRENSHAW, A.M., Ph.D., Professor of Modern
Languages.

SAMUEL STEWART WALLACE, A.M., Pd.D., Litt.D., Professor of

English.

FLOYD FIELD, A.B., A.M., Professor of Mathematics.

FRANCIS PALMER SMITH, B.S. in Arch., Professor of Architecture.

RICHARD HENRY LOWNDES. B.S. in M.E., Professor of Drawing.

ROBERT DAVIS KNEALE, B.S., C.E., Professor of Highway En-

gineering.

JOHN MADISON WATTERS. B.C.S., LL.B., M.Ac ts., Professor of

Commerce.
RAYMOND P. COOK, Major Infantry, U. S. A., Professor of Military

Science and Tactics.

CALVIN POWELL ELDRED. S.B.. Professor of Electrical Engin-

eering.

ROY STEVENSON KING, M.E., M.Sc, Professor of Experimental
Engineering.

CLARENCE B. SEAL, Professor of Textile Engineering.

JAMES FAYETTE CANNON, C.E., Professor of Industrial Educa-
tion.

GILBERT HILLHOUSE BOGGS. B.S., Ph.D.. Associate Professor of

Chemistry.

WILLIAM GILBERT PERRY. A.M.. Litt.D., Associate Professor of

English.
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WILLIAM VERNON SKILES, A.M., Associate Professor of Mathe-
matics.

DANIEL STANLEY ELLIOTT, A.M., Ph.D., Associate Professor of

Physics.

EDMOND WEYMON CAMP, B.S. in T.E., Associate Professor of

Textile Engineering; Assistant Director of Textiles.

CHARLES W. LYTLE, M.E., Associate Professor in Charge of Co-

ordination.

ROY DESMOND HUXLEY, iS.M., Eng.D., Associate Professor of

Electrical Engineering.

ALLAN BENTON MORTON, A.M., Assistant Professor of Mathe-

matics.

JAMES HERBERT GAILEY, B.S., M.S., in Arch., Assistant Pro-

fessor of Architecture.

JOHN LAURENCE DANIEL, M.A., Assistant Professor of Chemistry.

DAVID M. SMITH, Ph.D., Assistant Professor of Mathematics.

ROGER SHEPPARD HOWELL, B.S. in M.E., Assistant Professor

of Physics.

WILLIAM EMERA GODFREY, A.M., Assistant Professor of Physics.

CARLYLE PEEK, B.S. in Arch., Assistant Professor of Drawing.

JAMES ALSTON GROVES, Assistant Professor of Drawing.

ARTHUR HAMMOND ARMSTRONG, A.B., A.M., Acting Assistant

Professor of English.

CHARLES ALFRED JONES, B.S. in T.E., Instructor in Textile En-

gineering and Dyeing.

DAVID LESLIE STAMY, A.M., Instructor in Mathematics.

JAMES HUGH McKEE, A.M., Instructor in English.

JOSEPH A. CAMPOAMOR, M.A., Instructor in Modern Languages.

LESTER COLLINS FARRIS, A.M., Instructor in English.

ROBERT LAW LASLEY, A.M., Instructor in English.

ANTHONY A. GAVEY*, B.S., Instructor in Chemistry.

JOHN RUTHERFORD BYINGTON, C.P.A., Instructor in Commerce.
HAMILTON DOUGLAS, JR., A.B., LL.B., Ph.M., Instructor in Com-

merce.

CONNER T. JONES, B.C.S., Instructor in Commerce.
FRANK E. LOWENSTEHN, Instructor in Commerce.
ROBERT .GREGG'S, B.S. in M.E., Instructor in Commerce.
MRS. ANNIE T. WISE, B.C.S., Instructor in Commerce.
JAMES M. FRASER, B.C.S., Instructor in Commerce.
H. S. HILLEY, A.M., Ph.D., Instructor in Commerce.
ELZY CLIFFORD SHEMWELL, B.C.S., Instructor in Commerce.
FREDERICK L. A. EIOHELBERGER, B.S. in Ec, LL.B., Instruc-

tor in Commerce.

* Resigned
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ERNEST LINCOLN SCHWARTZ, S.B., Instructor in Electrical En-
gineering.

GEORGE ALTHOFF BINGLEY, A.M., Instructor in Mathematics.

HUBERT de GROFEUR SHAW, Ph.D., Instructor in Mathematics.

WALTER RYLANDER MATHIS, B.S., Instructor in Civil Engin-

eering.

AUGUSTUS FLEETWOOD ROLLER, A.B., Instructor in Chemistry.

REUBEN WINFIELD ALLEN, A.B., M.S., Instructor in Chemistry.

WILLIAM ROY MACKAY, S.B., Instructor in Physics.

HENRY FARROW WHITNER, B.S. in C.E., Instructor in Civil

Engineering.

EDWARD JAMES GILBERT, Instructor in Drawing.

ALVA I. GREEN, A.B., Instructor in Chemistry.

MORRIS LUTHER SHADBURN, B.S. in C.E., Instructor in High-

way Engineering.

DAVID ERNEST PHILPOT, Instructor in Textile Engineering.

JOHN ROY BRANDON, Instructor in Textile Engineering.

EDWARD BENBOW MARTINDALE, Principal Foreman; Foreman
of Machine Shop.

HORACE ALONZA THOMPSON, Foreman of Smith Shop.

WILLIAM VAN HOUTEN, Foreman of Foundry.
JOHN HENRY HENIKA, Foreman of Wood Shop.

WILLIAM FELDER GRIFFIN, Instructor in Machine Shop; Chief

Engineer.

HOMER HARLAN NORMAN, Instructor in Wood Shop.
HENRY PRINTUP, Instructor in Wood Shop.
JOSEPH WARREN PATILLO, Instructor in Wood Shop.
AUGUSTUS THEODORE PEACOCK, Instructor in Machine Shop.

STUDENT ASSISTANTS
C. L. ARMSBY, Architecture.

W. H. SAUNDERS, Experimental Engineering.
A. B. GREENE, JR., Experimental Engineering.
A. J. COLLINS, Experimental Engineering.
E. D. SLEDGE, Chemistry.
H. M. BURNHAM, Drawing.
STANDING COMMITTEFS OF THE FA(TLTV

The President is ex-officio a member of all standing committees.
Absences—Professors Perry, Morton and Seal.

Accredited Schools—Professors Branch, Field and Caldwell.
Athletics—Professors Crenshaw, Wallace and Elliott.

Buildings and Grounds—Professors Coon, Lowndes and F. P. Smith.
Committee on Standing—Professors Emerson. Wallace. Skiles and

Boggs.
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Courses of Study—Professors Emerson, Branch and Skiles.

Honor System—Professors Emerson, Wallace and Crenshaw.

Library—Professors Boggs, Perry and F. P. Smith.

Rules and Regulations—-Professors Emerson, Branch and Eldred.

Schedule Committee—Professors Branch, King and Watters.

Commencement Program—Professors Wallace, Crenshaw, Perry,

Skiles and Morton.

Student Activities—Professors Emerson, Wallace, Field, F. P. Smith

and Perry.

STUDENTS 1918-1919

Senior Class

County
Name or State

Adkins, T. B. Dooly

Alden, C. E. DeKalb
Baker, A. W. _____ Fulton

Bergen, C. W. _ _ _ _ Chatham
Betterton, P. M. Tennessee

Biggers, R. H. _ _ _ _ Newton
Blackwell, G. W. Fulton

Bohannon, J. N. _ _ N. Carolina

Bradley, F. B. _ _ _ _ Muscogee
Brewster, T. D. _ _ _ _ Coweta
Brittingham, T. H. Richmond
Bryan, F. S. _____ _ Greene

Burford, S. K. _ _ _ _ Florida

Carreker, J. F. _ _ _ _ _ Pike

Cobb, H. N. Fulton

Cole, T., Jr. _ _ _ _ Coweta
Cowan, F. A. _ _ _ _ Fulton

Crook, L. E., Jr. _ Mississippi

Crymble, A. C. _| _ Viirginia

Cutter, H. D. _ _ _ _ _ Bibb

Daniel, L. C. _ _ _ _ _ Fulton

Dickson, H. G. _ _ _ Morgan
Dowman, A. E., Jr. _ DeKalb
Duson, W. W. _ _ _ Louisiana

Frankel, J. S. _ _ _ _ Fulton

Frasuer, F. H. _ _ _ _ Crisp

Gill, L. M. _ _ _ _ _ DeKalb
Godard, W. W. _ _ _ _ Pike

Grady, H. W., Jr. _ _ Fulton

Griffith, R. S. _ _ _ Kentucky

County

Name or State

Gross, W. E. _ _ _ _ _ Muscogee
Hall, T. H. Bleckley

. Hanneman, J. F. _ _ _ _ Fulton

Herzog, M. A. _ _ _ _ _ Fulton

Hickenlooper, H. C. _ _ Florida

Hightower, J. T. _ _ _ _ Upson
Hill, A. B. Wilkes

Hirsch, H. I. _ _ _ _ Muscogee
Holliday, F. L. Wilkes

Hoist, B. B. Fulton

Houser, W. D. _ _ _ _ _ Perry

Howard, G. P., Jr. Fulton

Hucks, W. R. Fulton

Jackson, K. C. _ _ _ _ _ Fulton

Jcnes, G. L. _ _ _ _ _ Kansas
King, G. D. DeKalb
Kreis, J. W., Jr. Fulton

Kuniansky, M. _ _ _ _ _ Fulton

Lewin, H. H. _ _ _ _ _ Fulton

Lewis, A. S. _ _ _ _ _ Fulton

McEver, W. L. _ _ _ Habersham
McMurry, J. A. Fulton

MacKay, A. J. _ _ _ _ Florida

Markert, W. L. _ _ _ _ _ Crisp

Merriam, F. F. _ _ _ _ _ Fulton

N:chols, P. H. Fulton

Owens, F. C. _ _ _ _ _ Fulton

Paisley, J. K. Fulton

barker, W. A., Jr. _ _ _ Fulton

Pattillo, L. B. Gwinnett
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Powell, H. J. Jasper

Prather, P. _____ _ Pickens

J 'ugh, G. W., Jr. Stewart

Pund, E. E. _ _ _ _ Richmond
Richards, H. L. _ _ _ _ Florida

Robinson, W. W. _ _ _ Alabama
Rogers, J. C. _ _ _ _ Tennessee

Ruggles, C. A. _ _ _ _ DeKalb
Sanders, R. G. _ _ _ _ _ Texas

launders, W. H. _ _ _ Thomas
Scarbrough, H. E. _ _ _ Clayton

Scharff, D. L. _ _ _ Mississippi

Scott, F. W. Fulton

Semmes, T. J. _ _ _ _ Tennessee

Simmons, J. H. _ _ _ _ Fulton

Simon, C. H. Fulton

Skeen, J. H. Tift

Smith, C. P. _ _ _ _ _ Newton
Smith, W. D. Fulton

Souza, F. X. _ _ _ S. America
Strauss, B. _ _ _ _ New York
Thornton, G. _ _ _ _ _ Virginia

Wallis, L. E. Elbert

White, D. A. Butts

Wilcox, W. A. Ben Hill

Williams, B. B. _ _ _ _ _ Jones

Williams, T. B. _ _ _ Sumter
Wise, R. J. _____ _ Greene

Young, W. G. _ _ _ _ Mcintosh

Zacharias, E. G. _ _ _ _ Decatur

Cooperatives

Curtis, T. R. _ _ _ _ Tennessee

Davis, H. C, Jr. _ _ _ _ Sumter

Junior

Ackley, F. R. Fulton

Adams, S. T. Elbert

Aichel, C. G. _ _ _ S. Carolina

Anderson, L. E. _ _ _ _ Tattnall

Ansley, G. E. _ _ _ _ _ Sumter
Arnall, H. C. _ _ _ _ _ Coweta
Arnold, S. R. _ _ _ _ _ F'ulton

Askew, B. S. _ _ _ _ _ Coweta
Ballard, E. D. _ _ _ _ _ Jasper

Bassarrate, O. _____ _ Cuba
Battle, W. W. Muscogee
Beall, R. A. _ _ _ _ _ Richmond
Bee, E. S. _ _ _ _ _ Mississippi

Betts, R. B. Floyd

Bewick, R. H. Fulton

Blair, A. Bibb

Bo'bbitt, G. L. N. Carolina

Bond, C. F. Sumter
Boughton, S. P. _ _ _ _ Morgan
Bowen, A. S. _ _ _ _ _ Walker
Brennan, J. C. _ _ _ _ Chatham
Brimberry, W. H. _ _ Jefferson

Brown, G. S. DeKalb
Brown, J. W. _____ Jefferson

Hardin, R. W. Fulton

Smith, W. E. Pike

Class

Brumby, L. R. _ _ _ _ _ Cobb
Bucknell, W. H. _ Fulton

Busch, L. R. _ _ _ _ _ Laurens
Carr, J. L. _____ _ Alabama
Carter, J. H. _____ _ Florida

Cockrill, S. B. _ _ _ _ Tennessee

Colley, T. N. _ _ Coweta
Conoley, J. J. Fulton

Crumley, H. L. _ _ _ _ _ Fulton

Dawson, L. Y., Jr. _ S. Carolina

drNeergaard, C. G. _ N. Carolina

Douglas, P. M. Talbot

Dowling, J. H. _ _ _ _ _ Fulton

Doyal, R. L. _ _ _ _ _ Fulton

Dunlap, E. F. _ _ _ _ _ F'ulton

Elam, L. P. _____ _ Lincoln

Enloe, R. Fulton

Ferst, F. W. Chatham
Fletcher, R. M. _ _ _ _ _ Butts

Fluker, W. T. _ _ _ _ McDuffie

Frankum, J. B. _ _ _ _ Franklin

F'raser, G. R. _ _ _ _ _ Fulton

Garrett, H. O. _ _ _ Muscogee
Fincher. W. E. _ _ _ _ Fulton
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Genovar, W. P. _ _ _ _ Florida

Gessner, F. B. _ _ _ _ Louisiana

Gibson, G. H. _ _ _ _ Richmond
Giddens, P. H. Muscogee
Girard, P. M. _ _ _ _ Louisiana

Glisson, W. R. Bibb
Gooch, R. _______ Putnam
Gorham, J. M. _ _ _ _ Pickens
Guess, S. Y. _ Fulton
Guy, E. H. S. Carolina
Havis, E. H Fulton
Kawes, W. L. _ Fulton
Haynsworth, H. J. _ S. Carolina
Heath, J. M. Talbot
flilley, R. D. Cobb
Hillhouse, R. M. _ _ _ Worth
Ilinde, J. P. Fulton
Hitt, A. S. Clayton
Holleman, E. DeKalb
Hudgins, B. B. Fulton
Hughes, H. H. DeKalb
Humphrey, D. G. Fulton
Irgram, L. C. Coweta
Jarrard, B. H. Pi:kens
Jerger, W. D. Thomas
Jones, F. H. Fulton
Kaplan, B. W. Fulton
Keen, J. V. Florida
Kent, L. F. Cobb
King, R. L. _ Fulton
LeCraw, R. V. Fulton
Lefkoff, I. Fulton
Lester, G. N. d. of C.
Limbaugh, H. B. Florida
Link, E. C. _ Fulton
MacDonald, Jas. _ _ Mississippi
Manget, H. F. _ Fulton
Mann, R. A. Ben Hill
Manning, G. E. Richmond
Manning, L. J. Florida
Mason, J. W. Fulton
Mathewson, J. H. Fulton
McCash, P. K. Fulton
McCleskey, J. M. Cobb
Mclver, D. Fulton

MtfMath, H. Muscogee
McNeice, R. D. _ _ _ _ _ Upson
McPherson, CM. Fulton

Mercer, W. G. Terrell

Merry, E. R. Fulton

Milner, S. W. Fulton

Minyard, J. P. _ _ _ Mississippi

Moise, H. _______ Fulton

Nelms, J. B. _______ Hart

Xesbit, M. M. _ _ _ _ Gwinnett

Newton, R. B. Bibb

No-well, E. M. Walton
Oldknow, O. S. _ _ _ _ Fulton

Orlow, H. Lowndes
Parramore, R. L. _ _ Lowndes
Pearsall. L. M. _ _ _ _ _ Ware
Phillips, G. D. _ _ W. Virginia

Pittman, W. O. _ _ _ _ Jackson

Pollard, L. W. Fulton

Pollard, W. R. Fulton

Powers, H. C. _ _ _ _ Chatham
Pruitt, F. O. Upson
Puckhaher, F. H. _ S. Carolina

Pye, J. C. Upson
Raine, G. B. _____ _ Fulton

Ramey, G. W., Jr. Fulton

Reece, W. R. Floyd

Reese, W. M., Jr. _ _ Randolph
Roberts, M. L. _ _ _ _ Emanuel
Robinson, J. M. _ _ _ _ Macon
Rodgers, R. M. _ _ _ _ Sumter
Rodriguez, B. _ _ _ _ _ Mexico

Rowland, G. W. Burke
Russell, F. L. _ _ _ _ _ Fulton

Rutherford, W. A. _ Tennessee

Ryan, R. R. _ _ Kansas

Ryder, E. A. Muscogee

Rylander, A. Sumter

Sanford, D. B. _ _ _ _ Baldwin

Schofield. C. H. Bibb

i^eanor, P. B. Ben Hill

Sheffield, F., Jr. Sumter

Sheffield, I. M., Jr. Fulton

Shelverton, W. L. _ _ _ Wilkes

Sherlock, C. J. _ _ _ _ Sumter
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Simpson, W. F. _ _ _ _ Fulton

Sledge, E. D. Clarke

Smith, B. F. Elbert

Smith, I. H. _ _ _ _ _ Newton
Smith, J. L. _____ _ Newton
Sommerfield, A. W. _ _ _ Fulton

Svtanfield, J. H. _ _ _ Tennessee

Stearns, H. L. _ _ _ _ _ Fulton

Stevens, L. T. _ _ _ _ _ Fulton

Tanner, W. M. Gwinnett

Thomason, G. A. _ _ _ _ Clarke

Vickers, J. H. Bibb

Wallace, S. S., Jr Fulton

Ward, C. M. Wayne
Ward, J. A. _____ _ Wayne
Wayt, B. D. Fulton

Wayt, J. A. Fulton

Weaver, J. A. _ _ _ _ _ Florida

Wells, W. S. Walton
Wender, I. H. _ _ _ _ _ Fulton

Wheeler, M. L. _ _ _ _ Greene

White, C. H. _ _ _ _ _ Fulton

White, D. H. Fulton

Whitner, Jos. _____ Fulton

Whittenberg, J. W. _ _ DeKalb
Wikle, J. R. Fulton

Wilkinson, F. S. _ _ _ _ Coweta
Wiliingham, P. B. _ _ Stephens

Wilson, C. B. _ _ _ _ _ Jackson

Wimberly, M. S. Clay

Wood, T. L. _ _ _ _ Washington
Woods, R. W. Fulton

/erbst, A. F. Fulton

Allen, T. J. Fulton

Almand, J. H. _ _ _ _ Rockdale

Almond, G. L. _ Elbert

Alsup R. W. _____ Tennessee

Amis, T. B. _ _ _ _ _ Coweta
Anderson, A. S. _ _ _ _ Wilkes

Anderson, J. E. _ _ _ Tennessee

Anderson, P. H. _ _ S. Carolina

Ansley, E. P. _ _ _ Fulton

Armbrecht, C. P. _ _ _ Alabama
-Armistead, J. W, _ _ _ Fulton

Armstrong, R. H. _ _ _ _ Fulton

Arnold, J. Y. _ _ _ _ _ Elbert

Anbury, F. L. Habersham
Atteberry, W. _ _ _ _ Louisiana

Awtrey, B. S. Cobb
Baker, P. W. _ _ _ _ Kentucky
Parker, W. R. Hall

Barnard, J. D. _ _ _ _ _ Fulton

Barnes, M. ______ _ Fulton

Barry, A. F. _____ _ Fulton

Bell, H. I. Fulton

Bell, R. P. Virginia

Plate, M. V. _ _ _ _ Dougherty
B'.eckley, S. C. _ _ _ Habersham
Boone, C. H. _ _ _ _ _ Coweta

Sophomore Class

Booth, W. W. Fulton

Bottorff, H. R. _ _ _ _ Arkansas

Bradfield, J. R. Telfair

Bradford, R. J. _ _ _ _ Fulton

Branch, W. H. Randolph
Brock, H. B. _ _ _ _ _ Alabama
Brooks, W. P. _ _ _ _ Chatham
Browne, G. Y. _ _ _ _ Putnam
Bryan, E. W. _ _ _ Mississippi

Bryan, J. E. Butts

Burkhart, W. H. Ben Hill

Burnham, H. M. _ _ _ Chatham
Caffey, L. W., Jr. Fulton

Calhoun, A. B. Fulton

Carnes, E. M. _ _ _ Cobb
Carson, C. C. _ _ _ _ _ Jackson

Carson, H. D. DeKalb
Cassady, E. V. _ _ _ _ Fulton

Cate, H. C. _____ _ Texas

Cater, P. F. _____ _ Monroe
Cherry, C. W. D. of C.

Childs, J. W. Fulton

Clein, M. L. _____ _ Fulton

Clifton. W. L. Polk

Colburn. W. C. Thomas
Cole, I. M. _____ _ Coweta
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Cole, J. H. Fulton

Cook, C. E. Fulton

Cook, J .V. _ _ _ _ _ Kentucky
Cooper, J. M. _____ _ Fulton

Cordes, A. W., Jr. Chatham
Cox, N. P. Fulton

Cramer, S. _______ Carroll

Culler, F. I. _ _ _ S. Carolina

Curry, W. H. _ _ _ _ Mitchell

Daniel, H. N. _____ _ Evans
Darling, C. L. _ _ _ _ _ Ware
Davis, V. L. _ _ _ _ _ Jackson

Denton, D. W. Fulton

DesPortes, C. J. _ _ Muscogee
Dickens, G. F. _ _ _ _ -Hancock
Dillard, A. J. _ _ _ _S. Carolina

Dixon, L. M. _ _ _ _ _ Fulton

Duggan, H. _____ _ Fulton

Dunbar, C. B. _ _ _ _ Richmond
Duncan, J. R. _ _ _ _ _ Dooly
Duncan, L. P. _ _ _ _ Houston
Dunwoody, R. G., Jr. _ _ Fulton

DuPree, J. T. _ _ _ _ Louisiana

Dyal, J. O. _____ _ Camden
Earnest, J. D. _ _ _ Tennessee

Eastman, E. M. _ _ _ _ Fulton

Edwards, J. T. _ _ _ _ Fayette

Edwards, S. B. Clarke

Evans, I. C. _ _ _ _ _ Clayton

Fleming, 3. T. _ _ _ Richmond
Flinn, E. _______ Fulton
Fox, M. P. Terrell

Fuller, W. M. Cobb
Garlington, T. R. Floyd
Garrison, S. W. _ _ _ _ Coweta
George, W. E. _ _ _ Tennessee
Gilbert, S. P., Jr. _ _ Muscogee
Gordon, M. O. _ _ _ _ _ Gordon
Gordon, W. H. _ _ _ _ Fulton

Greene, A. D. _ _ _ _ _ Thomas
Green, E. C. Fulton

Greene, M. C. _ _ _ _ _ Gordon
Grobli, W. G. Fulton

Grossman, A. _ _ _ _ Richmond
Guyon, J. N. _ _ _ _ N. Mexico

Hall, J. L. Fulton

Hall, M. S. Fulton

Hamlett, J. E. Fulton

Harbaugh, L. R. _ _ _ Florida

Harris, S. H. _ _ _ _ _ Carroll

Harty, A. _____ _ Chatham
Harwell, R. L. _ _ _ _ Fulton

Haskell, A. W. - Alabama
Hassell, F. L. _ _ _ _ _ Brooks

Hassler, F. K. Whitfield

Hasson, J. W. _ _ _ _ Cherokee

Hawes, A. L. Elbert

Hawkins, H. M. Fulton

Hays, C. S. Bibb

Herbig, H. F. _ Fulton

Herndon, W. H. _ _ S. Carolina

Herring, T. F. Dooly

Hill, W. J., Jr. Sumter

Hill, W. S. Mitchell

Hirleman, G. W. Fulton

Hite H. H. Kentucky

Holcomb, B. M. Fulton

Hooker, S. D. _ _ _ N. Carolina

Hopkins, F. J. Butts

House, T.'-D. Fulton

Howell, A. S. Greene

Hoxsey, J. M. B., Jr. _ _ Fulton

Hunt, W. W., Jr. _ _ Muscogee

Hutcheson, R. H. _ _ _ Douglas

Hyer, B. W. Fulton

Hyers, W. K. Florida

Jacobs, H. L. _ _ _ _ _ Barrow

James, A. E. _ _ _ N. Carolina

Johnson, J. M. _ _ _ _ Sumter

Johnson, R. C. _ _ _ _ Sumter

Jones, iC. M. _ _ _ _ _ Fulton

Jones, G. P. Bibb

Jones, J. B. Fulton

Kahrs, H. D. _ _ _ _ Richmond
Kellam, J. F. _ Fulton

Khoury, M. A. _ _ _ _ _ Dodge

Kinnebrew, E. R N. Carolina

Kinnebrew, T. _ _ _ _ Fulton

Knapp, W. A. _ _ _ _ Thomas
Kollock, P. M. Fulton
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Kratzer, J. B. _ _ _ Mississippi

Kruse, J. R. - - - - - Fulton

Leeper, R. F. Arkansas

Lowndes, R. I., Jr. _N. Carolina

Lunsford, R. C. Cobb

Lynch, R. E. Putnam

Lyndon, W. S. - Wilkes

Maddox, H. E., Jr. - - DeKalb

Manget, V. Fulton

Markert, A. P. S. Carolina

Marsh, S. T. S. Carolina

Mason, W. P. Kansas

McCorkle, J. M. Fulton

McCrory, H. S. Schley

McCullough, J. W. _ _ Arkansas

McDonough, J. H. DeKalb

McGinnis, C. A., Jr. _ _ Fulton

McNeill, W. A. Sumter

Methvin, C. M., Jr. Dodge

Miller, J. O. Fulton

Mitchell, R. L. _ _ N. Carolina

Moore, D. C. Fulton

Moore, H. C, Jr. DeKalb

Moss, T. S Clarke

Mullins, C. H. Bleckley

Murray, S. E. _ _ _ _ Spalding

Nicolas, A. R. Chatham

Nuckolls, T. J. _ _ _ Muscogee

Ortiz, S. F. Brazil

Parsons, E. D. _ _ _ Tennessee

Parsons, W. N. _ Pulaski

Passmore, C. C. _ _ _ Lowndes

Pate, R. C. Fulton

Phillips, D. W. Florida

Powell, J. R. _ _ _ _ -Lowndes
Prescott, T. S. DeKalb

Prieto, F. G. _ _ _ C. America

Ravenel, T. C. Fulton

Reid, R. L. Fulton

Rice, D. D. _____ _ Louisiana

Robinson, J. W. _ _ -Richmond
Robinson, W. A. Richmond
Rosolio, L. _____ _ Thomas
Sault, S. C. Fulton

Schenck, J. W. _ _ N. Carolina

Schley, H. M. Chatham
Scott, R. H. Fulton

Self, T. C. Virginia

Settle, J. V. _ _ _ _ _ Barrow
Shepherd, J. O. DeKalb
Sampson, S. S. _ _ _ _ _ Fulton

Smith, C. B. _ _ _ _ _ Barrow
Smith, T. W., Jr. Muscogee
Smith, W. T. Washington
Spivey, J. G. _ _ _ _ _ Putnam
Srakely, W. N. _ _ _ _ Alabama
Stokes, H. G. Texas

Taber, A. R. S. Carolina

Taylor, E. L. Pike

Tennent, T. H. Fulton

Terrell, J. W. Butts

Thomas, E. F. _ _ _ Mississippi

Thomas, P. C. S. Carolina

Thompson, F. W. _ _ _ Newton
Tolbert, G. V. Texas

Torrence, C. K. Fulton

Trawick, G. T. Hancock
Turner, G. B. _ Fulton

Twitty, T. E. _ _ _ _ Mitchell

Upshaw, H. T. _ _ _ _ _ Douglas

Vandegrift, J. H. _ _ _ Florida

Viener, R. _ _ _ _ _ -Mississippi

Walker, J. W., Jr. _ _ Fulton

Wallis, L. D. _ _ _ _ _ Sumter
Ward, T. H. _ _ _ _ _ Virginia

Watkins, R. F. _ _ _ _ DeKalb
Watson, R. O. _ _ _ Randolph
Webb, B. F. Sumter
Weiss, R. G. _ _ _ _ _ Fulton

Weldon, F., Jr. _ _ _ _ Fulton

Weston, C. W. _ _ Mississippi

Weston, T. P. _ Fulton

Wheelock, F. H. _ _ _ Tennessee

Whelchel, C. C. _ _ _ Madison
Whitley, W. R. _ _ _ _ Warren
Whittaker, A. D.. Jr. _ _ Fulton

Wilcox, H. T. Elbert

Wilder, J. B. _____ _ Bibb

Willingham. R. T. _ _ _ Cobb
Wilson, J. G. _ _ _ _ _ Glynn
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Wilson, M. P. Fulton

Wooten, J. M. _ _ _ _ Randolph
Ya.es, T. A. Walker

Yorke, F. R. _ _ _ N| Carolina

Young, C. C. _ _ _ _ X. Carolina

Young, C E., Jr. _ _ _ Florida

Freshman Class

Abreu, D. ________ Brazil

Acheson, S. _______ Texas

Adair, P. _______ Fulton

Adams, C. C. _ _ _ _ _ Fulton

Adams, E. F. _ _ _ _ _ Newton
Adams, J. Q. _ _ _ _ Oklahoma
Aiken, K. L. _____ _ Fulton

Akers, F. M., Jr. Fulton

Albea, A. M. , S. Carolina

Allen, E. W. _ _ _ _ Hancock
Allen, H. B. Clinch

Allen, H. . Florida

Ailing, R. W. _ _ _ _ _ Fulton

Allman, F. L. _ _ _ _ _ Stephens

Allman, R. M. _ _ _ _ Stephens

Almond, E. P. _ _ _ _ _ Elbert

Alscbrook, G. D. _ _ _ _ Fulton

Anderson, G. D. _ _ _ _ _ Cobb
Anderson, X. _____ _ Texas

Arant, C. G. DeKalb
Argo, H. B. _ _ _ _ _ Richmond
Arnold, S. E. _ _ _ _ _ Fulton

Arnold, W. C. Fulton

Asbury, J. W. _ _ _ Habersham
Ashby, H. K. _ _ _ _ _ Fulton

Ash'by, J. L. _ _ _ _ X. Carolina

Astin, J. W. _____ _ Fulion

Atteberry, J. G. _ _ _ Louisiana

Auld, G. D. Elbert

Aycock, J. A. _ _ _ _ Meriwether
Bailey, E. O. Tennessee
Bailev, X. H. Spalding

Raker, E. M., Jr. _ _ _ Chatham
Raker, F. W. X. Carolina

Baver, J. T. Pike

BaVer, W. A. _ _ _ _ Mississippi

Rales. H. O. _ _ _ _ _ Arkansas
P.;irr:e. R. H. _ _ _ _ _ Coweta
Bnrlulull, T. H. _ Florida

Barker, J. H. _ _ _ _ _ Fulton

Barnett, J. H. _ _ _ _ _ Jackson

Barnett, P. G. Wilkes

Barnett, S. F. Carroll

Barnhardt, T. M., Jr. X. Carolina

Barnum, W. B. _ _ _ _ Stewart

Barron, D. I. _ _ _ Habersham
Basarrate, A. _____ _ Cuba
Baskin, J. P. _,__'_ _ Carroll

Baumgardner, H. L. Washington
Baxley, A. W. Chatham
Baynard, J. S. _____ _ Bibb

Beall, D. _ _ X. Carolina

Bearden, C. B., Jr. _ _ Fulton

Beasley, A. E. _ _ _ _ _ Florida

Bell, J. M. Colquitt

Bell, S. J., Jr. %_ _ _ _ Fulton

Rennet, L. J. _ _ _ _ _ Glynn

Berry, C. R. _ _ _ _ _ Mississippi

Berry, M. O., Jr. _ _ _ Muscogee
Berry, W. F. _ _ _ _ Arkansas

Berryhill, W. R. _ _ X. Carolina

Bethea, J. P. _ _ _ _ S. Carolina

Beverly, W. _____ Virginia

Billings, X. A. _ _ _ _ Louisiana

Blanton, C. S. _ _ _ _ Tennessee

Bohannon, W. H. _ _ _ Coweta
Cooker, A. J. _____ _ Troup
Bowles, J. F., Jr. _ _ X. Carolina

Bowyer, F. L. _ _ _ _ Florida

Bozarth, W. F. _ _ _ _ Virginia

Bozeman, F. B. _ _ _ S. Carolina

Bradley, H. G. Fulton

Brandon, H. J. _ _ _ _ _ Hall

Rrantley, G. W. _ _ _ _ Brooks

Brash. J. E. _____ _ Florida

Bratton, A. _____ _ Xebraska
Brr-zelton. C. M. _ _ Texas

Brenizer, L. C. _ _ _ _ _ Texas

Brewton, B. H. Tattnall

Bricken, W. W. _ _ _ _ Fulton
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Brock, O. S. Polk

Brock, W. P. _ _ _ _ Meriwether

Biogdon, G. L. _ _ _ _ Gwinnett

Brooks, H. O. Colquitt

Brooks, J. W. DeKalb
Brooks, W. A. _ _ _ _ _ Dooly

Brown, A. P., Jr. Fulton

Brown, G. R. _____ _ Texas

Brown, J. D
t
_ _ _ _ _ Bleckley-

Brown, R. W. _ _ _ _ _ Baldwin

Brown, W. W. Morgon
Browne, T. H. _ _ _ _ _ Texas

Broyles, C. J., Jr. _ _ Tennessee

Bruce, W. M., Jr. Arkansas
Brunson, L. L. _ _ _ S. Carolina

Bullock, E. W. _ _ _ _ Dodge
Burkhalter, R. G. _ _ _ Floyd

Burns, W. C. Florida

Butler, C. B. _ _ _ _ Muscogee
Butler, W. W. J. Fulton

Butt, C. H. _ _• Fulton

Butterworth, E. F. Bibb

Byrd, J. E. Bullock

Camp, L. K. _ _ _ _ _ Muscogee
Camp, R. C. _ _ _ _ _ Stephens

Campbell, W. W. Fulton

Cannon, G. M. Whitfield

Canova, F. A. _ _ _ _ _ Florida

Carpenter, H. O. _ _ X. Carolina

Carriere, J. G., Jr. _ _ Louisiana

Carter, O. H. _ _ _ _ _ Sumter
Carter, T. F. _ _ _ _ _ Stewart

Cary, C. W. _ _ _ _ _ Hancock
Chastain, R. A. _ _ Meriwether
Cheves, R. B. _ _ Bibb

Clark, C. J. _ _ _ _ _ Sumter
Clegg, P. C, Jr. Crisp

Clements, D. M. _ _ _ _ Dodge
Cleveland, L. O. Elbert

Cobb, F. R. _____ _ Texas
Cochran. A. B. _ _ _ _ Mitchell

Cochran, W. B., Jr. _ _ Thomas
Cohen. L. ______ _ Newton
Cole, R. D., Ill Coweta
Coleman, C. S. _ Tennessee

Coleman, F. B. _ _ _ _ Fulton

Collat, E. _____ _ Chatham
Collins, J. J. _ _ _ _ _ Chatham
Cone, B. _____ N. Carolina

Comfort, D. _____ _ Cobb
Conrad, J. E. _ N. Carolina

Contois, R. M. _ _ _ _ Louisiana

Connally, L. P. M. _ _ _ Fulton

Cooper, L. J. _ _ _ _ _ Jackson
Cornwell, J. I. _ _ _ _ _ Texas

Covington, G. C, Jr. _ Kentucky
Cox, J. C. Hall

Cox, W. F. _ _ _ _ Meriwether
Cox, W. M. Texas
Cox, Wm. T. _ Oklahoma
Cox, Willoughby T. _ _ Florida

Craig, A. B. _ _ _ _ Dougherty
Creighton, G. J. _ _ _ _ Sumt»?
Cronk, J. A. _ _ _ _ _ Chatham
Currie, W. D. _ _ _ Montgomery
Dahnke, H. _ _ _ _ Tennessee
Darsey, A. L. _ _ _ _ _ Decatur
Daugherty, L. L., Jr. _ Lowndes
Davidson, C. L. _ _ _ Tennessee
Davidson, J. M. _ _ Mississippi

Davidson, S. _____ _ Troupe
Davis, F. C. _____ _ Tift

Davis, F. E. _____ _ Fulton
Davis, G. A. _ _ _ Kansas
Davis, H. G. Tift

Davis, O. G. _ _ _ _ _ Fulton
Day, A. M. Coffee

Deadwyler, C. L. _ _ _ _ Elbert

Dearing, J. P. Mississippi

deDiego, A. ______ _ Cuba
Deihl, C. A. Fulton
Denmark, E. R. _ _ _ _ Brooks
Dennis, R. N. _ _ _ _ _ Fulton

Dillard, J. P. _____ _ Texas
Dismuke, W. H. _ _ _ Muscogee
Dobbins, W. E., Jr. Fulton

Dobbs, S. C. _ _ _ _ _ DeKalb
Dodenhoff, W. _ _ _ N. Carolina

Dorr, F. J. _ _ _ _ _ Richmond
Dozier, W. E. MoDufne
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Dubose, H. I. _____ _ Fulton

Dudley, C. H., Jr. _ _ _ Glynn

Duson, H. T. _ _ _ _ Louisiana

Egbert, W. U. Kansas

Ehrlick, B. M. _ _ _ _ Emanuel
Ehrlick, L. _____ _ Emanuel
Elder, M. H. Fulton

Elkan, S. A. Bibb

Elliott, J. M. S. Carolina

Elliott, R. H. Rockdale

Elyea, CD. Fulton

Engle, A. B. _ _ _ _ Tennessee

Erickson, J. E. Louisiana

Estes, W. E., Jr. _ _ _ Alabama
Eubanks, G. F., Jr. Fulton

Evans, C. A. _ _ _ _ Richmond
Ewing, L. D. _ _ _ _ Gwinnett

Fahnestock, T. V. _ _ S. Carolina

Fenner, R. J. _ _ _ _ Tennessee

Field, W. U. _ _ _ New Jersey

Fielden, W. C. Polk

Fincher, J. T. Fulton

Fisher, S. W. _ _ _ _ _ Texas

Fite, R. V. _____ _ Texas

Fitts, L. D. _ Whitfield

Flowers, A. R., Jr. _ S. Carolina

Fordham, J. A. _ _ _ Laurens

Fort, J. A., Jr. Early

Foster, J. F. _ _ _ _ Louisiana

Fouche, D. D. _ _ _ _ _ Crisp

Francis, J. S., Jr. Rockdale

Frankum, J. L. Franklin

Frazer, R. L. _ _ _ _ Ben Hill

Freeman, J. R. _ _ _ _ Texas

Funderburk, C. B. _ _ _ Florida

Gaboury, M. N. Alabama
Gaines, H. L. Hall

George, J. M. S. Carolina

George, R. L. _ _ _ _ Arkansas

Getzen, J. E. _ _ _ _ Jackson

Gibson, C. E. _ _ _ _ Thomas
Gilbert, J. H. _ _ _ _ Tennessee

Gillespie, C. R. _ _ _ Alabama
Gleckler, J. D. _ _ _ _ _ Texas

Goldman, Jos. _ _ _ _ Stephens

Gorrill, G. A. _ _ _ _ _ Kansas
Granger, H., Jr. _ _ _ Chatham
Granger, H. G., Jr. _ _ _ Fulton
Granger, W. B. _ _ Fulton

Grant, E. E. _____ _ Bibb

Gray, H. H. _ Carroll

Graydon, E. L., Jr. _ _ _ Fulton

Greene, A. E. _ _ _ _ _ Jones

Greene, D., Jr. _ _ _ Alabama
Greene, G. M. _____ Texas

Greer, W. E. _ _ _ _ _ Gwinnett

Gregory, L. O. _ _ _ N. Carolina

Griffin, B. E. Coffee

Griffin, N. L. Whitfield

Gruber, A. M. _ _ _ _ Chatham
Guill, R. A. _ _ _ _ _ Hancock
Gunnels, W. W. _ _ Dougherty
Hailey, N. L. _____ _ Hart

Hamilton, L. E. _ _ _ _ _ Texas

Hamrick, R. M. _ _ _ _ Bartow
Hancock, H. D. % _ _ _ Chatham
Hancock, J. M. _ _ _ _ _ Texas

Hardeman, F. S. _ _ _ _ _ Bibb

Harland, J. W., Jr. Fulton

Harris, R. D. _____ _ Crisp

Harrison, F. _ _ _ _ _ Florida

Harrison, R. L. _ _ _ _ _ Fulton

Haulbrook, K. S. _ _ _ _ Banks
Havis, H. C. _ _ _ _ Mississippi

Hayes, T. S. Elbert

Hendricks, C. F. _ _ N. Carolina

Henry, J. S. _ _ _ _ _ Tennessee

Herin, T. D. _ _ _ _ .Florida

Herman, H. L. _ _ _ Richmond
Heyward, E. B. _ _ Habersham
Hickenlooper, H. T. _ _ Florida

Hill, B. H., Jr. Fulton

Hill, B. J. _ _ _ _ Dougherty

Hill, J. McC, Jr. _ _ Muscogee

Hills, H. A. Cobb
Hines, E. W. _ _ _ _ _ Baldwin

Hodges, A. F. Sumter

Hodgson, R. P. DeKalb

Hodnett, H. J. Troupe

Hoffman, G. F. Chatham
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Holbert, H. G. Cherokee

Hollingsworth, E. L. _ Rockdale

Holmes, J. C. Meriwether

Holmes, S. G. _ _ _ _ Hancock
Holt, W. K. Gwinnett

Holton, R. B. Mitchell

Koran, J. E. Whitfield

Hornady, J. M. Virginia

Home, J. E. _____ _ Pike

Home, T. E. _ _ _ _ _ Sumter

Korsley, J. C. _ _ _ _ Troupe

House, W. L. _ _ _ _ Douglas

Houser, R. P. _ _ _ _ Houston

Howard, L. M. Screven

Howard, O. T. _ Muscogee

Howden, F. D. _ _ _ _ Chatham
Howell, E. H. Fulton

Hubert, H. B. Warren
Hudgens, J. N., Jr. _ S. Carolina

Hudgins, H. C, Jr. _ _ _ Cobb

Hudson, W. _ _ *. _ _ McDuffie

Huffaker, B. E. _ _ _ _ Florida

Huffines, R. D. _ Texas

Hughens, J. _____ _ Fulton

Hughes, J. W. Fulton

Hughlett, J. M. _ _ _ _ Newton
Huguley, G. A., Jr. _ _ Troupe

Hunt, E. E. _____ _ Penn
Husband, E. W. _ _ _ _ Kansas
Inglis, J. L. _ _ _ _ _ Alabama
Ingram, J. W. _ _ _ _ Coweta
Isbell, G. R. _ _ _ _ _ Alabama
Isbell, J. H. _ _ _ _ _ Alabama
Jackson, G*. A. _ _ _ _ _ Bibb

Jackson, T. H. _ _ _ _ _ Clarke

Jackson, W. H. _ _ N. Carolina

Jamison, R. P. _ _ N. Carolina

Janes, B. C. _____ _ Texas
Janson, J. H. _ _ _ _ _ Fulton

Jernigan, W. M. _ _ _ Hancock
Jervis, J. R. _ _ _ _ _ Florida

Johnson, Francis C. _ _ Fulton

Johnson, Frank C, Jr. Tennessee
Johnson, H. R. _ _ _ Tennessee

Johnson, K. G. _ _ _ Haralson

Johnson, T. C. _ _ _ _ Coweta
Johnson, T. L. _ _ _ _ DeKalb
Johnston, R. A. _ _ N. Carolina

Jones, C. E. _ _ _ _ _ Alabama
Jones, C. L. _ _ _ _ _ Kansas
Jones, C. P., Jr. _ _ _ _ Texas

Jones, G. W. _____ Missouri

Jones, J. C. _ _ _ _ Tennessee
Jones, J. P. _____ _ Florida

Jones, R. T. _ _ _ _ _ DeKalb
Jones, W. H. S. Carolina

Jordan, C. D. _ _ _ _ Muscogee
Justus, H. D. _ _ _ _ _ Rabun
Kalish, D. M. _____ Fulton
Keeton, R. C. _ _ _ _ _ Fulton

Keller, H. K. 1 _ Florida

Kelly, R. J. _ _ _ _ _ Jackson

Kenney, A. S. M. _ _ N.Carolina

Kerr, D. S. _ _ _ _ N. Carolina

Kessler, D. M. _ _ _ _ _ Bibb

Khoury, G. R. _ _ _ _ _ Dodge
Kibler, D. D. _ _ _ _ _ Florida

Kickliter, J. F., Jr. _ _ Florida

Kidd, J. P. _ _ Coweta
Kight. T. Bibb

Killen, J. R., Jr. _ _ _ _ Bibb

Kimbrough, H. S. _ _ Mississippi

King, H. A. _ _ _ _ _ Jefferson

King, L. J. _____ _ Carroll

Kinnebrew. W. O. _ _ _ Fulton

Kinney, W. O., Jr. Bibb

Kirkwood, T. A. _ _ S. Carolina

Knighton, J. H. _ _ _ Randolph
Kohlruss, C. F., Jr. _ Richmond
Kyle, B. E. _____ _ Texas

Kyle, W. W. Texas

Lamar, L. H. _ _ _ _ Richmond
Lankeman. M. J. _ _ _ Chatham
Lasseter, K. C. _ _ _ _ Florida

Lathem, L. P. _ _ _ _ _ Hall

Lathem, O. P. _ _ _ _ _ Hall

Law, F. _______ Fulton

Lawrence, C. E. _ _ _ _ Upson
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Leas, W. __. . _ _ _ _ Fulton

Lee, R. I. _____ _ Richmond
Lengnick, E. E., Jr. _ S. Carolina

Lester, C. H. _____ _ Texas

Levey, H. N. _ _ _ _ _ Florida

Levi, J. S. _____ _ Chatham
Levy, L. R. _ _ _ _ _ Chatham
Lewis, J. O., Jr. _ _ _ _ Brooks

Lillard, W. P. Kentucky
Lilliott, R. B., Jr. Telfair

Linen, W. E. Butts

Lineberger, A. G., Jr. N. Carolina

Lipman, R. M. Fulton

Little, A. P. _ _ _ _ _ Fulton

Little, F. Q. _ _ _ _ _ Jackson

Littlefield, W. L. _ _ Kentucky
Locke, J. P. _ _ _ _ _ Virginia

Longino, T. C. _ _ _ _ _ Fulton

Looper, G. L. Whitfield

Lord, A. ______ N. Carolina

Lowe, F. E. _____ _ Bibb

Lowry, A. B. _ _ _ _ _ Fulton

Lyle, L. H. _____ _ Fulton

Lyles, C. T. _ _ _ _ _ Florida

Maddox, N. B. _ _ _ _ Fulton

Marchman, R. L. _ _ _ _ Cobb
Marrow, F. M., Jr. _ _ Chatham
Martin, A. S. _ _ _ _ _ Fulton

Martin, B. H. Muscogee
Martin, F. B. _ _ _ _ Tennessee

Martin, B. M. _ _ _ _ _ Fulton

Matheson, D. J. _ _ S. Carolina

Mayer, G. _____ _ Florida

Maynard, R. L. _ _ _ _ Fulton

McAfee, R. E. _ _ _ _ _ Texas

McBride, L. C, Jr. _ _ _ Texas

McCall, R. L. _ Screven

McCarty, W. D. Whitfield

McCaw, W. E., Jr. Ohio

McConnell, H. S. Franklin

McCullough. J. E. _ _ _ Jasper

McCutcheson, C. R. _ _ _ Fulton

MoElroy, F. Fulton

M (Garry, J. _ _ _ _ _ Alabama
McGuire, R. _ _ _ _ Tennessee

McKenzie, E. F. _ _ _ Alabama
MoKey, T. H., Jr. _ _ Lowndes
McKillop, I. H. _ _ _ _ Florida

McLain, C. E. _ _ _ _ Florida

McLain, A. G. _ _ _ _ Florida

McLaurin, T. C. _ _ S. Carolina

MdManmon, J. J. _ _ _ Fulton

MoMaster, W. J. _ _ _ _ Texas

McMurry, C. P. _ _ _ _ Fulton

McNeel, F. F. _ _ _ _ _ Cobb
McPherson, G. A. _ _ _ Ware
Mealor, W. T. _ _ _ _ _ Hall

Melanson, R. B. _ _ _ Louisiana

Mendel, S. I. _ _ _ _ _ Fulton

Menger, E. R. _ _ _ _ _ Texas

Merritt, E. H. Bibb

Merritt, H. E. _ _ _ _ _ Hall

Miles, F. G. N. Carolina

Miller, E. D. _ _ _ _ _ Texas

Miller, G. M., Jr. Chatham
Miller, L. S. _ _ _ _ _ Glynn
Milner, T. C. _ Bartow
Mingledorff, L. P. Kentucky
Mobley, J. H. _ _ _ _ _ Telfair

Montgomery. T. B. _ Meriwether

Moore, C. J. _ _ _ _ _ Florida

Moore, J. L. _____ _ Butts

Moore, L. G. _ _ _ _ _ Berrien

Moore, R. T. Hancock
Moran, L. E. _ _ _ _ _ Hancock
Morris, J. E. _ _ _ _ _ Pulaski

Moses, Wm. J. _ _ Tennessee

Moughon, W. S. _ _ _ Alabama
Mundy, I. L. _ _ _ _ _ Polk

Murrah, E. P. _ _ _ _ Muscogee
Murray, A. _ _ _ _ _ New York
Nash, C. M. _ _ _ _ _ Florida

Neal, W. S. _ _ _ _ Meriwether

Nevitt, J. H. _ _ _ _ _ Kansas

Newman, G. _ _ _ _ _ Alabama
Newton, C. S. _ Mississippi

Nichols, P. N. Carolina

Nicolas, T. C. _ _ _ _ Chatham
Norman, R. I. _ _ _ _ _ Elbert

Norment, F. G. _ _ _ Tennessee
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Norris, J. G. _ _ _ _ _ Coweta

Oattis, P. X. _ _ _ _ Muscogee

Oberiy, J. L. _ _ _ Connecticut

Ograni, A. _____ _ Florida

O'Leary, D. J. _ _ _ _ Chatham
O'Neal, J. W. Butts

O'Neal, W. H. _ _ _ _ _ Butts

Oosterhoudt, O. J. Florida

Osborne, D. W. Cobb

Osborne, H. P., Jr. _ _ Franklin

Owens, C. B. _ _ _ _ _ Coweta

Paden, C. H. DeKalb
Palin, A. W. _ _ _ _ Dougherty

Park, M. B. _ _ _ _ _ Fulton

Parker, F. W. Stewart

Parker, P. N., Jr. Hall

Parks, J. T. _ Hancock
Parks, W. V. Baldwin

Parrot, L. B. Ben Hill

Partridge, A. D. _ _ _ Walker
Paschal, R. S. _ _ _ _ Bulloch

Patterson, C. B., Jr. _ _ Colquitt

Patterson, K. ______ Virginia

Pat:on, J. E., Jr. _ _ Tennessee

Patton, R. _ _ _ _ _ Tennessee

Peabody, T. F. _ _ _ _ Fulton

Pearce, J. W. _ _ _ _ DeKalb
Peek, E. L. Rockdale
Pendergress, J. N. _ _ _ Texas
Pent, J. F. _____ _ Fulton

Perryman, A. W. _ _ _ Fulton

Peteet, W. D. _ _ _ Mississippi

Phillips, G. A. Fulton

Phillips, T. H. _ _ _ _ Fulton

Pickens, H. A. _ _ _ _ Texas
Pickett, J. C. _ _ _ _ _ Fulton

Pierce, W. _ _ _ _ _ Tennessee

Pittman, J. G., Jr. _ _ Spalding

Pitts, R. _______ Elbert

Poe, L. E. _ _ _ _ _ Louisiana

Pool, W. H. Harrow
Purro, F. W. _ _ _ _ _ Florida

Putnam, E. H. _ _ _ _ Fulton

Pylatt. F. E. _ _ _ _ _ Texas

Pyle, H. T. Polk

Qiiinn, T. W. Fulton

Kadtord, E. D. _ _ _ jeuerson

_tad_ord, R. A. _ _ _ _ Walton

Kaalond, R. P. Kentucky
Ragsdale, W. B. _ _ _ Paulding

ttansiord, H. E. _ _ _ Chatham
i.eains, S. H. _ _ _ _ N. Carolina

Reed, T. R. _____ _ Early

Rees, G. H. _ _ _ _ _ Muscogee
ixeaves, J. E., Jr. _ _ Bleckley

Register, O. P. _ _ _ _ Laurens
Reiff, CO. Florida

Reynolds, J. H. F. _ Tennessee

Rice, W. C. _ _ _ _ _ Johnson
Richardson, J. H. _ Mississippi

Roberts, C. R. _ _ _ _ Muscogee

Roberts, u. N. _ _ _ _ _ Dodge
Robertson, E. M. _ _ _ Fulton

Rc_inson, J. A. _ _ _ _ Fulton

Robinson, S. _ _ _ _ Chatham
i oddenbery, W.B., Jr. _ Grady
Roebuck, F. N. _ _ _ _ Fulton

Rohlin, E. C. _ _ _ _ Alabama
Rohlin, E. W. _ _ _ _ Alabama
Rose, A. W. _____ Telfair

Rosenberg, M. F. _ _ Muscogee
Radicil, D. H. _ _ _ N. Carolina

Russell, F. D. _ _ _ _ Arkansas

Russell, J. W. _ _ _ _ Florida

Rutland, H. E. _ _ _ _ Worth
Salisbury. T. M. _ _ _ Muscogee
Sanders, T. F. _ _ _ _ Emanuel
S nders, W. J. _ _ _ _ _ Bibb

Pappington. H. A. _ _ _ Fulton

Sargent, I. W. _ _ _ _ Fulton

Saunders, N. H. _ _ _ _ Fulton

Sawilowski, B. _ _ _ _ Chatham
Sawyer, L. B. _ _ _ _ Tennessee

Scarboro. D. D. _ _ _ Colquitt

leuer, J. B. _ _ _ _ Bartow
Schiffers, J. K. _ _ _ Tennessee

Schnedl, C. F. _ _ _ _ Floyd

Schoen, E. H. Fulton

Schofleld, J. E., Jr. _ _ _ Bibb

Seale, F. B. _____ _ Texas
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Sessions, A. D. _ _ _ Cobb

bheats, I. H. _ _ Bartow

bhelor, J. C. _ _ _ _ _ Fuiton

Sherman, E. _ _ _ _ _ Glynn

Sherrill, F. A. N. Carolina

Shoemaker, G. W. - - Chatham

Shulman, H. Tennessee

Shumate, J. R. Thomas

Simmons, T. A. Chatham

Simonds, A. S. Carolina

Sims, M.M. Wilkes

Sinclair, D. Colquitt

Skannal, H. L. Louisiana

Slager, J. H. _ _ _ Fulton

Slaughter, J. M. _ _ Mississippi

Slotin, L. _ _ _ Chatham

Smalley, F. W. Chatham
Smedley, M. E. _ _ _ _ Fulton

Smith, B. W. Elbert

Smith, M. W., Jr. _ _ - Pike

Snoots, W. M. _ _ _ Chattooga

Southwell, B. L. _ _ _ Tattnall

Souton, A. C. _ _ _ - Mexico

Spear, E. W. _ _ _ _ Baldwin

Spears, L. B. _ _ _ _ Cherokee

Speer, A. D. E. Greene

Speight, M. C. N. Carolina

Spinks, W. F. _ Paulding

Spivey, E. H. Talbot

Springfield, W. B. _ _ Whitfield

Sprunt, D. H. _ _ _ N. Carolina

Standard, W. T., Jr. _ _ Wilkes

Stanton, W. A. _ _ _ Mississippi

Stapelton, J. J. _ _ _ Chatham
Starbird, H. V. Florida

Staton, A. H. _ _ _ _ _ Fulton

Steinhauser, E. W. _ _ Fulton

Stelling, S. M. _ _ _ Richmond
Stephens, C. F. _ _ _ _ Stewart

Stephens, J H. _ _ _ Morgan
Stephenson, W. C. _ _ Newton
Stevens, C. H. _ _ _ _ Madison
Stokes, R. H. _ _ _ _ _ Fulton

Stone, J. H. _ _ _ _ _ Carroll

Stovall, S. C, Jr. Fulton

Strong, P. N., Jr. Chatham
atrou-p, C. R. S. Carolina

Strozier, W. T., Jr. -Meriwether
bturgis, W. M. _ _ _ Richmond
Sullins, D. _ _ _ _ _ Tennessee

Summers, W. C. _ _ _ Coweta
Sumter, W. D. _ _ _ Dougherty
Swain, J. E. _____ _ Bartow
Tabor, J. M. _____ _ Bibb

Tappan, L. M. _ _ _ _ Fulton

Taylor, C. A., Jr. Glynn

Teague, P. T. _ _ _ _ Richmond
Temple, W. S., Jr. _ Mississippi

Thomas, J. A. _____ _ Bibb

Thomas, W. B. Stephens

Thomas, W. W. _ _ _ _ Fulton

Thomason, C. Y. _ _ _ Clarke

Thompson . R. L. _ _ _ _ Butts

Thomson, M. V. _ _ _ Louisiana

Tinsley, A. M. _ _ _ _ _ Fulton

Todd, R. L. Warren
Trammeill, L. N. Whitfield

Treusch, H. L. _ Michigan

Trippe, P. E. _ _ _ _ _ Dooly

Troncale, F. J. _ _ _ Alabama
Tucker, T. T. _ _ _ N. Carolina

Tunkle. E. _ _ _ _ Richmond
Turnipseed, R. F. _ _ _ Henry
Tyler, J. M. _ _ _ _ Virginia

Udy, J. F. _ _ _ _ W. Virginia

Upshaw, C. L. _ _ _ Meriwether

Vance, E. A. _ _ _ _ Gwinnett

VanDevander, C. W. _ _ Polk

Vaughan, W. H. _ _ Mississippi

Vogt, A. G. _ _ _ _ _ Fulton

Wade, J. M. _ _ _ _ Arkansas

Waite, A. H., Jr. _ _ Chatham
Waldrop, G. Early

Waldrop, J. E. _ _ _ Clayton

Walker, H. S., Jr. _ _ Sumter
Walker, W. R. _ _ _ _ Fulton

Wallace, E. V. _ _ _ _ Fulton

Walraven, D. E. _ _ _ Gordon
Walstrum, J. N. _ _ _ Alabama
Walthour, C. H. Fulton
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Walton, F. W. _ _ _ _ Harris

Walton, W. B. _ _ _ Mississippi

Warner, B. H. _ _ _ Louisiana

Watkins, L., Jr. _ Mississippi

Weaver, P. H. _ _ _ _ _ Butts

Webb, A. B. _ _ _ _ Mississippi

Webb, R. F. _ _ _ _ Chatham
Webb, W. I. _ _ _ _ _ Monroe
Weil, A. S. _ Florida

Weinkle, I. _____ _ Fulton

Welch, H. L. _ _ _ Mississippi

Welker, H. E. _ _ _ _ _ Texas

Wells, C. D. _ _ Texas
Wengrow, H. _ _ _ _ _ Glynn
Weston, F. W. _ _ _ _ Fulton
White, B. D. Whitfield

White, J. J. _ _ _ _ Mississippi

Whitehurst, D. A., Jr. Chatham
Whitelaw, F. E., Jr._S. Carolina

Whiteley, J. W. _ _ _ Warren
Whiteley, R. R. _ _ _ _ Fulton

Whitten, F. G. Evans
Wikle, H. W. _ DeKalb
Wilbanks, R. C. _ _ _ Gwinnett
Wilbourne, J. G. Bibb
Wilcox, G. H. _ _ Texas

Wilensky, W. T. Chatham
Wilkinson, J. M. C. _ _ Fulton

Williams, E. L. _ _ _ _ Kansas

Williams, H. A. Colquitt

Williams, H. F. Walton

Williams, J. F., Jr. _ _ Texas

Williams, J. O. _ _ Polk

Williams, W. L. _ _ _ _ Dooly

Willis, E. F. Lowndes
Wilson, D. W. _ _ _ _ Florida

Wilson, G. D. Fulton

Wilson, H. R. _ Fulton

Wilson, W. R. _ _ _ _ Thomas
Winfrey, M. B. Texas

Wolff, W. M. Fulton

Wood, B. P. Fulton

Wood, W. E. _ _ _ _ Whitfield

Worthington, J. E. _ _ _ Texas

Wren, L. S. _ _ _ _ _ Jefferson

Wright, A. P., Jr. _ _ Chatham
Wright, G. D. _ _ _ Whitfield

Wrigley, E. F. Fulton

Wynne, J. M. _ _ _ _ Bleckley

Young, R. C. _ _ _ _ _ Fulton

Zelmenovitz, C. _ _ _ _ Glynn

Zoll, M. B. DeKalb

Special Textile No. 1

Eattson, J. M. _ _ _ Chattooga
vjombs, E. T. _ _ _ _ Chambers
Evins, J. G., Jr. _ _ _ _ Fulton
Harvey, R. D. _ _ _ _ _ Floyd
Hodgson, C. W. _ _ _ _ Clarke

Koplin, H. _____ _ Fulton

Murphy, N. B. _ _ _ _ Fulton

Murrah, W. N. _ _ _ Muscogee
Oates, E. J. _____ _ Texas

Turner, C. F. Whitfield

AVelch, P. P. _ _ Texas

Wilson, D. H. Florida

X. Carolina

_ _ Walker

Special Textile No. 2

Hulsey, W. N. _ _ _ _ Fulton Ragan, C. _ _ _

McLellan, A. _ _ _ _ Louisiana Rudicil, R. K. _ .

.Murphey, A. H. _ _ _ _ Coweta

Special Architecture No. 1

Somers, E. H. _ _ _ _ Virginia

Special Architecture \<>. 2

Armsby, C. L. Penn. Tucker. M. A. _ _ _ _ Florida
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Specials

Brandenburg, J. D. _ _ Coweta
Brown, A. E. _ _ _ _ _ Texas

Burgin, V. H. Fulton

Clark, J. J. _ _ _ _ Tennessee

Dunn, Wm. R. _ _ _ Tennessee

Earnest, Wm. _____ Fulton

Gray, V. ______ _ Carroll

Jones, Wm. H. _ _ _ Tennessee

Knight, P. D. L. Troup
Leasman, C. F. _ _ _ Minnesota

Lovelace, F. M. _ _ _ _ DeKalb
McKibben, F. J. Fulton

Xix, W. C. _____ _ Fulton

Shafer, J. E. _ _ _ _ Gwinnett

Slaughter, S. M. S. Carolina

Tompkins, A. H. _ _ _ Coweta

EVENING SCHOOL OF COMMERCE

Acton, J. C.

Arnold, J. F.

Asher, Willie
Baker, Elizabeth
Beck, Will R.
Rloodworth, T. P.

Brisbane, Austin F.

Brockman, Martin
Brown, W. Salem
Brown, Joe
Browne, MoH.
Bruce, James C
Cason, W. F.
Chapman, Grady H.
Chew, Virgil G.
Clark, Colton R.
Cline, Wm. M.
Crutchfield, Paul W.
Coleman, Onnie
Coleman, H. M.
Coleman, M. D.
Coleman, Mrs. W. G.
Corrigan, Robert O.
Corum, Alta Wade
Costley, Lonnie S.

Courson, J. R.
Deal, Dan. T.

Davidson, M. M.
Dod^e, W. A.. Jr.

Dooliey, Louise
Dozier, L. G.
Dunn, Margaret
Durdon, D. F.

E !\vp„rds, Geo. R.
! !boi hardt, Gussie L.

Feagan, Jno. F.

fields, W. H.
Flournoy, L. J.

Freshman Class

Goldberg, S. A.
Graham, Mrs. Mary
Green, WTard
Greene, W. F.

J laines, Marie
Hand, W. G.
Hall, Ruby
Hanley, Margaret T.

Harris, C. E.

Harrison, C. E.

Harrison, Ruth G.

Hatcher, Frances B.

Helton, G. R.
Hewitt, Pauline P.

Hill, C. A.
Hodges, J. V.
Holbrook, Jennie B.

Holbrook, Vivian
Hudson, Wm. C.

Hull, E. B.

Hunnicutt, J. E., Jr.

Hunt, H. H.
Hyer, Ben. W.
Jewett, Martha
Johnson, Frank C.

Johnson, J. R.
Jones, Geo. O., Jr.

Jones, Page H.
Kelley, T. C.

Kendrick, A. F.

King, Geo. O.

Low, Flemming
Lpngford. L. E.
Lester, C. L.

Lemke, Mrs. C. B.

Lewis. R. L.

Little, A. W.
i Lfctle, Joe W.

Little, J. W.
Longino, T. M.
Lyon, R. G.
Melton, G. E.
Meyer, Henry
Merck, Charles O.

Morrow, Fred R.
Morton, Myrtle
Moss, R. W.
Moss, I. S.

Moye, Thos. A.
McFarland, R. M., Jr.

McCowen,»Harry S.

McGouirk, W. S.

Orr, P. J.

Pace, Charlotte
Patrick, Noble M.
Perkins, Mrs. Mary H.
Phelps, Mary E.
Fittman, J. S.

Pounds, C. A.
Pratt, H. J.

Ramey, H. G.

Randall, R. E.

Rice, Chas. W.
Richards, Eva
Robinson, Edwin W.
Snperstein, Leon J.

See, Howard
Shamsy, Mrs. C. W.
Shaver, H. C.

Shores, J. B.
Skinner. Orgia P.

Smith, James W.
Smith, C. D.
Smoot, Thos. H.
Snyder, Geo. F.

Stanley, Walter P.
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Stanley, Elmer L.

Stell, H. M.
fetell, G. M.
Stephens, R. J.

Stewart, O. E.
Thomas, W. B.

Albea, -A. M.
Binford, H. A.
Clower, W. T.
Cox, J. L.

Daniell, H.
Evans, I. C.

L.

Thompson, Ruth
Toole, W. H., Jr.

Torpby, J. B.

Weinstock, Celia
Webb, L. B.

Williams, John C.

Junior Class

Grobli, W. G.
Jones, C. T.
Parker, W. H.
»^ a te r , o . i_ .

Senior Class

Frasier, J. M.
Gordon, C. H.
Wise, Mrs. Annie T.

Summary of Registration

Wilson, Sidney M., Jr.

Wooton, L. I.

Works, Ruth T.

Young, Hallie

Swann, J. P.

Tennebaum, A. B.

Thrower, R. K.
Welch, L. A.

Russell, J. C.

Setze, J. W., Jr.

Senior Class _______ 94

Junior Class _______ 171

Sophomore Class _____ 238

Freshman Class _____ 676

Special Architecture _ _ _ 3

Special T. E. 17

Special Unclassified _ _ _ _ 16

Total Collegiate Students _136o

Night School 468

Summer School ______ 100

1933

Deduc: names counted twice 80

D_y Courses _____ _1215

School of Commerce _ _ _ 150

Net enrollment 1853

G vernment Vocational Stu-

dents ________ _1164

Total 1365 GRAND TOTAL 3017

Occupation or Profession of Parents or Guardians of Regular

Students

Merchants ____242
Farmers _________ 178

Manufacturers ______ 47

Workmen ________ 15

Salesmen ________ 49

Physicians ________ 41

Engineers and Architects _ 60

State and City Officers _ _ 71

Insurance Agents _____ 39

Bankers _________ 31

Lawyers _________ 37

Real Estate 28

Ry. and Tel. Employees _ _ 4 7

Cotton Merchants _____ 19

Contractors ________ 25

Ministers 26

Teachers _________ 17

Accountants ________ 9

Dentists _________ 13

Miscellaneous ______ 2 1

Total _1215
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Graduates by Departments

Graduates in Mechanical Engineering 389

Graduates in Electrical Engineering 321
Graduates in Textile Engineering 103

Graduates in Civil Engineering 95

Graduates in Engineering Chemistry 33

Graduates in Chemistry 12

Graduates in Architecture 39

Graduates in Commerce 21

Bachelor of Science 4

Total 1017

Profession or Occupation of Graduates

Commissioned Officers in Army or Navy 330

Non-Commissioned Officers and others 130

Engineers and Chemists 406

Architects 15

Sales Agents and Merchants 51

Teachers 24

Physicians 5

Farmers 5

Ministers 3

Deceased 35

Miscellaneous 10

Total 1017
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GEORGIA NORMAL AND INDUSTRIAL
COLLEGE

BOARD OF DIRECTORS
JUDGE RICHARD B. RUSSELL, President Winder
DR. E. A. TIGNER, Secretary Milledgeville

HON. MILLER IS. BELL, Treasurer Milledgeville

HON. T. E. ATKINSON Newnan
HON. E. B. BARRETT Gainesville

HON. W. H. DAVIS Waynesboro
HON. JOHN B. HUTCHESON Jonesboro

HON. BYRON B. BOWER, (ex-officio) Bainbridge

HON. GEORGE F. GOBER, (ex-officio) Marietta

HON. HUGH J. ROWiS, (ex-officio) Athens

BOARD OF VISITORS

First Congressional District Mrs. S. B. Morgan, Savannah
Second Congressional District Mrs. H. H. Tift, Tifton, Ga.

Third Congressional District Mrs. J. E. Hayes, Monticello

Fourth Congressional District Mrs. W. Y. Atkinson, Newnan
Fifth Congressional District Mrs. Albert Howell, Jr., Atlanta

Sixth Congressional District -Miss Mae Michael, Forsyth

Seventh Congressional District Mrs. J. Lindsey Johnson, Rome
Eighth Congressional District Miss Bessie Butler, Madison
Ninth Congressional District Mrs. W. B. Hill, Athens
Tenth Congressional District Mrs. H. M. Franklin, Tennille

Eleventh Congressional District Mrs. Harry Stump, Valdosta

Twelfth Congression District__Mrs. J. Hunter Johnson, Jeffersonville

FACULTY
The names of all officers of instruction and administration, after that of the

President, arc arranged in alphabetical order.

MARVIN McTYEIRE PARKS, President of the College.

Gradurite Emory College, A.B., 1892; Graduate Student University of Chicago,
1895; Graduate Student Harvard University. 1896; Student Summer Sessions.
University of Chicago. 1895-00; Professor Andrew College, 1892-'94: Professor
Wesleyan College, 1896-97; Instructor High School. Savannah. 1897-'03; Lecturer
Summer Sessions. University of Tennessee, 1902; University of Georgia, 1903:
University of Chicago, liio.v. University of Nashville, 11)04; University of Ten-
nessee. 1904; University of Georgia, 1904; President Georgia Educational Asso-
ciation, lit*'.".: Author Letters "Around the World," published In The Atlanta
Journal. 1909-'10; Professor Georgia Normal and Industrial College, 1903-'04;

Acting President, ibid.. 1904-'05 ; President, ibid., 1905-'19.

LORA BERTHA ABLE, Director in Department of Domestic Art.

Student Winthrop Normal and Industrial College, Rock Hill. South Carolina:
student Teachers College, Columbia University; instructor Monroe Normal anil

Industrial College, Forsvth. Georgia; Instructor Winthrop Normal and Indus-
trial College; instructor Summer School of South Carolina; Director Depart-

ment of Domestic Art, Georgia Normal and industrial College, 1911 -'19.
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KYLE TERRY ALFRIEND, Professor of History and Sociology.

Licentiate Instruction, Peabody Normal College. 1895: A.B.. University of
Nashville. 1895; Student Correspondence Courses. University of Chicago,
189S-'99: student Summer Session. University of Georgia, 1909-'10; Teacher
Latin and History, Georgia Military College. 1895-'06; Superintendent Schools,
Dublin. Georgia. 1906-'08; Principal City Schools, Macon. Georgia, 190S-'12;
Instructor Summer Session. University of Georgia. 1909-'10 ; Professor History

and Sociology. Georgia Normal and Industrial College, 191G-'19.

JOHN STEPHEN ALLEN, Professor of Pedagogy.

Graduate Randolph-Macon College. A.M.. 1896; Student University of Virginia.
1898-'00: Student College of Education. University of Chicago, Summer Session.
1904: Student Summer Session, University of Michigan, 1909; Student Summer
Session. University of Oregon, 1915; Principal Kuffuer Institute. Martinsville.
Va.. 1896-'98; Principal Sam Bailey Institute. Griffin, Georgia, 1901-'05; Super-
intendent Schools. Holly Springs. Mississippi, 1904-'08; Superintendent Schools.
Thomasville, Georgia, 1908-'12; Superintendent Schools. Albany, Georgia,
1912-'14; Professor Pedagogy, Georgia Normal and Industrial College. 1914-'19.

MRS. MAGDALENE HAHN BARKLEY, Instructor in Domestic

Science.

Student Otoerlin College. 1910; Graduate University of Nebraska. A.P... I'M:::

Student Columbia University, with major in Household Arts. 1914; M.A.. ibid,
1914; Instructor The Colorado State College of Agriculture. 1916-'18; Instructor

Domestic Science, Georgia Normal and Industrial College. 1918-'19.

FLORENCE BARNETT, Department of Stenography and Type-

writing.

Graduate College for Women. Charlotte. North Carolina: Student Asheville
Business College, Asheville, North Carolina; student Teachers College Colum-
bia University, Summer Session. 1918; Teacher Public Schools. Spartanburg,
South Carolina: Department of Stenography and Typewriting, Georgia Normal

arid Industrial College. 1909-'19.

BIRDIE BAZEMORE, Instructor in Art, Freehand Drawing, Ap-
plied Design.

Completed Normal Art and Manual Training Course. Georgia Normal and In-
dustrial College: Student School of Fine and Applied Arts. Teachers College,
Columbia University; Student Chautauqua Summer School, Chautauqua. New
York: Supervisor Drawing and Manual Training. Griffin Public School, Grffln
Georgia, 1909-'ll: Instructor Department of Art, Georgia Normal and Indus-

trial College, 1913-'19.

JASPER LUTHER BEESON, Professor of Chemistry.

Graduate University of Alabama. 1889; A.M. ibid., 1890; Johns Hopkins Uni-
versity. Ph.D., 1893; Student Harvard University, Summer Session. 1900; Assist-
ant Professor Physics, University of Alabama and Chemist Geological Survey
L88J

ist
Sell,

Prol
Summer School, University of Georgia, 190$; Professor Natural Science.
gia Normal and Industrial College, 1897-11; Professor Chemistry and Physics,

ibid.. 191 1-14: Professor Chemistry, ibid.. 1914-'19.

JULIA MARLOR BETHUNE, Supervisor of Intermediate Depart-

ment, Practice School.

Graduate Georgia Normal and industrial College, 1909; student Summer School,
Chautauqua, New York. 1911; Student Teachers College, Columbia University,
Summer Sessions. 1913, 1918; Instructor University Ox Georgia, Summer Ses-
sion. P.M1: Teacher and Supervisor Practice School. Georgia Normal and

Industrial College . 1909-'19.

KATHRYN BIRDSONG, Instructor in Domestic Art.

Graduate Georgia Normal and industrial College, 1916; [netructor Domestic
Art. Georgia Normal and Industrial College, 1917-'19.
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RAY BOND, Instructor in Chemistry.

Graduate Elam Alexander Normal School: Student one Summer Session. Uni-
versity of Georgia; Student three Summer Sessions, Columbia University;
Special Student Chemistry. Wesleyan College. Macon, Georgia; Student Sum-
mer Quarter. Mercer University: Graduate Teachers College. Columbia Uni-
\ersity, B.S.. -with Diploma as Teacher Physical Science. 1010; Teacher Public
Schools, Macon. Georgia; Assistant Chemistry, Georgia Normal and Industrial

College, 1917-'1S; Instructor Chemistry, ibid.. 1018-'19.

MARY BACON BROOKS, Critic Teacher in Practice School, Inter-

mediate Grade.

Graduate Georgia Normal and Industrial College. 1915; Student George Peabody
College for Teachers Summer Session. 1918; Teacher Thomasville Public
Schools. Thomasville, Georgia. 1915-'1,8; Critic Teacher Practice School, Geor-

gia Normal and Industrial College, 191S-'19.

LEILA R. GODFREY BURFTTT, Principal of Practice School.

Graduate Wheelock Kindergarten Normal. Boston. 1899: Graduate Columbia
University, R.S.. with Diploma from Teachers College. 1903; Student Colum-
bia University. 1910; Teacher Public Schools. Orange. New Jersey. 1903-'06;
Teacher Department of History, ibid.. 1906-'10; Supervisor Vacation Schools for
Greater New York, 1908-'12; Critic Teacher Grammar Grades, Practice School,
Georgia Normal and Industrial College; 1911-'12; Principal Practice School,

ibid., 1912-'19.

ARTIE BELLE CARTER, Instructor in Agriculture and Biology.

Graduate Georgia Normal and Industrial College. 191.V, Student Summer School,
George Peabody College for Teachers. Nashville. 1917: Instructor Agriculture,

Health and Biology. Georgia Normal and Industrial College, 1915-'19.

SUE CHILDIS CLEATON, Department of Rural Education.

Student Richmond College, Richmond, Virginia; Student Summer Sessions,
University of Virginia. University of Tennessee and Teachers College, Colum-
bia University; Graduate George Peabody College for Teachers, B.S.. 1916;
Graduate Student, ibid., Second Summer Term, 1917, and Summer Quarter,
1918: Instructor Physics and Agriculture. Highland Park High School. Rich-
mond. Virginia, 1908-'ll; Supervisor Rural Schools, Charles City and New
Kent. Counties. Virginia, 1911-'14; Instructor Primary Methods. Summer School,
Pensacola, Florida. 1917: Director Department of Rural Education, Georgia

Normal and Industrial College, 1916-'19.

EVANGELINE CLEMENT, Assistant in the Training School.

Graduate Georgia Normal and Industrial College. 1918; Assistant Training
School. Georgia Normal and Industrial College. 1918-'19.

ETHEL FAY COBB, Instructor in Domestic Art.

Graduate Bon Ton School of Dressmaking. Boston. 1916: Student Simmons
College and Woman's Educational and Industrial Union, Boston, 1911 ; Student
Summer Session. Teachers College, Columbia University. 1912; Student, ibid.,

with Departmental Certificate in Domestic Art. 1913-'15; Student University
Extension Course, University of Chicago. 1910; Student Teachers College. Co-
lumbia University, 1910-'17: six years of trade (Fitter in Department Store),
Boston; Instructor Department of Domestic Art. Newton Technical High
School. Newtonville, Massachusetts, 1911-'12; Instructor Department of Domes-
tic Art. Newton Vocational School. 1912-'13; Assistant Teacher. Horace Mann
School. New York City, 1914-'15; Instructor Department of Domestic Art,
School of Domestic Arts and Sciences, Chicago, 1915-10; Instructor Department
of Domestic- Art. Merrill School. Mamaroneck. New York. 1917-'18; Instructor

Domestic Art, Georgia Normal and Industrial College, 1918-'19.

KATHERINE COMFORT, Assistant in Manual Training and Me-

chanical Drawing.
Graduate Georgia Normal and Industrial College. 1910; Graduate Work Art and
Musical Training, ibid.. 1917-'18; Teacher Grades of Public Schools, Boston.
Georgia, L916-T7; Assistant Manual Training and Mechanical Drawing, Georgia

Normal and Industrial College, 191S-'19.

MARY EMILY CREECH, Assistant in Manual Training, Wood-
work.

Graduate Georgia Normal and Industrial College, 1918; Assistant Manual
Training, Georgia Normal and Industrial College, 1918-'19.
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WINIFRED GARDNER CROWELL, Instructor in English.

Graduate Provincial Normal School. Truro. Nova Scotia; Special Student Rad-
elift'e College. 1893-'94; Ph.B. (with honors in English), University of Chicago,
1901; Ph.M., ibid.. 1904; Fellow English, ibid., 1909-'ll; Graduate Student Sum-
mer Sessions, ibid., 1905-'06, and year 1910-'ll; Private Research Boston and
Harvard Libraries, 1915-'16; Graduate Student English, Columbia University.
1917-'18; Teacher English and History. Acadia Seminary. Wolfville, Nova
Sotia. l889-'99; Professor English and Dean Women, Grand Island College,
Nebraska. 1901- '02 : Teacher English and Dean Academic Faculty. Stephens
College for Women. Columbia, Missouri, 1904-'09; Professor English. Rockford
College. Rockford. Illinois, 1911-'14; Instructor English, Georgia Normal and

Industrial College, 1918-'19.

ANNIE MOORE DAUGHTRY, Assistant in the Practice School.

Graduate Georgia Normal and Industrial College, 1918; Assistant Training
School. Georgia Normal and Industrial College. 1918-'19.

HARRIET DAY, Director in Department of Art and Manual Train-

ing.

Graduate University of Nebraska. A.B., 1916; Student Teachers College, Colum-
bia University, 1909-'10; Academic Julian. Paris, one year: New York Art
School, one year: School of Industrial Arts. Philadelphia. on« year: Cincinnati
Art School, two years: Director Art. State Teachers College of Colorado, live

years; Director Art. Eastern State Normal School, Washington, three years;
instructor Department of Art and Design. University of Illinois, one year;
Director of Art. State Normal of Northwest Missouri. 1910-'15; Director De-
partment of Art and .Manual Training. Georgia Normal and Industrial Col-

lege. 1917-'19.

ANNA ELLISON, Assistant in Voice and Sight Singing.

Graduate Georgia Normal and Industrial College, 1917; Assistant Voice and
Sight Singing, ibid., 1917-'19.

ESSIE EVANS, Critic Teacher in the Practice School.

Graduate Georgia Normal and Industrial College. 1915; Principal Rural School.
Madison County. Georgia, 1915-'16; Teacher History and Latin. Comer High
School, 1916-'18; Crith Teacher Secondary Grades, Practice School. Georgia

Normal and Industrial College. 1918-'19.

LINTON STEPHENS FOWLER, Bookkeeper in the College Business

Office, 1907-'19.

JOHN WALTER GOOD, Professor of English.

Graduate Erskine College, south Carolina, A.P... 1902; A.M.. ibid.. 1904; Gradu-
ate Erskine Theological Seminary. 1904; Graduate Pittsburgh (Pa.) Theological
Seminary, 1905; Student Summer Session. University of Pittsburgh, 1909;
Graduate student Summer Sessions. University of Illinois. 1910-'12; Graduate
Scholar English, Ibid., 1910-'l] : Graduate Fellow English and Education, Ibid.,
1911-'13; l h.D., ibid., L913; student Education, Summer Sessions, Columbia
University, 1917-'18; Author "Studies in the Milton Tradition." L915; Pastor
First United Presbyterian Church. Corsicana. Texas. 1905-'06; Pastor Birming-
ham. Michigan. 1906-'08; Superintendent Public Schools, Albion, Illinois.
190R-'10; A s-i <; n i) j Professor English Literature, Kansas State Agricultural
College. 1913-'16; Head Department of Education, Muskingum College, Ohio.
1916-'17: Professor English, Georgia Normal and Industrial College, 1917-'19.

LOUISE GREENE. Critic Teacher in Practice School, Primary De-

partment.

Graduate Georgia Normal and Industrial College. 1917; Student George Pea-
body College for Teachers, Summer Session. 1917; Critic Teacher Primary De-

partment, Georgia Normal and Industrial College, I917-'l9.

KATHERINE GREER, College Librarian.

Graduate Georgia Normal and industrial College, 1906: Graduate Chautauqua
Library School. New York. 1908; Librarian Georgia Normal and Industrial
College, t906-'10; Teacher Gordon institute. L910-'12; Principal Literary de-
partment and Organized Library, Rabun Gap industrial School, 1912-'13;
Librarian Carnegie Library, Barnesville, Georgia, 1913-'16; Teacher English.
A. & M. School. Barnesville, Georgia, r.»H',-*i7: Secretary Interstate Teachers'
Bureau, Atlanta. 1917-'18; Librarian Georgia Normal and Industrial Col-

lege, 1918 19.
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MABRY HARPER, Instructor in Domestic Art.

Graduate Georgia Normal and Industrial College; Special Student, ibid.;
Student Summer Sessions, University of Tennessee, Chautauqua, New York,
and Columbia University: Teacher Columbus Public Schools, Columbus. Geor-
gia : Instructor Domestic Art, Georgia Normal and Industrial College, 1911-'19.

FRANCES REBECCA HEARNE, Assistant in Domestic Science and
Health.

Graduate Georgia Normal and Industrial College. 191S; Assistant Domestic
Science and Health, ibid., 1918-'19.

MRS. EDWARD R. HINES, Instructor in Piano.

Pupil Alfredo Barili: Pupil John Porter Lawrence (Leipsic) ; Student Colum-
bia University Summer Session: Graduate Georgia Normal and Industrial

College. 1906; Instructor Piano, ibid., 1906-'19.

ELIZABETH JONES, Assistant in Domestic Art.

Student Cox College: Special Course Domestic Art. Georgia Normal and Indus-
trial College; Assistant Domestic Art, ibid., 1918-'19.

MRS. MARIAN BROWN KEEN, Instructor in Domestic Science.

Graduate Wesleyan College; Research Georgia Normal and Industrial College;
Student Teachers' College. Columbia University, Summr Session: Registered
Dietitian. United States Service; Instructor Home Economics. Tenth District
A. & M. School, Granite Hill. Georgia, one year; Director School of Household
Arts, Atlanta, two years; Instructor Domestic Science, Georgia Normal and

Industrial College, 1918-'19.

PAULINE KELLY, Assistant in Physical Education.

Graduate Georgia Normal and Industrial College, 1918; Assistant Phvsical
Education, ibid.. 191S-'19.

BESSIE CHAMBERS LEFTWICH, Acting Director in Department
of Domestic Science.

Graduate Mary Baldwin Seminary: Graduate Teachers College. Columbia Uni-
versity. R.S. : Graduate Student, ibid.. M.A. ; Instructor English and Physiology,
Mary Baldwin Seminary; Assistant Critic Instructor Domestic Science. Teach-
ers College. Columbia University. 1913: Instructor Domestic Science. Harrison-
burg State Normal School. 1914-'16: Instructor Domestic Science. University
Virginia Summer School, 1913-'1T : Supervisor Home Economies. Welfare De-
partment and Public Schools. School field, Virginia, 1910-'18: Instructor and
Acting Director Department of Domestic Science. Georgia Normal and In-

dustrial College, 1918-'19.

FRANCES LOWE, Instructor in Agriculture.

Graduate Georgia Normal and Industrial College. 1912; Student University of
Tennessee, Summer Session. 1913; Student University of California. Summer
Session. 1915; Member Vassar Farm Unit, Vassar College: Supervisor Woman's
Land Army Camp, Ridgefleld, Connecticutt. Summer 1918; Instructor Agri-

culture. Georgia Normal and Industrial College. 1912-'19.

LAURA McKENZIE, Supervisor in Practice School, Primary De-

partment.

Graduate Kindergarten Training School. Louisville, Kentucky; Student Teach-
ers' College. Columbifi University, one year: Student Summer Session, State
Normal College. Ypeilanti, Michigan; Student Summer Session. Teachers Col-
lege .Columbia University; Student Summer Term. University of Chicago;
Teacher Public Schools. ' New Albany. Indiana, and Louisville, Kentucky;
Critic Teacher, Western state Normal School, Howling Green. Kentucky: In-
structor in Primary .Methods. University of Florida. Summer Session. 1918;
Supervisor Primary Department, Georgia Normal and Industrial College,

1916-'18.

MATTIE SEALS MATTHEWS, Instructor in Domestic Art.

Student Cox College, 1911-'12; Graduate Georgia Normal and Industrial Col-
lege. 1914; Student Teachers College, Columbia University. Summer Session,
litis; Instructor Domestic Art. Georgia .Normal and Industrial College, 1914-'19.
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ANNIE LOU MAXWELL, Instructor in Manual Training, Wood-
work.

Graduate Georgia Normal and Industrial College, 1917; Student George Pea-
body College for Teachers. Summer Session, 1918; Assistant Manual Training,
Georgia Normal and Industrial College. 1017-'1S; Instructor, ibid., 1918-'19.

CORNELIA BARRETT MILAM, Critic Teacher in Practice School.

Graduate Georgia Normal and Industrial College. 1917; Student George Pea-
body College for Teachers. Summer Session. 1917: Student Teachers College,
Columbia University. Summer Session. 1918; Critic Teacher Practice School,

Georgia Normal and Industrial College, 1917-'19.

ELIZABETH MOORE, Critic Teacher in Practice School.

Graduate Georgia Normal and Industrial College. 1913; Student Teachers Col-
lege. Columbia University. Summer Session; Assistant Primary Department,
Practice School. Georgia Normal and Industrial College. 1913-'14; Teacher
Public Schools. Breaux Bridge. Louisiana. Milan. Tennessee, and Millville,
Arkansas: Critic Teacher. Georgia Normal and Industrial College, 1918-'19.

CLARA ELIZABETH MORRIS, Instructor in Domestic Science.

Graduate Georgia Normal and Industrial College, 1910; Student Summer School,
ibid.. 1917: Teacher Home Economics. Thomson High School. 1911-'13; Fort
Valley High School. 1913-'14; Hawkinsville High School. 1914-'16; Quitman
High School. 1916-'18; Instructor Domestic Science, Georgia Normal and In-

dustrial College. 1918-'19.

EDA LORD MURPHY, Director in the Department of Domestic

Science.

Graduate Ferry Hall. Lake Forest. Illinois: Graduate Stout Institute. Menomi-
nie. Wisconsin; Student Summer Session. Teachers College, Columbia Univer-
sity: Assistant Ferry Hall: Assistant Harcourt Place School, Gambier. Ohio

;

Instructor Short Course. Extension Department. Iowa State College; Lec-
turer and Demonstrator Kentucky State Agricultural Train; Director Depart-
ment of Domestic Science. Eastern Kentucky State Normal School: Director De-
partment of Domestic Science. Eastern Kentucky State Normal School; Direc-
tor Department of Domestic science. Georgia Normal and Industrial College,

1912-'19; on leave since January. 1919, for War Work in France.

ALICE NAPIER, Professor of Mathematics.

Student Wesleyan College: Graduate George I'eabody College for Teachers:
Student Summr Sessions. University of California. Harvard University, and
University of Chicago; Teacher Georgia Normal and Industrial College,

1893-'C6; Professor of Mathematics, ibid., 190G-'19.

MARY ETHEL NESMITH, Instructor in English.

Graduate Lander College, A.R.. 1908; Student Teachers College. Columbia Uni-
versity, r.'in-'iL' : Graduate, ibid.. P>.s.. Education, with Diploma in the Teach-
ing of English and Latin. 1912; Student Teachers College, Columbia Univer-
sity. 1918-19; M.\.. ibid.. 1919; Principal Benson Graded School, Benson,
South Carolina. 1908-'09; Teacher City Schools, Florence. South Carolina.
1909-'10; Head Department of English, High School, Greensboro, North Caro-
lina, 1912-'13; Instructor Department of English, Georgia Normal and Indus-
trial College, 1913-'19; on leave for advanced studv 1918-19, returning in

September, 1919.

KATE PARKER, Critic Teacher in English.

Graduate Georgia Normal and industrial College, 1913; student Summer See
sion. University of California. 1915; Student Summer Session. Teachers Co!!'

Columbia University, 1918; Critic Teacher in English, Georgia Normal and
Industrial College, 1915-'19.

LURLINE PARKER, Instructor in Health.

Graduate Georgia Normal and industrial College, 1913; student Summer Ses-
sion, University of California, 1915; student Summer Session. Teachers Col-
lege. Columbia University, 1918; instructor Practice School and Physical Edu-
cation, Georgia Normal and Industrial College. 1913-*15; Extension instructor

Health, ibid.. 1915-*19.
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MRS. KATHERINE JONES PATTON, Assistant in Domestic Science.

Special Certificate Course Domestic Science. Georgia Normal and Industrial
College, 1915-'16; Graduate, ibid., J i > 1 ^ : Assistant Domestic Science, ibid,

l»16-'i9.

WINNIE PERRY, Instructor in History and the History of Educa-
tion.

Graduate Georgia Normal and Industrial College, 1913; Student Summer Ses-
sion, University of California. 1915; Instructor History and History of Edu-

cation, Georgia Normal and Industrial College, 1913-'19.

BESSIE PETTIGREW, Instructor in English.

Graduate University of Wisconsin. A.B., 1906: Graduate Student Harvard Uni-
versity, Summer Session, 1914; Graduate Student Columbia University, Spring
and Summer Sessions, 1918; Instructor English, High School, Waupaca. Wis-
consin: Instructor English. High School, Washburn, Wisconsin; Head Depart-
ment of English. High School. Oshkosh. Wisconsin; Instructor English, Geor-

gia Normal and Industrial College, 1918-'19.

THERESE MARIE LOUISE POTTECHER, Professor of French.

Graduate Lvcee Fenelon, Paris; Student High Normal School, Sevres, near
Paris; Licence, ibid., 1902; Student High Normal School at Sevres. 1907-'0S

:

took the high decree, Agregation pour 1' enseiunement des jeunes filles, Julv,
1011: Instructor French, St. Die College for Girls. 1904-'06 Instructor French.
Montargis College for Girls, 19G6-'07; Instructor Summer Course, "Alliance
Francaise," Paris, 11)07; Assistant Lecturer French. Newnham College. Cam-
uriuge University. England. 1908-'09; Instructor French, Beauvais Lyeee for
Girls, 1909-'18; Professor French, Georgia Normal and Industrial College,

1918'-19.

MABEL TITSWORTH ROGERS, Professor of Physics.

Graduate Alfred University, Alfred. New York. Ph.B. ; Student Cornell Univer-
sity, Summer Session: Student Teachers College, Columbia University; M.A.,
ibid.; Teacher Science, Chester. New York; Teacher Science, Daytona High
School, Daytona. Florida; Principal Daytona Schools; Head Department Science.
Asheville High School, Asheville. North Carolina; Assistant Household Chem-
istry. Teachers College. Columbia University; Professor of Physics. Georgia

Normal and Industrial College, since February, 1919.

EDWIN HOBART SCOTT, Professor of Agriculture and Biology, and
Registrar of the College.

Graduate Massachusetts Agricultural College, P>.S.. 190(5; Student Summer Ses-
sions. Dartmouth College. 1910-'12; M.S., ibid.. 1914; Instructor High School,
Northampton. Mass.. 1903-'04 ; Principal Evening Drawing School. Northamp-
ton. Massachusetts, 1905; Principal Agricultural High and Graded Schools.
Petersham, Massachusetts. 1905-'08; Registrar and Instructor Massachusetts
Summer School of Agriculture tor Teachers, 1907: Instructor Pedagogy of
Agriculture, Connecticut Summer School for Teachers, Storrs, Connecticut.
1909; instructor Agriculture. George Peabody College for Teachers, Summer
School, 1915; \lv\<\ Department of Agriculture. University of Virginia Summer
School, 1913-'18; Professor Agriculture and Biology, and Registrar College,

Georgia Normal and industrial College. 1908-'19.

OTHERA ZENOBIA SPRAGGINS, Assistant in Physical Education

and Health.

Graduate Georgia Normal and Industrial College, 1918; Assistant Physical Ed-
ucation and Health, ibid.. 1918-'19.

FANNIE SUE STONE, Instructor in Agriculture.

Graduate Georgia Normal and Industrial College, 1916; Instructor Agriculture
and Assistant Biology, ibid.. 1916-'19.

EDMOND WALTON STROZIER, Instructor in English.

Graduate Emory College. A.B., 1914; Columbia University, A.M., 1917; Student
Graduate and Divinity Schools. University of Chicago, Summer Quarter, 1918;
Student Divinity School of the M E. Church, South. Atlanta: Assistant Prin-
cipal City High School. Madison. Georgia, 1914-'15 ; Head Department of
French, Academy of Richmond County. Augsuta. Georgia, r.MO-'iT: Head De-
partment of English, Griffin High School. 1918-'19; instructor English, Georgia

Normal and [ndustrial College. Second Semester, 1919.
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GUSSIE HILL TABB, Instructor in Domestic Science.

Graduate Georgia Normal and Industrial College; Teacher Mineral Bluff In-
dustrial School; Teacher bearing Public School, Dearing Georgia; Teacher
Rabun Gap Industrial School; Instructor Domestic Science. Georgia Normal

and industrial College, 1017-'10.

ELIZABETH XEYLE THOMAS, Head Nurse in College Infirmary.

R. N. of Georgia; Graduate Halcyon Sanitarium. Atlanta, 1897; Private Nurs-
ing, Charleston, South Carolina, 1897, 1900-'C5; Special Work at Telfair Hos-
pital. Savannah. 1906-'07; Head Nurse, ibid. 1909-'10; Private Work in Savan-
nah. 1910- *1 1 : Private Nursing, Savannah. 1911-'13; Head Nurse College In-

firmary. Georgia Normal and Industrial College. 1913-'19.

BLOSSOM THOMPSON, Secretary of the College Young Women's
Christian Association.

Graduate Georgia Normal and Industrial College. 1914; Teacher Gay Public
School, Gay, Georgia, 1914-'16; Assistant Practice School. Georgia Normal and
Industrial College. 1916-T7; Secretary Young Women's Christian Association,

ibid. 1918-'19.

NINA THOMPSON, Assistant in Physical Education and Health.

Graduate Georgia Normal and Industrial College. lttlO: Student University of
Illinois. 1918; Assistant Physical Education and Health. Georgia Normal and

Industrial College. 1916- '19.

KATE THRASH, Department of Bookkeeping.
Graduate Georgia Normal and Industrial College: Student Eastman Business
College: Student Chautauqua summer School, New York: Teacher Griffin
Public Schools, Griffin, Georgia; Department of Bookkeeping, Georgia Normal

and Industrial College. 1901-'19.

ALICE LENORE TUCKER, Director in the Department of Music.

Graduate Edinboro State Normal School. Pennsylvania. M.E.: Graduate Chau-
tauqua Literary Scientific Circle. Chautauqua, New York: Graduate New Eng-
land Conservatory of Music. Boston; Student Piano under Signor Guisenpe
Buonamici. Florence, Italy: student Voice under Signor Luigi Vannuccini,
Florence, Italy: Voice Work, two Summer Sessions. Chautauqua, New York:
Teacher Voice, Blairsville College. Pennsylvania. 1900; Director Music. Edin-
boro state Normal School, Pennsylvania, 1 ".>()! -*()4

; Studio Work Voice and
Piano. Corry, Pennsylvania, 1905-'06; Director Music. Piedmont College. Dem-
orest, Georgia, 1907; Director Department Music. Georgia Normal and Indus-

trial College. 1907-'19.

GERTRUDE URBAN, Instructor in Piano Forte.

Graduate New England Conservatory of Music; Graduate Student and Teacher
Special Normal Piano Forte Department, ibid., three years: Instructor Music.
Berwick School for Girls, Wytheville. Virginia; Instructor Music. Greensboro
College for Women. North Carolina; Instructor Music, Jilton Seminary. Jilton,
New Hampshire; Instructor Piano Forte, Georgia Normal and Industrial

College, 1918-'19.

MARY ELIZA WALL, Professor of Latin.

Graduate Syracuse University, Ph.B., 1908; Graduate Student Syracuse Univer-
sity Summer Session, 1909; Graduate student Teachers College, Columbia
University Summer Session. 1915; A.M.. ibid., with Diploma as Supervisor of
Latin. 1916; Teacher Latin and English, Gouverneur High School. New York.
1908-'09; Teacher Public School, Ogdensburg, New York. 1909-'10; Teacher
Latin. High School, Atlantic Highlands, New .Jersey. 1911-'13; Teacher Latin.
High School, Leon; rdo. New Jersey. 1914-'15; Instructor Latin and English,
State Normal College, Kent. Ohio. 1916-'18; Professor Latin. Georgia Normal

and Industrial College, 1918-'19.

JENNIE MAY WELLER, Instructor in Piano and Supervisor of

Public School Music in the Practice School.

Graduate University of Kansas. Mus.B.; Graduate New England Conservatory
<<f Music, Boston, Piano, Pipe Organ, and Public School Music; Graduate Stu-
dent, ibid.. 1899-'00; student Summer Sessions. Teachers College. Columbia
University, 1916. Chautauqua, New York. 1917, and University of Pittsburgh,
1918; Director Masic. Easl Greenwich Academy. Rhode [slaud, l900-'08; Super-
visor Public school Music. University of Georgia. Summer Sessions. 1911. 1914;
Instructor Piano and Supervisor Public School Music. Practice School. Georgia

Normal and Industrial College, 1908-*19.
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RUENA GERTRUDE WEST, Director of Physical Education.

Student Oswego Normal College, New York; Graduate Scientific Course, One-
onta Normal College. New York : Graduate New York Normal School of Phys-
ical Education. 1907 : Special Course First Aid: Special Course Folk-Lore
Gaines and Dances. New York University ; Special Course Dramatic Art, Co-
lumbia University ; Director Physical Education, North Carolina State Normal
and Industrial College; Director Physical Education, Georgia Normal and

Industrial College, 1908-'19.

ANNE KATHLEEN WILKINSON, Department of Health and Self-

Expression.

Student Randolph-Macon Woman's College; Graduate Sullins College. A.B.

;

Student School of Health and Efficiency, Chautauqua. New York; Student
Health and Speech Subjects, Teachers College, Columbia University; Student
and Teacher Clara Z. Moore School of Health and Beauley School of Ex-
pressive Arts; Pupil Madame Bryan, Dramatics, and Mile. Jean Newell, Ryth-
mic Expression; Student Teachers College. Columbia University, Summer Ses-
sions, 1915-'1S; Special Courses Psychiatry and Neurology, College of Physi-
cians and Surgeons; "Work in Clinical Observations, Day Nursery, and Psy-
cho-Analysis with New York Specialists; Lyceum and Chautauqua Lecturer
on Health ; Department Health and Self-Expression, Georgia Normal and

Industrial College, 1917-'19.

OFFICERS OF DORMITORY SUPERVISION

MRS. LOUIS JOSEPH ANDERSON, Matron in Terrell Hall, 1917-19.

MRS. ELLISON RICHARDS COOK, Matron in Atkinson Hall,

1911-19.

MRS. WILLIAM FRANCIS COOK, Housekeeper in the New Dormi-
tory, 1918-19.

MRS. EMILY BURRELLE DOZIER, Matron in the Mansion Dor-

mitory, 1911-19.

MRS. ALICE DUPREE, Matron in the New Dormitory, 1917-19.

MRS. ANNIE PHILIPS HARWELL, Matron in Parks Hall, 1911-19.

MISS ELIZABETH JONES, Housekeeper in the Mansion Dormi-
tory, 1917-19.

MRS. OPHELIA MOORE, Housekeeper in Atkinson and Terrell

Halls, 1915-19.

OTHER OFFICERS AND TECHNICAL, ASSISTANTS
CYRTIS CARTER, Second Assistant in the College Business Office.

JASPER WASHINGTON IVEY, Night Watchman for the College.

SARAH HUNTER JORDAN, First Assistant in the College Business

Office.

GEORGE MADISON KEMP, Chief College Engineer.

SARA STEWART, Stenographer in the President's Office.

TERRANCE JACKSON WALL, Assistant College Engineer.

RICHARD DANIEL WEBSTER, Night Watchman for the College.

EVA WHEELER, Assistant Stenographer in the President's Office.
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HISTORICAL
The Georgia Normal and Industrial College was created by a

special Act of the Georgia Legislature passed in the Summer of

1889. The bill for its establishment was introduced into the lower

house of the Legislature by the late lamented Hon. William Y. At-

kinson, then a representative from Coweta county, and afterwards

for two terms Governor of the State.

The corner stone of the main building was laid on November 27,

1890, with impressive ceremonies, and the edifice was pushed rap-

idly to completion.

On Monday, September 30, 1891, the College was formally opened,

and the work of the first session began. During that session 171

students were enrolled, coming from seventy-five counties of Geor-

gia. Ever since the beginning of the second annual session the

school has been crowded, and nearly every year many applicants

for admission have been turned away for want of room.

During the past year the attendance has been the largest in the

history of the College. The enrollment has been 1,057 students.

Of these 825 are young ladies above fifteen years of age, classified

in the college classes; the others are students in the school where
the advanced students in the College have the opportunity for prac-

ttice teaching.

These facts prove conclusively that there was great need in Geor-

gia for an institution for the professional and industrial education

of women, and that the Georgia Normal and Industrial College is

in a large measure supplying that need.

The students upon completion of a standard four-year high school

may select any one of the courses, as follows:

1. Special one-year course leading to a certificate.

2. Regular two-year Normal Course leading to a diploma.

3. Full four-year College Course leading to a Degree.

During the past year over two hundred and fifty trained teachers

have gone into every section of the state from this institution.

In the summer of 1917 the College, for the first time in its his-

tory, conducted a Summer School. This work was continued in

the summer of 1918 with much success.

The institution never loses sight of the fact that nearly every

woman is destined to become to a greater or less extent a home-
maker, and that, after all. is her most important calling. Hence,
from the beginning, one of the prime aims of the College has been
to fit the young women of Georgia for proper home-making by
giving them a careful and thorough course of study in such branches
as cooking, household economics, home sanitation, sewing, dress-
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making, etc. It has been exceedingly gratifying to observe that

these studies which make for domestic utility have become each

year more and more popular with the students and there has been

more growth and progress in that direction than in any- other branch

of the College.

The College has become thoroughly installed in the confidence

and affections of the people of Georgia. The wisdom of this pro-

gressive and aggressive step in the education of women has been

demonstrated beyond a doubt, and the beneficent results are show-

ing themselves in many ways throughout the state.

REQUIREMENTS FOR ADMISSION

A student may be admitted to the College in two ways:

1. By examination.

Admission to the Freshman Class

For admission to the Freshman Class a candidate must complete

an approved four-year high school course, or must offer subjects

amounting to fifteen units, as outlined below. (Accepting the defi-

nition of the United States Commissioner of Education found in

Bulletin No. 20, 1916: "A unit represents a year's study in any

suoject in a secondary school constituting approximately a quarter

ox a full year's work." It is assumed that the length of the school

year is at least thirty-six weeks, that a recitation is at least forty

minutes in length, and that the study is pursued four or five periods

a week).

Required Units for Admission to Freshman Class

Of the fifteen units for unconditional entrance to the Freshman
Class eight are required and seven are elective, as follows:

English 3 units

Mathematics - 2 units

History 1 unit

Science 1 unit

Agriculture or Home Economics V2 unit

Electives IV2. units

Total 15 units

The College authorities believe that tin 1 time has come when high schools
should ui\< some required work in Agriculture and Homo Economics, and
Cor this reason candidates for admission to the Freshman Class arc required
to have at least one-half unit in one of these subjects.

Applicants for admission can make up conditions where necessary, in Agri-
culture, Home Economics, Trigonometry, Physics, Drawing, Sewing and other
subjects in the Normal Review ('lass, but no studenl can be given uncon-
ditional ail mission to the Freshman (Mass until the required fifteen units have
Ween completed.

The College will give the preference for admission to the grad-

uates of the four-year accredited high schools; and after that to
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graduates of the three-year accredited high schools, or to those

having scholarship equivalent to these standards. No student is

eligible for admission whose scholarship is below the standard of

graduation from one of the high schools accredited by the University

of Georgia.

Classification and Courses of Study

The College will give the preference for admission to the grad-

uates of the four-year accredited high schools; and after that to the

graduates of the three-year accredited high schools, or to those

having scholarship equivalent to these standards.

Before being classified as a regular member of the Freshman Class

a student must complete the work of a standard four-year high

school, or fifteen units. After full admission to the Freshman Class

a student may take one of the following courses:

1. A regular four-year College course leading to the Bachelor's

degree. (Including Freshman, Sophomore, Junior and Senior work,

as outlined in catalog).

2. A three-year course in Home Economics, designed especially to

prepare high school teachers.

3. A regular two-year Normal Diploma course (including full

Freshman work, and one year of selected work from the Sophomore,
Junior and Senior classes).

4. The one-year special course.

ROLL. OF STL

Name County
Adams, Estelle _____ Troup
Adams, Gladys _ _ _ _ Newton
Adams, Irma _____ Colquitt

Adams, Reba _____ Jefferson

Adams, Sara _ _ _ Washington
Aiken, Lois _____ Newton
Akin, Ethel ______ Oconee
Akin, Ruby ______ Oconee
Alexander, Jimmie Lou _ Carroll

Alexander, Geneva _ _ _ Carroll

Allen, Clara Mae _ _ _ Forsyth

-Allen, Florence _____ Crisp

Allen, Gladys _____ Fannin
Allen, Imogene _ _ _ _ Forsyth

Addy, Clara _____ DeKalb
Amoss. Olive _____ Baldwin
Anchors, Louise _ _ _ _ Macon

DENTS, 1918-19

Name County
Anderson, Annie Maude, Houson
Anderson, Annie Maude _ _

___________ Houston
Anderson, Gertrude _ _ Pulaski

Anderson, Stella _ _ _ _ Clarke

Andrews, Mable _ _ _ _ Coweta
Anthony, Addie _ _ _ Spalding

Arnall, Nancy Boyd _ Coweta
Arnold, Ruth _ _ _ _ Johnson

Arnall, Virginia _ _ _ Coweta
Arnau, Elizabeth _ _ _ Laurens

Arlington, Josephine _ _ Floyd

Ashworth, Clara _ _ _ _ Gordon

Auld, Rachael _ _ _ _ Elbert

_vera, Eura Lee _ _ _ Houston
Bachman, Annie Mae _ _ Floyd

Bagwell, Effie _____ Milton
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Name County

Baker, Laura _ _ _ _ Franklin
Bale, Helen _ _ _ Floyd
Bankston, Irene _ _ _ _ Butts

Barfield, Emily _____ Bibb
Bargeron, Lucile _ _ _ _ Burke
Barnes, Marguerite _ Baldwin
Barrett, Ruth _ _ _ _ Quitman
Barton, Nettie Claire _ _ Bibb
Barwick, Ruby _ _ Montgomery
Baskin, Alma _____ Lincoln

Bass, Martha ______ Bibb

Bates, iMargaret _ _ _ _ Ware
Battle, Irene _____ Mitchell

Baughan, Zelma_ _ Meriwether
Beane, Irene _____ Decatur

Beeson, Catherine _ _ Baldwin
Bearden, Gladys _ _ _ Jasper

Beall, Elsie C. _ _ _ _ Hancock
Belk, Grace ______ Marion
Belk, Lucile ______ Marion
Bell, Frances _ _ _ _ Baldwin
Bell, Grace _____ Emanuel
Bell, Sara _______ Butts

Benson, Mary L. _ _ _ _ Cobb
Benton, Elizabeth _ _ _ Jasper

Benton, Julia _____ Newton
Binion, Willette _ _ _ Randolph
Bishop, Ruth _ _ _ _ Emanuel
Bishop, Sammie _ _ _ Emanuel
Bivins, Bula ______ Crisp

Blalock, Katherine _ _ Coweta
Blount, Lizzie Berrie _ Fulton

Bobo, Lois ______ Bulloch

Boggus, Willie _ _ _ _ Newton
Bolton, F'errell _ _ _ Webster
Bolton, Ruth _ _ _ _ Webster
Bostwick, Thelma _ _ Jefferson

Bowen, Clyde _ _ _ Taliaferro

Bowles, Annie Ruth_Meriwether
Bozeman, Bonnie _ _ Cherokee
Bozeman, Mildred _ _ _ Bibb

Bradley, Mary D. _ _ _ Jones

Brakefield, Elsie _ _ _ _ Troup
Brandon, Susan _____ Hall

Name County

Brantley, 'Martha _ _ _ Thomas
Breedlove, Nellie _ _ _ Terrell

Brooks, Frances _____ Polk
Brooks, iMildred _ _ _ _ Wilkes
Brown, Dovie Miae _ Washington
Brown, Eloise _ _ _ Dougherty
Bullard, Thelma _ _ _ Mitchell

Burch, Vera ______ Dodge
Burdick, Julia _ _ _ Hancock
Burnette, Leila _ _ _ _ Jones
Burnette, Rubye _ _ _ Haralson
Burnette, Ruth _ _ _ Wheeler
Bush, Ernestine _ _ _ Barrow
Butler, Eula Mae _ _ _ _ Dodge
Butts, Edna Lee _ _ _ Hancock
Bryan, Virginia _ _ _ _ Greene

Cade, Willie Belle Wilkes
Calhoun, Mary _ _ _ _ Calhoun
Callier, Elizabeth- _ Muscogee
Campbell, Dorothy _ _ Newton
Candler, iMary _____ Carroll

Candler, Genie _ _ _ _ Carroll

Cannady, Annie _____ Coffee

Cannon, Alice _____ Fulton

Carithers, Etta _ _ _ _ Houston
Carlton, Mary _ _ _ _ Colquitt

Carmichael, Margaret _ Coweta
Carmichael, Susie _ _ Coweta
Carpenter, Eula _ _ _ _ Coweta
Carr, Irene _ _ _ _ Wilkinson

Carroll, Elizabeth _ _ -Clarke

Carter, Cyrtice _ _ _ _ Banks
Carter, Frances _ _ _ _ Harris

Carter, Lucille _ Hart

Carter, Mary Wyle _ _ Stewart

Carter, Maude _____ Hart

Carter, Melba _ Jackson

Carter, Nellie _____ Jackson

Carter, Willie Zelle _ _ _ Clay

Carswell, Fannie Mae _ _ _ _

_________ Richmond
Casey, Mary ______ Polk

Chambliss, Eleanor _ _ _ Macon
Champion, Myrtie Mae _ Worth
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Name County-

Chance, Clyde _ _ _ _ Emanuel
Chapman, Vera _ _ _ _ DeKalb
Chapman, Esther B. _ Hancock
Chappell, Ellie _ _ _ _ Twiggs
Chatfield, Lonnie _ _ _ Monroe
Cheatham, Jessie Lois _ _ _

__________ Jefferson

Cheely, Georgia _ _ _ _ Morgan
Childs, Josephine _ _ _ Stewart

Christie, Helen DeKalb
Clarke, Allene _____ Cobb
Clarke, Frances Marion _ _ _

__________ Richmond
Clarke, Jennie _ _ _ _ Colquitt

Clary, Mary _____ Columbia
Clayton, Mary George _ _ _

________ Meriwether
Clegg, Eula _____ Tift

Clements Corinne _ _ _ Monroe
Clements, Louise _ _ _ Irwin

Cliatt, Gladys _ _ _ _ McDuffie

Clifton, Alice Bibb

Cloud, Margaret _ _ __ Warren
Cochran, Ruth Madee _ Mitchell

Cochran, Ruth _ _ _ _ Laurens
Cochran, Vivita _ _" _ Mitchell

Cole, Argie ______ Terrell

Cole, Martha _ _ _ _ Spalding

Cole, Ola Belle _ _ _ _ Terrell

Coleman, Pearl _ _ _ _ Burke
Collins, Cornelia _ _ Bleckley

Collins, Frances Putnam
Collins, Vera ______ Early

Colvard, Elizabeth _ _ Murray
Comer, Margaret _ _ _ Madison
Conoley, Allene _ _ _ Fulton
Coney, Nannelle _ _ _ _ Dooly
Conner, Emma _ _ _ _ Spalding

Conway, Edith _ _ _ _ Fulton

Cook, Grace ______ Fulton

Cook, Louise _____ Baldwin-

Cook, Margaret _____ Jones

Cook, Marie C. _ _ _ _ Bleckley

Cook, Nina _______ Pike

Name County

Cook, Rosalind _____ Jones

Cooper, Cinderella _ _ Houston
Cornog, Frances _ _ _ Franklin

Courson, Ruth _ _ _ Emanuel
Courson, Vera _ _ _ _ Emanuel
Crandall, Lillias _ _ _ Houston
Cravey, Carrie _____ Dodge
Crawley, Mary Aurelia _ Troup
Crowder, Rebecca _ Meriwether

Cullars, Kathleen. _ _ Lincoln

Cunningham, Gladys _ _ Crisp

Currie, Catherine _ Montgomery
Daly, Mae _ _ _ _ Montgomery
Daley, Merle _ _ Montgomery
Daniel, Daisy _____ Floyd

Daniel, Estelle _ _ _ _ Terrell

Daniel, Florence _ _ _ _ Ware
Daniel, Gladys _ _ _ _ Mitchell

Daniel, Katheryn _ _ _ Floyd

Daniel, Mildred _ _ _ _ Clayton

Daniel, Ruby _____ Laurens

Daniel, Sybil _____ Laurens

Darden, Doris _ _ _ _ Coweta
Darden, Forde _____ Heard
Davenport, Irene _____ Hall

Davenport, Kate _ _ _ Campbell

Davidson, Helen _ _ _ _ Harris

Davidson, Inez _ _ _ _ Jasper

Davies, Clara Mae _ _ _ Troup
Davis, Ella _____ Jefferson

Davis, Gladys _ _ _ _ Lowndes
Davis, Helen Smith _ _ Henry
Davis, Marie _____ Floyd

Davis, Mary Calhoun

Davis, Ruth D. _ _ _ Stephens

Davis, Sadie _ _ _ _ -Wilkinson

Davis, Sara _____ Baldwin

Day, Constance _ _ _ Baldwin

Dess, Editha _____ Telfair

DeLamar, Mary _ _ _ _ Pulaski

Dennard, Estelle _ Wilcox

Dennis, Ludie _ _ _ _ Putnam
Dickey, Doris _____ Fulton

Dickinson. Lucy _ _ _ Greene
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Name County Name County

Dickson, Mary E. _ _ _ _ Pike Felder, Grace D. _ _ _ Houston
Dickson, Ruth _ _ _ _ Henry Felker, Gladys _____ Burke
Dixon, Benita _ _ _ Wilkinson Felts, Lula Belle_ _ _ Crawford
Dixon, Lucille _ _ _ Jefferson Fenn, Sara Lou _ _ _ _ Wilcox
Dobbs, Irma ______ Cobb Ferguson, Allie Dean _ Terrell

Dorn, Louise _____ Baldwin Fincher, Mary _____ Floyd
Dozier, Lillie G. Fincher, Thelma _ _ _ _ Butts
Dozier, Margaret L._ _ _ Fulton Flanders, Erna _ _ _ _ Worth
Downs, Mattie _____ Jasper Fleming, Maude _ _ _ Monroe
Drewery, Lucia _ _ _ Spalding Flowers, Marie _ _ _ _ Putnam
Duffle, Sadie _____ Henry F'olsom, Julia _ _ _ _ Thomas
Duggan, Ruth _ _ Washington Fordham, Dorothy _ _ Laurens
Dunahoo, Hattie _ _ _ Barrow Forehand, Dunwoody _ _ Dooly
Dunaway, Ruth E. _ Columbia Foreman, Fannie _ _ Richmond
Duncan, Jewell _ _ _ _ Schley Forrest, Kate _ _ _ _ Sumter
DuPree, Elizabeth _ _ Cherokee Foster, Louise _____ Cobb
Durham, Annie _ _ _ _ Harris Foster, Margaret _ _ _ _ Cobb
Durham, Bernice _ _ _ _ Harris Fountain, Rosa _ _ _ _ Taylor

Dye, Julia ______ Lincoln Fowler, Dessie _ _ Meriwether
Eaton, Grace _____ Pickens Fowler, Myrtie _ _ _ Cherokee
Eaves, Thelma _ _ _ Haralson Fox, Frances _ _ _ _ Hancock
Eberhardt, Odessa _ _ Jackson Fox, Mildred _ _ _ _ Hancock
Echols, Martha _ _ _ _ Baldwin Freeman, Annie _ _ _ _ Fulton

Edwards, Clara Mae _ _ Bryan Freeman, Baine _ _ _ Gwinnett

Edwards, Ora _____ Irwin Freeman, Gertrude _ Wilkinson

Edwards, Thelma _ _ Spalding Freeman, Sara E. _ _ _ Putnam
Elam, Frances _ _ _ _ Lincoln Freeman, Margaret- _ Colquitt

Elder, Desma _____ Barrow Fuller, Lou Ella _ _ _ Coweta
Elliott. Gladys _ _ _ Spalding Gaines, Elizabeth _ _ _ Decatur

Elliott, Mary E. _ _ _ _ Henry Gardner, Fannye Jewell _ Grady

Elliott, Rachael _ _ _ _ Henry Gardner, Lula _ _ _ Morgan
Embry, Martha _____ Polk Garner, Lina _ _ _ _ Gwinnett

Enloe, Helen _ _ _ _ Haralson Geer, Katherine _ _ _ Douglas

Ennis, Mary Sue _ _ _ Baldwin Gibson, Margaret _ _ _ _ Bibb

Entrekin, Ida Belle _ Haralson Gilbert, Cornelia _ _ _ Wilkes

Epps, Ava Claude _ _ Newton Gilbert, Fannie Mae _ Dougherty

Erwin, Rose _____ Baldwin Gilbert, Margaret _ _ Houston

Etheridge, Ruth _ _ Hancock Giles, Malissa _ _ _ Washington
Eubanks, Rosalie _ _ Richmond Gillis, Annie Mae _ _ Emanuel
Fain, Addie ______ White Gillis, Kate _____ Emanuel
Faircloth, Maude _ _ Emanuel Gillis, Sara Lou _ _ _ Emanuel
Faircloth, Retha _ _ _ Mitchell Gilman, Ruby _ _ _ _ Baldwin

Farris, Ethelyn _ _ _ _ Henry Gilstrap, Eula Mae _ _ _ Hall

Faust. Harriett _ _ Oglethorpe Glass, Vivian _____ Henry
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Name County-

Glaze, Miriam _____ Sumter
Glenn, Annie Mae _ _ DeKalb
Glover, Lois _____ Sumter
Godley, Gertrude _ _ _ Camden
Godley, Myrtle _ _ _ _ Camden
Godwin, Berta Lee _ _ _ _ Lee
Goff, Nell ______ Thomas
Goodson, Louise _ _ _ Terrell

Goodson, Oma Belle _ _ Terrell

Goodwin, Elizabeth _ _ Walton
Gordon, Thelma_ _ _ Jefferson

Gould, Jewell Hall

Granade, Helen _ _ _ _ Baldwin
Grant, Estelle _ _ _ _ Baldwin
Graves, Florida _____ Dooly
Gray, Lillian _____ Emanuel
Green, Eva _ _ Gwinnett
Green, Jennie Mae _ _ _ Henry
Green, Lucille _ _ _ Wilkinson
Green, Marion _ _ _ _ Bleckley

Green, Ruth Hill _ _ _ Schley

Grier, Annie Moore _ _ _ Early
Grier, Beulah ______ Hall

Griffin, Emily _____ Coffee

Griffith, Iris _____ Haralson
Criffith, Leone _ _ _ _ Jackson
Griffith, Norene _ _ _ Madison
Grimes, Leila _____ Greene
Grimsley, Frankie _ _ _ _ Clay
Grimsley, Mary _____ Clay-

Haddock, Lora _ _ _ _ _ Jones
Haesler, Ethel _____ Burke
Hall, Alice ______ Baldwin
Hall, Floria _____ Emanuel
Hall, Mary _ _ _ _ Wilkinson
Hall, Mattie Baldwin
Hall, Semite _____ Gordon
Hall, Susie Kate _ _ _ Warren
Hamby, Blanche _ _ _ _ Rabun
Hammond, Zelma _ _ _ _ Troup
Hanson, Edith _ _ _ _ Harris
Hanson, Wyoline _ _ _ Harris

Hardwick, M. Ruth Fulton
Harpe, Faustine _ Chattahoochee

Name County

Harper, Ellen ______ Bibb

Harrington, Lucy _ _ Gwinnett
Harris, Beulah _____ Fulton

Harris, Mary iSue _ _ _ Walton
Harris, Stella _____ Fulton

Harrison, Miriam _ _ McDuffie

Harrison, Pearl _ _ _ _ Macon
Harrison, Sara _____ Early

Harvey, Sara _____ Sumter
Hass, Wray _____ Terrell

Haulbrook, Hallie _ _ Colquitt

Hatcher, S. Marie _ _ _ Terrell

Hatcher, Pauline _ _ _ Johnson
Hatfield, Ruby _____ Jasper

Hautman, Lois _ _ _ _ Terrell

Hawkins, Kathleen _ _ Baldwin
Hawkins, Laura Sue _ _ Turner
Hawkins, Lenna _ _ _ _ Jasper

Hawkins, Louise _ _ _ Baldwin

Hayes, Jewell _ _ _ _ Stephens

Haunie, Charlie B. _ _ DeKalb
Head, Lee Ella _ _ _ Haralson

Hedrick, Kate _____ Carroll

Hemphill, Pauline _ _ Baldwin

Henderson, Annette -Oglethorpe

Henderson, Fereby _ _ _ Irwin

Hendricks, Edna _ _ _ Candler

Hendricks, Emmie Sue _ Heard

Hendricks, Ruth _ _ _ Candler

Henry, Emily _ Chattooga

Henry, Gladys _ _ _ _ Catoosa

Herring, Caroline _ _ _ Thomas
Herring, Eloise _ _ _ _ Carroll

Herring, Ethel _ _ _ _ Terrell

Hill, Berta _____ Muscogee

Hill, Helen Twiggs

Hines, Frances _____ Heard

Hitchcock, Annie Gay _ Hancock
Hitchcock, Roberta _ Madison

Hobbs, Carolyn _ _ _ Laurens

Hobgood, Mary Campbell

Hodges, Thelma _ _ _ _ Early

Hogg, Martha _____ Troup

Holcomb, Alline Newton
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Name County

Holden, Doro-'ay - . _ Greene
Holder, Frances _ _ _ _ Jackson
Holiday, Flora _____ Wilkes
Holland, Mary _ _ _ Chattooga
iiollingsworth, Helen _ Whitfield

Hollis, Sara Mae _ _ _ Taylor

Homan, Frances _____ Bibb

Homan, Janie ______ Bibb

Hopkins, Elizabeth _ _ _ Glynn
Hopkins, Islah Mae _ _ Newton
Hopkins, Leila Belle _ DeKalb
Home, Blanche _ _ _ _ Thomas
Home, Doris _____ _Bibb
House, Josephine _ _ _ Barrow
Howard, Carolyn _ _ Oglethorpe

Howell, Madge _ _ _ _ Warren
Hubbs, Mildred Whitfield

Hughes, Martha _ _ _ Hancock
Hull, Hughey _ Rockdale
Humber, Marion _ _ _ _ Putnam
Humphrey, <Cecile _ _ _ Baldwin
Hunt, Myrtie _____ Henry
Hunt, Norma ______ Polk

Hunt, Zola _______ Polk

Hutchins, Susie Gwinnett

Irving, Mary _____ McDuffie

Ivey, Nannie _____ Thomas
Ivey, Vera ______ Monroe
Jackson, Alline _ _ _ _ Bartow
Jackson, Hilda _ _ _ _ Mitchell

Jennings, Rubye _ _ _ Terrell

Jernigan, Evelyn _ _ _ _ Greene

Johnston, Alma _____ Evans
Johnston, Bessie _ _ Dougherty
Johnston, Dorothy _ _ _ Carroll

Johnston, Beulah _ _ _ Newton
Johnston, Lois _____ Elbert

Johnston, Mamie _ _ _ Sumter
Johnston, Kate _ _ _ _ Campbell

Johnston, Uel _____ Towns
Joiner, Eva Mildred _ _ Macon
Joiner, Faustine _ _ _ _ Dooly

Joiner, Lucille _____ Dooly

Jolly, Dorothy _ _ _ _ Bartow

Name County

Jones, Anna Belle _ _ _ Terrell

Jones, J. Bernice _ _ _ _ Pike

Jones, Bernice M. _ _ _ _ Clay

Jones, Elizabeth _ Baldwin
Jones, Maggie Mae _ _ Candler

Jones, Lila _____ Webster
Jones, Mary _ _ _ _ Richmond
Jones, Nina Mae _ _ _ _ Laurens
Jones, Ruth _____ Mitchell

Jones, Sara Bass _ _ _ _ Troup
Jones, Tallu ______ Ware
Jones, Vida _____ Mitchell

Jordan, Helen _ _ _ Whitfield

Joseph, Genevieve _ _ Baldwin
Jungermann, Margaret _ _ _

________ Muscogee
Kaigler, Henry D. Quitman
Keith, Rachael _ _ _ _ Cherokee
Kelly, Martha _____ Jasper

Kelly, Mary Ivey _ _ Richmond
Kemp, Lulu ______ Cobb
Kenan, Helen _____ Baldwin
Kennedy, Glennie _ _ _ _ Tift

Kenney, Frances _____ Bibb
Kidd, Mary J. _ _ _ _ _ _Coweta
Kimbrough, Mary _ _ _ Harris

King, Anna Mae _ _ _ _ Baldwin
King, Ethel _____ Rockdale
King, Lily ______ Hancock
King, Maggie _____ Harris

Kitchens, Vivian _____ Cobb
Lambert, Lucille _ _ _ Coweta
Lane, Louise _____ Decatur

Lang, Beatrice _____ Glynn
Lanier, Janie Lee _ _ Thomas
Laramore, Mary Ella _ _ _ Lee

Lasseter, Lynda _ -Meriwether
Latimer, Virginia _ _ Madison
Lawrence, Mildred _ _ Chattoga

Lay, Annie _______ Hall

League, Edice _ _ _ _ Chattoga

Lee, Dorothy _ _ _ _ Newton
Lee, Lila Harris _ _ _ Bulloch

Lewis, Willie Kate _• Mitchell
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Name County
Linen, Eugenia _ _ _ _ Putnam
Little, Katherine _ Oglethorpe

Little, Martha B. _ _ Jefferson

Little, Pauline _ _ _ _ Franklin

Logue, Myrtice _ _ _ _ Jefferson

Long, Evelyn _______ Lee

Longley, Evelyn _ _ _ Whitfield

Looper, Alletha _ _ _ Whitfield

Lovelace, Irene _____ Troup

Little, Berta _____ Franklin

Lowe, Bertha ______ Jones

Lowe, Ethel _____ Jones

Lowe, Katherine _ _ _ _ Marion

Lowe, Marguerite _ _ _ Oconee

Lunceford, Corinne_ Meriwether

Lunceford, Mary- -Meriwether

Maddox, Sara _____ Putnam
Maddux, Beatrice _ _ _ _ Butts

Malcolm, Iris Lee _ _ _ Ben Hill

Mann, Augusta _ _ _ _ Houston
Mann, Mary Mac _ _ _ Toombs
Mann, Nell _ _ _ _ Meriwether

Manning, Annie Dea _ _ _ Cobb
Marchman, Louise _ _ _ _ Pike

Markham, Evelyn _ _ _ _ Bibb

Marshall, Effie _ _ _ _ Stewart

Marshall, Ouida _ _ _ _ Terrell

Martin, Clyde _ _ _ _ Mitchell

Martin, Elmer _ _ _ _ Terrell

Martin, Emmie _ _ _ _ Mitchell

Martin, Harriette _ _ _ Decatur

Martin, Marion E. _ _ _ Putnam
Martin, Miriam _ _ _ _ Macon
Martin, Wilmer _ _ _ _ Terrell

Martins, Alma Ruth _ Richmond
Matthews, Florida _ Dougherty

Matthews, Janie _ _ _ _ Crisp

Matthews, Lemma _ _ Dawson
Maxwell, Julie _____ Elbert

Maynard, Thelma _ _ _ Monroe
Meadows, Rae _ _ _ _ Lumpkin
Meadows, Eudine _ _ _ Toombs
Meadows, Annie Bess _ _ Tift

Msdlock, Lena Bess _ -Gwinnett

Name County
Merritt, Vesta _ _ _ Haralson

Miles, Olive _____ Richmond
Miller, Katherine _ _ _ Pulaski

..lilsaps, Sybil _ _ _ _ Barrow
Mingledorff, Mattie B. _ _ _

________ Effingham

Mitchell, Amilee _ _ _ Franklin

Mitchell, Cornelia _ _ _ Clarke

Mitchell', Dorothy _ _ _ _ Cobb
Monk, Myra _____ Colquitt

Montgomery, Ethel _ _ Baldwin

Moon, Leone ______ Harris

.Moore, Emma _____ Clarke

Moore, Ettie _ _ _ _ Hancock
Moore, Evelyn _ _ _ _ Baldwin

Moore. Hazel _ _ _ Taliaferro

Moore, Lula _____ Emanuel
Moore, Margaret Decatur

Moore, Ruth ______ Jones

Moore, Virginia _ _ _ _ Pierce

Morgan, Elma ______ Polk

Morgan, Myrtice _ _ _ _ DeKalb
Morris, Doris ______ Floyd

Mulling, Stella _ _ _ _ Toombs
Mundy, Mary _____ Clayton

Murphey, Beulah E. _ Clayton

Murphey, Jennie Lee_ _ Jackson

Murphey, Katie Lou _ _ Burke
Murphey, Lucy Rivers _ Fayette

Murphey, Marion _ _ Jefferson

Myers, Dorothy _ _ _ _ Coweta

Myrick, Lilliss _ _ _ _ Baldwin

McAllister, Louise _ _ _ _ Clay

McAllister, Robbie _ _ _ _ Clay

McAlpine, Margaret- Habersham
McCants, Nellie _ _ _ _ Barrow
McClure, Mary _ _ _ _ Gwinnett

McCurdy, Celia _ _ _ _ DeKalb
McCurdy, Lucile DeKalb

McDaniel, Virginia _ _ Bartow

McDonald, Carolyn _ _ _ Bibb

McDonald, Laulie _ _ _ Coweta
McDonald, Vera _____ Tift

McElhannon. Evelyn _ Jackson
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Name * County
McKinnon, Lucy _ _ _ Thomas
McKissack, Hope _ _ _ _ Clay

McLarin, Grace Campbell

McLean, Gertrude _ Coffee

McMath, Mary _ _ _ _ Sumter
McMillan, Loretta Baldwin
McQueen, Janie _ Montgomery
McRae, Eula _ _ _ Montgomery
?>IcRae, Lucile _ _ Montgomery
McRee, Martha Sue _ _ Oconee
McWhorter, Frances- Oglethorpe

McWhorter, Pope - Oglethorpe

Nail, Mary ______ Coweta
Nash, Corinne _____ Bibb

Nash, Margaret _ _ _ _ Carroll

Nelson, Julia _____ Harris

Nelson, Lyndell _ _ _ _ Baldwin

Nesbit, Victoria _ _ _ _ Baldwin

Netherton, Eugenia _ _ Macon
Neville, Hallie _ _ _ Stephens

Newnan, Emma _ _ _ _ Terrell

Newsom, Sara _____ Greene

Nicholson, Sara Burke _ _ _

________ Oglethorpe

Morris, Ruth _ _ _ Meriwether

Oakes, Masie _____ White
O'Kelly, Dorothy _ _ _ _ Jones

O'Neal, Lois ______ Troup
O'Stein, Edith _ Coffee

O'Stein, Myrtie _ _ _ _ Coffee

Pace, Helen _______ Cobb
Paradise, Ruth _ _ _ _ Lincoln

Parker, Grace _____ Bulloch

Parker, Helen _ _ _ _ Campbell
Parker, Leckie _ _ _ _ Johnson
Parrish, Alexa _ _ _ _ Bulloch

Parsons, Eunice _ _ _ Bulloch

Partridge, Era _ _ _ Meriwether
Patterson, Sara _____ Bibb
Paulk, Edna _ _ _ Coffee

Peacock, Laura _ _ _ _ Johnson
Pearce, Lucille _____ Clay
Peek, Flora _______ Polk

Peeler, Kate _ _ _ Talbot

Name County
Pennington, Beula R. _ _ _

_________ Wilkinson

Perkins, Annie Lou _ Richmond
Perkins, Vivian _ _ _ Richmond
Perry, Laura ______ Harris

Perry, Martha _____ Newton
Persons, Finney _ _ _ _ Jasper

Peyton, Lula Mae_ _ Habersham
Pinkston, Lucile _ _ _ _ Terrell

Pinkston, Marilu _ _ _ Terrell

Pinson, Ouida _ _ _ Dougherty
Polk, Florence _____ Coweta
Ponder, Dollye _ _ _ _ Burke
Ponder, Mary Leila _ _ Morgan
Pool, Antoinette _____ Bibb

Pool, Frances _____ Fulton

Porter, Dora _____ Twiggs
Porter, Frances _ _ _ Wilkinson

Porter, Ruth _ _ _ _ Wilkinson

Pound, Kathleen _ _ _ Hancock
Powell, Margaret _ _ _ _Coweta
Powell, Maudelle _ _ _ Lincoln

Powell, Vassie _____ Rabun
Powell, Willie _____ Lee

Price, Mary Edna _ _ _ _ Irwin

Pridgen, Nellie E. _ _ _ _ Polk

Pritchett, Eva Baldwin

Pritchett, Selma _ _ _ Baldwin

Pye, Florrie ______ Jasper

Pyles, Clara ______ Glynn

Ragsdale, Irene _ _ _ _ DeKalb
Ragsdale, Jean _ _ _ _ DeKalb
Rainey, Irma _____ Marion

Rankin, IMargaret _ _ _ DeKalb
Raulerson, Willie _ _ _ Liberty

Ray, Erne Hancock
Ray, Imogene _ _ _ _ Randolph

Ray, Lorene _____ Elbert

Ray, Louise _____ Randolph
Redden, Mertice _ _ Butts

Reed, Vera _______ Polk

Reynolds, Carrie _ _ _ Gwinnett

Reynolds, Corinne _ _ _ Coweta

Reynolds, Dorothy _ _ _ Coweta
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Reynolds, Lucyle _ _ Oglethorpe

Rhodes, Mary _ _ _ _ _ Green

Richardson, Hattie _ _ Baldwin

Richardson, Jessie Wilkinson

Richie, Alberta _ _ Wilcox

Rigdon, Alice _ Tift

Rivers, Mary _ _ Jefferson

Robbins, Anne _____ Fulton

Roberts, Alda DeKalb
Roberts, Edith Fulton

Roberts, Ivylyn Hancock
Roberts, Nolie _ _ _ _ Hancock
Robertson, Helen _ _ _ _ Milton

Robinson, Mary _ _ _ _ Decatur

Robinson, Ruby _ _ _ _ Walton
Robertson, Russell _ _ Decatur

Robinson, Sadie _ _ _ _ Walton
Rogers, Alma _____ Rabun
Rodgers, Irma _ _ _ McDuffie

Rogers, Lois ______ Macon
Ross, Claudia ______ Bibb

Ross, Marion ______ Jones

Rountree, Zelma _ _ _ Emanuel
Rowe, Mary Bess _ _ Gwinnett

Russell, Essie Bell _ _ _ Macon
Russell, Josephine Floyd

Russell, Margaret- _ -Richmond
Russell, Sara ______ Cobb
Rutland, Nannie Lou _ _ Coweta
Rutledge, Ada Belle _ _ Walker
Ryals, Lois ______ Telfair

Salter, Myrt Jefferson

Sammons, Bertha _ _ _ Putnam
Sanders, Cornelia _ _ _ Greene

Sanders, Francis _ _ _ Randolph
Sanders, Mattie _ _ _ _ Taylor

Scarboro, Mary Belle _ _ _ Tift

<Schnauss, Louise _ _ _ Berrien

Schramm, Ruby _ _ _ Randolph
Scott, Cleo ______ Johnson
Scott, Ethel Pike

Scott, Jewell _____ Terrell

Seals, Annie Lois _ _ _ _ Ware
Senn, Laurine _____ Terrell

Senn, Palestine, _ _ Terrell

Sewell , Marie K. _ .. _ _ Fulton

Shealey, Clayra _ _ _ _ Taylor

Sheffield, Floy Camden
Sheffield, Nellie Fulton

Shelto n, Clifton _ _ _ _ Bartow
Shepard, Margaret .. _ Houston
Shepard, Willie _ _ _ _ Calhoun
Shinholser, Ida Bibb

Shriver, Marguerite _ _ _ Grady
Simmons, Annie _ ._ _ Jackson

Simmons, F'rancis _ _ Muscogee
Simpson, Annie _ _ _ _ Baldwin
Simpson, Irene _ _ _ _ Baldwin
Simpson, Rosalind _ _ -Baldwin
Simms;, Kathryn _ _ _ Richmond
Simms, Leman Henry
Singleton, Francina _ Muscogee
Skinner, Mary _ _ _ _ Gwinnett

Smith Annie Laurens
Smith Calista _ _ .. Oglethorpe

Smith , Elizabeth Lee

Smith Elizabeth G. . Jefferson

Smith Ethel Richmond
Smith Eunice _ _ _ _ Jefferson

Smith Evelyn _ _ _ _ Laurens
Smith Fannie _ _ _ _ Jefferson

Smith Helen Newton
Smith J. Louise _ _ _ _ Polk

Smith Laura W. Washington
Smith , Lillouise _ _ Fulton

Smith Louise Carroll

Smith Loyce Carroll

Smith Mary Irving _ _ Jackson

Smith Mary Lillian _ _ Baldwin
Smith Mary Lollie_ Washington
Smith Mattie _ _ Washington
Smith Montine _ _ _ _ Barrow
Smith Myrtle Lee _ Polk

Smith Tessie Baldwin

Smith Thelma _ _ _ _ Baldwin
Sparrc>w, Mary _ _ _ _ Pulaski

Spivey-, Martha _ _ _ _ Putnam
Stapleton, Margaret _ Jefferson
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Starr, Minnie Glover _ Taliaferro

Starr, Pink ______ Coweta
St. 'Claire, Edgar _ _ _ Tatnall

Stembridge, Annie _ _ Baldwin
Stembridge, Fannie _ _ Baldwin
Stembridge, Gladys _ _ Baldwin
Stembridge, Mildred Baldwin
Stevens, Lillian _ _ _ Hancock
Stevenson, Etta Lou _ _ Coweta
Stillman, Lois _____ Fulton

Stillwell, Frances _ _ _ Macon
Stone, Marion _____ DeKalb
Story, Mollie _____ Carroll

Stow, Kathleen _ _ _ _ Wayne
Strickland, Jenelle _ _ _ Harris

Strickland, Jewell _ _ Haralson

Strozier, Sara ______ Crisp

Summerous, Annie Kate _ _

________ -Gwinnett
Sumner, Emma _ _ _ _ Worth
Sutton, Alice _____ Wilkes
Sutton, Allee _ _ _ _ -Emanuel
Sutton, J. Ruth _ _ _ Monroe
Sutton, .Sara _____ Wilkes
Sutton, Wilhelmina _ -Emanuel
Swindle, Dorothy _ _ Mitchell

Tabb, Kate ______ Jefferson

TaU, Katherine _____ Glynn
Tanner, Ada _____ Gwinnett

Tanner, Opal _ _ Campbell
Taylcr, Evelyn _ _ _ _ Bleckley

Tavlor, Florence _ _ _ Laurens
Tay'or, Ola ______ Taylor

Teagle, Fannie _ _ _ _ Morgan
Teasley, Thelma _ _ _ _ Milton

Temples, Mae _____ Bulloch

Terrell, Thelma _ _ _ _ Hall

Thigpen, DeAlvah _ Montgomery
Thomas, Laura _____ Fulton

Thomson, Annie Lou _ _ Dooly

Thompson, Rose _ _ _ _ Greene
TTirash, Vivian _____ Troup
Timberlake, Evelyn _ _ Macon
Timberlake, Ida Mae _ _ Macon

Tinley, Ethel _ _ _ _ Richmond
Tod, Annie _____ Tattnall

Tod, Mary Louise _ _ Tattnall

Todd, Willie Belle _ _ _ Crisp

Torbet, Bennie D. _ _ _ Butts

Torbet, Vera ______ Clay

Townsend, Eloise _ _ _ _F'ulton

Trammell, Mary _ _ _ _ _Troup
Trawick, Estelle_ _ _ _ Hancock
Tribble, Katheryn _ _ _ Jackson

Tribble, Olga Eva _ _ Franklin

Trippe, Glenna _ _ _ _ Bartow
Tucker, Emmie Ruth _ _ Jasper

Tucker, Ruth A. _ _ _ Rockdale

Tunnel!, Annie _ _ _ _ Baldwin
Turner, Clarice _ _ _ _ Thomas
Vurncr, Helen _____ Henry
Turner, C. Louise _ _ _ Macon
Turner, Louise _ _ _ McDufMe
Turnipseed, Bertha _ -Spalding

Turnipseed, Loy _ _ _ Spalding

T>"er, Eileen _____ _Troap

Uhels, Georgia _ _ _ _ Houston
Ulm, Eva Belle _ _ -Columbia

Upshaw, Eliabeth _ _ _ Henry
Upshaw, Ruth _____ Henry
Underwood, Elizabeth _ Baldwin

VanDevender, Allie _ _ _ Crisp

VanDevender, Mary _ _ _Crisp

Varner, Cornell _ _ _ _ Twiggs

Varner, Irene ______ Bibb

Veal, Mamie _____ Baldwin

Vickers, Mamye _ _ Washington
Vining, Jewell _ _ _ _ Houston

Vosburg, Charlie _ _ _ Catoosa

Wadley, Ida _____ -Monroe
Walden, Lizzie Lee_ Montgomery
Walker, Beatrice _ _ -Laurens

Wall, Alma Baldwin

Walters, Hazel _ _ _ _ Macon
Ward, Lucille _ _ _ _ Chatham
Ware, Lizzie Clyde _ _ Macon
Ware, Sara ______ Heard

Watson, Erne McDuffie
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Weaver,Josephine _ _ _ Marion
Weaver, Mae ______ Floyd

Webb, Vaughtelle _ _ _ Douglas

Webster, Emily _____ Crisp

Weems, Ellen _____ Fulton

Weintraub, Esther _ _ _ Burke
Wells, Lynds _____ Troup
West, Chlora _____ Dawson
West, Louise _____ _Dooly

West, Selma _____ Mitchell

Whatley, Naomi _ _ _ _ Troup
Wheeler, Eva _ _ _ _ -Baldwin
Wheeler, Ruth _ _ _ _ Warren
White, Cecile _ _ _ _ -Franklin

White, Helen _____ Twiggs
White, Irene _ _ _ _ Cherokee
White, Willene Whitfield

Whiteman, Virginia _ _ Fulton

Wilburn, Esther _ _ _ _ Jasper

Wilcox, Catherine _ _ _ _Fulton
Williams, Etta Lou _ _ Wilccx
Wilcox, Louise _ _ _ _ _Fulton

Williams, Flaudie _ _ _ Houston

Will

Will

Will

iams, Gussie _ _ _ Laurens
ams, Jewell _ _ _ -Turner
ams, Kathleen _ Meriwether

Williams, Velma _ _ _ -Schley

Williamson, Emmie _ _ Baldwin
Willingham, Anne _ _ _ Lincoln

Willis, Maidee Tift

Willis, Mary _____ -Baldwin
Willis, Merle _ _ _ _ Bleckley

Wilson, Helen L. _ _ _ Houston
Wilson, Helen _____ Taylor

Wilson, Sara ______ Bibb

Wilson, Thelma _ _ _ _ Wilcox
Wilson, Willie _ _ _ _ .Taylor

Wise, LaRue _ _ -Meriwether

Woodard, Amanda _ _ Pulaski

Woodham, Mary _ _ _ Pulaski

Wright, Lucille _ _ _ _ Fulton

Young, Bertha _ _ _ Richmond
Young, Dell _ Bibb

Youngblood, Julia _ _ Richmond
Youngblood, Ruth _ _ _ Baldwin
Zeigler, Lina _____ Screven
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CALENDAR, 1919-20

1919

Sept. 2nd, Tuesday School Dormitories open.

Sept .2nd, Tuesday _ -Classification of Students.

Sept. 3rd, Wednesday-Classification of Students.

Sept. 4th, Thursday _Fall Term begins at 9 A. M.

Dec. 18th, Thursday -Christmas Holidays begin.

(Recitations end Wednesday, P. M., Dec.

17th).

1920

Jan. 2nd, Friday _ _ _Re-opening of School.

Apr. 17th, Saturday -Founder's Day.

May 23rd, Sunday _ -Commencement Sermon at 11 A. M.

May 24th, Monday Annual Concert at 8:30 P. M.

May 25th, Tuesday Annual Meeting of Board of Trustees, at 10

A. M.

May 26th, Wednesday-Faculty Reception to Alumni-ae, at 8:30

P. M.

May 26th, Wednesday-Graduating Exercises at 8 P. M.

New students may enter at any time during the year, but it is

best for them to enter September 2nd, or January 2nd.

Prospective students will need to apply well in advance of their

coming, in order to be sure of places in the dormitories.

BOARD OF TRUSTEES

B. S. MILLER, Columbus ,Ga President

S. B. BROWN, Albany, Ga Vice-President

G. A. MELL, Athens, Ga Secretary and Treasurer

Members ex-offlcio

Governor Hugh M. Dorsey Atlanta, Ga.

State Suerintendent of Schools, M. L. Brittain Atlanta. Ga.

Chancellor, University of Georgia, David C. Barrow__Athen-, Ga.

Membcrs-at-large

Judge Stark Commerce, Ga.

A. B. Greene Fort Valley. Ga.

Members City of Athens
A. H. Davison Athens, Ga.

E. J. Bondurant - Athens, Ga.
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UNIVERSITY OF GEORGIA

Members Representing Trustees of University of Georgia

Judge Loyd Cleveland Griffin, Ga.
Judge A. J. Cobb Athens, Ga.

J. E. Hayes Montezuma, Ga.

Members Representing Congressional Districts

First District, Joseph W. Smith Manassas, Ga.

Second District, S. B. Brown Albany, Ga.

Third District, J. M. Collum Americus, Ga.

Fourth District, B. iS. Miller Columbus, Ga.

Fifth District, H. Y. McCord Atlanta, Ga.

Sixth District, J. C. Beauchamp Williamson, Ga.

Seventh District, E. iS. Griffeth Buchanan, Ga.

Eighth District, Mr. Yow - Lavonia, Ga.

Ninth District, L. M. Brand Lawrenceville, Ga.

Eleventh District, V. L. Stanton Waycross, Ga.

Twelfth District, Judge W. W. Larsen Dublin, Ga.

FACULTY AND OFFICERS

DAVID C. BARROW, LL.D., Chancellor Ex-Officio.

Chancellor of the University of Georgia.

JERE M. POUND, A.B., LL.D., President.

H. B. RITCHIE, A.B., Dean.

ALEXANDER RHODES, Business Manager.

MRS. H. C. DQOLITTLE, Registrar.

H. B. RITCHIE, A.B., Psychology and Pedagogy; Director of Ele-

mentary Training School.

PETER F. BROWN, A.M., English.

MRS. GERTRUDE A. ALEXANDER, A.M., Expression; Assistant

in English.

T. E. HOLLINGSWORTIH, A.B., Mathematics.

DAVID L. EARNEST, A.M., Elementary Science.

MISS ROBERTA HODGSON, History.

H. D. MEYER, Geography and Economics.

E. S. SELL, B.S.A., Agriculture.

MISS HELEN L. 'SPROUT, Latin and Greek; Director of Corre-

spondence Department.

JOSEPH LUSTRAT, Bach es Lett., French and Spanish.

BESS M. BAIRD, Household Arts.

MISS ANNIE LINTON, Manual Arts.

MISS LAURA B. STRONG, Physical Education.

MRS. AGNES EBERHART, Instrumental Music.

MUSS FRANCES LEIBING, Sight Singing.

MISiS EVELYN LEWIS, Oratory.
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MISS MAY ZEIGLER, A.B., Assistant in Department of Psychology
and Pedagogy.

MRS. R. L. ROZAR, Assistant in Department of English.

MISS IRIS CALLAWAY, Assistant in Department of Mathematics.

MISS GLADYS BURLESON, Assistant in Department of Elementary

Science.

MISS MARY WOODS, Assistant in Departments of History and

Geography.

MISS MYRTLE RICHARDS, First Assistant in Department of

Household Arts.

MISS PARNA B. HILL, Assistant in Department of Household Arts.

MISS RUTH C. BRIGGS, Assistant in Department of Household

Arts.

MISS ANNIE MAE HOLLIDAY, Assistant in Department of Manual
Arts.

MUSS EDITH GUILE, Assistant in Department of Physical Educa-

tion.

MISS KATHLEEN DRAKE, Assistant in Department of Physical

Education.

MRS. J. W .BAILEY, Assistant in Department of Instrumental

Music.

MUSS KATE HICKS, Principal Elementary School.

MISS MAGNOLIA SCOVILLE, Critic Teacher Seventh and Eighth

Grades.

MISS HATTIE SMITH, Critic Teacher Fifth and Sixth Grades.

MISS ELIZABETH YOUNG, Critic Teacher Third and Fourth
Grades.

MISS VIRGINIA LOTT, Critic Teacher First and Second Grades.

MISS ADA JANE DOLAN, Assistant in Upper Grades.

MISS LAURA ELDER, Teacher of Rural School.

MISS AGNES GOSS, Librarian.

MISS LUCILE COBB, Assistant Librarian.

MISS MOINA MICHAEL, Matron Winnie Davis Hall.

MISS ELIZABETH YOUNG, Matron Winnie Davis Hall.

MISS NELLIE COLBERT, Matron Gilmer Hall.

MISS VIRGINIA LOTT, Matron Senior Hall.

MRS. MAGGIE LAMBDIN, Matron Bradwell Hall.

MISS EVELYN LEWIS, Matron Bradwell Hall.

MISS MARY M. WOODS, Matron of Campus.
MISS MAMIE DAVIS, Trained Nurse.

MISS EMMIE JONES, Bookkeeper.
MISS MOINA MICHAEL, Y. W. C. A. Secretary.

MRS. B. H. KINNEBREW, Housekeeper.
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DIRECTIONS FOR REACHING ATHENS

Have all baggage plainly marked with your name and STATE
NORMAL SCHOOL, ATHENS, GA.

Arrange to reach Athens in the day time. If this is impossible,

notify the Dean of the school of the exact time you will arrive and
of the railroad over which you will come, that some one may meet
you at night.

The school is on the street car line, as are also the Seaboard,

the Gainesville Midland and the Southern stations. The Central of

Georgia and Georgia Railroad use the Southern station. The con-

ductors on the street cars will gladly tell you how to reach the

school.

Do not give your baggage checks to anyone at the depot but a

representative of the school, and never give them to a negro dray-

man. A representative of the Normal will meet each train.

GENERAL CONDITIONS OF ADMISSION

The purpose of this school is to "educate and train teachers for

the common schools of Georgia." The terms of admission are as

follows:

First: The applicant must be sufficiently mature and sufficiently

well prepared to undertake the work of the school successfully. All

students, when admitted are considered upon probation for a reason-

able length of time; and, when unwilling or unable to do the work
required, they will be privately counseled to withdraw.

Second: This institution is a vocational school, not a reforma-

tory. We have no punishments. All trifling with rules and regu-

lations or careless, indifferent, and improper conduct will subject

the offender to the necessity of withdrawing. Only students with a

serious purpose are desired.

Third: Good Moral Character. Every student will be required

to hand to the President a letter of recommendation from some
responsible party in the home neighborhood.

Fourth: Good Health. This school is delightfully situated in

the Piedmont Hills. The conditions of health here cannot be sur-

passed. But in order to protect our students as carefully as pos-

sible we have always on duty a nurse of the very highest training,

whose business will be to constantly inspect the dormitories and

to examine all the students personally for all evidences of sickness

and ill health.

Fifth: Applicants for admission to the school must bring a letter

from the home physician certifying that the applicant has not been
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exposed to any contagious disease within the previous thirty days.

See blank for this purpose, next to last page. This letter must be

presented upon arrival.

Sixth: Successful vaccination is also another absolutely neces-

sary condition of entrance. All students upon arrival will have

their arms examined by a physician; and if they do not have a satis-

factory scar, they must be vaccinated at once before they can be

admitted to the school (at a cost of fifty cents). In all cases it is

better for applicants to be vaccinated before coming here, provided

it can be done with fresh, pure, vaccine points.

These last two conditions are so imperative, and will be adhered

to so rigidly, that the applicant who neglects them will be neces-

sarily subjected to great trouble in entering the school. Plainly

and emphatically, these things must not be neglected by any appli-

cant.

Registering

Upon reaching the school, the student should go at once to the

office of the Registrar and fill out a registration blank properly.

This blank is then taken to the Dormitory Manager's office where a

Dormitory Room Ticket will be obtained. All moneys and fees

should at once be paid at this office and receipts secured for same.

The Classification Committees will meet the students in various

class rooms for all assignments. The directory of where these com-
mittees may be found will be posted in conspicuous places in the

corridors of the Academic Building. In order to be properly classi-

fied at once, the student should bring letter of introduction, h€>alth

certificate, and all reports from former schools and teachers.

Boarding Department

All dormitories are steam-heated, with toilet rooms and baths

on every floor abundantly supplied with hot and cold water. They
are comfortable, pleasant, and healthful homes for the students.

All of our dormitories were worked over last summer and modern-
ized in every respect, making them the equal of the best dormi-

tories in all matters of convenience and comfort. Students in each

dormitory are under the care of a resident matron, who looks after

their needs and comforts. The dining hall is one of the best in our

knowledge.

Board in the dormitories includes room, table fare, heat, lights,

and attendants for the rougher work.
Each student will pay for, and look after her own laundering,

Wiht the assistance of the matron in charge.

Each student must bring a pillow, pillow-cases, bed-clothes (in-

cluding at least one white spread), towels, hair-brush and comb, and
other personal toilet articles; also a bath-robe, bed-room slippers,

overshoes, wrap and umbrella.
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The male students do not room in the dormitories. Rooms are

rented for them near the campus and paid for by the school. Such
students pay the same rate for board as outlined in the catalogue,

furnishing bedding, etc., just as the girls do.

Parents and friends visiting students cannot be accommodated
in the dormitories, as there is no room for them. They can secure

board in the city.

EXPENSES

Terms for Board (payable in advance as indicated).

September 4th, 1919_First Payment $ 30.00

November 6.th, 1919_Second Payment 30.00

January 23rd, 1919_Third Payment 30.00

March 26th, 1919_Fourth Payment 30.00

$120.00

Matriculation Fee (to be paid on entrance) $ 10.00

Board for students who do not make the quarterly payments, as

indicated above, will be at the rate of $3.75 per week, 75 cents per

day.

All students entering before September 15th, will be charged

from date of opening (Sept. 4th). Those entering on, and after

September 15th, will be charged from the date they enter school.

There is no tuition paid by Georgia students. Students from out-

side the state are required to pay $40.00 per year; $20.00 upon
entrance, and $20.00 at the beginning of the second semester.

If advisable at any times to raise or lower the rates for board, the

right to do so is reserved.

The School Farm

The school has a farm of 214 acres, which is well equipped to fur-

nish supplies for the dining-room. It is considered one of the most

up-to-date school farms in the United States, and is used solely for

the purpose of furnishing pure and wholesome food for the students.

Winnie Davis Memorial Hall

Students who wish to occupy rooms in the Winnie Davis Memo-
rial Hall must submit letters assigning them these rooms by Aug.

15th. If these assignments are not made by this date, the school

authorities will reserve the right to fill these rooms with other

students. These letters of appointment can only be secured through

the U. D. C. Chapters that furnish the rooms, They must be prop-

erly signed by the President of the Chapter, and mailed to the Pres-

ident of the school by August 15th.
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The Elijah Clarke Chapter Infirmary

(Miss Mamie Davis, trained nurse, in charge).

This is a pretty little building of four wards with apartments for

the nurse. It has bathrooms, lavoratories, toilets, electric and gas

lights, hot and cold water, and gas ranges. The furnishings are

entirely comfortable. It is a cozy, quiet retreat for students who
from time to time may need such. The infirmary is in- charge of a

trained nurse, most of whose time is spent, not in looking after

students who are sick, but in caring for them, to see that they do

not get sick. With the matrons, she takes general oversight and
care of the entire student body. The nurse will also give lectures

on home nursing, hygiene, and sanitation to certain classes during

the year. The health of the student body has always been superb.

Carnegie Library

This beautiful building was the generous gift of Mr. Andrew
Carnegie six years ago. It is perfectly equipped with handsome
library furniture and contains nine thousand volumes. Members
of the faculty and registered students of the school have free access

to the library and may withdraw books for home use. To the

general public it is- a reference library.

One of the great purposes of the library is to create in the stu-

dents an interest in good literature and to encourage a desire for

reading, as well as to supplement the work of every department.

All possible help is given to the students' literary societies and
reference rraterial is put on reserve shelves for the use of debaters.

Periodical literature is of great value in reference work, and the

library subscribes to the following magazines: American Journal of

Education, American Primary Teacher, American School Board
Journal. Association Monthly, Century Magazine, Collier's National

Weekly, Cosmopolitan, Country Gentleman, Country Life in Ameri-
ca, Current Opinion, Delineator, Elementary School Journal, Every-

body's Magazine, Good Housekeeping, Harper's Monthly Magazine,
Independent, Journal of Education, Journal of Educational Psy-

chology, Journal of Home Economics, Kindergarten Review, Ladies'

Home Journal, Literary Digest, McClure's Magazine, Manual Train-

ing and Vocational Education, Millinery Trade Review, Missionary
Review of the World, Musical America, National Food Magazine.
National Geographic Magazine, Nature Study Review. North Ameri-
can Review, North American Student, Outlook, The Playground,
Progress, Progressive Farmer, Review of Reviews, Saturday Even-
ing Post, School Arts Magazine, School and Home, School Century,
School World, Story Tellers' Magazine, Survey, Teachers' Magazine,
Travel, and World's Work. As the volumes are comp they
are bound, and with their indexes are of invaluable aid.
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The library is open daily (except Sunday) from 8:45 in the morn-
ing until 6:00 in the evening, closing for the dinner hour. Books
not reserved for classes may be borrowed from the library for two
weeks, and may be renewed for two weeks more if not called for.

Books which are not returned on time are subject to a fine of two
cents a day. Books from the reserve shelves are issued overnight
and are subject to a fine of ten cents if not returned promptly the
following morning. All books lost or damaged must be replaced
or paid for.

Although occupied less than six years, the library has awakened
new interest and has shown a marvelous growth, the circulation

each year almost doubling that of the previous year. From one to

two hundred books are taken out daily, and on an average the
library is read through more than twice in every school year. It is

the best used library in our knowledge.

Uniforms

To promote economy, simplicity, and good taste in dress, every

young woman in the school, unless specially excused by the Presi-

dent, is required to purchase and wear the uniform adopted by the

school. Requests to be excused from wearing the uniform will not

be considered except for very exceptional and unusual reasons.

The uniform consists of the following articles:

For church and street wear—a blue serge suit and cap, white

waist, tan gloves, black shoes and hose.

For class room wear—a blue serge suit skirt, uniform waist of

white poplin, blue Windsor tie. In winter a uniform sweater may
be worn.

For summer and evening wear—a white poplin wash skirt and
white waist.

The suit, cap, gloves, white skirts, tie and sweater ((if worn) can

be bought only in Athens and may be ordered by mail before the

student leaves home. Unless placed in advance, the order must be

given immediately upon arrival at the school. The white waists

for school, church, and evening wear must be made of the material

and according to the patterns designated in the accompanying leaflet

giving detailed descriptions.

The above requirements will be rigidly enforced. There must
be no attempt at evasion or partial violation of these regulations.

No other articles, however similar can be substituted for those

specified.

Students are expected to wear the uniform at all times both on

and off the campus. They need not bring to the school dres~es of

other kinds, for it is desired that the uniform be worn on all oc-

casions. This uniform is pronounced by all experts who have ex-
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amined it as the cheapest, neatest, completest and best uniform pre-

scribed by any institution in the South.

Uniforms must be kept in good condition. The enforcement of

all regulations with regard to the uniform is within the authority

of the matrons of the several dormitories. Students may be re-

quired to buy new garments whenever in the judgment of the Presi-

dent and the matrons it is deemed necessary.

Students must not sell or give cast off uniform garments to per-

sons living in the vicinity of Athens.

The uniform skirt, cap, and white waist should be worn by for-

mer students when returning to the school in September. All stu-

dents must wear the uniform as a traveling dress at all other

times.

It is very desirable that uniforms be ordered before leaving home.
A detailed description and order blank will be furnished upon re-

quest made to the Registrar.

COURSE OF STUDY
Applicants for the Common School Methods Class or the Review

Class must either have a license to teach, present written evidence

in the form of certificates from their last instructors, or show in

examination that they have satisfactorily completed at least the

equivalent of eight scholastic years of study. These courses are

intended to prepare applicants for the state teachers examination

or for advanced work in this school. Applicants should make
their choic between these two courses under the advice of in-

structors here.

All male students are excused from Physical Culture, and there-

for are required to take, in the place of these two periods, two
periods of Manual Arts or two periods of Agriculture until two
years of work in each of these subjects have been completed.

Common School Methods Review
Professional Texts _____ 2 English Composition _ _ _ _ 3

Methods in American Classics _____ 3

Language and Grammar _ 3 Elementary Algebra _____ 5

Reading _________ 1 English History ______ 3

Arithmetic ________ 3 Commercial Geography
Physiology ________2 or Latin _________ 3

C. S. and Georgia History Arithmetic _________4
and Civics _______ 3 Physical Education _____ 2

Geography and Nature —
Study 2 Total required _____ _23

Agriculture _______ 2

Drawing __________ Brief Courses in Manual Arts
Public School Music _ _ _ _ 2 a_d Household Arts may be
Brief Course Cookery _ _ _ _ 1 r. ken as options.
Brief Course Sewing _ _ _ _ 1

Physical Education _____ 2

Total required _______",
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ACADEMIC AND INDUSTRIAL CLASSES

Applicants for any of the Academic and Industrial classes may
offer certificates from accredited high schools for entrance into

these classes. These certificates will be accepted as evidence of

preparation in those subjects which are certified to and the holder

will be allowed to take up any advanced work based upon the certi-

fied subjects. Work in one study cannot be accepted as the equiva-

lent of work in a different subject.

Industrial students above the Freshman Class will select the

work of one of the Industrial Departments as a major.

Optional work may be selected by all students from equivalent or

lower classes to the extent of the maximum number of periods al-

lowed each class.

Students electing the Academic or the Industrial Course may
select as options subjects from the alternate course for which they

can show the required preparation and in this way fill up the num-
ber of periods between those required and the maximum.
An Industrial Course has been arranged for men that will include

the required work of the regular Industrial Course, together with

all Agricultural, a course in Mechanical Drawing and Woodwork in

the Junior and iSenior classes and Economics and Sociology.

FRESHMAN CLASS

Academic
Practical Pedagogy _____ 1

English Classics _______ 2

Rhetoric __________ 3

Plane Geometry _______ 4

Advanced Algebra _____ 3

Physics or Latin _______ 4

Ancient and Medieval Hist. _ 4

Physical Education _____ 2

Total required _____ _23
Maximum ________ _29

Industrial
Literature __________ 3

Rhetoric ___________ 2

Civics 3

Physics ___________ 4

Botany 2

Geometry __________ 3

Sewing ___________ 1

Drawing and Color 1 _ _ _ _ 2

Physical Education _____ 2

Total required _____ _22

SOPHOMORE CLASS

Academic
Psychology _________ 3

English and American
Literature ________4

Tbeme Writing _______ 1

Solid Geometry _______ 3

Chemistry or Latin _____ 3

European History _____ 3

Biology __________3

Industrial
Psychology _________ 3

Literature ________-3
Theme Writing _______ 2

Industrial Arithmetic _ _ _ _ 2

Chemistry __________ 3

Biology ___________ 3

Cookery ___________ 2

Handicrafts _________ 2

Physical Education _____ 2

Total required _____ _18 Total required _____ _22
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JUNIOR
Academic

History of Education and
Principles of Teaching _ _ 4

Child Study ____2
Methods - 2

Methods of Teaching
Literature ________2

Expression _________4
Economics _________2
Mathematics or History or

Latin or Greek or French
or Spanish or German _ _ 2

Household Management
(for girls) ________ 2

Shop Work (for boys) _ _ _ 2

Public School Music _____ 2

Physical Education _____ 2

Total required _____ _24
Maximum _______ _29

SENIOR
Academic

Methods and School Mgmt. _ 3

Practice Teaching _____ 4

Conference _________
Nineteenth Century Literature

and Development of Drama 2

Expression _________ 4

Mathematics or History or
Latin or Greek or German
or French or Spanish _ _ _ 2

Sociology _________2
Agriculture ________2
Public School Music _____ 2

Physical Education _____ 2

Total required _____ _24
Maximum _______ _28

CLASS
Industrial

Methods 2

Rural Economics ______ 2

Bacteriology ________3
Agriculture 3, 4_ ______ 3

Physical Education _____ 2

Foods _______ 2

Cookery ______ 2

Plain Sewing _ _ _ 2

Textiles 1st,

Millinery 2nd _ _ 2 \

Junior Crafts _ _ _ 2

Junior Arts _ _ _ 2

Design 1 _____ 2

In. Detcoration _ _ 2

Total required _____ _22

CLASS
Industrial

Methods and School Manage-
ment __________3

Practice Teaching _____ 2

Conference __________
English _-2
Agriculture 5,6______2
Physical Education _ _ _ _

Cookery _____ 2

Dressmaking _ _ _ 2

Pieties and
Special Methods- 3

Home Management 3 [ elect 10
Woodwork _ _ _ _ 2

|

Senior Crafts _ _ _
|

Senior Arts _ _ _ _ 2
|

Design ______ 2
|

Methods in Art _ _ 2
J

Total required _____ _22
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ELEMENTARY TRAINING SCHOOL

The relation of theory to practice is the same in teaching as in

medicine; hence, schools for the professional training of teachers

require training schools for the application of the theory of teaching

just as schools of medicine require hospitals for the application of

the theory of medicine. The most important equipment for every

technical course in the modern school is a well equipped laboratory.

In every Normal School the one essential feature is the Training

School, it being the pedagogical laboratory in which the student-

teacher observes the workings of the child mind and applies the

knowledge thus gained in carefully planned teaching act^.

The Training School performs two distinct but related functions:

It furnishes regular classes for the observation of expert teaching

and serves as a school of practice for students in which they may
serve an apprenticeship as actual teachers. In the conduct of prac-

tice it is the general purpose to help students to appreciate edu-

cational theory by themselves putting it into practice and to train

them in those practical adjustments which constitute effective teach-

ing. To this end there is a minimum of discussion and a maximum
of doing.

It is the purpose of the Elementary Training School of the State

Normal School to give to its teachers in training, particularly

Juniors and Seniors and Specials, opportunity to observe and ap-

ply the most approved methods in education, with the idea of put-

ting these into practice in the schools of the state.

The Training School is amply equipped wih a library, a shop,

a gymnasium, a kitchen, and a dining room, and the different class

rooms are well equipped with modern appliances.

The school is a well organized one of eight grades, and the course

of study is planned to meet present needs in the life of the child and

to suit the interests of the various periods of child development.

The work, so far as practicable, is based upon present day industries,

and especially the industries which are taught in the school: Cook-

ing, Gardening, Sewing and Manual Training. In addition to the

industries named, the course of study includes Reading, Writing,

Spelling, Drawing, Painting, Language and Grammar, Literature,

Elementary Science, Geography, Arithmetic, Algebra, History, Music,

and Physical Training.

Before any student is permitted to do practice teaching in the

Training School, the equivalent of academic and professional work
as given in the Junior class of the State Normal School must be

satisfactorily completed.

The Senior Class is divided into three sections. Each section
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teaches for three months one period a day and four days a week.

Sixteen lessons constitute a month's work. During the time that

a section is teaching the other two sections observe and have special

methods in all the common school subjects.

Before teaching in the Training School each student-teacher

is assigned a grade and a subject for three months, and is required

to make for teaching detailed plans which must be submitted to

the critic teacher for correction. After the teaching assignment is

made four plans each week must be submitted to the critic in

charge, and four must be accepted before a student-teacher is per-

mitted to teach.

Before taking charge of any grade, the student-teacher must
observe at least eight lessons in the grade in which she is to teach,

and preferably eight lessons in the subject which she is to teach.

She must learn each child of the grade by name, and must learn

the regular critic teacher's method of managing the grade.

The practice teaching is done under the supervision of the critic

teacher, the Director and the Principal of the school exercising

general supervision.

While actually teaching, the student-teacher meets daily with

the critic teacher for discussions and criticisms of the lessons taught.

In these discussions the student-teacher is encouraged to take the

initiative in the criticism, that is, to point out defects and to sug-

gest remedies. The Director and the Principal observe the teaching,

and meet with the students and the critic teacher as often as is

practicable and take part in these discussions. In addition to teach-

ing in he Training School, Seniors are allowed the privilege of

teaching and 'observing in the Athens City Schools. Observation is

also done in country schools.

For one period a week throughout the year, the entire faculty

of the Department of Pedagogy meet with the student-teachers in

a general conference for directions in the pra~tice teaching, and
also for study and discussions of vital educational problems.

In rating the student-teacher's ability the critic teacher considers

the following points or their equivalent:

1. General intelligence, knowledge of subject-matter, ability to

formulate a definite problem in each lesson and to select the vital

points in the solution of the problem and to concentrate the teaching

about these few definite points.

2. Initiative in planning the lesson and provision for initiative

on the part of the pupils, in securing and using adequate mate-

rials and the care of the same, and in the care of the room.

3. Tact in managing the children, securing and holding atten-

tion, keeping all children profitably employed.
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4. Earnestness, persistence, promptness, responsiveness to sug-

gestions, attitude toward criticism, helpful school spirit.

5. English, culture, courtesy, neatness, voice, carriage, poise and
confidence.

At the expiration of each teaching assignment, critic teachers

make reports, from which an annual report is made for the em-
ployment committee. This report consists of a general estimate

of the student's ability and promise as a teacher and such special

characteristics as will be helpful to the employment committee in

properly supplying teachers for the positions which they are re-

quested to fill.

THE RURAL SCHOOL

Modern educational thought has centered about the city school;

social and economical forces have developed the city more rapidly

than the country, thereby retarding the growth of the country school

and country life in general.

It is our purpose with a model building and modern equipment

to help in adjusting the rural school to the agricultural and domes-

tic life of the country; to demonstrate ways in which a rural school

may be the social center of community life; to adjust the course

of study to rural conditions and interests; to study the problem of

the consolidation of schools, to show what may be done by one

teacher in carrying out a, practical course of study; to bring the

student-teachers of the State Normal School in close contact with

the actual problems of the country school. A schedule is arranged

by which they may observe the daily work of the school and have
practical experience in teaching in a country school.

The building is modern, consisting of a main school room, cloak

room, and veranda. The size of the cloak room permitting one side

of it is utilized as a kitchen. Here a three-burner oil stove has

been installed and demonstrations of simple cookery are given. One
corner of this space is used for individual drinking cups and towels.

The equipment of the school is good. Individual desks are used.

A large stove with zinc jacket about it furnishes heat. Three sides

of the room are covered with the best green hyloplate boards. Four
large windows admit all the light from one side. Both doors and

windows are fitted with gauze. Two roomy cabinets are used re-

spectively for library and dishes and linen.

The kitchen and the floAver and vegetable gardens are the centers

of activity. The children are country children, most of them the

sons and daughters of farmers. They study practical agriculture

along with their garden work. They germinate seed, study the soil,
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and learn the various parts of the plant. The garden work is not

simply experimental; the children use on their table vegetables

which they cultivate. Some of the products are marketed. Many
practical lessons in Language and Arithmetic are based upon this

industrial work.

The idea of the attractive in furnishings is not overlooked.

Above the boards, borders of burlap in soft brown are mounted.
On these the color work of the children is arranged. A few copies

of the masterpieces also adorn the walls. Shades of restful color

and bright stenciled curtains cover the windows.

The playground space is ample, and as much outdoor gymnasium
work as is practicable is given.

Forty children may be comfortably accommodated at one time.

The school is limited to seven grades, and the courses of study

adopted for the state schools is carried out. In addition to this,

training is given in practical school gardening, domestic science,

singing and some simple manual and color work.

One of the most attractive features is the noon lunch each day.

The table is set for a meal, and teacher and children lunch together.

The boys and girls wash the dishes and store them away. This

furnishes opportunity for teaching many neglected lessons, and the

refining influence of this training is noted.

From four to six student-teachers are assigned to this school

every month, having done observation work before beginning their

actual teaching. .

The school is a country school and has the sympathetic coopera-

tion of the County School Superintendent and the county board of

education.

CORRESPONDENCE COURSE

Teaching by mail is becoming more popular every day, and the

facilities have now been so perfected that there is no method of

study which equals that of the correspondence plan for giving depth
of scholarship and accurate knowledge of the subject studied. The
State Normal School has so arranged its courses of study that all

correspondence students will secure full credit for the work which
they do at home should they decide eventually to attend the Normal
School at Athens.

These courses are prepared by the heads of departments who are

specialists in these branches. Directions as to text-books and les-

sons, and lists of review questions, will be sent the student. When
the student writes out the answers to these questions and sends in

her papers, these will be corrected and graded and again returned
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to the student. Credit will be entered upon the records of the State

Normal School for the work done, and this credit will help the stu-

dent, who can come to the school later and take resident work, to

obtain the diploma offered by this institution.

The charges for the courses are as follows:

Common School Review Courses
Arithmetic ______ _$5.00
Grammar ________ 5.00
History, American _ _ _ _ 5.00
Physiology ________ 5.00
Geography ________ 5.00
Agriculture ________ 5.00
Reading 5.00
Spelling 5.00

General Culture Courses
Algebra $6.00
Geometry 6.00
Latin 6.00
Rhetoric 6.00
Literature ________ 6.00
C:vil Government _ _ 6.00

General Pedagogical

Dutton's "School Management," and Georgia School Law $5.00

A General Course on Primary Methods 5.00

Other courses in way of preparation.

For full particulars in regard to any of these courses of study,

address the President, State Normal School, Athens, Georgia.

LECTURE COURSE

The school maintains a Lyceum Course which is free to all the

students of the school and in which are engaged the best platform

performers we can procure. In addition to this, a series of lectures

by prominent men and women in the state, who have accomplished

things in the special line of work in which each is interested, is kept

up throughout the year.

Moreover, Athens affords the school wonderful opportunity of

seeing and hearing those who have attained distinction along many
lines of endeavor. The school, in fact, is at times embarrassed with

the richness of its opportunities of this kind. But they are invalu-

able aids in giving finishing touches to the education which the

school is striving to impart to its student body.

STUDENT ORGANIZATIONS

The Young Women's Christian Association

The Young Women's Christian Association, through its social life,

Bible study, Mission study, church attendance and intercollegiate

relationships, seeks to promote the spirit of Christian thinking and

Christian living among students and to train them for Christian

work. The social work consists of introducing new students to the

school and of assisting them in adapting themselves to their new

friends and environment. The Bible study course is arranged to
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cover four years, but if as much as two yeras is satisfactorily com-

pleted credit is given. The course in Mission study is carefully

planned and the text-books used are the newest and best, treating

both home and foreign mission problems. Intercollegiate relation-

snips have been established by delegations to the Georgia State

Missionary League, and the Southern Conference of the Young
Women's Christian Association, by visits of traveling student sec-

retaries and by the interchange of reports and methods with other

associations.

Church attendance is emphasized in order that the students may
derive all the spiritual benefits possible from the splendid church

facilities of Athens.

Bible Course

The purpose of this course is to give such a general knowledge of

the Bible as will furnish to the students a background for future

work in detail.

The lessons are arranged for systematic daily readings, begin-

ning with Genesis, through the Bible. Weekly quiz reviews are

held on these readings, bringing out such points as every person

ought to know about the great Book.

The aim of the teachers in presenting these lessons is to bring

the students into loving acquaintance with God's Word. This course

covers four years.

The First Year's course embraces the Law and History of the

Hebrew Nation as found in the Bible from Genesis to Esther in-

clusive.

The Second Year's course is a study of the Poetry and Prophecy
of the Bible, beginning with the book of Job and extending through
the Old Testament.

The Third Year's Course is the Life of Christ or the historical

study of the four Gospels. These lessons are so arranged as to

bring together the corresponding parts of the four Gospels for com-
parison. There is no attempt made to study these parts critically,

but simply to present the facts as given by the four writers.

The Fourth Year's course is a study of the Acts of the Apostles,

of the Epistles and of Revelation.

This course is entirely optional, but all students are encouraged
to join one of these classes and due recognition is given their work
in the permanent records of the school.

The Bible classes are taught by members of the Faculty. During
last year the enrollment in all these classes was three hundred and
eleven.

The State Normal School won second honor in this work in the

United States, at the Panama Exposition Young Women's Christian

Association national contest in 1915.
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There is quite an interest in the memorizing of Scripture pre-
scribed by Mrs. Helen Gould Shepherd, for which she presents a
Student's Bible. Last year there were one hundred and seven pre-
sented to these students.

Students are urged to keep in their respective classes in Bible
work as in other studies.

The State Normal School won first honor in the United States on
the Student Association Honor Roll at the Panama Exposition for

the largest average in proportion to total enrollment in Mission
Study and Social Welfare classes in 1915. The School won second
honor places in the two subjects that follow: volunteer Bible Study
classes and attendance on religious services.

Women's Christian Temperance Union

In conjunction with the Young Women's Christian Association

work of the school, there is an organized Woman's Christian Tem-
perance Union which holds regular meetings once a month. This

organization has done much to further the study of temperance and
temperance questions through the Social Welfare class, which meets
once a week, and the monthly lectures given by choice lecturers on
the subject.

The Altioria Literary Society

For the nine years of its existence the Altioria Society, by follow

ing its motto has, through its high standards in literary and socia.

culture, through beautifying its room and through establishing a

library, reached the state of being a permanent and necessary organ-

ization in the school.

The Mildred Rutherford Society

The Mildred Rutherford Society is a literary society, the aims of

which are the cultivation of the literary sense, the betterment of

the social life of the school and the cementing of friendship into

strong usefulness in the future.

The Round Table

The Round Table is a gathering of all the students who desire to

attend at a regular meeting every Saturday night just when supper

is over. The organization is nine years old and its aim is to fur-

nish wholesome recreation and to develop a love for and a power to

tell the best stories to be found in our literature. Current topics

are discussed, songs rendered and some pleasing story told and

commented on. This organization started with but six members at

its inception, and now has increased in size until there is no room
on the school campus that will hold the attendance without crowd-

ing.
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The Ciceronian Debating Society

The Ciceronian Debating Society is an organization of the young

men for the specific purpose of training them in debate and public

speaking. Regular meetings are held once a week when current

topics of vital interest are debated and declamations rendered. In

addition to the benefits derived from public speaking, the young men
are given considerable insight into parliamentary usage by occa-

sional lectures. All of which prepare the members for duties in

after life.

The Athletic Association

The Athletic Association is an organization of the students to

promote and encourage outdoor sports and athletics, and is under

the direct supervision of the Department of Physical Education.

The Association has a well equipped athletic field, with courts for

tennis, Field Days and various athletic contests stimulate interest

in outdoor activities, and furnish to the students sane, wholesome
recreation.

The Georgia Club

Five years ago the Georgia Club began its work. At that time it

was a new and unique organization in the State Normal School; but

also it was new and unique in the schools, colleges and universities

of the whole country.

The club numbers 216 students and faculty members, represents

94 counties and five states. It meets regularly on Mondays at nine

o'clock for an hour's informal, comfortable discussion of rural life.

EMPLOYMENT COMMITTEE

The purpose of this committee is to help our graduates find work,
and school officers to obtain suitable teachers. No one is sent to a

place for which she is plainly unfitted; it is thought to be more im-

portant to succeed in a small field by doing satisfactory work than
to fail in a more desirable place—good work is more important.

STATISTICS FOR 1918-19

Registered students to date (March 18, 1919), 694; students

registered during the Summer School, 2 85; students regitered for

Correpondence courses, 60; pupils in Muscogee Elementary S hool

and Country School, 196; total. 1,235.

Teachers and officers, 48; counties represented by students, 117;

students holding diplomas from other schools, 252; students hold-

ing first-grade license, 40; second-grade license, 30; third-grade
license, 8; students having experience in teaching, 80. Forty-five

per cent of all our students are the sons and daughters of farmers.
Total registration since the foundation of the school, 13,753, more
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than 90 per cent of whom have since taught in our common schools.

Total graduates to June, 1918, 1,29 7. Graduating class this year

numbers 151.

Buildings: Academic buildings, 4; Dormitory buildings, 4; Din-

ing Hall and Senior Hall building, 1; Rural School, 1; Carnegie

Library, 1; Infirmary, 1; Practice Home, 1; Dairy Barn, 1; Stock

Barn, 1; total, 15.
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GENERAL INFORMATION
NATURE AND FUNCTION

The South Georgia State Normal College was established and is

supported by the state for the purpose of providing for its young
people the most serviceable type of education available both in kind

and in quality; and it provides wholesome and refined living influ-

ences for students while receiving this education. It seeks to ob-

literate the old distinction between the useful and the cultural; it

seeks truest culture in useful knowledge and useful habits and
attitudes—the only places it can 'be found; and seeks the truest

usefulness by developing the cultural and refining possibilities of

useful activities. The charter of the College is very liberal; its

policy is thoroughly -progressive.

At the first meeting of the Board of Trustees after the school was
financed, it was decided that the best interests of the State could be

served by restricting the institution, for the present at least, to the

higher education of young women. The College is, therefore, an

institution of collegiate rank, providing both general and special

training for young women. The ideal of the College is the b

type of Southern womanhood, and those studies are pursued whic^
are best fitted to produce this ideal.
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As will be seen by consulting the courses of study, there is a

wide range of election allowed to students, and it is possible to plan

courses to meet the needs of many different tastes and abilities. All

that the College insists upon is that the work be elected along some
definite plan, and that it be thoroughly done. Those who expect

to teach are required to take professional normal work. Special

courses will be developed as the demand arises.

HISTORICAL

The College was established 'by a special Act of the Legislature

in the summer of 1906, but no appropriation was made for build-

ings or maintenance until the summer of 1911. At that time the

State appropriated $30,000 for a building and equipment.

The City of Valdosta gave a campus of sixty acres of land, which

(with the sewerage and water system provided at a cost of about

$25,000 to the City) is worth about $75,000, and $50,000 in money,
payable in installments of $5,000 a year for ten years. Later, the

City made $25,000 of its cash bounty available at once, and the first

building was erected and furnished at a cost of $55,000.

So the College was housed and made ready to open in January,

1913. An adequate annual appropriation for maintenance was

granted by the Legislature in 1912 and the life of the institution

was assured. The College opened for work on January 2, 1913.

LOCATION
The College is situated at Valdosta, at one of the most easily

accessible points in south Georgia. The campus of sixty acres faces

2,100 feet on Patterson Street, the principal residence street of the

City, and occupies a gently sloping hillside, which gives perfect

drainage and affords an ideal school site. At the foot of the hill a

small stream flows through a natural park of handsome trees, and

at the top of the hill is a beautiful growth of virgin pines. The

school has a campus of exceptional natural beauty.

BUILDINGS AND EQUIPMENT
In General

Much of the educative quality of a college is determined by the

nature and fitness of its buildings and equipment.

Due to the fact that the City of Valdosta has liberally supple-

mented the 'building funds granted by the State, the buildings and

equipment are exceptionally complete and adequate. Before the

first brick was laid a plan was made for all reasonable future de-

velopment of the school, and prospective buildings were given their

style and position once for all. The general style of architecture

is a form of Spanish mission, equally charming for its beauty and

appropriateness to the climate and landscape.
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The buildings are planned by possibly the strongest firm of school

architects ih tne south to meet specifically the needs of this insti-

tution. They employ the most approved means of providing con-

venience, comfort, safety and health for those living and working
in them. Lighting, heating, ventilation, placing of stairs and toilets,

precautions against fires and means of escape in case of fire—all of

these very important considerations have been thoughtfully and
completely met. Moreover, the considerations of beauty and good
taste have been kept constantly in mind. There is nothing cheap
and tawdry about the place—and there is nothing vulgarly lux-

urious and ostentatious.

The Dormitory

Parents sending their daughters off to school are naturally con-

cerned first as to the conditions of their home life. The College

dormitory is a beautiful brick building constructed and equipped,

as has been indicated, in the most modern way. Every room is an

"outside" room into which the sun shines at some time of the day.

There is ample window space to let in light and air, and every win-

dow is thoroughly screened against flies and other insects. Hot

and cold water is provided in every room with thoroughly modern
plumbing, and ample bath and toilet room facilities are provided

ard conveniently placed. Rugs, shades, curtains, etc., which are

provided by the College, are tasteful and sanitary. First class elec-

tric lights and steam heat are provided. Only single beds are used;

no students ever sleep together. Other furniture is light, appro-

priate and specifically selected for its purpose. Dining room and

kitchen are efficiently equipped. There are ample parlors and

living rooms, furnished substantially and comfortably and beauti-

fully—but not ostentatiously.

In short, the building and its equipment meet all requirements of

modern, comfortable, convenient and sanitary living. And the

building is kept clean and fresh and wholesome and orderly at all

times.

The Administration Building

The College has issued a special pamphlet describing this build-

ing, which is believed to be one of the best buildings of its kind not

only in the State but in the south. A copy of the bulletin will be

sent on request. The remarkable beauty of this imposing structure

has commanded the admiration of all who have seen it; but its

convenience and "workableness" are quite as striking as its beauty.

Each department of instruction has had its quarters specially plan-

ned, and all are so grouped as to provide the most efficient service.

The equipment is that of the most approved schools. The class

rooms are provided with the best sanitary steel seats with writing
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arms. The various laboratories are equipped with all necessary-

apparatus—all of the most modern type. The library is organized

and equipped for service. There are already about five thousand
carefully selected volumes and most of the ibest magazines—all

classified and catalogued and made most available for use. There
are no dead shelf fillers tolerated.

ilt has been said that the silent influences of the building—its

beauty, its structural qualities, the scientific thoroughness and fit-

ness of its arrangement—are in themselves an education to anyone
coming within their sphere. The statement is seriously hoped by
us to be true, true in a very important sense.

The Gymnasium

This building is only temporarily in use as a gymnasium. It will

eventually be used as a laundry. It is a brick building, solid and
permanent, as is everything built on the campus, but very plain.

Its main features are strength and light.

The Heating Plant

This little structure (the upper part of it is temporary, later to

be built into the laundry building; the lower part is of concrete to

last forever) is a very important part of the college establishment.

By placing the hoilers and furnaces here away from all other build-

ings the danger of fire is practically eliminated. Moreover a great

economy of fuel is effected, and at the same time the best possible

heating service is made certain. The heating plant contains the

very latest equipment and is "the last word" in heating engineering.

GROWTH OF THE COLLEGE

The College opened its doors on January the 3rd, 1913. At that

time there was one house serving all the purposes of administration,

offices, class rooms, laboratories, dormitory, dining room, kitchen

and heating plant. Everything was carefully planned, it is true

and there was no skimping of any of the provisions of the school

because all had to be small. This one building was set in the mid-

dle of an "ex-corn-field." Today the "old building" is completely

transformed into dormitory, the new administration building is

completed, a gymnasium and permanent heating plant have been

built. The State has here a modern plant worth more than a quar-

ter of a million dollars.

But if the physical growth of the institution has been remarkable,

student enrollment has been even more remarkable. Beginning

with a small group of students, as was to be expected, in spite of

the untoward circumstances of the war beginning in Europe and

then of America entering the war, with all the disturbances that

these events have produced, the growth of the student body was
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perfectly regular and has amounted in five years to almost exactly

one thousand per cent.

The growth of the college spirit among students, a sense of what
is fit and becoming in a school that is maintained by the great com-
monwealth of Georgia, has been equally noticeable. The College

has never sought mere numbers, but has consistently placed quality

above quantity; and this practice has resulted in another form of

growth that has been exceedingly gratifying to the administration of

the institution—growth, that is, in the approval and affection of

the people and in the confidence of the educators of the State.

It remains to be "said that in spite of the great increase of physical

plant indicated above, the College is now crowded with students and

will be greatly put to it to accommodate its natural growth for

next year.

HOME LIFE

The rooms of the dormitory are equipped after the most approved

manner, every consideration being given to the health, comfort and
convenience of the student. The dining room and kitchen are plan-

ned with the same regard to health and comfort as are the bed

rooms. The dormitories and boarding department are under an
experienced and highly trained Head of the Home who, assisted by

competent matrons, has charge of the students in all matters of

their school-home life.

No pains or expense is spared to make the home life of the stu-

dents comfortable, healthy and content.

Students are required to board in the dormitory so long as there

is available room; but when dormitory room is exhausted students

will be provided board and lodging in approved families of the city.

Where students have responsible relatives in the city they may, with

•the approval of the President, arrange to board with them. Stu-

dents in private homes are required to conform to the general rules

and regulations of the dormitories.

Families desiring to take students to board, should make written

application to the President of the College and receive a copy of

the regulations governing students. Should these regulations not

he enforced the home will be taken from the "approved list."

RELIGIOUS LIFE

While the College is wholly unsectarian, every incentive is given

to the development of wholesome religious sentiment, broad-minded
toleration and noble character. The religious life of the students is

in every way encouraged. Students are expected to attend the

church of their own membership or that of their parents' choice.
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PATRIOTIC SERVICE
During the war and since the students have made a striking record

for patriotic service. In the various "drives" they did their part.

They bought liberty bonds and war savings stamps; their glee club

sang at patriotic rallies and gave "benefit" entertainments; the

Red Cross organization made tens of thousands of surgical dress-

ings of all kinds; the Y. W. C. A. cooperated in many ways.

In all patriotic work the students of the College have done their

part in a way becoming to a branch of the University of a great

State.

HEALTH PRECAUTIONS
All dormitory windows and outer doors are screened.

All rooms are properly ventilated, heated and lighted.

Abundance of pure artesian water, hot and cold, is provided.

Only government inspected milk and meats are used and all

foods are carefully chosen and prepared.

Only single beds are used in the dormitory.

All students are required to take systematic open air exercise

every day.

Everything is kept clean by scrubbing, washing, disinfecting, and

by fumigating when necessary.

HEALTH RECORD
There have been in the College only two cases of serious con-

tagious or infectious illness since the school began. There has "been

no typhoid or other such illness, and almost no serious illness of

any kind. It is a notable fact that during the influenza epidemic

of the winter of 1918-19 the College had only one case in its dor-

mitories—a record hardly equalled elsewhere in the United States.

It is believed that no school anywhere ever enjoyed a better health

record.

SPIRITUAL STANDARDS
The State institutions of a religious people are naturally re-

ligious institutions. While the College is entirely non-sectarian, a

sincerely spiritual atmosphere is cultivated in all the relations of

the institution. See the catalogue, page 11 and following.

Our standard of character is that of the highest Southern woman-

hood. The chief charm of the institution lies in the fact that the

students consciously strive to reach that high ideal, and so con-

stantly produce a happy, cheerful, cultured "livable and lovable"

atmosphere.
LABORATORIES AND STUDIOS

In planning the new Administration building care was taken to

make the various laboratories and studios as nearly perfect as pos-

sible. Floor arrangement, lighting, ventilation, equipment are all
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of the most modern design and the ,best quality. They are as nearly

perfect for the purposes for which they are designed as we can

make them.

The art studio, which occupies the spacious dome of the building

is in itself a thing of beauty, and yet it is entirely practical for the

everyday work of teaching. The equipment, drawing tables, casts,

models, etc., are all of the best.

The sewing and cooking laboratories are believed to be unex-

celled in the South—large, well lighted, properly arranged, and
equipped with the most modern equipment.

The physics and chemistry laboratory and the laboratory of

biological sciences are both large, well lighted and ventilated and
equipped with modern equipment. They are arranged en suite with

a well equipped lecture room which has terraced seats for one hun-

dred students.

The piano and voice studios are beautiful rooms equipped with

new Mathushek pianos and other necessary equipment.

THE LIBRARY

The library has about five thousand carefully selected books.

These books are the ones most needed in the work of the different

departments. They are all catalogued and arranged so as to be of

the greatest service. Several of the best magazines and newspa-

pers are subscribed for.

The library is housed in a large, well lighted airy room, and the

furniture is specially designed for its needs.

TEXT BOOKS

The purchase of text books is in most colleges a considerable item

of expense to students; and at the same time the fact that books

are expensive prevents teachers from requiring all that are really

necessary. Because of these facts the College has decided hence-

forth to provide the text books for its students—charging a small

fee for the use of the books (see page — )—thus materially re-

ducing the expense to the students and at the same time increasing

the number of texts available for class work.

The rules governing the use of text books are as follows:

1. After a student has paid the library fee she is -entitled to the

use of any text book ordered by an instructor during the time it is

required.

2. Upon order of the instructor the librarian will deliver the

book to the student.

3. If a student lose or fail to return a book she will be required

to pay for it.

4. If a student break, tear, scribble in or otherwise damage a
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book she will be required to purchase the book or pay for the dam-
age done.

GENERAL REQUIREMENTS OF ADMISSION
To ibe admitted to the College a student must be a young woman

of good character, at least fifteen years of age*, and in reasonably
good health. (2) Her scholarship must ibe of sufficient grade to

admit her to one of the regular classes of the institution. (3) She
should have been successfully vaccinated.

The Junior and Senior and Post-Graduate classes of this institu-

tion are of standard collegiate grade (the Junior class being based

on 16 units of high school credit). The Freshman and Sophomore
classes are essentially upper secondary grades. The Sub-Freshman
classes are the first and second year high school grades.

The standard of measure for the courses of college rank is the

usual semester-hour representing one hour a week for one semester

or half year. The standard for the classes of secondary rank is the

"Carnegie Unit" representing five periods a week of 40 minutes

each for a year, or its equivalent. The College uses in its own
classes the "equivalent," four periods a week of 60 minutes each

for a year. In all cases two hours of laboratory work equal one

hour of recitation requiring preparation.

SPECIFIC ENTRANCE REQUIREMENTS

The Sub-^Freshman classest are maintained by the College pri-

marily to meet the needs of students who have come up through

its own training school and those who desire to go to college but

have not had at home high school facilities. The number of stu-

dents admitted has to be limited to 20 students to each class.

Therefore it is impossible to admit to these classes students from

cities and towns having high schools, unless students of the kind

indicated are less than enough to fill the classes. About the only

requirements for these classes are that the applicant shall have

satisfactorily completed a seventh or an eighth grade.

For entrance to any class of the Professional Course a student

must offer the credits indicated below:

Freshman, 8 units as follows: English, 2; Algebra, 1 % ; History,

2; and 2 y2 units from the following subjects: Physical Geography,

V2 to 1 ; Elementary iScience, y2 to 2 ; Sewing, y2 ;
Cooking, y2 ; a

Modern Language, 1; Latin, 2.

*A student less than fifteen may be admitted to the Sub-Freshman classes

if she lives in the city <>r can board with responsible relatives or friends of

the family, but cannot be taken to board in the dormitories of the College.

t These two classes are only for students desiring to go on to higher classes.

Their courses of Study are rather strictly prescribed: and students cannot be
admitted to them who do not desire to take the full prescribed course for the

class entered. Irregular or "special' 'students cannot be taken Into these

classes.
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Sophomore, 12 units, 4 units above Freshman requirements as
follows: English, 1; Geometry, 1; History, 1; Physics, %; Sew-
ing, y2 .

Junior,. 16 units, 4 units above Sophomore requirements, as fol-

lows: English, 1; History, 1; Chemistry, V2 ; Hygiene, and Sanita-

tion, y2 ; Art, % i Domestic Science, y2 ; Nature Study, V2 .

Entrance requirements for the Non-Professional course are the

same as those above except that in classes higher than the Fresh-
man, Latin, Higher Algebra, Solid Geometry and Trigonometry may
be offered.

No student will he admitted to any class with more conditions than
two subjects running through the year or four running through a

half year: (i. e. with more than two units of conditions).

No student may take more than 20 hours a week of work out-

side of preparation.

No student will be admitted as a special student in any subject

whose general scholarship does not fit her at least for the Fresh-

man class.

DEPARTMENTAL DIPLOMAS
All students are required to choose their electives along some

definite line so as to become especially proficient in some field of

endeavor; but if a student desires to prepare herself to teach some
particular subject, such as Home Economics, Art, Physical Train-

ing, etc., it will be necessary for her to remain an additional year

in college and devote practically undivided time to that subject.

To such students will be awarded in addition to the regular pro-

fessional diploma a Departmental Diploma.

STATE CERTIFICATES
Under a recent ruling of the State Board of Education gradu-

ates from an "approved normal school of the State of Georgia,"

which offers courses of certain standards and complies with certain

regulations, "shall be eligible for,"

1. The Professional Elementary Certificate.

2. The Professional Normal Elementary Certificate.

This College fulfills both requirements in its normal course, and

its graduates receive both certificates.

These certificates are granted for three years and are renewable

for an indefinite period of active service. These certificates are of

equal rank with the first (highest) grade license for the Elementary
Schools and for High Schools.

NON-PROFESSIONAL COURSE
The Non-Professional course is a typical Junior College course.

It is, as its name implies, non-professional in its nature. While
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for general culture it is an excellent course, graduates do not meet
the requirements for State teaching certificates and are not rceom-
mended for teaching positions.

SPECIAL TEACHER'S COURSE

It often happens that students cannot stay in college long enough
to accomplish the full course leading to graduation, hut desire to

improve their fitness for teaching. For such students are arranged

special courses for a single year or even less. These courses follow

the same general plan, hut are modified to meet the particular needs

of the individual student.

The Special Teacher's Courses include certain pedagogical stud-

ies, observation and practice teaching in the training school, and

the academic subjects most useful to teachers in the public schools

of the State. Students who take one of these courses and later

desire to take the full course and receive a diploma, receive full

credit for the work done.

FEES AND EXPENSES

The College is State supported; there is no tuition. Other fees,

which are to defray the necessary living expenses of students, are

kept as low as possible while giving the high grade of service for

which the institution stands. Owing to the great increase in the

cost of foods, coal, and all kinds of supplies, it has been found nec-

essary to fix fees slightly higher than heretofore.

Fixed Fees

The fixed fees of the College for a year are as follows:

Matriculation fee $ 10.00

Board in Dormitory 126.00

Laundry in Dormitory 27.00

Library fee—including the use of all text books. (No books

to be bought by students) 5.00

Diploma fee (at graduation only) 5.00

Laboratory Fees

(To pay for material used by students individually in certain

courses, only to those taking the courses).

Physics, amount per term, half year $ 1.25

Chemistry, amount per term, half year 2.00

Art, amount per term, halfyear 2.50

Cooking, amount per term, half year 3.00

Sewing*, amount per term, half year 1.50

* In sewing classes where garments are made student must pay for material
and own the garment or the College will pay for the material and keep the

garment;
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Music Fees— (Private; Lessons)

Voice (two half hours per week) half year $27.00

Piano (two half hour per week)

:

From Teacher, *half year 27.00

From. Assistant Teacher, half year 18.00

Glee Club fees (per year) 1.00

Piano for practice (six hours per week) is included in the fee

indicated above.

THE UNIFORM
All boarding students, except those taking a short term special

course for teachers, are required to wear the uniform.

The uniform adopted is neat, tasteful, hygienic, comfortable and
economical. As all students dress alike, there are no distinctions

among them on the artificial basis of clothes; and there is no

temptation to large expenditures in a rivalry to outdress one an-

other. In selecting the style and material of the uniform, consid-

eration has been given to the climate and to the fact that people

work better when they are dressed comfortably.

CONCLUSION
It is a demonstrated fact that the influence of colleges decreases

rapidly with increase of distance. This College is developing its

territory.

The College has developed a strength and has reached a stage

in the confidence of the people where, as has been said, the only

limit of its grokth is the accommodations provided by the State.
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A BRIEF HISTORICAL STATEMENT
By an Act of the Georgia Legislature, approved November 26,

1890, it was enacted that there should be "established in connec-

tion with the State University, and forming one of the departments

thereof, a school for the education and training of colored students."

By the same Act the Governor was empowered to appoint "five fit

and discreet persons, residents of the State, to be known as the

Commission on the School for Colored Students." This Commission
was to secure the grounds and the buildings necessary for the es-

tablishment of the school; to prescribe a course of training to be

provided for all the students in said school which would embrace
the studies required (by the Act of Congress of the United States,

approved July 2, 1862, and August 30, 1890, making donations of

public lands and the proceeds thereof to the States and Territories

for educational purposes.

The control and management of the school were vested in the

Board of Trustees of the University of Georgia. As soon as the

school was located, established and turned over to the Board of

Trustees of the University of Georgia, the Commission named in

the Act appointed by the Governor, was to constitute the local

Board of Trustees for the school, with perpetual succession, should

be charged with the control, supervision and management of the

school, subject to the general Board of Trustees of the University

of Georgia. The Chairman of said local Board of Trustees is made
ex-officio a member of the Board of Trustees of the University.

In the Summer of 1891, from June 1 to August 1, by direction of

the Commission, Chancellor Boggs inaugurated in Baxter Street

school building at Athens, Ga., a preliminary session of the school

which was conducted by Richard R. Wright, as principal, with three

other instructors.

Later, this school was styled by the Commission "The Georgia

State Industrial College for Colored Youths," and located near Sa-

vannah, Ga., about five miles from the Court House, southeast of

the city, near Thunderbolt. For the permanent organization, the

Commission selected a faculty consisting of a President, Instructor

in English, Instructor in Mathematics, Instructor in Natural Sci-

ence, Superintendent of the Mechanical Department, and Foreman

of the Farm.

The school began with an enrollment of eight students. At

present it has an enrollment of five hundred and eighty-five. The

instruction may be said to be literary, mechanical and agricultural.

Under mechanical there are Blacksmithing, Carpentry, Shoemaking,

Wheelwrighting, Tailoring, Painting, Brickmasonry. Plastering.

Dressmaking, Cooking and Laundering. The aim is to give the

students such training as will prepare them to be useful citizens.
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The students of the Mechanical Department are required to do all
the repair work and to assist in doing other work.

The courses are open to both sexes, 'but as there is no dormitory
for girls they are admitted only as day pupils. Since the organiza-
tion of the school it has had more than 6,000 different students
under its instruction, and has given its diplomas to 408 graduates
and also 3 69 have received certificates of proficiency from the
trades departments. A list of graduates is kept, and it is known
that they are all usefully employed.

The College consists of 116 acres of land; 35 acres are used for

the campus, and 81 for a farm. All the departments are fairly

well provided with much of the necessary equipment for their work.
There are the following buildings: Two recitation buildings, four
trade buildings, two farm ibuildings, two dormitories and five pro-

fessors' cottages.

The College farm of 81 acres is adjacent to the College campus.
Most of this is under cultivation, and from it sufficient vegetables

are raised by the labor of the students to supply the tables of the

boarding department.

BOARD OF COMMISSIONERS
JUDGE P. W. MELDRIM, Chairman Savannah, Ga.

JUDGE W. R. HAMMOND Atlanta, Ga.

PROF. OTIS ASHMORE, A.M Savannah, Ga.

HON. MARTIN V. CALVIN Marietta, Ga.

SUPT. LAWTON B. EVANS, AM Augusta, Ga.

DAVID C. BARROW, A.M., LL.D., Chancellor of the University

of Georgia and Ex-Officio Superintendent Athens, Ga.

EDWARD G. THOMSON, Treasurer Savannah, Ga.

FACULTY AND OFFICERS
R. R. WRIGHT, A.M., LL.D., President; Instructor in English and

Mental and Moral Science.

W. D. THOMAS, A.M., M.D., Instructor in Natural Science and Sec-

retary of Faculty; School Physician.

A. J. ALLISON, A.B., Instructor in Mathematics.

F. R. LAMPKIN, A.B., Instructor in English and Pedagogy.

HENRY PEARSON, A.M., Assistant Instructor in English; Vice-

President.

L. B. THOMPSON, A.M., Superintendent Mechanical Department

and Assistant Instructor in Mathematics.

W. E. TIBBS, A.B., Instructor in Bookkeeping, Stenography and

Typewriting; Registrar of the College.

R. H. THOMAS, Superintendent of Farm.

INSTRUCTORS IN TRADES
L. B. THOMPSON, A.M., Director, Masonry and Plastering.

J. M. ROSTON, Wheelwrighting, Proctor.
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—:
, Painting, Glazing, Sign-Painting and Kal-

somining.

C. F. FLIPPER, Instructor in Shoe and Harness-Making.

P. S. MOORE, Instructor in Blacksmithing.

R. M. COOPER, Instructor in Tailoring.

, Instructor in Carpentry and Mechanical Draw-
ing.

HOWARD JACKSON, Instructor in Laundering.

MRS. W. G. HILL, Instructor in Domestic Science.

MRS. W. P. WHITE, Instructor in Plain Sewing and Dressmaking.

J. S. FRAZIER, Instructor in Dairying.
-

—

, Instructor in Poultry Raising; United States

Farm Demonstrator.

MRS. ANNA M. MARTIN, Matron.

MRS. D. E. PEARSON, Principal of Practice School.

GENERAL INFORMATION

Besides doing first-class work in the industrial lines, giving in an

elementary way eleven handicrafts, the College gives as good literary

education as can 'be obtained in the majority of institutions for the

practical education of the negro. The main object, however, is to

give an every-day education, that is, to fit the boys and girls to begin

creditably, the active business of life—boys, as carpenters, black-

smiths, bricklayers, etc.; girls, as seamstresses, cooks, laundresses,

etc.

Persons admitted to this school therefore will be expected to

work. The lazy, sickly, or the "dudish" are not desired, and will

not find it comfortable at the Georgia State Industrial College. On
the other hand, all who are in earnest will find this one of the most
desirable colleges in the State. Industrious and faithful students

have been able to earn a part of their board bill by extra work. A
great many of our students are from the country and an effort is

made to encourage them along agricultural lines. There is a

Farmers' Association organized among them for the purpose of

learning about farming and fostering the agricultural spirit. A vast

amount of information was obtained last year by the Association

about colored farmers. The College farm, under a competent in-

structor, is a great aid to those who are eager to know farming.

During the ensuing year greater stress than ever will be laid upon

the mechanical trades and upon agriculture. While the literary

work will not be neglected or less efficiently done, more time and

energy will be devoted to the industrial and agricultural sides of

education.

The desire of the management is to make the College, in so far

as it can be, a home for all who attend.
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Location

The State College is located in a section of Georgia tributary to

portions of South Carolina and Florida, all of which have hitherto

been deprived, as has been in this section of Georgia, of the ad-

vantages of such a school as the Georgia State Industrial College.

This College must, therefore, in the very nature of the circum-

stances, become a great and leading force in the educational de-

velopment of these portions of the State named.

Courses of Study
The courses are the Grammar School, High School, Collegiate, In-

dustrial, Vocational, Commercial.

Admission
Each applicant for admission must present a certificate of good

moral character and must 'be fourteen years of age.

Students, as candidates for admission are required to be present

on the opening day, and only for special reasons will any one be

admitted thereafter.

All non-resident students must board on the College campus,

unless they have permission to board elsewhere. The faculty does

not assume responsibility for the care of any student not boarding

on the College campus.
All students will be required to work one hour each day for the

institution without pay.

Expenses

Tuition made free hy law to all citizens of Georgia.

Students in the boarding department will be furnished room,

fuel, light, a cot and mattress free, hut must bring their own
sheets, pillow-slips, blankets or other bed covering with them; also

Bible, song book and dictionary.

Board in Stewards' Hall at the lowest cost, $9.00 per calendar

month, $76.50 for scholastic year of eight and one-half months.

Laundry, not included with board, $1.00 per month.

.Medical attention will be given at very moderate rates.

All male students are required to have a pair of overalls.

All bills for board and laundry are due and payable on the day of

entry, and on the first of each calendar month thereafter.

No student received unless board is paid or satisfactory arrange-

ments are made therefor in advance.

Books will be furnished to the students at the lowest possible

rates.

Each student is required to provide himself with necessary books

within a reasonable time after his admission.

To aid students in meeting their expenses, work on the College

Farm is offered at reasonable pay.

Roll of Honor
The Roll of Honor is determined by the general average in schol-
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arship, deportment and attendance, as follows: 85 to 90, with honor;

90 to 95, with high honor; 95 to 100, with highest honor. The
passing mark is 70.

How to Reach the College

Students arriving on any train to Savannah should retain their

checks and leave their trunks at the station. They should board

the E and W Belt car which passes both stations on West Broad

Street and should transfer to Thunderbolt car which will bring them
to the College grounds.

Caution

It would be wise for all parents or guardians to send money
directly to the President. Students may also deposit with the

President for safe-keeping any money which they bring with them.

College Post Office

A post office has been established on the college grounds. All

letters addressed to persons at the school should be directed to

"Industrial College," Ga.

Scholarships

As yet, belonging to this College, there are no scholarships.

Needy students aid themselves to a limited degree by work. There

is, however, a desire on the part of the Faculty to induce philan-

thropic persons to establish a few annual scholarships of $50.00 each

for such worthy students as may not be able to remain in school

unless thus aided to finish their course. Here is a magnificent op-

portunity for some benevolent person to do good.

The Jennie E. Bill Library

Through the kindness and generosity of Miss Jennie E. Bill, the

College has been the recipient of a number of books, and as an

appreciation of this favor the library has been named the Jennie

E. Bill Library.

Donations have been made by several other friends, for which
we are thankful. At present the library consists of 400 volumes,

having been increased by books purchased with the McLauren fund.

We are anxious to increase this number as rapidly as possible,

and therefore solicit donations of good books from our friends.

College Organizations

1. Phi Kappa, for College students.

2. Philosophian, for High School students.

3. Frederick Douglas, for Grammar School students.

4. Phyllis Wheatley, for female High School students.

5. Harriet Beecher Stowe, for female Grammar School students.

6. The Young Men's Christian Association.

The purpose of the five literary societies is to stimulate a desire

for wholesome literature and to promote writing, public speaking

and debate.
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Teachers Furnished
One of the objects of this institution will be to supply the demand

for competent teachers. To this end we invite correspondence with
the County School Commissioners. Only those who are in our
judgment regarded competent /will be recommended from this

school for the position of teacher.

Labor
On the farm and about the College certain work must be per-

formed by the students. For all such labor not instructive and not

a part of the regular course, students who perform it will be paid

five cents per hour.

GENERAL REGULATIONS
School opens each day, except Saturday, 8:00; closes for dinner

11:50; afternoon session opens 12:50; Chapel exercises from 12:50

to 1:05; school closes 3:50 p. m.

The office hours of the President for receiving parents, new pupils,

graduates, and transaction of other business each day, 8:00 to 9:00

a. m.

Excuses of pupils received 8:00 to 8:30 a. m.

The remainder of the President's time reserved for class room
work and visiting departments and general supervision.

DISCIPLINE
Attention is called to the following special regulations and per-

sons who think they can not observe them are advised not to apply

for admission.

1. Students, who live at their homes, are required to observe, in

general, the same regulations respecting conduct, deportment and

haJbits of study as those occupying the school (buildings.

2. Students absenting themselves from their classes, or from the

school grounds, without permission, will be disciplined.

3. All students are subject to the discipline of the institution for

immoral or unworthy conduct during absence from the institution.

4. The use of intoxicants and tobacco in any form, also profanity

and card-playing and the possession of fire-arms, as well as in-

dulging in anything of an immoral tendency, are forbidden, both

during the school term and vacation.

5. Students must comply with 'all regulations for the promotion

of health, cleanliness, good order, and successful schoolroom work.

6. Rooms are subject to inspection at any time during the day

after the ringing of the notice bell for breakfast. But special in-

spection will be made of the rooms and the beds each day at 7:30

a. m.

7. Every student, by entering the institution, is regarded as

giving a sacred promise to oibserve these and all other established

regulations.
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